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Editorial
This is another double issue of the IGU
Bulletin representing the years 2011-12.
The period was again a very active one for
the global community of geographers
represented
by
the
International
Geographical Union. Santiago, Chile was
the host city for the 2011 Regional
Conference and, as the enclosed report
suggests, this provided an excellent
opportunity to attract a substantial number
of Latin American papers and delegates as
well as excellent support from further
afield.
The purpose of regional
conferences is to foster interest in the
discipline in and around the host region
and it was this reason that the IGU has
embarked on a more frequent series that
commenced with Tel Aviv in 2010, onto
Santiago in 2011, Kyoto, Japan in 2013,
Krakow, Poland in 2014 and Moscow,
Russia in 2015. Of course the quadrennial
congresses are held in the intervening
years,
and
2012
saw
Cologne
accommodating the largest ever gathering
of geographers under the IGU banner.
The preliminary report is to be found
within these pages, but there is a much
more substantial publication planned from
this meeting, be sure to visit the IGU
website (www.igu-online.org) regularly
for updates.
The Cologne congress proved an
unprecedented success for the local
organisers – based at the University of

Cologne and a real ‘home-grown’ effort
under the banner ‘Down to Earth’. The
energy, enthusiasm and effervescence that
young people brought to the congress was
perhaps the signature of its success.
While we gained extraordinary insights
from experienced scholars from around
the world – most especially, but not
exclusively, in the Keynote Addresses the prominence of young geographers in
all of the sessions both within and beyond
the main venue (in local schools for
example) was a genuine highlight.
We study a discipline that uniquely
straddles the social and natural sciences.
The failure (until recently) of science to
grasp the fundamentally integrated nature
of earth systems at a range of spatial
scales – something that Geographers
recognised long ago - has led us to the
brink of a crisis. Let us use our talents –
through research and teaching – and
especially through the invigoration that
our younger practitioners offer – to lead
the way. This remains and enormously
challenging goal but I remain confident
that future editions of the IGU Bulletin
will report on the work that has gone into
achieving it.
Michael E Meadows
Secretary-General and Treasurer
Cape Town, March 2013
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Éditorial
Voici un autre numéro double du Bulletin
de l’UGI, couvrant les années 2011-12.
Cette période a été de nouveau très active
pour la communauté internationale des
géographes que représente l'Union
Géographique Internationale. Santiago du
Chili a accueilli la Conférence Régionale
de 2011 et, comme l’indique le rapport cijoint, cela a été une excellente occasion
d'attirer un nombre important de délégués
et de communications d'Amérique latine,
ainsi qu’une excellente fréquentation par
des congressistes venus de beaucoup plus
loin. Le but de ces conférences régionales
est de stimuler l'intérêt pour la discipline
dans et autour de la région d'accueil, et
c'est pour cette raison que l'UGI a
entrepris une série de rencontres plus
fréquentes, qui a commencé avec TelAviv, Israël, en 2010, puis Santiago en
2011, Kyoto, Japon en 2013, Cracovie,
Pologne, en 2014 et Moscou, Russie, en
2015. Bien sûr, les congrès quadriennaux
ont lieu dans les années qui s’intercalent,
et 2012 a vu le plus grand rassemblement
de géographes de l’histoire de l'UGI à
Cologne. Le rapport préliminaire se
trouve dans ces pages, mais une
publication beaucoup plus substantielle à
propos de cette réunion est prévue, nous
vous invitons à visiter le site Web de
l'UGI (www.igu-online.org), qui est
régulièrement mis à jour.
Le Congrès de Cologne a connu un succès
sans précédent pour les organisateurs
locaux - basé à l'Université de Cologne
avec un réel effort «maison» sous la
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bannière « Les pieds sur terre ». L'énergie,
l'enthousiasme et l'effervescence que les
jeunes ont apportée au congrès a peut-être
été la signature de son succès. Bien que
nous ayons appris beaucoup des
chercheurs chevronnés venus de partout
dans le monde - plus particulièrement,
mais pas exclusivement, dans les séances
plénières – l'importance des jeunes
géographes dans toutes les sessions, à la
fois au sein et au-delà du site principal du
Congrès (dans les écoles locales, par
exemple), a été un authentique moment
fort.
Nous étudions une discipline unique qui
chevauche les sciences sociales et
naturelles. L'échec (jusqu'à récemment)
des sciences pour comprendre la nature
fondamentalement intégrée des systèmes
terrestres à diverses échelles spatiales - ce
que les géographes ont reconnu depuis
longtemps - nous a conduits au bord de la
crise. Servons-nous de nos talents - grâce
à la recherche et à l'enseignement - et en
particulier à travers la revitalisation
apportée par nos jeunes praticiens - pour
montrer la voie. Cet objectif demeure
extrêmement difficile à atteindre, mais je
reste confiant que les prochaines éditions
du Bulletin de l'UGI feront rapport sur les
travaux consacrés à sa réalisation.
Michael E Meadows
Secrétaire général et Trésorier
Le Cap, Mars 2013

International Geographical Union 2011 – 2012
Union Géographique Internationale 2011 – 2012
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Minutes of the 2011 and 2012 IGU Executive Committee Meetings
Minutes de réunions du comité de direction d’UGI 2011

International Geographical Union
Executive Committee Meeting
Cologne, Germany
16 – 19 May 2011
Welcome and Apologies
Present: Ron Abler, Mike Meadows,
Dieter Soyez; and, via WebEx, Aharon
Kellerman, Yukio Himiyama, Vladimir
Kolossov, Dahe Qin
Apologies: Ruth Fincher, Markku
Loytonen, Irasema Alcantara-Ayala,
Giuliano Bellezza

Adoption of the Agenda
The meeting adopted the agenda as tabled
with the addition of an item by Soyez in
relation to the recent ACFAS conference
he had attended.

Minutes
Beijing November 2010 Meeting
These were accepted pending submission
of some additional information from
Kolossov regarding Commissions and
Task Forces

Organization and Operations

IGU Country Membership Report
Meadows presented the spreadsheet
indicating membership dues status. New or at least re-established members - for
2012 include Greece and Lithuania.
Brazil had been able to pay in 2010 but is
8

unlikely to do so in 2011. South Africa is
now paying annual fees for Zimbabwe.
Attempts by Soyez to contact again the
Francophone African countries with the
Alain Dubresson/Chair CNFG, French
National Committee of Geography as
intermediary and a special meeting in
Paris, have so far not borne fruit.
Meadows
has
established
good
communications with Geographers in
Nigeria, Ghana and Lesotho and there is
interest from organizations in those
countries in re-establishing contact albeit
that funding remains a challenge.
Kolossov is continuing negotiations with
the heads of the main geographical
institutions of Kazakhstan and Tajikistan.
Kellerman suggested that the IGU should
not rescind membership of defaulting
countries from the list at this stage
although the matter should be raised again
in 2012. (Himiyama left the meeting after
this item).
IGU Financial Report and Projection
The financial situation of the IGU was
discussed in relation to several tabled
documents; the finances appear to be
healthy and even improving. The meeting
formally expressed its gratitude to former
Secretary-General Yu Woo-ik for his most
generous personal donation. The 2010
summary financial report compiled by
Abler was formally adopted and it was
-9-

agreed that signed (President, SecretaryGeneral) copies of this can be made
available to those National Committees
that require it.
UN-IYGU Initiative
Benno Werlen has submitted a report to
the IGU on activities thus far and this has
been posted on the website.
An
application for funding to ICSU, entitled:
‚Transdisciplinary Intercultural Ecological
Research for Sustainability (TIERS)’ was
successful and a sum of US$30,000 has
been awarded in relation to this. The first
meeting of the Steering Committee was
held in Weimar in March and the first
joint meeting of the Scientific Panel and
Steering Committee was held in Jena in
May 2011. The project is clearly well
underway. Kolossov commented on the
significant progress made and reported on
the plan to submit the project to UNESCO
by May for consideration and adoption by
UNESCO (October) and the UN in
December. The Government of Thuringia
has pledged two futher years of financial
support. Various working groups have
been established with a tight schedule for
submission
of
the
necessary
documentation. Kellerman commented
that the developments are very welcome
including the establishment of the formal
committees and the successful attempts to
raise funds; BW to be congratulated,
although female representation of the
committees remains limited as does Latin
American and African participation. The
request from Werlen for additional
financial support was discussed at length.
It was agreed that a further Euro 2500 can
be awarded for 2011. However, the
additional funds should be placed in the
context of the very modest total budget of
the IGU and the fact that the IGU
contribution to this project extends well
beyond the mere financial. Abler to
inform Werlen of this decision.
Commission Reports
Meadows
indicated
that
most
Commissions and Task Forces have now
- 10 -

submitted annual reports for 2010 and that
these are available on the website. Some
changes in Commission chairs had been
noted, but these will be formalized only at
the next General Assembly.
It was
agreed to increase the amount of the
annual commission stipend to US$ 1000.
Kolossov noted the need for commissions
to communicate regularly with the EC and
should also continue to foster the
participation of younger scholars.
Meadows is to compile a letter to
Commissions
and
Task
Force
chairpersons informing of them of the
increased annual grant and suggesting that
at least some of the additional funds could
be used to support young scholars
Journals Project Update
The meeting noted the valuable work
conducted by Ton Dietz and his colleague
in this regard. The journal information is
now available on the website and there is
to be a web-based version in time for the
formal launch of the project at the
Cologne Congress. Abler is to write a
letter
to
Dietz
expressing
IGU
appreciation for his efforts (also in
relation to 4.06 below).
Corporate
Sponsorship/Sustainable
Cities
Ton Dietz reported via Kellerman that the
Hunan University in Changsha, China,
has accepted an invitation to take the lead
on the sustainable cities website initiative.
Abler reported on the possibility of ESRI
becoming the first formal corporate
sponsor of IGU and agreed to pursue this.
Executive Committee Calendar
The schedule of future meetings was
discussed and is as follows:



Santiago, Chile: 12th – 13th
November 2011 (ahead of IGU
Regional Conference):
Beijing, People’s Republic of
China: 12th – 16th March 2012
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Cologne, Germany: 24th and 26th
August 2012 (ahead of IGU
Congress)

Meadows and Qin to pursue the
arrangements with local organizers in
China.
Virtual Meeting Technology
Himiyama, Kolossov, Kellerman and Qin
were able to connect reasonably
consistently with Abler, Meadows and
Soyez at the Cologne ‘base’ when they
were available, meaning that 7 of 11
potential participants attended in all.
Bellezza was unable to connect, despite
numerous frustrated efforts on his part.
Fincher was largely unavailable due to
parallel commitments in Beijing but was
unable to connect at the time when she
was eventually free; Alcantara-Ayala was
hampered by illness and unable to connect
other than very briefly by Skype;
Loytonen was unavailable throughout due
to prior commitments. The experiment
was a limited success for some, although
less so for others. This is certainly a
challenge
technologically
and
participation is more limited (fewer
members attended than would be the case
with a regular meeting and perhaps fewer
‘active’ participant comments from those
joining remotely).
There are also
communication difficulties; some noted
the pronounced ‘echo’ from base
communications, for example, so the
situation is not optimal. However, the
effort was requested at the last GA and we
can report to the next one in Cologne. A
rough calculation suggests that a saving of
approximately US$15,000 has been
effected in this process.
IGU Website
The website www.igu-online.org was
demonstrated and appears to be working
well. It was agreed to move the IYGU
link to the front page.

10

IGU Sesquicentennial and Centennial
Task Force
2021 is the 125th anniversary of the first
International Geographical Congress in
Antwerp, while 2022 is the centennial
anniversary of the formal establishment of
the International Geographical Union. It
was agreed that it would make sense to
have an extraordinary Congress in the
centenary year 2022. A committee is
needed to develop suggestions for the
forthcoming
anniversaries,
perhaps
including past officers of the IGU. Abler
to pursue this further with possible
members of the committee and report at
the next meeting.
IGU 2012 Elections
Four Vice-Presidents and a new President
are to be elected in 2012 and the call for
nominations will need to be distributed in
the next few weeks. It is important to
note that IGU elections should be
regarded as ‘open’ elections, meaning that
any vacant office can be filled by any
eligible
individual,
although
the
nominations must come from National
Committees. It was agreed that absentee
votes would not be accepted, which means
that the election at the Cologne General
Assembly will be made by member
countries in good standing that are
present.
Palestinian
Authority
Membership.
South Africa has agreed to meet the
annual membership subscription on behalf
of the Palestinian Authority. Formal
ratification of membership will be made
only at the Cologne General Assembly.
IGU Country Dues Restructuring
Meadows tabled a document in which the
current fee structure could be compared
with the new ISSC model of using per
capita and total GDP data to compute a
ranking. The indication is that relatively
few countries are contributing either too
much or too little according to the GDP
criteria and relatively minor adjustments
could correct the situation. It was agreed
- 11 -

that Meadows would contact the national
committee chairs of such ‘anomalies’ and
request that they reconsider their
contributions.
IGU Commission on Informal Economic
Activity
A proposal has been received for a new
commission
on
the
geographical
implications of informality by Prof Xue
from Sun Yat-sen University, Guangzhou
China.
He made a brief in person
presentation
motivating
for
the
establishment of the commission which he
sees as a means of facilitating research
activity in this growing economic arena.
An additional advantage would be the fact
that this would be a cross-cutting field
drawing several IGU research themes
together. Several points were raised,
including a) proposed Steering Committee
membership (noting in particular that
membership of two individuals from one
country is not allowed by statute; b)
whether or not there has been an inclusive
workshop or communication regarding the
establishment of this commission. It was
agreed to provide feedback to Prof Xue
and to finalise the decision regarding the
proposal at the Santiago meeting. VK and
RF were asked to review the current
application and collate an initial response
to be forwarded to the candidate via the
EC by the end of July.
IGU Bulletins
2009 and 2010 Bulletins are nominally the
responsibility of the former SecretaryGeneral and Treasurer, Woo-ik Yu. We
are again falling behind in regard to the
official written record of the IGU and the
situation regarding these needs to be
finalised. Abler agreed to attempt to
complete the 2007 and 2008 editions over
the next few months and Meadows agreed
to assume responsibility for the 2009 and
2010 editions. VK suggested that we
should reconsider the format of the
Bulletin as it is very formal. Meadows
noted that both the e-Newsletter and
website are opportunities for less ‘formal’
- 12 -

information and there is a statutory
requirement for us to document and
record the activities of the IGU.
Home of Geography newsletters
Latest edition now posted on the Home of
Geography website and will be placed on
the IGU website in due course. Bellezza
is acknowledged for the considerable
effort that he continues to put into the eNewsletter.
IGU Priorities
These were finalized at the last meeting
and are now available on the web.
IGU Corresponding membership
Himiyama reported on the Third
International Indian Geography Congress
held at Kozhikode, Kerala May 6-8, 2011.
Himiyama and Bellezza had been present
at this meeting, although the relatively
small number of student participants was
noted. The meeting had nevertheless
proved to be a success and confirms that
the Indian geographical community is
active and vibrant. Some members of the
community had volunteered to pay for
corresponding membership of the IGU.
Abler
outlined
the
history
of
corresponding membership but on
reflection felt that it was no longer of
much relevance. It was agreed that this
category of membership be discontinued.

Cooperation and Outreach
Festival International de Géographie
There is little to report on this festival
except that the planning appear to be
proceeding. It was agreed that Soyez and
Kolossov would make contact with the
local organisers to seek clarification as to
the possibility of IGU participation from
2012 onwards.
Festa de Mirandela, Portugal
The Memorandum of Agreement was sent
to the Mirandela local organisers some
months ago but there has been no
response
as
yet.
11

Soyez reported that the Quebec
geographers are contemplating a similar
event and developments are awaited.

increases are not appreciated by
members when it may not be apparent
what extra is being given by ISSC in
return for the fee hikes. This has
implications for the IGU if a similar
formula were to be adopted.

Festival de Geografía, Taxco, Guerrero
Mexico Nothing to report.
Elsevier Publication Proposal
Nothing further to report; the item is
closed.
Springer Publication Proposal
Nothing to report; the Commission
response had been disappointing and there
are no indications of any possible further
developments; the item is closed.
Rio + 20 Preparations
Several communications have been
received in this regard. ICSU has called
for suggestions as to the member union
involvement. IYGU will certainly be
involved and the matter will be raised at
the ICSU General Assembly and
GeoUnions meeting in September in
Rome.
ICSU
Relationships between IGU and ICSU are
very positive, especially in relation to
IYGU.
ISSC developments and plans
Fincher report tabled the following report
(with minor editorial amendments by
Meadows) in relation to her position on
the ISSC executive committee:
a)

12

Finances. There are difficulties being
experienced by ISSC in implementing
its new fee structure, because the
latter has requested sizeable jumps in
the
fees
of
some
member
organizations. Despite suggestions
being made to numerous member
organizations that steep increases in
fees can be paid over a few years not
all at once, some organisations
can’t/won’t pay. Apparently ISSC
hasn’t charged fee increases for 20
years – in this context, sudden

b) The World Social Science Forum to
be hosted by Fudan University in
Shanghai end of 2012 but the local
organizers have informed the ISSC
that it is no longer able to host this
conference after all. A new host is
being sought and it is thought that the
conference will have to be at the end
of 2013 rather than the end of next
year.
c)

ISSC Ongoing Programs. IHDP has
a new Chair; IRDR (Disaster Risk
programme) has a fancy new
brochure and it is clear that it is
integrating social and natural science
in its focus on vulnerabilities and
risk. CROP (poverty research
program) has new Director and new
host at the University of Bergen.

d) ISSC programs under development –
particularly
those
on
global
environmental change research and
policy are of particular interest to the
IGU:
- Earth System Research for Global
Sustainability Initiative - this is a new
alliance formed in April 2011 between
ICSU, ISSC and the Belmont Forum,
to establish a cutting-edge global
research network to act over the next
10 years to: deliver at global and
regional scales the knowledge
societies need to address climate
change while meeting economic and
social goals, coordinate international
scientific research to address the
Grand Challenges arising from the
ICSU and Belmont Forum work, and
engage a new generation of
researchers from social natural and
engineering sciences in this research.
- 13 -

A Transition Team of scientists has
been appointed to advise on the design
of this initiative, doing this over the
next one year. IGU nominated
Professor Diana Liverman to ISSC’s
slate of 15 candidates put forward for
this Transition team. Five of ISSC’s
candidates were elected, including
Diana Liverman who will co-chair the
Transition Team along with Prof
Johan Rockstrom (Exec Director of
the Stockholm Resilience Institute).
Of the 17 people on this Transition
Team there are at least three who
identify themselves as geographers.
- Climate Change Design Project. This
is a proposal being put to the Swedish
research development agency SIDA,
by ISSC, to enumerate the ways social
science can contribute to responses to
climate change. At present a huge
amount of work by the secretariat and
Exec Director of ISSC is going in to
the one-year development of the
proposal – which will be for a 10 year
research program of many millions of
dollars. Shortly, letters will be sent to
IGU (and other disciplinary member
associations) asking them to nominate
the top three social science scholars in
this field. These people will then be
interviewed by those preparing the
proposal to SIDA about what social
science is already contributing on this
topic, what the gaps are, etc. This will
be a huge 10-year project – and those
in ISSC in charge of it want to bring in
a range of social scientists to the 10
years of work that will take place –
indeed geographers must be involved
here.
- Other matters included: (i) a paper by
the European Science Foundation’s
Responses to Environmental and
Social Challenges for our Unstable
Earth (RESCUE) Social Sciences and
Humanities Task Force. There is an
excellent literature review entitled
‘Challenges of the Anthropocene’
- 14 -

about the conceptual issues and
existing work in social science on
climate change and nature-society
relations. (ii) Notice of the Belmont
Forum Agenda Setting Workshop in
early June 2011 in which there is a
strong focus on integrating social
science perspectives into the Belmont
priorities.
- International
Year
of
Global
Understanding was also listed under
this set of society-environment
activities. It was noted that UNESCO
adoption is pending. Great concern
was expressed by the ISSC Exec
Committee about the lack of
representation of people from the
global south in the committees of this
initiative. Such representation will be
necessaryif there is to be continued
ISSC involvement.
- The presence of ISSC representatives
at past and future Rio + 20 Science
and Technology regional workshops
organized by ISCU and UNESCO, at
the Planet under Pressure conference
in London in March 2012, and at the
ISSC- ICSU-ESSP Integrated Science
Initiative in Berlin in November 2011,
were noted.
The next ISSC meeting is to be in Durban
on 25/6 November 2011.
ICA
Close contact with this group is
maintained and IYGU again has engaged
with this organization. The incoming
President is very positive about contact
with IGU, including a possible joint
commission on Place Names.
ECOSOC
Lex Chalmers has submitted on behalf of
the IGU a statement on the role of
geographical education to the UNESCO
group. Abler to write a letter to LC to
express appreciation for the efforts.
13

International
Congresses and
Conferences

Geographical
IGU Regional

Santiago, Chile Regional Conference
2011
More than 900 abstracts have been
received thus far. 83 applications for
travel grants have been received. It was
agreed that Meadows would consider the
applications and make a decision within
the next few days. The LOC is doing a
fine job. IA-A has suggested (via email)
that the LOC consider a blog or Twitter
account in relation to this meeting to
facilitate accommodation sharing by
participants.
Furthermore, IA-A, in
relation to her membership of the
International Consortium on Landslides,
is establishing a Latin American
Consortium on Landslides and is
requesting an opportunity during the
Santiago conference to invite participants
to join (Meadows to forward request
regarding both suggestions to the LOC).
IA-A also noted that the Chair of ICSU
Latin America (Dr Limonta) is interested
in addressing the EC in Santiago to
discuss ICSU. This can be put on the
agenda for that meeting (Meadows).
Köln,
Germany
International
Geographical Congress 2012
Abler, Meadows, accompanied by the
LOC, toured the facilities and all is in
order.
The international scientific
committee has convened and decided
upon the sessions for the four key topics.
Response from Commissions and Task
Forces has been somewhat inconsistent
and Meadows to follow this up. There are
some excellent innovations, including a
Young Researchers Forum, parallel
symposia on Applied Geography and on
Didactics. Everything is on track for this
congress.
Kyoto, Japan Regional Conference 2013
The LOC is currently preparing the first
circular which will be completed during
the next few months. Fund-raising is now
14

underway and the Science Council of
Japan has agreed to act as co-organisers of
the conference. It is intended to invite
Abler to the March 2012 meeting of the
Association of Japanese Geographers.
Krakow, Poland Regional Conference
2014
No information is currently to hand; Abler
and Meadows will convey to the LOC that
a report will be required in Santiago.
Moscow, Russia Regional Conference
2015
The LOC met some weeks ago and there
will be further discussions at the meeting
of the National Committee of Russian
Geographers in ten days time. A more
detailed report will be available for the
Santiago meeting.
People’s Republic of China International
Geographical Congress, Beijing, 2016
Two items are currently being considered:
finances and venue. Qin reported that
funds from the Government and from the
associations should be available. The
National Conference Centre is proposed
as a venue.
Annual Conference of
Chinese Association of Geographers is
from 23rd to 26th July in Urumqi, northern
China. Abler and Soyez should be in
attendance.
IGU
Congress
and
Conference
Memorandum of Agreement
This was approved and adopted at the last
EC meeting. This is now available to all
LOCs of upcoming conferences. The
situation for Santiago needs to be resolved
(Abler and Meadows to contact the LOC).
Kellerman commented that the annual
frequency of meetings requires review.
Abler outlined the history of this situation
which had arisen as an expedience to deal
with several very high quality applications
to host meetings. Continuation of the
practice requires serious consideration of
the costs and benefits. This matter is to be
placed on the agenda for the Santiago EC
meeting.
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ACFAS conference, Sherbrooke, Canada
Soyez attended this annual meeting at
which a small group of committed
Geographers organised a workshop on the
status of the discipline in Quebec, with the
intention of discussing its problems and
prospects in the region and beyond
(regarding
francophone
Geography
globally). Soyez was asked to open the
workshop.
Several
high
profile
Geographers were invited and there were
some 35 presentations in all, especially in
relation to critical aspects in the fields of
school Geography, academic Geography
and some other, normally not very visible
but crucial areas of activity, e.g. in a large
variety of applied and ‘every-daygeographies’ (institutions, companies,
NGOs etc.). The follow-up to this has
been a request for US$10,000 to help
offset losses experienced by the local
organizers. There is no precedent for
supporting post facto an event of this sort
and the request is declined. However, the
Abler letter of response should indicate
our moral support for the initiative of this
group and that we would remain
interested in their future activities.

Honors and Awards

IGU Planet and Humanity Medal
Nominations are now being sought for
this medal (to be awarded at the Cologne
Congress) and should be forwarded to
Meadows and Abler by 1st June 2011.
Mattei Dogan Foundation Prize in
Human Geography
Normally this too would be awarded at a
Congress. Abler/Meadows will contact
the Foundation to ascertain the availability
of funds. Meadows will then circulate the
information on nominations to chairs of
National Committees and Commissions
and Task Forces. Abler made the point
that it would be good to have a parallel
prize in Physical Geography.
IGU Honors Committee
Suggestions as to possible candidates for
the committee to consider nominations for
the various awards are needed by June 1st
2011.

Adjourn
The meeting closed at 08h17 local time.
Next meeting in Santiago, Chile,
November 2011.

International Geographical Union
Executive Committee Meeting
Escuela Militar, Santiago de Chile
13 – 14 November 2011

Welcome and Apologies
Present:
Ronald
Abler,
Irasema
Alcantara-Ayala,
Giuliano
Bellezza
Ruth
Fincher, Yukio Himiyama,
Aharon Kellerman, Vladimir

Kolossov, Mike Meadows,
and Dietrich Soyéz;
Apologies: Dahe Qin

Adoption of the Agenda
The committee adopted the agenda
prepared by Meadows and Abler.
15
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Minutes
Köln May 2011 Meeting
The minutes of the May 2011 Köln IGU
Executive Committee (EC) meeting were
approved with minor amendments.
Publication of the Minutes
The matter of publishing the minutes of
the EC meetings was discussed. The
committee agreed that the minutes should
be circulated and corrected soon after
each meeting so that they can be
published. The responsibility is with the
EC members to ensure that they read and
correctthem as necessary within one
month of the meeting. The president will
provide final review.

Organization and Operations
IGU Country Membership Report
Meadows presented a spreadsheet that
tallied current membership dues status.
Correspondence from Brazil and Iceland
was noted and the committee agreed to
engage the appropriate individuals present
at the Santiago conference to discuss the
membership questions matters raised
therein. The committee agreed that
payment of country dues in cash at IGU
meetings, rather than through international
bank transfers, was a sensible means of
payment for some member countries, and
that that option should be publicized;
Meadows will so inform all National
Committee chairs. Problems of facilitating
membership for African countries were
also reviewed and the committee agreed
to continue its efforts to recruit and
recapture members in Africa and
elsewhere.
IGU Financial Report and Projection
The committee reviewed the IGU’s
financial status based on the accounts the
Secretary General and Treasurer provided
in advance of the meeting. The income to
expenditure
ratio
has
improved
substantially over the last twelve months.
Reduced costs of executive committee
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member attendance at meetings together
with relatively successful attempts to
recover country dues are the main reasons
for the improved financial situation.
Meadows will prepare a comprehensive
report in time for the next General
Assembly.
UN-International Year for Global
Uunderstanding (IYGU) Initiative
IYGU Executive Director Benno Werlen
attended the meeting for this item and
provided an update He has obtained
continuing funding from the State of
Thuringia through the end of 2012 and
other applications are pending. It appears
that United Nations General Assembly
approval of IYGU in 2011 is no longer
possible via the normal route of UNESCO
endorsement. Former IGU Secretary
General and Treasurer Woo-ik Yu (now
Minister for Reunification in South
Korea) has asked the Ambassador of
South Korea to the United Nations to
explore the possibility of a direct
submission to the General Assembly of a
request that 2014 be proclaimed the
International
Year
for
Global
Understanding. Abler and Werlen are
currently exploring the feasibilty of this
option with the Korean UN Mission’s
First Secretary. If a direct approach to the
General Assembly is not possible in 2011,
a standard application via UNESCO will
be launched in 2012. The most recent
editions of the initiative flyer and
brochure are available for download as
pdf files from the IYGU and IGU
websites. It was noted that the concept of
‚Global Understanding‘ was still not
widely understood and that the term
‚Global Awareness‘ could still be a better
brand label.
Commission Reports
The increase in the annual commission
stipends to US$ 1,000 approved at the last
executive committee meeting will be
effective with the 2012 payments. The call
for 2011 Commission reports (which
should take the form of a four-year
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summary including a request for renewal
and plans for the next four years) will be
made shortly, with a closing date that will
provide time for review prior to the next
EC meeting. Commission chairs are to
meet with the EC during the Santiago
Conference and the issues of young
scholars’ involvement will be emphasized.
The possibility of establishing regional
commissions (Latin America or the
Mediterranean,
for
example)
was
discussed and the committee agreed in
principle that regional consortia could be
proposed as commissions provided the
usual structure and procedures are
followed. Abler noted that a proposal that
regional commissions be recognized had
been received from Beryl and John
Holmes (Australia) in 2001 or 2002 but
that none had emerged at that time.
Journals Project Update
The committee again noted the valuable
work conducted by Ton Dietz and his
colleagues in relation to the journals
project spearheaded by Ton Dietz, who
had submitted a short written report. EC
members were encouraged to check the
list of journals for their countries where
this has not yet been done. The journal
information is available on the IGU
website as a spreadsheet; Meadows will
organize a web-based version in time for
the formal launch of the project at the
Köln Congress.
Sustainable Cities Network
This initiative is now formally known as
the Sustainable Cities (SuCIN) Project. At
a October/November 2011 intensive
workshop, with the website team of
Hunan University and Ton Dietz, it was
decided to develop a ‘rainbow’ approach
in which each rainbow colour would
represent an important aspect of
sustainability in a municipal/city context.
The website team has developed a
bilingual (Chinese and English) test
programme, which would enable users to
share ideas and ‘cases’ of successful
‘sustainable innovations’ to present
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themselves or be described by a website
host. Most of these innovations will be by
companies or municipal agencies and
knowledge centres and the idea is that
these companies/agencies/centres will
then sponsor parts of the website, and
eventually to develop an approach
whereby all SuCIN websites become
income-earning activities. The income
will be shared between the website host in
a particular city, the IGU national
committee, and IGU as a whole). The
website team in Changsha holds weekly
meetings and is currently looking for
financial support to expand its activities.
They received an IGU endorsement for a
funding request to a Chinese government
agency and are currently discussing
funding with World Wildlife Federation.
The intention is that first results will be
presented by the Chinese core team at the
IGU Congress in Köln, and that the
Changsha SuCIN website will officially
be launched there.
Executive Committee Calendar
The schedule of future meetings was
approved as follows:
 Beijing, People’s Republic of
China: 12–13 March 2012, with
arrival on 11 March, meeting on
12 and 13 March, an optional field
excursion on 14 March, and
departure on 14 or 15 March..
 Köln, Germany: Meeting on 24th
and 26th August 2012 (ahead of
IGU Congress; field excursion
on Saturday 25 August).
 The 2012-2014 IGU Executive
Committee will meet after the
final session of the Köln General
Assembly to elect a First Vice
President and to schedule its
future meetings
IGU Sesquicentennial and Centennial
Task Force
Suggestions to Abler for membership on
this task force are welcome. Abler will
submit a roster of committee members for
executive committee consideration prior
17

to or at the committee’s Köln meeting.
IGU Bulletin Backlog
The Bulletin is still seriously in arrears.
The possibility of outsourcing issue
compilation to an appropriate graduate
student was raised for the 2007-2008 issue
for which Abler has taken responsibility
and for the 2009-2010 issue which
Meadows will produce. Abler and
Meadows committed themselves to
making progress on the backlog before the
next executive committee meeting.
IGU 2012 Elections
Four Vice-Presidents and a new President
are to be elected or re-elected at the 2012
IGU General Assembly in Köln. A call for
nominations was issued to national
committees in July; thus far no
nominations have been received. The
closing date is December 31st 2011.
Executive committee members are
encouraged
to
nominate
active
geographers. Meadows will send out a
reminder to national committee chairs.
Abler reminded those IGU Vice
Presidents eligible for re-election who
wished to continue that they must be renominated by their respective national
committees.
Joint
International
Cartographic
Association/International Geographical
Union Working Group/Commission on
Toponymy
Abler
reported
that
the
joint
Commission/Working
Group
on
Toponymy that has been under discussion
between ICA and IGU for some time is
now formed after several preliminary
meetings between interested members of
both organizations. After reviewing the
proposal submitted by IGU representative
Cosimo
Palagiano
the
executive
committee approved establishment of the
body contingent upon the submission of
an appropriate Steering Committee and on
approval by the ICA, whose executive
committee will consider the proposal in
late November 2011. New ICA President
Georg Gartner is enthusiastic about the
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joint body. Palagiano was appointed the
IGU Co-Chair of the new group; the ICA
will appoint the other co-chair. The joint
group is sponsoring a paper session at the
Santiago Regional Conference.
French Language Biobibliographical
Publication
The executive committee warmly
endorsed the proposal from co-editor
Charles Withers to publish some
Biobibliographical Studies in French.
Mediterranean Renaissance Programme
Kellerman reported that the committee
continues its vibrant and vital work in the
region. Its latest publication is scheduled
to appear in 2012. Chairperson Maria
Paradiso has proposed a meeting on the
topic of migration with special reference
to the Mediterranean region to be held in
September 2012 and is seeking funds to
support the meeting. Abler will write to
Maria Paradiso to commend her and her
colleagues for their sterling efforts.
Corporate Sponsorship
Abler reported that a request to a firm to
become the IGU’s first corporate sponsor
is pending.

Cooperation and Outreach
Festival International de Géographie
(FIG)
Abler attended the most recent FiG. The
session set aside for IGU attracted no
interest from the public. If the IGU is to
remain involved, it will be necessary to
find a way to engage with festival
participants in a different way, possibly by
highlighting research achievements and or
identifying a suitable keynote speaker.
The Memorandum of Agreement between
IGU and FIG remains in force and IGU is
bound therefore to continue its support of
the initiative. There was considerable
discussion around the need to provide FIG
with and appropriate platform at the 2012
Köln Congress. Soyéz confirmed that
considerable effort will be made to ensure
high visibility for the FIG presentation(s).
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Abler suggested that the executive
committee
review
the
FIG-IGU
Memorandum of Agreement at its next
meeting.
Festa de Mirandela, Portugal
No Festa was held in 2011 owing to a
shortage of funds but the organizers hope
that it will resume in 2012.
Festival de Geografía, Taxco, Guerrero
Mexico
The inaugural event was held in 2010 and
the original plan was to organise festivals
annually, although a meeting was not held
in 2011. The latest plans are to hold the
festival biennially in different cities of
Mexico, organised by different groups
each time.
International Council for Science
(ICSU) General Assembly
Abler, Meadows, and Bellezza attended
the meeting and Alcantara-Ayala was
there in her capacity as a member of
ICSU’s Committee on Scientific Planning
and Review (CSPR). Much of the general
assembly proceedings consist of the
formal ratification by member unions and
national committees of ICSU plans.
Ongoing and new projects are especially
relevant to geographers and the focus on
sustainability issues is totally appropriate
to the expertise that IGU can bring to
bear.
International Social Science Council
(ISSC)
Fincher, a member of the ISSC Executive
Committee, had nothing to report beyond
the topics included in the report she
submitted prior to the IGU Executive
Committee’s last meeting. A proposed
ISSC Executive Committee meeting in
Durban has been cancelled owing to the
inability of a number of members to bear
theexpense of meeting there. ISSC is
exploring the possibility of holding an
internet mediated meeting instead.
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Definition of ‘Circumnavigation.’
The IGU received a request to endorse a
definition of “circumnavigation,” to wit:
A circumnavigation of the
earth must start and end at the
same location, travel generally
in the same direction on a
continuous path, must cross the
equator at least twice and
include at least one pair of
points on the globe antipodal to
each other.
The definition was accepted, provided the
word ‘global’ is inserted appropriately to
convey the sense that this is
circumnavigation of the earth. Meadows
will convey the decision the organization
that proposed it.
Proposal to establish an International
Consortium on Landslides
Alcantara-Ayala suggested developing an
international project to include AGU,
IGU, ICSU (and possibly other bodies)
focused on landslides. In essence, IGU
would propose a project related to the
topic and work together with the ICSU
Regional Office for Latin America and
others such as the Hazards and Risks
Commission of IGU, the International
Union of Geodesy and Geophysics, and
the International Union of Geological
Sciences. There could be considerable
leverage if such a network could be
established and it would demonstrate that
geographers can take a lead role in the
study of environmental problems that
have obvious human impacts.
Maison de Géographie de Montréal
The publication of the proceedings of the
conference held in May 2011 will require
funding and it is anticipated that IGU will
soon receive a request to assist in this
regard. The committee agreed that the
IGU might provide modest support for the
volume. Abler will write the organizers
and reiterate the IGU’s request for a
budget
for
the
publication
and
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specification of the amount requested
from the IGU.

International
Congresses and
Conferences

Geographical
IGU Regional

Santiago, Chile Regional Conference
2011
The conference appears to have been well
organized in general; registration got
underway on time. The LOC has
requested IGU to provide some additional
session co-chairs and it was agreed to
inform them of our suggestions.
Köln,
Germany
International
Geographical Congress 2012
Frauke Kraas, chairperson of the Local
Organising Committee (LOC) visited the
meeting for this item. She presented an
update of the work that is in progress
regarding the next Congress and briefly
reflected on the structure of the
programme, including the key topics and
suggestions for keynote speakers. Several
new and exciting initiatives are planned
too. The organizers will raise the profile
of the poster sessions by reducing
competing sessions. The symposium on
Geography and Schools (in German) will
take place in parallel sessions on two full
days of the conference but it was
suggested that efforts be made to try to
make this accessible to non-German
speakers as well, particularly as the Kyoto
2013 LOC is planning a similar venture.
A Young Researchers Forum, by and for
students, PhD candidates and postdocs is
planned, as well as a student workshop on
the first day of the conference. The
Opening Ceremony will be at the Köln
Philharmonic Hall. There is to be a
reception by the Mayor and a conference
dinner in Koelsch Brewery. There will be
a full programme of pre- and postconference field excursions as well as
one-day excursions during the conference.
Commission involvement is excellent.
The second circular is available in print in

English and French and on the IGU and
the conference web sites. The registration
costs will be extremely competitive, less
than the Seoul 2000 Congress. Meadows
reported that he has already received grant
applications.
Kyoto, Japan Regional Conference 2013
International excursions will include
Russia and domestically a visit to the East
Japan disaster area is planned. Himiyama
highlighted the LOC’s intention to focus
on students and schools in Kyoto. There is
concern regarding the strength of the
Japanese Yen, but in all other respects the
organization is on track.
Krakow, Poland Regional Conference
2014
The IGU Secretariat did not receive an
update on conference plans. There is
unfortunately some overlap with the
International Regional Science conference
in St Petersburg that will take place
shortly after the dates of the Krakow
meeting. Abler will remind the LOC again
about the need for an update in time for
the committee’s next meeting and apprise
the organizers of the dates of the Regional
Science conference.
Moscow, Russia Regional Conference
2015
The LOC has held its first meeting and
planning is underway. The organizers are
aware that information regarding this
conference must be available at the Köln
Congress.
People’s Republic of China International
Geographical Congress, Beijing, 2016
Abler and Meadows will remind Zhang
Guoyou that a report is needed in time for
the next IGU Executive Committee
meeting.
Frequency of Regional Conferences
The call for invitations to host the IGU
Regional Conference in 2018 and the
International Geographical Congress for
2020 will go out shortly, accompanied by
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the IGU Conference and Congress
Memorandum of Agreement template.
The Chairs of IGU Commissions will be
consulted regarding the frequency of
regional conferences at their forum during
the Santiago meeting.

Honors and Awards
IGU Planet and Humanity Medal
Nominations are still being sought (from
members of the IGU Executive
Committee only) for this medal (to be
awarded at the Köln Congress) and should
be forwarded to Meadows and Abler.
Abler will coordinate the suggestions
received

Mattei Dogan Foundation Prize in
Human Geography
Abler will contact the Foundation to
confirm the availability of funds for the
award.
IGU Laureat d’Honneur
Abler will draw up the guidelines for this
award. Some suggestions were made as to
possible recipients.

Adjourn
The agenda having been completed, the
president adjourned the meeting at 18h10
local time. The next meeting will begin in
Beijing, China on 12 March 2012.

International Geographical Union
Executive Committee Meeting
Institute of Geographic Sciences and Natural Resources Research
Beijing, PRC
12-15 March 2012
Welcome and Apologies
Present:
Ronald Abler, Irasema
Alcantara-Ayala, Giuliano Bellezza, Ruth
Fincher, Yukio Himiyama, Aharon
Kellerman, Vladimir Kolossov, Markku
Löytönen, Dietrich Soyez, Dahe Qin and
Mike Meadows.

Adoption of the Agenda
The committee adopted the agenda
prepared by Meadows and Abler.

Minutes
Santiago November 2011

The minutes of the November 2011
Santiago IGU Executive Committee
meeting were confirmed, having been
circulated and approved via email prior to
the meeting.
Publication of the Minutes
The timing of publishing the minutes of
the Executive Committee meetings was
discussed. The committee agreed that the
minutes should be circulated and
corrected soon after each meeting so that
they can be published promptly. The
responsibility is with the Executive
Committee members to ensure that they
read and correct them as necessary within
one month of the meeting. The president
will provide final review.
21
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Organization and Operations
IGU Country Membership Report
The spreadsheet indicating the current
situation was tabled. Problems in making
contact with South Korea were noted and
Himiyama will follow up. There are
renewed memberships from Nigeria and
Kenya. Iceland and Brazil are facing
particular difficulties, with the suggestion
that perhaps a sponsorship arrangement
may work in the interim. Kolossov
reported on his efforts to follow up with
some of the former Soviet Union
countries. Abler reported that the US
National Committee will contribute
US$1,000 annually to a ‘dues fund’ to
support the membership of countries that
cannot afford to pay, pending approval of
an increase in its own funding for that
purpose.
IGU Financial Report and Projection
Financial reports for 2008-2011 including
balance sheets were presented. The IGU
Executive Committee has reduced travel
costs, at least in part due to the holding of
the partial ‘virtual‘ Executive Committee
meeting Köln in May 2011 but also
because a high proportion of Executive
Committee members now receive
subsidies from their own national
authorities. The possibility of dealing with
more routine items via Skype was
discussed and it was agreed to continue
attempts to have one of the Executive
Committee meetings each year via
appropriate technology for as many of the
Executive Committee members as
possible. Meadows reported that the IGU
will likely offer 40 travel grants for
participation in the Köln Congress.
UN-International Year for Global
Understanding (IYGU) Initiative
A report submitted by Benno Werlen was
reviewed. The IYGU strategy now is to
aim for the year to be declared in 2015
and there is a need to decide what the
‘final‘ year would be. Abler and Kolossov
will convey the Executive Committee‘s
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concerns to Benno, along with
suggestions that the IYGU leadership
consider what might be accomplished
should the initiative fail to obtain United
Nations endorsement, and for how much
longer UN endorsement should be
pursued. The financial situation was also
discussed; IGU continues to make annual
contributions to IYGU in the meantime.
There was considerable discussion of the
initiative in relation to the messages it is
communicating and the ongoing tensions
between scientific objectives and the
political manoeuvring needed to obtain
UN endorsement.
Commission Reports
2008-2012 reports were requested from all
Commissions and Task Forces and the
response has been very good, with only
three commissions and one task force still
with
reports
outstanding.
Fincher
suggested that the template requesting the
annual reports should in future solicit
information on Commission attempts to
encourage younger scholars. There are
some anomalies in relation to, for
example,
Steering
Committee
membership and there is a need for these
to be resolved. Some Commissions are
less directly involved in the IGU per se. It
was decided that each Executive
Committee member will review the
reports of the Commissions and Task
Forces for which she or he is responsible
and provide a brief report and
recommendation via E-mail to Meadows
by 31st March 2012. Abler and Meadows
will then communicate the responses to
the Commission chairs on behalf of the
committee. Final decisions with respect to
the
Executive
Committee’s
recommendations to the IGU General
Assembly regarding continuation of
commissions and task forces will be made
at the Executive Committee meeting prior
to the Köln Congress.
IGU Annual Report 2011
Abler compiled a draft IGU Annual
Report for 2011 and, in consultation with
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Meadows, this was produced in time to go
out with the 2012 membership invoices.
The report will be placed on the website.
The possibility of developing a more
‘market-oriented’ version of the report
was raised.
Journals Project Update
The web-based version of the inventory is
under construction and will be ready for
the launch at Köln. The work of Ton Dietz
and his team on this project has been
extraordinary and his efforts are warmly
appreciated.
Sustainable Cities Network
Qiu Li from the University of Hunan
attended the meeting for this item and
provided an update on the project. A
website is under construction at
www.oursus.org. Dr. Qiu outlined briefly
the history of the relationship between the
University of Hunan and the IGU through
collaboration with Ton Dietz. The key
example currently is the city of Changsha
as one of two pilot sustainable cities in
China but the intention is that this should
be a platform for many cities globally to
help bridge gap in developing versus
developed world sustainability. Key
issues involve the project’s financial
model going forward as well as its
management structure and marketing both
now and in the future. Prospects for
presentation in Köln were discussed and it
was agreed Executive Committee
members would respond to the issues
raised in relation to finance and
management. Meadows will write Dietz
requesting that he co-ordinate the
presentation schedule requirements for the
Congress and the Köln General Assembly.
Kellerman will continue as the Executive
Committee liaison with the initiative.
Executive Committee Calendar
 Köln, Germany: Meeting on 24th and
26th August 2012 (ahead of IGU
Congress; field excursion on Saturday
25 August). Executive Committee
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members should provide their flight
details and the duration of their stays
in Köln to Soyez as soon as possible.


The 2012-2014 IGU Executive
Committee will meet after the
General Assembly election to elect a
First Vice President and to schedule
its future meetings.

IGU Sesquicentennial and Centennial
Task Force
Abler
tabled
his
report
and
recommendations in this regard. The
establishment of the Task Force needs to
be finalized by the time of the Köln
Congress. Abler was confirmed as the
liaison person with this Task Force;
suggestions are still sought for
membership.
IGU Bulletin Backlog
Meadows has made good progress with
the 2009-10 issue and this will be ready to
go to press within a few weeks. Meadows
agreed to produce the 2011 version in
time for the Köln Congress. The matter of
future publication was discussed, in
particular the suggestion that this take the
form of e-publication in future; the
advantages of having hard copy appear to
outweigh the costs, although National
Committees could be approached as to
how they would like to receive the
Bulletin. The current distribution is the
National Committees (five copies each)
plus the libraries listed. The print-run
should be around 500 copies.
IGU 2012 Elections
Four Vice-Presidents and a new President
are to be elected or re-elected at the 2012
IGU General Assembly in Köln. The call
for nominations closed on 31 st December
2011. One candidate for the Presidency
has been received, and ten for VicePresidents. The uneven gender and
geographical distribution of candidates
was noted with concern.
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Joint
International
Cartographic
Association/International Geographical
Union Working Group/Commission on
Toponymy
A brief report was tabled. It was agreed
that Bellezza would become the liaison
person for this new Commission. It was
also agreed that members of the interim
steering committee should meet with the
Executive Committee in Köln.
Mediterranean Renaissance Programme
Exchange of correspondence has indicated
the willingness of this very active
programme, under the leadership of Maria
Paradiso, to be formalized as the IGU
Commission on the Mediterranean Basin,
the IGU’s charter Regional Commission.
The Executive Committee will forward
that recommendation to the General
Assembly.
Proposed IGU Commission on the
Informal Economic Sector
Discussions are still underway among
those preparing the proposal for the
commission.
Agenda for IGU General Assembly,
Köln, August 2012
The draft agenda has been circulated to
the National Committees and additions
and amendments are awaited. The draft
agenda was approved by the Executive
Committee, following the agenda item
dealing with the Köln Congress.
Executive Committee Service on IGU
CTF Steering Committees
Customarily, IGU Executive Committee
members have served on Commission
Steering Committees. Given that the
Mediterranean Renaissance Programme
has been approved as a Commission,
those Executive Committee members who
listed as MRP Steering Committee
members should not continue in that
capacity beyond the Köln Congress. There
is no impediment preventing Executive
Committee members from being active
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members of any IGU Commission or Task
Force.
IGU Archives
Abler has received a positive response
from the Curator of the American
Geographical Society Library and the
Director of Libraries at the Golda Meir
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Library to the prospect of moving the IGU
archives from Rome to the Golda Meir
Library. It would be advantageous to have
the archives situated in a location where
they can be appropriately catalogued,
curated and consulted. Abler is to further
explore their costs and logistics of
transferring the collection from Villa
Celimontana to Milwaukee. There was
also discussion of the possibility of
moving the archives to the Institut fuer
Laenderkunde of Leipzig. Soyez to follow
up explore that option.
Home of Geographers
Correspondence
from
the
Italian
Geographical Society indicates their
objection to the use of the name ‘Home of
Geography’. The newsletter has already
changed its name but the question of the
website name remains. The Home of
Geography E-Newsletter will be fully
integrated into the IGU website and the
separate Rome website will be
discontinued. It was agreed that, from the
next issue, the newsletter will be branded
simply: “IGU E-Newsletter”.
Corporate Sponsorship
Abler reported on negotiations for the
IGU’s first corporate sponsor. One
possibility would be to use the relevant
corporation’s name in association with a
number of travel grants and/or
programmes for younger scholars. The
Executive Committee agreed that Abler
should suggest this to the prospect with
which he is negotiating.
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Cooperation and Outreach
Festival International de Géographie
(FIG)
The issue of participation of FIG at the
Köln Congress was raised and, in
particular, the attendance of Chrstian
Pierret. Kolossov reported that Pierret has
agreed to come to the Congress for two
days and is prepared to present several
times as necessary, including a round
table to discuss the future of Geographical
Festivals and a newly proposed School
(Grand Ecole) of Geography at St Diédes-Voges. In order to increase the
visibility of French within the IGU, the
Köln Local Organizing Committee has
suggested a ‘Francophone afternoon‘ and,
since there remain no plenary slots on the
programme, FIG and the French National
Committee of the IGU (CNFG) have
agreed to share this session jointly.
Timetable issues need still to be resolved.
Other sessions may be arranged as
necessary.
The current agreement between IGU and
FIG was also discussed: FIG is prepared
to cover the expenses of accommodation
in St Dié-des-Voges for one personto
present an IGU lecture (preferably in
French) provided IGU covers the travel
expenses. IGU is committed into the
future and already for October 2012 (the
themes are ‘Turkey‘ and ‘Landscapes‘).
National Committees will again be
approached to suggest names of possible
presenters.
Festa de Mirandela, Portugal
There is no information regarding this
item.
Festival de Geografía, Taxco, Guerrero
Mexico
The latest plans are to hold the festival
biennially in different cities of Mexico,
organised by different groups each time,
and the next festival site, in October 2012,
will be chosen at a meeting in May.
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International Social Science Council
(ISSC)
Fincher tabled a brief report indicating
that much effort has been applied to
nominating appropriate geographers for
the
various
working
committees.
Geographers have unfortunately not so far
been incorporated onto the newly
established committee for the next World
Social Science Report but there is a
possibility that one Latin American
geographer (suggested by Ayala) may be
co-opted at a later stage. Geographers
were also nominated by IGU to be
consulted around the issues of climate
change and have responded accordingly.
Suggestions for names of possible
keynote/plenary speakers at the next ISSC
World Social Science Forum (Montreal,
October 2013) on the theme ‘Social
Transformation and the Digital Age’ are
sought.
International Council for Science
(ICSU)
The next ICSU GeoUnions meeting will
be held in Istanbul in Istanbul at the end
of April 2012. Abler and Meadows will
attend on behalf of IGU and will use the
opportunity to touch base with Turkish
colleagues in relation to their invitation to
IGU to host the 2020 International
Geographical Congress. Meadows will
circulate ICSU’s recently announced
‘Future Earth’ document to Commission,
Task Forces, and National Committees.
Ayala’s nomination to serve on the
Integrated
Research
on
Disaster
Reduction Science Committee has been
put forward and a decision is due shortly.
International Consortium on Landslides
Ayala noted the proposal to establish a
regional network for Latin America in
regard to landslide disasters. At a January
meeting in Japan, Latin America was
accepted by the Consortium as one of
eight regional networks globally and this
now opens up the possibility of applying
to ICSU for funding. The IGU should play
a leading role in the consortium and its
25

programs, and should support its
application for ICSU funding.
Géographie de la Paix/New ACFAS
Event. Following on from IGU
involvement in and partial funding of the
Maison de Géographie de Montréal
publication following the 2011 event, the
next ACFAS colloquium will be held in
May 2012. There is a clear effort to bridge
communication difficulties between the
organizers and the Canadian Association
of Geographers. It was suggested that the
local organizers make contact with the
CAG before an IGU contribution be
considered.

International
Congresses and
Conferences

Geographical
IGU Regional

Conference and Congress Memorandum
of Agreement (MoA)
Kellerman noted that problems had arisen
in regard both to choice of venue and in
make-up of the Local Organising
Committees (LOC) and suggested that
appropriate clauses be added to the
memorandum reflecting the importance of
consultation
with
the
Executive
Committee in regard to both aspects. It
was noted that the MoA is a set of
guidelines rather than rules, although for
future conferences and congresses (i.e.
from 2018 onwards), LOC representatives
will be asked to sign MoAs in Köln. Abler
agreed to incorporate the proposed
additions to the MoA. The addition of a
clause referring to the refund of travel
grant monies advanced to LOCs in the
event of no-shows was also agreed to.
Santiago, Chile Regional Conference
2011
The Local Organizing Committee has
submitted its final report. The attendance
was encouraging and, despite some
misgivings regarding the venue and
quality of papers, the hosting of the
conference in Latin America was seen as a
positive development. Abler will prepare
a draft response to the editorial regarding
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the conference site that appeared in
Political Geography.
Köln,
Germany
International
Geographical Congress 2012
Soyez presented a comprehensive status
report on the upcoming Congress,
illustrating
some
of
the
venue
characteristics and outlining the main
features of the IGC. Abstract submissions
have surpassed all expectations and, to
date, 2,817 have been submitted (1,772
acceptances, 423 on the waiting list, 612
rejections). Most of the rejections focused
on the ‘key topic’ themes. There are now
450 slots planned for the congress,
inclusive of business meetings. In general
the abstract submission and review
process has proceeded smoothly, although
some difficulties were experienced. The
keynote speaker programme was outlined;
it includes high profile individuals.
Innovations in the participation of
younger scientists are planned. In the
presentation, special attention was paid to
the Symposium on Geography and
Schools which will bring an additional
200 participants to the Congress. iGeo
(Olympiad) has achieved UNESCO
Commission recognition and plans some
very exciting innovations in the run-up to
the
Congress.
Approximately
35
exhibitors have been finalized, most of
whom will exhibit in a specially erected
tent structure in a central part of the
venue. The opening and closing ceremony
programmes were outlined; they will take
place in the Philharmonic Hall. The
proposal for a special session on ‘Facets
of Contested Geographies’ was also
discussed and potential speakers have
been identified and will be approached
shortly, although it is recognized that this
is now at short notice. Early-bird
registration is open until April 10th 2012.
Meadows provided a brief update on the
travel grant situation and noted that he
hoped that up to 40 grants would be
awarded from the more than 160
applications that have been received.
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The committee asked that Soyez strongly
convey its great appreciation to the LOC
for their efforts.

attendance of young scholars from
developing countries. The congress will
be held in August 2016.

Kyoto, Japan Regional Conference 2013
Himiyama presented a brief report on
behalf of the Kyoto Local Organizing
Committee. An early-bird registration rate
of US$300 has been suggested, which is
very competitive. Registrations will be
invited from 1 October 2012 to 10 April
2013. Delegates will be encouraged to
register early. The second circular will be
ready in time for the Köln Congress.
Some very high profile keynote speakers
have been identified and have agreed to
attend.

International Geographical Congress
2020 Invitations
Proposals have been received to host the
2020 International Geographical Congress
from the national committees of Australia,
Peru and Turkey. The normal procedure is
that the Executive Committee reviews the
invitations and recommends a site to the
General Assembly. The Executive
Committee agreed to recommend Istanbul
as venue for the 2020 IGC. Meadows will
inform the proposers from Lima and
Sydney that they can bid for the 2018
Regional Conference if they wish to do
so.

Krakow, Poland Regional Conference
2014
The Polish IGU National Committee has
sent a report that confirmed that the dates
for the meeting are 18th to 22nd August
2014. A Local Organizing Committee has
been established and the first circular will
be available at the Köln Congress. Abler
will write and thank the committee for the
report.
Moscow, Russia Regional Conference
2015
Kolossov reported that two meetings of
the core of the LOC have taken place. A
range
of
institutions,
including
government authorities, the Russian
Academy of Sciences, etc., have been
approached for support. The conference
will be held at Moscow State University
in August. The organizers will ask that all
papers be presented in English or French.
The conference dates are 20-26 August
2015.
People’s Republic of China International
Geographical Congress, Beijing, 2016
The LOC framework has been established
as has the Scientific Committee. The
meeting will take place at the China
National Convention Centre and attempts
are underway to find funding to support
the meeting, including especially the
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Olympiad Proposal
The Executive Committee agreed that the
IGU Olympiad can be supported at each
Congress in the amount of US$5,000 (in
addition to US$1,000 per year regular
support in other years). Meadows will
communicate the decision the Olympiad
Task Force co-chairs.

Honors and Awards
Honours and Awards Committee
The purpose of the establishment of this
committee is to regularize the nominations
and procedures for selecting recipients to
the various IGU awards. Abler tabled his
proposed terms of reference and structure
for the proposed committee, which shall
consist of five internationally prominent
individuals drawn from countries in good
standing with the IGU and operating
independently
of
the
Executive
Committee. The guidelines having been
approved in principle, Abler was
requested to approach the individuals
concerned. Fincher will serve as the first
chairperson of the committee.
IGU Planet and Humanity Medal
Himiyama proposed a suitable recipient
for the Planet and Humanity Award.
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It was agreed that will Abler ascertain the
individual’s willingness to accept the
medal and his availability to attend the
Köln Congress.
Mattei Dogan Foundation Prize in
Human Geography
Abler will contact the Foundation to
confirm the availability of funds for the
award in 2012.
IGU Lauréat d’honneur
Abler will provide the guidelines for this
award within a week. There is a qualified
nominee and it is expected that at least
one award will be made at Köln.

Adjourn
The committee expressed its great
appreciation to the local organising team
headed by Zhang Guoyou for all that had
been done to facilitate the meeting and the
various institutional visits arranged for the
Executive Committee. The agenda having
been completed, the President adjourned
the meeting at 12h50 local time on 14th
March. The next meeting will begin at
09h00 on 24st August 2012 in Köln,
Germany.

International Geographical Union
Executive Committee Meeting
University of Cologne, Germany
23-26 August 2012
Welcome and Apologies

Organization and Operations

Present:
Ronald Abler, Irasema
Alcantara-Ayala, Giuliano Bellezza, Ruth
Fincher, Yukio Himiyama, Aharon
Kellerman, Vladimir Kolossov, Markku
Löytönen, Dietrich Soyez, Dahe Qin and
Mike Meadows.

IGU Country Membership Report
Meadows presented a table indicating the
situation regarding subscription payments
for 2012 and reported that it was likely
that the income by year-end would
approximate previous years. Accounts
were initially distributed in January, with
a follow-up in April. At least one further
effort following the Congress should
bring in the expected amounts. There
have been two applications for
membership to be approved by the
General Assembly viz. Kuwait and the
Palestinian Authority. With regard to the
relatively small number of member
countries from Africa, the African
delegates to the Congress have all been
contacted and invited to an open
discussion on issues related to the IGU
situation in Africa.
Professor Chris

Adoption of the Agenda
The committee adopted the agenda
prepared by Meadows and Abler.

Minutes
Beijing, PRC March 2012 Meeting
The minutes of the Beijing March IGU
Executive Committee meeting were
confirmed, having been circulated and
approved via email prior to the meeting.
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Mutambirwa (Zimbabwe) has agreed to
chair this meeting, which will be attended
by as many Executive Committee
members as possible. The outcome of the
discussion will be reported to the Cologne
General Assembly.
IGU Financial Report and Projection
Meadows tabled the financial report for
2012 to date. 2012, being a Congress
year, would be more likely to draw down
IGU funds, especially as two editions of
the Bulletin have been produced and there
were
costs
associated
with
the
development of the web-based version of
the Journals Project data. Nevertheless, a
modest end of year surplus is anticipated.
The IGU finances appear to be in good
order. The Cologne General Assembly
will appoint a financial sub-committee to
scrutinise the accounts for the four year
inter-congress period and Meadows and
Abler have these matters in hand.
UN-International Year for Global
Understanding (IYGU) Initiative
Benno Werlen attended for this item,
having previously circulated a brief
written report and request to the Executive
Committee.
He reported on the
ICSU/TIERS project initially. The final
report is under construction. The most
recent meeting in Jena had resulted in 28
papers and the proceedings are to be in a
book published by Springer. A website
has been designed and is already online.
Werlen outlined the financial situation for
the IYGU initiative which, while secure
for 2013, remains subject to further
political support beyond this date. The
brochure has now been translated into
Chinese, Spanish, French, Russian and
Portuguese.
Additional support and
sponsors have come on board and there
are good indications that the IYGU profile
is growing. The political process remains
challenging but the list of countries that
have indicated interest in being lead
supporters
continues
to
grow.
Preparations are underway to present the
proposal at the UNESCO Executive Board
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Meeting in February 2013 and
presentations at the plenary later in 2013.
The plan is to establish the year for 2016.
The Cologne Congress programme has a
special session devoted to this initiative
and there will also be an opportunity at
the General Assembly for a brief
presentation by Werlen.
IGU Commission and Task Force
Update
Additional 2008-2012 reports have been
received from those Commissions and
Task Forces who had not sent them in
time for the March Beijing Executive
Committee meeting. This enabled the
Executive Committee to review the full
list of Commissions and Task Forces and
to make recommendations to the Cologne
General Assembly.
Commission and
Task Force activities were such that, with
few exceptions, continuation would be
recommended. The exception was the
Geomorphic Challenges Commission
which had engaged a new chair in the
inter-congress period who eventually
communicated his inability to continue.
Accordingly, it was recommended to
retire
this
commission,
although
Alcantara-Ayala agreed to develop a new
Geomorphology commission through
contacts that she would make, both at the
Cologne Congress and subsequently, and
present a proposal to re-launch this
commission in due course. Meadows
reported that he recently received a
proposal to establish a new Commission
on Latin American Studies from Juan
Manuel Delgado in Peru and this was
tabled. There was general agreement that
this should be afforded commission status
subject to the regularization of steering
committee membership in line with IGU
statutes. Frauke Kraas tabled a proposal
that the Megacities Task Force should be
retired and reconstituted as the
Commission on Transformation Processes
in Megacities. After brief discussion it
was agreed to recommend this as a new
commission. Two other proposals were
noted: the Joint Commission/Working
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Group on Toponymy (with the
International Cartographic Association)
and the Commission on the Mediterranean
Basin have already been approved in
principle by the Executive Committee and
would be recommended for establishment
at the Cologne General Assembly.
Journals Project Update
The web-based version of the journals
inventory is now available on the IGU
website and Meadows demonstrated some
of the functionality of this resource; this
would be repeated at the General
Assembly during his General Secretary
Report and in a special session at the
Congress that would be presented by Ton
Dietz. Kellerman pointed out that the
facility should indicate when it was last
updated. Meadows agreed to take care of
this and to continue to manage the
database and uploading of new journals as
they become available and to arrange for
the data to be updated from time to time.
The work of Ton Dietz and his team on
this project is acknowledged and
Meadows agreed to indicate this at an
appropriate place on the website.
Sustainable Cities Network
Ton Dietz had submitted a brief update on
this project. The Cologne Congress has a
special session devoted to the initiative
and the Chinese team would be presenting
the idea. There would, in addition, be a
brief presentation by Dietz at the General
Assembly. The business model for the
network needs further consideration and
Dietz will report on this in time for the
next Executive Committee meeting.
Executive Committee Calendar
This being the final meeting of the 200811 Executive Committee, plans for future
meetings would only be made following
the outcome of the elections being made
known. A meeting of the new Executive
Committee would be held, together with
the outgoing members, before the close of
the Cologne General Assembly.

IGU Sesquicentennial and Centennial
Task Force
Abler was still compiling the membership
of this Task Force and would report at the
next Executive Committee meeting.
IGU Website Update
The website continues to be updated.
There is a need to review its structure, but
not in a major way.
IGU Newsletter Update
It was agreed that the domain name
‘homeofgeography.org’
should
be
retained but that the label ‘Home of
Geography’ would not otherwise be used
on IGU publications. It was further
confirmed that the IGU E-Newsletter
should be available only via the IGU
website.
IGU Bulletin Update
The latest IGU Bulletins, issues for 200708 and 2009-10, are ready for
dissemination at the Cologne Congress.
The remaining copies are to be dispatched
from Cape Town in due course.
IGU 2012 Elections
These were on schedule for the Cologne
General Assembly on Tuesday afternoon.
The elections would be allowed 30
minutes.
Agenda for IGU General Assembly,
Köln, August 2012
The final agenda has been circulated to
the National Committees and, with minor
amendments and additions, was approved.
IGU Archives
Professor Sebastian Lentz attended for
this item. He presented a proposal that the
archives be housed and curated by the
Leibniz Institute for Regional Geography
(GZB), in Leipzig. The library of the
institute, one of the largest academic
libraries in Germany, is open to the
public. The Archive for Geography has a
strong emphasis on research associated
with
this
infrastructure.
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The existing archive was founded by
Alphons Stubel and contains many
hundreds of thousands of items and
represents the largest specialist archive for
Geography in Central Europe. A proposal
has also been received from the
University of Milwaukee, which would
also represent a very prestigious and
effective location. Following discussion,
it was agreed to accept in the first instance
the invitation of the GZB and that this
should be followed up by the new
Executive Committee. Meadows is to
approach the Royal Geographical Society
with a view to facilitating consolidation of
the IGU archives at Leibniz.

Cooperation and Outreach
Festival International de Géographie
(FIG)
Abler will attend this year on behalf of the
IGU.
Festa de Mirandela, Portugal
There is no information regarding this
item. The event was cancelled in 2011.
Festival de Geografía, Taxco, Guerrero
Mexico
The Festival will take place in September
in Taxco.
International Social Science Council
(ISSC)
Fincher tabled a brief report in which she
highlighted recent initiatives of the
Council. The members of the Scientific
Advisory Committee (SAC) for the World
Social Science Report of 2013 have been
selected and have had their first meeting.
A list of members (including one
geographer)
can
be
found
at:
http://www.worldsocialscience.org/?page
_id=2881 . A call for contributions to the
WSSR 2013 has already been circulated
to all ISSC members and SAC nominees.
All SAC nominees were also invited to
contribute to the work of the ISSC's
Climate and Global Environmental
Change Design Project. The World Social

Science Fellows Program for early career
researchers has been begun, and an
advisory committee has been appointed
(with no geographers on it). Six young
scholars from the program were selected
to participate in events at Rio+ 20. The
ISSC Global Environmental Change
Project is the project on which the ISSC
Executive Director is working, to form an
application for major funding to the
Swedish agency SIDA that will be
submitted by the end of 2012. The World
Social Science Forum will take place in
Montreal, Quebec, from 13th to 15th
October 2013. The topic of this forum is
‘Social Transformation in the Digital
Age’. (IGU has nominated Prof Aharon
Kellerman to sit on the Scientific Program
Committee for this forum). Each member
organisation of ISSC is expected to
organise about 10 panels of speakers for
this forum, under the 8 overall sub-themes
proposed. It is expected that 1500 people
will register and attend.
International Council for Science
(ICSU)
Abler and Meadows attended the ICSU
GeoUnions meeting in Istanbul at the end
of April 2012. They used the opportunity
to touch base with Turkish colleagues in
relation to their invitation to IGU to host
the 2020 International Geographical
Congress. Subsequently, Abler drafted a
letter to the ICSU Executive Director
concerning the view of the GeoUnions in
respect of the ICSU mission and its
administrative structures.
International Consortium on Landslides
This activity is making progress. IGU,
IUGS, IUGG and the South American
Regional ICSU Office will be submitting
a proposal to ICSU for funds. The draft
would be made available by Ayala for
comment.
Géographie de la Paix/New ACFAS
Event
Bellezza
attended
the
Montreal
conference and represented IGU there.
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Köln,
Germany
International
Geographical Congress 2012
Soyez presented a brief report indicating
the challenges that had emerged due to the
number
of
delegate
registrations
substantially exceeding expectations.
Health and Safety regulations will be
strictly enforced and this may results in
some sessions being closed once the
venue is deemed full. Other problems
relating to the renovation of several of the
congress buildings were noted. The Local
Organising Committee was, however,
pleased in general with the response and
there was every indication that the team
had performed well enough to cope with
the additional burden that the extra
registrations would entail. The committee
members warmly congratulated the
Cologne Local Organising Committee
under the leadership of Frauke Kraas and
Dieter Soyez for their great efforts over a
sustained period.
Kyoto, Japan Regional Conference 2013
Himiyama reported that the second
circular was now available and has been
distributed via the Cologne Congress
registration materials.
The Local
Organising Committee would provide a
brief invitation to national delegates at the
Cologne General Assembly and again at
the Closing Ceremony.
Krakow, Poland Regional Conference
2014
The Polish IGU National Committee has
sent a report and the first circular is
available at the Cologne Congress.
Moscow, Russia Regional Conference
2015
Funding has already been secured from
several authorities and the steering
committee would be formally established
towards the end of 2012.

People’s Republic of China International
Geographical Congress, Beijing, 2016
Qin reported that the Local Organising
Committee had already been established
for this Congress and that funding from a
number of sources was in hand. There
would be a presentation at the Cologne
General Assembly and the Closing
Ceremony to invite delegates to the
Beijing Congress.
IGU
Regional
Conference
2018
Invitations
Proposals have been received to host the
2018 Regional Conference from ChinaTaipei and Peru. The usual procedure is
that the Executive Committee reviews the
invitations and recommends a site to the
General Assembly. Following discussion,
it was agreed to seek further information
from both parties before making a firm
recommendation.
Approval would
therefore have to be by postal ballot.

Honors and Awards
IGU Planet and Humanity Medal
The 2012 IGU Planet and Humanity
Medal was awarded to Mr. Lester R.
Brown, President and Senior Researcher
at the Earth Policy Institute in
Washington, DC USA. Brown is unable to
attend the Cologne Congress to receive
the Medal in person but has sent a short
video message of thanks that will be
shown at the closing ceremony. A
presentation will be arranged for a later
date.
Mattei Dogan Foundation Prize in
Human Geography
The prize was not endowed and the
foundation itself appears no longer to
exist.
IGU Lauréat d’honneur
The awardees have been informed, and
certificates and mementos will be
presented to those awardees present at the
closing ceremony of the Cologne
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Congress. Those receiving the Lauréat
are: Larry S. Bourne (Canada),
Mohammad S. I. Makki (Saudi Arabia),
Janice J. Monk (USA), and Hiroshi
Tanabe (Japan).

Adjourn
The next meeting date and time are to be
decided in consultation with the incoming
members of the new Executive
Committee.

International Geographical Union
Executive Committee Meeting
University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands
21-24 October 2012
Welcome, Meeting Logistics and
Introductions
The meeting was chaired by President
Vladimir Kolossov, who welcomed
Secretary-General Mike Meadows and
Vice-Presidents Aharon Kellerman, Dieter
Soyez, RB Singh, Joos DroogleeverFortuijn, Ron Abler, Yukio Himiyama to
the first meeting of the newly established
Executive Committee. Attempts to join
the meeting via Skype were made by Vice
Presidents Qin Dahe and Jarkko Saarinen
but proved largely unsuccessful due to
technical difficulties.

Adoption of the Agenda
The agenda was adopted with the addition
of an item on JBGIS

Minutes
The minutes of the Cologne 23-26 August
2012 meeting had previously been
approved via email and were tabled for
noting.

Organization
Election of the IGU First Vice President
The President suggested that V-P Dieter
Soyez be appointed as IGU First VicePresident.
This
was
unanimously
endorsed.
Commission and Task Force Liaison
Assignments
These were discussed and allocated as
attached in Appendix 1.
The
Commissions are to be reminded that they
need to send IGU the contact details of all
the Steering Committees and ensure that
they are not in violation of the statutes. SG Meadows will require Commission
chairs to provide a full list of steering
committee members before December 1st
2012. Communication is a key element of
Commission activities and chairs are to be
reminded of their responsibilities, for
example for the production of annual
reports, encouraging young members, the
desirability of establishing awards for
young scholar and for developing links
with the major ICSU and ISSC initiatives.
The President is to draft a general letter of
introduction highlighting these issues and
outlining
the
expectations
of
Commissions, this will then be forwarded
to the chairs by the liaison EC members
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who may add
appropriate.

their

comments

as

Country Liaison Assignments
The assignments were made as indicated
in the attached Appendix 2. The President
suggested that he write to the National
Committees outlining the IGU priorities
for the next four years.
Committee Assignments and Liaisons
The assignments were made as indicated
in the attached Appendix 3.
Executive Committee Meeting Calendar
2012-2014
The EC calendar for the forthcoming
period was agreed as followed:
Rohtak, India:
 Arrival 13/14th March
 meeting 15/16th March
 field excursion 17th March
 departures 18th March 2013.
Kyoto, Japan:
 Arrival 1st August
 meeting 2nd, August
 Field excursion 3rd August,
 complete meeting on 4th August
2013 thereafter attend the
Regional Conference.
Moscow, Russia:
 Arrival 28th April
 meeting 29th, 30th April
 excursion 1st May 2014
 departures 2nd May 2014
Krakow, Poland;
 Arrival 14th August
 meeting 15th and 17th August
 Excursion 16th August

departures 17th August 2014,
thereafter attend the Regional
Conference

Executive
Committee
Internal
Communications
It was agreed to continue to use a simple
email group for internal communications.
IGU Priorities for IGU for 2012-2016
President Kolossov agreed to compile a
document that outlines the main priorities
for the upcoming period and would
circulate this to EC members for
additions, amendments and comments.
Relations with Commissions and
National Committees
This has been resolved through the
identification of EC members as liaison
persons for Commissions, National
Committees and other parties.
IGU
EC
Commitments
and
Responsibilities
AAG, Los Angeles 2013: Abler is to
attend on behalf of IGU (IGU has an
ongoing arrangement with AAG in respect
of an exhibition booth, and Abler is to be
assisted there by any other EC members
who are present).
The question of
increasing IGU visibility was discussed.
The idea of producing a leaflet or
brochure indicating the benefits of
membership of the IGU Commissions was
supported, highlighting our main activities
and the potentials of membership –
together with some examples of
successful projects. EC members and
Commission chairs are to be asked to
provide examples of projects that could be
used to showcase some of the higher
profile projects. Meadows agreed to draft
a straw dog, assisted by Abler and
Kolossov. It was suggested that some
professional design would be necessary
prior to production.
XIV EGAL meeting of Latin American
Geographers in Peru, 8th – 12th April
2013: Alcantara-Ayala to be asked to
attend on behalf of the IGU.
World Social Science Forum, in Montreal,
October 2013:
Kellerman has been
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nominated and accepted as member of the
Scientific Programme Committee and
there will be a substantial IGU presence.
IBG-RGS, 28 to 30th August 2013:
Droogleever-Fortuijn to attend on behalf
of the IGU, distribute marketing material
and request a presence at one of the
plenary sessions.
Annual meeting of Nordic Geographers,
June 2013: Saarinen is an invited keynote
speaker and can distribute IGU marketing
material.
In addition, the IGU
Commission on Tourism is organising
sessions during the meeting (also at the
Los Angeles AAG).

Operations
IGU Country Membership
The latest membership data suggests that
the expected total income for 2012 will be
similar to that for 2012. Applications for
membership are confirmed only by a
General Assembly.
Developing Countries Membership
Meadows tabled the aide memoire of the
meeting that was held with African
Geographers at the IGC in Cologne. The
networking issue is crucial but especially
challenging. There is now at least an
initial email contact address list and the
planned establishment of a Facebook page
for African Geographers may be of
assistance. It was noted that there is
interest from Nigeria in hosting a meeting
of African Geographers with the tentative
theme of ‘the state of the discipline’ on
the continent. IGU could certainly assist
by endorsing and supporting such a
meeting; this matter needs to be followed
up and Meadows will make the
appropriate approaches.
President
Kolossov noted that he would like to
pursue the idea of requesting our African
colleagues to identify associations in their
countries that could be approached to
assist in the funding of such a meeting.
There is a particular concern about the
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situation in Francophone Africa. Soyez
made the suggestion that IGU consider the
idea of a meeting, possibly through
encouraging one of the Commissions to
arrange it, within one of the Francophone
African countries; CODESRIA is a
possible funding partner in this. Soyez
suggested a number of ways of
intensifying IGU efforts to reinvigorate
contact with African colleagues and
agreed to redouble his efforts in
consultation with, for example, Ton Dietz.
With regard to funding, the
question of establishing a central fund
from which membership fees, and
possibly conference attendance support,
for African geographers could be drawn
via an application process was discussed.
President Kolossov agreed to draft a letter
outlining his ideas on this suggestion.
The problem, of course, extends, beyond
Africa.
There are definitely active
communities of Geographers in, for
example in Malaysia, Indonesia and Viet
Nam but it has proved difficult to obtain
commitments from them regarding
membership. Writing off longer-term
debts is at least one means by which we
can encourage re-establishing membership
among African communities.
Commission and Task Force Update
The proposal to establish a new
Commission on ‘Geomorphology and
Society’ has been submitted by Irasema
Alcantara-Ayala. The EC was favourably
disposed to this proposal but noted that
the document itself was rather brief. After
discussion, it was agreed that the
document met the necessary requirements
and that the Commission is therefore
approved.
IGU Financial Report and Projection
The IGU accounts were tabled and the
projection for year-end 2013 indicates that
the finances remain in reasonable shape
despite the fact that 2012 was a Congress
year with a range of additional
responsibilities associated with this. In
relation to the experience of IGC in
Cologne it was discussed, and agreed, to
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request the Local Organising Committees
for Krakow, Moscow and Beijing to sign
the
Conference
and
Congress
Memorandum of Agreement. It was
agreed that President Kolossov would
forward the latest version of this
document to the responsible parties for
their consideration and signature.
Corporate/Institutional Membership
Abler reported briefly on long-term
negotiations with a possible corporate
sponsor; there is generally not much
corporate interest internationally, perhaps
due to the economic downturn. Abler
agreed to continue to follow up on his key
contact.
IYGU
Benno Werlen had distributed reports on
the latest activities. There are positive
developments and IGU looks forward to
news of further progress. The next key
step is to obtain the support of UNESCO
at their meeting in 2013; the search for a
lead applicant continues. The Executive
Committee noted the report and continues
to follow the initiative with great interest.
Publications
There was discussion around the
possibility of IGU establishing a journal,
possibly in on-line form. This would
provide a significant challenge and
warrants further discussion at a future
stage. Kellerman suggested that IGU
approach Derek Gregory and Anne
Buttimer, Paul Claval and Christian
Vandermotten with a view to soliciting
their views on the matter and Bellezza
suggested also to consult someone from
beyond the European-North American
community. Meadows agreed to make
this approach.
IGU Journals Project
Meadows reported on the situation
regarding the IGU Journals Project; he has
employed a student assistant to update the
database and improve the quality of the

data. The web-based version is now
working well.
Sustainable Cities “OurSus’ Business
Model
Ton Dietz attended for this item. The
launch of the website at Cologne marked
the end of the initiation phase. The
Business Model is now ready for
discussion and endorsement.
It is
accepted that the project should ‘think big,
start small’. The website, now linked to
the IGU home page, has four major
elements – ‘experiences’, ‘challenges’,
‘campaigns’, ‘cases and products’. This
latter element is related to the business
model because any advertisement has to
be paid for. There is also an endorsement
procedure in terms of reviewing the
initiatives.
Several issues require
consideration. For the English language
website, a decision is needed as to how to
select the ‘reviewing’ community, i.e.
country by country (there could be some
legal
consequences
if
there
is
disagreement). Which new cities can be
involved in the Cityhub idea? What about
involving
other
scientists
or
professionals? What about competition
with existing sustainability websites for
cities? How should the initiative be
phased? Kellerman commented that the
project is still in the early stages but is
working well within China. He further
suggested that there be an ‘international’
core group of experts at the outset and that
we issue a ‘call’ for cities to contribute.
Abler noted that it would be good to
incentivize the involvement of our
national committees although we may
need to find ways of maintaining control
over the revenue – perhaps via a central
fund. Soyez noted that the ‘brand’ may be
a little confusing – OurSus (note position
of capital S) is suggested as a possible
iteration. He also would like to see that
the local team benefits more than 10%
(but the Chinese team itself does not wish
to raise more than this). The financial
reward element of this for the private
companies following endorsement is a
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very important part of the project. The
next steps: IGU should formally endorse
the business model and designate two EC
members as liaison to the project.
Thereafter, there should be a list of
‘experts’ (five for each of the identified
related to the seven sustainability
‘colours’ to review the advertisements,
initially on a pro bono basis. This would
be followed by the call for cities to
participate. It was agreed that the IGU
should endorse the project and that Abler,
Bellezza and Soyez would act as liaison
Executive Committee members in the
interim.
IGU Expansion
This matter was in part considered in the
agenda item on developing country
membership. However, Kellerman tabled
a brief report in which he estimated the
‘footprint’ of the IGU community
currently to represent only 10% of the
global community of geographers. The
question is: why is the visibility of the
IGU so low among the global
community? In part the answer lies in the
fact that a substantial number of
geographers are not ‘research active’, for
example teachers or University academics
with no real interest beyond the local. The
second problem is that the information of
the IGU and its related organs is not
effectively distributed to individuals –
who are missing an opportunity to
‘belong’ to the IGU – bearing in mind that
such an association is de facto completely
free of charge or commitments. Some
suggestions:
a) ‘exhibit’ at national
conferences;
b)
challenge
the
commissions to double their membership
– perhaps through offering a financial
incentive; c) work with the national
Geographical Societies via our National
Committees to provide a link to the IGU
website on their home page; d) request the
Societies to agree to help distribute IGU
information to their own mailing lists.
Droogleever-Fortuijn indicated that there
are some other issues: the ‘status’ of IGU
is viewed against the high profile of other
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organizations, such as AAG. There are
also difficulties associated with costs of
attending meetings and language issues.
In respect of academic teaching, perhaps
IGU could generate more interest in its
activities
through,
for
example,
establishing a ‘teaching award’ or
organising an academic teaching session
at one of its conferences? DroogleeverFortuijn agreed to prepare a summary of
suggestions around this for the next EC
meeting and Himiyama agreed to
investigate the possibilities of including
such an idea in the Kyoto Regional
Conference. Singh suggested that EC
members identify the most active
Geographical Societies in their liaison
countries and attempt to distribute the
material through these lists; he also
suggested that the Commissions can do
more – for example to attempt to get 500
email addresses on each of their
distribution lists. Himiyama suggested
that
commissions
with
larger
memberships could receive a higher level
of financial support (double membership –
double subsidy?).
President Kolossov
noted that he would like to develop an
inventory of geographers in each
country/region – to begin with a list of
academic
departments/laboratories/institutes
(EUGEO/EUROGEO may be able to
assist in this). It was agreed to include
these
points
in
the
President’s
communication with Commission chairs.
One idea would be that the Commissions,
in order to get the US$1000 annual
subsidy, would have to share their
distributional
database
with
the
secretariat.
Soyez sees the IGU
‘reputation’ as the main problem, in
particular with younger scholars who
rather tend to interact with and contribute
to their respective specialty groups, and
that some of these suggestions will not
address this problem.
Secondly, the
directory Orbis Geographica has been
discontinued and it would be helpful to reestablish this electronically – even if it
includes only the Geographical Societies.
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The original project had foundered
probably because the criteria for listing
were too rigid and too political. Bellezza
suggested that the newsletter should come
via the President as this would give the
communication more gravitas with
specific instructions to distribute further.
Abler noted that one of the things badly
needed by the IGU is a relational database
of all associated individuals.

iii.

Geographical Olympiads
There was nothing to report on this
matter, the Task Force has the matter in
hand.

vi.

Regional Networks
The idea emanated from an original
suggestion from the late former President
Vallega, although with the exception of
the MRP, none had ever formally
materialised. However, a CIS network is
active (Kolossov), as is the network of
younger geographers in East Asia
(Himiyama) and South Asia (Singh) in
this regard and there are initiatives in
Latin America (Bellezza to follow up in
consultation with former V-P AlacantaraAyala. S-G Meadows can provide links to
all of these relevant activities on the
website if the contact details are to be sent
to him by the relevant liaison EC member.
Sesquicentennial and Centennial Task
Force
Abler tabled a draft document in which he
outlined the role and responsibilities of
such a Task Force as follows (among
others):
i.

ii.
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examining the centenary meetings of
other international unions to identify
events and programs that could be
adopted or adapted for the IGU’s
Centenary Congress;
identifying congress and related
events and programs specifically
appropriate for the IGU’s Centenary
Congress

iv.
v.

vii.

identifying possible sources of
funding for Centenary Congress
events;
prepare a timetable of events and
milestones leading to an EC
preliminary report by 2014
working
closely
with
the
organizing committee of the
Extraordinary Congress to develop
a scientific program appropriate to
the special occasion;
working closely with the IGU’s
Commissions to foster commission
contributions to the Extraordinary
Congress program; and
other duties and responsibilities to
be determined in consultation with
the IGU Executive Committee.

A number of names were tabled and Abler
will follow up and report at the next
Executive Committee meeting on the
establishment of this Task Force.
IGU Website Update
S-G Meadows is planning some relatively
simple but quite important design changes
to the website and will report on these at
the next meeting. In discussion with
Bellezza it was agreed that the ‘news and
events’ task performed by Bellezza
formerly under the ‘Home of Geography’
banner provides a very valuable service
and that this facility should be maintained
on the IGU home page. Bellezza is to
provide regular information of this sort to
Meadows for posting on the site.
IGU Social Networking Potential
The Cologne IGC revealed that there is
considerable power and potential in the
utility of social networking as a
communication tool. Holger Kretschmer,
who – together with Carsten Butsch and
Franziska Bembenek - organised the
social networking facility at the IGC
Cologne had noted that there was very
considerable interest in this – admittedly
sometimes for what could be considered
trivial activities. A downside to this is
that Facebook and Twitter activities are
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very temporary and need to be updated
consistently; this is a very, very timeconsuming
process
(estimated
at
between10 and 20 hours per week). A
second problem is that, assuming funding
is sourced to pay for this, the person doing
the updating has to know as much about
the IGU as does the EC members; this is
probably not feasible. A third problem is
that some of the Commission chairs and
National Committee chairs are not as
communicative as would be necessary for
the specific requirements of social media.
Meadows agreed to explore a simpler idea
whereby the webpage activity is directly
linked with Facebook and Twitter and
report at the next EC meeting.
IGU Bulletin and eNewsletter Update
The latest issues of the Bulletin are in the
process of being distributed and the
volume for 2012 will be produced early in
2013 by Meadows. The IGU eNewsletter
production is in the hands of Bellezza and
remains on track for another issue in
2012.
IGU Archives
Sebastian Lentz has requested that IGU
writes officially indicating the formal
invitation to the Leipzig institute to take
over responsibility for curation of the
archives and Kolossov agreed to do this
(S-G Meadows to draft the letter).
Bellezza is requested to obtain a
professional estimate as to the costs of
transporting the archives to Leipzig. S-G
Meadows to write a letter to the Societi
Geografica explaining the IGU decision
and authorizing Bellezza to obtain the
necessary information. Charlie Withers
has suggested that IGU consider
supporting the compilation of digital
copies
of
the
Geographers’
Biobibliographic Studies series to make
the contributions more freely available
(via the website, perhaps). The ‘Dialogue
Project’ which produced video interviews
with well-known geographers around
1980 was discussed. The project was
initiated by former IGU President Anne
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Buttimer and the files are currently in
Lund (the archives in Rome also house
copies). The IGU community would
surely benefit if digital versions of these
interviews were freely available on the
website.
Both initiatives would, of
course, be subject to copyright
considerations. The Executive Committee
agreed to both suggestions and S-G
Meadows will take these matters forward.

Cooperation and Outreach
Festivals
(including
Festival
International de Géographie, FIG)
Abler attended FIG and represented IGU
interests. The festival was regarded as a
success. It was suggested that IGU
considers again hosting one of its future
EC meetings in association with the
festival. Yi Fu-Tuan was presented with
the Vautrin Lud Prize. There is an
ongoing plan to establish a School of
Applied Geography in St Die and it was
suggested that the President write and
request further information on this
initiative. IGU is committed to remain
involved in FIG and there should be
attendance by one or more EC members in
2013.
International Council for Science
(ICSU)
The next Unions meeting is in Paris in
March-April 2013 and IGU will be
represented (Kolossov, possibly Meadows
or alternate). The letter compiled by
Abler and submitted on behalf of the
GeoUnions to ICSU administration had
finally solicited a response from the new
CEO, Steve Wilson. Alcantara-Ayala is
preparing a project application on a
landslide consortium and this will be
submitted by December. It was suggested
that she be encouraged to find ICSU
National Committee co-applicant among
the supporting applicants. In respect of
CODATA, Abler will be attending the
forthcoming meeting. It was agreed to
invite Mike Goodchild be approached to
act as IGU representative on CODATA in
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future. JBGIS is a related grouping of
chairs of organizations, including IGU,
with GIS interests and expertise that
isworking with the UN on some important
issues. Bill Cartwright is the current
chair. Abler was requested to remain as
the IGU point of contact with this group.
International Social Science Council
(ISSC)
IGU has been requested to provide a very
short piece for the 2013 World Social
Science Report on environmental and
climate change,
providing
the IGU perspective. It was agreed to ask
Qin Dahe to draft this. Former V-P Ruth
Fincher remains on the Council.
Affiliation with the ICPHS
Nothing to report at this stage
EUROGEO/EUGEO
EUGEO
is
the
Association
of
Geographical Societies in Europe and
aims to coordinate activities and
communication among the societies. The
chair is currently Henk Ottens from the
Netherlands.
Biennial meetings are
organized. They should be encouraged to
cooperate with EUROGEO and to attend
the Krakow meeting. EUROGEO is
group of active geographers, with strong
connections to the teaching community,
under the direction of Karl Donert and
most recently met at the IGC Cologne.
They should be encouraged to cooperate
with EUGEO and to attend the IGU
Krakow regional conference.
Earth Science Matters
Professor Ed de Mulder attended for this
item. The mission of the Earth Science
Matters Foundation (ESMF) is to bring
knowledge of the earth to everyone. The
International Year of Planet Earth (IYPE)
prompted continuation of outreach
activities for member countries and ESMF
was the result. At the moment ESM is
extending its activities via focal points in
countries and there are also projects to try
and bring the complexities of some earth
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science issues to a broader audience. ESM
(and IUGS) is already very active in the
Global Geoparks initiative of UNESCO.
The secretariat of the initiative is
proposed to remain within UNESCO in
Paris but this is undecided and it may be
that one or more Unions could take over
this responsibility. Whatever the case,
there are obvious potential synergies with
the equivalent IGU Commission. IUGS
would be happy to co-host an important
session on Geoparks at the Beijing
Congress. There are also potential links
via Megacities for ESMF (and IUGS) in
terms of, for example, water resources and
‘underground’ cities. Soyez raised the
question if the current’ ‘natural heritage’
focus (i.e. Geoparks) could not be
complemented by a ‘cultural heritage’
approach (including even the, more often
than not, resource-based ‘industrial
heritage’ issue), thus establishing a
broader ‘Geoheritage’ thinking. President
Kolossov agreed to write to the President
of IUGS and propose a joint Geoparks
session at IGC Beijing. The establishment
of a new Chinese Geopark in 2016 could,
perhaps, be timed to coincide with IGC
2016. Bellezza agreed to ensure that the
IGU Geoparks Commission is in contact
with IUGS and ESMF to share
information. Saarinen noted (via email)
that the Global Geoparks Network will
have their International Conference in
Oulu and/or Rokua, Finland, in 2015
which will potentially provide an
opportunity to raise IGU visibility (and
also a co-role), especially in regard to the
designated Study Group. The timing in
2015 is still open and can hopefully be
coordinated after the precise dates of the
Moscow Regional Meeting are known.

International
Congresses and
Conferences

Geographical
IGU Regional

Köln,
Germany,
International
Geographical Congress 2012
Soyez presented a summary of a tabled
preliminary report; the full final report is
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still under production and will be
available early in 2013. It appears that,
with 2865 delegates, Cologne was the
largest ever International Geographical
Congress, with 90 countries represented.
No-shows were considerably reduced in
comparison with previous congresses
(11.7%).
Participation in individual
sessions averaged 33. The ‘back to the
University’ philosophy appears to have
been very successful, albeit thanks to the
generous underwriting by the University
of two full-time staff members. It was
agreed that the academic content was of
much higher quality than had prevailed in
previous events and the President
commented that the addition of special
themed sessions (the four key topics,
comprising almost half of total
presentations) was an especially important
innovation, in particular as it drew new
geographic communities that traditionally
were not particularly close to the IGU.
Some negative aspects: difficulties of
communicating
with
Chairs
of
Commissions and National Committees
were noted.
The Conference and
Congress Memorandum of Agreement
would have been helpful had it been
available ahead of time. The lack of press
and media coverage generally was a
disappointment.
There were also
problems with fluctuating exchange rates
in respect of refunds.
There were
frustrations especially in relation to
delegates not reading information
available on the congress website and
emails fully. On the other hand, it has to
be acknowledged that the delegates were
rather relaxed with some problems of the
university venue, in particular ongoing
construction work and constraints. It was
suggested that Soyez compile a brief
document on ‘Experiences from Cologne’
for the information of upcoming local
organising committees.
The EC
congratulated the Local Organising
Committee on an outstanding effort.
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Kyoto, Japan, Regional Conference 2013
All EC members will attend and the
registration fees and accommodation is
fully paid for by the LOC. A travel grant
programme needs to be initiated as with
previous Regional Conferences.
S-G
Meadows is to follow up with Himiyama
regarding closing dates and procedures
etc.
Krakow, Poland, Regional Conference
2014
The LOC will be provided with the
Cologne report in due course. It was
suggested that the President make an onsite visit to Krakow and a report from the
LOC should be tabled, both in time for the
EC meeting in Delhi.
LOC
representative/s should be available at the
Kyoto regional conference to meet with
the EC on Sunday 4th August 2014.
Moscow, Russia, Regional Conference
2015
There is nothing new to report at this
stage, although the LOC is aware of the
need to promote the meeting at the
forthcoming regional conferences.
Beijing,
China,
International
Geographical Congress 2016
There is nothing further to report at this
stage.
Regional Conference 2018
The Local Organising Committees are to
be invited to resubmit their proposals in
response to the requirements of the
Memorandum of Agreement. The final
decision will be resolved at a future EC
meeting.
Istanbul,
Turkey,
International
Geographical Congress 2020
Nothing further to report
Extraordinary
International
Geographical Congress 2022
The Task Force is to be established as per
the agenda item above.
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Other Business
IGU Lauréat d’Honneur
It was suggested that a Lauréat d’Honneur
be awarded to a particular Geographer
(name withheld from the minutes) who
has distinguished himself in respect of
IGU activities. Kellerman is to prepare a
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formal nomination and submit in time for
the award to be presented at the Kyoto
Regional Conference.

Adjourn
The meeting adjourned at 18h00 on
Tuesday 23rd October 2014.
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Commission

Applied Geography

Arid Lands, Humankind, and Environment

Biogeography and Biodiversity

Climatology

Coastal Systems

Cold Region Environments

Cultural Approach in Geography

Dynamics of Economic Spaces

Environmental Evolution

Gender and Geography

Code

C12-01

C12-02

C12-03

C12-04

C12-05

C12-06

C12-07

C12-08

C12-09

C12-10

Robyn Longhurst, New
Zealand

Benno Werlen,
Germany
Neil Reid, United
States
A. A. Velichko, Russia

Zbigniew Ustrnul,
Poland
Edward Anthony,
France
Nancy Doubleday,
Canada

Udo Schickhoff,
Germany

Shirlena Huang, Singapore

Tatjana Boettger, Germany

Joint chair: Dario Trombotto, Argentina

Graham Clarke, United Kingdom

Robert Stimson,
Australia
Mahmoud M. Ashour,
Egypt

New chair/comments

Chairperson

Appendix 1: 2012 - 2014 IGU Commissions and Task Force Liaison Assignments
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Geographical Education

Geographical Information Sciences

Geography of Governance

Geography of the Global Information Society

Geography of Tourism, Leisure, and Global Change

GeoParks

Global Change and Human Mobility

Hazards and Risks

Health and Environment

History of Geography

Indigenous Peoples Knowledges and Rights

Islands

Karst

C12-11

C12-12

C12-13

C12-14

C12-15

C12-16

C12-17

C12-18

C12-19

C12-20

C12-21

C12-22

C12-23

Elena Trofimova,
Russia

Chang-yi David Chang,
China-Taipei

Brad Coombes, New
Zealand

Jacobo Garcia Alvarez,
Spain

Wuyi Wang, ChinaBeijing

Shigeko Haruyama

Armando Montanari,
Italy

Dongying Wei, ChinaBeijing

Jarkko Saarinen,
Finland

Mark Wilson, USA

Jan Bucek, Slovakia

Brian Lees, Australia

Lex Chalmers, New
Zealand

Josefina Domínguez Mujica, Spain

Dieter Muller, Sweden

Francis Harvey, United States

Joop van der Schee, The Netherlands; John
Lidstone, Australia
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Michael Sofer, Israel
Etienne Nel, New
Zealand

Land Use and Land Cover Change

Latin American Studies

Local Development

Marginalization, Globalization, and Regional and Local
Responses

Mediterranean Basin

Modelling Geographical Systems

Mountain Responses to Global Change

Political Geography

Population and Vulnerability

Sustainability of Rural Systems

Toponymy

C12-26

C12-27

C12-28

C12-29

C12-30

C12-31

C12-32

C12-33

C12-34

C12-35

C12-36

Etienne Piguet, Switzerland
Ana Maria Viegas Firmino, Portugal; Kim
Doo-Chul, Japan

Allan M. Findley,
United Kingdom
Ana Maria Bicalho,
Brazil
Cosimo Palagiano,
Italy

Elena dell’Agnese, Italy

Stanko Pelc, Slovenia

Paul Hudson, United States

Anton Gosar, Slovenia

Joerg Loeffler,
Germany

Yee Leung, ChinaHong Kong

Maria Paradiso, Italy

Juan Manuel Delgado,
Peru

Ivan Bičík, Czech
Republic

Nodar Elizbarashvili,
Georgia

Landscape and Landscape Evolution

C12-25

Gudrun Gisladottir,
Iceland

Land Degradation and Desertification

C12-24
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Urban Geography: Emerging Urban Transformations

Water Sustainability

Geomorphology and Society

C12-39

C12-40

C12-41

T12-01

Transport

C12-38

Olympiad

Task Force

Transformation Processes in Megacities

C12-37

Joop van der Schee ,
The Netherlands

Henk Ankone, The
Netherlands

JJA Jones, United
Kingdom
Irasema AlcantaraAyala
Chairperson

Celine Rozenblat,
Switzerland

Richard Knowles,
United Kingdom

Frauke Kraas, Germany

Katherine Berg, Australia; Lex Chalmers,
New Zealand

Claudio Cassardo, Italy

Appendix 2: IGU Executive Committee Country Liaison
Assignments 2012-2014
Country

IGU EC Liaison

Country

IGU EC Liaison

Albania

Bellezza

Kenya

Meadows

Algeria

Kellerman

Korea, South

Himiyama

Argentina

Bellezza

Kuwait

Singh

Armenia

Kolossov

Latvia

Saarinen

Australia

Meadows

Lesotho

Meadows

Austria

Soyez

Lithuania

Saarinen

Azerbaijan

Kolossov

Macedonia

Kellerman

Belarus

Madagascar

Soyez

Malaysia

Singh

Benin

Kolossov
DroogleeverFortuijn
Soyez

Mauritania

Soyez

Brazil

Kolossov

Mexico

Bellezza

Bulgaria

Kolossov

Mongolia

Kolossov

Burundi

Soyez

Morocco

Soyez

Cameroon

Soyez

Mozambique

Canada

Abler

Netherlands

Central African Republic

Soyez

New Zealand

Chad

Soyez

Niger

Meadows
DroogleeverFortuijn
DroogleeverFortuijn
Soyez

Chile

Bellezza

Nigeria

Meadows

China-Beijing

Qin Dahe

Norway

Saarinen

China-Hong Kong

Qin Dahe

Pakistan

Bellezza

China-Taipei

Soyez

Colombia

Bellezza

Comoros
Congo, Democratic Republic
of the
Congo, Republic of the

Soyez

Palestine
Papua-New
Guinea
Peru

Kellerman
DroogleeverFortuijn
Bellezza

Soyez

Philippines

Himiyama

Soyez

Poland

Kolossov

Croatia

Kolossov

Portugal

Bellezza

Cuba

Bellezza

Romania

Himiyama

Cyprus

Kellerman

Russia

Kolossov

Czech Republic

Himiyama

Saudi Arabia

Denmark

Saarinen

Singapore

Bellezza
DroogleeverFortuijn

Belgium
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Egypt

Kellerman

Slovakia

Kolossov

Estonia

Saarinen

Slovenia

Kolossov

Finland

Saarinen

South Africa

Meadows

France

Kolossov

Spain

Bellezza

Georgia, Republic of

Abler

Sri Lanka

Singh

Germany

Soyez

Sweden

Ghana

Meadows

Switzerland

Greece

Kellerman

Tanzania

Saarinen
DroogleeverFortuijn
Meadows

Hungary

Kolossov

Thailand

Himiyama

Iceland

Saarinen

Togo

Soyez

India

Singh

Tunisia

Kellerman

Indonesia

Singh

Turkey

Abler

Iran

Singh

Ukraine

Kolossov

Ireland

Meadows

United Kingdom

Meadows

Israel

Kellerman

United States

Abler

Italy

Bellezza

Vietnam

Himiyama

Ivory Coast

Soyez

Zimbabwe

Meadows

Japan

Himiyama
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Appendix 3: IGU Executive Committee Assignments and Liaisons 2012-2014
Committee

IGU EC Liaison

International Council for Science (ICSU)

Kolossov, Meadows

International Social Science Counsil (ISSC)

Kolossov, Meadows

International Year of Global Understanding (IYGU)

Kolossov, Singh

Earth Science Matters

Singh

ICSU Africa

ICSU Asia

Meadows
Bellezza (AlcantaraAyala)
Himiyama

CODATA

Abler

JBGIS

Abler

IGU-CIS

EUGEO

Kolossov
Bellezza (AlcantaraAyala)
Bellezza

EUROGEO

Bellezza

ICA

Beijing Congress Local Organizing Committee

Bellezza
Bellezza (AlcantaraAyala)
Qin

Kyoto Regional Conference LOC Liaison

Himiyama

Krakow Regional Conference LOC Liaison

Kolossov

Moscow Regional Conference LOC Liaison

Kolossov

ICSU Latin America

IGU-Latin America

Pan-American Institute of Geography and History
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Minutes of the IGU General Assembly, Cologne 2012
Minutes de l’UGI Assemblée générale, Cologne 2012

International Geographical Union
General Assembly
Cologne, Germany
27-29 August 2012
Welcome by the President

Roll Call

The IGU 20128 General Assembly met in
three sessions chaired by IGU President
Ronald Abler, who welcomed delegates,
observers, and guests to the assembly.

Secretary-General Meadows called the
roll and recorded the list of countries
represented. Delegates from the respective
participating countries were asked to
indicate their attendance. Representatives
of 48 countries attended one or more
sessions of the assembly.

Countries Represented at the 2012 Cologne, Germany IGU General Assembly
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Australia

France

Mexico

Slovakia

Armenia

Germany

Netherlands

Slovenia

Belgium

Greece

New Zealand

South Africa

Canada

Hungary

Nigeria

Spain

Chile

Iceland

Norway

Sweden

China - Beijing

India

Poland

Switzerland

China - Hong Kong

Japan

Portugal

Tunisia

China - Taipei

Ireland

Republic of Korea

Turkey

Czech Republic

Israel

Romania

Ukraine

Denmark

Italy

Russia

United Kingdom

Estonia

Japan

Saudi Arabia

United States

Finland

Latvia

Singapore

Zimbabwe
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Adoption of the Agenda
The agenda, previously circulated to
National Committees, was approved
unanimously.

Approval of the Minutes of the 2008
General Assembly
The assembly approved unanimously the
minutes of the IGU General Assembly
held in Tunis, Tunisia in August 2008.

Discussion of IGU Priorities and
National Committee suggestions
President Ron Abler reminded the
assembly of the ‘Priorities’ document
previously circulated. The IGU Executive
Committee had concluded a long
discussion of how the IGU should
position
itself,
geographers,
and
geography for the coming years. In
addition to continuing its core functions of
convening meetings, promoting research,
placing geographers in key international
positions, and recognizing outstanding
achievement with its awards, the
committee focused on four priorities:
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Working with local hosts to upgrade
the IGU’s congresses and regional
conferences.
Upgrading the quality and utility of
the IGU web site to make it a premier
resource for geographic information
and contacts for the global
geographic community;
Taking more vigorous steps to recruit
young
scholars.
Too
many
geographers encounter the IGU only
in mid- or late career.
Finding additional sources of
sustainable
funding
for
IGU
operations. The IGU now operates on
an average annual budget of about
€75,000, which barely covers its
basic operating expenses. To be more
effective in promoting geography, the
members of the IGU Executive
Committee must continue to attempt

to find additional sources of funding
while also reducing the expenses of
executive committee operations. To
that end, the committee has
experimented with holding one of its
meetings virtually and will endeavor
to continue this practice.
In a question from the assembly, the
President was challenged to offer a view
as to how successfully the outgoing
committee had been in addressing these
priorities. President Abler responded that
he felt that, with the exception of the
fund-raising issue, there had been
progress on the other fronts. With regard
to the website, the representative for
France suggested that it could host a
‘glossary’ of geographical terms that
would be useful in particular for those
who did not use English as a first
language. There were several comments,
including those representing Finland and
the Netherlands, relating to the difficulties
faced by national committees in
persuading their members as to the value
of IGU membership. President Abler
responded by informing the assembly as
to the important role that IGU plays
within the international scientific (through
ICSU) and social science (through ISSC)
communities but that there were
undoubtedly improvements that could be
made in getting this message across more
frequently and efficiently to IGU national
committees. President Abler also agreed
to suggest that the incoming executive
committee should again explore the
possibility of affiliate membership for
Geography Departments and Societies.

Appointment of Tellers
President Ron Abler asked the assembly
to nominate and approve the appointment
of Professors Crispin Alvarez-Sanchez
(Mexico), Lex Chalmers (New Zealand)
and Nigel Tapper (Australia) as tellers for
ballots cast during the general assembly:
Approved unanimously
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Approval of Commissions, Task
Forces, and Their Chairpersons
Secretary-General Meadows presented the
recommendations formulated by the IGU
Executive
Committee
regarding
commissions and task forces for the
forthcoming 2012-16 period.
The
Secretary-General agreed to circulate a
full and updated list once this was
compiled at the conclusion of the
Congress and this would take account of
necessary changes in the identity of
chairpersons. Some adjustments to the
steering committees would also be
required to ensure that individuals do not
continue terms of office beyond the 12
year limit as noted in the Statutes. The
list below indicates 2008-12 chairpersons
in most cases; several would be required
to stand down either due to the 12 year
limit or, depending on the outcome of the
elections, because members of the
executive committee are not permitted to
be members of Commission or Task Force
steering committees.
The assembly
endorsed the executive committee’s
recommendations, as shown in Appendix
A.

Approval of new National Members
Secretary-General Meadows reported that
he has received two applications for
membership from Kuwait and the
Palestinian Authority. The matter was put
to the vote and both new members were
unanimously accepted by the assembly.

Report of the President for the
Period 2008-2012
President Ron Abler summarized the
major activities of the IGU over the intercongress period. IGU Commissions and
Task Forces maintained good productivity
with respect to meetings and publications
during the period, with very few
exceptions that are evident in the
executive committee’s recommendations
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regarding the continuation and retirement
of commissions and task forces. President
Abler noted the excellent leadership that
had characterised the IGU in the past and
that this had assisted greatly over the last
four years which had proved an exciting
and exhilarating period. Highlights of this
term of office had been the development
of the International Year of Global
Understanding proposal through the
efforts in particular of the Commission on
Cultural Geography, the launch of the
newly designed IGU website and related
facilities, and the initiation of the
Sustainable Cities project. There is a
strong sense that the IGU is in good shape
and is particularly well placed within
ICSU and ISSC to facilitate participation
in the major global research agendas
relating to the environment.
President
Abler commented on the issue of the
frequency of regional conferences, which
– commencing in 2010 - are now annual
through to 2016.
He remarked that
judgement on the wisdom of this or
otherwise would only be possible with
hindsight; suffice for now to say that the
conferences in 2010 and 2011 had been
good, although not without controversy
due to their locations (Tel Aviv, Israel and
Santiago, Chile, respectively). Concern
over the location of conferences had led
the executive committee to present a
special session at the Cologne congress
entitled ‘Contested Lieux de Mémoire’
and it was hoped that open debate and
discussion of the problems around some
meeting venues would have a positive
effect. The President then expressed his
sincere thanks to members of the
executive committee with whom he has
had the pleasure of working and
appreciated their unfailing diligence; he
remarked that he was looking forward to
continuing to work with the new
committee in his capacity as Past
President.
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Report of the Secretaries General
and Treasurers for the Period 20082012
Woo-ik Yu was Secretary General from
the conclusion of the Tunis Congress in
August 2008 until, following his enforced
resignation due to career commitments,
Mike Meadows was elected to the
position in August 2010.
Meadows
reported
on
their
respective
responsibilities in consultation with Abler.
The IGU Secretariat was relocated to
Cape Town towards the end of 2010 and
continued to operate at minimal cost to the
IGU. Outgoing Secretary-General Yu had
made a generous personal donation to the
IGU to help smooth the transition. The
finances of the IGU are now fully based in
Cape Town and, despite South African
exchange
control
regulations
that
necessitate the funds being held in South
African Rand, the revenue and
expenditure arrangements are proving
satisfactory.
Secretary-General Meadows introduced
the assembly and made a brief
demonstration of the newly established
Journals Database which is now fully
accessible from the IGU website at
www.igu-online.org and which, through
the kind intervention of Professor Ton
Dietz and colleagues at the University of
Amsterdam, now provided information on
more than 1,000 Geography journals from
across the globe. Meadows is committed
to further improving the quantity and

quality of journal information in the
database which, he hoped, would prove to
be a very valuable resource for
geographers seeking ways to make their
publications more accessible.
The situation regarding publication of the
IGU Bulletin was now largely back on
track. During the inter-congress period,
volumes dating back to 2004 had been
published and, indeed, the volumes
covering 2007-8 and 2009-10 were
available to the assembly and would be
mailed to the usual circulation list
following the congress. The 2011-12
issue would be published at the beginning
of 2013, whereafter,it was expected to
resume annual volumes. Vice-President
Bellezza produces the IGU e-Newsletter
several times a year and this is made
available electronically to, among others,
all national committees, commissions and
task forces via their appropriate contact
persons. In addition, the IGU website is
constantly updated with news items and
from 2011 onwards, the executive
committee has decided to produce a brief
annual report.
The IGU’s financial status is adequate. As
of 31st December 2011, the IGU had cash
on hand of US$ 183,164. The IGU
operates on a cash accounting basis and
has no liabilities, so the cash on hand
represents the organization’s entire net
worth. The table immediately below
provides a comparison of the IGU’s 31
December 2011 financial position with the
four prior years.

IGU Income and Expense 2007-2012
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Year
2007
2008

Income
$154,775
$159,925

Expense
$126,463
$177,853

Surplus (Deficit)
$28,312
($17,928)

2009
2010
2011

$183,802
$172,785
$167,781

$124,181
$197,084
$144,043

$59,622
($24,299)
$23,737
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Appointment of the General
Assembly Finance Committee
President Abler asked the assent of the
general assembly for the appointment of
Shigeko Haruyama (Japan) and N.
Nagabhushanam (India) as members of
the 2012 General Assembly Finance
Committee: Approved unanimously.

Election of the 2012-2016 IGU
President and Executive Committee
Members
Nominations for vacancies on the IGU
Executive Committee were solicited from

Canada

Mark Rosenberg

China-Taipei

David Chang-yi Chang

Finland

the chairs of national committees in July
2011 to be received at the IGU Secretariat
no later than 31 December 2011. One
nomination was received for president
(Vladimir, Kolossov, Russia) and ten
individuals were nominated for four vice
presidential seats on the IGU Executive
Committee.
In the secret ballot, Kolossov was elected
President 2012-2016 through the Beijing
International Geographical Congress (47
votes, one abstention). The election for
four Vice President vacancies, with the
votes cast in their favour, produced the
following
result:

16

Jarko Saarinen

Queens University
National Taiwan
University
University of Oulu

France

Yves Boquet

University of Burgundy

10

Germany

Dietrich Soyez

University of Cologne

30

India

RB Singh

University of Delhi

31

The Netherlands

Joos Droogleever-Fortuijn

University of Amsterdam

28

Nigeria

Olukayode Oyesiku

Saudi Arabia

Mohammed S Makki

Kind Saud University

3

Slovenia

Anton Gosar

University of Primorska

12

Accordingly, Singh, Soyez, DroogleeverFortuijn and Saarinen were elected as
Vice-Presidents for the period 2012-2016
through
the
Beijing
International
Geographical Congress.

Report and Feedback
Cologne IGU Congress

on

the

The joint chairpersons of the Local
Organising Committee of the Congress
addressed the assembly and were greeted
with a rousing round of applause. Frauke
Kraas explained that the theme ‘Down to
Earth’ had been put into effect and that
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17

21

16

the decision not to employ a commercial
congress organising operation had,
notwithstanding considerable strain on the
resources of the academic department,
resulted in considerably lower costs and a
substantial increase in the number of
registrations.
The focus on getting
younger geographers involved was also an
important innovation. Only in retrospect
would we know the extent to which any of
the new and traditional aspects of the
Congress
were
really
successful.
President Abler warmly congratulated the
local organisers on what was clearly a
vibrant and inspiring event.
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Approval of the Locations of the
2018 Regional Conference and 2020
International
Geographical
Congress
The executive committee was in receipt of
two invitations for the 2018 regional
conference, Taipei, China-Taipei and
Lima, Peru. Having carefully scrutinised
both invitations, however, it was decided
that further information would be sought
from both national committees and that
the assembly, therefore, would be notified
via email of the decision, probably early
in 2013. The national committee for
China-Taipei requested permission to
present the case for Taipei, but President
Abler declined this request as a) the
nominators for Peru were not available to
present their case for Lima and b) since
the executive committee had itself not
been in possession of sufficient
information regarding either of the two
candidate cities, there was no decision to
be made by the assembly and any
presentation
would
therefore
be
redundant. One invitation was received
for the 2020 IGC, viz. Istanbul, Turkey, as
proposed by the Turkish National
Committee for the IGU. The proposal
was unanimously accepted by the
assembly with no abstentions.

Approval of an Extraordinary
Centennial/Sesquicentennial
International
Geographical
Congress
President Abler noted that 2021 is the
150th anniversary of the first International
Geographical Congress in Antwerp, while
2022 is the centennial anniversary of the
formal establishment of the International
Geographical Union. He proposed to the
assembly that there be an extraordinary
International Geographical Congress in
2022 in order to commemorate these two
major anniversaries. The proposal was
accepted by majority, with two votes
against.
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Announcement of IGU Honors and
Awards
President Abler announced the IGU
awards to be conferred in 2012 as follows:
IGU Planet and Humanity Medal: Mr
Lester Brown, President and Senior
Researcher at the Earth Policy Institute in
Washington, DC USA. IGU Lauréat
d’Honneur: Larry S. Bourne (Canada),
Mohammad S. I. Makki (Saudi Arabia),
Janice J. Monk (USA), and Hiroshi
Tanabe (Japan).

Schedule of Future IGU Meetings
The schedule of IGU meetings through
2016 is:
 2013
Kyoto,
Japan
Regional
Conference
 2014 Krakow, Poland Regional
Conference
 2015 Moscow, Russia Regional
Conference
 2016 Beijing, China International
Geographical Congress
Brief presentations to the assembly were
made by representatives of each of these
meetings.

Comments by the President-Elect
Kolossov briefly thanked the assembly for
having the confidence in him as President
of the IGU for the next four years. He
paid tribute to the work of outgoing
President Abler and was looking forward
to working with the new executive
committee to further the aims of the IGU.

Report of the General Assembly
Finance Committee
The general assembly finance committee
consisting of Shigeko Haruyama (Japan)
and N. Nagabhushanam (India) reported
that it had found the IGU financial
accounts in good order, and it
recommended that Treasurers Woo-ik Yu
and Mike Meadows be discharged from
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liability for their respective periods of
responsibility. It was noted that, in future,
the finance sub-committee would be
appointed prior to the general assembly
and that this would enable it to scrutinise
the IGU finances in greater detail. The
assembly unanimously approved the
General Assembly Finance Committee’s
report.

Other Business
The representative for Saudi Arabia
requested further clarification on the
situation regarding the Home of
Geography. President Abler reported that
the executive committee had taken the
decision in 2008 that the finances of the
IGU were not sufficiently robust to
warrant support for this facility and had
reluctantly decided to discontinue its
financial support. The representative for
Saudi Arabia went on to report that a team
was working on an Arabic translation of
the main elements of the new IGU
website. The representative for India
suggested that the matter of outstanding
dues again be considered and that debts
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prior to 2010 be written off. This was
agreed in principle and that the waiving of
outstanding dues would remain at the
Treasurer’s prerogative.

Votes of Thanks
President Abler asked and was granted the
consent of the assembly to offer
appropriate expressions of appreciation
both to the organizers of the Cologne
Congress and to the retiring members of
the IGU Executive Committee, Professors
Fincher, Loytonen and Alcantara-Ayala.
The assembly expressed its appreciation
in the appropriate manner.

Adjourn
President Abler closed the meeting with
thanks to the conference organizers, the
chairs of commissions and task forces,
and the national committees and their
delegates for their support of the IGU and
their participation in the congress and
general assembly.
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Climatology
Coastal Systems

Cold Region Environments

C12-04
C12-05

C12-06

C12-14

C12-13

Geography of the Global
Information Society

Geographical Information
Sciences
Geography of Governance

Geographical Education

C12-11

C12-12

Gender and Geography

C12-10

C12-08
C12-09

Cultural Approach in
Geography
Dynamics of Economic Spaces
Environmental Evolution

Biogeography and Biodiversity

C12-03

C12-07

Mahmoud M. Ashour, Egypt

Arid Lands, Humankind, and
Environment

C12-02

Mark Wilson, USA

Jan Bucek, Slovakia

Brian Lees, Australia

Lex Chalmers, New Zealand

Neil Reid, United States
A. A. Velichko, Russia
Robyn Longhurst, New
Zealand

Renewed

Renewed

Renewed

Renewed

Renewed

Renewed
Renewed

Renewed

Renewed

Nancy Doubleday, Canada;
Dario Trombotto, Argentina
Benno Werlen, Germany

Renewed
Renewed

Renewed

Renewed

Renewed

Action

Zbigniew Ustrnul, Poland
Edward Anthony, France

Udo Schickhoff, Germany

Robert Stimson, Australia

Chairperson

Applied Geography

Commission

C12-01

Code

New chair
/comments

Francis Harvey, United States

Joop van der Schee, The Netherlands
John Lidstone, Australia

Shirlena Huang, Singapore

Tatjana Boettger, Germany

Graham Clarke, United Kingdom

2012 General Assembly Actions on IGU Commissions and Task Forces

Appendix A:
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Jacobo Garcia Alvarez, Spain
Brad Coombes, New Zealand

Health and Environment

History of Geography

Indigenous Peoples,
Knowledges and Rights

Islands

Karst
Land Degradation and
Desertification
Landscape Analysis and
Landscape Planning
Land Use and Land Cover
Change
Latin American Studies

Local Development
Marginalization, Globalization,
and Regional and Local
Responses
Mediterranean Basin

C12-20

C12-21

C12-22

C12-23

C12-28

C12-30

C12-29

C12-27

C12-26

C12-25

C12-24

Maria Paradiso, Italy

Etienne Nel, New Zealand

Michael Sofer, Israel

Juan Manuel Delgado, Peru

Ivan Bičík, Czech Republic

Nodar Elizbarashvili, Georgia

Gudrun Gisladottir, Iceland

Chang-yi David Chang,
China-Taipei
Elena Trofimova, Russia

Wuyi Wang, China-Beijing

Shigeko Haruyama

Armando Montanari, Italy

C12-19

C12-18

C12-17

Gary Brierley, New Zealand
Dongying Wei, China-Beijing

Jarkko Saarinen, Finland

Geomorphic Challenges
GeoParks
Global Change and Human
Mobility
Hazards and Risks

Geography of Tourism, Leisure,
and Global Change

C08-16
C12-16

C12-15

Established

Renewed

Renewed

Established

Renewed

Renewed

Renewed

Renewed

Renewed

Renewed

Renewed

Renewed

Renewed

Renewed

Retired
Renewed

Renewed

Stanko Pelc, Slovenia

Paul Hudson, USA

Co-chair: Thomas Krafft, The
Netherlands

Josefina Domínguez Mujica, Spain

Irasema Alcantara-Ayala to re-launch

Dieter Muller, Sweden
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Richard Knowles, United
Kingdom
Christian Matthiessen,
Denmark

Transport and Geography

Urban Geography:Urban
Challenges in a Complex World

Water Sustainability

C12-38

C12-39

C12-40

Megacities

Olympiad

T08-02

T12-01

Task Force

Renewed

Frauke Kraas, Germany

Transformation Processes in
Megacities

C12-37

Code

Established

Cosimo Palagiano, Italy

Toponymy

C12-36

Retired

Renewed

Henk Ankone, The
Netherlands
Joop van der Schee , The
Netherlands

Action

Renewed

Renewed

Established

Renewed

Frauke Kraas, Germany

Chairperson

JAA Jones, United Kingdom

Ana Maria Bicalho, Brazil

Sustainability of Rural Systems

C12-35

Renewed

Population and Vulnerability

Renewed

Renewed

Renewed

C12-34

Anton Gosar, Slovenia
Allan M. Findley, United
Kingdom

Joerg Loeffler, Germany

Yee Leung, China-Hong
Kong

Political Geography

Modelling Geographical
Systems
Mountain Responses to Global
Change

C12-33

C12-32

C12-31

Lex Chalmers, New Zealand

Kathryn Berg, Australia;

New chair
/comments
Re-launched as
Commission C12-37

Claudio Cassardo, Italy

Celine Rozenblat, Switzerland

Ana Firmino, Portugal;
Kim Doo-Chul, Japan

Etienne Piguet, Switzerland

Elena dell’Agnese, Italy
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IGU Commission and Task Force Chairpersons 2011
Présidents des commissions et groups de travail de l’UGI 2011
IGU Commission Chairpersons and Web Sites
C08.01. Applied Geography
Professor Robert Stimson
Centre for Research into Sustainable
Urban and Regional Futures
Level 8 Computer Science Building 69
St Lucia, Queensland 4072, Australia
Vox: +61 7 3365 6307
Fax: +61 7 3365 3561
Email: r.stimson@uq.edu.au
C08.02. Arid Lands, Humankind and
Environment
Professor Mahmoud M. Ashour
Ain Shams University
Department of Geography
Cairo, Egypt
Vox: +20 2 2472 1752
Fax: +20 2 685 4079
Email: mmashour43@gmail.com
C08.03. Biogeography and Biodiversity
Professor Dr Udo Schickhoff
University of Hamburg
Institute of Geography
Bundesstreet 55
Hamburg D-20146, Germany
Vox: +49 4 042 838 4911
Fax: +49 4 042 838 4981
Email: schickhoff@geowiss.unihamburg.de
C08.04. Climatology
Professor Zbigniew Ustrunl
Jagiellonian University
Department of Climatology
Gronostajowa 7
Krakow 30-387, Poland
Vox: +48 12 6645324
Fax: +48 126645385
Email: zbigniew.ustrnul@uj.edu.pl
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C08.05. Coastal Systems
Professor Edward Anthony
Universite du Littoral Cote d’Opale
B.P. 5-529
1, Place de l’Yser, B.P.1022
Dunkerque Cedex 1 59385, France
Vox: +33 3 28 23 73 00
Fax: +33 3 28 23 73 13
Email: anthony@univ-littoral.fr
C08.06. Cold Region Environments
Professor Dr Nancy Doubleday
McMaster University
Department of Philosophy
1280 main Street West
Hamilton, Ontario
L8S4M2, Canada
Vox: +1905 525 9140 ext. 23087
Fax: +1905 570 1167
Email: ncdday@gmail.com
Professor Dario Trombotto
Vox: +54 261 524 4208
Fax: +54 261 524 4200
Email: dtrombot@lab.cricyt.edu.ar
C08.07. Cultural Approach in
Geography
Professor Benno Werlen
Friedrich-Schiller-Universität Jena
Institut fuer Geographie
Grietgasse 6
Jena D-07743, Germany
Vox: +49 364 194 8840
Fax: +49 364 194 8842
Email: benno.werlen@uni-jena.de
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C08.08. Dynamics of Economic Spaces
Professor Michael Taylor
University of Birmingham
Department of Geography
Edgbaston, Birmingham
B15 2TT, United Kingdom
Vox: +44 121 41 45535
Fax: +44 121 41 45528
Email: m.j.taylor@bham.ac.uk
C08.09. Environment Evolution
Professor Andrei A. Velichko
Russian Academy of Sciences
Institute of Geography
29, Staromonetny street
Moscow 119017, Russia
Vox: +7 495 238 0298
Fax: +7 495 939 0033
Email: paleo@online.ru
C08.10. Gender and Geography
Professor Robyn Longhurst
University of Waikato
Department of Geography
Private Bag 3105
Hamilton, New Zealand
Vox: +64 7 838 4046
Fax: +64 7 838 4633
Email: robyn@waikato.ac.nz
C08.11. Geographical Education
Professor Lex Chalmers
University of Waikato
Department of Geography
Private Bag 3105
Hamilton, New Zealand
Vox: +64 7 838 4436
Fax: +64 7 838 4633
Email: lex@waikato.ac.nz
C08.12. Geographical Information
Science
Professor Brian Lees
The University of New South Wales at the
Australian Defence Force Academy
School of Physical, Environmental and
Mathematical Sciences
Canberra ACT 2600, Australia
Vox: +61 2 626 88061
Fax: +61 2 626 88786
Email: b.lees@adfa.edu.au
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C08.13. Geography of Governance
Professor Jan Bucek
Comenius University
Department of Human Geography and
Demography
Mlynska dolina G
Bratislava 84215, Slovakia
Vox: +421 2 6029 6310
Fax: +421 2 6542 9064
Email: bucek@fns.uniba.sk
C08.14. Geography of the Global
Information Society
Professor Mark Wilson
Michigan State University
School of Planning, Design and
Construction
101 UPLA Building
East Lansing, MI 48864, USA
Vox: +1 517 353 9054
Fax: +1 509 472 8102
Email: wilsonmm@msu.edu
C08.15. Geography of Tourism,
Leisure and Global Change
Professor Jarkko Saarinen
University of Oulu
Department of Geography
PL 3000
Oulu 90014, Finland
Vox: +358 8 553 1716
Fax: +358 8 553 1693
Email: jarkko.saarinen@oulu.fi
C08.16. Geomorphic Challenges for the
21st Century
Professor Gary Brierley
School of Environment
The University of Auckland
10 Symonds Street
Private Bag 92019
Auckland New Zealand
Vox: +64 9 3737 599 (ext 88956)
Fax: + 64 9 3737 434
E-Mail: g.brierley@auckland.ac.nz
C08.17. Global Change and Human
Mobility
Professor Armando Montanari
Sapienza Universitá di Roma
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Department of European and Comparative
Studies
P. le Aldo Moro 5
Roma I-00185, Italy
Vox: +39 06 49 1919
Fax: +39 06 49 0450
Email: MD3046@mclink.it
C08.18. Hazard and Risk
Professor Shigeko Haruyama
Mie University
Graduate School of Bio Resources
1577 Kurimachiyasyo, Tsu
Mie, Japan
Vox: +81 59 231 9576
Fax: +81 59 231 9591
Email: haruyama@bio.mie-u.ac.jp
C08.19. Health and Environment
Professor Wuyi Wang
Chinese Academy of Sciences
Institute of Geographical Sciences and
Natural Resources Research
3 Datun Road
Beijing 100101, China
Vox: +86 10 64889286
Fax: +86 10 64856504
Email: wangwy@igsnrr.ac.cn
C08.20. History of Geography
Professor Jacobo Garcia-Álvarez
Universidad Carlos III de Madrid
Departamento de Humanidades:
Geografía, Historia Contemporánea y Arte
C/ Madrid 133, Edificio 17, despacho
17.2.14
Getafe 28093, Spain
Vox: +34 91 624 92 09;
+34 91 856 13 44
Fax: +34 91 624 85 62
Email: jacobo.garcia@uc3m.es
C08.21 Indigenous Knowledge and
Peoples Rights
Professor Jay T. Johnson
University of Kansas
Department of Geography
1475 Jayhawk Boulevard
Lawrence, KS
66045-7613, USA
Vox: +1 785 864 5547
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Fax: +1 785 864 5378
Email: jaytjohnson@ku.edu
C08.22. Islands
Professor Chang-Yi David Chang
National Taiwan University
Department of Geography
1, Sec. 4, Roosevelt Road
Taipei 106, Taiwan
Vox: +886 2 33 66 58 27
Fax: +886 2 23622911
Email: changyi@ntu.edu.tw
C08.23. Karst
Professor Elena Trofimova
Russian Academy of Sciences
Institute of Geography
Laboratory of Geomorphology
29, Staromonetny street
Moscow 109017, Russia
Vox: +7 495 238 03 60
Fax: +7 495 959 00 33
Email: eltrofimova@rambler.ru
C08.24. Land Degradation and
Desertification
Professor Gudrun Gisladottir
University of Iceland
Institute of Geology and Geography
Reykjavik 101, Iceland
Vox: +354 525 4471
Fax: +354 552 1331
Email: ggisla@hi.is
C08.25. Land Use and Land Cover
Change
Professor Ivan Bicik
Charles University
Department of Social Geography and
Regional Development
Albertov 6
Prague 12843, Czech Republic
Fax: +42 2 24919778
Email: bicik@prfdec.natur.cuni.cz
C08.26. Local Development
Professor Michael Sofer
Bar-Ilan University
Department of Geography and
Environment
Ramat-Gan 52900, Israel
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Vox: +972 3 531 8773
Fax: +972 3 738 4033
Email: soferm1@mail.biu.ac.il
C08.27. Marginalization, Globalization
and Regional and Local Responses
Professor Etienne Nel
University of Otago
Department of Geography
Dunedin, New Zealand
Vox: +64 3 479 8548
Fax: +64 3 479 9037
Email: eln@geography.otago.ac.nz

Dundee DD14HN
Scotland, United Kingdom
Vox: +44 1382 344434
Fax: +44 1382 344434
Email: a.m.findlay@dundee.ac.uk
Professor Brenda Yeoh
National University of Singapore
Department of Geography
Singapore
Vox: +65 6874 5281
Fax: +65 6779 1428
Email: geoysa@nus.edu.sg

C08.28. Modelling Geographical
Systems
Professor Yee Leung
Chinese University of Hong Kong
Department of Geography and Resource
Management
Shatin, Hong Kong
Vox: +852 2609 6473
Fax: + 852 2603 5006
Email: yeeleung@cuhk.edu.hk

C08.32. Sustainability of Rural Systems
Professor Lucette Laurens
Université Paul Valéry
Département de géographie
Bâtiment Marc Bloch – 207
Route de Mende, 34 199
Montpellier Cedex 5, France
Vox: +33 4 99614726
Email: lucette.laurens@wanadoo.fr ;
lucette.laurens@ensam.inra.fr

C08.29. Mountain Response to Global
Change
Professor Joerg Loeffler
University of Bonn
Department of Geography
Meckenheimer Allee 166
Bonn D-53115, Germany
Vox: +49 228 73 7239
Fax: +49 228 73 7506
Email: joerg.loeffler@uni-bonn.de

Professor Ana Maria Bicalho
Universidade Federal de Rio de Janeiro
Department de Geografia
Caixa Postal 68537
Cidade Universitaria
Ilha do Fondao, RJ
21941-590, Brazil
Vox: + 55 21 22707773
Fax: +55 21 25983280
Email: anabicalho@hotmail.com;
anabicalho@acd.ufrj.br

C08.30. Political Geography
Professor Anton Gosar
University of Primorska
Faculty of Humanities, Department of
Geography
Titov trg 5
Koper-Capodistria SI-6000, Slovenia
Vox: + 386 5 6637744
Fax: + 386 5 6637742
Email: anton.gosar@guest.arnes.si
C08.31. Population Geography
Professor Allan Findlay
University of Dundee
Department of Geography
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C08.33. Urban Commission: Emerging
Urban Transformations
Professor Christian Matthiessen
University of Copenhagen
Institute of Geography and Geology
Oster Voldgade 10
Copenhagen 1350, Denmark
Vox: +45 3 532 2500
Fax: +45 3 532 2501
Email: cwm@geogr.ku.dk
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C08.34. Water Sustainability
Professor J.A.A. Jones
University of Wales
Institute of Geography and Earth Sciences
Aberystwyth
Dyferd SY23 3DB, United Kingdom
Vox: +44 197 062 2595
Fax: +44 197 062 2659
Email: jaj@aber.ac.uk
C08.35. Transportation
Professor Richard Knowles
University of Salford
School of Environment and Life Sciences
Peel Building Room 309
Salford M5 4WT, United Kingdom
Vox: +44 (0) 1612954994
Fax: +44 (0) 1612955015

Email: r.d.knowles@salford.ac.uk
C08.36. Landscape and Landscape
Analysis
Professor Nodar Elizbarashvili
Tbilisi State University
Georgia
Email: nod.eliz@georgia.ge
C08.37. Geoparks
Professor Dongying Wei
Beijing Normal Univerity
College of Geography
Beijing 100875, China
Vox: +86 10 5880 7455 X 1631
Fax: +86 10 5883 6093
Email: donawei@gmail.com
URL: http://www.igu-cog.org

IGU Task Forces 2011
T08.02. Megacities
Professor Frauke Kraas
Universität zu Köln
Geographisches Institut
Albertus-Magnus-Platz
Koeln D-50923, Germany
Vox: +49 221 470 7050
Fax: +49 221 470 4917
Email: f.kraas@uni-koeln.de
T08.03. Olympiad
Professor Joop van der Schee
Free University Amsterdam
Centre for Educational Training,
Assessment and Research
De Boelelaan 1105
Amsterdam 1081HV, Netherlands
Vox: + 31 20 598 9213
Fax: + 31 20 598 9250
Email: j.vanderschee@ond.vu.nl

Professor Henk Ankoné
SLO / National Institute for Curriculum
Development
PO Box 2041
Enschede 7500CA, Netherlands
Vox: + 31 53 484 0840
Fax: + 31 53 430 7692
Email: h.ankone@slo.nl
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2011-2012 Chairpersons of National Committees for the IGU
Présidents des Comités Nationaux de l’UGI 2011-2012
Albania
Professor Mevlan Kabo
Rruga "Lake Dukagjini," No 3,
Tirana
Vox: +355 422 7476
Fax: +355 424 7371
E-Mail: meritadollma@hotmail.com
Algeria
Mr. Hadjiedj Ali
Cite nouvelles des Annassers
Bt. E4, No. 10
Kouba
Fax: +231 2 51 58 65
Argentina
Bachelor Liliana Weisert
Argentine National Geographics
Institute
Cabildo 381,
Buenos Aires C1426AAD
Vox: +54 011 4576-5566
Fax: +54 011 4576-5565
E-Mail: dir@ign.gob.ar
Armenia
Professor Trahel Vardanian
The Yerevan State University
1, Alek Manukian Street
Yerevan 375040
Fax: +374 1 55 46 41
E-Mail: chakopian@ysu.am
Australia
Professor Nigel Tapper
School of Geography and Environmental
Sciences
Monash University
Wellington Road
Melbourne
Victoria 3800
Vox: +61-3-99052931
Fax: + 61-3-99052948
E-Mail:
nigel.tapper@arts.monash.edu.au
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Austria
Professor Doctor Martin Seger
University of Klagenfurt
Institute of Geography
Universitaetsstrasse 65-67
Klagenfurt A9020
Fax: +43 463 2700 3299
E-Mail: martin.seger@uni-klu.ac.at
Azerbaijan
Academician Professor B. A. Budagov
Azerbaijan Academy of Sciences
Institute of Geography
31, H. Javid Avenue
Baku 370143
Belarus
Professor V. S. Anoshko
Byelorussian Geographical Society
Geographical Faculty
Scorynaav 4
Minsk 220050
E-Mail: yatsukhno@bsu.by
Belgium
Professor Christian Vander Motten
c/o The Royal Academies for Science
and the Arts of Belgium
Hertogsstraat 1
Rue Ducale
Brussels B-1000
E-Mail: cvdmotte@ulb.ac.be
Benin
Professor Sikirou Kolawole Adams
Universite Nationale du Benin
Centre for Environment and
Development in Africa
B.P.7060
Cotonou
Brazil
Professor Anna Luiza Coelho Netto
IGEO/UFRJ
Laboratorio de Geohidrologia,
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Cidade Universitaria, Ilha do Fundao
Rio de Janeiro RJ 21941-590
Vox: +55 21 9689 9254
Fax: +55 21 2598 9474
E-Mail: ananetto@acd.ufrj.br
Bulgaria
Professor Georgi Alexiev
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences
Institute of Geography
G. Bonchev Street, Block 3
Sofia 1113
Vox: +3592 9700 204
Fax: +3592 9700 204
E-Mail: alexievg@bas.bg
Burundi
Professor Jean-Pierre Ndayishimiye
Universite du Burundi
Departement de Geographie
B.P. 1458
Bujumbura

F.L.S.H
Departement de Geographie
B.P. 54
N'Djanenat
Chile
Colonel Juan Vidal Garcia Huidobro
Instituto Geografico Militar
Seccion Relaciones Internacionales
Neuva Santa Isabel 1640
Santiago de Chile
Vox: +56 2 410 9410
Fax: +56 2 699 0554
E-Mail: rbarrigav@igm.cl
China - Beijing
Professor Wuyi Wang
Chinese Academy of Sciences
Building 917, Datun Road
Beijing 100101
Vox: +86 10 64870663
Fax: +86 10 64889598
E-Mail: wangwy@igsnrr.ac.cn

Cameroon
Professor Kengne Foudouop
Comite National de Geographie du
Cameroun
F.A.L.S.H. Departement de Geographie
B.P. 8297
Yauounde
E-Mail: fkengne@uycdc.uninet.cm

China - Hong Kong SAR
Professor V. F. S. Sit
University of Hong Kong
Department of Geography & Geology
Pokfulam Road
Hong Kong
E-Mail: hragvis@hkucc.hku.hk

Canada
Professor Anne M. C. Godlewska
Queens University
Department of Geography
Mackintosh-Corry Hall, Room D201
Kingston, Ontario
Vox: +1 613 533-2903
Fax: +1 613 533-6122
E-Mail: anne.godlewska@queensu.ca

China - Taiwan
Professor Jiun-Chuan Lin
National Taiwan University
Department of Geography
1, Sec. 4, Roosevelt Road
Taipei 106 Taiwan
Vox: +886-2-23687056
Fax: +886-2-23687056
E-Mail: jclin@ntu.edu.tw

Central African Republic
Professor Pierre Poukale
F.L.S.H. Universite de Bangui
Departement de Geographie
B.P. 1037
Bangui

Colombia
Professor Ivan-Dario Gomez
Instituto Geografico Agustin Codazzi
Carrera 30 No. 48-51
Bogata D.C. Vox: +57 1 369 4053
Fax: +57 1 369 4099
E-Mail: idgomezq@igac.gov.co

Chad
Professor Paboung Dagou
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Comoros
Professor M. Mhoussini Hassani El
Barwane
IFERI
Department of Geography
BP 700
Moronir
Democratic Republic of the Congo
Professor Lelo Nzuzi
Universite de Kinshasa
Departement des Sciences de la Terre
BP 190
Kinshasa XI
Republic of the Congo
Professor B. M. Mengho
A.GE.CO.
Department of Geography
BP 2642
Brazzaville
Croatia
Professor Drazen Njegac
Croatian Geographical Society
Marulicev trg 19
Zagreb 41000
Vox: +385 1 482 9089
Fax: +385 1 482 9089
E-Mail: hgd@zg.htnet.hr
Cuba
Dra. Marlén Palet Rabaza
Instituto de Geografia Tropical
Calle 13 No. 409 esquina a F
Vedado
La Habana 10400
Vox: +537 324 295
E-Mail: geotrop@ama.cu
Cyprus
Professor Panayiotis Argyrides
Cyprus Geographical Association
PO Box 3656
Nicosia
Czech Republic
Professor Dr. Vít Vilímek
Charles University
Department of Geography
Albertov 6
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Praha 2 128 43
Vox: 420 – 221 951 361
E-Mail: vilimek@natur.cuni.cz
Denmark
Professor Christian Wichmann
Matthiessen
University of Copenhagen
Institute of Geography
Oester Voldgade 10
Koebenhavn K DK-1350
Vox: +45 3 532 2500
Fax: +45 3 532 2501
E-Mail: cwm@geogr.ku.dk
Egypt
Professsor M. S. Abulezz
Geographical Society of Egypt
109 Qasr Al-Aini Street
P.O. 422 Mohammad Farid
Cairo
Vox: +20 2 794 5450
Fax: +20 2 795 6771
E-Mail: geoegypt@hotmail.com
Estonia
Professor Doctor Mihkel Kangur
Tallinn University
Institute of Ecology
Uus-Sadama 5
Tallinn EE-10120
Vox: +372 529 9075
E-Mail: mihkel.kangur@tlu.ee
Finland
Professor Kaisa Kepsu
University of Helsinki
Department of Geography
P.O. Box 64
Helsinki FI-00014
Vox: +358 9 191 50 794
Fax: +358 9 191 50 760
E-Mail: kaisa.kepsu@helsnki.fi
Professor Olli Ruth
University of Helsinki
Department of Geography
P.O. Box 64
Helsinki FI-00014
Vox: +358 9 191 50 765
Fax: +358 9 191 50 760
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E-Mail: olli.ruth@helsinki.fi

Vox: +36 1 3092686
Fax: +36 1 3092686
E-Mail: kertesza@helka.iif.hu

France
Professor Alain Dubresson
Université Paris Ouest Nanterre La
Défense
Département de Géographie
200, avenue de la République
Nanterre F – 92001
Vox: +33 1 40 97 75 84
Fax: +33 1 40 97 41 20
E-Mail: Alain.Dubresson@u-paris10.fr

Iceland
Professor Gudrun Gisladottir
University of Iceland
Institute of Geology & Geography
Reykjavik 101
Vox: +354 525 4471
Fax: +354 552 1331
E-Mail: ggisla@hi.is

Republic of Georgia
Professor Joseph Salukvadze
Tbilisi State University
14 I. Chavchavadze Avenue
Tbilisi 0128
Vox: +995 3 229 0594
Fax: +995 3 229 0594
E-Mail: joseph.salukvadze@tsu.ge;
j_salukvadze@hotmail.com

India
Dr. Alok Moitra
Indian National Science Academ
International Division
Bahadur Shah Zafar Marg
New Delhi 110 002
Vox: +91 11 2322 1931
Fax: +91 11 2232 5648
E-Mail: esoffice@insa.nic.in

Germany
Professor Doctor Sebastian Lentz
Leibniz-Institut für Länderkunde
Leibniz-Institute for Regional Geography
Schongauerstr. 9
Leipzig 04329
Vox: +49 341 2556506
Fax: +49 341 2556599
E-Mail: s_lentz@ifl-leipzig.de

Indonesia
Professor Dr. Suratman Worosuprojo
Gadjah Mada University, Bulaksumur
Faculty of Geography
Yogyakarta 55281
E-Mail: Geografi@geo.ugm.ac.id

Ghana
Professor George Bennah
University of Ghana
PO Box 59
Legonaccra
Greece
Doctor Anastasios Alexopoulos
Hellenic Geographical Association
11, Voucourestiou Street
Athens 106 71
Hungary
Professor Adam Kertesz
Hungarian Academy of Sciences
Geographical Research Institute
Budaoersi ut 43-45
Budapest H-1112
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Iran
Professor Mehdi Charakhlou
Tehran University
Geographical Institute
Faculty of Arts and Human Sciences
Tehran
E-Mail: mehdegh@yahoo.com
Ireland
Dr. Patrick Duffy
National University of Ireland
Department of Geography
Maynooth Kildare
Vox: +353 1 708 3748
Fax: +353 1 708 3573
E-Mail: dennis.pringle@nuim.ie
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Israel
Professor Izhak Schnell
Tel Aviv University
Department of Geography and Human
Environment
E-Mail: schnell@post.tau.ac.il
Italy
Professor Sergio Conti
Universita di Torino
Dipartimento Interateneo Territorio
Piazza Arbarello 8
Torino 10122
Vox: +39 011 670 6240
Fax: +39 011 6706241
E-Mail: contise@econ.unito.it
Ivory Coast
Professor Asseypo Hauhouot
Universite Nationale de Cote d'Ivoire
Centre Universitaire de Cocody
BP V 34
Abidjan
Vox: +225 22 44 08 95
Fax: +225 22 44 14 07
Japan
President Yukio Himiyama
Hokkaido University of Education
Centre for Lifelong Learning
Hokomoncho Asahikawa 070-8621
E-Mail: himiyama@asa.hokkyodai.ac.jp
Kenya
Josephine Khaoma Ngaira
Maseno University
Department of Geography
P.O. Box 333
Maseno E-Mail: ngaira06@yanoo.co.uk
Latvia
Professor Doctor Zaiga Krisjane
University of Latvia
19 Raina bulv.
Riga LV-1586
E-Mail: zkrisjan@lanet.lv
Lesotho
Professor Gabriel Raselimo
National University of Lesotho
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Department of Languages and Social
Education
P.O. Roma 180
Roma
E-Mail: gm.raselimo@nul.ls
Lithuania
Professor Ricardas Baubinas
Institute of Geography
Vilnius LT-2600
E-Mail: ricardas.baubinas@geo.lt
Macedonia
Professor Dr. Nikola Panov
Macedonian Geographical Society
Geographical Institute
Gazi Baba street bb.
Skopje 1000
Vox: +389 2 277 6018
E-Mail: nikolapanov@hotmail.com
Madagascar
Professor Joselyne Ramamonjisoa
Faculte des Lettres et Sciences Humaines
BP 907
Antananarivo 101
E-Mail: rjoselyne@univ-antananarivo.mg
Malaysia
Professor Dr. Khairulmaini Bos
University of Malaya
Department of Geography
Kuala Lumpur 59100
Vox: 603 755 5266
Fax: 603 756 3454
E-Mail: khairulo@um.edu.my
Mauritania
Professor Mohamed Ould Cheikh
Sid'Ahmed
AGEMA
BP 5160
Nouakchott
Mexico
Professor Alvaro Sanchez-Crispin
Sociedad Mexicana de Geografia y
Estadistica
Justo Sierra 19
Centro Historico C.P. 06020
Mexico D.F. 6020
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E-Mail: ascrispin@yahoo.com
Mongolia
Dr. D. Dorjgotov
Mongolian Geographic Society
Academy of Sciences of the Mongolian
Peoples Republic
Post Office Box 20
Ulaan Baatar 210 620
Vox: +976 1 35 04 72
Fax: +976 1 35 04 72
E-Mail: geo-dgv@magicnet.com
Morocco
Dr. A. Laouina
Institut Universitaire de la Recherche
Scientifique (IURS)
B.P. 2122, Ryad
Rabat 10104
Vox: +212 37 77 18 93
Fax: +212 37 77 20 68
E-Mail: cugn@wanadoo.net.ma
Mozambique
Professor Manuel Garrido Mendes de
Araujo
Eduardo Mondlane University
Faculdade de Letras, Department of
Geography
C.P. 257
Maputo
Netherlands
Professor Huib Ernste
Radboud University Nijmegen
Department of Human Geography
Thomas van Aquinostraat 3
Nijmegen NL-6500 HK
Vox: +31 24 361 19 25
Fax: +31 24 361 18 41
E-Mail: h.ernste@fm.ru.nl
Professor Frans Thissen
Universiteit van Amsterdam
Department of Geography and Planning
Nieuwe Prinsengracht 130
Amsterdam 1018 VZ
E-Mail: frans@thissen.net
New Zealand
Professor Lex Chalmers
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The University of Waikato
National Committee for Geography
Private Bag 3105
Hamilton
E-Mail: geog7061@waikato.ac.nz
Niger
Professor Issa Ousseini
Universite Abdou Moumouni
Faculte des Lettres et Sciences Humaines
Naimey
Nigeria
Professor A. B. Mamman
Usman Danfodiyo University
Deparment of Geography
Sokoto
E-Mail: abimamman@yahoo.com
Norway
Professor Bjornar Saether
University of Oslo
Department of Sociology and Human
Geography
Moltke Moes vei 31
Harriet Holters hus, 2 etg
Oslo 0851
Vox: + 47 228 55803
E-Mail: bjornar.sather@sgeo.uio.no
Pakistan
Professor Doctor Ms. Farhat Gulzar
University of the Punjab
Department of Geography
Lahore
E-Mail: farhatgulzar@hotmail.com
Papua-New Guinea
Professor Norlie Miskaram
The University of Papua New Guinea
Department of Geography
Box 320, University Post Office
Fax: +675 3267187
Peru
Professor Dr. Juan Manuel Delgado
Universidad Nacional de San Marcos
Pabellon de Geografia
Ciudad Universitaria
Lima
Fax: +511 562 0337
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E-Mail: malulo_men@yahoo.com
Philippines
Professor Arnisson Andre C. Ortega
University of the Philipines
Department of Geography
Diliman
Quezon City 1101
Vox: +63 2 981 8500
E-Mail: aaortega@kssp.upd.edu.ph
Poland
Professor Doctor Boleslaw Domanski
Jagiellonian University
Institute of Geography
Grodzka 64
Kraków 31-044
Vox: +48 (12) 429 61 23
Fax: +48 (12) 422 55 78
E-Mail: b.domanski@geo.uj.edu.pl
Portugal
Professsora Doutora Teresa BarataSalgueiro
Universidade do Lisboa
Departmento de Geografica
Lisboa 4150-564
E-Mail: tbs@fl.ul.pt
Romania
Professor Dan Balteanu
Institute of Geography
Str. Dimitrie Racovita 12
Bucharest RO-70307
Vox: +40 1 313 5990
Fax: +40 1 311 1242
E-Mail: geoinst@rnc.ro
Russia
Academician Professor V. M. Kotlyakov
Russian Academy of Sciences
Institute of Geography
Staromonetny st. 29
Moscow 109 017
Vox: +7 495 415 0473
Fax: +7 495 959 0033
E-Mail: cest@online.ru
Saudi Arabia
Professor Mohammad S. Makki
Saudi Geographical Society
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P.O. Box 2456
Riyadh 11451
Vox: +467 5374
Fax: +467 7732
E-Mail: makki14@live.com
Singapore
Professor Henry Yeung
National University of Singapore
10 Kent Ridge Crescent
Singapore 119 260
Vox: +65 6874 3851
Fax: +65 777 3091
E-Mail: geohead@nus.edu.sg
Slovakia
Professor Doctor Vladimir Ira
Institute of Geography
Slovak Academy of Sciences
Stefanikova 49
Bratislava 814 73
Vox: +421 2 5249 5587
Fax: +421 2 5249 1340
E-Mail: geogira@savba.sk
Slovenia
Professor Irena Rejec Brancelj
Slovenian National Geographic
Committee
Anton Melik Geographical Institute
POBox 306
Ljubljana Sl-1000
Vox: +386 1 478 4554
Fax: +386 1 425 7793
E-Mail: irena.rejec-brancelj@gov.si
South Africa
Professor Brij Maharaj
Environmental Sciences
University of KwaZulu Natal
Durban 4041
Vox: +27 31 260 1027
Fax: + 27 31 260 1391
E-Mail: maharajB@ukzn.ac.za
South Korea
Professor Kwon Yong-woo
Korean National Committee for the IGU
Room 1102, Gwanak-Century Tower
Bongcheon 1(il)-dong, Gwanak-ku
Seoul 151-836
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Vox: +82 2 875 1463
Fax: +82 2 876 2853
E-Mail: geography77@hanmail.net
Spain
Professor Juan Velarde
Real Sociedad de Geografia
Calle Montesquinza, 14
Madrid 28010
Vox: +34913082477
Fax: +34913082478
E-Mail:
secretaria@realsociedadgeografica.com
Professor Joaquin Bosque
Real Sociedad de Geografia
Calle Montesquinza, 14
Madrid 28010
Vox: +34913082477
Fax: +34913082478
E-Mail:
secretaria@realsociedadgeografica.com
Sri Lanka
Professor Upali Weerakkody
Univesity of Ruhuna
Department of Geography
Ruhuna
Vox: +94 1 84 31 53
Fax: +94 1 27 010
E-Mail: ucweerakkody@yahoo.com
Sweden
Professor Lennart Olsson
Lund University
Geocentrum 1, Sölvegatan 10, 4th floor
P.O. Box 170
Lund SE-221 00
Vox: +46 46 222 05 11
Fax: +46 46 222 04 75
E-Mail: lennart.olsson@lucsus.lu.se
Switzerland
Professor Doctor Doris Wastl-Walter
University of Berne
Institute of Geography
Hallerstrasse 12
Berne 3012
Vox: +41 31 631 8016
Fax: +41 31 631 8511
E-Mail: dwastl@giub.unibe.ch
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Tanzania
Professor W. F Banyikwa
University of Dar es Salaam
Department of Geography
P.O.Box 35049
Dar es Salaam
Thailand
Mr. Chirapandh Arthachinta
National Research Council
196 Phaholyothin Road
Chatuchak
Bangkok 10900
Vox: +66 2 5613721
Fax: +66 2 579 3402
E-Mail: Churyen@yahoo.com
Togo
Professor Akibode Koffi
Universite du Benin, Lome
Departement de Geographie
BP 999
Lome
E-Mail: kakibode@tg.refer.org
Tunisia
Professor Adnane Hayder
Universite de Tunis
Faculte des Sciences Humaines et
Sociales
Bd du 9 avril.
Tunis 1007
Vox: +216 1 576262
Fax: +216 71 567 551
E-Mail: adnanehayder@yahoo.fr
Turkey
Professor T. Ahmet Ertek
Istanbul Universitesi
Edebiyat Fakultesi, Cografya Bolumu
Ordu Cad. No: 196, Room 806
Istanbul 34459 Laleli-Fatih
E-Mail: a.ertek@tck.org.tr;
taertek@istnabul.edu.tr
Ukraine
Professor Petro Shishchenko
Ukrainian Geographical Society
Vasilkivska st., 90
Kiev 252003
Fax: +380 44 266 5417
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E-Mail: vpsh@icchq.univ.kiev.ua
United Kingdom
Professor Tony Parsons
University of Sheffield
Department of Geography
Sheffield S10 2TN
Vox: +44 114 222 7952
Fax: +44 114 279 7912
E-Mail: A.J.Parsons@Sheffield.ac.uk
Dr. Catherine Souch
Royal Geographical Society
1 Kensington Gore
London SW7 2AR
Vox: +44 (0)20 7591 3022
Fax: +44 (0)20 7591 3001
E-Mail: c.souch@rgs.org
United States
Professor Will Graf
University of South Carolina
Department of Geography
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Callcott 127, 709 Bull Street
Columbia SC 29208
Vox: +1 803 777 5234
Fax: +1 803 777 4972
E-Mail: graf@sc.edu
Vietnam
Professor Le Ba Thao
National Center for Natural Sciences and
Technology
Institute of Geography
Nghia Do-Tu Liem
Hanoi
Zimbabwe
Professor Chris C. Mutambirwa
University of Zimbabwe
Department of Geography and
Environmental Science
P.O.Box MP 167
Harare
E-mail: cmutamb@arts.uz.ac.zw
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Commission and Task Force Reports 2008-2012
Groupe de travail et de la Commission des rapports annuels
2008-2012
C08.01 Applied Geography
1. Membership and Participants
1.1. Commission Members as at 31
December 2011

President:
Robert Stimson
Professor and Director, Australian Urban
Research Infrastructure Network
(AURIN)
Faculty of Architecture, Building and
Planning
The University of Melbourne
VIC, Australia 3010
Email: rstimson@unimelb.edu.au
Telephone: +61 3 9035-4165
Secretary:
Kingsley Haynes
Professor and Dean
School of Public Policy
George Mason University
4400 University Drive
Fairfax, VA 22030
Email: khaynes@gmu.edu
Telephone: +1 703-250-3317 (home)
Telephone: +1 703-993-2280
Fax: 703-993-2284
Members:
Diana Alexandru
Faculty of Geography
Cluj-Napoke
Romania
Email: aledia2003@yahoo.com
Federico Arenas
Director
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Instituto de Geografia
Pontificia Universidad Catolica de Chile
Vicuna Mackenna 4860 – Macul
Santiago
Chile
Email: www.geo.puc.cl
Telephone: +56-2 544716; +56-2 354586;
+56-2 5526028
El hassane Boubekraoui
Departement de Geographie Universite
Cadi Ayyad
Faculte des Lettres et des Sciences
Humaines
B.P 2410 Amerchich Marrakech Maroc
Email: boubekraoui@hotmail.com
Telephone: (00 212) 68 35 03 45
Fax: (00 212) 24 30 20 39 ou 24 30 11 22
Graham Clarke
Professor of Geography
Department of Geography
East Building
University of Leeds
Leeds LS29JT
United Kingdom
Email: g.p.clarke@leeds.ac.uk
Telephone: +44 (0)113 34 33323
Maria Lucinda Fonseca
Professor
Centro de Estudos
Geograficos/Departamento de Geografia
Faculdade de Letras, Alameda da
Universidade
1600-214 Lisboa
Portugal
Telephone: +351 217965469
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Fax: +351 7938690
Email1: Lucinda.fonseca@netcabo.pt
Email2: Lucinda.fonseca@ceg.ul.pt
David Gilband
University of Perpignan
7 Rue Mary Cassatt
66200 Montescot
France
Email: giband@univ-perp.fr
Stephane Joost
MFSA – MicroGIS Foundation for Spatial
Analysis
Rue des Jordils 40
1025 Saint – Sulpice
Switerzerland
Elizbieta Ortowska
Institute of Geography and Regional
Development University of Wroclaw
pl. Uniwersytecki 1, 50-137 Wroclaw
Poland
Email: orlowska1@wp.pl
Hamish Rennie
Senior Lecturer
Environment Society and Design Division
Lincoln University
Lincoln, 7647, New Zealand
Email: rennieh@lincoln.ac.nz
Telephone: +64 3 325 2811 (ext. 8002)
Eliahu Stern
Professor
Department of geography and
Environmental Development
Ben-Gurion University of the Negev
Israel
Telephone: +972 9 7421501
Email: elistern@bgu.ac.il
Ali Toumi
Professor
Faculte des Sciences humaines et Sociales
de Tnis
Universite de Tunis
Tunisia
Email: Alitoumi2003@yahoo.fr
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1.2. International Advisory Group
Antoine Bailly
antoine.bailly@unige.ch
Martin Clarke
martin.clarke@gmap.com
Dennis Donovan
ddonovan@wadley-donovan.com
Joao Ferrao
Mauro Gabella
mauro.gabella@sanofi-synthelabo.com
Lay James Gibson
ljgibson@ag.arizona.edu
Jorge Gaspar
cedru@netcabo.pt
Brian. P. Holly
brian.p.holly@census.gov
Grady Meehan
Gmeehan2@aol.com
Doug Richardson
drichardson@aag.org
Grant Thrall
thrall@ufl.edu
Sir Alan Wilson
a.g.wilson@ucl.ac.uk
Kim Young Ill
k80101@netsgo.com

1.3. List of ‘Friends’ of the
Commission

Alexandre Moine
alexandre.moine@univ-fcomte.fr
Alexandru Diana
aledia2003@yahoo.com
Alexe Radita
radita.alexe@yahoo.com
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Amara Narjessamara
narjess@caramail.com

Graeme Hugo
graeme.hugo@adelaide.edu.au

Anne Buttimer
anne.buttimer@ucd.ie

Graham Clarke
g.p.clarke@leeds.ac.uk

Arthur Getis
arthur.getis@sdsu.edu

Gyorgy Enyedi
enyedigy@office.mta.hu

Ayadi Leila
prince@hexabayte.tn

Harry Timmermans
eirass@bwk.tue.nl

Barry Wellar
wellarb@uottawa.ca

Haudia Hajer
hamdahajer@yahoo.fr

Bernard Weinstein
budw@pacs.unt.edu

Hiroshi Tanabe
XLH02561@nifty.ne.jp

Brian Mikelbank
mik@wolf.csuohio.edu

Irena Rejec Brancelj
irena.rejec-brancelj@gov.si

Bruno Messerli
bmesserli@bluewin.ch

Ismail Haddad
ismail.haddad@voila.fr

Changming Liu
liucm@dls.iog.ac.cn

Izabella Lecka
ilecka@uw.edu.pl

David Pitfield
d.e.pitfield@lboro.ac.uk

Jack Dangermond
jdangermond@esri.com

Denis Maillat
Denis.Maillat@unine.ch

James E. McConnell
geojem@buffalo.edu

Dick Lonsdale
rlonsdal@unlserve.unl.edu

Jaoua Nabil
nabil_jaoua@yahoo.fr

Dr. Juliet Fall
j.j.fall@open.ac.uk

Jessie Poon
jesspoon@acsu.buffalo.edu

El gares Habib
habib.gares@wanadoo.fr

John Lombard
jlombard@odu.edu

Elizbieta Ortowska
orlowska1@wp.pl

John Paul Jones III
jpjones@email.arizona.edu

Gerard Salem
gerard.salem@u-farislo.fr

John W. Frazier
frazier@binghamton.edu

Giuliano Bellezza
guiliano.bellezza@uniroma1.it

Johnathan Young
jcy@le.ac.uk
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Jose L. Palacio-Prieto
palacio@servidor.unam.mx

Professor Woo-ik Yu
yuik@snu.ac.kr

Karolina Sobczak
karolina.sobczak1@gmail.com

Rachael Franklin
rfranklin@aaa.org

Larry Brown
brown.8@osu.edu

Richard G. Boehm
Rb03@txstate.edu

Lindisizwe M. Magi
lmmagi@pan.uzulu.ac.za

Ronald Abler
rabler@aag.org

Lorraine Craig
L.Craig@RGS.org

Sergey Govorushko
sgovor@tig.dvo.ru

Mariana Mihaescu
mbilciuresti66@yahoo.com

Vladimir Bugromenro
ooogeo@mail.ru

Markku Loytonen
markku.loytonen@helsinki.fi

William Bowen
bowen@wolf.csuohio.edu

Martha Sukrendra
sukendra@bakosurtanal.go.id

Yvette Veyret
y.veyret@wanadoo.fr

Michael Pacione
m.pacione@strath.ac.uk

Zotic Vasile
zoticv@geographie.ubbcluj.ro

Michael Meadows
meadows@enviro.uct.ac.za

Zuzana Damankosova
zuzandam@gmail.com

Michel Phliponneau
Damienne.Phliponneau@wanadoo.fr

2. Meetings

Michele Ippolito
michelei79@yahoo.it
Mongi Bourgou
bourgou56@yahoo.fr
Montz Burrell
bmontz@binghamton.edu
Nicole Bernex
nbernex@pucp.edu.au
Nikita F. Glazovsky
nikita@ntserver.cis.lead.org
Paula Cristina Remoaldo
p.remoaldo@geografia.uminho.pt
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2.1. In 2008
February 2008
A meeting of a number of some members
of the Commission was held during the
Western Regional Science Association
Annual Conference in Hawaii, 18-19
February 2008. The meeting was held to
finalise the arrangements for the editing
and publication of the Commission’s
second book that was launched at the
2008 IGU Congress in Tunis.
The 2008 IGU Congress in Tunis
The principal meeting of the Commission
in 2008 was at the IGU Congress in Tunis
in August, at which four sessions of the
Commission were held on 12 and 13
August:
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Session
1:
Launch
of
the
Commission’s second book, Applied
Geography and the Entrepreneurial
University, Edited by Antoine Bailly,
Lay Gibson and Kingsley Haynes,
and published by Economica in
association with the Brookings
Institute, with 14 chapters contributed
by 21 authors as participants in the
Commission.

Antoine Bailly and Robert Stimson
provided an overview of the origin and the
context for the book which is based on
papers contributed by the authors of the
chapters that had been presented at a
series of meetings of the Commission
over the last three years.






Session 2: paper presentations by
four of the new members of the
Commission:
o Lucinda Fonseca , Portugal
o El
Hassane
Boubekroaui,
Morocco
o Frederico Arenas, Chile
o Stephan Joost, Switzerland.
Session 3: Round Table discussion on
“Which
Future
for
Applied
Geography?” led by:
o Antoine Bailly (Switzerland)
o Robert Stimson (Australia)
o Bernard Weinstein (USA)
o Ali Toumi (Tunisia, and General
Secretary of the 31st IGC,
Tunis).
Session 4: “Future Program for the
Applied Geography Commission”, a
discussion led by Incoming Chair of
the Commission, Robert Stimson
(Australia)

These sessions were attended by 33
participants who were at the IGU
Congress in Tunis.
.
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2.2. In 2009
Meeting at the Western Regional
Science Association Annual Conference
in Napa, California, 22-24 February
2009
A meeting of members of the Commission
and of Friends of the Commission was
held in one of the sessions in the WRSA
annual conference in February 2009. The
meeting discussed the potential activities
of the Commission over the coming three
years and in particular the Commission’s
plans for its 3rd edited book on Applied
Geography. Some potential contributors
of chapters were discussed and plans put
in place for a number of special sessions
to be organized by the Commission at the
PRSCO meeting to be held in Australia in
July 2009.
A group of between 10 and 15 people
participated in the special session.
IGU Applied Geography Commission
Special Sessions at the Pacific Regional
Science
Conference
Organisation
meeting, Gold Coast, Australia, 19-22
July 2009
The Commission organized two Special
Sessions at the PRSCO biennial meeting
held in Australia in July, 2009. Between
15 and 25 people attended the sessions at
which seven scientific papers were
presented.
Members and friends of the Commission
met to discuss the Commission’s 3rd
edited book project on Applied Geography
due to be launched at the 2012 IGU
Congress in Germany. A report was made
on plans for that project was presented by
the Commission President Robert Stimson
and the Commission Secretary Kingsley
Haynes. That was followed by paper
presentations on a selection of topics
likely to be included in the edited book.
The following papers were presented in
the Special Sessions at the PRSCO
meeting:
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Special Session (1)
Assessing
support
for
rural
innovation in the US
Kingsley Haynes (George Mason
University)
Using GIS to assess the economic,
fiscal and development impacts of toll
roads in the Dallas (Texas0 region: a
40 year perspective
Bernard Weinstein (University of
North Texas)
A transport strategy for Pakistan
Roger Stough (George Mason
University)

that is ideal for the IGU Applied
Geography Commission to participate in
to raise public awareness of the
contribution our discipline can make to
society.

Special Session (2)
Applying retail modelling to retail
policy: The trading hours and centres
land use experience in Australia
Robert Baker, Stephen Woods
(University of New England)

The Commission’s activities at the 2009
FIG were:
 a formal meeting of the
Applied
Geography
Commission was held on
Friday 1 October.
 a Round Table on ‘Applied
Geography and Coastal
Development, Tourism and
Resource
Management’.
Brief perspectives were put
by
the
participating
members
of
the
Commission. (Note that the
Round Table related to the
theme of the 2009 FIG.

SMILE - An applied spatial
microsimulation model for Ireland
Graham Clarke (University of Leeds),
Karyn Morrissey(National University
of Ireland)
West Midlands regional planning:
Coping with uncomfortable truths
Mike
Taylor,
John
Bryson
(University of Birmingham)
Urban growth in the Brisbane-South
East Queensland region and its
implications for emergency services
provision:
A
Geographical
Information Systems-based approach
Jonathan Corcoran, Robert Stimson
(University of Queensland)
Participation of the Commission at the
International Festival of Geography, St
Die, France
The Commission met during the
International Festival of Geography (FIG)
which was held in 2009 in St Die, France,
2-4 October. The FIG is an annual event
held in St Die and attracts a huge
attendance by members of the general
public. It was a wonderful event and one
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Antoine Bailly (former Commission
President) had successfully negotiated
with the organisers of the FIG for the
formal participation of the Applied
Geography Commission in the 2009 FIG.
The FIG hosted the Commission covering
accommodation meals for the three days
during the 2009 FIG.

A total of seven Members of the
Commission participated in the events at
FIG.
Applied Geography Association (US)
Annual Conference, Baton Rouge, 2831 October 2009
The Commission Secretary, Kingsley
Haynes, attended the annual meeting of
the Applied Geography Association (US).

2.3. In 2010
The Commission held one formal meeting
and organised a number of activities in
2010.
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Portugal workshop, 18-21 July
A workshop was held in Ericeira in
Portugal, 18-21 July, at the Vila Gale
Hotel. Commission member Lucinda
Fonseca was the local organiser of the
meeting, which took the form of a
workshop with paper presentations and
discussion of applied geography research
undertaken by Commission members and
‘friends’ of the Commission that will be
the basis of chapters for the Commission’s
3rd book on applied geography.
Between 25 and 30 people attended the
meeting over its duration.
A field one and a half was held covering
the coastal region to the west and northwest of Lisbon.
Applied Geography Meeting, US
Members of the Commission were
represented at the national US Applied
Geography Meetings in Fort Worth Texas,
Oct 2010.
AAG, EDGE
The Commission cooperated with the
Association of American Geographers
(AAG)/(US) National Science Foundation
initiative on Enhancing Departments and
Graduate Education (EDGE) Phase 1
program on the value of geographic
education for careers in Higher Education,
Government, Business, and Non-Profit
Organizations.
This early phase found that Business and
Industry were supportive of geographic
skill development and use but emphasized
the need for complementary training in
communication,
writing,
project
management, collaboration and team
work—web site in support of these
activities for geography training is
available through the AAG, EDGE and
NSF. We will continue to cooperate with
EDGE in its Phase 2 focus on extending
non-academic cooperation with Business,
Government and Non-Profits (BG&N)
organizations in how academic training at
the Professional Masters level, certificates

etc might be of value in targeting BG&N
employment.
2010 IGU regional Meeting, Israel
Unfortunately it was not possible for the
Applied Geography Commission to
organise activities as part of the 2010
Regional Meeting of the IGU held in
Israel in August.
Santiago Visit
The Commission President, Robert
Stimson, visited Chile in late October
2010. Meetings were held over three days
in Santiago with Commission Member
Federico Arenas, co-ordinator of local
arrangements for the Commission’s
activities for the 2011 IGU Regional
Meeting in Santiago in November, 2011.
Discussions were also held with members
of the local organising Committee for the
2011 IGU Regional Meeting.

2.4. In 2011
In 2011 the only formal meeting
organized by Commission was a series of
sessions within the IGU Regional
Conference held in Santiagio, Chile, in
November.

2.5. In 2012
The only meeting currently organized for
the Commission in 2012 is a series of
sessions as part of the 2012 IGU Congress
in Cologne. Those sessions are:




two sessions for the launch of the
Commission’s 3rd edited book on
Applied Geography (published by
Edward Elgar) at which the editors of
the book ad a number of chapter
authors will make brief presentations
two sessions on applied geography
where members of Commission will
present papers.
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3. Networking
During each year there has been informal
networking among members of the
Commission through electronic means.
Where possible Commission Members
and Friends have met informally at
various
professional
association
conferences to discuss Commission
activities.

4. Publications
4.1. In 2008
The major publication by the Commission
was a new edited book:
Antoine Bailly, Lay J Gibson and
Kingsley
Haynes
(Eds),
Applied
Geography and the Entrepreneurial
University,
Economica,
Paris,
in
association with the Brookings Institute,
Washington, pp. 182.
Chapter titles and authors:
Introduction,
Antoine
(Switzerland), Lay Gibson
Kingsley Haynes (USA)

Bailly
(USA),

Making Geography findings matter:
Implications for applied research and
teaching, Kingsley Haynes (USA), Robert
Stimson (Australia)
Client-driven education?: Issues for an
applied geography curriculum, Burrell
Montz (USA)
The constructionist perspective in applied
geography: Evolutionary analysis with
illustrative examples, Antoine Bailly
(Switzerland), Roger Stough (USA)
Towards a Rhizomatic econphilosophy for
economic development, James Rowe
(New Zealand)
Defining a core curriculum in applied
geography, Richard Boehm (USA),
Audrey Mohan (USA)

Geography learning: Building a research
agenda for meeting societal needs, Lay
Gibson (USA), Oas Brand (USA), Susan
Hollier (USA), David Rutherford (USA)
The business of business relocation, John
Lombard (USA)
Understanding the impacts of employment
loss: Space, place and public policy,
Andrew Beer (Australia), Holli Thomas
(Australia)
Measuring entrepreneurial calital and its
role in economic growth, Roger Stough
(USA), Scott Jackson (USA), Chunpu
Song (USA), Ryan Sutter (USA)
Development of abstract and real-world
understanding of geospatial concepts,
Sarah Battersby (USA), Reginald
Golledge (USA), Meredith Marsh (USA)
Grade-related differences in geospatial
concept recognition: Spatial relationship
terms, Meredith Marsh (USA), Reginald
Golledge (USA), Sarah Battersby (USA)
The evolution of applied geography in the
entrepreneurial
university:
Lessons
learned and new challenges, Antoine
Bailly (Switzeralnd), Lay, Gibson (USA),
Kingsley Haynes (USA)
The contributors to the book are a mix of
senior scholars and early career
researchers and include a number of
graduate students.

4.2. The Commission’s 3rd Edition
Book

The Commission decided at the 2008
Tunis IGU Congress that the main focus
for its activities over the next four years
would be to continue its practice to
produce an edited book on applied
geography.
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The book is on the theme ‘geography and
geographers at work ‘ in which the
chapters
provide
examples
how
geographical analysis has been used to
address ‘real world’ issues that are of
concern to public agencies and business as
illustrated by actual funded projects that
geographers have collaboratively with the
end-users. The ‘case studies’ included in
the book represent the application of
geographical methods and tools –
particularly those involving spatial
analysis - to address issues both at a
number of levels of spatial scale and in a
variety of social-economic-environmental
contexts.
The book is edited by Robert J. Stimson
(Australia) and Kingsley E. Haynes
(USA) who are respectively the current
Chair and Secretary of the IGU Applied
Geography Commission and is being
published by Edward Elgar.
Work on the book began in 2099 and
involved Members and Friends of the
Commission presenting papers at various
meetings organized at special sessions in a
number of professional association
conferences, and at the Commission’s
workshop held in Portugal in July 2010.
Those papers have formed the basis of
most of the chapters in the book.
The book will be launched at a session
being organized by the Commission at the
IGU Congress in Cologne, Germany, in
August 2012.
Contents of the book are:
Title (still under negotiation):
Studies in Applied Geography:
Using Spatial Analysis to
Address Real world Issues
Editors:
Robert J. Stimson, Kingsley E. Haynes
Contents:
Preface

The contributors
1. Applied geography
Robert J. Stimson, Kingsley E.
Haynes
2. A
geographic
perspective
on
demographic evolution in Europe:
The C.E.G. participation in the
ESPON 1.1.4 project
Diogo Abreu
3. A transport strategy for Pakistan
Roger Stough
4. Spatial modelling, GIS and network
analysis for improving sustainability
of transporting aggregates in the UK
Chengchao Zou, Mark Birkin,
Graham Clarke
5. SMILE - An applied spatial microsimulation model for Ireland
Karyn Morrissey, Graham
Clarke, Cathal, Stephen Hynes
6. Using GIS and spatial modelling to
support school network planning in
Estonia
Edgar Sepp, Jüri Roosaare,A.S.
Regio, Ülle Liiber
7. Spatial optimisation: Expanding
emergency services to address
regional growth and development
Alan Murray, Daoqin Tong,
Tony Grubesic
8. Urban growth in the Brisbane-South
East Queensland region and its
implications for emergency services
provision: A Geographical
Information Systems-based approach
Jonathan Corcoran, Robert J.
Stimson, David Rohde, Angela
Higginson, Prem Chhetri
9. The location of business support
programs: Does the knowledge
context matter?
Haifeng Qain, Kingsley E.
Haynes, Sidney Turner
10. Applying retail modelling to retail
policy: The trading hours and centres
land use experience in Australia
Robert Baker, Stephen Woods
11. David vs. Goliath: A case study of a
local automobile dealership’s fight to
save its territory
John Lombard
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12. West Midlands (UK) regional
planning
(1999-2012),
functioning
12. West
Midlands
(UK) regional
economic(1999-2012),
geography and
E3I belt:
planning
functioning
Coping with
uncomfortable
economic
geography
and E3Itruths
belt:
Mike
Taylor,
John Bryson
Coping
with
uncomfortable
truths
13. Technopoles:
Governance
and
Mike Taylor,
John Bryson
networking Governance and
13. Technopoles:
Ismail Haddad
networking
14. Economics
of space: Estimating the
Ismail Haddad
economic significance
of a NASA
14. Economics
of space: Estimating
the
testing facility
economic
significance of a NASA
Michael
testing
facilityC. Carroll, Will M.
Burns C. Carroll, Will M.
Michael
15. Using
GIS to assess the economic,
Burns
fiscal and
of
15. Using
GISdevelopment
to assess the impacts
economic,
toll roads
the Dallas (Texas)
fiscal
and in
development
impacts of
region:
A in
40the
year
perspective
toll
roads
Dallas
(Texas)
Bernard
Weinstein,
Terry Clower
region:
A 40 year
perspective
16. Helping
community
groups
to address
Bernard
Weinstein,
Terry
Clower
urban planning
issuesgroups
in a gipsy
16. Helping
community
to address
deprived
neighbourhod:
urban
planning
issues in Geographical
a gipsy
experiences
from Perpignan
in a postdeprived
neighbourhod:
Geographical
riot context from Perpignan in a postexperiences
David Giband
riot context
17. Designing,
implementing, monitoring
David Giband
and evaluating
an urban community
17. Designing,
implementing,
monitoring
development
incommunity
Portugal
and
evaluatingprogram
an urban
M. Lucinda Fonseca,
Esteves
development
programAlina
in Portugal
18. M.
A local
master
plan forAlina
biospheric
Lucinda
Fonseca,
Esteves
conservation
development:
18. A
local masterand
plan
for biospheric
Concept, methodology,
and
conservation
and development:
application
Concept,
methodology, and
Eliahu Stern
application
19. Eliahu
People’s
to
hazard
Sternresponses
warnings: Tornados
in thetoUS hazard
19. People’s
responses
Burrell Motz
warnings:
Tornados in the US
20. Burrell
Managing
environmental hazards of
Motz
outdoor falls
among the
elderly
20. Managing
environmental
hazards
of
populationfalls
of Hong
outdoor
among the elderly
Lai Poh-chin,
Low Chien-Tat, Wong
population
of Hong
Wing-Cheung,
Chan
Ming-Houng,
Lai
Poh-chin, Low
Chien-Tat,
Wong
Wong Martin Chan Ming-Houng,
Wing-Cheung,
21. Wong
Hydropower
the
Chilean
Martin in
Patagonia: Evaluation
socio21. Hydropower
in
the of Chilean
economic conditions
for resettlement
Patagonia:
Evaluation
of socioand/or compensation
of rural
economic
conditions for resettlement
inhabitantscompensation of rural
and/or
Frederico Arenas, Pablo Osses
inhabitants
Frederico Arenas, Pablo Osses

5. Archival Contributions
5. Archival Contributions

The Commission has not deposited any
material
with the IGU
The
Commission
has archives
not deposited any
material with the IGU archives

6. Continuation
6. Continuation

The Commission requests that the IGU
Executive
Committee
recommends
that
The
Commission
requests
that the IGU
the Commission
be continued
underthat
its
Executive
Committee
recommends
present
name, the
the
Commission
be Applied
continuedGeography
under its
Commission.
present
name, the Applied Geography
Commission.
The President, Robert Stimson, and
Secretary,
Kingsley
Haynes,
indicatedand
at
The
President,
Robert
Stimson,
the Business
MeetingHaynes,
held asindicated
part of the
Secretary,
Kingsley
at
Commission’s
sessionsheld
organized
the
Business Meeting
as part during
of the
the IGU Regional
Conference
in Santiago,
Commission’s
sessions
organized
during
Chile,
in Regional
November
2011, thatinthey
would
the
IGU
Conference
Santiago,
not seek
reappointment
President
and
Chile,
in November
2011,asthat
they would
secretary
a further four
term from
not
seek for
reappointment
asyear
President
and
the August
Cologne
Congress.
secretary
for2012
a further
four IGU
year term
from
Thus,
the members
of theIGU
Commission
the
August
2012 Cologne
Congress.
have been
asked toof nominate
a new
Thus,
the members
the Commission
president
secretary
and to propose
have
beenandasked
to nominate
a new
additional and
names
as members
of the
president
secretary
and to propose
Commission.
It isas proposed
all
additional
names
members that
of the
current members
the Commission
Commission.
It isof proposed
that all
continue members
to serve. of the Commission
current
continue to serve.
It is proposed that the Applied Geography
Commission
to operate
for the
It
is proposed continue
that the Applied
Geography
period 2012-2016
in much
the same
Commission
continue
to operate
for way
the
as it has
over the inpast
eight
period
2012-2016
much
theyears.
same That
way
willitinclude:
as
has over the past eight years. That
will include:
1. Producing a 4th edited book on
Applied aGeography
to on
be
1. Producing
4th edited book
launched Geography
at the 2016to IGU
Applied
be
Congress. at the 2016 IGU
launched
Congress.
with
other
2. Collaborate
Commissions (CO8.08
2. Collaborate
with Dynamics
other
of Economic Spaces
CO8.28
Commissions
(CO8.08and
Dynamics
Modelling
Geographical
of
Economic
Spaces andSystems)
CO8.28
to hold Geographical
a workshop
on
Modelling
Systems)
applications
modelingon
to
to
hold ofa spatial
workshop
be held in Leeds,
UK, in
mid 2013
applications
of spatial
modeling
to
be held in Leeds, UK, in mid 2013
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3. Organise special sessions for
Commission activities as part of other
professional association conferences
(e.g., meetings of the Regional
Science Association.

4. Organise Applied geography
sessions as part of IGU Regional
Conferences.
5. Propose and edit special issues
of journals focusing on topics in
Applied Geography.

C08.02 Arid Lands, Humankind and Environment (AHE)
1. Membership
Steering Committee
Prof. Dr. Mahmoud M. Ashour (Chair)
(EGYPT)
Department of Geography
Faculty of Arts
Ain Shams University
Cairo, EGYPT
Tel. + 20-24101752 / + 20-010-2591982
Email: mmashour43@hotmail.com

Prof. Dr. Olaf Bubenzer (Secretary)
(GERMANY) Department of Geography
University of Heidelberg
Im Neuenheimer Feld 348
69120 Heidelberg, GERMANY
Tel. +49(0)6221-54-4595
Fax. +49(0)6221-54-4997
Email: olaf.bubenzer@geog.uniheidelberg.de
Prof. Dr. Nabil Sayed Embabi
(EGYPT)
Department of Geography
Faculty of Arts
Ain Shams University
Cairo, EGYPT
Tel. + 20-22602497 / +-20-010-5106892
Fax + 20-26854079
Email: embabi@gmail.com

Prof. Dr. Abdualllh Nasser Alwelaie
(SAUDI ARABIA)
Faculty of Social Sciences
Emam Mohamed Ben Saud University
P.O Box 100330
11635 Riyadh, SAUDI ARABIA
Tel. + 966-2585817
Email: alwelaie@hotmail.com

Dr. Saif Salim Saif AL Qaidi (UAE)
Department of Geography
Faculty of Humanities and social studies
U.A.E University.
P.O. Box : 17771
AL Ain, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
Tel + 971-3-5063405

Prof. Dr. Xiaoping Yang (CHINA)
Institute of Geology and Geophysics
Chinese Academy of Sciences
P.O. Box 9825
Beijing 100029, CHINA
Tel. + 86(0)-10-62008389
Fax + 86(0)-10-62032495
Email: xpyang@mail.igcas.ac.cn
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Prof. Dr. George S. Brook (USA)
Department of Geography
Franklin college of Arts and Science
University of Georgia
Athens GA 30602- 2502, USA
Tel. + 1-706-542-2322
Fax + 1-706-542-2388
Email: gabrook@uga.edu

Dr. Ahmed Abdel Salam (OMAN)
Sultan Qabbos University, OMAN
Tel. + 968-95148114
Email: salam@squ.edu.om

Dr. Kevin White (UK)
Landscape and Landform Research Group
Department of Geography
The University of Reading - Whiteknights
P.O. Box 227
Reading - RG6 6AB, UK
Tel. +44-0118-3787752
Fax +44-01189755865
Email: k.h.white@reading.ac.uk
Dr. Ulrik Mårtensson (SWEDEN)
Dept. of Phys. Geography and Ecosystems
Analysis
Lund University, Solvegatan 12
SE-223 62 Lund, SWEDEN
Tel. +46-46-2224026
Fax +46-46-2220321
Email: ulrik.martensson@nateko.lu.se

The members of the steering committee are members of their national Geographical Societies
or their national Associations of Geographers and use these networks for communication
(Egypt, Germany, United States of America, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates, China,
United Kingdom, Oman, and Sweden).

2. Meetings and Field trips of the
Commission with a brief
summary
Since 2010, the commission chairman
Mahmoud Ashour directs the five-year
project “Sand accumulations in Egypt”.
Commission member Nabil Embabi is
principle investigator, the commission
members George Brook and Olaf
Bubenzer act as foreign experts and are
part of the research team. From March 1st
until 6th 2010 a field trip to the Farafra
Sandsea and the White Desert took place.
In sum the group consisted of 34
participants who are students from
different Egyptian Universities and
graduated students, Rangers from the
White Desert National Park, Egypt, PhDStudents and postdocs as well as
professors from the Ain Shams
University, Cairo, from Syria and Yemen,
the Desert Research Center, Cairo, and the
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Universities of Heidelberg and of
Cologne, Germany. In addition a field trip
to north Sinai and south Sinai of the
commission member Mahmoud Ashour,
Nabil Embabi and George Brook together
with other Egyptian colleagues were
performed.

3. Networking
and
Research Projects

Relevant

From 2007-2009, the commission
member X. Yang led the project
“Formation and development of the
megadunes in deserts and their responses
to global change. Project of knowledge
innovation” (Chinese Academy of
Science).
From Jan. 5-7, 2009, the commission
members O. Bubenzer and X. Yang
participated the meeting of the Quaternary
Research Association (http://qra.org.uk/),
X. Yang gave the talk “Potentially large
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amplitudes of environmental changes in
the deserts of northern China during the
Quaternary?”.
From Jan. 7-9, 2009, the commission
members O. Bubenzer and X. Yang
participated the inaugural meeting “Sand
seas and dune fields of the world: a digital
Quaternary
atlas“
(http://inquadunesatlas.dri.edu/).
From March 5-8, 2009, the commission
member G. Brook acted as member of the
core committee and co-coordinator of
session 1 at the Third LIMPACS (IGBP,
PAGES) Conference in Chandigarh,
India.
Since
July
2009,
the
Cologne
Collaborative Research Centre “Our way
of Europe” (http://www.sfb806.de/) is
running in which commission member O.
Bubenzer is principle investigator of two
projects.
Commission member X. Yang was chair
of the session “Regional landforms and
geomorphology”,
Chinese
National
Congress on Geomorphology and
Quaternary Geology, Shanghai, 2009, and
co-convenor of the sessions “Landscapes
in drylands, Seventh International
Conference
on
Geomorphology”,
Melbourne, 2009, and “Environments and
global change”, National Scientific
Conference on the Occasion of Li
Siguang’s 120th Birthday, Beijing, 2009.

Since 2010, the commission member X.
Yang is principle investigator of the
project “Formation of the Hunshandake
Sandy Land and its environmental
processes since last interglacial, and its
responses to global change (Main Foci
Project of the National Natural Science
Foundation of China).
From February 6-7, 2009, and February 56, 2010, the commission member O.
Bubenzer organized the annual meeting of
the working group “Desert Margin
Research” as part of the German
Geographical Society (http://www.unikoeln.de/sfb389/wuestenraender/index.ht
ml).
From April 16-18, the commission
chairman M. Ashour participated with the
talk “Evidences of climatic changes in the
Western Desert of Egypt” as a keynote
speaker on the 2nd International
Symposium of Geography, Bucharest,
Romania.
From September 19-21, 2010, Chairman
M. Ashour and the commission members
N. Embabi and O. Bubenzer participated
in the International Colloquium on
Geoarchaeology “Landscape Archaeology
– Egypt and the Mediterranean World”.
O. Bubenzer was member of the Scientific
Committee and gave a speech with
colleagues about the Geoarchaeology of
the Eastern Desert, Egypt.
From December 5-10, 2010, commission
chairman M. Ashour participated in the
International Conference on Conservation
and Development of Natural Heritage,
Cairo and Sharm El Sheik.

From Nov. 1-5, 2009, commission
chairman M. Ashour and commission
member N. Embabi participated in the
Internat. Symposium and field workshop
organized by the Alexandria University,
Damanhour Branch.

4. Publications

Since 2010, the commission member G.
Brook is principle investigator of the
three-year project “Socio-environmental
dynamics in the North Vaca Plateau,
Belize: A long term perspective”.

Commission
chairman
Mahmoud
Ashour and commission member Nabil
Embabi published four papers with Kim
Donner about Abu ElEgl Playa Near
Dakhla. Another paper about the dating of
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playas in southwestern Eygptian desert is
in preparation.
Bolten, A., Bareth, G., Bubenzer, O.
(2009). Reconstruction of Holocene landuse potential in the Egyptian Western
Desert. Proc. of the 2009 ESRI Internat.
User Conference Papers, 1080: 5 p. San
Diego.
Bolten, A., Hoffmeister, D., Willmes, C.,
Bubenzer, O. & Bareth, G. (2010).
Adapting the Database Concept of the
CRC/TR 32 "SVA-Patterns" to CRC 806
"Our Way to Europe". In: Curdt, C. &
Bareth, G. (eds): Proc. of the Data
Management Workshop. 29.-30.10.2009,
University
of
Cologne.
Kölner
Geographische Arbeiten 90: 7-12; Köln.
Brook,
G.A.
(2010).
The
Paleoenvironment of Tsodilo. Chapter 2
in “Tsodilo Hills: Copper Bracelet of the
Kalahari” (eds Campbell, A.C., Robbins,
L.H, and M. Taylor), Michigan State
University Press, East Lansing and The
Botswana Society, Gaborone, pp. 30-49.
Brook, G.A., Marais, E., Brook, F.Z.,
Liang, F., and le Roux, P.A.L., and Yu,
K.B. (2010). A record of aeolian activity
in the western Kalahari during the last 70
ka that matches Southeast Atlantic Ocean
core data: heavy mineral evidence from
four
OSL-dated
linear
dunes.
Palaeoecology of Africa 30, Jubilee
Edition: International Yearbook of
Landscape
Evolution
and
Palaeoenvironments.
Brook, G.A., Railsback, L.B., Campbell,
A.C., Robbins, L.H., Murphy, M.L.,
Hodgins, G., and McHugh, J. (2010).
Radiocarbon ages for coatings in cupules
ground in quartzite bedrock at Rhino Cave
in the Kalahari Desert of Botswana, and
their
paleoclimatic
significance.
Geoarchaeology: An International Journal
(in press).
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Brook, G.A., Scott, L., Railsback, L.B.,
Goddard, E.A. (2010). A 35 ka pollen and
isotope record of environmental change
along the southern margin of the Kalahari
from a stalagmite and animal dung
deposits in Wonderwerk Cave, South
Africa. Journal of Arid Lands 74: 870884.
Brook, G.A., Railsback, L.B., Marais, E.
(2010). Reassessment of carbonate ages
by dating both carbonate and organic
material from an Etosha Pan (Namibia)
stromatolite: evidence of humid phases
during the last 20 ka. Quaternary
International (in press).
Bubenzer, O., Besler, H. (2010). Sands as
archives of environmental change:
examples from Egypt, Sudan and
Namibia. In: Möhlig, W.,
Bubenzer, O., Menz, G. & [Eds.]:
Towards Interdisciplinarity. Experiences
of the Long-term ACACIA Project.
Topics in Interdisciplinary African
Studies, Vol. 15: 23.48; Cologne.
De Waele, J., Brook, G.A., Oertel, A.
(2009). Monk seal (Monachus Monachus)
bones in Bel Torrente Cave (Central-east
Sardinia) and their peleogeographical
significance. Journal of Cave and Karst
Studies 71 (1):16-23.
De Waele, J., Forti, P., Picorn, V., Galli,
E., Rossi, A., Brook, G.A., Zini, L., and
Cucchi, F. (2009). Cave deposits in
Cordillera de la Sal (Atacama, Chile).
Geological Constraints on the Onset and
Evolution of an Extreme Environment:
The Atacama Area. GeoActa Special
Publication 2: 97-111.
Förster, F., Riemer, H., Bolten, A.,
Bubenzer, O., Hendrickx, S., Darius, F.
(2010). Tracing linear structures. Remote
sensing, landscape classification and the
archaeology of desert roads in the Eastern
Sahara. In: Möhlig, W., Bubenzer, O.,
Menz,
G.
&
[Eds.]:
Towards
Interdisciplinarity. Experiences of the
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Long-term ACACIA Project. Topics in
Interdisciplinary African Studies, Vol. 15:
49-75; Cologne.
Fricke, K., Sterr, Th., Bubenzer, O.,
Eitel, B. (2009). The oasis as a Megacity:
Urumqi’s Fast Urbanization in a Semiarid
Environment. Die Erde 140: 449-463.
Ivester, A.H., Poplin, E.C., Brooks, M.J.,
Brook, G.A. (2009). Life on the edge:
The formation of Mathis Lake and its
human occupation. South Carolina
Antiquities: Journal of the Archaeological
Society of South Carolina 41: 1-16.
Ivester, A.H., Brook, G.A., Robbins,
L.H., Campbell, A.C., Murphy, M.L., and
Marais, E. (2010). A sedimentary record
of environmental change at Tsodilo Hills
White Paintings Rock Shelter, Northwest
Kalahari Desert, Botswana. Palaeoecology
of
Africa
30,
Jubilee
Edition:
International Yearbook of Landscape
Evolution and Palaeoenvironments.
Markewich, H.W., Litwin, R.J., Pavich,
M.J., Brook, G.A. (2009). Late
Pleistocene eolian features in southeastern
Maryland and the Chesapeake Bay
region— Evidence for strong WNW-NW
winds
accompanying
growth
of
Laurentide
Ice-Sheet.
Quaternary
Research 71:409-425.
Möhlig, W., Bubenzer, O., Menz, G.
[Eds.](2010). Towards Interdisciplinarity.
Experiences of the Long-term ACACIA
Project. Topics in Interdisciplinary
African Studies, Vol. 15; Cologne.
Moyes, H., Awe, J., Brook, G.A.,
Webster, J. (2009). The ancient Maya
drought cult: Late Classic cave use in
Belize. Latin American Antiquity 20, 175206.
LaMoreaux, H.K., Brook, G.A., Knox, J.
A. (2009). Late Pleistocene and Holocene
environments of the Southeastern USA
from the stratigraphy and pollen content
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of a peat deposit on the Georgia Coastal
Plain.
Palaeogeography,
Palaeoclimatology, Palaeoecology 280,
300-312.
Lu, Y., Rioual P., Yang, X. (2010). An
assessment of diatom presence/absence in
the lakes of the Badain Jaran Desert.
Quaternary Sciences 28: 521–534 (in
Chinese).
Robbins, L.H., Campbell, A. C., Murphy,
M. L., Brook, G.A., Mabuse, A. A.,
Hitchcock, R., Babutsi, G., Mmolawa, M.,
Stewart, K.M., Steele, T. E., Klein, R. G.,
Appleton, C. C. (2009). Mogapelwa:
Archaeology, Paleoenvironment and Oral
Traditions at Lake Ngami, Botswana.
South African Archaeological Bulletin 64
(189), 13-32.
Ritter, M., Bubenzer, O., Bolten, A.
(2009). Combined use of satellite data and
digital elevation models in deferent scales
applicable for geomorphological and
landscape historical research: Examples
from the Fourth Nile Cataract (Northern
Sudan). Zentralbl. Geol. Palaeontol., Teil
1, Heft 3/4 (2007): 399-413.
Scott, T.W., Swift, D.J.P., Whittecar,
G.R., Brook, G.A. (2010). Glacioisostatic
Influences on Virginia’s Late Pleistocene
Coastal Plain Deposits. Geomorphology
16 (1-2), 175-188.
Siart, C., Bubenzer, O., Eitel, B. (2009).
Combining
digital
elevation
data
(ASTER/SRTM), high resolution satellite
imagery (Quickbird) and GIS for
geomorphological mapping: a multicomponent case study on Mediterranean
karst in Central Crete. Geomorphology
112: 106-121.
Siart, C., Hecht, S., Holzhauer, I., Meyer,
H.P., Eitel, B., Schukraft, G., Bubenzer,
O., Altherr, R., Panagiotopoulus, D.
(2010).
Karst
depressions
as
geoarchaeological
archives:
the
palaeoenvironmental reconstruction of
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Zominthos (Central Crete) based on
geophysical prospection, mineralogical
investigations and GIS. Quaternary
International 216, 1-2: 75-92.
Tripaldi, A., Zárate, M., Brook, G.A.
(2010). Sucesiones eólicas y fluviales del
Pleistoceno Tardío-Holoceno de la
planicie Sanrafaelina: paleoambientes y
paleoclima. Chapter in “Paleoambientes y
ocupaciones humanas del centro-oeste de
Argentina
durante
la
transición
Pleistoceno-Holoceno y Holoceno” (eds
Zárate, M., Gil, A., and Neme, G.).
Sociedad Argentina de Antropologíaina
(in press).
Xu, J., Li, B., Yang, X., and other 8
authors (2009). Recent progress in
geomorphology and Quaternary geology
in China and some perspectives. Acta
Geographica Sinica 64: 1375–1393 (in
Chinese with English abstract).
Yang, X. (2009). Quaternary in the new
geological time scale. Quaternary
Sciences 29: 1008 (in Chinese).
Yang, X., Conacher, A. (2009). Land
degradation
and
rehabilitation
in
ecologically fragile areas: Research status
and perspectives. Geographical Research
(Journal of the Institute of Australian
Geographers) 47: 1 – 3.
Yang, X. (2010a). Desertification and
land degradation in arid and semi-arid
regions. In: Alcantara-Ayala, I., Goudie,
A. (Eds.). Geomorphological Hazards and
Disaster
Prevention.
Cambridge
University Press: 189–198.
Yang, X. (2010b). Climate change and
desertification – with a special reference
to the cases in China. In: Dodson, J. (Ed),
Changing Climates, Earth Systems and
Society (Climate change theme of the
Science Programme for the International
Year of Planet Earth). Springer,
Dordrecht: 177 – 187.
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Yang, X., Liu, T., Yuan, B. (2010). The
Loess Plateau of China: aeolian
sedimentation and fluvial erosion, both
with superlative rates. In: Migon, P. (Ed),
Geomorphological Landscapes of the
World. Springer, Dordrecht: 275 – 283.
Yang, X., Ma, N., Dong, J., Zhu, B., Xu,
B., Ma, Z., Liu, J. (2010). Holocene
hydrological and climatic changes in the
Badain Jaran Desert, western China.
Quaternary Research 73: 10 – 19.
Yang, X., Scuderi, L. (2010). Hydrological and climatic changes in deserts
of China since the Late Pleistocene.
Quaternary Research 73: 1–9.
Yu, K. B., Brook, G.A., Rhew, H., Shin,
Y. H., Kim, S., Brook, F. Z. (2009).
Episodic coastal dune development in the
Taean Peninsula and Anmyeon Island,
Korea, during the mid to late Holocene.
Journal of Quaternary Science, DOI:
10.1002/jqs.1277.
Zhu, B., Yang, X. (2009). Chemical
weathering of the detrital sediments in the
Taklamakan Desert, northwestern China.
Geographical Research (Journal of the
Institute of Australian Geographers) 47:
57 – 70.
Zhu, B., Yang, X. (2010). The origin and
distribution of soluble salts in the sand
seas of northern China. Geomorphology
123: 232 – 242.

5. Continuation
The commission will continue the reestablishment of interactions with
colleagues in the Arab world, if not else,
with regard to the recent political
situation. In addition these colleagues
have insights in the indigenous
geographical knowledge of livelihood
practices which could be sustainable in
arid
environments.
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Planned joined field trips, conferences and
sessions of the commission in 2011:


Spring 2011: Field trip to the Abu
Moharik dune belt as part of the

project “Sand
Egypt”.


accumulations

in

Nov. 2011: Commission meeting and
session as part of the UGI Conference
in Santiago de Chile.

C08.03 Biogeography and Biodiversity
1. Membership
The Commission’s current steering
committee members include the following
colleagues:
Prof. Dr. Udo Schickhoff, Department of
Geography, University of Hamburg,
Bundesstr. 55, 20146 Hamburg, Germany
(Chair), Ph.: +49 428384911
Email: schickhoff@geowiss.unihamburg.de
Dr. R.B. Singh, University of Delhi, Delhi
School of Economics, Delhi 110007,
India
(Vice Chair), Ph.: 9971950226
Email: rbsgeo1@yahoo.com
Dr. Albert Aweto, Department of
Geography, Faculty of the Social
Sciences,
University of Ibadan, Nigeria, Ph.: 0803064-3421
Dr. Hugo Bekle, Geography, Edith Cowan
University, Mt. Lawley Campus, 2
Bradford
Street, Mt. Lawley 6050, Australia, Ph:
6148, Email: h.bekle@ecu.edu.au
Dr. Mark Blumler, Biological Sciences
Department, SUNY Binghamton, Vestal
Parkway East, PO Box 6000,
Binghamton, NY 13902, USA, Ph.: (607)777- 6732
Email: mablum@binghamton.edu
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Prof. Dr. Alvaro Gonzalez-Gervasio,
Department of Geography, Universidad de
la
Republica, Av. 18 de Julio 1968,
Montevideo, Uruguay, Ph.: (598) 2400
9201
Email: alvarog@chasque.apc.org
Dr. Jennifer Hill, Department of
Geography and Environmental
Management, School of the Built and
Natural Environment, University of the
West of England, Frenchay Campus,
Coldharbour Lane, Bristol BS16 1QY,
UK, Ph.: +44 (0)117 328 3000, Email:
jennifer.hill@uwe.ac.uk
Prof. Dr. Andrew Millington, Faculty of
Science and Engineering, Earth Sciences,
Flinders University, GPO Box 2100,
Adelaide 5001, South Australia
Ph.: +61 8 82012269
Email:
andrew.millington@flinders.edu.au
Prof. Dr. David Taylor, Department of
Geography, Museum Building, Trinity
College
Dublin, University of Dublin, Ireland
Ph.: +353-(0)1 896 1581
Email: taylord@tcd.ie
Dr. Alexander Wearing, Department of
Geography, University of Otago, PO Box
56,
Dunedin, New Zealand, Ph.: +64 3 479
8774, Email: aew@geography.otago.ac.nz
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Dr. José Alejandro Velázquez,
Department of Geography, UNAM,
Mexico
Ph.: + (55) 56232842
Email: alexmontes2000@yahoo.com
The Commission on Biogeography and
Biodiversity has not yet established a
formal membership list since annual
meetings are mainly attended by delegates
from the respective host countries.

2. Meetings
2.1. Meetings in 2008
2008 was a busy year for the Commission.
The major event in 2008 was the 31st
International Geographical Congress in
Tunis, August 12-15, where the
Commission held sessions and a business
meeting. The Commission members
accepted with pleasure the IGU
Executive’s approval of the request to
extend the life of our Commission by
another four years, retaining our current
Commission title and number (C04.03).
The business meeting of the Commission
was held during the Tunis Congress.
Major points on the agenda included
reports on recent activities, the discussion
of objectives for the 2008-2012 term
(meetings,
publications,
newsletters,
website), and the nomination of steering
committee members for the next period.
At the Tunis Congress, the Commission
conducted several sessions with numerous
papers on varied aspects of biogeography
and biodiversity. The papers had been
arranged under the following session
titles:
Session 1: Climate change and vegetation
patterns in space and time (a joint
International Year of Planet Earth (IYPE)
and Commission on Biogeography and
Biodiversity session with speakers from
India, China, and the Ukraine)
Session 2: Sustainable management and
conservation
of
communities
and
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ecosystems (speakers from Poland,
Romania, and Tunisia)
Session
3:
Vegetation-environment
relationships in Africa (speakers from
Japan and Tunisia)
Session 4: Biogeographical studies in
Russia and Far East (speakers from Russia
and North Korea)
Another Commission meeting was held in
India in 2008. The International
Conference “Land-Use, Biodiversity and
Climate Change” in Marthandam, Tamil
Nadu, India, October 6-7, was organized
by the Departments of Tourism, Physics
and Botany, Nesamony Memorial
Christian College, Marthandam, Tamil
Nadu. Co-organized by the Commission
on Biogeography and Biodiversity as a
contribution to the International Year of
Planet Earth (IYPE), the theme of the
Conference
‘Geoinformatics
for
Monitoring and Modelling’ focused on
raising awareness of the possibilities and
constraints of using modern technology
such as remote sensing, geodata analysis
and modelling, GIS, GPS, etc. with
respect to monitoring and conserving
biodiversity. The Commission is very
grateful to Dr. R.B. Singh, Secretary
General of the National Association of
Geographers, India, and Vice-Chairman
of the Commission for the tasks he
undertook co-organizing this conference.
The Commission also expresses sincere
thanks to the local organizing committee
including the Chief Patron Dr. R.T.
Sabhapaty Mohan, the Patron Rt. Rev. G.
Devakadasham, the Chairman Dr. R. Paul
Raj, the Co-Chairman Dr. N. Gnanadhas,
the Organizing Secretary Dr. S.D.D. Roy,
the Convener Prof. H.G. Deva Kumar
Samuel, and the Co-Conveners Prof. V.
Dhanabal Singh and Dr. K. Paul Raj.
Meanwhile, accepted papers presented
during the conference had been classified
thematically into various sections and
published in a two-volume set. The
volumes contain numerous papers
grouped into the following sections:
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Geoinformatics for monitoring and
modelling land-use and land cover
change, Geoinformatics for monitoring
watershed and river basin, Geoinformatics
for monitoring urban environment,
Geoinformatics
for
monitoring
biodiversity,
Geoinformatics
for
monitoring climate change, Land-use and
land cover change, Biodiversity, Tourism
development, Interactive areas. The
bibliographic reference is as follows:
Singh, R.B., Roy, S.D.D., Deva Kumar
Samuel, H.G., Dhanabal Singh, V. & G.D.
Biji (eds.)(2009): Geoinformatics for
Monitoring and Modelling Land-Use,
Biodiversity and Climate Change.
Contribution Towards International Year
of Planet Earth. 2 Vols., NMC College,
Marthandam, Tamil Nadu, India.
2.2. Meetings in 2009
The Commission’s annual meeting 2009
was held in Bilaspur, Chattisgarh, India,
October 7-9. The International Conference
on Land Use Change, Biodiversity and
Sustainable Resource Management was
organized and hosted by the Department
of Geography, C.M. Dubey P.G. College,
Bilaspur, and jointly co-organized by the
IGU Commission on Land Use and Land
Cover Change, the IGU Commission on
Biogeography and Biodiversity, the
Environmental Monitoring Society, and
the World Association of Soil and Water
Conservation. Once again I am very
grateful to Dr. R.B. Singh, Secretary
General of the National Association of
Geographers, India, and Vice-Chairman
of our Commission as well as to the local
organizing team for the commitment to
making this conference successful and a
memorable one.
The conference aimed at addressing the
issue of land use change and biodiversity
of the world in general and India in
particular. It is imperative to have a
common platform where scientists and
subject experts of all disciplines come
together and discuss various issues related
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to land use change, biodiversity, and
impacts of climate change. To provide
such a common forum, the Department of
Geography of the C.M. Dubey College in
Bilaspur decided to organize and host this
international conference. The focus was
on global change due to land use change,
biodiversity and sustainable resource
management with special reference to
Central India, complemented by studies of
human responses to various ecological,
biological and physical changes. It further
focused on all aspects of sustainability of
natural resource use.
The following sub-themes were addressed
by c. 170 papers during the conference:
 Geoinformatics in biogeography
and land use science
 Land use and cropping patterns
 Land degradation
 Water resources
 Forest resources
 Population and demographic
resources
 Climate change
 Mineral resources
 Agricultural resources
 Biodiversity
 Sustainable management of
natural resources
The Conference aimed in particular at
 Disseminating information on
land use change, biodiversity and
sustainable resource management
 Environmental protection
 Livelihood system enhancement
(land and water management,
production system management)
 Programme management and
implementation Reaching out to
develop collaboration through
strengthening network groups
 Facilitating the exchange of
information across disciplines
and among individuals, groups
and institutions
 Highlighting
the
positive
contribution of land use change,
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biodiversity and sustainable
resource management, research
policy and practice
Raising environmental awareness
and
responsibility,
and
empowering
the
human
community in order to strengthen
the capability of planning,
implementing and managing
their own development and
negotiating
with
relevant
authorities to harness the
necessary resource

Some 200 participants (scientists,
geographers, botanists, hydrologists,
community
people,
practitioners,
technicians,
academicians,
NGO’s,
researchers
and
other
academic
institutions
attended
this
grand
international conference. The conference
was a unique platform for national and
international experts on the above
subjects. The programme included oral
presentations, talks and discussions
followed
by
deliberations
for
recommendations.
A book publication containing accepted
papers is forthcoming.
2.3. Meetings in 2010

The Commission’s annual meeting 2010
was held in Guwahati, Assam, India, 11th
to 13th December. The ‘International
Geographical Union (IGU) Commission
Seminar Land Use, Biodiversity and
Climate Change’ was organized and
hosted by the Department of Geography,
Cotton College, Guwahati, and jointly coorganized by the IGU Commission on
Biogeography and Biodiversity. Once
again I am very grateful to Dr. R.B.
Singh, Secretary General of the National
Association of Geographers, India, and
Vice-Chairman of our Commission as
well as to the local organizing team for
the commitment to making this
conference successful and a memorable
one.
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As the year 2010 has been declared as
‘World Biodiversity Year’, the seminar
could not have been held at a more
appropriate time and in a more
appropriate place. North East India
comprises the State of Arunachal Pradesh,
Assam, Meghalaya, Manipur, Tripura,
Mizoram, Nagaland, and Sikkim. At the
confluence of the Indo-Malayan, IndoChinese and Indian biogeographical
realms, the NE region is unique in
providing a profusion of habitats which
features diverse biota with high level of
endemism. The region is also the abode of
approximately 225 tribes out of 450 in the
entire country of India, the culture and
customs of which have an important role
in
understanding
biodiversity
conservation and management issues.
Land use change supplemented by various
human activities has led to extinction or
elimination of plant and animal habitats
and species. Many of the biodiversity
hotspots are under threat due to such
activities.
This region has been in focus for its high
biodiversity and a priority region for
leading conservation agencies of the
world. Conservation International has
included all eight states of NE India
within the Biodiversity Hotspot along
with South China. NE India is expected to
be highly prone to the consequences of
climate
change
because
of
its
geoecological fragility, strategic location
vis-à-vis eastern Himalayan landscape and
international borders, its trans-boundary
river basins and its inherent socioeconomic instabilities. Environmental
security and sustainability of the region
are and will be greatly challenged by these
impacts.
Today, NE India is going through a
transition.
Especially
poor
and
marginalized people are facing severe
economic hardships and problems
affecting
human-environmental
interactions in general and sustainable
land use and biodiversity conservation in
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particular. These problems have to be
addressed in research strategies when
considering
integrated
development
intervention and respective policy
advocacy.
Keeping these in mind the Guwahati
Conference aimed at addressing the issues
of land use, biodiversity and climate
change by putting forward 11 subthemes
for discussion:
 Population and land use
 Changing human values and
impact on environment
 Integrated
river
basin
development
 Developmental
change
and
human health
 Biodiversity and the Himalayas
 Land use change and wetlands
 Man-animal conflicts
 Urban development and land use
change
 Changing land use and climate
change
 Sustainable land use practices
 Geoinformatics in land use and
climate change
More than 400 participants (scientists,
geographers, botanists, hydrologists,
community
people,
practitioners,
technicians,
academicians,
NGO’s,
researchers
and
other
academic
institutions
attended
this
grand
international conference. The conference
was a unique platform for national and
international experts on the above
subjects. The programme included oral
presentations, talks and discussions
followed
by
deliberations
for
recommendations. Altogether, more than
300 papers had been presented in 29
sessions. The Seminar was inaugurated by
IGU Vice-President Prof. Giuliano
Bellezza (Rome, Italy), IGU VicePresident
Prof.
Yukio
Himiyama
(Asahikawa, Japan), IGU Commission
Biogeography and Biodiversity Chairman
Prof.
Udo
Schickhoff
(Hamburg,
Germany),
IGU
Commission
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Biogeography and Biodiversity ViceChairman Prof. R.B. Singh (Delhi, India),
the Principal Cotton College Prof. I.K.
Bhattacharyya (Guwahati, India), the
Head of the Dept. of Geography Prof.
B.C. Kalita (Guwahati, India) and the
Convener Prof. Mahfuza Rahman
(Guwahati, India).
In addition to the scientific sessions, a
special student interactive session was
held in the indoor stadium, where three
short films that won laurels in the United
Nations International School Conference
in New York were shown by the students
of Marias Public School. Prof. W.A.
Flügel (Jena, Germany) and Prof. Y.
Himiyama (Asahikawa, Japan) interacted
with the students and disseminated
information on international map drawing
competition held in the month of October
every year. They both appreciated this
session because it is so important to have
a good education in geography in order to
be prepared to tackle the future
environmental problems of this planet. A
book publication containing accepted
papers of the conference is forthcoming.
2.4. Meetings in 2011
The
IGU
Regional
Geographic
Conference in Santiago, Chile, 14-18
November (UGI 2011) was the major
event in 2011 for the worldwide
community of geographers as well as for
the Commission on Biogeography and
Biodiversity. For the first time Chile was
set to host a Regional Geographic
Conference, and more than 500 delegates
followed the invitation to Santiago. With
its unique and varied geography Chile is
indeed one of the best geographic stages
for holding this major international
meeting. The UGI 2011 Conference
theme “United and Integrated with the
World”, developed by the local organizing
committee, was a timely and well-fitting
organizing framework reflecting the
intention to share Chilean culture, style
and viewpoint with the rest of the world.
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The local organizing committee kindly
allocated five time slots for technical
sessions to the Commission on
Biogeography and Biodiversity. A total of
18 papers could be accommodated in
these technical sessions, spanning a wide
variety of topics:
Session No. 1:
CLIMATE CHANGE EFFECTS IN
HIGH LATITUDES AND HIGH
ALTITUDES:
A
REVIEW
OF
ARCTIC
AND
ALPINE
VEGETATION DYNAMICS.
UDO SCHICKHOFF
CLIMATE CHANGE CHALLENGES
TO INDIAS BIODIVERSITY.
PRABHA RANADE
VARIATIONS IN VEGETATION
ACTIVITY
ACROSS
THE
NORTHEAST
CHINA
DURING
1982~2006.
ZHANG XUEZHEN
HOLOCENE DEVELOPMENT OF A
FOREST-FYNBOS MOSAIC: MULTIPROXY
EVIDENCE
FROM
GROENVLEI, WILDERNESS LAKES
REGION, SOUTH AFRICA.
MICHAEL MEADOWS
Session No. 2:
THE ECOLOGICAL ROLE OF
MIGRATORY PACIFIC HERRING
(CLUPEA
PALLASI)
FOR
NEARSHORE COMMUNITIES AND
ECOSYSTEMS.
MARGOT HESSING-LEWIS
THE IMPACT OF LAND COVER
CHANGES ON THE BIODIVERSITY
OF GLOBAL MIGRATORY BIRDS.
LIANG LU
THE TWO REFUGIA OF THE
SOUTH CAUCASUS, COLCHIS AND
TALYSH:
A
COMPARATIVE
BIOGEOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS.
ARNOLD GEGECHKORI
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Session No. 3:
BIOGEOGRAPHY OF FOREST AND
BUSH SPECIES IN RELATION TO
APICULTURE
IN
SERGIPE,
BRAZIL.
ROSEMERI MELO E SOUZA
DISTRIBUTION PATTERN OF TREE
SPECIES CONSUMED BY CEBUS
NIGRITUS (CEBIDAE, PRIMATES)
IN ATLANTIC FOREST, BRAZIL.
YURI TAVARES ROCHA
CASE
STUDY:
COMPARATIVE
ANALYSIS BETWEEN THE INGA
PARK
AND
THE
CINQUENTENARIO/
MARIGA
PARK.
PATRICIA PAULA
Session No. 4:
BIOGEOGRAPHIC METHOD FOR
IDENTIFYING AND LOCATING
ECOSYSTEMS, APPLIED IN THE
SOUTH OF MENDOZA PROVINCE,
ARGENTINA.
BEATRIZ ALESSANDRO MOIRA
CLASSIFICATION OF WETLANDS
IN THE METROPOLITAN AREAS
OF CONCEPCIN, ACCORDING TO
ITS NATURAL STATE.
CAROLINA ROJAS
BIO-GEOGRAPHIC
CHARACTERIZATION,
DEFINITION OF VALUE AND
ASSESSMENT FOR VEGETATED
LANDSCAPES
IN
THE
MEDITERRANEAN REGION OF
CHILE FOR ITS CLASSIFICATION.
JOSE LOZANO VALENCIA PEDRO
IDENTIFICATION OF ALTITUDE
LEVELS
BY
MEANS
OF
VEGETATIONAL
DIAGNOSIS
SPECIES, AT THE ‘EL MORADO’
NATURAL
WILDLIFE
SITE,
SANTIAGO, CHILE.
OSVALDO
INFANTE
FABRES
NELSON
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Session No. 5:
POLITICS
AND
SCALE
IN
BIODIVERSITY:
ALPINE
PASTURES VERSUS TROPICAL
RAINFOREST.
CHRISTIAN A. KULL
POLICIES FOR PROTECTING BIODIVERSITY IN SPAIN AND ITS
EFFECTS AT REGIONAL SCALE;
THE CASE OF GALICIA.
MANUEL CABALAR FUENTES
THE
CHILE-CALIFORNIA
INVASION CONNECTION.
MARK BLUMLER
DEGRADATION BY FIRE OF TWO
SMALL COASTAL WATERSHEDBASINS
WITH
GREAT
BIODIVERSITY,
SOUTH
OF
VALPARAISO.
VICTOR QUINTANILLA
The above technical sessions attracted
much interest among the attendees of UGI
2011 and yielded productive discussions,
contributing to an overall stimulating and
rewarding conference. The sessions of our
Commission had been integrated into a
remarkable program of plenary sessions,
technical sessions, poster sessions,
meetings and seminars, exhibitions, and
field trips. Framing the scientific program
by colourful inaugural and closing
ceremonies shows, and a gala dinner the
local organizing committee did a great job
in making UGI 2011 a successful,
enjoyable and memorable event.
Another Commission meeting was held
on the occasion of the 3rd International
Geography Congress in Kozhikode,
Kerala, India, 06-08 May 2011, coorganized by the Vice-Chairman of our
Commission, Dr. R.B. Singh (Delhi), who
is at the same time Secretary General of
the National Association of Geographers
India (NAGI). This international congress
with the focal theme “Sustainable Natural
Resources Management under Changing
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Climatic Scenarios” was hosted by the
Centre for Water Resources Development
and Management (CWRDM), a premier
research institution established by the
Government of Kerala in 1978. The
Centre has a multi-disciplinary team of
scientists, technical staff, project and
administrative staff, and conducts
scientific studies on soils, crops,
hydrology, irrigation, drainage, land use
effects etc. under various research projects
sponsored by different national and
international agencies.
The congress was inaugurated by Dr.
Nivedita P. Haran (Chief Secretary
Revenue, Government of Kerala), Dr. Er
N.K. Joseph (Head Surface Water
Division CWRDM), Prof. Giuliano
Bellezza (IGU Vice-President), Prof. Y.G.
Joshi (President NAGI), Dr. K.
Karunakaran (Vice Chancellor, Anna
University of Technology, Coimbatore),
and Dr. P. Nag (Director National Atlas
and Thematic Mapping Organisation,
Kolkata). The congress aimed to highlight
the various environmental problems
associated
with
development
and
changing climatic scenarios. The congress
welcomed geographers, hydrologists,
university
graduates,
researchers,
technologists,
environmentalists,
engineers, planners, policy makers, social
workers and research students from
geography and allied fields to share their
research experiences.
The focal theme of the congress was
divided into several sub-themes:
 Natural
hazards/disasters
and
environmental challenges
 Impact
of
deforestation
on
hydrological processes
 Impact of anthropogenic activities
and climatic changes on biodiversity
 Geomorphology and natural resource
management
 Geoinformatics: technology - society
interface
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Impact of population explosion and
urbanisation on land use and cover
change
Environmental pollution and quality
of life (water, land, air)
Geopolitical
economy
of
development and globalisation
Tourism-impacts, implications and
alternatives
Recent
challenges
for
ethnic
communities, refugees and war
victims
Spatial infrastructure, alternative
planning
and
management
perspectives

More than 300 delegates attended this
grand international congress. The
conference was a unique platform for
national and international experts on the
above subjects. The programme included
oral presentations, talks and discussions
followed
by
deliberations
for
recommendations. Altogether, almost 200
papers had been presented in 12 sessions.
Generally, it can be concluded from these
sessions that the exploitation of natural
resources is considerably growing due to
ever increasing requirements, that this has
caused a great impact on land-water-air,
that this peculiar situation is detrimental
to the society, and that holistic planning,
development and management is essential
to improve upon the present degraded
ecosystems for sustainable resources
management.
The local organizing team deserves deep
appreciation for the commitment to
making this conference successful and a
memorable one. A book publication
containing accepted papers of the
conference is forthcoming.

3. Networking
In the 2008-2012 period, the Commission
on Biogeography and Biodiversity
continued to cooperate with other IGU
Commissions as well as with other
international groups and scientific bodies.
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For instance, the Commission’s annual
meeting 2009 in Bilaspur, Chattisgarh,
India (International Conference on Land
Use Change, Biodiversity and Sustainable
Resource Management), was jointly coorganized by the IGU Commission on
Land Use and Land Cover Change. This
Conference was also co-organized by the
Environmental Monitoring Society and
the World Association of Soil and Water
Conservation, reflecting close personal
and institutional connections to other
scientific boards.
The co-organisation of the 3rd
International Geography Congress in
Kozhikode, Kerala, India, is likewise be
attributed to close institutional ties to
other scientific bodies, in this case to the
Centre for Water Resources Development
and Management (CWRDM) in Kerala.
At the International Geographical
Congress in Tunis (2008), a joint
International Year of Planet Earth (IYPE)
and Commission on Biogeography and
Biodiversity session had been conducted.
The International Conference “Land-Use,
Biodiversity and Climate Change” in
Marthandam, Tamil Nadu, India (2008)
was
an
additional
Commission’s
contribution to IYPE.

4. Publications
2011 saw the publication of the long
awaited ‘The SAGE Handbook of
Biogeography’, edited by the former
Chairman of our Commission, Prof.
Andrew C. Millington (Adelaide),
Steering Committee Member Prof. Mark
A. Blumler (New York), and the current
Chairman,
Prof.
Udo
Schickhoff
(Hamburg). This retrospective and
prospective overview of the discipline of
Biogeography is the final result of longterm Commission activities that can be
traced back to Commission meetings in
Armenia (2000) and New York City
(2001) where the idea of this handbook
was generated. The editors expect that it
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will be considered an important
contribution to the field of Biogeography.

Environmental Studies, San Francisco
State University

Millington, A.C., Blumler, M.A.,
Schickhoff, U. (eds.)(2011): The SAGE
Handbook of Biogeography. SAGE
Publ. Ltd, London. 624 pp.

‘A superb resource for understanding the
diversity of the modern discipline of
biogeography, and its history and future,
especially within geography departments.
I expect to refer to it often.’

The SAGE Handbook of Biogeography is
a manual for scoping the past, present and
future of biogeography that enable readers
to consider, where relevant, how similar
biogeographical issues are tackled by
researchers in different 'schools'. In line
with the concept of all SAGE Handbooks,
this is a retrospective and prospective
overview of biogeography that will:
 consider the main areas of
biogeography
researched
by
geographers
 detail a global perspective by
incorporating the work of different
schools of biogeographers
 explore the divergent evolution of
biogeography as a discipline and
consider how this diversity can be
harnessed
 examine the interdisciplinary debates
that biogeographers are, and are not,
contributing to within geography and
within the biological sciences.
Aimed at an international audience of
research students, academics, researchers
and practitioners in biogeography, the text
will attract interest from environmental
scientists, ecologists and biologists and
geographers alike.
Reviews
‘This is a valuable addition to the field of
Biogeography. The authors investigate
Biogeography
using
a
strictly
geographical perspective that provides an
insightful
viewpoint
into
where
Biogeography is focused and uniquely
suited in the larger discipline of
Geography’
Professor
Barbara
A.
Holzman
Department of Geography and Human
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Professor Sally Horn
Department of Geography, University
of Tennessee
Other publications:
Papers
presented
during
the
Commissions’
2008
International
Conference “Land-Use, Biodiversity and
Climate Change” in Marthandam, Tamil
Nadu, India had been classified
thematically into various sections and
published in a two-volume set. The
volumes contain numerous papers
grouped into the following sections:
Geoinformatics for monitoring and
modelling land-use and land cover
change, Geoinformatics for monitoring
watershed and river basin, Geoinformatics
for monitoring urban environment,
Geoinformatics
for
monitoring
biodiversity,
Geoinformatics
for
monitoring climate change, Land-use and
land cover change, Biodiversity, Tourism
development, Interactive areas. The
bibliographic reference is as follows:
Singh, R.B., Roy, S.D.D., Deva Kumar
Samuel, H.G., Dhanabal Singh, V. & G.D.
Biji (eds.)(2009): Geoinformatics for
Monitoring and Modelling Land-Use,
Biodiversity and Climate Change.
Contribution Towards International Year
of Planet Earth. 2 Vols., NMC College,
Marthandam, Tamil Nadu, India.
The contents of this book indicate distinct
interdisciplinary topics such as land use
change, climate change, biodiversity and
sustainable development of local people.
The book fully integrates these efforts into
a holistic view of emerging research
problems. The book tries to bridge the gap
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between natural and social sciences by
combining approaches from both sides.
The book combines 27 chapters relating to
monitoring
and
modelling
using
geoinformatics encompassing land use,
biodiversity and climate change. The
results of this book will be of help to all
researchers,
scientific
organizations,
NGO’s, practitioners, technicians, and
other institutions in their efforts to make
this country and the world a better place
to live in.
A book publication containing accepted
papers of the Commission’s annual
meeting 2010 in Guwahati, Assam, India
(Seminar on Land Use, Biodiversity and
Climate Change) is forthcoming. Another
book publication containing accepted
papers of the 3rd International Geography
Congress in Kozhikode, Kerala, India, 0608 May 2011 is currently in press.
In the report period 2008-2012 the
Commission on Biogeography and
Biodiversity produced comprehensive
newsletters each year (about 40 pp. each)
which have been distributed to the IGU
community through the respective
channels (see electronic attachment to this
report).
A new website of the Commission on
Biogeography and Biodiversity is
currently under construction.

5. Archival Contributions
All newsletters and relevant materials of
the Commission on Biogeography and
Biodiversity had been sent upon release to
the IGU Secretary General and Treasurer,
Prof. Mike Meadows, during the report
period 2008-2012.

6. Continuation
The IGU Commission on Biogeography
and Biodiversity does want to continue its
successful work in the period 2012-2016.
The Commission does not feel the need to
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change its name since the current name is
short, most appropriate, and of
pronounced recognition value.
One of the prime objectives of the
Commission’s work is to promote
biogeographical teaching, research and
scholarship and to contribute to the
development of biogeography as an
important discipline. The Commission
meetings address various aspects of
spatial,
ecological
and
historical
biogeography, and emphasize the societal
relevance of biogeography. The themes of
Commission
meetings
are
rather
integrative themes, encompassing nature
and culture, encompassing both ecological
and
socio-economic
aspects
of
biogeography, indicating a distinct
enthusiasm for interdisciplinary topics
such as land use and land cover change,
people,
resources
and
sustainable
development, political ecology or
livelihood enhancement of local people.
The Commission is an active advocate of
the unity of geography, and fully endorses
efforts into a holistic view of emerging
research problems - at the same time a
distinguishing
mark
of
research
programmes that are currently conducted
by leading Commission members.
A special focus of the Commission’s work
is promoting Biogeography in developing
countries where it often is a thriving
discipline. Recently, numerous studies on
patterns of biodiversity, implications of
global climate change, remote sensing of
ecosystem
properties,
conservation
biogeography, and other biogeographical
aspects have been published by scientists
from
developing
countries.
The
Commission seeks to support this
development by conducting annual
meetings preferably in developing
countries and, in general, by contributing
to establish modern Biogeography in
various parts of the globe as a discipline
with important applications to critical
problems of global change.
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The new Commission’s
steering
committee will consist of the following
members:
Chairman (new):
Dr. R.B. Singh, University of Delhi, Delhi
School of Economics, Delhi 110007,
India,
Ph.: 9971950226, Email:
rbsgeo1@yahoo.com
Vice-Chairman (new):
Prof. Dr. Udo Schickhoff, Department of
Geography, University of Hamburg,
Bundesstr. 55, 20146 Hamburg, Germany
Ph.: +49 428384911
Email: schickhoff@geowiss.unihamburg.de
The following colleagues will be invited
to join the Steering Committee:
Dr. Albert Aweto, Department of
Geography, Faculty of the Social
Sciences,
University of Ibadan, Nigeria, Ph.: 0803064-3421
Dr. Hugo Bekle, Geography, Edith Cowan
University, Mt. Lawley Campus, 2
Bradford
Street, Mt. Lawley 6050, Australia
Email: h.bekle@ecu.edu.au
Dr. Mark Blumler, Biological Sciences
Department, SUNY Binghamton, Vestal
Parkway East, PO Box 6000,
Binghamton, NY 13902, USA, Ph.: (607)777- 6732
Email: mablum@binghamton.edu
Prof. Dr. Alvaro Gonzalez-Gervasio,
Department of Geography, Universidad de
la
Republica, Av. 18 de Julio 1968,
Montevideo, Uruguay, Ph.: (598) 2400
9201,
Email: alvarog@chasque.apc.org
Dr. Jennifer Hill, Department of
Geography and Environmental
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Management, School of the Built and
Natural Environment, University of the
West of England, Frenchay Campus,
Coldharbour Lane, Bristol BS16 1QY,
UK, Ph.: +44 (0)117 328 3000, Email:
jennifer.hill@uwe.ac.uk
Prof. Dr. Andrew Millington, Faculty of
Science and Engineering, Earth Sciences,
Flinders University, GPO Box 2100,
Adelaide 5001, South Australia, Ph.: +61
8 82012269, Email:
andrew.millington@flinders.edu.au
Prof. Dr. David Taylor, Department of
Geography, Museum Building, Trinity
College
Dublin, University of Dublin, Ireland,
Ph.: +353-(0)1 896 1581
Email: taylord@tcd.ie
Dr. Alexander Wearing, Department of
Geography, University of Otago, PO Box
56,
Dunedin, New Zealand, Ph.: +64 3 479
8774, Email: aew@geography.otago.ac.nz
Dr. José Alejandro Velázquez,
Department of Geography, UNAM,
Mexico
Ph.: + (55) 56232842
Email: alexmontes2000@yahoo.com
Objectives for 2012-2016
1.

2.

To continue to explore and
exploit
the
diversity
of
biogeography as a discipline
within Geography, Biology and
allied
disciplines,
thereby
promoting
biogeographical
teaching,
research
and
scholarship
To organise fora for presentation
and discussion (i) within the IGU
structures (IGC Cologne 2012,
Regional Conference Kyoto
2013, etc.), (ii) by group
meetings
with
national
geographical bodies, and (iii) to
promote
biogeographical
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3.

4.

research and scholarship by
geographers
within
other
international organisations such
as
the
International
Biogeography Society (IBS), the
International Association for
Vegetation Science (IAVS), and
other ICSU/IUBS organisations
Using our full members we will
organise joint meetings with the
biogeography groups in India,
Mexico, USA, and Germany in
the next four years
Using our experiences of
biogeography in developing
countries, we will continue to

5.
6.

hold joint meetings in those
countries to further promote
biogeography as an important
discipline
We will continue to publish
proceedings of our meetings
wherever possible
We continue to develop our
newsletter as the main source of
information, to be located on the
Commission’s new website
containing information on its
structure and activities, as well as
on new publications and other
relevant news in our field.

C08.04 Commission on Climatology
A heated debate about weather and
climate has been going on in recent years
all over the world. People are asking
themselves what is going to happen in the
nearest future and how life is going to
change due to the climate change and
extreme weather phenomena that are
taking place. There are calls for alarm that
even our civilization may be endangered
by a state of paralysis, as though the
climatic change was a proven theory.
Every day the media bring the news of
destructive
weather
phenomena
destroying property and harming or even
killing people. It would be difficult not to
find examples of that in the course of a
year in every part of the world. The issues
described above were the reasons for the
Commission on Climatology to focus on
extremes and regional climate studies as
the main research field.

1. Membership
1.1. Steering Committee
Chair:
Zbigniew Ustrnul
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Department of Climatology, Institute of
Geography and Spatial Management,
Jagiellonian University, Gronostajowa 7,
30-387 Krakow, Poland
Ph: +48 12 6645324, Fax: +48 126645385
E-mail: zbigniew.ustrnul@uj.edu.pl
Kristina Blennow
S. Swedish Forest Research Centre,
Swedish Univ. of Agric. Sciences,
P.O. Box 49, SE-230 53 Alnarp, Sweden
Ph: +46 40 415230 Fax: +46 40 462325
E-mail: Kristina.Blennow@ess.slu.se
Arieh Bitan
Department of Geography, Tel Aviv
University,
P.O. Box 39040, 69978 Tel Aviv, Israel
Ph: +972 3 6414148, 6405162, fax: +972
3 6406243, E-mail: bitana@post.tau.ac.il
Latifa Henia
Faculté des Sciences Humaines et
Sociales, Université de Tunis 94,
bd du 9 avril 1938, 1007 Tunis, Tunisie
ph: +216 98 529 466 , fax: +216 71 567
551
E-mail: latifa.henia@fshst.rnu.tn
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Jun Matsumoto
Department of Geography, Tokyo
Metropolitan University, Minami-Ohsawa
1-1,
Hachioji-shi, 192-0397 Tokyo, Japan
Ph: +81 42 677 2596, fax: +81 42 677
2589
E-mail: jun@center.tmu.ac.jp
Francisco Mendonça
Federal University of Paraná, Dep
Geografia Centro Politecnico, Jd.
Américas
81531-970 Curitiba Brasil
Ph: +55 41 3361 3458, E-mail:
chico@ufpr.br
Ana Monteiro
Department of Geography, Porto
University,
Via Panorâmica s/nº, , 4150 Porto,
Portugal
Ph: +351 919698402, E-mail:
anamt@letras.up.pt
Roger S. Pulwarty
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration and University of
Colorado,
Climate Diagnostics Centre,
325 Broadway, R/CDC1, Boulder
Colorado 80305, USA
Ph: +1 303 497 4425
E-mail: roger.pulwarty@noaa.gov
Nigel Tapper
Department of Geography and
Environmental Science, Monash
University, Victoria, Australia
Ph: +61 3 99052931 fax: +61 3 99052948
E-mail: nigel.tapper@arts.monash.edu.au
Elena Voskresenskaya
Marine Hydrophysical Institute, 2
Kapitanskaya St.,99011 Sevastopol,
Ukraine
ph: +380 692 545400, fax +380 692
544358
E-mail: elena_voskr@mail.ru
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Alain A. Viau
Département des sciences géomatiques,
Faculté de foresterie et de géomatique,
Pavillon Louis, Jacques-Casault, local
3731, Québec (Québec) G1K 7P4, Canada
Ph: +1 418 656 2072, fax: +1 418 656
5837
E-mail: alain.viau@scg.ulaval.ca
1.2. The number of commission
members in total and by
country as of 31 December
2011
TOTAL: 11 members in the Steering
Committee.
One in each of the following countries:
Poland, Sweden, Israel, Tunisia, Japan,
Brazil,
Portugal, USA, Australia, Ukraine,
Canada
HONORARY MEMBERS:
S. Gregory (U. K.), M. Yoshino (Japan),
M. Domroes (Germany) and L.
Nkemdirim (Canada)
SENIOR MEMBERS:
A. Douguédroit (France), R. Brazdil
(Czech Republic), T. Mikami (Japan).
From the beginning of 2005 relation were
established with coordinators of national
or specific language lists of climatologists
(French, German, Spanish…) and
delegates of National Committees
(Ireland) who deliver the Newsletters and
provide effective communication with
more than two hundreds climatologists in
geography. Lots of climatologists and
environmental as well as urban and
human studies scientists are cooperating.
Therefore during the last Steering
Committee meeting it was decided to
complete the list of corresponding
members
(everyone
interested
in
cooperating in the frame of Commission).
The data has still being collected and
prepared.
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2. Meetings



2.1. Meetings organized 2008-2012



Commission on Climatology has been
operating for international research
cooperation and studies on the field of
climatology. It promotes individual and
group research work, encourage the
exchange of relevant documents and
information. The main stream of activities
in 2008-2012 period was, on the point,
focused
on
scientific
information
exchange. Internet has become the
principal medium, due to which the
cooperating members were able to share
the results of leading-edge research.



Organized meetings:
IGU International Congress, Tunis,
Tunisia, 12-15 August 2008
The CoC organized its Sessions (12-13
August) in coordination with the Congress
Scientific Committee: TC 04 4:
Climatology and also co-organized special
sessions on: "Climate change from the
geological eras to the 21rst century:
characteristics, impacts and governance"
in collaboration with the Commission on
Aridlands (Prof. M. Ashour) and the
Programme MedCLIVAR within the
MRP:
"Climate
Change
in
the
Mediterranean", "Perspectives on the
Mediterranean Environment: promoting
interaction between MedCLIVAR and
geographers" and "Climate Change
impacts in the Mediterranean".
The abovementioned sessions covered the
topics:
 "Environment Evolution and Human
Activity in Holocene: Geographical
Pattern"
 "The two last Millenia"
 "Climate in the 21st century"
 "Population
Vulnerability
and
Climate change"
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"Coastal Systems and Climate
change"
"Geomorphic Challenges and Climate
change for the 21st Century"
"Health and the Environment and
Climate change",
"Urbanisation and climate change"
coordinated
with
the
IAUC
(International Association on Urban
Climate, Dr M. Roth) and the CCRG
(Climate Change Research Group) of
the Association of BritisGeographers
(Prof. M. Pelling and Dr S. Lindley),
"Indigenous peoples and Climate
change"
"Climate Change and Tourism,
Leisure in the 21th century"
"Soils and climate change - problems
for human existence in the 21th
century"
"Land degradation and desertification
and climate change"
"Climate change, drought and aridity:
Science and adaptation"
"Climate Change and Vegetation
Dynamics in the 21st Century"

Business Meeting in Tunis
The BM was about the future of the
Commission and the climatology in the
IGU.
IGU Regional Conference – Tel Aviv,
Israel, 12-16 July 2010
During the International Geographical
Union Regional Conference in Tel Aviv,
Israel Commission on Climatology
organized climatology sessions within two
Conference days: 14-15 July 2010. The
sessions covered the general themes of
essential current issues:
 Global warming and its impacts
– different assessments
 Urban climate and environmental
impacts
 Urban climate and thermal
comfort
 Mediterranean
climate
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Remote sensing and advanced
techniques in climate research
Regional climatology

38 presentations were given in 9 sessions:
 Global warming and its impacts
– different assessments
 Urban climate and environmental
impacts
 Urban climate and thermal
comfort
 Mediterranean climate – Joint
Session with the Mediterranean
Renaissance Project
 Remote sensing and advanced
techniques in climate research

Mediterranean and regional
climatology
which were attended by about 100
participants.
The presentations given described
observing and projected, global and
regional climate change as well as its
impacts on different aspects of human
activity and the mitigation policy. Climate
change in particular regions was mainly
mentioned: from the cold Arctic, through
expanse Asian continent, to equatorial
Africa. The special attention was given to
Mediterranean area not only because of
the conference venue but also due to the
Mediterranean Renaissance Project being
realized. The regional climate variability
was examined with respect to both: global
(atmospheric
circulation,
oceanatmosphere interactions), and local
factors. The latter clearly seen in the
urban climate conditions.
Steering Committee meeting – Tel Aviv 15
July 2010
During the IGU Regional Conference
Steering Committee meeting took place.
The general theme of the meeting were
the Commission activities planned for
2011 (e.g. IGU Regional Conference in
Chile).
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IGU Regional Conference – Santiago,
Chile, 14-18 November 2011
Climatology sections organized during
Regional Conference in Santiago covered
the topics:
 Urban Climatology
 Urban Climatology and climate
change
and
 Agroclimatology
Climatology Methods
 Regional Climate
 Climate change
 Climate change, urban areas and
health
About 25 presentations were given
altogether by participant from mainly
LatinAmerican countries (Brazil, Chile,
Mexico) but also from Spain, China,
Russia and India.
The
climatological
sessions
were
organized by Prof. Dr. Francisco
Mendonça, Departamento de Geografía,
Universidad Federal de Paraná, Curitiba,
Brazil (a member of Commision on
Climatology) and Prof. Dr. Hugo Romero,
Dapartamento de Geografía, Universidad
de Chile (Local Organizer).
The sessions unfortunately had very few
participants. About seventy per cent of the
approved works have been presented. As
Prof. Francisco Mendonça was the only
committee member who was present none
official CoC meeting was arranged in
Santiago.
2.2. A brief summary of the
questions addressed at each
meeting and the findings or
conclusions resulting from the
discussions.
Business Meeting in Tunis
Due to a small number of SC Members
during the Congress no final decisions
were undertaken.
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Steering Committee meeting – Tel Aviv 15
July 2010
The general theme of the meeting were (1)
the Commission current organizational
details as well as the (2) activities planned
for 2011 (e.g. IGU Regional Conference
in Chile).
1.

2.

The Commission does not have any
particular member-list. It has been
working with the steering committee
as the only Commission <Body>
however lots of climatologists and
environmental as well as urban and
human
studies
scientists
are
cooperating. Therefore during the
meeting it was decided to complete
the list of corresponding members
(everyone interested in cooperating in
the frame of Commission). The
Commission does not have any extra
finances. The amount of money
annually designed by IGU should be
destined to current CoC activities,
probably to any publication. To work
effectively the Commission needs
permanent mailing contact. Everyone
should do his best to contribute to the
long-term CoC development.
IGU Regional Conference in Chile. It
was decided that – if agrees –
professor Francisco Mendonça would
be – on behalf of the CoC –a Local
Coordinator to organize Climatology
Sessions during IGU Regional
Conference in Santiago, Chile. As the
large members participation in the
Conference is unfortunately doubtful
it was decided not to organize any
particular
Steering
committee
meeting in Santiago. Apart from the
mailing contact and any other
possibilities the next meeting was
appointed in Cologne, Germany,
2012.

2.1. Meetings planned

sessions during the IGU Geographical
Congress in Cologne. There are 6 sessions
(at least 13 conference time slots
altogether) covering broad range of topics
arranged for Commission on Climatology
during the Congress:
Session: Climate change and variability in
different spatial and temporal scales
Timeslots: 4 (4x80 min; app 20
presentations)
Chair(s): Nigel Tapper
Session: Weather and Climate Extremes
Timeslots: 2 (2x80 min; app 10
presentations)
Chair(s): Zbigniew Ustrnul
Session: Applied Climatology in 21
Century
Timeslots: 2 (2x80; app 10 presentations)
Chair(s): Ana Monteiro
Session: Potential Impacts of Climate
Variability and Change on Agriculture
Timeslots: 1 (1x80; app 5 presentations)
Chair(s) Julie A. Winkler
Session: Urban climates
Timeslots: 2 (2x80; app 10 presentations)
Chair(s): Arieh Bitan & Hadas Saaroni
Session: Joint session CoC-IGU MRP:
"Climate change in the areas with
Mediterranean climate: characteristics,
mitigation and adaptation"
Timeslots: 2 (2x80; app 10 presentations)
Chair(s): Annick Douguedroit
Steering Committee members of CoC are
chairs of most of the sessions. They are
for
presentations
responsible
qualifications. The Steering Committee
business meeting is planned in
Cologne as almost all of the SC Members
has confirmed participation in the
Congress.

All recent efforts are focused on
preparations for organizing climatologic
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3. Networking
Collaboration
with
other
IGU
Commissions and Task Forces in the
2008 through 2012 period
Within the frame of The Mediterranean
Renaissance Program (MRP) (a special
project of the IGU) special sessions
during Tunis Congress, Tel Aviv Regional
Conference as well as
Cologne event have been organized.
Collaboration with other international,
intergovernmental, and inter- and
multidisciplinary groups from 2008
through 2012.
Most of the CoC Steering Committee
members are involved in different
international projects and panels. They are
also leading national scientists who are
invited to organize local or international
Conferences and Workshops (also giving
lectures and speeches being keynote
speakers)

4. Publications
4.1. Newsletters, special journal

issues, and books published or
anticipated during the 2008 to
2012 period (provide complete
citations for all publications)

NEWSLETTER 6 (January 2008)
NEWSLETTER 7 (November 2009)
NEWSLETTER 8 (June 2010)
NEWSLETTER 9 (September 2010)
NEWSLETTER 10 (April 2011)
NEWSLETTER 11 (November 2011)
NEWSLETTER 12 (December 2011)
It was decided that the best way for
disseminating information was the
electronic one, even in developing
countries where, if colleagues do not own
private computers, all the universities
have a website. Hard copy mailing was
stopped. Simultaneously decision was
taken to enlarge the list of Corresponding
members including the list of the previous
commission when the e-address was
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known or found on the web and new
members who would help to a large
dissemination of the Newsletters. From
the point of view of the National
Committees Ireland is the only country
that has nominated a contact person for
the CoC. We get in touch with the
chairpersons of existing Climatology
Commissions at the national or regional
scale (French, German, Spanish speaking
groups), of climatologists members of
Geography National Commission, of
existing lists as CLIMLIST... Now we can
be sure that the CoC Newsletters are
provided to a great number of geography
climatologists.

4.2. Commission Website
http://www.klimat.geo.uj.edu.pl/CoC.htm

5. Archival Contributions
All newsletters (since 2005) are available
at the website.

6. Continuation
6.1. Commission Name
Commission on Climatology Steering
Committee do not suggest any changes in
the Commission name.

6.2. A concise (100-200 words)

statement of the commission’s
mission

Commission
was
established
for
international research cooperation and
studies on the field of climatology. It
promotes individual and group research
work, encourage the exchange of relevant
documents and information and organize
conferences, meetings, field excursions
between
and
during
International
Geographical Congresses.
Commission perspectives:
 to promote the study of geographical
problems
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to
initiate
and
co-ordinate
geographical
research
requiring
international co-operation and to
promote its scientific discussion and
publicationto
provide
for
the
participation of geographers in the
work of relevant international
organizations;
to facilitate the collection and
diffusion of geographical data and
documentation in and between all
member countries;
to
promote
International
Geographical Congresses, regional
conferences and specialized symposia
related to the objectives of the Union;
to participate in any other appropriate
form of international co-operation
with the object of advancing the study
and application of geography;
to
promote
international
standardization or compatibility of
methods, nomenclature, and symbols
employed in geography.

To extend international research and
knowledge of the present state of climate
the special interest will be paid to the
following topics:
 climate change and variability
 topoclimatology
 tropical climatology
 physical climatology
 environmental climatology
 urban climatology

6.3. A list of the individuals who
will
comprise
commission’s
committee.

the
new
steering

At the moment the full list of the new
commission’s steering committee cannot
be ready due to the lack of the formal
information from members who are close
to 12-year term and have to step down as
well as the formal acceptance from few
potential members.

6.4. Work plan 2012-2016
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The most Commission activities should
concentrate upon 6 sub-themes. It should
help all activities and enable better
exchange of results and findings. It should
also ensure better efficiency of the entire
Commission. The all mentioned subgroups are as follows:







Climate change and variability
Topoclimatology
Tropical climatology
Physical climatology
Environmental climatology
Urban climatology

The main work plans anticipate intense
work in the frame of each subgroup. The
results will consist of the recent findings
resulting from the work of 6 thematic
subgroups. Due to the differentiated
involvement of members from the
different continents, the anticipated results
should reflect the regional aspects and
provide the global state of knowledge in
all issues concerned. Cooperation with
commissions and organizations, other
than IGU, where the results of
climatologic examinations and tests seem
applicable, are of crucial significance. The
seven main scientific issues/problems
mentioned above do not eliminate the
possibilities of tackling the other
important phenomena.

6.5. A description of the scholarly

importance of the anticipated
results of the commission’s
work

The anticipated results will consist of the
recent findings resulting from the work of
6 thematic subgroups. Due to the
differentiated involvement of members
from the different continents, the
anticipated results should reflect the
regional aspects and provide the global
state of knowledge in all issues concerned.
Cooperation with commissions and
organizations, other than IGU, where the
results of climatologic examinations and
tests seem applicable, are of crucial
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significance.
significance.The
Theseven
sevenmain
mainscientific
scientific
issues/problems
mentioned
above
issues/problems mentioned abovedodonotnot

eliminate
thethe
possibilities
of of
tackling
thethe
eliminate
possibilities
tackling
other
important
phenomena.
other
important
phenomena.

C08.05
Coastal
Systems
C08.05
Coastal
Systems
1. 1. Membership
Membership
The
TheOfficers
Officersand
andSteering
SteeringCommittee
Committeeof of
thetheCommission
on
Coastal
Commission on CoastalSystems
Systems
consist
consistof ofthethefollowing
followingmembers
membersat at
present:
present:
Chair/président
Chair/président
Prof.
Edward
J. Anthony,
Prof.
Edward
J. Anthony,
Aix
Marseille
Aix
Marseille Université,
Université, Institut
Institut
Universitaire
de
Universitaire de
France,
CEREGE,
UMR
CNRS
6635,
France,
CEREGE,
UMR
CNRS
6635,
Europôle
Méditerranéen
de
l’Arbois,
Europôle Méditerranéen de l’Arbois,
13545
Aix
enen
Provence
Cedex,
13545
Aix
Provence
Cedex,
FRANCE
FRANCE
anthony@cerege.fr
anthony@cerege.fr
Vice-Chair/vice-président
Vice-Chair/vice-président
Prof.
Colin
Woodroffe
Prof.
Colin
Woodroffe
School
of
School of Earth
Earth and
and Environmental
Environmental
Sciences,
Sciences,
University
of of
Wollongong,
University
Wollongong,
Wollongong,
NSW
2522,
Wollongong, NSW
2522,
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRALIA
colin@uow.edu.au
colin@uow.edu.au
Past
Chair/Ancien
Président
Past
Chair/Ancien
Président
Prof.
Douglas
J.
Sherman
Prof. Douglas J. Sherman
School
of of
Geosciences
School
Geosciences
Department
of of
Geography
Department
Geography
Texas
A
&
M
University
Texas A & M University
College
Station,
Texas,
College
Station,
Texas,
U.S.A.
U.S.A.
sherman@geog.tamu.edu
sherman@geog.tamu.edu
Members
of of
thethe
Steering
Committee
Members
Steering
Committee
Prof.
Adoté
Blivi,
Prof.
Adoté
Blivi,
Director,
Director,
Centre
dede
Gestion
Intégré
dudu
Littoral
et et
dede
Centre
Gestion
Intégré
Littoral
l’Environnement,
Université
de
Lomé,
l’Environnement, Université de Lomé,
B.P.
1515,
Lomé,
B.P.
1515,
Lomé,
TOGO
TOGO
cgileul@yahoo.fr
cgileul@yahoo.fr
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Dr.Dr.
Darius
Bartlett
Darius
Bartlett
Department
of of
Geography
Department
Geography
University
College
Cork
University College
Cork
Cork,
IRELAND
Cork, IRELAND
d.bartlett@ucc.ie
d.bartlett@ucc.ie
Dr.Dr.
Françoise
Breton
Françoise
Breton
ETC/TE
Deputy-Manager
ETC/TE Deputy-Manager
European
European Topic
Topic Centre
Centre Terrestrial
Terrestrial
Environment
Environment
Universitat
Autonoma
dede
Barcelona
Universitat
Autonoma
Barcelona
Edifici
C
Torre
C5,
4a
planta
Edifici C - Torre C5, 4a planta
E-08193
Bellaterra
(Barcelona)
E-08193
Bellaterra
(Barcelona)
SPAIN
SPAIN
Francoise.Breton@uab.cat
Francoise.Breton@uab.cat
Prof.
dr.dr.
Helmut
Brückner
Prof.
Helmut
Brückner
Universität
Marburg
Universität Marburg
Fachbereich
Geographie
Fachbereich
Geographie
D-35032
Marburg/Lahn
D-35032 Marburg/Lahn
GERMANY
GERMANY
h.brueckner@staff.uni-marburg.de
h.brueckner@staff.uni-marburg.de
Prof.
Paolo
Ciavola,
Prof.
Paolo
Ciavola,
Dipartimento
di di
Scienze
della
Terra,
Dipartimento
Scienze
della
Terra,
Università
di
Ferrara,
Università di Ferrara,
Via
Saragat
1, 1,
44100
Ferrara,
Via
Saragat
44100
Ferrara,
ITALY
ITALY
cvp@unife.it
cvp@unife.it
Dr.Dr.
David
R.R.
Green
David
Green
Centre
for
Marine
Centre for Marineand
andCoastal
CoastalZone
Zone
Management
Management
Department
Department of of Geography
Geography and
and
Environment
Environment
College
of of
Physical
Sciences
College
Physical
Sciences
University
of
Aberdeen,
University of Aberdeen,AB24
AB243UF,
3UF,
Scotland
Scotland
UNITED
KINGDOM
UNITED
KINGDOM
d.r.green@abdn.ac.uk
d.r.green@abdn.ac.uk
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Prof. John R.C. Hsu,
6 Moline Court
CHURCHLANDS, (Perth) WA 6018
AUSTRALIA
jrchsu@faculty.nsysu.edu.tw

Dean of Science
Mt. Allison University
65 York Street, Sackville,
Brunswick
CANADA E4L 1E4
jollerhe@mta.ca

Dr Derek Jackson
Centre for Coastal and Marine Research
School of Environmental Sciences
University of Ulster
Cromore Road, Coleraine
Northern Ireland BT52 1SA
UNITED KINGDOM
d.jackson@ulster.ac.uk
Dr. Antonio Henrique da F. Klein
Depto de Geociências/CFH/UFSC
CAMPUS
UNIVERSITÁRIO
TRINDADE
FLORIANÓPOLIS, SC BRASIL
CEP 88.040-970
klein@cfh.ufsc.br

New

Prof. Dr. Andreas Vött
Department of Geography
Universität zu Köln
Albertus-Magnus-Platz
50923 Köln / Cologne
GERMANY
andreas.voett@uni-koeln.de
Secretary/Secrétaire,
Editor
of
Newsletter
Prof. Norbert P. Psuty
74 Magruder Road
Instiute of Marine and Coastal Sciences
Rutgers University
Highlands NJ 07732
U.S.A.
psuty@marine.rutgers.edu

-

Dr. Jeffrey Ollerhead

In December 2011, the commission had 369 members from 67 countries
Albania

1

Ecuador

1

Japan

4

South
Africa

6

Algeria

1

Egypt

1

Korea

2

Spain

14

Argentina

5

Estonia

3

Malaysia

1

Surinam

1

Australia

12

Finland

3

Mexico

1

Sweden

2

Azerbaijan

1

80

3

Switzerland

1

Bangladesh

2

France
French
Polynesia

1

Morocco
New
Zealand

9

Taiwan

4

Belgium

23

Gabon

1

Mozambique

1

Netherlands

16

Benin

2

Georgia

1

Nigeria

2

Togo

1

Brazil

17

Germany

14

Norway

2

Tunisia

1

Bulgaria

4

Greece

2

Peru

1

Turkey

4

Canada

16

Hong Kong

1

Philippines

2

Ukraine

1

Chile

2

India

4

Poland

3

UK

28

China

9

Indonesia

1

Portugal

15

USA

90

Columbia

1

Iran

1

Romania

6

Uruguay

1

Cote d'Ivoire

3

Ireland

7

Russia

5

Vietnam

1

Cuba

1

Israel

3

Senegal

1

Yugoslavia

1

Denmark

2

Italy

13

Singapore

1
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2. Meetings
2.1. Meetings organized during the
period 2008 through 2012 with
information on their locations,
dates, and numbers of
participants
No meetings were organized by the
Commission on Coastal Systems in 20082009 due to miscellaneous problems
including a gap in chairmanship and an
important professional move of the 20092012 Chair Edward Anthony.
The commission sponsored the following
meetings in 2010-2011:


Les Littoraux Méditerranéens: Passé,
Présent et Futur, Larache, Morocco,
11-13
November
2010,
45
participants.



European Union of Geosciences
Conference in Vienna, Austria, 3-8
April, 2011, 20 CCS members



The International Coastal Symposium
in Szczecin, Poland, 9-14 May, 2011.



CoastGIS 2011 Conference, Ostende,
Belgium, September 5-8, 2011. 12
CCS members

The CCS will sponsor the next
International Coastal Symposium in
Plymouth, UK, May, 2013. Many CCS
members are expected to attend.
The IGU meeting in Cologne, in August
2012 will be an opportunity for the CCS
as a body to renew active participation in
the IGU meetings, participation in which
was interrupted due to the aforementioned difficulties which are now
completely behind us. Selected goodquality papers from CCS sessions in IGU
2012 will be published in the Journal of
Coastal Research and the Journal of
Coastal Conservation, the editors having
110

given their assent to the request of the
CCS.
2.2. A brief summary of the
questions addressed at each
meeting and the findings or
conclusions resulting from the
discussions.
The scope of all these meetings was on (1)
coastal monitoring, and (2) the impacts of
humans
on
coasts
and
coastal
management and planning.

3. Networking
Collaboration
with
other
Commissions and Task forces

IGU

No collaborations have been realised
during the period 2008--‐2011. It is hoped
that the 2012 IGU meeting in Cologne
will be an opportunity to strengthen links
with other commissions and task forces.
The CCS newsletter is systematically sent
to other commission chairs.
Collaboration with other international,
intergovernmental, and inter- and
multi-disciplinary groups
The CCS has now set up strong
collaboration with the Coastal Education
and Research Foundation, a several
hundred-member strong, worldwide interdisciplinary group on coastal issues and
the publication organ of which is the
Journal of Coastal Research.

4. Publications
4.1. Newsletters, special journal
issues, and books published or
anticipated during the 2008 to
2012 period
The CCS publishes two detailed
newsletters a year edited by Norb Psuty.
These
can
be
consulted
at:
http://www.igu-ccs.org/newsletter.html
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Publication in international journals are
expected for the forthcoming meetings:
CCS sessions of IGU 2012 in Cologne,
and the ICS 2013 meeting in Plymouth,
UK
4.2. Commission Website
http://www.igu-ccs.org

5. Archival Contributions
Copies of all newsletters, monographs,
special journal issues etc. should be sent
to Villa Celimontana upon publication.

6. Continuation
6.1. Commission Name
The Commission’s name will remain
unchanged

6.2. A concise statement of the
Commission’s mission
The CCS encourages the study of coastal
systems throughout the world. It provides
sponsorship and support for activities
leadings to the exchange of information
regarding
coastal
systems
among
members and throughout the IGU. The
focus of attention is on interactive human
and physical systems, and areas of inquiry
encompass the whole range of coastrelated issues: environmental conditions,
the impact of Global Change, resources
and land-use changes, tourism, recreation,
shoreline development, and Ecosystembased Management.
The CCS will
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particularly strive in the coming 20122016 period to foster more crossdisciplinary efforts between Physical and
Human Geography in the realm of coastal
issues, notably by sponsoring meetings
aimed at achieving these goals. Another
area where the CCS hopes to reinforce its
activities concerns coastal issues in
developing countries.
6.3. The new Steering Committee
The present CCS steering committee
members were co-opted in late 2009 and
have expressed the desire to continue
during the 2012-2016 period.
6.4. Work plan 2012-2016
The CCS plans to be involved in all the
future coastal meeting of world-wide
importance, notably the ICS meeting (see
above) which is programmed every two
years. Networking will be strengthened in
order to have more members, especially
from the developing countries, with the
aim of expanding membership to over 500
in more than 80 countries. The link with
the Coastal Education and Research
Foundation will also be reinforced in
order to foster the possibilities of goodquality publications of results of CCS
meetings.
6.5. Scholarly Importance of the
Anticipated Results of the
Commission’s Work
It is hoped that the work to be
accomplished
in
2012-2016
will
contribute to the objectives as stated in
6.1.
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C08.06 Cold Region Environments (CRE)
1. Membership
The Commission on Cold Region
Environments (CRE) functions presently
as a committee of the whole to form a
steering committee. The full list of
commission
members
appears
in
Appendix I.
CRE Chair (as of July 3, 2008):
Nancy Doubleday, Ph.D.
HOPE Chair in Peace and Health,
Department of Philosophy,
McMaster University
1280 Main St., W., TSH 312,
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada L8S 4K1
Tel: 905.525.9140 ext. 23087
Fax: 905.570.1167
Email: doublen@mcmaster.ca
CRE Co-Chair (as of July 3, 2008):
Dr. Dario Trombotto
Ianigla-CCT Mendoza-Conicet
Casilla de Correo 330
5500 Mendoza, Argentina
Vox: + 54 262 524 4208
Fax: + 54 261 524 4200
E-Mail: dtrombot@lab.cricyt.edu.ar
Number of Commission Members as of
31 December 2011: 9 (Please see
Appendix I). One new member proposed
as of May 2012, and two new members
under consideration.

2. IGU Commission: Cold Region
Environments (CRE)
This Commission was struck as a result of
an agreement between the IGU and the
International Permafrost Association
(IPA) in 2004, which had previously
sponsored a physical science-based
periglacial commission. Our mandate is
unique within both IGU and IPA history

in recognising the need for an integrated
approach.
During the International Geographical
Congress in Glasgow in August 2004, the
International Geographical Union (IGU)
renewed its focus on periglacial topics by
approving the new Commission on Cold
Region Environments. On this occasion, a
formal Agreement of Cooperation was
signed between the presidents of IGU and
IPA that extended the joint activities and
related cooperation.
(http://www.geogr.unijena.de/cre/index.html#Implementation)
The focus is on environmental change in
cold region environments, and the
necessity of integrating knowledge from
sources identified with social and physical
sciences and culture in understanding
long-term change and responding to it:
Cold-climate
regions
face
increased impacts and responses
to environmental sensitivity, the
consequences of which are not
purely physical. Hence, these
issues require the incorporation
of
social,
economic
and
environmental aspects.
The themes stress the need for
interdisciplinary efforts to assess an
integrated understanding of cold region
geo-ecosystems, including land use and
climate change issues. A second focus
will be on the well as in former periglacial
environments.
Within
this
geographical-oriented
commission, an integration of many
aspects of the physical environment with
the social and economic realms, such as
sustainable
development,
will
be
emphasized.
Commission
activities
concentrate on the organisation and co-
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sponsoring of topical workshops and
conference sessions, as well as
contributing geographical expertise to
organisations dealing with cold region
issues.
(http://www.geogr.unijena.de/cre/index.html#Implementation)
CRE working program: 2008-2012
1) Establishment of a network of
geographical expertise
Through activities of Commission
Members, numerous meetings, workshops
and field excursions have been conducted.
As a result of the formation of the Cold
Region Environments Commission in
2004, we were able to submit a successful
proposal to the International Polar Yer
Program Office, and our community was
well represented at the ICARP meeting in
Copenhagen in 2005, as well as at
Potsdam. Our membership ultimately
participated in no less than 4 major
International
Polar
Year
research
programs, leading to direct contact with a
very large number of scientists
internationally. From this Commission
Members have developed extensive
network of established and emerging
scholars in physical and social sciences.
The results of our research under
International Polar Year are still appearing
in published forms, online databases, and
multimedia. Publication and other forms
of dissemination are expected for several
more years.
The next step is to draw together this wide
array of cold regions researchers into a
new collaborative form: it is our intention
to launch this initiative through the CRE
session at the IGC Cologne 2012 meeting
and to strongly promote the enlarged
network through a revitalized Cold
Region Environments Commission by
focussing on a particular program of
collaborative work.
To this end, IGU CRE is actively seeking
the support and endorsement of the
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International Geographical Union for
renewal for a further 4 year term.
2) Organisation of workshops and
conferences and Participation in
international
activities
and
organisations 2008-2012
Commission Members
have
been
primarily research-focused since 2008,
due in part to the occurrence of the 20072009 International Polar Year (IPY),
which represented the most significant
opportunity for cold region research since
the 1957 Geophysical Year. As a result,
our community is entering an intense final
year of reporting back through IPY 2012
in April and then IGC Cologne 2012 in
August. The Commission held a joint
session with the Cryosphere Specialty
Group of the Association of American
Geographers (AAG) at AAG 2009,
organized by Frederick Nelson (USA) and
Nancy Doubleday (Canada), titled
“International Polar Year: Geographical
Perspectives”This session was also
sponsored by the Canadian Polar
Commission. The Oslo IPY Science
meeting was attended by a majority of
Commission Members. INQUA in Bern in
2011 was also attended by a number of
Commission members. IGU 2011 in
Santiago was attended by a Commission
member, Co-Chair Dario Trombotto.
Due to the nature and demands of
International Polar Year, the Commission
Members have opted to contribute to these
major
international
activities
and
organizations rather than attempt to
compete
with them by hosting
independently scheduled meetings. Now
that the international agenda is no longer
controlled in this way, we expect to see a
more direct role for IGU CRE.
The participation is focussed on
contributing geographical knowledge to
the communities on the themes outlined
in the commission rationale. Related
initiatives and organisations include:
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INQUA
(International
Quaternary Association)
IPY (International Polar Year)
AAG (Association of American
Geographers)
(IPA) International Permafrost
Association

3. Selected CRE Meetings and
Activities
3.1. Meetings
24-29 January 2010.“Arctic Frontiers:
Living in the High North”. Tromso T.
Vlasova chaired session on “Wellbeing”.
16-19 March 2010. Miami, USA Arctic
Conference T. Vlasova and F. Nelson
participated.
12-18 April 2010 Association of
American Geographers. During AAG
2010 in Washington in April, CRE
Members presented and discussed the
work of CRE and also discussed with IGU
Executive possibilities for broadening our
membership. Working within the 4 crosscutting themes of the International
Geographical Congress (IGC) (i.e. 1.
Global Change and Globalisation, 2.
Society-Environment, 3. Risks and
Conflicts and 4. Urbanisation and
Demographic Change), to be held in
Cologne in 26-30 August 2012, we
identified potential session and meeting
titles. Preliminary consultations were held
concerning INQUA 2011 to be held in
Bern.
8-12 June 2010, Oslo International
Polar Year Science Meeting. Many CRE
Members including Nelson, Trombotto,
Vlasova and Doubleday attended. IGU –
CRE facilitated cooperation between
geographical societies in Russia and
United States.
13-18 June 2010. EUCOPIII, Svalbard,
Norway. Many CRE Members attended.
N. Matsuoka (Japan) gave a keynote
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lecture on 'State of periglacial research at
the end of IPY', and also guided a field
trip to the ice-wedge monitoring site in
Adventdalen, as well as contributing to
the 'Fieldguide for excursions EUCOP III
Svalbard, Norway 13-18 June 2010'. F.
Nelson delivered the public keynote
lecture, “The Unintended Research
Legacy of John Munro Longyear.”
22-23, September 2010 The Arctic –
Territory of Dialogue” Moscow. T.
Vlasova and F.Nelson participated in the
international forum “The Arctic –
Territory
of
Dialogue”
Moscow,
September 22-23, 2010 organized by the
Russian Geographical Society (headed by
Prime Minister of Russian FederationVladimir Putin).
3-6 November 2010, Edmonton Alberta.
“Understanding Circumpolar Ecosystems
in a Changing World - Outcomes of the
International Polar Year”. N. Doubleday
(member,
scientific
programme
committee and session chair), and T.
Vlasova
made
presentations
and
participated in the IPY- PPS Arctic Board
meeting.
3.2. Proposals
F. Nelson and T. Vlasova have prepared a
first draft of the international project
“International Geographical Union Cold
Regions
Environment
Commission
perspectives on socio-environmental
changes investigation through national
geographical society’s cooperation”.
N. Doubleday and T.Vlasova discussed
the proposal submitted to the Canadian
Embassy in Russia for the support of CRE
activities “Cold Regions Environment
International
Canadian-Russia
Cooperation (CRE-CRIC)” (deferred).
N. Doubleday and others submitted a
proposal in part for support for CRE
activities to the Social Sciences and
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Humanities Research Council (qualified
but not funded).
2011 INQUA CRE organized a session
for the International Union for Quaternary
Research (INQUA), held in Bern,
Switzerland in July 2011, titled “Past and
present conditions of cold environments
and their human relationships with
changing thermal regimes and sponsored
by
the
International
Permafrost
Association. CRE contributors to the
proposal
process
included:
J.
Vandenberge (Netherlands) X. Yang
(China), N. Doubleday (Canada), D.
Trombotto and T. Vlasova and others.
This session was ultimately made part of
the General Session of the Congress.
Participation was approximately 60
people.
2011 IGU Regional Meeting Santiago
CRE Co-chair Dario Trombotto organized
participation at this meeting. T. Vlasova
was unfortunately unable to attend.
Interest was expressed by potential new
members who we hope may be recruited
to CRE as a result of this meeting.

4. Planned and Proposed Meetings
and Activities for 2012
The changes currently observed and
experienced in the Cold Region
Environments, particularly as a result of
International Polar Year research,
provided a unique focus, for CREsponsored sessions within the IGU
Congress in 2012. In addition a CRE
Commission Meeting and a CRE business
session have been proposed and accepted
by the organizers. As well, 2 formal paper
sessions were proposed.

5. Collaboration


The Association of American
Geographers (AAG) Cryosphere
Specialty Group co-sponsored our
session at AAG 2009.
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The Canadian Polar Commission also
provided sponsorship.
The
International
Permafrost
Association kindly co-sponsored our
session for INQUA in July 2011.
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(CO-CHAIR AS OF 3 JULY 2008)
Ianigla – CCT Mendoza – Conicet
Casilla de Correo 330 5500 Mendoza,
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(CHAIR AS OF 3 JULY 2008)
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HOPE Chair in Peace and Health,
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Dr. Xiaoping YANG
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Chinese Academy of Sciences P. O. Box
9825Beijing 100029, China
Tel. number: 86 10 8299 8387
Fax number: 86 10 6201 0846
E-mail address: xpyang@263.net.cn;
xpyang@mail.igcas.ac.cn
Dr. Norikazu MATSUOKA
Institute of Geoscience,University of
Tsukuba, Tennodai 1-1-1, Tsukuba 3058572, Japan
Tel. Number: 029-853-4540
Email: matsuoka@geoenv.tsukuba.ac.jp
Dr. Jef VANDENBERGHE
Climate Change and Landscape Dynamics
Dept. of Earth Sciences
Faculty of Earth and Life Sciences
VU University, De Boelelaan 1085
1081 HV Amsterdam, NL
Tel. Number: 020 59 87368
Fax number: 020 59 89941
Email: j.f.vandenberghe@vu.nl
or jef.vandenberghe@falw.vu.nl
Dr. Ole HUMLUM
Department of Geosciences,
Sem Saelands vei 1, P.O. Box 1047,
Blindern, NO-316 Oslo, Norway
Tel. number: 47 22 85 58 04 /66 56
Fax number: 47 22 85 42 15
Email: ole.humlum@geo.uio.no
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Institute of Geography
Russian Academy of Sciences
Staromonetny pereulok, 29
Moscow, 109017, Russia
Tel. number: 499 135 22 02
Fax number: 495 959 00 33
Email address: marianna@orc.ru
Dr. Julian B. MURTON
Department of Geography,
University of Sussex,
Brighton BN1 9QJ, UK
Tel. number: (44) - 1273 678293
Fax number: (44) - 1273 677196
Email address: j.b.murton@sussex.ac.uk
Dr. Frederick E. NELSON
American Geographical Society Library
and Department of Geography, University
of Wisconsin
Milwaukee, WI USA
Mailing address: F.E. Nelson, 1224 North
Prospect, #3E
Milwaukee, WI 53202 USA
Tel. number: 302-831-0852
Fax number: 302-831-6654
Email address: fnelson@udel.edu
Proposed New Members
Prakash C. Tiwari
Professor of Environment & Sustainable
Development
Department of Geography, Kumaon
University Nainital-263 001, Uttarakhand,
India
Tel: 91-5942-237156 & Fax: 91-5942235576 Email:pctiwari@yahoo.com
In addition, two additional potential
members, one from France and one from
Belgium, have been contacted to
determine their interest in possible future
participation in CRE.
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C08.07 Cultural Approach in Geography
The period 2008-2012 was crucial for the
Commission “Cultural Approach in
Geography.” First of all, the interrelations
between geographers were intensified
considerably in all interested countries.
Secondly,
new
co-operation
was
established
between
several
IGU
Commissions. Thirdly, my position as
executive director of the IGU Initiative for
a UN International Year on Global
Understanding (IYGU) made the great
importance of a cultural approach to many
of today’s crucial issues – like
sustainability and climate change – visible
to the scientific community as a whole
and to a wide section of the general
public. In addition, several interesting
meetings and networking activities,
largely aimed at exploring new pathways
for cultural approaches to geographical
research, occurred inside the community
of geographers over the last four years.
Starting with the main objectives for
continuing this Commission – as outlined
in the Quadrennial Report 2004-2008 –,
our special focus over the last four years
has been on exploring the still unutilized
potential of sustainability questions and
the multiple relations between nature and
culture within the wider framework of the
global-local nexus; in other words,
“glocal” everyday cultures and practices.
The Commission has extended its work
into two domains: The first is the broad
field comprising the inclusion of morethan-representational practices into the
theorization of “culture.” The second is to
communicate the effectiveness and
relevance
of such theory-inspired
geographical work to a wider public and
political audience, thereby extending
Geography’s outreach into the natural and
social sciences and the humanities. This
final area of research is also one of the
IYGU main pillars.
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The essential outcome of these diverse
efforts is the creation of a world-wide
community of geographers, social and
natural scientists, as well as leading
scholars of the humanities. Their common
references increasingly integrate the nonAnglophone debates and contribute to a
profound global understanding.
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1.1. Steering Committee
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Domaine universitaire
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accept the challenge of confronting
violence. This is not in order to deny that
violence is indeed a scandal, but rather to
grasp the appalling role that it plays in our
societies and in our way of life on earth.
Honorary Member of the Commission:
This approach should, firstly, spark a
Paul CLAVAL
29 rue de Soisy
reflection on the role of collective
F-95600 Eaubonne
identities (regional, religious, linguistic,
France
etc.) and lifestyles in violent situations,
Phone: +33 1 39 59 83 83
especially as expressed through territorial
p.claval@wanadoo.fr
conflicts. This sort of cultural geography
of violence should also encourage the
study of the geographical organization of
1.2. Commission Membership
hostility within and among societies. More
The commission has 576 members (as offundamentally, it should elicit a
December 31, 2011) who receive all thequestioning as to why violence becomes
information about organized and other relevantan organized or spontaneous method of
human interrelations; thus representing a
conferences via e-mail.
challenge to everything human cultures
owe to the spoken word: oaths, vows,
2. International Meetings
pledges, constitutions, rights, contracts,
2.1. Meetings related to the “core”democracies, etc. In other words, the
symposium had to raise the question of
activities of the Commission
violence from a perspective that is
simultaneously both geographical and
The following paragraphs list only those
cultural. What are the causes and
meetings that can be identified as “core”
consequences of conflictual situations?
Commission activities as these belong to
What are the different forms and cultural
the broad range of cultural approaches in
modulations of animosity? And, more
Geography.
However,
with
this
specifically, what is the spatial dimension
Commission’s Chair taking on the
of each violent manifestation? How can
position and responsibilities of Executive
geographical space be directly at issue
Director of the IGU Initiative for an
when such violence is expressed, or,
International
Year
on
Global
indirectly, be the means of expressing
Understanding, new foci had to be
such violence both actively and passively?
determined and merged with the
Is space –at least in certain relationships –
Commission’s original scientific mission
not
in fact both a factor in and a result of
and work plan (see 2.2).
the use and effectiveness of violence
itself? But: under what circumstances and
International Symposium of the IGU
to what extent? For instance, what about
Commission Cultural Approach in
the limits – cadastral surveys, property
Geography: “Geographies of violence”
ownership systems, borders, walls,
in Quebec City (May 21-24, 2008)
alliances, etc. – that structure our habitats
organized by Guy Mercier
and territories by imposing or fostering a
division of groups and individuals? How
Violence is an integral part of the human
do they generate violence and, conversely,
condition; consequently, all civilizations,
can they contribute, if not to eradicating
cultures, and societies have always had to
violence, at least to holding it in check?
take it into account – and must still do so.
This is why it is important for Geography
– like all the other social sciences – to
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Conference
making in
Santiago de
21-23, 2008)
Gonzáles

“Processes of heritage
geographical space” in
Compostela (Spain, June
organized by Rubén Lois-

Although Santiago de Compostela offers
an appropriate place to reflect on heritage,
the main purpose of the symposium
organized by the IGU Commission “The
Cultural Approach in Geography” is to
create exchanges and to highlight the
imminent views of countries from various
cultural traditions on the processes leading
to the consideration of geographical space
as heritage. Heritage will be approached
not as simple data, or as the outcome of
identity research, but as the product
resulting from a process that involves
speeches, images, and practices. Three
different topics were addressed during the
conference:
 Context: Tension between heritage
uniqueness and its universalismrelated relevance sets a heritagedefining dimension that requires a
comparative
and
international
approach. This is especially evident
regarding the proposed context from
which to set out towards modernity
and the various ways in which this is
answered
contemporarily.
The
discussion was on issues such as: the
value of history and the historicity of
heritage assets; their uniqueness and
singularity, their ability to pass
innovation (novelty) on or to leave a
testimony of the past.
 Institutional: Heritage is built in the
midst
of
various
practices
compromising social and political
processes that mobilize unifying
images. The topics that were
discussed were: various levels of
built heritage (heritage of mankind,
national
monuments,
recently
considered regional and local
monuments); heritage sites (cities,
roads, routes, etc.); the similarity and
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difference between natural heritage
and cultural heritage.
Epistemological: The ability –
theoretical and methodological – to
culturally approach Geography in a
way that clarifies the processes of
considering new heritage items. This
should be assessed in terms of their
contribution to the concept of a
building up a cosmopolitan, common
world, and taking the public policies
linked to sustainable development
and territorial organization into
consideration. Thus, the discussion
comprised issues related to: the
heritage-building map within the
world (Europe as a center) and the
limited rise of other cultures; the
creation of new cultural heritages
and the role of contemporary
architecture; the landscape as an
expression of identity and heritagemaking
processes;
heritage
considerations within the staging of
public space.

The conference shed light on the
multiplicity of good practices in planning
and patrimonial management, addressing
different spatial contexts such as Spain,
Portugal, France, Italy, Nigeria, and
Réunion. It has generated new stimuli
regarding the protection, management, and
conservation of heritage. The most
important findings were published in a
volume on “Processes of Heritage Making
in Geographical Space,” (see below)
which presents heritage as a product of the
resulting discourses, practices, and images
of people who interact in a defined
territory and who have a common history.
International Geographical Congress at
Tunis (August 12-15, 2008)
The Commission was actively engaged in
the Congress with the following six
sessions:
 Sacred spaces/sites between regional
traditions and globalized life-form
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the cultural landscape: practices of
remembering and protecting the
cultural heritage
The importance of feasts/spectacles
for building territories in the age of
globalization
The social geography of popular
culture
The cultural approach in Geography
and the IGU Initiative for an
International UN Year (two sessions)

All sessions made valuable contributions
to the dynamics of culture, place, and
geographical practices. In particular,
progress was made on the issue of
estimating the value of place-identity as a
universal feature on which questions of
global understanding could be based from
a cultural-geographic perspective. Thus,
all the sessions helped generate insights
into how to steer identity aspects as a
building block of the IGU Initiative for a
UN International Year on Global
Understanding which, at that time, was
still in its infancy.
International Conference “Touristic
cultures:
Spatialities,
mobilities,
corporealities” (Sion, Switzerland, 2123 June 2010) (together with IGU
Commission “Geography of Tourism,
Leisure, and Global Change”)
The
tension
between
spatialities,
mobilities, and corporealities is coconstitutive of tourism. The nexus
between tourism and mobility is therefore
a first important issue. But the cultural
approach in Geography also deals with
human practices’ various ways of
corporealities, rules, and equipment.
Tourist practices and the learning of
“tourist cultures” are therefore at stake.
Finally, tourism participates in global
circulation patterns through the tourist’s
“dis-placement,” but also through
financial transactions and the circulation
of images. This assemblage gives birth to
tourist cultures informed by shared ways
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of doing by tourists, and through the
commodification of standardized tourist
products. All this contributes to the
Western culture, if not to a “global tourist
culture.” Within this framework, the
following questions were raised at the
conference:
1. How does tourism as a phenomenon
affect
cultural
approaches
in
Geography? What are the different
ways in which cultural geography’s
conceptual tools can stimulate new
approaches to tourism? Which are the
dead ends? Does tourism challenge
certain assumptions or models of
cultural geography? Epistemological
contributions that deconstructed the
geographer’s view of the cultural
approach to tourism were welcome.
2. The learning of tourist cultures is one
of the central elements raised by
Löfgren (1999): How have we
acquired the skills of being tourists?
This is a central question that has not
yet received substantial answers. Is
there, in the course of globalization,
only one hegemonic “Western”
tourist culture or can a plethora of
different – even counter-hegemonic –
cultures be discerned?
3. Tourist practices are only meaningful
due to “dis-placement” – a change of
place and location – which links
tourism to mobility studies. What is
the significance of tourist practices
within cultures of mobility? What are
the interdependencies between tourist
practices and other kinds of mobility
practices? Which representations of
place are mobilized by tourists and
turned into cultural capital? How are
personal and collective identities
affected by tourist practices?
4. The technologies of information and
communication (Internet, mobile
phones, etc.) are one element of
contemporary tourist practice
performance. What are the effects on
the sense of place and the meaning of
dis-placement if tourists continue to
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be “attached” to the social network
and routines of the home place?
5. The assemblage of tourist practices
constitutes a performance. Corporeal
techniques, competences, know-how,
technologies, instruments, money,
food, garment, politics, signs, marker,
attractions, etc. are necessary to “do
tourism.” The notion of assemblage
within the actor-network theory
(Latour, 2000) could indeed be useful
to describe the differences between
tourist practices.
6. Corporeal engagement is crucial for
tourist practices. Corporeal
techniques – walking, alpinism,
skiing, flânerie, tanning, etc. – are
necessary to enact the various
practices. Therefore, tourist practices
can be seen as “cultural and
technological achievements” because
they necessitate the mastering of the
body in a specific way according to
the situation. Practicing a place of
otherness also permits
performing“other” sexuality through
non-routine sexual practices.
The conference was attended by around
150 geographers and non-geographers
from different European and NonEuropean countries. 60 presentations were
delivered during the three days of the
conference.
IGU Regional Conference “'Bridging
Diversity in a Globalizing World” (Tel
Aviv, Israel, July 12-16, 2010)
At the Tel Aviv meeting, three sessions
were organized by the IGU Commission
“The Cultural Approach in Geography,”
one session in close collaboration with the
IGU’s
Mediterranean
Renaissance
Program.
1. Tourist
Productions
of
Mediterranean Cultural Landscapes
(jointly
organized
with
the
Mediterranean
Renaissance
Program of the IGU): The
relationship between tourism and
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2.

historical Mediterranean cultural
landscapes is multidimensional and
often conflictual. In this session,
attention was directed to the
production of landscapes of historical
cultural heritage for contemporary
economic activities. We invited
contributions that investigated the
positive and problematic implications
of such productions: How is the
production of “staged” and so-called
“authentic” elements in the tourist
landscape arranged? Are there, in
particular locations, symptomatic
amalgamation of these groupings,
from which a new virtual quality of
“Méditerranité”
(“Mediterraneanism”) is created?
Moreover,
theoretical
and
methodological contributions on the
idea of cultural landscapes were also
very welcome.
Geographical perspectives for a
better Global Understanding: Under
conditions of globalization, the
cultural
dimension of
human
practices is growing in significance,
even on the level of everyday life,
especially with regards to the
interrelationship
between
local/regional traditions and actions
over distances. The prospects of the
success of all kinds of non-reflexive
discourses (such as fundamentalist
discourses) are rapidly increasing and
related to a lacking global
contextualization of one’s own life
conditions.
Promoting
reflexive
cultural research will thus become a
very important task in future
constitutions
of
geographical
imaginations, or, in short: to establish
a
better
appropriate
global
understanding. To meet the rising
challenges, it is important to deepen
the geographical practices of the
construction and reproduction of
cultural realities, the processes
implied in social, economic, as well
as political actions, and in the
transformation of nature by human
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actions. We called for papers
addressing how global understanding
could be improved: What kind of
geographical topics should play a key
role in the project and how could
cultural and physical life conditions
be approached in an integrated way?
The cultural turn in economic
geography and the economic turn in
cultural geography: (organized by
Barney Warf, University of Kansas):
With economic geographers having
moved ever deeper into issues of
“culture” – particularly concerning
questions of identity, trust, and
learning regions – they have likewise
moved
toward
incorporating
economic analysis into theories and
understandings of human behavior
and landscape formation. The
intersections of these lines of thought
have opened new conceptual vistas
and domains of research, such as path
dependency,
the
actor-network
theory, ethnic economies, and
geographies
of
tourism
and
consumption.
What
are
the
implications of the fading boundaries
between the economic and the
cultural for human geography? Do
these realms retain any meaningful
status independent of one another? Is
the cultural-economic dichotomy yet
another tired dualism of the type
increasingly jettisoned by the
discipline? This session sought to
further the discussion about the
convergence of economic and cultural
geography, including theoretical
perspectives and rich empirical
examples. All papers on the
intersections of cultural and economic
geography were welcome.

The numbers of abstracts received
required six sessions in total with 25
presentations. During the conference, the
Commission’s Chair, Benno Werlen, who
is also the Project Director of the “IGU
Initiative for a UN International Year on
Global Understanding (IYGU),” presented
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the goals, ambitions, and outline of the
Initiative to the IGU executive committee,
the chairpersons of the IGU Commissions,
the IGU National Committees, and the
Cologne 2012 organizers. The low
attendance at the sessions (usually around
10-15 persons per session) and at the
whole congress was a limiting factor for
stimulating discussions and reflection.
IGU Regional Conference (Santiago de
Chile, Chile, November 14-18, 2011)
The Commission hosted seven sessions
with 24 papers in total at the IGU regional
conference in Chile. Owing to the
Commission’s engagement to accelerate
and intensify the IYGU activities, these
sessions aimed to further explore the
plethora of recent cultural approaches to
ecology and sustainability. All the papers
discussed the assumption that the global
future depends on the successful
reworking of old understandings of
ecology and sustainability and the
implementation of new understandings.
Much interdisciplinary progress was made
on analyzing the complex interrelationships between society, economy,
and nature over the last 30 years more
adequately. While the natural sciences
perspective has dominated the field, a key
insight has emerged that the urgent
society/nature-nexus problems cannot be
adequately comprehended if the “natural”
or “spatial” (including their ecological
components) is set as the starting point of
ecological
investigations
without
adequately engaging with human actions.
At least two shortcomings could be
identified in contemporary ecology and
sustainability research: First, research too
often lacks detailed insight into the
relevance of culture concerning ecological
issues and sustainability research and
policies. Second, insights into how human
actions can be changed by applying
sustainability concepts are unsatisfactory
unless they address cultural diversity and
the complexity of everyday life
adequately.
Consequently,
a
true
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transdisciplinary approach – integrating
the interfaces between society and nature
and between science and policy – has to
be developed.

2.2. Meetings related to the UN

International Year on Global
Understanding (IYGU)

During the last two years, the efforts to
build and prepare the IGU Initiative for a
UN International Year on “Global
Understanding,”
of
which
the
Commission’s Chair Benno Werlen was
also appointed as Executive Director,
were at the heart of the Commission’s
activities. The constitutive meeting of this
newly oriented IGU Initiative (from
“Cultures and Civilizations for Human
Development”/CCHD to “International
Year of Global Understanding”/IYGU)
was held at the Home of Geography in
Rome in June 2008. The members of this
very productive and innovative working
group were Ron Abler (President of IGU),
Anne Buttimer (Past President of IGU),
Vladimir Kolossov (First Vice-President
of IGU), Jacques Levy, Giuliano Belezza,
Karl Donert, John Pickles, Ola
Söderström, and, remotely, Derek
Gregory. After a brief introduction to the
history of CCHD and the upcoming
activities, the implications of the last
IUNY regarding setting a scientific
agenda and geographical research
activities were intensely discussed.
Thereafter, all the participants were given
time to express their ideas for a potentially
successful geography-initiated inter- and
trans-disciplinary IUNY with a stronger
cultural focus than those of the previous
years. These ideas ranged from vehement
opposition to such a project in
combination with the UN, to rather
enthusiastic support. All the projected
ideas, however, emphasized that a certain
degree of political activities are needed to
support research activities focused on the
cultural dimension of geographical living
conditions in the age of globalization,
including the cultural aspects of natural
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living conditions’ transformation. Starting
off with a debate on the most serious
problem of humanity might be in six
years’ time and what the major global
concerns might be, the discussion
concluded with the formulation of a
tentative title for a geography-initiated
IUNY likely to be supported by other
important science unions and councils.
This tentative title has been the topic of
discussion at the 31st International
Geographical Congress from the August
12 to 15 in Tunis.
The program and efforts were presented
and first discussed at the Santiago di
Compostela meeting, later as well as
during special presentations at the
Universities of Zurich and Jena, at the
Quebec meeting, and at the Festival de
Géographie at Saint Dié, and at one
specific session – jointly organized and
chaired with the President of the IGU – at
the Annual Meeting of the Associations of
American Geographers in Las Vegas
(March 26, 2009).
In 2010, the process of shaping the
Initiative accelerated through network
building activities (see section 3) and by
setting a topical focus on everyday
activities and their impact on and relation
to the emergence of global sustainability.
In April the executive director presented
the initiative first of all to the general
secretariat of the International Social
Science Council (ISSC) in Paris, secondly
to the o the Triennial ICSU Unions
meeting at Institute Pasteur in Paris („The
possible contributions of International
UN-Year on Global Understanding
(IYGU) to the ICSU decennial research
program 2012-2022 on 'The Challenges in
Global Sustainability Research“) and
thirdly to the Geo-Unions’ Meeting of the
International Geo-Scientific Unions („The
IGU-Initiative 'International UN-Year on
Global Understanding (IYGU)' and the
Geo-Unions“).
Right
after
this
presentation the ISSC expressed officially
its support for IYGU in formal letter
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signed by its president and secretary
general. In December the initiative was
presented at the general assembly of ISSC
in Nagoya (Japan) and at the joint
symposium of ISSC and CIPSH
(International Council of Philosophy and
Humanities). After this IYGU got a large
support by both Councils, expressed by
the readiness to serve as member of the
steering committee and the scientific
board by many of its members.
Simultaneously, the institutionalization of
the Initiative was furthered through the
constitution of its Steering Committee, the
Scientific Committee, and the Outreach
Committee. The first kick-off meeting of
the Steering Committee took place in the
UNESCO World Heritage City of Weimar
(Germany) on March 4-5, 2011. This
meeting reflected the international
vibrancy
of
the
Initiative
with
representatives of the ISSC, (International
Social
Science
Council),
CIPSH
(International Council for Philosophy and
Humanistic Studies), IHDP (the ISSC cosponsored
International
Human
Dimensions Programme on Global
Environmental Change), and IPCC
(Intergovernmental Panel of Climate
Change) articulating their expectations
regarding contributions to and results
expected from the IYGU, as well their
potential deliverables to achieve the
IYGU’s aims and goals.
There is consensus that this meeting
successfully
established
IYGU’s
transdisciplinary nature: It explored new
ways of addressing the social sciences and
the humanities’ shortcomings in dealing
with global change issues, as well as the
need for natural scientists to understand
that global climate change requires global
social change.
In May 2011 a second, now extended,
meeting of the Steering Committee, the
Scientific Committee, and the Outreach
Committee was held in the German City
of Science, Jena. The main focus of this
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meeting was that Geography and, in
particular, the IGU Initiative on Global
Understanding had to play a more
powerful role in pointing out and
exploring the different connections
between nature and culture by integrating
findings from the natural and the social
sciences and the humanities. The main
results from this very productive meeting
were the following:
 Steering the IYGU activities to no
more
than
five
or
seven
programmatic topics
 Draft a program brochure
 Organizing the programmatic along
the following three axes: a) local
actions
and
their
global
consequences; b) identification of the
integration of socio-cultural and biophysical aspects mentioned in the
Grand Challenges; c) sustainable vs.
unsustainable forms of everyday
action
During the summer of 2011, IYGU’s
program was finalized to provide a firm
basis for the Initiative from which future
activities can be steered more easily. More
information on the IYGU can be found on
its
website:
http://globalunderstanding.info/

3. Networking and Collaborative
Efforts
The
Commission
has
networked
extensively within the IGU. On several
occasions, joint sessions were organized
at the IGU regional conferences.
Specifically, a joint conference was
organized with the IGU Commission
“Geography of Tourism, Leisure, and
Global Change” (Sion 2010). Together
with the Mediterranean Renaissance
Program, one session was successfully
held at the regional conference in Tel
Aviv (2010). With respect to the IGU
regional conference 2011 in Santiago de
Chile, extensive plans were discussed to
offer a joint session on “The place of
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Geography
and
the
Geographical
Knowledge in the Public Sphere” with the
IGU
Commission
“History
of
Geography.”
However,
the
local
organizers in Chile did not sufficiently
promote the opportunities for offering
joint sessions; the Commission therefore
decided to withdraw.
Given the efforts exerted on promoting
the IYGU, a plethora of network activities
and collaboration with regard to nongeographic
scientific
communities
occurred over the last four years. They
cannot be covered in detail within this
report. To give an idea of the scale of
these activities: the Commission’s Chair,
in his function as the General Coordinator
of IYGU, presented the IYGU’s main
goals to the International Council for
Science’s (ICSU) decennial research
program 2012-2022 on the “Challenges in
Global Sustainability Research” and to the
International Geo-Scientific Union – both
in Paris (April 2010). In December 2010,
the IGU Initiative was presented to a
wider audience during a Joint Scientific
Symposium of the ISSC-CIPSH General
Assembly at Nagoya (Japan), December
13-14, 2010.
In 2011, the maximum amount of funding
was awarded from the “ICSU Grants
Programme 2011.” The project on
“Transdisciplinary
Intercultural
Ecological Research for Sustainability
(TIERS)” will identify, collate, compare,
and disseminate examples of integrative
research on coupled social/natural systems
and their applications to environmental
policies from a broad array of cultures and
traditions.

4. Publications
4.1. International Meetings
Castro-Fernandez, B., Lopez, L. & M.
Pinera-Mantinan (2010): Processes of
Heritage Making in Geographical Space.
Santiago de Compostela. (= Cursos e
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Congresos da Universidade de Santiago
de Compostela, no 191). (Contains a
chapter by the Commission’s Chair).
Zusman, P., Haesbeart, R., Castro, H. &
S. Adamo (2011): Geografías Culturales.
Aproximaciones,
intersecciones
y
desafíos. Buenos Aires. (Contains a
chapter by the Commission’s Chair).

4.2. Website/Newsletter/Flyer
The www.cultural-approach.net website
has proved to be an excellent
communication tool.
The IGU Initiative for a UN International
Year on Global Understanding (IYGU)
activities is accessible at http://globalunderstanding.info/

5. Archival Contributions
Publications by Castro-Fernandez, B.,
Lopez, L. & M. Pinera-Mantinan and
Zusman, P., Haesbeart, R., Castro, H. &
S. Adamo will be sent to the IGU archives
at Villa Celimontana in Rome in due time.

6. Continuation
Relating the activities of the IGU
Initiative for a UN International Year on
Global Understanding (IYGU) to the
activities of the IGU Commission
“Cultural Approach in Geography”
proved to be successful over the last four
years. With the Chair of the Commission
being appointed as Executive Director of
IYGU, the synergetic effects could be
maximized and a strong basis was formed
to integrate the more scientific rationale of
the “Cultural Approach in Geography”
with the far more policy-oriented IYGU
rationale.
There is no reason to abandon this
constellation. I would be grateful and
happy for the IGU Executive Committee
to recommend that this Commission
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should be continued and for this
suggestion to be ultimately approved by
the General Assembly.
However, with the intensified integration
of THE Commission and IYGU, several
adjustments need to be made to the
composition of this Commission’s
Steering Committee. The main objective
is to appoint colleagues to the Steering
Committee who are capable of and willing
to promote the scientific and theoryoriented dimension of the “Cultural
Approach in Geography,” but who are
also ready to support the IYGU objectives
with maximum commitment. This careful
reorganization is still ongoing; the results
of the process will be communicated
shortly after its completion.
Hence, the Commission’s objective for
the next four years is to contribute
scientifically and theoretically to the

IYGU objective and program by
concentrating on two issues. One focus
will be to explore the dimensions of
sustainability and globalization from
perspectives that take the practical turn in
social and cultural geography seriously.
Such a focus will provide significant
contributions to the already ICSU-funded
research project and communication
network “Transdisciplinary Intercultural
Ecological Research for Sustainability
(TIERS)” within the IYGU activities. A
second topic is to reflect on society’s
persistent
modes
of
socio-spatial
organization as these have proved to be
serious obstacles and threaten the
establishment of a truly global
understanding. An exploration of new
ethnic and religious fundamentalism and
the increasing global violence could be
important examples of this topic.

C08.08 Economic Spaces
1. Membership
The members of Steering Committee of
the IGU Commission on the Dynamics
of Economic Spaces (CDES) are as
follows:
Chair1: Neil Reid, Department of
Geography and Planning, University of
Toledo, Toledo, Ohio 43606 USA.
Email: nreid@utnet.utoledo.edu
Vice Chair: Michael Taylor, Department
of
Geography,
University
of

1

Michael Taylor of the University of
Birmingham served as Chair of CEDS 200810. Neil Reid of the University of Toledo
served as Vice Chair during this period.
Between 2010-12 Neil Reid served as Chair
and Michael Taylor as Vice Chair.
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Birmingham, United Kingdom. Email:
m.j.taylor@bham.ac.uk
Montserrat Pallares Barbera, Department
of Geography, Autonomous University,
Barcelona,
Spain.
Email:
montserrat.pallares@uab.es
Daniel Felsenstein, Department of
Geography, Hebrew University of
Jerusalem,
Israel.
Email:
msdfels@mscc.huji.ac.il
Martina Fromhold-Eisebith, Department
of
Geography,
RWTH
Aachen
University,
Germany.
Email:
m.fromhold-eisebith@geo.rwthaachen.de
Hege Knutsen, Department of Sociology
and Human Geography, University of
Oslo, P.O. Box 1096 Blindern, 0317
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Oslo,
Norway.
h.m.knutsen@sgeo.uio.no

Jeong Hyop Lee, Science & Technology
Policy
Institute,
26F1.,
Specialty
Construction
Center
395-70,
Shindaebang-dong, Dongjak-gu, Seoul
156-714, Korea. Email: jhlee@stepi.re.kr
Charles Mather, School of Geography,
Archaeology and Environmental Studies,
University of Witwaterstrand, Private Bag
3, Wits 2050, South Africa.
Email: charles.mather@wits.ac.za
Paul Plummer, Department of Geography,
University of Calgary, 2500 University
Dr. NW, Calgary, AB T2N 1N4, Canada.
Email: pplummer@ucalgary.ca
Bill Pritchard, School of Geosciences,
University of Sydney, NSW 2006,
Australia.
Email: b.pritchard@geosci.usyd.edu.au
Henry Wai-chung Yeung, Department of
Geography, National University of
Singapore, 1 Arts Link, Singapore
117570. Email: HenryYeung@nus.edu.sg
Jici Wang, Geographic Science Research
Centre, Peking University, Beijing, China.
Email: wjc@pku.edu.cn
CDES does not have a formal
membership base. However the 7
conferences that CDES have organized or
participated in (5 CDES conferences, the
IGU Conference in Santiago, Chile, and
the Third Global Conference on Economic
Geography in Seoul, Korea) during 200812 have had 191 individuals from 20
countries present papers. Countries
represented were Australia, Canada,
China, Czech Republic, Germany, Greece,
Israel, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Netherlands,
New Zealand, Russia, Singapore, South
Africa, South Korea, Spain, Sweden,
United Kingdom, and USA.
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2. Meetings

Email:

2.1. CDES held 5 conferences between

July 2009 and May 2011. These
were:

i.
ii.

iii.

iv.

v.

2009, July 13-17. Perth, Australia.
The Dynamics of Local Economic
Growth. 23 papers presented.
2010, May 20-22. Cologne, Germany.
Industrial
Transition
–
New
Patterns of Production, Work, and
Innovativeness. 15 papers presented.
2010,
July
1-3.
Groningen,
Netherlands. Wellbeing, Innovation,
and Spatial Transformation. 66
papers presented.
2010, August 3-7. Toledo, Ohio, USA.
Local Food Systems in Old
Industrial Regions. 31 papers
presented.
2011, May 19-21. Vechta, Germany.
Globalizing Rural Places. 27 papers
presented.

2.2. Key Issues
i. 2009, July 13-17. Perth, Australia.
The Dynamics of Local Economic
Growth. Organizer: Matthew Tonts:
University of Western Australia.
Processes of globalization are putting
increasing stress on local economies
and
communities
who
are
progressively more challenged in their
attempts to develop locally based
coping strategies. This meeting
explored these issues putting particular
emphasis on local processes and local
planning and policy practices. The
issues addressed at this conference
included theories and approaches to
creating local growth, policies,
practices and the role of government,
drivers of local economic growth and
change, the facilitation of and barriers
to local growth, human capital
formation, labor markets and skills,
innovation
and
new
business
formation, social enterprise, social
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capital formation, and the role of
enterprise, companies and corporations.
ii.

iii.
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2010, May 20-22. Cologne, Germany.
Industrial Transition – New Patterns
of
Production,
Work,
and
Innovativeness. Organizers: Martina
Fromhold-Eisebith, RWTH Aachen
University and Martina Fuchs,
University of Cologne.
The conference took up the scientific
challenges associated with the recently
accelerating changes that affect
enterprise and process configurations
in internationalised production and
global-local industrial development. A
major objective was to coin the new
conceptual notion of ‘industrial
transition’ and to collect some
empirical underpinnings. The key
questions were: How are regions and
localities affected by the increasingly
volatile shifts of product mandates
between countries? In which ways do
changes differ between industrial
sectors and regions? And how can
localities adequately prepare for or
react to changes: how can regional
resilience and response capacities be
built and enhanced? The conceptual
considerations and case studies
presented have strongly supported
assumptions on new trends linking, for
instance, the internationalisation of
production, the emergence of new
institutional players, and new alliances
formed between economic actors. This
illustrates
that
relevant
interdependencies
deserve
more
emphasis in empirical work as well as
scale-bridging policy approaches.
2010,
July
1-3.
Groningen,
Netherlands. Wellbeing, Innovation,
and
Spatial
Transformation.
Orhanizer: Philip McCann, University
of Groningen.
This conference was the largest CDES
conference held during the period and
was hosted by the Faculty of Spatial
Sciences at the University of

Groningen. The faculty had recently
developed a new mission focus around
the theme of Wellbeing, Innovation
and Spatial Transformation and used
the CDES conference as one
mechanism to celebrate and promote
this refocused mission. The topics
covered by this conference included
population change
and
spatial
transformation, social capital and
social networks, transportation as an
urban amenity, self-employment,
industrial clusters and economic
growth, agglomeration externalities,
multinational investment, ageing and
human well-being, migration and
health care, and entrepreneurship,
entrepreneurial diversity and economic
growth.
iv.

2010, August 3-7. Toledo, Ohio, USA.
Local Food Systems in Old
Industrial Regions. Organizers: Neil
Reid, University of Toledo; Paula
Ross, University of Toledo; Jay D.
Gatrell, Indiana State University.
The conference brought together both
academics and practitioners to share
their knowledge, experience, and
expertise with regard to developing
and maintaining local food systems in
old industrial regions. Topics covered
at this conference included the
structure and nature of supply
chains/dominant
and
alternative,
implications of local food systems for
family, neighborhood, urban, and
regional economies, food safety and
security, individual and public health
issues, environmental impact of local
food systems, issues surrounding
environmental justice, equity, access,
and social justice issues, impact of
local, national, and international
policies on local food systems, and
best practices and success stories. A
major theoretical discovery of this
conference was the appropriateness of
the “wicked problems” framework as a
conceptual prism through which the
theme of local food systems could be
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2.3. 2012 and Beyond

viewed. The conference included
presentations from a number of
practitioners (e.g. food system
planners) and non-geographers (from
sociology, public health etc.). This
mix of academics/practitioners and
geographers/non-geographers
made
for a particularly rich series of
discussion, debates, and deliberations.
v.
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2011, May 19-21. Vechta, Germany.
Globalizing
Rural
Places.
Organizer:
Christine
Tamasy,
University of Vechta and Javier
Revilla Diez (Institute of Economic
and Cultural Geography, Leibniz
University Hanover).
The conference took place at the
Institute for Spatial Analysis and
Planning in Areas of Intensive
Agriculture (ISPA) at the University
of Vechta. 40 experts from all over
the world discussed the topic
Globalizing Rural Places. Richard
Le Heron (University of Auckland,
New Zealand) was the guest of
honour and keynote speaker and
reported about the topic “Doing
Economic Geography – Initiatives
and Insights from Globalizing Rural
Places”. The IGU conference is
closely linked to the new Masters
course “Rural Geography – Change
via Globalization” which started at
the University of Vechta in winter
term 2011/12. Current research
projects from Canada, Germany,
Great Britain, the Netherlands,
Sweden Israel and the USA among
others were presented within the
two-day conference. The following
six topics provided the primary focus
of the conference - globalization and
rural spaces, rural entrepreneurship,
rural labour markets, value chains,
innovation and learning, and rural
policies. The conference included a
field trip through the Oldenburger
Münsterland which was led by
Werner Klohn.

i. CDES has already planned one
conference for 2012. This will take
place in Krakow, Poland (May 3-5)
and will focus on the theme
“Innovation
&
Creativity
in
Emerging Economic Spaces: Local
Entrepreneurship & Transnational
Corporations”.

ii. CDES has a number of conferences

planned for 2012-16 (see Work Plan
below). CDES is sponsoring three
sessions at the IGU Conference in
Cologne, Germany in August 2012.
The theme of these special sessions
is “Emerging Economic Spaces”.

3. Networking
CDES did not engage in any collaboration
with any other IGU Commissions and task
forces during 2008-12.
CDES did collaborate with the Third
Global
Conference
on
Economic
Geography that was held in Seoul, Korea
in June/July 2011. CDES organized 3
special sessions within the framework of
this conference on the theme of
Recession, Resilience, and Recovery.
CDED engaged in no cooperative efforts
with either the International Social
Science
Council
(ISSC) or the
International Council for Science (ICSU)
during 2008-12.

4. Publications
4.1. CDES

produced 5 edited
volumes and 1 journal special
issue during 2008-12.

i.

Industrial
Transition:
New
Patterns
of
Global-Local
Production,
Work,
and
Innovation. Edited by Martina
Fromhold-Eisebith, RTWH Aachen
University and Martina Fuchs,
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University of Cologne, In Press,
Ashgate Publishers.

ii.

Recently, the international division
of labour in industrial production has
grown increasingly more volatile.
The separation between 'high-end'
tasks undertaken in the traditional
core economies and 'low-end' tasks
undertaken in newly emerging
economies has become increasingly
blurred. The new dynamics and
unpredictability of actor and process
configurations in internationalized
production bring new challenges for
research in economic geography,
regional economics and management
sciences. The allocation of R&D and
production mandates within or
between enterprises, the setting up,
closing down, purchase or sale of
subsidiaries at different localities,
the shifting patterns of collaborative
innovation, together with newly
evolving forms of capitalism, all
appear to interact in ways not seen
before. It appears we have entered a
new era termed 'industrial transition'.
This book forms the first approach
toward conceptualising the term and
compiling illustrative empirical
underpinnings. Contributions by an
international set of renowned
economic geographers highlight the
major features and case studies of
'industrial transition' and address
various questions that matter for the
future of our global economy: How
are regions and localities affected by
the shift of product mandates? In
which ways do changes differ
between industrial sectors and
economic regions? How can regions
and localities adequately prepare for
or react to foreseeable changes; and
how can regional resilience and
response capacities be built and
enhanced?
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Local Food Systems in Old
Industrial
Regions:
Concepts,
Spatial
Context,
and
Local
Practices. Edited by Neil Reid,
University of Toledo, USA, Jay D.
Gatrell, Indiana State University,
USA, and Paula Ross, University of
Toledo, USA. In Press, Ashgate
Publishers.
In recent years there has been an
explosion of interest in the topic of
local food systems. This heightened
interest can be found among policy
makers, planners, public health
professionals,
environmentalists,
community developers, academics,
farmers and ordinary citizens. While
there are common characteristics that
most local food systems share the
purpose of this book is to explore the
unique challenges and opportunities
associated with local food systems
located within mature or declining
industrial regions. The “local food”
movement is a growing phenomenon
that has been under examined across
the academic literature. This volume
explores the growth of local food
initiatives and more fully interrogates
the scale, scope, and economic context
of local food systems in deindustrialized cities.

iii.

Special issue of the journal Applied
Geography, Volume 31 (4) (October
2011) contained 9 papers on the theme
of “Local food systems, deserts, and
maps: The spatial dynamics and
policy
implications
of
food
geography”
Food geography and the geography of
local food systems are emerging subfields in the discipline that demand
increased attention insofar as they
have explicit implications for public
policy, everyday life, and the sociospatial politics of inequality). In
contrast to traditional geographies of
agriculture, the papers in this volume
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investigate an entirely new collection
of inter-related socio-spatial dynamics
such as accessibility, consumer
decision-making, production, race,
poverty, community development,
sustainability, public health, and
economic development policies that
shape and define the contemporary
foodscape.
Consequently,
understanding the everyday geography
of food and emerging local food
movements, as well as the social
context within which local food
systems have evolved will inform not
only agricultural policy, but social
programs and economic development
practices.
iv.

v.

and

Missing
Links
in
Labour
Geography. Edited by Ann Cecilie
Bergene, Work Research Institute,
Norway,
Sylvi B. Endresen,
University of Oslo, Norway and
Hege Merete Knutsen, University of
Oslo, Norway. Published: July 2010,
Ashgate Publishers.
Addressing a number of 'missing
links' in the analysis of labour and its
geographies, this volume examines
how theoretical perspectives on both
labour
in
general
and
the
organizations
of
the
labour
movement in particular can be
refined and redefined. Issues of
agency, power and collective
mobilizations are examined and
illustrated via a wide range of case
studies from the 'global north' and
'global south' in order to develop a
better and fuller appreciation of
labour
market
processes
in
developed and developing countries.

Globalising Worlds and New
Economic Configurations. Edited
by Christine Tamásy University of
Auckland, New Zealand and Mike
Taylor, University of Birmingham,
UK. Published: December 2010,
Ashgate Publishers.
Over the last few decades, circuits of
capital have been stretched through
processes of economic globalization,
leading to complex and hybrid
outcomes that result in different
modes
of
production
and
consumption. Understanding these
new economic configurations and
their geographic patterns requires
incorporating
new
theoretical
arguments based on, for example,
chain and network concepts. This
edited volume brings together
theoretically-informed analysis from
Asia, Europe and North America to
illustrate the way in which new
economic configurations have been
developed and to understand
individual, local and regional
responses to a variety of global
challenges, threats and opportunities.
The different examples presented
illustrate that economic structures
and flows have changed dramatically
over the past decades with profound
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impacts for the economic
regional actors involved.

vi.

Agri-Food Commodity Chains and
Globalising Networks. Edited by
Christina Stringer and Richard Le
Heron, both at the University of
Auckland, New Zealand. Published:
July 2008.
Within the international agri-food
community at least four theoretical
targets are attracting increasing
attention. They are: (1) the
established notions of networks and
commodity chains that are being
revisited by way of critical
engagement informed by the insights
of in-depth empirical work, (2) the
metrics
of
calculation
and
institutional
embedding
that
underpin the rise and functionality of
governance technologies, (3) the
place of regional networking in
creating conditions that make
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possible
agri-food
producer
participation in local provisioning
and supply, and (4) the geo-historical
dimensions of interconnection and
interdependency in the agri-food
sphere. This volume brings together
an
interdisciplinary
team
of
anthropologists,
economists,
business and management academics
and geographers to examine a wide
range of case studies illustrating
various agri-food commodity chains
and networks around the world and
to discuss how they link globally.

4.2. Salient

Conclusions

Insights

or

See paragraph under each publication

4.3. Commission Website
For more information about the IGU
Commission on the Dynamics of
Economic Spaces please visit our website
at
http://uac.utoledo.edu/igu_commission/in
dex.htm

5. Archival Contributions
CDES has not provided any archival
materials available but would be willing
to do so

6. Continuation
6.1. Commission Name
Our proposal is requesting that the name
Commission on the Dynamics of
Economic Spaces be continued.

methodological frameworks, the conduct
of rigorous empirical and policy analyses,
and the building of research capacity in
economic geography in different national
and institutional contexts, to promote
international collaboration in research
activity and the dissemination of research
findings and to facilitate knowledge
transfer about economic geography and
associated policy-related issues between
countries and institutions.

6.3. Steering Committee for 20122016

Chair2: Neil Reid, University of Toledo,
Department of Geography and Planning,
Toledo, Ohio 43606 USA. Tel: 419-5303593
Email: nreid@utnet.utoledo.edu
Vice Chair: Christine Tamásy, University
of Vechta, Institute for Spatial Analysis
and Planning in Areas of Intensive
Agriculture,
GERMANY.
Email:
ctamasy@ispa.uni-vechta.de
Niels
Beerpoort,
University
of
Amsterdam. Amsterdam Institute for
Metropolitan
and
International
Development
Studies,
Nieuwe
Prinsengracht 130, 1018 VZ Amsterdam
Room: G2.16, NETHERLANDS. Tel:
0205255753
Email: N.P.C.Beerepoot@uva.nl
Hege Knutsen, University of Oslo,
Department of Sociology and Human
Geography, Moltke Moes vei 31 Harriet
Holters hus0851 Oslo, NORWAY.
Tel: 47-22855952
Email: h.m.knutsen@sgeo.uio.no

6.2. Commission Mission
2

The Commission’s Mission is to extend
international research and scholarship in
economic
geography
through
the
development and dissemination of critical
theoretical,
conceptual
and
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Neil Reid of the University of Toledo
will serve as Chair of CDES for a two
year period of 2012-14. Christine Tamásy
of the University of Vechta will assume
the position of Chair for the period 201416 and Neil Reid will become Vice Chair.
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Jeong Hyop Lee, Science & Technology
Policy
Institute,
26F1.,
Specialty
Construction
Center
395-70,
Shindaebang-dong, Dongjak-gu, Seoul
156-714, KOREA (2006-2008).
Email: jhlee@stepi.re.kr
Charles Mather, Memorial University of
Newfoundland, St. John's, Newfoundland,
A1B 3X9, CANADA. Tel: 709-864-7463
Email: cmather@mun.ca.
Piotr Pachura, Czestochowa University of
Technolgy,
European
Faculty
of
Engineering, 42-201 Częstochowa, ul.
Dąbrowskiego 69, POLAND. Tel: 48 34
32 50 431
Email: piotrpachura@o2.pl
Bill Pritchard, School of Geosciences,
University of Sydney, Madsen Building,
Rm 450, NSW 2006, AUSTRALIA. Tel:
61 2 9351 3309.
Email: b.pritchard@geosci.usyd.edu.au
Michael Roche, Massey University,
School of People, Environment and
Planning, Private Bag 11 222, Palmerston
North 4442, NEW ZEALAND.
Tel: 64 6 356 9099 extn. 2508.
Email: M.M.Roche@massey.ac.nz
Michael
Taylor,
University
of
Birmingham, Department of Geography
Edgbaston, Birmingham, B15 2TT,
UNITED KINGDOM.
Tel: 0121 414 5535
Email: m.j.taylor@bham.ac.uk
Nuri Yavan, University of Ankara,
Department of Geography, Ankara
University, Faculty of History and
Geography, Ankara 06100 TURKEY.
Tel: 0312 3103280.
Email: Nuri.Yavan@ankara.edu.tr
Jici Wang, Peking University, Department
of Urban and Economic Geography
College of Urban and Environmental
Sciences, Beijing,100871, CHINA. Email:
wjc@pku.edu.cn
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Henry Wai-chung Yeung, Department of
Geography, National University of
Singapore, 1 Arts Link, 117570,
SINGAPORE.
Tel: 65-6516 6810
Email: geoywc@nus.edu.sg

6.4. Work plan for 2012-2016
The Commission on the Dynamics of
Economic Spaces plans to hold at least
four residential conferences during its
lifetime. Please note that the conferences
listed below represent the minimum
activity of the Commission. CDES will
take respond to other opportunities for
workshops, conferences, and scholarly
activities as they arise during 2012-16.
The proposed locations, themes, and
scholarly focus for the conferences that
are currently proposed by CDES are as
follows:
1.

2013,
Berlin,
Germany.
Dynamics in Food Supply
Chains.
Organizers: Peter Dannenberg and
Elmar Kulke (Humboldt-University
at Berlin, Germany).
During the last decades fundamental
changes in the way food is produced
(e.g. industrialization of agriculture),
distributed (e.g. globalization of food
trade),
marketed
(e.g.
supermarketisation, globalization and
structural change of the retail sector)
and consumed (e.g. growing market
share of processed food, globalization
of culinary culture, new rise of
ecological food) occurred in many
countries of the world. The changes
include fundamental shifts in the
structure,
organization
and
governance in food production and
supply chains. These developments
stand in direct interaction and
dependencies with their regional and
international
framework.
The
conference invites geographers and
experts from related fields to
contribute
on
these
topics.
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Presentations may include theoretical
works (e.g. on Global Production
Networks,
Global
Commodity
Chains, regional food clusters, new
institutional economics) case studies
(e.g. regional examples, commodities,
supply chains, retail and trade
developments, institutional changes )
and further scientific and applied
works.
2.

2013. Amsterdam, Netherlands.
Globalisation and the New(er)
International
Division
of
Labour.
Organizers: Niels Beerepoot, Jana
Kleibert, Bart Lambregts (University
of Amsterdam, Netherlands)
The proposed meeting aims to further
the discussion of the conferences in
Oslo (2008), Cologne (2010) and
Seoul (2011) on understanding how
new patterns of service production
organization reshape the international
division
of
labour.
Global
competition and the current financial
crisis pressure firms to look more
critically at the ways they organize
production. While technological
innovations enable long-distance
provision for an increasing number of
service activities, there is also a
tendency
towards
increasing
regionalization of value chains with
production moving back to the firm’s
region of origin. In addition, there is
the emergence of multinational
enterprises from the global South
which rapidly expand their global
presence. This conference welcomes
contributions that deal with the
drivers
of
the
international
reconfiguration
of
services
production as well as papers on its
impacts on labour in the global North
and South.
3.
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2014. St. John’s, Newfoundland,
Canada.
New
Resource
Geographies.

Organizer: Charles Mather (Memorial
University
of
Newfoundland,
Canada)
The field of resource geographies is
undergoing an important phase of
intellectual renewal. This is partly a
consequence of the resource boom,
which has followed the global
financial crisis of 2008. But it is also
a result of new insights into resource
geographies that have come from
geographical work on materiality and
the environment. The result is a new
vibrancy in the sub-discipline.
Resource geographies and resource
peripheries are no longer at the
margins of geographical research and
theorizing; on the contrary, work on
resource geographies is now the
source of some of the most interesting
research
in
the
discipline.
Newfoundland and Labrador is an
excellent place to be discussing new
resource geographies. This is, after
all, the place that witnessed the
collapse of cod fishery, no doubt one
of the most significant resource
collapses the world has seen. At the
same time, the recovery of the
province’s economy has been led by
the discovery and exploitation of
offshore oil resources. Resources are
part of this province’s past, present
and future. This conference aims to
bring together papers on a range of
topics
related
to
resource
geographies. We invite contributions
on resource geographies that could
include
case
studies,
new
perspectives and presentations on
resource futures.
4.

2015. Ankara, Turkey. Local
and Regional Development in
Emerging
Economic
Geographies.
Organizer: Nuri Yavan (Ankara
University, Turkey)
Economic geography has been an
extremely vibrant and versatile
field of research both in human
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geography and in the social
sciences. In recent years,
economic geographers have
shown increased interest in local
and
regional
development
dynamics. Local and regional
development is one of the oldest
and biggest theme that economic
geographer study. Even though
local and regional development
is always at the heart of
economic geography, it cannot
be addressed from one single
perspective as it is one of those
multi-faced topics. Indeed, local
and regional development is an
increasingly
multidisciplinary
subject and therefore need to be
understood not only from a
multi-disciplinary
perspective
but
also
from
different
geographical
and
contextspecific
dimensions.
This
conference will provide a multidisciplinary
forum
for
researchers and practitioners in
the field of economic geography,
regional economics and regional
planning, with a local and
regional
development
orientation. This conference aims
at discussing this exciting
interface between local/regional
dynamics
and
economic
geography and at cross-fertilizing
ideas and methodologies between
the two areas. The conference
focuses on the diverse and
complex characteristics of local
and regional economies. The
conference’s theme will focus on
key issues such as regional and
local economic development and
regional policy, evolutionary
perspective on local and regional
growth,
industrial
districts,
agglomeration and clustering,
innovative
and
creative
industries,
entrepreneurship,
embeddedness, path dependence
and
regional
development,
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creative cities and regions,
regional innovation systems,
regional economic resilience,
geographies of international trade
and
investment,
uneven
geographies of capitalism, place
marketing and regional economy,
location choice of firms and so
on. Adopting the economic
geographical perspective, this
conference will bring together
academic
researchers,
practitioners, professionals as
well as policy-makers in these
fields
particularly
from
universities
and
regional
development agencies.
CDES is also exploring the possibility of
hosting conferences in Leeds (England),
Sydney (Australia), and Christchurch
(New Zealand) during 2012-16.
CDES also plans to continue its
publishing relationship with Ashgate
Publishers. CDES conferences typically
result in the publication of one edited
book (sometimes two) that is published as
part of Ashgate’s Dynamics of Economic
Spaces
series
(http://www.ashgate.com/default.aspx?pa
ge=2518)Depending on the quantity and
quality of the presentations made at CDES
conferences we will also pursue special
issues of peer-reviewed journals where
appropriate.

6.5. Scholarly Importance
Much of the work that will be covered in
the proposed conferences for 2012-16 will
build upon the work conducted by CDES
during 2008-12. The intended scholarly
contribution of each of the conferences is
described in the individual descriptions of
each conference in the Work Plan above.
CDES believes that continuity between
different incarnations of the Commission
is important. Therefore it is critical that
the work of CDES during 2012-16
complement and build upon the work of
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CDES during 2008-12. The 2013
conference on the Dynamics of Local
Food Chains in Berlin, Germany will
complement the conference on Local
Food Systems in Old Industrial Regions
that was held in Toledo, USA in 2010
and the conference on Gobalizing Rural
Places that was held in Vechta, Germany
in 2010. In a similar fashion the
conference on Globalisation and the
New(er) International Division of
Labour, to be held in Amsterdam, the
Netherlands in 2013, will extend the
work of CDES that was undertaken at
the
conference
on
Theoretical
Approaches in Labour Geographies held
in Oslo, Norway in 2008 as well as the
conference on Industrial Transition: New
Global-Local Patterns of Production,
Work, and Innovation that was held in
Cologne, Germany in 2010. The

conference
on
New
Resource
Geographies that will be held in St.
John’s, Canada in 2014 will complement
the conference that was held on
Gobalizing Rural Places that was held in
Vechta, Germany in 2010. Finally, the
conference on Local and Regional
Development in Emerging Economic
Geographies that will be held in
Ankara, Turkey will build on the special
sessions on Emerging Economic Spaces
that will be held at the IGU Conference
in Cologne in 2012 as well as the
Dynamics of Local Economic Growth
conference that was held in Perth,
Australia in 2009 and the conferences on
New Patterns of Production, Work, and
Innovativeness that was held in Cologne,
Germany on 2010 and Local Food
Systems in Old Industrial Regions that
was held in Toledo, USA in 2010.

C08.09 Environmental Evolution
1. Membership
Chairman: Professor Andrei Velichko
Institute of Geography Russian
Academy of Science. 29 Staromonetny
lane
Moscow 119017, Russia.
Phone +7(495) 238 02 98 Fax: +7(495)
959 00 33
E-mail: paleo_igras@mail.ru
Secretary: Dr. Elena Novenko
E-mail: lenanov@mail.ru
The Environment Evolution
Commission consists of 10 regional
working groups. The WGs include
specialists in environmental evolution
(paleobotanists, paleopedologists,
paleoglaciologists, etc.),
paleoclimatologists, as well as
specialists in numerical modeling.
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The leaders of WGs are the members of
the Commission Steering Committee:
Dr. T. Boettger (Germany)
Helmholtz Centre for Environmental
Research – UFZ, Department of Isotope
Hydrology
Theodor-Lieser-Str. 4, D-06120 Halle.
Phone: +49-345-558-5227
Fax: +49-345-558-5449
E-mail: tatjana.boettger@ufz.de
Dr. W. Bleuton (Netherlands)
Utrecht University, Postbus 80125, 3508
TC Utrecht, The Netherlands
Phone\fax +31 30 253 33 88
E-mail: w.bleuten@geo.uu.nl
Dr. N Catto (Canada)
Editor, Quaternary International,
Department of Geography, Memorial
University, St. John's NL, A1B 3X9,
Canada
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Phone: 1-709-737-8413
Fax 1-709-737-3119
E-mail: ncatto@mun.ca
Dr. G. MacDonald (USA)
University of California, Los Angeles
(UCLA), Los Angeles 90095, 405 Hilgard
Avenue
Phone: 310-825-4321
E-mail: macdonal@geog.ucla.edu
Dr. P Kershow (Australia)
Monash University;School of Geography
and Environmental Science, Wellington
Rd
Clayton Campus;Vic; 3800;Australia
Phone: +61 3 99052927, Fax: +61 3
99052948
E-mail:
peter.kershaw@arts.monash.edu.au
Dr. Ch. Turner (Great Britain)
Quaternary Environments Group, Dept. of
Geography, University of Cambridge, UK
E-mail: chassturner@aol.com
Dr. M. Stancikaite (Lithuania)
Institute of Geology and Geography, T.
Sevcenkos 13, LT 03223, Vilnius,
Lithuania
Phone +370 5 2104700, Fax +370 5
2104695
E-mail: stancikaite@geo.lt
Dr. V. Zernitskaya (Belarus)
Institute of Geochemistry and Geophysics,
National Academy of Sciences of Belarus,
Kuprevich street 7, 220141 Minsk,
Belarus
Phone/fax 375-017-2635398
E-mail: vzern@igig.org.by
Dr. L. Bezusko (Ukraine)
National University "Kyiv-Mohyla
Academy"
2 H. Skovorody Street,
Kyiv (Kiev), 04070 Ukraine
Phone: 380(44) 463-59-27
E-mail: bezusko@ukma.kiev.ua
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Dr. M. Makohonienko (Poland)
Institute of Palaeogeography and
Geoecology
Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań,
Dzięgielowa 27, Poznań, 61-680 Poland
Phone +48-61-829 6215, Fax +48-61-829
6271
E-mail: makoho@amu.edu.pl
Dr. A. Tsatzkin (Israel)
University of Haifa, Haifa, Mount Carmel
Haifa, Israel, 31905
Tel: 972 (0)4 8240111
E-mail: tsatskin@research.haifa.ac.il
The number of commission members in
total and by country as of 31 December
2011:
Russia
Germany
Netherlands
Canada
Australia

10
3
2
3
3

Great Britain
Lithuania
Belarus
Ukraine
Israel

3
5
4
5
2

USA

2

Total

39

2. Meetings
2.1. Commission Meetings in 2008
a.

International
Conference
“The
Formation of Europe: Prehistoric
Population Dynamics and the Roots
of Socio-Cultural Diversity”, St
Petersburg (Russia), 5-9 April, 2008.
The conference was organized
together
with
European
Commission’s FP6 and Institute for
History of Material Culture Russian
Academy of Science (St. Petersburg).
The Conference combines the efforts
of seven groups of researchers across
Europe in their studies of the
Neolithic, including the transition
mechanism, radiocarbon dating of the
process and its interpretation, and
mathematical
modelling.
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The total number of participants – 32
(14 members of Works groups of
Environment Evolution Comission).
b.

The International Conference “Man
and environment in boreal forest
zone: past, present and future”.
The conference held July 24 – 30,
2008 in the Central Forest State
Natural Biosphere Reserve (Tver’
region, Valdai Hills, European
Russia) and was organized by
Environment Evolution Commission
of IGU, Russian Academy of Science
and
Helmholtz
Centre
for
Environmental Research. The main
topics that have been discussed on the
Conference: landscape and climate
dynamics in the boreal forest zone in
the Pleistocene and the Holocene,
initial occupation of the forest zone
by men, men and environment
interaction and land use in the
Holocene and in the recent past,
modern forest ecosystems and
prognosis of their dynamics in future.
The special attention was paid to the
problems of biosphere reserves and
their role in the regional sustainable
development and rational forest
management.
The conference included 56 oral and
16 poster presentations. The work
groups from Russia, Germany,
Poland, Ukraine, Belarus and
Lithuania took part in the conference
(total 26 members of Environment
Evolution Commission).

c.

The special session in a frame of
the IGU Congress in Tunisia. The
Commission organized a final
presentation of the Commission
activity during 2004-2007. The title:
Environment Evolution and Human
Activity in Holocene: Geographical
Pattern. Total participants – 8.
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2.2. Commission Meetings in 2009
The regional meeting of the Environment
Evolution Commission has been prepared
and organized in a frame of the
International Conference “Environment
development of East Asia in Pleistocene
– Holocene (boundaries, factors, stages
of human mastering,” that held in
Vladivostok, 14-18 September, 2009. The
place of the meeting in the Russian Far
East was caused by the main concept of
Commission’s researches of global view
on geographical process.
The organizers of the Conference:
Environment Evolution Commission of
IGU, Pacific institute of geography Far
East Branch of the Russian Academy of
Sciences, Institute of Geography RAS,
Far East Branch of National Committee
for IGBP.
At the conference it is intended to discuss
a wide range of questions about the
development of the environment and
climate of the Eastern Asia.
The Conference comprised 44 oral and 22
poster
presentations.
The
authors
represent
Japan,
USA,
Germany,
Switzerland, South Korea, China, Mexico,
Ukraine and Russia (Moscow, St.
Petersburg, Novosibirsk, Irkutsk, UlanUde,
Blagoveshensk,
Magadan,
Vladivostok). 15 members of the
Environment Evolution Commission took
part in the Conference.

2.3. Commission Meetings in 2010
In 2010 the Commission organized a
special session on the Regional
Conference of IGU in Tel-Aviv. The title
of
the
session:
“Environment
development of Eurasia in Pleistocene –
Holocene (human and environment
interaction).” The session was be
devoted to assessment of influences of
environment to human activity during
crucial global climatic changes (ex. the
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transition from the late Glacial to
Holocene, so called Neolithic revolution).
18 presentations were included in the
session.

2.4. Commission Meetings in 2011
October, 2011, Moscow, Institute of
geography RAS, October, 3-5. Workshop
in collaboration with International Polar
Year program “Initial occupation of
Arctic by ancient human under changing
climatic conditions,” 27 participants, 6
members of the Environment Evolution
Commission.
November 2011, Regional Geographic
Conference, 14-18 November, Santiago,
Chile. Special session of the Commission:
“Paleoenvironment reconstructions as
possible analogues for future landscape
dynamics under climate changes.” 6
presentations on the session. The
presentation of the session included
studies of the evolution of landscapes and
human activity in the Pleistocene and the
Holocene developed the general line of
Commission investigation. The detailed
discussion was focused on problems of
initial settlements in the South America.
3 members of the Environment Evolution
Commission took part in the Conference.

2.5. Meetings of the Commission
in 2012-2016

2012 March: Workshop “Climate
changes and geomorphologic processes”
will be organized with cooperation with
IGU Commission of Karst. Institute of
geography RAS, Moscow.
2012 August: special session of the
Commission on the 32th International
Geographical Congress in Cologne.
Session
title
“Human-Environment
Interactions and Evolution in the Late
Pleistocene and Holocene.”
Preliminary plans:
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2013: Special session of the Commission
on the Regional Conference of IGU in
Kyoto.
2013: October, Moscow Workshop of the
Commission in a frame of the
International Conference “Methods of
paleoenvironmental researches.”
2015: Organizing and active participation
in the Regional Conference of IGU in
Moscow.

3. Networking
The Commission work in tight
collaboration with IGU Commission of
glaciology and IGU Commission of Karst
these are located in the Institute of
Geography RAS. The activities of the
Commission are carried out in close
cooperation with the Northern Eurasia
Earth Science Partnership Initiative
(NEESPI) that is aimed at developing an
enhanced
understanding
of
the
interactions between the ecosystem,
atmosphere, and human dynamics in
northern Eurasia (http://neespi.org/).
The Environment Evolution Commission
has no formal contacts with any
intergovernmental and non-governmental
bodies.

4. Publications
4.1. The special issue of the
journal
International

Quaternary

Humans
and
Environment
in
Pleistocene and Holocene, Evolution of
Waterways and early Settlement of
Northern Europe. Edited by Andrei
Velichko, and Pavel Dolukhanov
Quaternary International, Volume 203,
Issues 1-2, Pages 1-128 (July 2009)
Content:
1. A.A. Velichko, E.I. Kurenkova, P.M.
Dolukhanov. Human socio-economic
adaptation to environment in Late
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Palaeolithic,
Mesolithic
and
Neolithic Eastern Europe. Pages 1-9
2. K. Davison, P.M. Dolukhanov, G.R.
Sarson, A. Shukurov, G.I. Zaitseva.
Multiple sources of the European
Neolithic: Mathematical modelling
constrained by radiocarbon dates.
Pages 10-18
3. G.I. Zaitseva, V.A. Dergachev.
Radiocarbon chronology of the
Neolithic sites from the Boreal zone
of European Russia and
environmental changes based on the
last proxy data. Pages 19-24Kerkko
Nordqvist, Oula Seitsonen, Mika
Lavento. Waterways and the stone
age and early metal period studies
on the Karelian Isthmus – The preWorld War II studies and research
carried out by the University of
Helsinki in 1998–2006. Pages 25-32
P.M. Dolukhanov, D.A. Subetto,
Kh.A. Arslanov, N.N. Davydova,
G.I. Zaitseva, E.N. Djinoridze, D.D.
Kuznetsov, A.V. Ludikova, T.V.
Sapelko, L.A. Savelieva. The Baltic
Sea and Ladoga Lake transgressions
and early human migrations in
North-western Russia. Pages 33-51
4. A.N. Mazurkevich, B.N.
Korotkevich, P.M. Dolukhanov,
A.M. Shukurov, Kh.A. Arslanov,
L.A. Savel'eva, E.N. Dzinoridze,
M.A. Kulkova, G.I. Zaitseva.
Climate, subsistence and human
movements in the Western Dvina –
Lovat River Basins. Pages 52-66I.I.
Eremeev, O.F. Dzyuba, O.V.
Lisitsyna, O.V. Buben'ko, P.N.
Podgursky. New evidence of initial
agriculture in the Western Dvina
basin. Pages 67-73
5. Miglė Stančikaitė, Petras Šinkūnas,
Jan Risberg, Vaida Šeirienė, Nerijus
Blažauskas, Romas Jarockis, Sven
Karlsson, Urve Miller. Human
activity and the environment during
the Late Iron Age and Middle Ages
at the Impiltis archaeological site,
NW Lithuania. Pages 74-90.
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6. V. Zernitskaya, N. Mikhailov.

Evidence of early farming in the
Holocene pollen spectra of Belarus.
Pages 91-104.
7. Tatjana Boettger, Achim Hiller,
Frank W. Junge, Dietrich Mania,
Konstantin Kremenetski. Late
Glacial/Early Holocene
environmental changes in
Thuringia, Germany: Stable isotope
record and vegetation history. Pages
105-112.
8. E. Yu. Novenko, M.P. Glasko, O.V.
Burova. Landscape-and-climate
dynamics and land use in Late
Holocene forest-steppe ecotone of
East European Plain (upper Don
River Basin case study). Pages 113119.
9. Lyudmila G. Bezusko, Sergei L.
Mosyakin, Alla G. Bezusko. Flora
and vegetation of the Ovruch Ridge
(Northern Ukraine) in the Early
Middle Ages according to
palynological evidence. Pages 120128.

4.2. Man and environment in

boreal forest zone: past,
present
and
future.
Proceedings
of
the
International
Conference,
July 24 – 29, 2008, Central
Forest State Natural Biosphere
Reserve, Russia \ Eds.: E.Yu.
Novenko, I.I. Spasskaya, A.V.
Olchev; Institute of Geography
RAS, A. N. Severtsov Institute
for Ecology and Evolution
RAS. – Moscow, 2008, 116 p.

4.3. “Environment development

of East Asia in PleistoceneHolocene”. Proceedings of
International conference, 1418
September,
2009.
Vladivostok, Dalnauka-press,
256 p. ISBN 978-5-80441021-7
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4.4. Special issue of the Open

Geography Journal “Man and
environment in forest and
steppe zones of Eurasia: past,
present and future”. Editors:
Alexander Olchev and Elena
Novenko.
Open
access
Journal.
http://www.benthamscience.com/
open/togeogj/index.htm

Content of the special issue:
Elena Novenko, Alexander Olchev
Editorial - Man and Environment
in Forest and Steppe Zone of
Eurasia: Past, Present and Future.
Pp
43[DOI:
10.2174/1874923201003010043]
2. E.Yu. Novenko and I.S. Zuganova
Landscape Dynamics in the Eemian
Interglacial and Early Weichselian
Glacial Epoch on the South Valdai
Hills (Russia). Pp 44-54[DOI:
10.2174/1874923201003010044]
3. Maryna Komar, Lanczont Maria,
Valde-Nowak Pawel, Balaga
Krystyna, Holub Beata, Kusiak
Jaroslaw, Mroczek Przemyslaw and
Zielilski Pawel
Palaeoenvironmental Background
and Age of the Late Palaeolithic
Settlement in SE Poland (A Case
Study from the Sandomierz Upland
and Carpathians) Pp 55-66[DOI:
10.2174/1874923201003010055]
4. O. Desherevskaya, J. Kurbatova and
A. Olchev Climatic Conditions of
the South Part of Valday Hills,
Russia, and Their Projected
Changes During the 21st Century.
Pp 73-79[DOI:
10.2174/1874923201003010073]
5. O. Panferov, A. Sogachev and B.
Ahrends Changes of Forest Stands
Vulnerability to Future Wind
Damage Resulting from Different
Management Methods. Pp 8090[DOI:
10.2174/1874923201003010080]

1.
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6. B. Ahrends, C. Penne and O.

Panferov Impact of Target
Diameter Harvesting on Spatial
and Temporal Pattern of Drought
Risk in Forest Ecosystems Under
Climate Change Conditions. Pp 91102[DOI:
10.2174/1874923201003010091]
7. K. Radler, A. Oltchev, O. Panferov,
U. Klinck and G. Gravenhorst.
Radiation and Temperature
Responses to a Small Clear-Cut in
a Spruce Forest. Pp 103-114[DOI:
10.2174/1874923201003010103]
8. Bernd Ahrends and Carolin Penne.
Modeling the Impact of Canopy
Structure on the Spatial Variability
of Net Forest Precipitation and
Interception Loss in Scots Pine
Stands. Pp 115-124[DOI:
10.2174/1874923201003010115]
9. T.A. Sazonova and A.V. Olchev. The
Response of Coniferous Trees to
Industrial Pollution in NorthWestern Russia. Pp 125-130[DOI:
10.2174/1874923201003010125]

4.5. The special issue of the

journal
Quaternary
International
“Environment development of East
Asia in Late Pleistocene –
Holocene. Edited by Andrei
Velichko, and Petr Baklanov
Quaternary International, Volume
237, Issues 1-2, Pages 1-140 (15 May
2011)
Content:
1.

2.

Razzhigaeva N.G., Ganzey L.A.,
Grebennikova T.A., Mokhova L.M.,
Belyanina
N.I.
Environmental
changes and landscapes development
of Central and Nothern Kuril Islands
in Holocene. Pages 4-14
Ganzey L.A. Razzhigaeva N.G.,
Grebennikova T.A., Kaistrenko V.M.,
Kharlamov A.A. Influence of natural
catastrophes for development of
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Southern Kuril Island landscapes in
Holocene. Pages 15-23
3. Igarashi Ya. Dynamics in climate and
vegetation
during
PleistoceneHolocene transition in Sakhalin and
Hokkaido, Northeastern Asia. Pages
24-31
4. Pushkar V.S. Paleoclimatic changes
of the Northeastern Asia and North
Pacific during Late Pleistocene: highresolution diatom data recorded in
sediment. Pages 32-38
5. Erbajeva M.A., Alexeeva N.V.,
Khenzykhenova F.I. Late Pleistocene
and Holocene paleoenvironment of
Baicalian region with emphasis on
small mammals and geological
peculiarities. Pages 39-44
6. Velichko A.A., Timireva S.N.,
Kremenetski K.V., MacDonald G.M.,
Smith L.C. West Siberian Plain as a
Late Glacial desert. Pages 45-53.
7. Lozhkin A.V., Anderson P.M.,
Vazhenina L.N. Palynology, plant
macrofossil, and radiocarbon dates
from early Holocene peat from
northeast Asia: implications for the
timing of the Holocene climatic
optimum. Pages 54-64
8. Borisova O.K., Novenko E.Yu.
Zelikson E.M. Kremenetski K.V.
Lateglacial
and
Holocene
vegetational and climatic changes in
the southern taiga zone of West
Siberia according to pollen records
from Zhukovskoye peat mire. Pages
65-73.
9. Bezrukova
E.V.,
Belov
A.V.Holocene vegetation and climate
variability in North Baikal and LenoAngarskoe Plateau areas, East
Siberia, Russia. Pages 74-82.
10. Bazarova V.B., Mokhova L.M.,
Klimin M.A. Correlation of climate
and vegetation changes of the end of
Late Pleistocene and Holocene in
Amur River Basin. Pages 83-92
11. Sato H., Izuho M., Morisaki K.
Сorrelation
between
prehistoric
human cultures and environmental
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change in Pleistocene-Holocene
transition in Japan. Pages 93-102
12. Kuzmin
Ya.V.,
Rakov
V.A.
Environment and prehistoric humans
on the Russian Far East and
neighbouring East Asia: main
patterns of interaction, Pages 103108.
The information of the commission
activity is presented on web-site:
http://eg.igras.ru/index.php?r=406

5. Continuation
5.1. Commission Name
The new name of the commission, if it is
to be changed:
The Environment
Evolution Commission

5.2. A concise (100-200 words)
statement of the commission’s
mission

An evolution analysis of terrestrial
environments
is
necessary
for
understanding contemporary state of this
system, estimating its stability and
variability under conditions of a
complicated interaction between natural
trends of environmental evolution and an
anthropogenic impact. Thus, a natural
trend towards cooling, identified from
paleogeographic data, is superimposed
upon the process of the man-induces
warming. Such a combination of
governing
factors
influencing
the
landscape-climatic system in opposite
directions brings about its diminishing
stability.
An evolutionary analysis, in its turn,
clearly shows that characteristics times of
various landscape components (e.g.,
relief, vegetation, soil cover, etc.) should
be taken into consideration, especially
when
analysing
highly
unstable
geosystems. Such a “chronospectral”
analysis of geosystems is of special
importance under conditions of the
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Finally, it is necessary to take into
consideration a further development of the
palaeoanalogue method applied to
evaluation of the upcoming environmental
changes due to the man-induced global
warming.

Dr. P Kershow (Australia)
Monash University;School of Geography
and Environmental Science, Wellington
Rd
Clayton Campus;Vic; 3800;Australia
Phone: +61 3 99052927, Fax: +61 3
99052948
E-mail:
peter.kershaw@arts.monash.edu.au

The
above-mentioned
interrelated
problems may be considered as the basis
of the scientific and coordinating activities
of the Commission.

Dr. Ch. Turner (Great Britain)
Quaternary Environments Group, Dept. of
Geography, University of Cambridge, UK
E-mail: chassturner@aol.com

unprecedented
warming.

speed

5.3. Proposed

Committee

of

New

the

global

Steering

Chair: Dr. T. Boettger (Germany)
Helmholtz Centre for Environmental
Research – UFZ, Department of Isotope
Hydrology
Theodor-Lieser-Str. 4, D-06120 Halle
Secretary: Dr. Elena Novenko
Institute of Geography Russian Academy
of Science, Russia, Moscow 119017
Staromonetny lane, 29
Phone +7(495) 238 02 98, Fax: +7(495)
959 00 33
E-mail: lenanov@mail.ru
Steering committee members:
Professor Andrei Velichko
Institute of Geography Russian Academy
of Science, Russia, Moscow 119017
Staromonetny lane, 29
Phone +7(495) 238 02 98, Fax: +7(495)
959 00 33
E-mail: paleo_igras@mail.ru
Dr. N Catto (Kanada)
Editor, Quaternary International
Department of Geography, Memorial
University, St. John's NL, A1B 3X9,
Canada
Phone: 1-709-737-8413, Fax: 1-709-7373119
E-mail: ncatto@mun.ca
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Dr. M. Stancikaite (Lithuania)
Institute of Geology and Geography
T. Sevcenkos 13, LT 03223, Vilnius,
Lithuania
E-mail: stancikaite@geo.lt
Dr. V. Zernitskaya (Belarus)
Institute of Geochemistry and Geophysics,
National Academy of Sciences of Belarus,
Kuprevich Street 7, 220141 Minsk,
Belarus
Phone: 375-017-2635398
E-mail: vzern@igig.org.by
Dr. L. Bezusko (Ukraine)
National University "Kyiv-Mohyla
Academy"
2 H. Skovorody Street, Kyiv (Kiev)
04070 Ukraine
E-mail: bezusko@ukma.kiev.ua
Dr. M. Makohonienko (Poland)
Institute of Palaeogeography and
Geoecology
Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań,
Dzięgielowa 27, Poznań, 61-680 Poland
Phone +48-61-829 6215, Fax +48-61-829
6271
E-mail: makoho@amu.edu.pl
Dr. A. Tsatzkin (Israel)
University of Haifa, Haifa, Mount Carmel
Haifa, Israel, 31905
Phone: 972 (0)4 8240111
E-mail: tsatskin@research.haifa.ac.il
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Dr.Yaeko Igarashi (Japan)
National Research Institute for Cultural
Properties
Nara; 94-1, Miyanowaki, Kinomoto-cho,
Kashihara-shi, Nara, 634-0025 Japan.
Phone: +81-(0)744-24-1122,
Fax: +81-(0)744-21-6390
E-mail: VZQ06055@nifty.com

3.

Dr. N. Razzhigaeva
Pacific Institute of Geography
Far Eastern Branch of the Russian
Academy of Sciences, 690041
Vladivostok
Radio Street 7, Russia
Phone: +7(4232)320664), Fax:
+7(4232)312159
E-mail: nadyar@tig.dvo.ru

5.4. Work Plan 2012-2016
The main activity of the Commission will
be realized as scientific research of
Individual regional Work Groups in a
frame of the general strategy of
investigations. The principal lines of
research are: Landscape dynamics;
Natural Processes; and Human impact.
The Commission will organize annual
meetings to discuss and summarize the
results.
The anticipated results of the Commission
activities:
1. The investigation of landscape
dynamics
through
the
Late
Pleistocene and Holocene allow us to
assess more confidently the position
of modern environments in the
general evolutionary process. A
special attention will be paid to last
1000 years, including the Little
Glacial Age, Medieval optimum and
transitional period to the present days.
2. The investigation will be continued
on the key-regions both in South and
North hemispheres. The synthesis of
detailed paleobotanical information
(pollen, macrofossil, diatoms, etc);
geomorphological data, paleolimnic
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and paleohydrological materials,
dendrochronological
records,
radiocarbon dates, stable isotope data
and archeological findings allow us to
reconstruct
climatic
and
paleoenvironmental conditions in the
Late Pleistocene and Holocene.
Human and environment interaction
is one of the most important topics of
the Commission researches. The
criteria and indicators for comparison
of paleo- and historical data will be
developed. Co-interpretation of proxy
paleoenvironmental
data
with
archeological findings, historical
maps and remote sensing data allow
us to analyze the relationships
between spatial pattern settlements,
farming and croplands and landscape
factors.

5.5. The Scholarly Importance of
the Anticipated Results of the
Commissions Work

The Commission activities would
presumably
make
a
considerable
contribution to the following lines of
research:
1.

2.

3.

In the physical-geographic research,
it
would help to introduce
evolutionary
approach
to
the
assessment of modern state of
geosystems, and therefore would help
to better understand mechanism of
their evolution;
To acquire knowledge on history of
evolution
and
on
inherited
characteristics
of
individual
components of landscapes (such as
vegetation, soils, permafrost, etc.),
thus contributing to progress in
particular branches of geography;
Differential analysis of environmental
component response to global and
regional climatic changes, taking into
consideration data on characteristic
times of landscape reorganization
(inferred from paleoreconstructions);
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4.

Investigations of geosystem stability
limits at different levels of global
climatic changes;

5.

A wide use of paleoanalogues would
contribute
considerably
to
development of prognostic scenarios
of geosystem states.

C08.10 Gender and Geography

1. Membership
1.1. Steering Committee
Chair: Prof Robyn Longhurst
Department of Geography
University of Waikato
Private Bag 3105
Hamilton NEW ZEALAND
Phone: +64 7 838 4046, Fax: +64 7 838
4633
E-mail: robynl@waikato.ac.nz
Treasurer: Prof Holly M. Hapke
Department of Geography
East Carolina University
Greenville, NC 27858
USA
Phone: +1 252 328 1041, Fax: +1 252 328
6054
E-Mail: hapke@ecu.edu
Dr Mariama Awumbila
Department of Geography and Resource
Development
University of Ghana
P.O. Box 59
Legon GHANA
Phone: +233 21 500 394 / 20 813 6035
Fax: +233 21 500 382
E-Mail: mawumbila@hotmail.com
Or mawumbil@ug.edu.gh
Dr. Mireia Baylina
Department de Geografia
Facultat de Lletres, Edifici B
Universitat Auntonoma de Barcelona
08193 Bellaterra SPAIN
Phone: +34 93 586 8060, Fax: +34 93 581
2001
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E-Mail: mireia.baylina@uab.es
Dr Elisabeth Buehler
Department of Geography
University of Zurich – Irchel
Winterhurestr. 190 CH-8057
Zurich SWIZERLAND
Phone: +41 1 635 5247, Fax: +41 1 635
6845
E-Mail: elisabeth.buehler@geo.uzh.ch
Dr Claire Dwyer
Department of Geography
University College London
26 Bedford Way
London WC1H0AP UK
Phone: +44 20 7679 5526, Fax: +44 20
7679 7565
E-Mail: claire.dwyer@ucl.ac.uk
Assoc Prof Shirlena Huang
Department of Geography
National University of Singapore
Kent Ridge Crescent SINGAPORE
Phone: +65 6516 3851, Fax: +65 6777
3091
E-Mail: geoslena@nus.edu.sg
Dr Shahnaz Huq-Hussain
Department of Geography and
Environment
University of Dhaka
Ramna Dhaka 1000 BANGLADESH
Phone: +99 02 988 6849
E-Mail: shuqhussain@gmail.com
Prof Susana Maria Veleda de Silva
Núcleo de Analises
Urbanas/NAU/ICHI
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Universidade Federal do Rio Grande
(FURG)
Av. Itália km 8 – Pav. 6 – sala 25
H – Campus Carreiros
Rio Grande RS BRAZIL
E-Mail: sucasilva@yahoo.com.br
Dr Sorina Voiculescu
Department of Geography
University of the West
Timisoara
Blv. V. Parvan 4 300223
Timisoara ROMANIA
Phone: +40 256 494 068, Fax:
+40 256 490 333
E-Mail: vsorina@cbg.uvt.ro
1.2. Number of Commission
Members in Total and by
Country
As of January 2012, the Commission’s
listserv
includes
554
subscribers
representing 45 countries, though some
subscribers cannot be identified by
national origin since they use addresses
such as yahoo.com. List members receive
the twice annual newsletter and also
information about Commission meetings,
and calls for papers for publications and
other relevant conferences.
The largest numbers of listserv
subscribers are in the US, the UK and
India (over 40 each), participation in India
having grown rapidly over the last two
years. Other notable strengths are in
Spain, Canada, Australia, Italy, New
Zealand, and Switzerland (11). Low
participation is most evident in east and
south-east Asian countries (other than
Japan) and from African countries. Also
notable is the low participation from
eastern Europe and the Middle East (other
than Israel), though the 2009 meeting in
Hungary/Romania generated growth in
those countries and several subscribers
from Portugal have recently been added.
Latin American membership is limited to
Argentina, Brazil and Mexico, with
notable additions in Brazil over the last
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year. In Brazil, several edited books have
also been published recently on gender
themes, and an electronic journal devoted
to gender and geography has been created.
In Western Europe, participation is
modest in Belgium, Germany, Austria and
France, though French participation is
growing modestly. Material from the
Commission’s newsletter is excerpted into
a
separate
the
German-language
newsletter issued several times per year
under rotating editorship in Germany and
Switzerland.
In addition to the above, the newsletter is
also mailed to the Home of Geography,
IGU officers, geogfem (a US-based
listserv of 525 members which has some
overlap with the Commission’s list,
membership predominantly in the US but
also international subscribers; and to the
British Women and Geography Study
Group list.
The newsletter includes reports of
meetings, research activities, and an
extensive multilingual bibliography of
articles on gender themes in geography. It
is issued in English, French, and Spanish
editions. Selected messages are further
distributed through the US-based geogfem
listserv which has 589 subscribers,
including people from outside the US
(there will be some overlap of subscribers
to the listservs) and the listserv of the
Women and Geography Study Group of
the RGS/IBG. An archive of Newsletters
(since 1988) is posted on the
Commission’s
website
http://igugender.socsci.uva.nl/).

2. Meetings
2.1. Meetings 2008-2012
Meetings 2008
Location and date: Tunis, Tunisia, 12-15
August 2008
Number of presentations/participants:
30 paper presentations, 50 participants
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Meetings 2009
Location and date: Szeged, Hungary and
Timisoara, Romania, 22-24 May 2009
Number of presentations/participants:
30 paper presentations, 50 participants
Meetings 2010
Location and date: Dehli, India, 3-5
March 2010
Number of presentations/participants:
45 paper presentations, 70 participants
Location
and
date:
Ein-Karem
(Jerusalem), Israel, 8-9 July 2010
Number of presentations/participants:
24 paper presentations, group discussions,
40 participants
Location and date: Tel Aviv, Israel, 1215 July 2010
Number of presentations/participants:
5 paper presentations, 20 participants
Meetings 2011
Location and date: Singapore, 22-26
July 2011
Number of presentations/participants:
12 paper presentations, 35participants
Location and date: Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil, 8-10 November 2011
Number of presentations/participants:
25 paper presentations, 50 participants
Location and Date: Santiago, Chile, 1214 November 2011
Number of presentations/participants:
4 paper presentations, 15 participants
2.2. A brief summary of the
questions addressed at each
meeting and the findings or
conclusions resulting from the
discussions
In various ways, at all of the meetings,
participants addressed the theme of
‘Gendered
Perspectives: Connecting
Across Difference’. Not only gender but
also other axes of embodied difference
such as race, class, caste, educational
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attainment, cultural capital, sexuality,
nationality and migrant status were
discussed in-depth and at length at all
events. This was also evident at joint
meetings, for example, at the 2008,
Barcelona meeting where economic and
class concerns were the focus but gender
was also seen as important in
understanding ‘the new worlds of work
and multiscalar dynamics of new
economic spaces’. Similarly, at the
meeting on ‘Geographical Education’ in
2010 in Hamilton gender was recognized
as an important factor in understanding
teaching and learning.
At the meeting in Delhi in 2010
‘Contextualizing
Geographical
Approaches to Studying Gender in Asia’
co-organised
by
Anindita
Datta
participants aimed at initiating a dialogue
between geographers and other social
scientists working with gender and issues
of class, educational attainment and caste.
Also in 2010 at the meeting in Ein-Karem
(Jerusalem) ‘Bridging Gendered Diversity
in a Globalizing World’ organised by
Tovi Fenster, Orna Blum and Chen
Misgav, and at the congress in Tel Aviv,
gender was seen as intersecting with other
important dimensions of identity such as
religion and culture. Also, in Tel Aviv a
discussion of sexuality emerged as
approximately 40 delegates participated in
a guided tour of ‘Queer and Cultural
Diversity in Tel Aviv.’
In 2011 at the seminar in Singapore on
‘House holding in Transition: Emerging
Dynamics in “Developing” East and
Southeast Asia’ co-organised by Shirlena
Huang participants aimed to examine how
in recent decades, the ‘developing’ East
and Southeast Asian region has
experienced
profound
social
and
economic change which has affected
household structures and their members’
everyday
lives.
Transnationalism,
migration, urban and rural spaces, home,
the internet, and gender were key themes
at
this
meeting.
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Later in 2011 at the Pontificia
Universidade Católica (PUC) in Rio de
Janeiro at a meeting titled ‘Connecting
differences through spatial borders’
organized by Joseli Maria Silva and
Augusto Cesar gender was a central focus
combined with other themes such as
power, education, and sexuality.
Productive
discussions
of
‘queer
geographies’ emerged as participants from
the region and beyond ‘connected across’
language differences (with the aid of
Portugese/English interpreters) to discuss
issues such as sexual orientations in
schools,
heteronormativity,
and
transvestite prostitution.
Another issue that emerged in many of the
meetings over the past four years is the
dominance of Anglo-American feminist
and gender geography. Many discussions
about the challenges faced by those who
do not work ‘in the centre’ (e.g. the
challenge of having papers in English
accepted
for
publication,
gaining
promotion, and connecting in various
ways across language differences) have
unfolded indicating this is an important
area for further consideration. Our
Commission is deeply interested in
finding strategies that might help foster
communication and work in gender
geography across international boundaries
(this is reflected in a panel discussion
titled ‘International Practices in Gender
Geography: Bridges and Barriers’ planned
for upcoming Cologne meeting in August
2012).
Finally, I would like to report that during
this four year period the Gender and
Geography Commission has introduced a
new initiative, the Best Student Paper
Award. The entrant must present original
research conducted primarily by her or
him. The research must have been carried
out while the entrant was a student. In
evaluating papers, preference was given to
theoretically inform primary research that
addressed topics such as gender and its
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intersections with class, race, ethnicity,
age (dis)ability, sexuality, and culture;
feminist, anti-racist and other critical
geographies of space, place, nature and
the environment; feminist geographies of
difference and resistance, and critical
methodologies. Presenting style was also
taken into consideration. The award
carries with it a prize of US$250 but
perhaps more importantly if the paper has
not already been published and the
applicant wishes to submit it for
publication; she or he was offered
assistance to develop the paper by the
Commission Chair, a Steering Committee
member, or conference organiser.
The inaugural award was presented at the
meeting in Ein Karem to Onma BerickAharony for her presentation on ‘The
Bare Truth’. Onma’s paper was based on
her PhD research and focused on the ways
in which secular Jewish women’s bodies
are sexually objectified and used as a
signifier in the construction of nationalethnic belonging in contemporary Israeli
society. At the meeting in Rio de Janeiro,
at the organizers’ request, the award was
split into three separate categories:
education; gender and power; and
sexuality and recipients each received
$100 and a certificate. The awards went to
Ana
Paula
Tatagiba,
(education),
Emmanuele Ribeiro (gender and power),
and
Fernando
Arcos
(sexuality).
Conference organizers are currently
working with each of these three
participants to publish their presentations.
2.3. Future Meetings Planned
23-25 August 2012, University of
Hamburg, Germany. Pre-congress ‘Down
to earth: identities, bodies and spatial
scales’. This is being organized by Anke
Strüver and Sybille Bauriedl.
26-30 August 2012, IGU Congress,
Cologne, Germany. Approximately 20
papers and a panel discussion titled
‘International Practices in Gender
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Geography: Bridges and Barriers’ have
been submitted for consideration to the
Gender and Geography Commission. The
general theme is ‘Gender and Geography’.
More specific themes are ‘Gendered
Work’, ‘Gendered Mobilities’, ‘Gender,
Planning
and
Development’,
and
‘Gendering the Everyday’.
4-9 August 2013, IGU Congress, Kyoto,
Japan. Initial discussions have taken place
with Professor Keichi Kumagai from
Ochanomizu University, Tokyo who
visited Waikato University in November
2011 to discuss contacts and plans for
sessions on gender at this meeting.
2013/14 There is a possibility that the
Gender and Geography Commission will
host future meetings in UK (organized by
Steering Committee member Claire
Dwyer) and in Norway (organized by
Steering Committee member Ragnhild
Lund). Further discussions are yet to take
place.

3. Networking
Collaboration
with
other
IGU
Commissions and Task Forces in the
2008 through 2012 period
At the meeting 5-8 August 2008,
Barcelona, Spain the Gender and
Geography Commission collaborated with
the Commission on the Dynamics of
Economic Spaces which included two
sessions on gender themes in the
symposium ‘The new worlds of work:
multiscalar dynamics of new economic
spaces.’
On 13-16 September 2009 ‘Borderscapes
II’ Sicily, Italy the Gender and Geography
Commission collaborated with the
Political Geography Commission (who
hosted the meeting). The organizers
invited two long-term members of the
Gender and Geography Commission to
offer presentations (including an opening
session presentation on gender topics and
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a number of other gender-focused papers
were included in working sessions.
In Hamilton, New Zealand on 19-22
January 2010 the Gender and Geography
Commission collaborated with the
Commission on Geographical Education
to offer papers sessions at the conference
‘Positioning geography’. We also
collaborated with the Geography of
Tourism, Leisure, and Global Change
Commission to offer a field trip to
Rotorua and a walking tour of Hamilton.
On 12-15 July 2010 at the IGU conference
in Tel Aviv our Commission offered a
joint session with the Mediterranean
Renaissance Program on Geographies of
Gender in the Mediterranean.
Collaboration with other international,
intergovernmental, and inter- and
multi-disciplinary groups from 2008
through 2012
On 16-18 July 2009 the Gender and
Geography Commission collaborated with
the Royal Geographical Society/Institute
of British Geographers at the Second
International Conference on Geographies
of Children, Youth and Families, ‘Diverse
Childhoods in International Contexts:
Gender and Other Social and Cultural
Differences’, organized by the research
group on Geography and Gender of the
Autonomous University of Barcelona.
On 3-5 March 2010, Delhi, India at the
meeting ‘Contextualizing Geographical
Approaches to Studying Gender in Asia’
the Gender and Geography Commission
collaborated with the Department of
Geography University of Delhi and the
College of Asia and the Pacific,
Australian National University.
On 25-26 July 2011 the Commission
collaborated with Asia Research Institute,
National University of Singapore; Centre
for
Developing
Areas
Research,
Department of Geography, Royal
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Holloway, University of London to host a
seminar on ‘House holding in Transition:
Emerging Dynamics in “Developing” East
and Southeast Asia’.
Cooperative
efforts
with
ISSC
(International Social Science Council)
and with ICSU (the International
Council for Science) programs
Robyn Longhurst, Chair of the Gender
and Geography Commission, is a member
of the Steering Committee of the
International Year of Understanding
(IYGU) and head the IYGU continental
secretariat for Oceania.

4. Publications
4.1. Newsletters, special journal
issues, and books published or
anticipated during the 2008 to
2012 period
Twice a year the Commission on Gender
and Geography’s newsletter is edited by
Professor Janice Monk and sent to over
500 members of the Commission. The
newsletters form an important worldwide
communication medium. The newsletters
contain at least ten pages with information
on past and future meetings of the
Commission, on meetings organised by
national and regional groups of feminist
geographers, on personal and institutional
events and on research activities and
publications of Commission members.
The newsletter’s reach is broader than the
number of corresponding members, as it is
uploaded onto Geogfem and the British
Women in Geography Study Group list,
while part of the newsletters is translated
in German and uploaded to GeoRundbrief
and the news section is translated into
Spanish and French so that it reaches our
Spanish and French speaking colleagues.
Thus people outside the IGU’s usual
communication channels and outside the
geography
community
read
the
information of the newsletter.
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All issues of the IGU Gender
Commission’s newsletters, beginning with
No. 1, November 1988, are now available
on the Commission’s web site,
http://ww2.fmg.uva.nl/igu/gender (click
on newsletters). Future newsletters will
continue to be posted.
Datta, Anindita (2008) Claiming the
Dawn Sky: The Growth of the Geography
of Gender in India. Reproduced with
permission from: Debendra Kuamr Nayak
(editor) 2008. Country Report: Progress
in Indian Geography, 2004-2008. New
Delhi: India National Science Foundation,
pp 77-79 (available on Commission’s
website
http://igugender.socsci.uva.nl/documents/
GeographyofGenderinIndia_000.pdf).
Geographica Helvetica (2009) Vol 1 has a
special issue entitled: “Public spaces and
social diversity” guest edited by Elisabeth
Buehler which includes selected papers
presented at the IGU Seminar in Zurich,
June 2007. Papers of Elisabeth Buehler
and Heidi Kasper, Dina Vaiou and Ares
Kalandides, Frank Ostermann and Sabine
Timpf, Joos Droogleever Fortuijn, and
LaDona Knigge deal with the gendered
nature of urban public spaces: planning
and design, use and appropriation of
space, every day practices, observations as
a teaching tool, and intersections between
public and private.
Chiang, Nora and Monk, Janice (editors)
(2009) The Journal of Geographical
Science 57 (Taiwan) on ‘Asian Women:
Gender, Migration and Work’ (in
English).
Veleda da Silva, Susana (2009) Report on
representations of gender research at the
12th Encuentro de Geógrafos de América
Latina (EGAL) held in Montevideo,
Uruguay, 3-7 April 2009.
Voiculescu, Sorina and Longhurst, Robyn
(editors) (2011) Annals of West University
of Timisoara, Series GEOGRAPHY, Vol
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XIX. Special Issue dedicated to
‘(Re)thinking gender, post-socialism and
neo-liberalism:
an
introduction’.
Introduced by Sorina Voiculescu and
Robyn Longhurst. Contributions by
Sebastian Jucu; Éva G. Fekete; Antònia
Casellas, Marta Pallares-Blanch and
Antoni F. Tulla; Madhushree Das and
Harendra Nath Sharma; Parijat Borgohain
and Harendra Nath Sharma; Matej Blazek
and Fiona M. Smith; Margareta Lelea;
Lajos Olasz; Szóró Ilona; and Maria
Dolors Garcia-Ramon, Anna Ortiz and
Hermínia
Pujol
(issue
available
http://www.geografie.uvt.ro/en/research/p
ublications/annals/annals2009.htm).
Monk, Janice (editor) (2011) International
Research
in
Geographical
and
Environmental Education Vol. 20 (3)
August.
Special
Issue
entitled:
“Perspectives on teaching geography and
gender in a postsocialist, neo-liberal
dominated world”. Papers presented at the
IGU Commission on Gender and
Geography meeting in Szeged, Hungary
and Timisoara, Romania, May 2009 with
articles of Janice Monk, Joos Droogleever
Fortuijn, Robyn Longhurst, Maria-Dolors
Garcia-Ramon, Sorina Voiculescu and
Tovi Fenster.
Silva, Joseli Maria and Augusto, Cesar
Pinheiro da Silva (2011) (editors) Espaço,
gênero e poder: conectando fronteiras.
Todapalavra Editora (edited collection of
conference papers presented in Rio de
Janeiro – published in Portuguese).
Fenster, Tovi, Blum, Orna and Misgav,
Chen (forthcoming) selected papers
presented in gender sessions at 2010 IGU
meeting in Ein Karem and in Tel Aviv
currently under review for special issue of
Hagar - Studies in Politics, Culture and
Identities.
4.2. Salient
Insights
Conclusions
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and

The theme of the Commission on Gender
and Geography in the period between
2008-2012 was: ‘Gendered perspectives:
Connecting across difference’. This theme
allowed members at a variety of meetings
to focus on gendered differences and the
theoretical and practical meanings and
implications of the connections that can
be made to bridge such differences. We
explored this theme on various scales, in a
range of diverse locations and through
multiple identities such as ethnicity,
nationality, class and economic status,
age, body size, ability/disability. It seems
that as a dimension of identity gender is
just as salient now as it was a decade ago.
4.3. Commission Website
http://igugender.socsci.uva.nl/

5. Archival Contributions
Materials and publications transmitted to
the IGU archives to the IGU by your
Commission. Copies of all newsletters,
monographs, special journal issues, etc.
should
be
sent
to
me
at
mmeadows@mweb.co.za as they become
available.
Janice Monk produced a 27 page report
‘Connecting people, places, and idea:
reflections of the history of the IGU
Commission on Gender and Geography.’
It is posted on the Commission’s website
(http://igugender.socsci.uva.nl/documents/
IGUGenderCommissionHistoryJune2008.
pdf)

6. Continuation
6.1. Commission Name
No change
6.2. Commission Mission
The central theme of the Commission on
Gender and Geography in the period
between 2012-2016 will be ‘Scaling
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gender: from the body to the globe’.
This theme allows Commission members
to focus on gender, both theoretically and
empirically, at a range of geographical
scales. We aim to pursue questions about
the relevance of scale in geography today,
the politics of focusing on various scales,
what it means to move between scales,
and the way in which scales exist
simultaneously in relation to gender but
also race, ethnicity, class, caste, sexuality,
culture, age, disability and other forms of
difference. The theme ‘Scaling gender:
from the body to the globe’ will enable
members to think about spaces such as the
body, home, workplaces, educational
spaces, communities, institutions, towns,
cities, rural spaces, nations, continents,
virtual space, and the globe, and people’s
gendered experiences of moving between
and connecting across these various
spaces.
6.3. Proposed
Committee

New

Steering

Chair: Assoc Prof Shirlena Huang
Department of Geography
National University of Singapore
Kent Ridge Crescent SINGAPORE
Phone: +65 6516 3851, Fax: +65 6777
3091
E-Mail: geoslena@nus.edu.sg
Treasurer: Prof Holly M. Hapke
Department of Geography
East Carolina University
Greenville, NC 27858
USA
Phone: +1 252 328 1041, Fax: +1 252 328
6054
E-Mail: hapke@ecu.edu
Dr. Mireia Baylina
Department de Geografia
Facultat de Lletres, Edifici B
Universitat Auntonoma de Barcelona
08193 Bellaterra SPAIN
Phone: +34 93 586 8060, Fax: +34 93 581
2001
E-Mail: mireia.baylina@uab.es
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Dr Orna Blumen
Faculty of Social Welfare and Health
Sciences
University of Haifa
Mount Carmel, 31905 ISRAEL
Phone: +972 4 824 0155, Fax: +972 4 824
9282
E-Mail: ornab@researach.haifa.ac.il
Dr Anindita Datta
Department of Geography
Delhi School of Economics
University of Delhi
Delhi-110007 INDIA
Phone: +9 810 633 776
E-Mail: anindita.dse@gmail.com
Dr Claire Dwyer
Department of Geography
University College London
26 Bedford Way
London WC1H0AP UK
Phone: +44 20 7679 5526, Fax: +44 20
7679 7565
E-Mail: claire.dwyer@ucl.ac.uk
Prof Lynda Johnston
Geography Programme
University of Waikato
Private Bag 3105
Hamilton NEW ZEALAND
Phone: +64 7 838 4046, Fax: +64 7 838
4633
E-Mail: lyndaj@waikato.ac.nz
Prof Ragnhild Lund
Department of Geography
Norwegian University of Science and
Technology
Trondheim, 7491 Dragvoll NORWAY
Phone: +47 359 1923/10, Fax: +47 735
91878
E-Mail: ragnhild.lund@sut.ntnu.no
Prof Ann Oberhauser
Women’s Studies/Geography
West Virginia University
218 Eiesland Hall
P.O. Box 6450
Morgantown, WV 26506-6450 USA
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Phone: +1 304 293 2339, Fax: +1 304 293
3041
E-Mail: ann.oberhauser@mail.wvu.edu
Dra. Joseli Maria Silva
State University of Ponta Grossa
Department of Geography
Avenida General Carlos
Cavalcant, 4748
Bloco L. Campus Uvaranas
Ponta Grossa, Paraná
BRAZIL CP 84030-900
Phone: 55 42 3220 3046
E-Mail: joseli.genero@gmail.com
Prof Anke Strüver
Institut für Geographie
Universität Hamburg
Bundesstrasse 55
D-20146 Hamburg GERMANY
Phone: 0049(0)40 / 42838 5210
Fax: 0049(0)40 / 42838 4967
E-Mail: struever@geowiss.unihamburg.de
6.4. Work Plan 2012-2016
The Commission plans to participate in all
upcoming IGU Conferences including
Cologne 26-30 August 2012 and Kyoto
2013 and will co-sponsor and organize
joint meetings with other organisations
within and outside the IGU. Also prior to
the meeting in Cologne are having a
meeting ‘Down to earth: identities, bodies
and spatial scales’, 23-25 August 2012, at
University of Hamburg, Germany, the
Commission plans to publish several
books and special issue and we will
continue to publish a newsletter twice a
year. In addition to these activities we will
continue the website in order to stimulate
communication. A main ambition of the
Commission is to continue to bring new
conceptual and empirical insights, in
particular with respect to multiple
identities and scale, reflected in our theme
‘Scaling gender: from the body to the

globe’ for the upcoming four years. We
want to continue to prompt discussions
between geographers and others, both
experienced and new emerging scholars,
from different geographical regions all
over the world to participate in the
Commission’s activities.
6.5. The Scholarly Importance of
the Anticipated Results of the
Commissions Work
The Commission’s work brings together
scholars from various backgrounds and
countries and provides a useful platform
for comparing and assessing the cultural,
political,
social
and
economic
implications of gender relations in
geographical research. It pays particular
attention to the significance of context and
spatiality
for
gender
relations.
Additionally, the Commission engages
many women geographers providing a
forum for their deliberations and
communication. This role played by the
Commission is very important especially
for women from countries where women
geographers and geographers examining
gender express concerns about their
isolation and ongoing marginalization of
their work. In addition, the fact that the
Commission had its meetings in Israel,
India, Singapore, Brazil and Chile helps
promote feminist studies in these places
and perhaps more importantly, helps
empower local women’s initiatives and
activities. A consistent feature of meetings
over the past four years has been the
inclusion of excursions to local
community organizations in addition to
the presentation of scholarly paper
sessions and panels. Another important
result of these meetings is the opportunity
to meet across regions and cultures and to
establish new academic collaborations
that stretch beyond the Anglo-American
world.
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C08.11 Geographical Education
1. Membership
1.1. Steering Committee
Lex Chalmers, New Zealand. (Chair)
Geography, University of Waikato
Private Bag 3105, Hamilton 3249
Tel: +64 7 838 4436
Email: lex@waikato.ac.nz
Simon Catling, UK. (Secretary)
Early Childhood and Primary Education,
Westminster Institute of Education
Oxford Brookes University, Harcourt Hill
Oxford OX2 9AT
Tel: +1865 488499
Email: sjcatling@brooks.ac.uk
Michael Solem, USA. (Treasurer)
Association of American Geographers
1710 Sixteenth Street NW
Washington, DC 20009-3198
Tel: 202-234-1450, ext. 143
Email: msolem@aag.org
Fernando Alexandre, Portugal
Geography, Department of Social
Sciences
S. João do Estoril High School &
Education and Development Research
Unit
Faculty of Sciences and Technology,
Lisbon
Rua Brito Camacho, 2769-501 Estoril
Tel: +351 214658440
Email: fernando.alexandre@essje.pt
Yoshiyasu Ida, Japan
School Education, Graduate School of
Comprehensive Human Sciences
University of Tsukuba Tsukuba-shi
Ibaraki 305-8572
Tel: +81-29-853-6731
Email: ida@human.tsukuba.ac.jp
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Osvaldo Muniz, Chile
Geography, Texas State University
San Marcos, TX 78666
Tel: 512-245-0375
Email: o.muniz@txstate.edu
Sibylle Reinfried, Switzerland
University of Teacher Education Central
Switzerland (PHZ) Department of
Teaching and Learning, Museggstrasse 37
CH-6004 Lucerne
Tel: +41 (0)44 382 27 87
Email: sibylle.reinfried@phz.ch
Ivy Tan, Singapore
Studies in Education, Academic Group,
National Institute of Education Nanyang
Technological University.1 Nanyang
Walk 637616
Tel: (65) 6790 3415
Email: ivy.tan@nie.edu.sg
Sirpa Tani, Finland
Geography and Environmental Education
Department of Teacher Education
Applied Sciences of Education
P.O. Box 9, FI-00014 University of
Helsinki
Tel: +358-9-19129572
Email: sirpa.tani@helsinki.fi
Joop van der Schee, Netherlands
Centre for Educational Training,
Assessment and Research, VU University
Amsterdam
De Boelelaan 1105, 1081 HV Amsterdam
Email: j.a.vander.schee@vu.nl
Wang Min, China
Beijing Normal University
No. 19 Xinjiekouwai Street
Beijing 100875
Tel: 86 10 62206307
Email: wangmin@bnu.edu.cn
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1.2. Number of Commission
Members

At the end of 2010 the Commission was
mailing to 366 members, but we are
currently engaged in a process of updating
our mailing list to reflect interest in our
activities in 2011 and 2012 (regional
conferences in Chile and Europe). Email
is the basis of our contact list; a number of
colleagues use generic domains (google
mail, hotmail etc.), and while we do not
know the institutions or national
affiliations of all members, we can report
our 2010 corresponding membership by
nation where this is known (305 members
summarised in the following table;
countries with a single member are not
reported). We expect the total number of
corresponding members to be 400 by
August, 2012.
Argentina

4

Israel

7

Australia

24

Italy

2

Austria

3

Japan

8

Belgium

4

Netherlands

9

Brazil

3

New Zealand

18

Bulgaria

2

Poland

4

Canada

4

Portugal

2

Czech Rep.

9

Russia

2

Denmark

5

Singapore

11

Estonia

2

South Africa

11

Germany

18

Spain

2

Finland

17

Sweden

2

France

3

Switzerland

2

Greece

3

Taiwan

3

Hong Kong

5

Turkey

2

Hungary

3

UK

80

Ireland

3

USA

28

2. Meetings
Commission meetings have been
scheduled in the following places since
the Tunis IGU Congress in 2008:
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Tunis, Tunisia. August, 2008
Theme: Collaboratively Building our
Territories.
IGU
Congress.
Eight
commission sessions, thirty-two papers
presented. Attendance 65. No proceedings
available.
Tsukuba, Japan. 6-8 August 2009
Theme: Introducing Spatial Thinking to
Geography Education. Simultaneous bilingual presentations. Seven commission
sessions, 30 papers presented. Attendance
140. No proceedings available.
Hamilton,
New
Zealand.
19-20
January, 2010
Theme: Positioning Geography: Strategic
Issues in Geographical Education. Seven
sessions, 31 papers and four workshops
presented. Attendance 80. Digital
proceedings available, 100 pp.
Istanbul, Turkey. 8-10 July, 2010
Theme: Building Bridges between
Cultures through Geographical Education.
Twelve sessions, 30 papers and one
workshop presented. Attendance 140.
Digital proceedings available. 300pp.
Tel Aviv, Israel. July 12-16, 2010
IGU Regional Conference. Theme:
Bridging Diversity in a Globalizing
World. Six Commission sessions, 30
papers presented, plus two workshops.
Attendance 52. No proceedings available.
London, United Kingdom. 18-20 April,
2011 Theme: Curriculum Making in
Geography.
Seven sessions, 30 papers presented.
Attendance 45. Proceedings text available
in book form.
Santiago, Chile, 14-18 November, 2011
IGU Regional Conference. Theme: United
and integrated with the World. Six themes
of
Commission
presentations,
simultaneous
translation
into/from
Spanish available. 22 papers and one
workshop were presented. Attendance 45.
No proceedings available.
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Freiburg, Germany, 22-25 August, 2012
Theme: Experience-based Geography
Learning.

Higher Education, the AAG Centre for
Global Geography Education and the
ESRI GIS Education Community.

Cologne, Germany, August, 2012
Theme: Down to Earth. Ten sessions,
attendance 120, 40 papers to be presented.

The Commission is a named sponsor of a
prize in the Asahikawa Children’s
Environmental Map Award.

3. Networking

4. Publications

Collaborations
with
other
Commissions and Task Forces

IGU

Our Closest affiliation has been with the
International Geography Olympiad. A
number of Steering Committee members
have active roles in national iGEO and
Asia-Pacific GEO organisations, and we
plan to continue this association in 2012 –
2016.
Through Margaret Robertson and
colleagues at the University of Waikato,
we have a watching brief on the IGU
initiative to have the United Nations
General Assembly declare 2014 the UN
International
Year
of
Global
Understanding (UN IYGU). http://globalunderstanding.info/ The Commission was
represented at the initial IGU briefing by
Benno Werlen (Germany) at Santiago,
Chile.
Collaborations with other international,
intergovernmental, and inter- and
multi-disciplinary groups from 2008
through 2012
The Commission’s Newsletter reports our
association with a large number of
professional, research and policy agencies
with interests in geographical education.
The Commission acknowledges the
outstanding work of Simon Catling in
operating an effective information
clearing house for these agencies through
the Newsletter.
Notable connections are those with the
International Network for Teaching and
Learning and teaching Geography in
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4.1. Newsletters, journals, and
books published in 2008 to
2012
The Commission sponsors International
Research
in
Geographical
and
Environmental Education (IRGEE). The
journal is edited by John Lidstone
(Queensland University of Technology)
and Joe Stoltman (Western Michigan
University) and published by Taylor and
Francis. The ISSN of IRGEE is 10382046. IRGEE is published four times a
year, with the purpose of:







promoting an expanded international
interest in research in geographical
and environmental education;
providing a forum for the critique of
research studies and the discussion of
relevant
research
issues
in
geographical and environmental
education;
encouraging
the
international
dissemination
of
research
in
geographical and environmental
education; and
demonstrating the relevance of
research studies to good professional
practice
in
geographical
and
environmental education.

The Newsletters published by the
Commission since 2001 are e-mailed to
corresponding
members
of
the
Commission. The most recent newsletter
was 29 pages and more than 12,000
words. Normally the Secretary of the
Commission, Simon Catling, prepares
three editions a year, in April, August and
September. The Newsletter is at the core
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of the Commission’s activities, and
Simon’s work is much appreciated.
Conference proceedings are published
where local organisers are able to provide
the necessary resources. Two sets of
proceedings were published digitally, and
one appeared as a conference book during
the 2008-2012 period. In addition, the best
conference papers are promoted for
consideration
as
journal
articles,
particularly for IRGEE.
Commission web publications
The Commission on Geographical
Education has issued a charter and made
two formal declarations (the second
endorsed by the IGU in the Plenary
Session of the Tunis Congress). All three
documents are available on the
Commission’s website. The International
Charter on Geographical Education
(1992) and International Declaration on
Geographical Education for Cultural
Diversity (2002) are important statements
about our discipline developed through
long periods of consensus building and
international discussion. They appear on
this website in their entirety. The Lucerne
Declaration on Geography Education for
Sustainable Development was developed
in 2007 as a response to the UN Decade of
Education for Sustainable Development,
and presented to the IGU by Sibylle
Reinfried.
Other publications are promoted on the
Commission’s website, although this
process is not systematic or widely used.
4.2. Insights or Conclusions from
the Publications
Digital publication is central to the
Commission’s practice. Some free articles
are available from the IRGEE website
(http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals/RGEE),
but distribution through digital library
packages is the key to increasing the
profile and impact of some of the
Commission’s research and ideas central
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to geographical education. IRGEE
published 27 papers in 360 plus pages in
2011; John Lidstone and Joe Stoltman
have been vital to the life of the journal,
and the Commission is extremely grateful
to them.
The significant number of meetings
organised in Europe, Asia, Oceania and
Latin America by the Commission
between the 2008 and 2012 Congresses
(8) has given young scholars the
opportunity of presenting papers in
Geographical Education. Members of the
Steering Group have all accepted
responsibilities in these meetings, often
chairing Local Organising Committees
(LoCs). Many conference papers become
journal
articles,
but
publishing
developmental conference proceedings
remains an important option for the
Commission, and one that we should
continue to support from our modest
financial resources. In the era of digital
publication-to-meet-demand, the 2012 2016 Commission may consider allowing
a publisher to make available digital
proceedings of Commission conferences
for a fee, with a royalty payable to the
Commission. For digital libraries, this
may be preferable to a free download
from the Commission’s website.
4.3. Commission Website
The site is at http://www.igu-cge.org/
Sarah Bednarz developed the first
independent Commission website, and in
the 2008 – 2012 period Joop van der
Schee has accepted the responsibility for
maintaining a high quality site. Henk
Trimp serves as webmaster.

5. Archival Contributions
The 2004 - 2008 Commission sent copies
of most published material to the IGU
archives at Villa Celimontana in Rome.
We understood that storage space was
limited, and the 2008 -2012 Commission
has adopted the strategy of advising
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(through IGU or Commission web links)
the publication of our work. If more
storage space has become available, the
2012-2016 Commission should be
informed. Given the note in section 4,
however, digital lodging of documents
seems more effective, and the IGU may
benefit from some unified strategy in this
area.

6. Commission on Geographical
Education 2012-2016
6.1. Continuation
As noted to the Executive of the IGU in
Santiago,
Chile,
the
2008-2012
Commission has considered the value of
its contribution, and has worked through
the process of defining new goals and
membership for a 2012-2016 Commission
on Geographical Education. We invite the
IGU
Executive
to
recommend
continuation to the 2012 General
Assembly of the Congress.
6.2. The Commission’s Mission
The van der Schee/Lidstone proposal is
included in full as 6.3. It specifies the
following goals as constituting the
mission statement for the 2012-2016
Commission
a) the promotion of geography as an
essential aspect of education at all
levels in all countries,
b) an
international
program
of
educational research,
c) the exchange of information on
geographical education and
d) the development and promotion of
good practices in geography teaching,
especially for those countries that
need extra support, should be
developed in 2012 for presentation to
the IGU Executive in support of the
renewal of the Commission.

6.3. Proposed Steering Committee
Joop van der Schee, Netherlands (Cochair)
Centre for Educational Training,
Assessment and Research,
VU University Amsterdam
De Boelelaan 1105, 1081 HV Amsterdam
Email: j.a.vander.schee@vu.nl
John Lidstone, Australia (Co-Chair)
Faculty of Education
Queensland University of Technology
Victoria Park Road, Kelvin Grove
Brisbane, Queensland 4059
Email: j.lidstone@qut.edu.au
Claire Books, UK (Secretary)
Institute of Education, 20 Bedford Way
London WC1H 0AL
Tel: +44 (0)20 7612 6000
Email: c.brooks@ioe.ac.uk
Michael Solem, USA (Treasurer)
Association of American Geographers
1710 Sixteenth Street NW
Washington, DC 20009-3198
Tel: 202-234-1450, ext. 143
Email: msolem@aag.org
Fernando Alexandre, Portugal
Geography, Department of Social
Sciences
S. João do Estoril High School &
Education and Development Research
Unit
Faculty of Sciences and Technology
Lisbon Rua Brito Camacho, 2769-501
Estoril
Tel: +351 214658440
Email: fernando.alexandre@essje.pt
Ali Demirci, Turkey
Geography, Fatih University
Buyukcekmece, Istanbul 34500
Tel: +90 212 866 3408
Email: ademirci@fatih.edu.tr

Seven strategies for the achievement of
this mission are documented in the
proposal.
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Eje Kim, South Korea
Gyeongin National University of
Education
439-440 San 6-8 Seoksu-Dong
Manan-Gu Anyang-si, Gyeonggi.
Osvaldo Muniz, Chile
Geography, Texas State University
San Marcos TX 78666
Tel: 512-245-0375
Email: o.muniz@txstate.edu
Daniela Schmeinck, Germany
University of Education
Postfach 11 10 62 76060, Karlsruhe
Tel: +49 721 925-3
Email: daniela.schmeinck@phkarlsruhe.de
Ivy Tan, Singapore
Studies in Education, Academic Group
National Institute of Education
Nanyang Technological University
1 Nanyang Walk, Singapore 637616
Tel: (65) 6790 3415
Email: ivy.tan@nie.edu.sg
Sirpa Tani, Finland
Geography and Environmental Education,
Department of Teacher Education
Applied Sciences of Education
P.O. Box 9, FI-00014 University of
Helsinki
Tel: +358-9-19129572
Email: sirpa.tani@helsinki.fi
6.4. Work Plan 2012-2016
Newsletter number 9 (December 2011)
describes the process that lead to the
November 2011 submission of the
following proposal to the IGU Executive
in Chile. The proposal has been endorsed
by the 2008-2012 Steering Committee,
and
distributed
to
corresponding
members.

Proposal:
The May 2011 Newsletter of the
Commission on Geographical Education
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carried a Call for nominations for a new
International
Geographical
Union
Commission on Geographical Education
to take up responsibility from September
2012, including nominations for a Chair
and for Steering Committee members.
In response to this call, we now seek the
support of the current Steering Group and
Honorary Members for this Expression of
Interest in leading the Commission for the
period 2012 – 2016. We further request
that the current Steering Group and
Honorary Members, through the Honorary
Secretary and current Chair nominate us
as Joint Chairs.
In requesting for this support, we ask that
the current Steering Group and Honorary
Members take into account our
contributions to the Commission over
many years.
In particular, Professor Van der Schee has
served on the Commission, convened an
international
Symposium
in
the
Netherlands (1996) and founded and
guided the development of the
International Geography Olympiad and
continues to ensure its success. Professor
Lidstone also served on the Commission
as Secretary to previous Chairs Haubrich
and Gerber, convened two international
Symposia in Australia (1984 with Prof
Gerber and 2006) and co-founded and
continues to co-edit the highly respected
international
journal:
International
Research
in
Geographical
and
Environmental Education (published by
Taylor and Francis). Both Van der Schee
and Lidstone have the support of their
respective institutions to enable them to
undertaking the roles of Joint Chair of the
Commission.
6.4.1. Rational for the proposal for
Joint Chairs for a single term
While acknowledging that the IGU
suggests that a Commission should
consist of a Chair, a Secretary and ten
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members and that the Chair will usually
serve two terms of four years, we are
aware of the feeling within the current
Steering Group
a) that the Commission can improve the
ways in which Chairs and office bearers
are elected or appointed and
b) that in recent times, Chairs and other
office bearers have taken up the mantle of
office with little or no preparation and
generally inadequate records of former
modus operandi.
At the same time, it has become obvious
that increasing workloads and other
demands on academics in virtually all
jurisdictions have imposed a considerable
burden on individuals who have been
faced with coming to terms with the
cultural history of the Commission,
preparing specific objectives and a
programme of work for the new
Commission and achieving appropriate
outcomes within the lifespan of the
commission.
Perhaps as a result, the Geographical
Education community is now represented
at the international level by a number of
experienced
academics
who
are
approaching retirement and a number of
earlier career academics who produce
high quality work in their own countries
but who often lack experience at operating
in the international sphere.
To address these concerns, we propose
that we act as Joint Chairs for a single
term and during this time, that the
Commission adopts a process of
mentoring to permit the emerging
generation of senior academics in
geographical education to develop
knowledge, skills and understanding of
the international sphere. In this way, we
hope to establish a process whereby future
Chairs, Office bearers and Members of the
Steering Group may be identified early
and assisted to take on leadership
positions in successive Commissions with
effective and efficient transitions.
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6.4.2. Objectives
Commission

of

the

New

The current Commission still has twelve
months of its term remaining and a final
proposal for the objectives of the next
Commission will be discussed by the
current Chair and Steering Committee in
Freiburg and Cologne in 2012. However,
we propose that, in addition to the
objective of establishing new approaches
to the professional development of future
leaders of the Commission, objectives
related to
a)

the promotion of geography as an
essential aspect of education at
all levels in all countries,
b) an international program of
educational research,
c) the exchange of information on
geographical education and
d) the development and promotion
of good practices in geography
teaching, especially for those
countries that need extra support,
should be developed in 2012 for
presentation
to
the
IGU
Executive in support of the
renewal of the Commission.
6.4.3. Programme of Work for the new
Commission
As noted in Newsletter #7, the current
Steering Committee has considered some
initiatives for future work of the
Commission and makes the following
suggestions:
a)

Creating a ‘Geography Education
Doctoral Collection’. This would
involve collating from around the
World the Authors, Titles and
Abstracts of successful doctoral
theses
in
geographical
and
environmental education, from all
nations and in national languages,
translated into English, such that an
on-line list can be made available for
postgraduate and other researchers,
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perhaps through the IGU CGE
website.
b) The preparation of an edited ‘Book
containing significant papers on
geographical
education’.
This
publication might contain up to ten
original papers, with copyright
agreement for re-publication, from
the period of the history of
geographical education (perhaps 100150 years), each with an extended
reflective commentary, jointly by one
or more geography educators of
standing. Criteria for selection will
need to be identified, as would the
panel of geography educators who
would develop it, make the selection
of papers, and commission the
reflective essays. A publisher will
need to be identified and approached.
c) Support for the drafting of an edited
‘Book on geography education
practice and research’. One such
book is that which has been proposed
by Michael Solem and Simon Catling
on
“Rethinking
Geography
Education: International Perspectives
on Scholarly Practices” for a series
published by Springer, which is
global in scope and which also
considers approaches to research (and
which might be adapted to be a
possible successor to the book edited
by Michael Williams on researching
geographical and environmental
education published by Cassell [now
Continuum] in 1996).
d) The preparation of a ‘Review
publication on geospatial practices
and lessons learned’. This is a third
monograph,
which
focuses
particularly on what has been learnt
from geospatial projects and research
from the past decade or more of
implementing GIS in schools and
colleges.
e) The setting up of geographical
education
‘Virtual
geography
communities of practice’. This
proposal would encourage and enable
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geography educators in various parts
of the World to engage and work
together, communicating with each
other and sharing materials such as
curricula, individual lessons, learning
objects and assessment items,
virtually. It is a proposal which
should also include the support and
development of the work of the
Commission Steering Committee
members through regular virtual
meetings.
f) Support and connection of early
career researchers in geography
education internationally. A further
proposal associated with (a) above
relates to a scholarly analysis of the
implementation of the scholarly
process itself in the context of
international doctoral work in
geographical education. Such a study
would intend to enhance both quality
and quantity of international research
in geographical education.
g) Support the International Geography
Olympiad as an important way to
promote geography, to stimulate
understanding between young people
and to help to improve the quality of
school geography worldwide.
6.4.4. Proposed membership of the
Steering Committee 2012-2016
Notwithstanding the call in Newsletter #7
(May 2011) that “those who might wish to
be considered for membership of the
Commission
Steering
Committee
[should] make themselves known to the
Honorary Secretary”, we make the
following observations on the current
membership and proposals for the
membership of the future Steering
Committee. A final decision on the
composition of the future Steering
Committee, in the light of events in the
next twelve months and other nominees
whose names are drawn to the attention of
the Honorary Secretary, should be made
in mid-2012.
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The current Commission on Geographical
Education
of
the
International
Geographical Union will conclude its
work at the Congress of the IGU to be
held in Cologne, Germany, in August
2012.
At that time, the current Chair, Lex
Chalmers (New Zealand) will have
completed two terms and will stand down,
while the current Honorary Secretary,
Simon Catling (UK) has announced his
retirement.
Sibylle
Reinfried
(Switzerland), Yoshiyasu Ida (Japan),
Wang Min (PR China) and Joop van der
Schee (Netherlands) will also have
completed two terms as full members of
the steering group and will therefore stand
down from their current positions with the
Commission.
Fernando Alexandre (Portugal), Oswaldo
Muniz (Chile) Michael Solem (USA), Ivy
Tan (Singapore), and Sirpa Tani
(Finland) have served the Commission for
the past four years and if willing, will be
invited to continue for a further term.
We then propose that the following people
who have shown considerable interest and

ROLE
Joint Chairs
Secretary
Treasurer
Full member
Full member
Full member
Full member
Full member
Full member
Full member

As Office bearers in the new Commission,
in addition to ourselves, we further
propose to maintain continuity with the
current Steering Group by inviting
Michael Solem to continue as Treasurer
and Claire Brooks to act as Secretary.
Although Claire Brooks is new to the
Steering Group, we believe that her close
working relationship with the current
Secretary, Simon Catling, her experience
as organiser of the 2011 London
Symposium and the willingness of Sarah
Bednarz to offer support and experience
to the Secretary, would enable her to take
over the role in September 2012
seamlessly.
The new Commission would therefore
be:

NAME
Joop vd Schee
John Lidstone
Claire Brooks
Michael Solem
Fernando Alexandre
Ali Demirci
Eje Kim
Oswaldo Muniz
Daniela Schmeinck
Ivy Tan
Sirpa Tani

We also hope that Sarah Bednarz, Simon
Catling, Hartwig Haubrich, Lex Chalmers,
Yoshiyasu Ida, Wang Min, Sibylle
Reinfried and Joseph Stoltman will agree
to remain with the Commission as
Advisers and Mentors both to the new
Steering Group and to those emerging
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initiative in the activities of the
Commission be invited to join the
Steering Group for the forthcoming
Commission: Claire Brooks (UK), Ali
Demirci (Turkey), Eje Kim (South
Korea)
and
Daniela
Schmeinck
(Germany).

COUNTRY
Netherlands
Australia
UK
USA
Portugal
Turkey
S. Korea
Chile
Germany
Singapore
Finland

members of the commission who may be
expected to adopt more formal roles in
future Steering Groups. We believe that
the model developed by Sarah Bednarz,
Hartwig Haubrich and Joseph Stoltman in
recent Commissions has proved very
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valuable and has great potential for further
development in the future.
Finally, we believe that such a
Commission, with its balance of gender,
age,
experience
and
geographical
distribution will serve the International
Geographical Education community well
from 2012 – 2016.
6.5. The importance of
anticipated results of
commission’s work

the
the

The Commission of Geographical
Education is arguably the oldest of the

IGU’s commissions. The Commission has
a sustained record of excellence in
organisation and contributes effectively to
research in theory and practice in the
discipline. The proposal for continuance is
based on this expertise, but recognises that
new approaches are necessary, new
scholarship is starting to emerge in
different national communities, and
technology is now a major part of
teaching and learning. We advocate a cochairing arrangement to handle the
increasing workload, and believe the
incoming Commission membership has
the capacity to deliver the programmes
proposed.

C08.12 Geographic Information Science
Greatly increased use of the Internet,
location-based services and mobile
geospatial technologies continue to
present significant new opportunities and
challenges in the acquisition, handling,
analysis
and
dissemination
of
geographical
information.
The
Commission has existed since 2000;
previously it was an IGU Study Group on
Geographic
Information
Systems.
Geographical Information Science is
concerned with the formalization,
representation, and visualization of
geographical data in computer systems;
the advancement in the efficiency, power,
functionality of geospatial data handling
methods; the study of accuracy and
uncertainty; and policy creation for data
dissemination
and
data
exchange
standards. The emphasis of Geographic
Information Science is on the core
knowledge, theory, and concepts required
for
leading
and
supporting
the
development and effective use of
Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
Global Positioning Systems (GPS), and
remote sensing.
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1. Membership
1.1. Steering Committee
Prof Brian Lees, Chair
The University of New South Wales at the
Australian Defence Force Academy
Canberra ACT 2600 AUSTRALIA
Phone: +61 2 626 88016, Fax: +61 2 616
88786
Email: brian.lees@adfa.edu.au
Prof Chengu Zhou, Vice-Chair
Institute of Geographical Sciences and
Natural Resources Research
11 A Datun Road, Anwai
Beijing 100101 CHINA
Phone: +86 10 6488 9276,
Fax: +86 10 6485 1844
Email: zhouch@lreis.ac.cn
Prof Yasushi Aami
Center for Spatial Information Science
The University of Tokyo
5-1-5 Kashiwanoha, Kashiwa-shi
Chiba 277-8568 JAPAN
Email: asami@csis.u-tokyo.ac.jp
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Prof Itzhak Beneson
Department of Geography and Human
Environment
Tel Aviv University
ISRAEL
Phone: 972 3 9409178, Fax: 972 3
6406243
Email: ibennya@gmail.com
Prof Jean-Paul Bord
Université de Montpellier III
Arts,
Lettres,
Langues,
Sciences
Humaines et Sociales
Route de Mende, 34199 Montpellier
Cedex 5
FRANCE
Phone: 046 741 2186
Email: j-p-bord@wanadoo.fr
Ass Prof Francis Harvey
Department of Geography
University of Minnesota
468 Social Sciences, 267 19th Ave S
Minneapolis MN 55455 USA
Phone: 612 625 2586, Fax: 612 624 1044
Email: fharvey@umn.edu
Prof Thangavelu Kumaran
Department of Geography
University of Madras
Chpauk, Chennai-600 005
Tamil Nadu INDIA
Phone: +91 44 2536 8778 extn 303
Email: thangavelukumaram@yahoo.co.in
Prof Sabine Timpf
Instüt für Geographie
Universität Augsburg
Universitätstr. 2, 86159 Augsburg
GERMANY
Phone: +49 821 598 – 2313
Email: sabine.timpf@geo.uni-augsburg.de
Docent Juri Roosaare
Department of Geography
University of Tartu
Institute of Geography
46 Vanemuise St., 51014 Tartu
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ESTONIA
Phone: +372 7 375 827,
Fax: +372 7 375 825
Email: juri.roosaare@ut.ee
Prof Mauro Salvemini
Universitá di Roma La Sapienza
Sistemi
Informativi
Territoriali
e
Ambientali
Piazza Borghese 9, 00186 Roma ITALY
Phone: 0039 6 4991 8830,
Fax: 0039 6 4991 8873
Email: Mauro.salvemini@uniroma1.it
Ass Prof Nadine Schuurman
Simon Fraser University
Vancouver, BC CANADA
Phone: +01 778 782 3320
Email: Nadine@sfu.ca
Prof Abdul Rashid Bin Mohamed Shariff
Agriculture and Bioprocess Engineering
Department, Faculty of Engineering
University of Putra
Serdang Darul Ehsan, P.O. Box 43000
Selangor MALAYSIA
Phone: +03 8946 603 8946 6414
Fax: +03 8946 603 8946 6425
Email: Rashid@eng.upm.edu.my
Ass Prof Doc Ake Sivertun
Department of Computer and Information
Science
Linköpings Universitet
SE-581 83 Linköping SWEDEN
Phone: 013 28 14 97, Fax: 013 14 22 31
Email: ake.sivertun@fhs.se
Prof Vladimir Tikunov
Faculty of Geography
Moscow State University
Moscow 119899 RUSSIA
Phone: +7 95 939 1339
Fax: +7 95 932 8836
Email: tikunov@geogr.msu.su
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recherches et les développements de
l'information géographique en général, à
un niveau national et international.

Ass Prof Dr Vit Vozenilek
Department of Geoinformatics
Faculty of Science
Palacky Universkty Olomouc
Tr. Svobody 26, 71 46 Olomouc
CZECH REPUBLIC
Phone: +420 585 634 513
Fax: +420 585 225 737
Email: vit.vozenilek@upol.cz

1.2. Number

Members

of

31st IGC in Tunis, 2008
Scientific sessions and a business meeting
were held at the 31st Congress in Tunis
August 12-17th 2008.

Commission

The commission has not kept records of
“members.” The list of attendees at the
International Symposia of Spatial Data
Handling gives an indication of the size
and diversity of participation. The Hong
Kong meeting has attracted nearly 350
attendees giving an indication of the
numbers involved.

2. Meetings
2.1. Meetings 2008-2012
13th International Symposium
Spatial Data Handling 2008

on

The 13th International Symposium on
Spatial Data Handling 2008 (SDH08) 23 25th June, SupAgro Campus, University
of Montepelier, France. One hundred and
thirteen authors presented. This meeting
was held in conjunction with SAGEO
(Spatial Analysis and GEOmatics). An
international colloquium of geomatics and
spatial analysis / un colloque international
de géomatique et d'analyse spatial. La
conférence SAGEO a pour objectifs de:
présenter les recherches récentes des
domaines de la Géomatique et de
l'Analyse
Spatiale;
réunir
des
communautés de chercheurs venant de
disciplines diverses; promouvoir les
relations
entre
les
spécialistes
développant et valorisant des recherches
dans les organismes publics, dans les
entreprises et dans les collectivités
territoriales; et fournir un lieu
d'information et d'échange sur les
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ISPRS meeting in Beijing, 2008
The commission was a co-sponsor of
sessions at the ISPRS meeting in Beijing,
July, 2008.
GEOCOMPUTATION ‘09
The biennial GEOCOMPUTATION
meeting held in late 2009 at UNSW in
Sydney was jointly sponsored by this
commission and commission C08.28
(Modelling Geographical Systems). This
was an innovative move and the
conference, which attracted several
hundred attendees, was very successful.
One hundred and eighteen authors
presented. This meeting is held in the
years that Spatial Data Handling misses
and so brings us into an annual conference
cycle.
14th
INTERNATIONAL
SYMPOSIUM ON SPATIAL DATA
HANDLING 2010
The Joint International Conference on
Theory, Data Handling and Modelling in
GeoSpatial Information Science organised
in Hong Kong gathered the activities of
the ISPRS Technical Commission II midterm symposium, the International
Symposium on Spatial Data Handling of
our IGU Commission on GIScience and
the International Conference of the IGU
Commission on Modelling Geographical
Systems. It was hosted in The Hong Kong
Polytechnic University in collaboration
with the Baptist University, the Chinese
Academy of Science and The University
of
Hong
Kong.
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The conference gathered about 200
participants from 29 different countries
attending presentations covering all
aspects of GIS both theoretical (such as
spatial modelling, uncertainty modelling,
spatial data processing algorithms) or
applicative (such as LBS, geovisualisation, land use studies) and
organised in fifteen different sessions.
Four keynote speeches presenting
different aspects of research in GIS were
delivered by Prof Michael Goodchild,
Prof Deren Li, Prof Daniel Griffith and
Prof Anthony Yeh.
The follow up to this joint meeting is
currently in hand. The outcome of the
meeting was two books. One, organized
by Professor Anthony Yeh, is a purely
SDH publication with Spring Verlag,
representing IGU's Commission on
Geographic Information Science. The
other is a joint publication with Taylor
and Francis with editors Mike Goodchild,
Yee Leung representing the IGU
Commission on Modelling Geographical
Systems.
John
Shi
representing
Commission II of the International
Society of Photogrammetry and Remote
Sensing (ISPRS), and Brian Lees
representing our IGU's Commission on
Geographic Information Science. These
are being published early in 2012.
AutoCarto 2010
The ISPRS Technical Commission IV
(Geodatabases and Digital Mapping)
invited us to hold workshops in
conjunction with their Mid-Congress
Symposium held November 15-19, 2010
in Orlando, Florida, USA. This
symposium was being held in conjunction
with AutoCarto 2010, a Cartography and
Geographic Information Society (CaGIS)
Research Symposium and the Fall
Specialty Conference of the American
Society for Photogrammetry and Remote
Sensing. Prof Francis Harvey organised
our participation.
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IGU Tel Aviv, 2010
Commission C 08.12 organised a
workshop in conjunction with the regional
IGU meeting in Tel Aviv. Organisers
were Professor Itzhak Benenson of the
IGU
Commission
on
Geographic
Information Science with his colleague
Professor Danny Czamanski from
Technion, who is in charge of the local
activities of the IGU Commission on
Modelling Geographical Systems. We
believed that this would further strengthen
links between these Commissions very
usefully. Unfortunately, the workshop
received a poor response with only a few
submissions and these were folded into
sessions at the main conference.
International Conference on Spatial
Data
Mining
and
Geographical
Knowledge Services (ICSDM 2011)
The First IEEE International Conference
on Spatial Data Mining and Geographical
Knowledge Services (ICSDM 2011), was
held in conjunction with the 8th Beijing
International Workshop on Geographical
Information Systems (BJ-IWGIS 2011)
from June 29-July 1, 2011 in Fuzhou city,
P.R. China. Two hundred and fifty-eight
papers were submitted to the meeting
from which over one hundred and forty
were selected for presentation. We were
one of the cooperating groups organizing
this meeting. The full list of organizers
was:
Spatial Information Research Center of
Fujian, Fuzhou University, China.
State Key Laboratory of Resources and
Environmental Information System, the
Chinese Academy of Science, China
Commission on Modeling Geographical
Systems, International Geographical
Union
Commission on Geographical Information
Science, International Geographical
Union
Commission on Quantitative Geography,
the Chinese Geographical Society
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Commission on Cartography and
Geographical Information system, the
Chinese Geographical Society
Key laboratory of Spatial Data Mining &
Information
Sharing,
Ministry
of
Education of China
College of Mathematics and Computer
Science, Fuzhou University, China
College of Environment and Resources,
Fuzhou University, China
ICSDM aspires to establish a long-term
forum for researchers and practitioners in
geosciences
and
information
&
communication technology to share their
innovative ideas and results in the multifaceted research of spatial data mining,
geographical modeling, Internet-based
knowledge sharing and service, and
decision support. It coincides with our
commission’s mission exactly.
The ICSDM 2011 website
http://www.icsdm2011.org/

is

at

The conference was very successful with
a large number of invited speakers. There
were nearly 250 attendees.
15th
INTERNATIONAL
SYMPOSIUM ON SPATIAL DATA
HANDLING 2012
Professor Sabine Timpf has taken on the
task of organizing the 15th International
Symposia on Spatial Data Handling as our
contribution to IGC 2012. This is a vital
activity for our commission.
Since the first symposium in 1984 the
International Symposia on Spatial Data
Handling (SDH) has become a major
resource for recent advances in GIS
research. The International Symposium on
Spatial Data Handling is regarded as a
premier international research forum for
GIS. Its title in 2012 will be 15th
International Symposium on Spatial
Data Handling: Geospatial Dynamics,
Geosimulation
and
Exploratory
Visualization. It will be held immediately
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prior to the IGC on 22-24th August, 2012,
in Bonn, Germany.
The International Symposium on Spatial
Data Handling (SDH) is the biennial
international
research
forum
for
Geospatial
Information
Science
(GIScience), co-organized by the IGU
Commission on Geographic Information
Science and the IGU Commission on
Modelling Geographical Systems. It
commenced in 1984, in Zurich,
Switzerland and has since been held
biennially in Seattle, USA; Sydney,
Australia;
Zurich,
Switzerland;
Charleston, USA; Edinburgh, UK; Delft,
The Netherlands; Vancouver, Canada;
Beijing,
China;
Ottawa,
Canada;
Leicester,
UK;
Vienna,
Austria;
Montpellier, France; and Hong Kong,
China.
The 15th SDH aims to bring together
scholars and professionals from the
international GIScience community to
present the latest research achievements in
geospatial dynamics, geosimulation and
exploratory
geovisualization.
The
Symposium program will feature keynote
speeches delivered by leading scholars,
technical sessions with reports of the
latest research results, pre-conference
workshops and a post-conference student
forum. We expect it to be a major event in
the international GIScience community in
2012.
Paper selection is based on full paper
double blind peer review. Accepted
papers will be published in the
symposium proceedings (most likely
Advances in Spatial Data Handling,
Springer – to be confirmed). Selected
papers may be published in a special issue
in
the
International
Journal
of
Geographical Information Science.
We solicit papers in the following themes:
 Modeling and Analysis of
Movement Data
 Geosimulation
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Spatial Process Models
Location-Based Services
Geospatial Data Integration
Spatio-temporal
Information
Acquisition
Geosensor networks
Geospatial
analysis
of
volunteered
geographic
information
Spatial knowledge discovery and
data mining
Spatial
Decision
Support
Systems
Spatiotemporal Data Structures
and Algorithms Spatiotemporal
Modeling and Analysis
Spatial Data Mining
Multi-scalar
Modeling
and
Analysis
Spatial Data Quality and
Uncertainty
Visual Analytics
Exploratory Visualization for
spatiotemporal data

2.2. Proposed Future Meetings
In addition to the 15th International
Symposium on Spatial Data Handling
(SDH), we are planning a joint meeting in
Leeds in 2013 which will take the form of
a 2/3 day workshop linking IGU
Commissions
C08.01,
Applied
Geography,
C08.12,
Geographical
Information Science, and C08.28,
Modeling Geographical Systems. The
overall workshop theme would be 'applied
spatial analysis and modelling'. Care has
been taken to ensure that this does not
conflict with the next Regional IGU
Meeting in Kyoto (2013).
We are committed to the 16th
International Symposium on Spatial Data
Handling
(SDH)
and
the
17th
International Symposium on Spatial Data
Handling (SDH). The latter will be
scheduled close in space and time to the
next IGC in Beijing.
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3. Networking
It can be seen from the above that the
Commission has been active in
collaborating
with
other
IGU
Commissions and with ISPRS, ICA and
SAGEO from 2008 through 2012. We
have been particularly successful in our
collaborations with Commission C08.28
(Modelling
Geographical
Systems).
Possible future collaboration with the
GIScience group is being explored. See
meetings above.

4. Publications
4.1. Conference proceedings and
journals published in 2008 to
2012

“Headway in Spatial Data Handling” :
Proceedings of the 13th international
symposium on Spatial Data Handling,
SDH 2008 ed. by A. Ruas and C. Gold.
Berlin : Springer, 2008. ISBN 978-3-54068565-4 (Lecture Notes in Geoinformation and Cartography).
“Advances in Geo-Spatial Information
Science”. Ed. by Shi., W.Z., Goodchild,
M., Lees, B.G., and Leung, Y. 2012.
Taylor and Francis. ISBN 978-0-41562093-2
“Advances in Spatial Data Handling and
GIS”:
Proceedings
of
the
14th
International Symposium on Spatial Data
Handling. 2012. Edited by Anthony G.O.
Yeh, Wenzhong Shi, Yee Leung,
Chenghu Zhou (Lecture Notes in Geoinformation and Cartography) SpringerVerlag.

4.2. Insights and Conclusions
It is not a great insight, but the lag
between holding a successful meeting and
seeing the publication produced is
significant. Our publications based on the
2010 meetings will be published in 2012.
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4.3. Commission Website
http://www.igugis.org/ or

http://www.unsw.adfa.edu.au/pems/igugisc

5. Archival Contributions
Copies
of
all
our
newsletters,
monographs, special journal issues and so
on have been, and will be, sent to Villa
Celimontana as they have been published.

6. Continuation
6.1. Commission Name
Unchanged

6.2. Commission Mission
The mission of the commission is to
facilitate the development and increase the
scope of GIScience worldwide. We see
our role as providing a strong
geographical influence and insight.
Current developments include location
based, web based and mobile mapping
with particular attention to internet based
technologies and implementation in low
and middle income countries. The field
(GIScience) is transdisciplinary and we
see our role as geographers as being
fundamentally important to the directions
in which it is growing.

6.3. Proposed Steering Committee
Prof Brian Lees, Chair
The University of New South Wales at the
Australian Defence Force Academy
Canberra ACT 2600 AUSTRALIA
Phone: +61 2 626 88016
Fax: +61 2 616 88786
Email: brian.lees@adfa.edu.au
Prof Chengu Zhou, Vice-Chair
Institute of Geographical Sciences and
Natural Resources Research
11 A Datun Road, Anwai
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Beijing 100101 CHINA
Phone: +86 10 6488 9276
Fax: +86 10 6485 1844
Email: zhouch@lreis.ac.cn
Prof Yasushi Aami
Center for Spatial Information Science
The University of Tokyo
5-1-5 Kashiwanoha, Kashiwa-shi
Chiba 277-8568 JAPAN
Email: asami@csis.u-tokyo.ac.jp
Prof Itzhak Beneson
Department of Geography and Human
Environment
Tel Aviv University
ISRAEL
Phone: 972 3 9409178
Fax: 972 3 6406243
Email: ibennya@gmail.com
Ass Prof Francis Harvey
Department of Geography
University of Minnesota
468 Social Sciences, 267 19th Ave S
Minneapolis MN 55455 USA
Phone: 612 625 2586
Fax: 612 624 1044
Email: fharvey@umn.edu
Prof Sabine Timpf
Instüt für Geographie
Universität Augsburg
Universitätstr. 2, 86159 Augsburg
GERMANY
Phone: +49 821 598 – 2313
Email: sabine.timpf@geo.uni-augsburg.de
Docent Juri Roosaare
Department of Geography
University of Tartu
Institute of Geography
46 Vanemuise St., 51014 Tartu
ESTONIA
Phone: +372 7 375 827
Fax: +372 7 375 825
Email: juri.roosaare@ut.ee
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Ass Prof Nadine Schuurman
Simon Fraser University
Vancouver, BC CANADA
Phone: +01 778 782 3320
Email: Nadine@sfu.ca

Regional IGU Meeting in Kyoto. There
are already workshops which the
commission is co-sponsoring organized
for Leeds in 2013 and more will emerge.

Prof Abdul Rashid Bin Mohamed
Shariff
Agriculture and Bioprocess Engineering
Department, Faculty of Engineering
University of Putra
Serdang Darul Ehsan, P.O. Box 43000
Selangor MALAYSIA
Phone: +03 8946 603 8946 6414
Fax: +03 8946 603 8946 6425
Email: Rashid@eng.upm.edu.my
Ass Prof Doc Ake Sivertun
Department
of
Computer
Information Science
Linköpings Universitet
SE-581 83 Linköping SWEDEN
Phone: 013 28 14 97
Fax: 013 14 22 31
Email: ake.sivertun@fhs.se

and

Prof Vladimir Tikunov
Faculty of Geography
Moscow State University
Moscow 119899 RUSSIA
Phone: +7 95 939 1339
Fax: +7 95 932 8836
Email: tikunov@geogr.msu.su

6.4. Work Plan 2012-2018
Profs. Lees, Timpf, Tikunov, Asami and
Zhou will continue the commission’s
main activity of workshop, conference
and meeting organization and coordination. These include the key Spatial
Data Handling meetings in 2012 (in
Bonn), 2014, 2016 (possibly in Beijing)
and 2018, and strong sessions in the
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Prof. Doc Ake Sivertun, Prof. Francis
Harvey and Prof. Nadine Schuurman
will lead a group to explore ways to use
the new social media for presenting
research and inviting colleagues to
provide comment and feedback. This
will include a summary of the influence
of web-based and mobile technologies
on the direction of GIScience research
and an update on the interaction between
community based and critical GIS
scholars and applied researchers.
Prof. Nadine Schuurman will lead a
group to prepare a report on the scope
and breadth of teaching of GIS at the
University level in North America,
Africa, Europe, Australia and New
Zealand, India and Asia.

6.5. The Scholarly Importance of the
Anticipated Results
Commission’s Work

of

the

In the information age, geography's
engagement
with
information
technologies has been and will remain
The
GIScience
multi-faceted.
Commission engages with some of the
key questions in the field of GIScience
and continues to ensure that GIScientists
around the world continue to have
exchanges under the banner of the IGU.
The commission's work will allow other
branches of our discipline to understand
and appreciate the evolving science and
role of GIScience in Geography and its
influence on other disciplines.
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C08.13 Geography of Governance
1. Membership
1.1. Steering Committee
Chair: Ján Buček
Department of Human Geography
and Demography
Comenius University
Mlynská dolina
Bratislava 842 15 SLOVAKIA
Phone: +421 6029 6310, Fax: +421 6542
9064
Email: bucek@fns.uniba.sk

Eran Razin
Department of Geography
The Hebrew University
Jerusalem 91905 ISRAEL
Phone: 972 2 588 3351, Fax: 972 5 825
0549
Email: msrazin@mscc.huji.ac.il
Andrew Ryder
Department of Geography
Buckingham Building, Lion Terrace
Portsmouth, Hants PO1 3HE UK
Email: Andrew.ryder@port.ac.uk

Eike Berg
Faculty of Social Sciences, Deans Office
Tiigi 78, 50410 Tartu ESTONIA
Phone: +372 737 5957, Fax: +372 737
5900
Email: eiki.berg@ut.ee

Xiaohong Zhang
Institute of Chinese Historical Geography
Fudan University
220 Hadan Rd., Shanghai 200433 CHINA
Phone: +8621 6564 2714, Fax: +8621
6564 6816
Email: zhangxiaohong@fudan.edu.cn

Christine Bichsel
Department of Geography
University of Berne
Hallerstrasse 12, CH-3012 Bern
SWITZERLAND
Phone: +4131 631 8864
Fax: +4131 631 8511
Email: cbichsel@yahoo.com

Shii Okuno
Faculty of Information Science
University of Marketing and Distribution
Science
Kobe 651-2188 JAPAN
Phone/Fax: +81 78 796 4131
Email: shii_okuno@red.umds.ac.jp

Shannon O’Lear
Department of Geography
University of Kansas, Lawrence
KS 66045-7613 USA
Phone: +1 2 961 9360, Fax: +1 2 961
0251
Email: olear@ku.edu
Pushkar K. Pradhan
Central Department of Geography
Tribhuvan University
GPO Box 5488
Kathmandu NEPAL
Phone: +977 0141 0268
Email: pushkar.pr@gmail.com
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1.2. Number

of
Commission
Members by Country as of
December 31st 2011

Argentina
Australia

4
7

Latvia
Lesotho

1
1

Austria
Bangladesh
Belgium
Brazil
Bulgaria
Canada

11
1
9
10
1
15

Lithuania
Mexico
Nepal
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nigeria

1
1
4
17
7
5

China

5

Norway

4
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Colombia
Cuba
Czech
Republic
Denmark
Estonia

1
8

Pakistan
Poland

1
22

15

Portugal

2

7
1

Romania
Russia

2
7

Finland
France
Germany
Hungary
India
Ireland

9
8
14
13
8
2

Slovakia
Slovenia
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland

11
1
5
4
13
31

2011
October 31st – November 6th 2011,
Kathmandu, Nepal
“Geography of Governance - Dynamics
for Local Development”
(49 participants)

Israel
Italy
Jamaica
Japan
South Korea

8
11
1
8
8

Tunisia
Ukraine
United Kingdom
USA

1
2
36
48

TOTAL

412

2011
November 14-18, 2011, Santiago de
Chile, Chile
IGU Regional Conference “United and
Integrated with the World”
(11 participants)

2. Meetings
2.1. Meetings Organized
2008
August 25-29 2008, Tunis, Tunesia
IGC International Geographical Congress
“Collaboratively Building our Territories”
(12 participants)
2009
August
13-16th
2009,
Comenius
University Bratislava, Slovakia
“Urban and Regional Governance –
Power, Actors, Interests, Strategies,
Rights”
(22 participants)
2010
July 7 – 11, 2010, The Hebrew
University of Jerusalem, Dead Sea (Ein
Bokek) and Ben Gurion University of the
Negev in Beer Sheva
“Local government in a changing world:
Between hierarchies and networks,
between global neo-liberalism and welfare
state interventionism”
(29 participants)
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2010
July 13th 2010, Tel Aviv, Israel
Sessions within IGU Regional Conference
„Bridging Diversity in a Globalizing
World“
(15 participants)

2.2. Summaries, Conclusions and
Discussion

Each meeting is briefly summarized in
Commission Newsletters, including list of
papers submitted, as well as organizers.
2008
August 25-29 2008, Tunis, Tunisia
IGC
International
Geographical
Congress “Collaboratively Building our
Territories”
(12 participants)
The main Commission event in year 2008
had been our sessions organized within
IGU Congress in Tunis. This Congress
was not so well attended as usually, so
there were only three sessions organized
by our Commission. Papers were quite
diverse. There were contributions
focusing on regional level issues, rising
role of studying human rights in
geography, cross-border issues, as well as
more policy oriented papers dealing with
taxation, settlement policy or spatial
disparities.
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2009
August
13-16th
2009,
Comenius
University Bratislava, Slovakia
“Urban and Regional Governance –
Power, Actors, Interests, Strategies,
Rights”
(22 participants)
The Commission used opportunity to
organize special sessions within EUGEO
Congress in 2009. EUGEO Congress had
been
organized
by
the
Slovak
Geographical
Society,
Comenius
University Geography and Geographical
Institute of the Slovak Academy of
Sciences. Papers presented covered more
spatial scales. A set of papers debated
European and international policy-making
issues. Next group of contributions
focused on citizens’ participation in
governance
and
related
conflicts.
Interesting had been presented papers on
cross-border governance structures and
co-operation, cross-border identity and
perception of territories across borders.
2010
July 7 – 11, 2010, The Hebrew
University of Jerusalem, Dead Sea (Ein
Bokek) and Ben Gurion University of the
Negev in Beer Sheva
“Local Government in a Changing
World:
Between
hierarchies
and
networks, between global neo-liberalism
and welfare state interventionism”
(29 participants)
This
conference
had
more
interdisciplinary character thanks to its
organisation as joint meeting with IPSA
Research
Committee
on
Local
Government and Politics. Presented
contributions reflected many new themes
concerning local government. It included
issues of rescaling urban and local
governance. More frequent had been topic
of co-operation in local governance – as
among local actors, as well as among
local governments. Larger debate
concerned the role of neo-liberalism in
local government and services provision.
As conference organized in 2010, we
could not avoid study financial, economic
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and housing crisis consequences and
adopted measures. Group of papers
addressed issues of local democracy and
participation
2010
July 13th 2010, Tel Aviv, Israel
Sessions within IGU Regional Conference
„Bridging Diversity in a Globalizing
World“
(15 participants)
Our sessions during main meeting of the
IGU Regional Conference in Tel Aviv
were the second Commission activity
during this summer. We were very
satisfied that outside small number of
those that participated in Jerusalem/Beer
Sheba workshop, we had mostly other
participants. We could organize three
sessions with sufficient time for
discussions. All papers focused on actual
issues in various perspectives. These
sessions were more focused on governing
large cities, social issues and policies in
cities, as well as related intersection
among governance and planning.
2011
October 31st – November 6th 2011,
Kathmandu, Nepal
“Geography of Governance - Dynamics
for Local Development”
(49 participants)
As we expected, this was the right place to
put together experiences of more and less
developed countries, countries facing
various social transitions. Numerous
contributions organised around key
themes of governance and local
development induced lot of fruitful
discussions. Very interesting papers
focused on grass-root forms of self
government,
various
self-organised
community governance forms, common
governance of land and natural resources,
interaction among formal and informal
governmental structures. Many papers
provided very deep analyses and policy
recommendations concerning rural and
urban
development,
socio-spatial
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inequalities, and poverty and gender
issues.
2011
November 14-18, 2011, Santiago de
Chile, Chile
IGU Regional Conference “United and
Integrated with the World”
(11 participants)
We were especially delighted by sessions
within the framework of the Regional
Conference in Chile. Participants from
Latin America are usually missing on our
meetings. Conference in Chile provided
them more accessible opportunity. Among
the contributions, important role had
papers focusing on environmental and
urban issues and their governance.

2.3. Future Meetings
2012
April 12-14, 2012, Lisbon, Portugal
“New Challenges for Local Governance The Impact of Financial Crisis on Local
Governance and Citizen e-Participation in
Urban Governance”
(We are after review process and we
expect about 50 scholars)
2012
August 26 – 30, 2012, Cologne, Germany
32nd International Geographical Congress
Cologne
(40-50 participants is expected)

3. Networking
Collaboration
with
other
Commissions and Task Forces

IGU

Our 2009 conference hold in Bratislava
had been organized within larger joint
event where own sessions also had IGU
Commissions on Global Change and
Human Mobility (C08.17) and Land Use
and Land Cover Change (C08.25)
Collaboration with other international,
intergovernmental, and inter- and
multi-disciplinary groups from 2008
through 2012
Meetings in Jerusalem/Dead Sea/Beer
Sheba (2010) and in Lisbon (2012) collaboration with International Political
Science Association (Research Committee
on Local Government and Politics)

4. Publications
4.1. Newsletters
2008: November
2009:
Spring
(April),
Autumn
(November)
2010: Spring (May), Autumn (November)
2011: Spring (May), Autumn (December)
2012: Spring (planned)

4.2. Publications

2013
August 4 - 9, 2013, Kyoto, Japan
Kyoto Regional Conference
(We plan sessions within main program)

Bucek, J., Ryder, A. (eds) 2012.
Governance in Transition. Springer
Science + Business Media B.V.,
Dordrecht.

2014
1. selected Polish city (probably Poznan)
Pre-conference
to
IGU
Regional
conference in Krakow, Poland –
“Developments in Metropolitan and
Regional Governance” (tentative)
2. Krakow, Poland
Sessions within IGU Regional Conference
main program

This is a book that contains 14 chapters
prepared by the Commission members.
After signing contract in September 2011,
material is complete and submitted to
publisher. It is book previously planned
to be published in Bratislava.
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Pradhan, Pushkar K.; Razin, E., Bucek J.
(eds.)
(2012/13):
Geography
of
Governance - Dynamics for Local
Development.
This book is in process. Chapters have to
be submitted for review to January 31,
2011.
It
will
contain
selected
contributions
presented
during
Kathmandu conference (in complete
extended form). It will be published and
printed in Nepal or India (probably The
Nikhil Press, Kathmandu).
Minor number of papers originally
presented on Commission conferences
appeared
in
Acta
Geographica
Universitatis Comenianae, No. 50 (2008)
and 53 (2009).
Selected papers presented during Lisbon
2012 conference will be published in
special issues of the "International Journal
of E-Planning Research", "Lex Localis:
Journal of Local Self-Government", and a
symposium in "The American Review of
Public Administration".

4.3. Commission Website
http://www.igu-gog.org/
5. Archival Contributions
All Newsletters of the Commission have
already been sent to Villa Celimontana.

6. Continuation
6.1. Commission Name
We do not intend to change the name of
the Commission, so it will remains as
“IGU Commission on Geography of
Governance”

6.2. Commission’s Mission
We want to contribute to the ongoing
discussions on the intersections linking
governance, democracy, and development
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in geographical perspective. At present,
the links between geography and
governance are widely recognized.
Through its established international
research network, the Commission is
concerned with structures and processes
of governance and administration at all
levels, in rural, as well as urban settings.
We would like to focus on governance
serving people, their needs, justice, human
and citizenship rights.
It is part of our Commission tradition, that
as geographers we emphasize spatial and
environmental perspectives that are
understated and often neglected by the
political sciences. We can contribute to
the understanding of various challenges
governance is facing at different scales
and stages of the political process (from
problem analysis to policy impact
analysis). Previous years confirmed a rich
diversity of geographical research that has
a policy orientation. We would like to
provide policy relevant outcomes to many
sensitive issues like development,
poverty, citizenship, power distribution
and self-government. We intend to
address
various
public
policies,
participation in administration and
planning.
Among our primary interest is to
encourage policy-oriented geographical
research, facilitate collaboration and
academic discourse between geographers
and scholars active in other disciplines.
Furthermore, we strengthen links between
academic geographers and public sector
decision makers.

6.3. New Steering Committee
Chair: Ján Buček
Department of Human Geography
and Demography
Comenius University
Mlynská dolina
Bratislava 842 15 SLOVAKIA
Phone: +421 6029 6310, Fax: +421 6542
9064
Email: bucek@fns.uniba.sk
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Eike Berg
Faculty of Social Sciences, Deans Office
Tiigi 78, 50410 Tartu ESTONIA
Phone: +372 737 5957, Fax: +372 737
5900
Email: eiki.berg@ut.ee
Christine Bichsel
Department of Geography
University of Berne
Hallerstrasse 12, CH-3012 Bern
SWITZERLAND
Phone: +4131 631 8864
Fax: +4131 631 8511
Email: cbichsel@yahoo.com
Futamura Taro
International Institute of American
Studies
Doshisha University
Karasuma-Imadegawa, Kamigyo-ku
Kyotot 602-8580 JAPAN
Phone: +81 75 251 3925, Fax: +81 75 251
3091
Email: tfutamur@mail.doshisha.ac.jp
Tomasz Kaczmarek
Institute of Socio-Economic Geography
and Spatial Management
Adam Mickiewicz University
Ul. Dziegielowa 21, 61-680 Poznan
POLAND
Phone: +48 61 829 61 42, Fax: +48
61 829 61 27
Email: tomkac@amu.edu.pl
Shannon O’Lear
Department of Geography
University of Kansas, Lawrence
KS 66045-7613 USA
Phone: +1 2 961 9360, Fax: +1 2 961
0251
Email: olear@ku.edu
Pushkar K. Pradhan
Central Department of Geography
Tribhuvan University
GPO Box 5488
Kathmandu NEPAL
Phone: +977 0141 0268
Email: pushkar.pr@gmail.com
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Eran Razin
Department of Geography
The Hebrew University
Jerusalem 91905 ISRAEL
Phone: 972 2 588 3351, Fax: 972 5 825
0549
Email: msrazin@mscc.huji.ac.il
Andrew Ryder
Department of Geography
Buckingham Building, Lion Terrace
Portsmouth, Hants PO1 3HE UK
Email: Andrew.ryder@port.ac.uk
Carlos Nunes Silva
Institute of Geography and Spatial
Planning
Faculdade de Letras
Universidde de Lisboa
Alamed da Universidade
1600-214 Lisbon PORTUGAL
Phone: (351) 217 290 000, Fax: (351)
217 960 063
Email: cnsilva@fl.ul.pt
Xiaohong Zhang
Institute of Chinese Historical Geography
Fudan University
220 Hadan Rd., Shanghai 200433 CHINA
Phone: +8621 6564 2714, Fax: +8621
6564 6816
Email: zhangxiaohong@fudan.edu.cn

6.4. Work Plan 2008-2012
Membership
The Commission has permanent interest
to expand its membership. We would like
to involve other geographers in our
research and activities. Although the
number of members is more or less
stagnating, within a time, membership
replacement is in process. Commission is
working for a long period and part of
members went to retirement, or passed
away (among them also former long-term
secretary of the Commission Prof. Rex
Honey). Despite some improvements, we
will especially focus on new members
from Africa and Latin America, where our
membership is small. We will work
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further to increase number of members
from Asia and more countries in East
Central Europe. We will develop effort
to attract more young scholars and PhD
students.
Meetings
The commission will attempt to balance
their sessions within large IGU events
and more narrowly focused meetings. It
seems that large segment of members
prefer more specialised, smaller and
cheaper conferences. The next meeting
of the Commission will be held in
Lisbon in April 2012, focusing on
consequences of financial and economic
crisis on local governance and eparticipation
in
planning.
The
Commission will have special sessions
at the IGC in Cologne. We also plan to
be active at the regional conference in
Kyoto, Japan in 2013. For next year
2014, we plan to be back in Europe.
Main meeting should be in probably in
Poznan (as pre-conference to regional
conference in Krakow, Poland), but
there also will be sessions within main
programme in Krakow. Plans for 2015
and 2016 will be outlined later,
according to discussions duirng Lisbon
and Cologne meetings. For sure we will
have sessions during IGC 2016. We also
suppose to have additional one or two
specialised meetings focusing on hot
issues in our field. The Steering
Committee membership is slightly
adjusted according to meetings planned
for 2012-2016.
Networking
The Commission plans to continue in its
collaboration with partners we have
already well established links (especially
political scientists). We need to improve
collaboration with other Commissions.
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We also want to progress in the outreach
activities of the Commission and to
collaborate more with European and
international organisations. Within our
publications and meetings we would like
to strengthen links to local decision
making institutions of hosting countries
to disseminate our results.
Publications
Our intention is to regularly publish our
best theoretical and empirical results as
special issues in journals and edited
volumes, as well as in monographs.
Selected results of previous meetings
will be published as edited book in
Springer in 2012. Another book will be
published in Nepal (or India) based on
selected contribution presented on
Kathmandu conference (2012-2013). As
far as our Lisbon conference is
concerned, in this case part of results
will appear in special issues of journals.

6.5. Scholarly Importance
Governance is among key issues in
current social sciences. Geographers
significantly
contribute
to
the
development of this concept for years.
We want to generate relevant body of
knowledge, helping politicians and
decision makers to base their work on
scientific results. Theoretical and
methodological reflection of power
struggles and collaboration between
different actors, social groups and
interests are still very important. Within
commission we will pay attention to
empirical case studies and comparative
research, as well as to transfer of
knowledge among various parts of the
world, as well as to practitioners’.
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C08.14 Geography of the Global Information Society
1. Membership
Chair: Mark Wilson
Michigan State University
School of Planning, Design and
Construction East Lansing MI 48824
USA
Phone: +1 517 353 9056, Fax: +1 509 472
8102
E-Mail: wilsonmm@msu.edu
Vice Chairs:
Henry Bakis,
Université de Montpellier III
Laboratoire ART-Dev
(CNRS – FRE 3027, GERT)
Route de Mende
34199 Montpellier Cedex 5
FRANCE
E-mail: h.bakis@wanadoo.fr

Maria Paradiso
Università degli Studi del Sannio
DASES-Dept. of Social Sciences
University of Sannio, Benevento
ITALY
E-mail: paradiso@unisannio.it

Department of Geosciences and
Geography
Division of Geography PO Box 64
University of Helsinki
00014-FINLAND
Email: tommi.inkinen@helsinki.fi
Aharon Kellerman
University of Haifa
President, Zefat Academic College
Safed 13206
ISRAEL
Fax: +972-4-826-2134
E-mail: akeller@univ.haifa.ac.il
Andreas Koch
Department of Geography and Geology
Research Group Social Geography
University of Salzburg
Hellbrunnerstr. 34
A-5020 Salzburg
AUSTRIA
Fax: 0043 662 8044 525

Steering Committee:

John Langdale
School of Earth Sciences
Macquarie University
Sydney, NSW
AUSTRALIA
Fax: +61 2805 8428
E-mail: jlangdal@laurel.ocs.mq.edu.au

Kenji Hashimoto
Faculty of Education and
Integrated Arts and Sciences
Waseda University
Tokyo
JAPAN
E-mail: hashimoto@waseda.jp

Feng Li,
Department of Management Science
University of Strathclyde
40 George St, Glasgow G1 1QE
UNITED KINGDOM
Fax: +44 141 552 6686
E-mail: Feng@mansci.strath.ac.uk

Woo-Kung Huh
Department of Geography
Seoul National University
Seoul 151-746 SOUTH KOREA
Phone: (2)880-6450, Fax: (2)876-9498
E-mail: wkhuh@snu.ac.kr
Tommi Inkinen

Sten Lorentzon,
Department of Human and
Economic Geography
University of Göteborg PO Box 630
40530 Göteborg
SWEDEN
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Fax: +46 31 773 1398
E-mail: hgeoslor@mark.econ.gu.se
Currently, there are more than 150
members on the Commission mailing list.
The location of members by country is:
Austria (1), Australia (7), Belgium (3),
Canada (3), Czech Republic (1), Germany
(12), Estonia (1), Spain (2), Finland (4),
France (16), Greece (1), Hong Kong (1),
Ireland (1), Israel (3), Italy (5), Japan (6),
Korea (5), Netherlands (1), New Zealand
(1), Poland (1), Sweden (3), Singapore
(1), Slovenia (1), UK (13), US (43), South
Africa (2), Unknown (13)





2. Meetings
Traditionally, in years when the IGU
holds
meetings
the
Commission
participates through special sessions. With
the move to annual IGU meetings the
Commission will endeavour to develop
sessions annually. Building on a strong
tradition of specialized commission
meetings every two years, however, we
will also continue to meet separately for
3-5 day meetings in locations of specific
interest to scholars of global information
society. In addition, the Commission has
dedicated sessions as part of the AAG
annual meetings in the United States.
Details of specific meetings during 200812 include:
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2008 – Commission organized four
sessions as part of IGU Tunis
2009 – AAG Las Vegas included two
sessions with 10 papers on themes of
a) New Approaches for Measuring
the Geography of Internet Traffic and
b) Mobility and Space in a Global
Information Society
2009 – Commission Conference:
South Korea. Conference co-chairs
Woo-Kung Huh (Seoul National
University) and Mark I Wilson
(Michigan State University). Special
topics included: Capital cities and the
role of ICT in public service;
Regional ICT policies and use, and





U-Cities and the implications of
ubiquitous ICT access. Field trips
included Samsung Electronics, Smart
Housing, and Seoul Media Street.
2010 – AAG Washington DC
included two sessions with 10 papers
on themes of Geographies of Web
Information.
2010 – IGU Congress Tel Aviv with
18 papers presented in four
Commission sessions including one
co-sponsored session with the
Mediterranean Renaissance Project.
Session themes included:
o Theoretical
Advances
in
Cybergeography
Information
o Mediterranean
Societies: Traditional Cultures
and
Contemporary
Global
Communications
o Urban/Rural ICT Applications
o ICT, Mobility and Globalization
2010-November.
L’Homme@Distance, Le Harve,
France. Themes of ICT and
migration, eCommerce, the concept
of distance, and the politics of ICT
development.
Organized
by
Commission member Philippe Vidal.
2011-July – Commission conference
in Athens, Greece, chaired by Maria
Giaoutzi
(National
Technical
University of Athens) in collaboration
with the Mediterranean Renaissance
Project (Maria Paradiso) and the
Commission. Conference theme:
Heritage, Planning and eParticipation:
The Evolving Forms of Information
Society. Eleven sessions with 32
papers. Major themes included:
o The role of ICT in
Mediterranean democratic
movements
(with
the
Mediterranean Renaissance
Project)
o eParticipation in planning
and development
o Social networks
o Information technology,
culture and heritage
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o



Impact of ICT on urban and
regional
planning
and
management
o The role of ICT in creating
sustainable and climate
resilient cities
2011-November -- Commission
organized two sessions as part of
the IGU Regional meetings in
Santiago,
Chile.
Sessions
addressed Mobility and Equity
for Global Information Society
and technology, Knowledge and
Global Information Society.

3. Networking
The Commission seeks collaborations that
contribute to the development of scholarly
and practical advances in its focus on
global
information
society.
The
Commission has several long standing
relationships that have been strong and
productive during the past four years.
Details include:


Future Events
2012 February – Commission organized
three sessions as part of the AAG annual
meeting in New York. Sessions will
address: The Role of ICT in Urban and
Regional Development, Social Justice and
Media: The Role of Information
Technologies
in
Mediterranean
Democracy Movements, and Spatial
Dimensions of Global Information
Society.
2012-May – World Summit on
Information
Society
(WSIS2012).
Commission and ICT4D have organized
two sessions, on ICT for development,
and on ICT, power and society.
2012-June - Workshop on Information
Society and Regional-Urban Development
(WISURD), Madrid. Commission support
for Local Organizing committee (Carlos
Ferras) and Program Committee (Barney
Warf and Mark Wilson).
2012-August– Commission organized 6
sessions as part of the IGC in Cologne,
and will address ICT and Social
Movements
(with
Mediterranean
Renaissance
Project),
ICT
and
Development (with ICT4D) and a range
of themes associated with global
information society.



Mediterranean
Renaissance
Project and IGU partner annually
for IGU conferences as well as
separate Commission meetings.
The relationship also extends to
publications that explore the role
of ICT in the Mediterranean.
Annual collaboration with AAG
interest
groups
on
Communication
Geography
Specialty
Group,
Cyberinfrastructure
Specialty
Group, Economic Geography
Specialty Group. Each year the
Commission sponsors or cosponsors several sessions at
AAG.

4. Publications
The Commission also maintains strong
relationships with two journals and
several websites.


NETCOM is the official Journal of
the IGU Commission on the
Geography of Global Information
Society, and is published under the
auspices of the Study Group MTE
(CNRS)
and
Université
of
Montpellier III, the International
Geographical Union, and the French
National Committee on Geography.
NETCOM is edited by commission
Vice Chair Henry Bakis, and takes an
interdisciplinary
perspective
on
networks,
communications,
and
space.
185
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Journal of Urban Technology, which
has commission members as editor
(Richard Hanley) and on its editorial
board and publishes articles, and
when possible, special issues drawn
from Commission, AAG and IGU
conference sessions.

Our websites include the Commission
home
site
www.iguinformationsociety.org and a website for
our
annual
meetings,
www.digitalcommunities.info
Information is disseminated regularly to
Commission members via e-mail,
including updates on Commission
activities, meetings and publications of
interests, and requests for information for
scholars studying information society.
The Commission also uses its websites to
inform members of activities.

5. Archival Contributions
The ephemeral nature of Commission
communications as e-mail updates does
not lend itself to easy archiving. Annual
reports etc will be forwarded for the IGU
collection.

6. Continuation
The Commission looks back over a very
productive history and proposes to
continue its work on global information
society. Commission members work
closely and effectively together and have
achieved an excellent record of meetings,
publications,
collaborations,
and
professional networks. Our proposed
continuation plan for 2012-16 is:
6.1. Commission Name
Commission on the Geography of Global
Information Society (no change)
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6.2. Mission
The Commission on the Geography of
Global Information Society builds on a
twenty-year tradition of active research
and engagement across six continents, and
advances geographic scholarship around
several core spatial and social phenomena.
The Commission will continue to draw
together elements of emerging and
contemporary social science inquiry
around the focal points of the
information/knowledge economy and the
impact of information and communication
technologies on people and places, and the
ways that people and places shape ICT
adoption and use. Over the past two
decades the work of the Commission has
moved from a focus on the physical
deployment of communications networks
and the forces shaping presence/absence
of ICT, to a more complex and nuanced
view of ICT use with emphasis on the
impact of technologies on different
societies, people and places. The growing
ubiquity of ICT provides new avenues of
exploration, from the current focus on
mobility, culture, and place we will add
elements of social justice, social
movements and change, and ICT in the
developing world.
6.3. Steering Committee
The steering committee will continue
from the current Commission, although
retirements are likely to necessitate
changes in the near future. It is important
to note the past achievement and
continuing commitment of an excellent
leadership group of Vice Chairs Maria
Paradiso and Henry Bakis, Executive
Secretary Becky Loo, and IGU Vice
President and liaison Aharon Kellerman.
6.4. Work Plan
The Commission has maintained an active
meeting and publication agenda for more
than twenty years, and this practice will
be maintained. The Commission is
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actively engaged in four conferences for
2012 alone (AAG New York, WSIS
Geneva, WISURD Madrid and IGC
Cologne), plus ongoing contributions to
our journals NETCOM and the Journal of
Urban Technology. Specific plans
include:
 Annual participation in IGU and
AAG conferences
 Biennial
commission
conferences
 Support for collaboration with
new and past colleagues,
including
o
Mediterranean
Renaissance Project (Maria
Paradiso)
o AAG/Communication geography
group
o ICT4D Collective, University of
London (Dorothea Kleine)




Expanding the membership of the
Commission, as well as its
geographic representation
Support for young scholars. Many of
the current members joined as young
scholars, and this process needs to be
continued.
6.5. Importance

Results

of

Anticipated

The goal of the Commission in its next
term will be to continue its contribution to
knowledge of ICT use and impacts in the
social sciences with emphasis on the
spatial dimensions of these technologies.
The
Commission’s
work
applies
geographic concepts and knowledge to a
new set of technologies that are rapidly
changing daily life as well as the
organization and operation of the global
economy.

C08.15 The Geography of Tourism, Leisure and Global Change
Summary Report 2008-2012 and Renewal Request
1. Membership
1.1. Steering Committee
The current Commission Steering
Committee members are listed in below.
Members who have served two terms and
need to leave their position for rotation are
nd

marked with the note: 2 TERM.
Jarkko Saarinen, Chair (2nd TERM)
Professor of Geography, Tourism Studies,
Department of Geography
University of Oulu
P.O. Box 3000, FIN-90014, FINLAND
Email: jarkko.saarinen@oulu.fi
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Alan Lew, Vice-Chair and Commission
Webmaster
Professor, Department of Geography and
Public Planning
Northern Arizona University
Box 15016, Flagstaff,
Arizona 86011-5016, USA
Phone: +1-928-523-6567, Fax: +1-928523-2275
Email. alan.lew@nau.edu
Dallen Timothy, Secretary
Associate Professor, School of
Community Resources and Development
Arizona State University
Agriculture (AG) 281, PO Box 874703
Tempe, Arizona 85287-4703, USA
Email: dtimothy@asu.edu
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John Akama (2nd TERM)
Professor, School of Business and
Management
Department of Tourism Management
P.O BOX 3900, 30100, Eldoret, KENYA
Email: jsakama@yahoo.com
Mohammed Berriane (2nd TERM)
Professor, Faculté des Lettres et Sciences
Humaines
Rabat University, 27, Rue Bou Iblane
Agdal Rabat, MAROC
Email: mohamed.berriane@menara.ma
Sanette LA Ferreira, Dr.
University of Stellenbosch
Department of Geology, Geography and
Environmental Studies
Private Bag X1, Matieland 7602
SOUTH AFRICA
Tel + 27 21 808 3015, Fax +27 21 808
3109
Email: slaf@sun.ac.za
Carolin Funck, Dr.
Associate Professor
Hiroshima University
Graduate School of Integrated Arts and
Sciences
Kagamiyama 1-7-1, 739-8521
Higashihiroshima-shi, JAPAN
Phone: +81-82-4246363
Email: funckc@hiroshima-u.ac.jp
Anne-Marie d'Hauteserre, Dr.
Department of Geography, Tourism &
Environmental Planning
Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences
The University of Waikato
Private Bag 3105 Hamilton, 3240
NEW ZEALAND
Phone: +64 7 838 8270
Email: ADHAUTES@waikato.ac.nz
Margaret Johnston (2nd TERM)
Professor, School of Outdoor Recreation,
Parks and Tourism
Lakehead University, 955 Oliver Rd
Thunder Bay, Ontario, CANADA
Email: margaret.johnston@lakeheadu.ca
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Dieter Müller, Dr.
Professor
Department of Social and Economic
Geography
Umeå University
SE-901 87 Umeå, SWEDEN
Email: dieter.muller@geography.umu.se
Jerzy Wyrzykowski (2nd TERM)
Professor of Geography, Department
of Regional and Tourism Geography
University of Wroclaw50-137
Wroclaw, POLAND
Email: wyrzykowski@geogr.uni.wroc.pl
Jie Zhang (PhD)
Professor of Geography and Tourism
School of Geography, Nanjing University
Nanjing, 210093, P.R.OF CHINA
Phone: 86-25-83597097(O)
Email: jiezhang@nju.edu.cn
1.2. Commission Members
Since 2008 the Commission member
directory has been based on the
Commission
IGUST
-listserv:
http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/
Argentina
Australia
Austria

10
7
34

Korea (South)
Lithuania
Luxemburg

3
1
1

Azerbaijan
Bangladesh
Barbados
Belgium
Bolivia
Botswana

1
2
2
8
1
1

Malaysia
Maldives
Martinique
Mexico
Montenegro
Morocco

3
1
1
5
1
4

Brazil
Bulgaria
Cambodia
Cameroon
Canada
China

8
2
1
1
57
14

Namibia
Nepal
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Nigeria

1
8
7
21
2
3

Costa Rica

1

6

Croatia

3

Norway
Papua New
Guinea

1
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Cuba
Cyprus
Czech
Republic
Denmark
Egypt

1
1

Peru
Philippines

1
1

6

Poland

6

2
1

Portugal
Romania

13
4

Finland
France
Germany
Ghana
Greece
Guatemala

6
33
32
1
3
1

Russia
Samoa
Saudi Arabia
Serbia
Singapore
Slovenia

2
1
3
1
7
4

Guyana
Honduras
Hong Kong
Hungary
Iceland
India

1
1
5
3
3
13

South Africa
Spain
Suriname
Sweden
Switzerland
Taiwan ROC

16
16
1
15
7
1

Indonesia
Iran
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Japan

3
2
6
7
14
5

Thailand
Trinidad
Turkey
UAE
UK
USA

4
1
11
1
50
89

Jordan
Kazakhstan
Kenya

1
1
4

Vietnam
Yemen
Zimbabwe

3
1
1

Table 1:
Country

Number of Members by

2. Meetings
2.1. Meetings 2008-2012
The
Commission
has
organised,
sponsored or co-sponsored 14 meetings in
the period 2008-2012. Details of major
meetings are outlined below along with
associated publishing activities.
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2008
Commission sessions at the IGU/UGI
Congress, 11-15 August, Tunis, Tunisia.
Approximately 35-40 participants.
2009
 Mobility and Successful Aging.
Commission meeting jointly with
IGU Commission for Population
Geography, Umeå, Sweden, 1-3 April
2009.
Umeå
University.
Approximately 80 participants.
 “Tourism
for
Development?”
Sustainability, poverty reduction and
empowering
communities.
Commission meeting jointly with
ATLAS
Africa
in
Gaborone,
Botswana, 1-3 July 2009. University
of Botswana and International
Tourism
Research
Centre.
Approximately 110 participants.
 Sustainable and Alternative Tourism:
An
International
Conference.
Yangshuo (Guilin), China - 11 to 13
July 2009. Approximately 50
participants.
2010
 Commission meeting jointly with
IGU Commissions (Gender and
Geographical
Education)
on
'Positioning Geography' in Hamilton,
New Zealand, 19-23 Jan 2010. App.
60 participants.
 Commission meeting jointly with
IGU Commission The Cultural
Approach in Geography on ‘Touristic
cultures:
space,
mobilities,
corporealities’ in Sion (Switzerland),
June 21-23 2010. App. 40
participants.
 IGU Regional Conference, 12-16
July, Tel Aviv. Sessions during the
main event. There was jointly
organized
session
with
the
Mediterranean Renaissance Program
of the IGU.
 ‘Global Change and Economic Crisis
in Tourism’. Commission meeting,
Stellenbosch (RSA), 5-8 Sept 2010.
189



http://www0.sun.ac.za/gcect/. App.
50 participants.
Commission meeting jointly with
ATLAS Special Interest Group
Tourism Geographies, 14 Oct. 2010,
Tarragona
(Spain).
App.
45
participants.

2011
 "The Changing World of Coastal,
Island and Tropical Tourism".
Commission meeting in Martinique
and Guadeloupe, French West Indies,
27 - 29 January 2011, Université des
Antilles et de la Guyane. App. 60
participants.
 Commission Pre-Meeting ‘Tourism
and Heritage: Opportunities and
Challenges
for
Conservation
Geographies in Valparaiso, Chile, 1013 November, 2011. App. 40
participants.
 IGU Regional Conference, 14-18
Nov, Santiago de Chile. Sessions (9)
during the main event. App. 45
participants.
2012
 The Commission organizes a PreCongress Meeting in Trier, Germany
in
22-25
August.
Estimated
participants: 45
 Commission sessions at the IGU/UGI
Congress,
26-30
August,
Cologne/Köln,
Germany.
Approximately
50
participants.
(depending on how many papers can
be accepted!)
2.2. Brief Summary
A brief summary of the questions
addressed at each meeting:
The objectives of the commission are to
be pursued over the life of the
Commission through a set of research
'tasks' that were been defined through
discussion with members and modified as
appropriate during the Commission
meetings:
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Task 1 Interpreting the meaning of
'sustainability' within the context
of tourism, leisure and global
change;
Task 2 The operation and regulation of
tourism and leisure in a
'borderless world'
Task 3 The relationship of tourism and
leisure to issues of time-space
convergence;
Task 4 Tourism and leisure in the
interaction between natural, rural
and urban systems;
Task 5 The inter-relationship of tourism
and leisure with place, identity
and citizenship within the
context of global change;
Task 6 The dynamics and capacities of
communities and institutions in
order to effectively contribute
and respond to global change;
and
Task 7 Contributing
to
relevant
international
research
programmes associated with the
aims and objectives of the
Commission
Task 8 Examination
of
tourism's
relationships
to
global
environmental change
Task 9 In relation to task 8 specific
examination
of
tourism's
relationships with global climate
change.
These tasks are discussed and examined
during the whole Commission time span.
The table below outlines the comparative
international studies that have been
undertaken through the various meeting
activities outlined above in relation to the
goals and objectives of the Commission.
The table indicates the extent to which the
Commission has embraced particular
tasks (T1–T9) through its various
meetings as well as ensuring that specific
research outputs such as proceedings and
other publications have been tied to the
Commission's objectives and goals.
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Tun

Swe

BW

Chi

NZ

Swi

Isr

RSA

Spa

FWI

Chi1

Chi2

Trier

Col

2008

2009

2009

2009

2010

2010

2010

2010

2010

2011

2011

2011

2012

2012

T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9

The main general outcomes from the
meetings are: in order to understand
systems, changes and impacts tourism and
leisure (as study topics) need to be firmly
contextualised and placed to geographical
environments
and
processes;
sustainability in tourism geographies is
still vaguely understood and the
sustainability needs to be seen in a wider
geographical context including not only
destinations but also origins and travel
routes in tourism; there is an increasing
need to focus on the impacts (benefits and
costs) of tourism in local-global nexus;
connections to the other fields of
geography can provide new avenues in
research aiming to understand and solve
issues related to tourism. leisure and
global and climate change, globalisation,
sustainability, community impacts and
benefits, rural and regional development
and urban regeneration, for example; and
tourism and leisure geographies can
contribute to the disciple of geography
though
better
understanding
of
socioeconomic and cultural mobilities in
global systems.
2.3. Meetings after 2012
The detailed meeting plan will be outlined
in 2012 based on the Commission PreMeeting discussions and the new Steering
Committee’s
input.
Basically
the
Commission will organise sessions during
the IGU Conferences in 2013-2016 and
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Commissions also aims to organise PreMeetings and/or Field Trips next to the
main conference locations. This will
benefit both the Commission aims and the
Local Organisers of the main meetings
and the attached meeting will further
increase the attractiveness of the main
meeting location and activities. In
addition, there will be separated
Commission Symposiums based on the
specific topics emphasised in the
Commission Goals and Tasks.

3. Networking
The Commission has worked with the
other IGU Commissions and Task Forces
in the form of joint sessions (see the
meetings list 2008-12). The Commission
has also organized several international
conferences jointly with other academic
organizations such as ATLAS (see the
meetings list 2008-12) and AAG,
Recreation, Tourism and Sport Specialty
Group (in 2011 in Seattle and 2012 in
New York). The Commission has also
been in contact with Prof. Benno Werlen
concerning collaboration and the ICSU
initiative in 2010.

4. Publications
In addition to the various meetings the
Commission has also contributed to the
research programmes or projects related to
second home tourism, tourism and climate
191

change and tourism and local/regional
development. There are also several
journal theme issues based on the
Commission meetings and activities. The
directly commission related publications
include:
Saarinen, J. & CM Hall (eds)(2008).
Tourism and Change in Northern
Geographies (Theme Issue). Fennia
186:1.
Hall, C.M & J Saarinen (eds) (2010)
Tourism and Change in the Polar Regions:
Climate, Environment and Experiences.
London: Routledge.
Saarinen, J, van der Duim, R. and K.
Zellmer (eds)(2010) Tourism, tourists and
sustainable development in Africa.
Thematic proceedings of ATLAS Africa
Conferences, Volume 7. Association for
Tourism and Leisure Education, Arnhem.
Zellmer, K., van der Duim, R. and J.
Saarinen (eds)(2010) Tourism for
Development:
Environmental
Sustainability, Poverty Reduction and
Empowering Communities, Volume 6.
Association for Tourism and Leisure
Education, Arnhem.
Saarinen, J., C. Rogerson & H. Manwa
(eds) (2011). Tourism and Millennium
Development Goals: Tourism for Global
Development? (Special Issue). Current
Issues in Tourism 14(3).
Visser, G. & C. Rogerson (eds) (2012)
Tourism in Africa (theme issue). Tourism
Review International 15 (1-2).
Publications in process:
Saarinen, J., C. Rogerson & H. Manwa
(eds) (2012). Tourism and Millennium
Development Goals. London: Routledge.
Visser, G. & S. Ferraira (eds) (2012/13)
Global Change and Economic Crisis in
Tourism. London: Routledge.
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The journal Tourism Geographies was
developed based on the IGU commission
collaboration and the commission has a
representative position in the editorial
board. The members of the commission
are also involved with several journals
and book series, including the mentioned
Tourism Geographies (EIC Prof. A. Lew),
Current Issues in Tourism (EIC Prof. C.
M. Hall), Journal of Ecotourism (AE,
Prof. J. Saarinen) and Heritage Tourism
(EIC, Prof. D Timothy), for example,
which provides good possibilities for the
theme issues and collaboration also in
future.
Commission web site is: Web:
http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/
TourismGeography/
The website is managed by Professor
Alan Lew (email: alan.lew@nau.edu).

5. Archival Contributions
The Commission’s Call for Papers have
been distributed to the Home of
Geography. The relevant available
publications in 2008-12 will be deposited
to Villa Celimontana in Rome after the
current Commission Steering Committee
has served its period.

6. Continuation
6.1. Commission Name
The Commission wishes to continue
based on the existing name and main aims
as there is still academically relevant,
increasingly timely and interesting work
to do with the challenging theme of
“Geography of Tourism, Leisure and
Global Change”
6.2. Commission Mission
The Commission’s specific objective is to
examine the geographical nature of
tourism, leisure and global change.
Tourism and leisure are seen as deeply
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geographical phenomena that do no
happen in a socio-spatial vacuum. They
are understood as social and cultural
activities occurring in space and time.
Therefore, tourism and leisure are placed
within wider societal contexts and human
mobilities at local, regional, national and
global scales. The current processes of
globalization or global change in tourism
and
leisure
geographies
affecting
communities and environments in
different places are not seen as one
dimensional
but
as
interactional;
globalisation and related mobilities in
tourism and leisure are also mediated by
local and regional factors creating unique
outcomes in different places.
The overall objectives of the Commission
will be pursued over the life of the
Commission through a set of research
tasks that will be defined through
discussions with members and modified
as appropriate during the Commission
meetings.
6.3. New Steering Committee
The Commission steering committee will
be finalised during the Commission PreMeetign in Trier in 22-25 August 2012 (as
less that 50 % of the Steering Committee
members were present in the IGU Chile
meetings).
Initially
the
Steering
Committee consist the following scholars:
Dieter Müller, Chair Candidate
Professor
Department of Social and Economic
Geography
Umeå University
SE-901 87 Umeå, Sweden
Email: dieter.muller@geography.umu.se
Alan Lew, Vice-Chair and Commission
Webmaster
Professor, Department of Geography and
Public Planning
Northern Arizona University, Box 15016,
Flagstaff, Arizona 86011-5016, USA
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Phone: +1-928-523-6567, Fax: +1-928523-2275
Email: alan.lew@nau.edu
Sanette LA Ferreira, Dr.
University of Stellenbosch
Department of Geology, Geography and
Environmental Studies
Private Bag X1, Matieland 7602, South
Africa
Phone: + 27 21 808 3015, Fax +27 21 808
3109
E-mail: slaf@sun.ac.za
Carolin Funck, Dr.
Associate Professor
Hiroshima University Graduate School of
Integrated Arts and Sciences
Kagamiyama
1-7-1,
739-8521
Higashihiroshima-shi, Japan
Phone: +81-82-4246363
Email: funckc@hiroshima-u.ac.jp
Anne-Marie d'Hauteserre, Dr.
Department of Geography, Tourism &
Environmental Planning Faculty of Arts
& Social Sciences The University of
Waikato, Private Bag 3105 Hamilton,
3240, New Zealand
Tel. +64 7 838 8270
Email: ADHAUTES@waikato.ac.nz
Jie Zhang (Ph.D)
Professor of Geography and Tourism
School of Geography, Nanjing University
Nanjing, 210093, P.R.of China
Phone: 86-25-83597097(O)
Email: jiezhang@nju.edu.cn
6.4. Work Plan 2012-2016
The revised work plan for the period
2012-2016 will be finalized based on the
Pre-Meeting in Tries and during the main
meeting in Cologne in August. However,
as the Commission aims to continue based
on the current aims and goals, the work
plan for teh next period will mainly be the
same as in 2008-12 with relevant
revisions and new emphases toward
geographical
contextualization
and
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connections between tourism and leisure
mobilities and global change.
6.5. The Scholarly Importance of
the Anticipated Results of the
Commission’s Work
In recent years, the discussion regarding
tourism, tourist flows, destinations and
their nature and changes has stressed the
meaning and role of space and
geographical core concepts such as space,
place and region. However, many of these
concepts and ideas have often been taken
for
granted
without
analytical
conceptualizing and reference to the
existing field of spatial theories in
geography. Geographers can contribute to
the understanding of tourism, leisure and
related mobilities in spatial contexts and
different scales in local-global nexus. In
this respect the Commission’s specific
objective in 2012-2016 is to examine the
geographical nature of tourism, leisure
and global change. The Commission also
aims to stimulate a deeper integration
between discussions in tourism and
leisure geographies and power theories in
order to understand the current processes
and outcomes of human mobilities and
globalization creating uneven processes of
development in tourism. The purpose is
also to activate geographical tourism and
leisure research that would be influenced
by the current development discussion in
human geography.
The general aims of the Commission are:
1. To implement the purposes of the
IGU as defined in its statutes to
promote the geography of tourism
and leisure around the world.
2. To develop an international research
culture and processes to investigate
and develop the Geographies of
Tourism, Leisure and Global Change.
3. To promote close working relations
with international, national and
regional organisations which share
similar interests in the Geographies of
Tourism, Leisure and Global Change
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4.

and to work with communities which
are affected by these processes and
changes in local-global nexus.
To enhance the place of the
geography of tourism, leisure and
global change in education and
research; tourism and leisure policymakers; the tourism and leisure
industries; and the wider community.

The overall objective of the Commission
is the development and application of an
internationally comparable geographical
research program on the relationships
between tourism, leisure and global
change.
The Commission's specific objectives are
to:
 communicate the role of geography in
tourism, leisure and global change
studies as a major perspective to
understand the complexity and
relations of these concepts and issues;
 communicate the importance of
understanding a broad range of
processes that affect the relationships
between tourism, leisure and global
change, including the natural
environment, political, and socioeconomic processes in local-global
nexus and uneven local / regional
development;
 foster research that incorporates the
notion of the inter-relatedness of
structures and processes in tourism,
leisure and global change, through a
variety
of
linked
spatial
international, national, regional, local
and the individual, and temporal short term and long term (inter and
intra generational) – scales and in
both developed and developing
countries.
 further develop the concept of
sustainability as applied to tourism
and leisure with respect to the
concepts and ideas of global change
and mobility;
 communicate the results of the
research by members of the
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Commission to various academic,
industry and policy arenas in order to
influence policy in an effective and
appropriate manner.
These objectives will be specified and
pursued over the life of the new

Commission through a set of research
tasks and research projects that will be
defined through discussions with the
Commission
members
during
the
Commission Pre-Meeting in Trier and the
IGU Cologne Congress in 2012.

Commission Activity Report 2011
Background and Objectives
The Commission (C08.15) continues the
work of previous term commission
(C04.16) and under the same title with
further
defined
objectives.
The
Commission’s specific objective in 20082012 is to examine the geographical
nature of tourism, leisure and global
change and related modes of mobilities.
The Commission also aims to stimulate a
deeper integration between discussions in
tourism and leisure geographies and
power theories in order to understand the
current processes and outcomes of human
mobilities and globalization creating
potentially
uneven
processes
of
development in tourism. The purpose is
also to encourage geographical tourism
research that would be influenced by the
current development, mobility and
sustainability discussions in human
geography.
The general aims of the Commission are:
1.

2.

3.

To implement the purposes of the
IGU as defined in its statutes to
promote the geography of tourism
and leisure around the world.
To develop an international research
culture and processes to investigate
and develop the Geographies of
Tourism, Leisure and Global Change.
To promote close working relations
with international, national and
regional organisations which share
similar interests in the Geographies of
Tourism, Leisure and Global Change
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4.

and to work with communities which
are affected by these processes and
changes in local-global nexus.
To enhance the place of the
geography of tourism and leisure in
education and research; tourism and
leisure policy-makers; the tourism
and leisure industries; and the wider
community.

The overall objective of the Commission
is the development and application of an
internationally comparable geographical
research program on the relationships
between tourism, leisure and global
change.

Membership of the Commission
The Commission has over 660
corresponding members from over 80
countries. Due to the limited resources the
new member directory is based on the
Commission IGUST – listserv.
The listserv
(http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/
TourismGeography/) has 544 members
(32 new members in 2010). The
commission steering committee (board)
for 2008-2012 is:
Jarkko Saarinen, Chair
Professor of Geography, Tourism Studies,
Department of Geography
University of Oulu
P.O. Box 3000, FIN-90014, Finland
Email: jarkko.saarinen@oulu.fi
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Alan Lew, Vice-Chair and Commission
Webmaster
Professor, Department of Geography and
Public Planning
Northern Arizona University, Box 15016,
Flagstaff, Arizona 86011-5016, USA
Phone: +1-928-523-6567, Fax: +1-928523-2275
Email: alan.lew@nau.edu
Dallen Timothy, Secretary
Associate Professor, School of
Community Resources and Development
Arizona State University, Agriculture
(AG) 281
PO Box 874703, Tempe
Arizona 85287-4703, USA
Email: dtimothy@asu.edu
John Akama
Professor, School of Business and
Management
Department of Tourism Management
P.O BOX 3900, 30100, Eldoret, Kenya
Email: jsakama@yahoo.com
Mohammed Berriane
Professor, Faculté des Lettres et Sciences
Humaines
Faculté des Lettres et Sciences Humaines
Rabat University, 27, Rue Bou Iblane,
Agdal Rabat, Maroc
Email: mohamed.berriane@menara.ma
Sanette LA Ferreira, Dr.
University of Stellenbosch
Department of Geology, Geography and
Environmental Studies
Private Bag X1, Matieland 7602, South
Africa
Phone: + 27 21 808 3015, Fax: +27 21
808 3109 E-mail: slaf@sun.ac.za
Carolin Funck, Dr.
Associate Professor Hiroshima University
Graduate School of Integrated Arts and
Sciences Kagamiyama 1-7-1, 739-8521
Higashihiroshima-shi, Japan
Phone: +81-82-4246363
Email: funckc@hiroshima-u.ac.jp
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Anne-Marie d'Hauteserre, Dr.
Department of Geography, Tourism &
Environmental Planning
Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences
The University of Waikato, Private Bag
3105 Hamilton, 3240, New Zealand
Phone: +64 7 838 8270
Email: ADHAUTES@waikato.ac.nz
Margaret Johnston
Professor, School of Outdoor Recreation,
Parks and Tourism
Lakehead University, 955 Oliver Rd
Thunder Bay, Ontario, Canada
Email: margaret.johnston@lakeheadu.ca
Dieter Müller, Dr.
Professor, Department of Social and
Economic Geography
Umeå University
SE-901 87 Umeå, Sweden
Email: dieter.muller@geography.umu.se
Jerzy Wyrzykowski
Professor of Geography, Department of
Regional and Tourism Geography
University of Wroclaw50-137, Wroclaw,
Poland
Email: wyrzykowski@geogr.uni.wroc.pl
Jie Zhang (Ph.D) Professor of Geography
and Tourism School of Geography,
Nanjing University Nanjing, 210093,
P.R.of China
Phone: 86-25-83597097(O)
Email: jiezhang@nju.edu.cn
Commission Activities in 2011
In 2011 the Commission organised /
sponsored three meetings or sessions in:
"The Changing World of Coastal, Island
and Tropical Tourism". Commission
meeting in Martinique and Guadeloupe,
French West Indies, 27 - 29 January 2011,
Université des Antilles et de la Guyane
(estimation: 50 participants)
Commission Pre-Meeting ‘Tourism and
Heritage: Opportunities and Challenges
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for
Conservation
Geographies
in
Valparaiso, Chile, 10-13 November, 2011.
IGU Regional Conference, 14-18 Nov,
Santiago de Chile. Sessions (9) during the
main event.
The Commission organizes a Pre-Meeting
in Trier, Germany, before the IGU
Cologne in August and will participate
actively in the Main Congress by
organizing as many sessions as the LOCs
are able to provide slots for the
Commission.
Collaboration
The Commission aims to collaborate with
IGU Commissions and Task Forces,
Previously the Commission has worked
with the following IGU Commissions in
co-organising meetings and sessions:
Gender and Geography; Geographical
Education; and Cultural Approach in
Geography. The Commission has also
participated in the activities of the IGU
Mediterranean Renaissance Programme.
The Commission works with other
international scientific bodies such as
ATLAS (Association for Tourism and
Leisure Education) Special Interest Group
on Tourism Geographies and ATLAS
Africa and AAG’s Recreation, Tourism
and Sport Speciality Group. In 2012 the
Commission co-organises session with the
AAG RTS group in New York (Feb) and
ATLAS in IGU Cologne (Aug).
Publishing Activities
The IGUST listserv has replaced the
former newsletter as more timely and
effective route for communication and
information sharing.
The meetings in 2011 involved variety of
publishing activities and plans. The
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Commission Pre-Meeting in Valparaiso
included a Book of Abstracts and will lead
to Proceedings published in 2012. In
addition, there is a theme issue/section
reserved in the Tourism Geographies
journal based on the topic ‘Tourism,
Heritage and Conservation Geographies’
which formed the main idea of the PreMeeting in Valparaiso.
The Commission meeting ‘Global Change
and Economic Crisis in Tourism‘ in 2010
in Stellenbosch, South Africa, proceeded
to publishing contract with Taylor &
Francis in 2011 and the book will be
edited in 2012. The meeting was also used
as a platform for the journal theme issue
in Tourism Review International (Visser
& Rogerson, eds) which will be published
in 2012. The joint meeting with ATLAS
Africa in 2009 in Gaborone produced a
theme issue published in the Current
issues in Tourism journal (Saarinen, J., C.
Rogerson & H. Manwa (eds) (2011).
Tourism and Millennium Development
Goals: Tourism for Global Development?
(Special Issue). Current Issues in Tourism
14(3). In addition, there will be edited
book based on the same theme. The
publishing contract was signed with
Routledge in 2011.
The journal Tourism Geographies was
developed based on the IGU commission
collaboration and the commission has a
representative position in the editorial
board. The members of the commission
are also involved with several journals
and book series, including the mentioned
Tourism Geographies (EIC Prof. A. Lew),
Current Issues in Tourism (EIC Prof. C.
M. Hall), Journal of Ecotourism (AE,
Prof. J. Saarinen) and Heritage Tourism
(EIC, Prof. D Timothy), for example,
which provides good possibilities for the
theme issues and collaboration also in
future.
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C08.17 Globility
1. Membership

LV 1215, Riga, Latvia
E-mail: zkrisjan@lanet.lv

Chair: Prof. Armando Montanari
Department of European American
and Comparative Studies
Università di Roma "La Sapienza"
P. le Aldo Moro 5, I-00185 Roma
Phone: +39 06 491919, Fax: +39 06
490450
E-mail:MD3046@mclink.it
Scientific Secretary: Prof Yoshitaka
Ishikawa
Department of Geography
Graduate School of Letters
Kyoto University
Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 606-8501, Japan
Fax: +81-75-761-0692
E-Mail: y.ishikawa@ft3.ecs.kyoto-u.ac.jp

MAHARAJ, Prof. Brij
Department of Geography
University of KwaZulu-Natal
(Pietermaritzburg)
Private Bag X01
Pietermaritzburg
South Africa
E-mail: maharajb@ukzn.ac.za
PORTNOV, Prof. Boris
Department of Natural Resources &
Environmental Management
Graduate School of Management
University Haifa, Mount Carmel
Haifa, Israel 31905
E-mail: portnov@nrem.haifa.ac.il
POVOA-NETO, Prof. Helion
Institute for Urban and Regional Planning
Prédio da Reitoria, sala 543
Cidade Universitária, llha do Fundão.
Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil
CEP 21941-590
E-mail: helionpovoaneto@gmail.com

CLARK, Prof William
University of California
Los Angeles, USA
E-Mail: wclark@geog.ucla.edu
GALKINA, Prof. Tamara
Institute of Geography
Russian Academy of Sciences
Moscow, Russia
E-Mail: ta@df.ru

VANDERMOTTEN, Prof. Christian
Free University of Brussels
Campus de la Plaine
Brussels Belgium
E-mail: cvdmotte@ulb.ac.be

KING, Prof. Russell
University of Sussex, U.K.
E-Mail: R.King@sussex.ac.uk

The number of commission members in
total (129) and by 48 countries as of 31
December 2011:

KRISJANE, Prof. Zaiga
University of Latvia,
Alberta 10,
Australia
Austria

4
2

Germany
Ghana

6
1

Mongolia
Mozambique

2
1

Spain
Sudan

9
1

Belgium
Brazil
Bulgaria

4
3
1

Greece
Hungary
India

1
4
1

Namibia
Nepal
Netherlands

1
1
3

Switzerland
Taiwan
Thailand

1
2
1
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Canada
China

4
3

Iran
Israel

1
4

Nigeria
Poland

2
2

Tonga
Tunisia

1
2

Croatia
Czech
Republic

3

Italy

6

Portugal

2

Turkey

2

3

Japan

14

Romania

4

Uganda

1

Fiji

1

Latvia

2

1

UK

8

Finland

1

Malaysia

1

5

USA

3

France

1

Mexico

1

Russia
South
Africa
South
Korea

2

Total

129

2. Meetings
2.1. Meetings Organized 2008-2012
Location

Date

Oral
Contributors

Participants

Total

Tunis, Tunisia

12-15 August
2008

16

30

46

Gran Canaria, Spain

19-21 June
2009

21

25

46

Bratislava, Slovak
Republic

13-16 August
2009

14

30

44

Haifa, Israel

9-11 July 2010

11

10

21

Tel Aviv, Israel

12-16 July
2010

9

25

34

14

15

39

9

25

34

25?

?

?

Rome, Italy
Santiago, Chile
Cologne, Germany

2.2. Summary

Discussions,
Conclusions

23-24
September
2011
14-18
November
2011
26-30 August
2012

of
Questions,
Findings and

From the Tunis meeting were discussed
issues of human mobility seen in a
chronological perspective in relation to
the spatial dimension. This was done for
Africa, the Middle East, Asia, America
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and Europe. Were considered foreign
communities in major cities to test the
possibility of identifying possible logics
governing settlements of immigrant
communities. Were also addressed issues
of those flows that cannot be defined
tourism and migration, and even those
which develop over space and in a
different location and integration of the
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work activities. From the meetings of
2009 and 2010 attention was also paid to
international economic crisis, the effects
of this on urban development and housing
market, and the interrelationship with
human mobility. These issues have raised
major scientific problems but also the
interest of some scientific journals that
have turned to Globility for the
publication of special issues.

2.3. The

IGC
Conference

Cologne

2012

At the Cologne Conference 2012
Globility has proposed two sessions, one
on general themes and the other on the
specific relations
between
human
mobility,
economic
growth
and
sustainable development. The number of
abstracts received will organize 7
sessions.

3. Networking
Globility has maintained contacts with
other IGU Commissions - in particular
with the Tourism, the Population and the
local development Commission. But there
was not the possibility of holding joint
meetings since the organization of 9
meetings have required a significant
commitment by Globility members.
Universities around the world in recent
years have suffered from the funding
reduction. This has made difficult the
participation of a much larger number of
researchers at the Globility meetings. In
particular, the meetings organized
independently from IGU by Globility as
those of Gran Canaria (2009), Haifa
(2010) and Rome (2011) did not require a
registration fee. In the period 2008-2012
no economic contribution was received by
IGU. Instead resources were found to
organize local activities and study visits at
the expenses of local organizers. For this
reason, at Globility Rome meeting has
been experienced the broadcasting of live
streaming of the contributors. 99 listening
groups have been registered following the
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Globility Conference. The material of the
streaming live is being revised for
inclusion in the Globility website.
Considering that each listening group
could have by at least 4 people it is
possible to calculate that a few hundred
researchers followed the meeting in Rome
at no cost for their trip and staying in
Rome. Streaming live in Rome must be
tested further, verified and improved. But
in spite of all the limit of what was
initiated in Rome the experience could
contribute to new forms of international
cooperation especially in a time of
economic crisis.

4. Publications
4.1. Newsletters, special journal

issues, and books published or
anticipated during the 2008 to
2012 period

The following special issues have been
published as a common result of Globility
activity:
A part of the papers presented at
Globility’s Tunis Meeting held in August
2008 was published at Croatian journal
Migracijske i etničke teme (Migration and
Ethnic Themes), Vol.24, No.4, 2008.
This issue includes the following four:
Wei Li and Lucia Lo: People – Money
Co-movement and the Ethnic Financial
Sectors in Canada and the U.S.
Cristóbal Mendoza and Ortiz Guitart:
Spanish Professionals in Mexico City:
Narratives on Work and Labour
Markets
Rosalia
Avila
Tapies:
Building
Friendship Networks and Intercultural
Spaces: The Case of Japanese Women
in Spain
Makrem
Mandhouj:
International
Migration and Socio-Spatial Dynamics
in the Tunisian Sahel: The Case of the
Town
of
Sayada
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Geographical Review of Japan, Series B,
Vol. 81, n.1, 2009

Change. Available online July 2011
10.1016/j.techfore.2011.07.011

In preparation, they should be published
during 2012, are the following special
issues of scientific journals:

Bornat, J., Henry, L. and Raghuram, P.
(2011) 'Geriatric medicine and the
management of transitions into old age:
the hospital bed as a site of spatial
practice'? Area 43, 4, 430-437.
Bornat, J., Henry, L. and Raghuram, P.
(2011) The making of careers, the making
of a discipline: Luck and chance in
migrant careers in geriatric medicine
Journal of Vocational Behavior 78, 3,
342-350.

-

BELGEO, Belgian Journal of
Geography
International
Review
of
Sociology

List of articles and volumes published by
Globility members on the issue of global
change and human mobility, in English
and /or their national languages:
Adepoju, A., T. van Naerssen and A.
Zoomers (eds.) (2008): International
Migration and National Development in
Sub-Saharan Africa. Viewpoints and
policy initiatives in the Countries of
Origin. Leiden: Brill Publishers. Afrika
Studiecentrum Series no. 10. ISBN 97890-04-16354-6
Ahrens, J., King, R., Skeldon, R. and
Dunne, M. (2010) Motivations of UK
Students to study Abroad: A Survey of
School-Leavers. University of Sussex,
Sussex Centre for Migration Research,
Working Paper No. 64, pp. 36.
and exploring pathways’, Oxford:
Routledge, pp 23-34.
Asis, M., Piper, N. and Raghuram, P.
(2010) International migration and
development in Asia – exploring
knowledge frameworks. International
Migration, 48, 3, 76-106.

BURCIN,
B.,
DRBOHLAV,
D.,
KUČERA,
T.
(2008):
Možnosti
migračního řešení perspektivního úbytku
a demografického stárnutí obyvatelstva
České
republiky.
Sociologický
časopis/Czech Sociological Review, roč.
44, č. 4, str. 653- 682
Chaban N., Williams A.M. and Holland
M. (2011), ‘Crossing cultures: Analysing
the experiences of NZ returnees from the
EU (UK vs. non-UK), International
Journal of Intercultural Relations 35: 77690
Chaban N., Williams A.M. and Holland
M.(2009), Return Migrants in New
Zealand, IPPR report
Chaban N., Williams A.M., Holland M.,
Boyce V and Warner F (2009), Crossing
Cultural Borders: Analyzing Experiences
of the NZ Return Migrants from the EU,
ISET Working Paper Series No. 12, pp 81

Baláž V. and Williams A.M. (2011), ‘Risk
attitudes and migration experience’,
Journal of Risk Research 14:5: 583-596

Christou, A. and King, R. (2010)
‘Imagining “home”: diasporic landscapes
of the Greek-German second generation’,
Geoforum, 41(4), pp. 638–646.

Baláž V. and Williams A.M. (2012 in
press)‘Diffusion and competition of voice
communication technologies in the Czech
and Slovak Republics, 1948-2009",
Technological Forecasting and Social

Christou, A. and King, R. (2010)
‘Movements between Europe and
America: Greek migration to the United
States’, in Knott, K. and McLoughlin, S.
(eds) Diasporas: Concepts, Identities,
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Intersections. London: Zed Books,pp.
181–186.
Christou, A. and King, R. (2011)
‘Gendering counter-diasporic migration:
second-generation Greek-Americans and
Greek-Germans
narrate
their
“homecoming” to Greece’, Journal of
Mediterranean Studies, 20(2), pp. 283–
314.
citizens, Jimbun-chiri (Japanese Journal of
Human Geography) 63 (6).
contemporary
Japan,
Geographical
Review of Japan Series B 83 (1): 1-14.
cross-border
marriage
migration:
Demographic patterns and social issues
(IIAS
Di Zio S., Montanari A., Staniscia B.
(2010), Simulation of urban development
in the city of Rome. Framework,
methodology and problem solving,
«Journal of Transport and Land use,
Special Issue on urban Sim», 2010, 3(2),
pp. 85-105.
DRBOHLAV, D. (2008): K některým
aspektům
nelegální
migrace
a
neoprávněných ekonomických aktivit
migrantů. In: Polanská, J., Kadlecová, M.
(eds.): Neregulérní pobyt cizinců v ČR:
Problémy a jejich řešení. Praha, Člověk v
tísni, Multikulturní centrum Praha,
Organizace pro pomoc uprchlíkům a
Poradna pro uprchlíky, str. 8 - 12.
DRBOHLAV, D. (2008): Upravlinja
trudovoju migracieju: mri ta reálnosť (na
prikladi
Respubliki
Čechija).
In:
Mižnarodna migracija ta rozvitok Ukrajini
v konteksti evropejskoj integraciji.
(Recenzovaný sborník materiálů z
konference 16.10.2007 v Kyjevě). Kyjev,
Ukrajinský národní institut mezinárodní
bezpečnosti, str. 212-226 (in Ukrainian
language).
DRBOHLAV, D. (2009): Les migrations
internationales en République tcheque:
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aspects démographiques et économiques.
Revue d´études comparatives East-Ouest,
Vol. 40, No. 1, pp. 145-173.
DRBOHLAV, D. (2010): Geografické
migrační centrum (GEOMIGRACE) a
aktivity jeho členů na poli migračního
výzkumu. In: Přínos a potenciál
vědeckého výzkumu v oblasti migrace.
Praha, Ministerstvo vnitra ČR 2010, str.
49-61.
DRBOHLAV, D. (2011): Determinants of
Migration. In: Immigration Puzzles;
Comparative Analysis of the Czech
Republic, Hungary and Poland before and
after Joining the EU. GrabowskaLusinska, I., Drbohlav, D., Hars, A. (eds.).
Saarbrücken, LAP Lambert Academic
Publishing, pp. 38-76.
DRBOHLAV, D. (2011): Imigrace a
integrace cizinců v Česku: Několik
zastavení na cestě země v její migrační
proměně z Davida na téměř Goliáše.
Geografie, roč. 116, č. 4, str. 401-421.
DRBOHLAV, D. (ed.): Nelegální
ekonomické aktivity migrantů (Česko v
evropském kontextu). Praha, Karolinum
2008.
DRBOHLAV, D., DZÚROVÁ, D.
(2008): Hlavní zjištění empirického
šetření postojů výzkumníků a vývojářů z
podnikatelského sektoru k pracovní
migraci do zahraničí. In: Riziko odlivu
vědeckých, výzkumných a vývojových
pracovníků z České republiky do
zahraničí v kontextu významu vědy a
výzkumu
v současné
společnosti.
Vavrečková a kol. Praha, VÚPSV v.v.i,
str. 40-43.
DRBOHLAV, D., DZÚROVÁ, D.
(2008): Hlavní zjištění empirického
šetření postojů českých doktorandů k
pracovní migraci do zahraničí. In: Riziko
odlivu vědeckých, výzkumných a
vývojových pracovníků z České republiky
do zahraničí v kontextu významu vědy a
výzkumu
v současné
společnosti,
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Vavrečková a kol., Praha, VÚPSV, str.
36-39.
DRBOHLAV, D., DZÚROVÁ, D.,
ČERMÁK,
Z.,
JANSKÁ,
E.,
ČERMÁKOVÁ, D., MEDOVÁ, L.
(2008): Immigrants´ Irregular Economic
Activities in the Czech Republic (a MultiApproach Study), Transfer - The
European Review of Labour and
Research, Vol. 14, 4, pp. 639-652.
DRBOHLAV,
D.,
GRABOWSKALUSINSKA, I., MEDOVÁ, L., HARS,
A., LESINSKA, M. (2011): Conclusions.
In: Immigration Puzzles; Comparative
Analysis of the Czech Republic, Hungary
and Poland before and after Joining the
EU. Grabowska-Lusinska, I., Drbohlav,
D., Hars, A. (eds.). Saarbrücken, LAP
Lambert Academic Publishing, pp. 128132.
DRBOHLAV,
D.,
GRABOWSKALUSINSKA, I., MEDOVÁ, L., HARS,
A., LESINSKA, M. (eds.) (2011):
Immigration
Puzzles;
Comparative
Analysis of the Czech Republic, Hungary
and Poland before and after Joining the
EU.
Saarbrücken,
LAP
Lambert
Academic Publishing.
DRBOHLAV, D., JANSKÁ, E. (2009):
Illegal Economic and Transit Migration in
the Czech Republic (Intensive Study of
Individual Migrants´ Behaviour). EuropeAsia Studies, Vol. 61, 2009, No. 1, pp.
141-156.
DRBOHLAV, D., LACHMANOVÁ, L.:
(2008) Irregular Activities of Migrants in
the Czech Republic: a Delphi Study about
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4.2. Commission Website
http://130.54.245.7/geo/globility/
The Globility web site managed since the
year 2000 by prof Yoshitaka Ishikawa
represents the major instrument of
information
among
the
Globility
Commission memebrs. It constitutes also
the archive of the Globility Commission
since it contains all the documents
produced by Globility since the year 2000.

5. Continuation
5.1. Commission Name
The Commission confirms the name
“Global Change and Human Mobility”
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and the acronym Globility when it can be
applied.

5.2. Commission Mission
On the base of the achievements in the
previous activities, Globility has sought to
answer the following questions:
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

What are the necessary conditions for
a change in the dimensions and
characteristics
of
international
mobility? Is there sufficient empirical
evidence of this change?
Is there an indication of the need for a
new dialectic between the global and
local dimensions? Is it possible to
create a model to interpret how
human mobility constitutes an
element of connection between the
local and global dimensions?
What are the implications of the new
forms of mobility? What are their
causes and effects?
What are the characteristics and
dimensions of the changes relating to
mobility?
What are the interactions between the
forms of mobility identified? Is it
possible to identify a new theory of
human mobility? Can a satisfactory
empirical analysis be conducted on
the basis of this new theorisation?
What are the effects of global
economic crisis in the current trend of
human mobility flows? Are there
empirical evidences regarding the
complexity of mobility in this
economic post-fordist stage?

5.3. New Steering Committee
CHAIR: Prof. Josefina Dominguez
Mujica
Department of Geography
Universidad de Las Palmas de Gran
Canaria
Tel: +34 928 451736/00
Fax: +34 928 452775
E-mail: jdominguez@dgeo.ulpgc.es
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5.4. Work Plan 2012-2016
The work plan envisaged during the 20122016 period Globility studies are hindered
by the difficulty in correctly detecting and
studying the phenomenon at a general
level. The phenomenon will be analysed
on a combination of researchers at global
and local level.
Each territory is capable of activating
original
mobility
processes
with
characteristics and implications which do
not occur in the same way elsewhere. If
each place is a separate case then at an
international level general qualitative
conditions can be indicated, but certainly
not a precise correspondence of
quantitative
definitions
and
characteristics. The local level and the
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territory become the favoured parameters
for the observation of flows.
Indeed, at this level it can be better
assessed to what extent the economic
development of a location determines the
activation of population flows, whether
temporary or definitive, and vice versa,
that is, to what degree these flows
contribute to development in its various
stages.
Further issues to be considered with
specific attention will be:
1. Environmental factors, reflecting
their growing importance in the
contemporary mobility patterns,
especially in the developed world.
Some of these factors have been
considered in different categories
(e.g., in social reasons linked to
quality of life), which is not any more
justified. Environmental group of
mobility may include: escaping air
pollution and transport congestions in
central cities, search for more
moderate climate (e.g., north-south
human mobility in the USA), etc.
2. Better schooling for children, a factor
for mobility of many families,
especially for the young ones with
children.
3. Health concerns: an emerging factor
of new age mobility, as people with
respiratory
problems
(e.g.,
asthmatics) and arthritics choose to
move to areas with drier climates,
such as sunny arid regions and
deserts, e.g., in the USA and Israel.
4. Urban crime or more specifically, an
attempt to escape from it is another
cause of mobility.
5. Availability of state-sponsored (i.e.,
public) housing drives people from
one area to another in which such
housing is available, especially in
welfare states of Scandinavia where
states invest a lot in its provision for
the needy.
6. The impact of financial crisis in the
demand of the labour market and its
- 219 -

7.

consequences in the traditional flows
from Southern countries to the US
and to the EU, especially in areas
whose economic growth was based
on labour-intensive activities with
small requirements of capital.
The implications of the new
migratory policies in certain areas
that have been externalising the
control of borders, as an integral
component of the actions and policies
that, while favouring the free
circulation of people between certain
countries, have also contributed to the
construction of “fortress states”.

8.

9.

The increase in the demand of
qualified immigrants in those
developed countries specialized in
human capital, R&D activities and
other specific services and in those
named as emerging countries.
The economic changes brought by the
recession define a heterogeneous
scenario between the human mobility
and the new global economic
processes, with differentiated local
effects and an uncertain dimension,
what makes up a social and scientific
challenge.
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Number
of
members
of
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Commission (as of 31 December 2011)
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1.

Number of Corresponding members
of the Commission is 120.
219

2.

3.
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Members’ countries are as follows;
Australia:3, Austria:1, Belgium:2,
Brazil:5,
China:5,
Chile:5,
Denmark:1,
France:2,
India:8,
Island:1, Italy:3, Iran:2, Japan:40,
Korea:2,
Russia:5,
Malta:1,
Mexico:2, Netherland:2, Poland:1,
Rumania:1, Slovenia:2, Thailand:4,
Myanmar:3, Vietnam:5 Philippine:1,
Egypt 1 and so on.
Example of corresponding member;
Japan (Abe T., Akiyama M.,
A.Koresawa, Fukano A., Funabiki A.,
S.Yamamoto,
Hashimoto
N.,
Y.Himiyama, Y.Hirai, H.Matsuki,
IshikawaY. ,K.Wakamatsu, Kamoto
M., Koarai M., Kondoh A.,
K.Yamagata, K.Saito, K. Miyaoka,
Matsuda A., Masuda K., Mikami T.,
Morisima A.,MurayamaY., Murooka
M., Nakamura K.,Nogami M., Okabe
A., S.Hiraide, Sugai T. Takagi A.,
Tamura T., Tanabe Y., Tetsuo M.,
Tezuka A., Tubokawa H., Uchida K.,
Une H., Usui T., Yamada H., Y.Kato,
Yokoi
S.,
Yositani
J.,
S.Susmita,Matsumoto M.,Takeuchi
K.,Satake K. etc.), Russia( A.Lankin,
A.Shmakin, S.Ganzei, N.Mishina
Vaglanov,etc.), India (Anbumozhi V.,
Arun Das, S.Chatterjee, C.G.Sing,
R.B.Sinh etc.), Sri Lanka(S.Herath),
Slovenia
(B.Komac,etc.),Malta(C.Virapat),
Thailand (C.Tanavud, R.Simking,
T.Simking, SurapeeE.etc.), Australia
( D.D.Howes, etc.),USA (D.Carr,
Joshua
Comenetz,
M.
Jerry,
etc.),Vietnam(D.T.Hung,
Le
T.V.Hoa,
Ngyen
T.M.H.,
VuV.P.,etc.),
Philippin
(D.Hipolitoetc),Israel(R.Sarmah),Chil
e(E.N.Jerezetc.,),
Netherlands
(
H.Verstappen ,V.G.Jetten,), German
(J. Weichselgartner, etc.), France
(J.Feranec,
etc.),
Myanmmar
(K.T.Hlaing, M.M.Aye, K.K.Wai),
Egypt(M.M.Ashour,),Italy(M.Zorn,
Micadei,),China (Wang D.,Zhangbai,

etc.), Spain (D.Belizal E., S.Anyela,
S.F.Pazy., B.Godoy M, Anuel
Rolando)

2. Meetings
IGU Congress in Tunis 2008, 12-15
August 2008: Commission session of
Hazard and Risk 3
International symposium for hazard
and
risk
jointed
with
Japan
Geographical Union, 29-31 March 2009,
Teikyo University in Tokyo, Japan
North River and natural hazard:
permanent freeze soil melting and flood,
Amur River: flood buffer zone and land
use change effective for flood mitigation?
Lena River: Melting the soil and changing
the river features, Hokkaido: changing the
land use by human activities and river
management.
2009 Joint International Symposium IGU-Commission on Hazard and Risk
and Japan Geographical Union,
Mitigation of the water related disasters
in a tropical river basin –
October 25, 2009, Ryukyu University,
Okinawa JAPAN
 Requirements
for
Technology
Transfer for Resolving Water
Problems
 Recent climate variation and its
impact on the water hazard in
Tropical Monsoon Asia
 Torrential rainfall in Myanmar and
associated atmospheric disturbances
 Flood hazard management in
southern Thailand
 Flood Hazard Mapping and Related
Problems in South East Asian
Countries
 Application of high technologies for
disaster prevention
 Prepare Flood Disasters with Local
Communities: Lessons from Japanese
Experience
Comment
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Comment on problems to decrease
disasters in the basins of tropical
rivers

PEMSEA: THE EAST ASIAN SEAS
CONGRESS
2009
in
Manila,
Partnerships
at
Work:
Local
Implementation and Good Practices, 23
- 27 November 2009, Philippine
International Convention Center, Manila,
Philippines.
 Development of DSS for environment
protection in cases of marine
incidents
 Experimental Research on the
Development of Inorganic Coagulant
for the Removal of Wreck Oil by Oil
Spill
Accident:
Oil
Removal
Examination at the Philippines
Guimaras Island
 Risk assessment of shipping traffic in
the Straits of Malacca
 Development of PSSA in the Straits
of Malacca
 Partnership Building for Mitigation of
Disaster
 Flood and Sediment management in
Philippines, in view of Cooperation
 Development of Participatory Risk
Communication
Method
using
Disaster Risk Scenario
 Good Governance and Effective
Collaboration
Towards
Flood
Mitigation
 Numerical Analyses of Flood Control
Basin Capability in the Middle Part of
the Amur River
 Tropical Cyclone ‘Nargis’: The
Worst Natural Disaster to Strike the
Southern Ayeyarwady River Delta of
Myanmar in Early May 2008
IGU conference in ISRAEL JULY 2010
in Tel Aviv, Israel, on July 12-16 July
2010
Partnership for Mitigation of Disaster for
Coastal Area
 Impact Of Bank Erosion Hazard On
Human Occupance In The Jia
Dhansiri River Basin, India
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Analysis Of Climatic Extremes And
Their Change Over North Eurasia
During The Last Decades
Outburst Lakes: Case Studies From
Mountains,
The
Tien-Shan
Kyrgyzstan
Flood Risk In Metropolitan Environs
Under Dynamic Land Use And
Population Change
Application
Of
Geo-Spatial
Information For Disaster Prevention
Israel Drought Hazard During 19982000, Connections To Historic
Drought Patterns, And Ocean Trends
The Effect Of Vulnerability On
Climate Change Mitigation Policy
Using Tourist’s Knowledge And
Perception To Enhance Volcanic
Hazard And Risk Communication In
Southern Iceland
Online Gridded Population Mapping
For Humanitarian Relief And
Disaster Planning
Natural Hazards In The Context Of
The Social And Geographical
Memory
Natural Fires: Global Situation
Maritime Emergency Management
System Based On GIS And Decision
Making Tools
Testing The Australian Megatsunami
Hypothesis
Tsunami And Design Of Buildings In
Areas Of Risk: ・Using The
‘Coupled
Human-Environment
Systems Framework’ For Exploring
Issues Of Hazard And Risk
The Awareness Level Of Israeli
Students Regarding Earthquakes And
Their Expected Behaviour In The
Event Of An Actual Earthquake
During School Hours
Human-Nature Interaction In The
2004 Chuetsu Earthquake Disaster,
Central Japan
Mapping
Earthquake-Triggered
Landslides From Remote Sensing
Triggering Factors Of Landslides
And
Mudflows
On
Lake
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Büyükçekmece
Area,
Western
Istanbul, Nw Turkey
The Relevance Study Between
Landslides And Land Use Types In
Taipei Region, Taiwan
Land Cover Changes In The Middle
Reaches Of Amur River
Assessment Physical And Chemical
Characteristics Of Groundwater In
The Ayeyarwady River Delta,
Myanmer
Natural Hazards And Education In
Europe
The Master Of Natural Hazards
Program At The Australian National
University
Natural Hazards In High Mountains
Ecosystems: La Laguna (Andean
Semiarid Chile)
Human Security And Natural
Disasters In Southeast Asia: A Case
Study Of The 2009 Flood Disasters In
The Island Of Luzon, The Philippines

The 25th IUGG General Assembly in
Melbourne, 28 June - 7 July, 2011, Coconveners of IRDR and disaster science
meeting in IUGG2011 Union Symposium
U-02 and the Open Forum
IGU 2011 regional conference was held
in Santiago, Chile, on 14th -18th Nov.
2011.
10 sessions of commission on hazard and
risk were prepared at room 1and 3 of the
main
conference
building.
The
commission business meeting was held,
and future commission activity plan and
publication
of”hazard
and
risk
perspective” were discussed.
The main presentation themes of IGU
2011 Chile are following;
 Territorial dimensions for crisis
management: construction of a
georeferenced database to prepare
Lima for an earthquake
 Disaster risk reduction: a critical
approach to explore recovery after the
2006 Yogyakarta earthquake
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How the climatic cycles and social
rhythm interrelate in the causes of
hazards and socio-environmental
vulnerability to landslides
Assessing vulnerability to bushfire
risk at the urban bush interface in
Sydney, Australia: a place-based
modelling approach
Methodology
of
integrated
environmental risk estimation for
stationary sources of pollution in
consideration
of
geographical
location
Gender disasters in Lao people’s
democratic
republic:
women’s
livelihoods and roles in disaster risk
management
Impacts of the 2010 Eyjafjallajkull
eruptions on the local communities
Analysis of the dispersion of volcanic
ash in the atmosphere modelled with
fall 3D for the Hudson volcano
eruption of 1991
Social perception of hazards and
flood
management
in
Costa
Brava,Girona, Spain
Analysis of the characteristics of
natural hazard regional combination
law along the Qinhai-Tibet raiwal
Crisis management difficulties during
the 2010 eruption of Merapi volcano,
Indonesia
Potential flooding by Tsunami in
aLaSerena
Tsunami affected area of southern
part of Thailand
Monitoring burnt areas in the
Araucana region, using satellite
images
Analysis of the susceptibility to slope
slippage in sectors close to the work
site of the savegre hydroelectric
project
Comparison of analysis results for
decision maker groups in multicriteria site selection for fire services
Methodology for assessment and
classification of natural disaster risk:
a case study on seismic disaster in
Shanxi
province
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Socio-spatial analysis of hazardprone areas; A geodata-based
approach for Santiago de Chile
Assessment of natural risks in
coastal zones the European Russia
Consequence based risk assessment
for Kaekmece district
Subsidence
hazards
in
the
Guadalajara region of Mexico and
its related with the alteration to the
local relief by urban expansion
Geographic characteristics of land
mine fields in Bosnia and
Herzegovina and the republic of
Croatia
Natural disasters in Chile and the far
east Russia
Damage and effects of 27th Feb.
earthquake in the Araucana region;
challenges for territorial planning
Climatic environmental disasters:
prevention measures and emergency
response for rain hazards in Brazil
Recurring flood hazards in the lower
Damodar basin during the period of
post Damodare valley project,
Eastern India
A spatio-temporal analysis of flood
disaster in northern Bihar plain:
Social economic and environmental
impacts
Land slippage processes in the
Municpio
de
Motozintal,of
Mendoza, Chapas
Hazards and academics standards:
cases of Chile and the United States
Rain-triggered lahars after the 2010
eruption of Merapi Volcano
Integrated emergency information
system
Learn to live with natural Hazards

Haruyama S. et al (2010): The special
issue of Amur river basin for flooding
and grace in Journal of Geography,
Vol.54,Nov.12. (J)
Haruyama S. et al (2010): The flooding
and prevention of the world large river
in Monsoon Asia and the future,” Ejournal GEO, No.5,78-86
Haruyama S. et al (2010): The special
issue of Amur river basin for flooding
and grace in Journal of Geography,
Vol.55,No.5. (J)

4. Future Events
For Co-conveners of the Mega
earthquake of East Japan science
meeting in JpGU 2012 will be in Union
Symposium and the Open Forum: Japan
Geoscience Union meeting 2012,
Makuhari, Japan (20-25 May, 2012)
Publication project “Hazard and risk in
perspective” will be prepared by
commission steering committee member
and invited geographer in International
Springer Publisher in 2012.
IGU Koln 2012 main Congress (our
commission prepares the following
specific sessions including risk and
vulnerability, earthquake and flood with
field excursion.)
IGU Kyoto Regional Conference 2013
in Kyoto, Japan (commission on hazard
and risk will prepare the specific
excursion of prevention Lab. In Kyoto
Univ. and river work of the Yodo River
Basin, Japan)

3. Publications

IGU Poland Regional Conference 2014

Haruyama S. et al (2010): The flooding
and grace of the world large river –
considering with human impacts to the
Amur river basin, E-journal GEO,
No.4,138-144pp(J)

5. Collaborative
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Efforts
other IGU Commissions

with

Collaboration Symposium with (JGA)
Japanese Geographers Association and
223

RIHN (Research Institute of Humanity
and Nature) “Amur-Okhotsuk symposium
in 2009”
Collaboration Symposium with (JGA)
Japanese Geographers Association “The
Tropical River in 2009”

There are five main areas of endeavour for
the
next
2012-2016
Commission
activities, including:


Collaboration symposium with PEAMSE
in 2009
Collaboration session with IGU- LUCC
commission in IGU 2012
Collaboration
session
with
IGUTransportation commission in IGU 2012
Collaboration research with GISTDA
(Thailand GIS and technology office in
Bangkok) for 2011 flooding of the central
plain of Thailand in Dec. 2011
Graduate School education support from
ITC (Dr.Jetten who is SC member of our
commission) for GadjahMada University
after Mt Merapi Eruption

6. Commission Website
http://www.bio.mieu.ac.jp/~haruyama/igu/
(New website)
http://www.bio.mieu.ac.jp/~haruyama/igu/2008welcome.pdf
(Website for corresponding member)



The 2012-2016 will work with the IGU
Task Force on the risk management
theory to develop a sustainable
organisation to support this key endeavour
for the future of the discipline.
The aim is to promote round tables for
discussions on risk management and to
contribute to social interchange, in
particular:


http://www.bio.mieu.ac.jp/~haruyama/hazard_and_risk_plan.
html
(Previous website)

7. Continuation
7.1. Commission Name
Commission on Hazard and Risk
Same as present name
7.2. Commission Mission
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To work to improve networks with
related
agencies
working
in
geographical approach for hazard and
risk. The Commission will promote
further collective engagement in
research
projects
with
these
organizations. The aim is to research
and publish from geographical
approach for hazard and risk for
mitigation such as GIS technology
and landscape studies.
To work to involve more young
researchers in Geography and
collaboration with other science
related with hazard and risk. Given
the discussion networking each
region in the Commission, we have
close links to the several international
disaster prevention associations.



To extend the work on the role of
geography in for living with natural
disaster. This process will begin with
a contribution to the session in Kolen
and the distribution of the statement
to
all
national
communities
represented in the IGU. The
Commission will survey uptake of the
concepts on sustainable development
in curriculum materials, and promote
the ideas in working conferences of
the Commission.
To development of statistical
approaches to evaluate regional risks
from the knowledge of atmosphere- 225 -

related
and
lithosphere-related
hazards statistics.
 To collect the issue for desertification
and to development of solution
method against desertification.
 To promote research themes in
regional meetings on hazard and risk.
The Commission has offers of
tentative conferences.
We worked three years and half only and
we should continue to promote research
for hazard and risk and international rink
in future.
7.3. Steering Committee
Our commission started in 2008 after
Tunis IGU, and the period of commission
activities is shorter than four years. 20082012 is first period of our commission
activity and we will make next step with
all of SC Member and corresponding
member for hazard and risk perspective.
7.4. Work Plan 2012-2016

The activities of the 2004-2008
Commission focused on bridging the gap
between human and physical geography
concerning natural hazards; paying
attention to the issue of hazards, risks, and
vulnerability in the context of sustainable
development; improving the international
networking of geographical researchers in
different countries including international
organisations and research programmes;
contributing to disaster reduction in highrisk
regions;
intensifying
and
strengthening the commission’s work,
objectives, and results within the IGU.
2008, Tunis, Tunisia, main IGU congress:
Hazard and risk in general session was
held and 15 presentation including Dr.
Haruyama gave their presentations and
discussed for mitigation for rapid natural
disaster in Middle east and north Africa.
2010, Tel Aviv, Israel, Regional IGU
conference: Partnership for Mitigation ff
Disaster For Coastal Area and 27
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presentations
including
landslide,
flooding, Tsunami, and severe natural
disaster and discussed with how to
mitigate and make a future regional
planning in each presentation.
2011, Santiago, Chile, Regional IGU
conference: Severe natural disasters in
South America were discussed and
earthquake and Tsunami were important
materials for discussion. In this
conference, we understand the important
information network established in the
world, specific Asia and Pacific region
where one of the most vulnerable for
natural disaster is.
2012, Köln, German, Main IGU
Congress: we prepare four kinds of
session such as, Mega East Japan
earthquake, vulnerability and resilience,
Tsunami and flooding, the other natural
disaster session.
After 2008, we held several symposiums
with Japan Geographical Association,
PEAMSE and IUGG. The first world
landslide forum, UNU (Tokyo, Japan) in
Nov.18-21,
2008,
International
symposium for hazard and risk jointed
with
Japan
Geographical
Union
(Association) conference 29-31 March
2009(Teikyo University in Tokyo, Japan).
We discussed the north River and natural
hazard: permanent freeze soil melting and
flood, Amur River: flood buffer zone and
land use change effective for flood
mitigation? Lena River: Melting the soil
and changing the river features,
Hokkaido: changing the land use by
human activities and river management
with excursion (Tokyo and disaster
prevention works). In summer in 2009,
International workshop jointed with Japan
Geographical Union (Association), we
discussed the tropical river and natural
hazard: Monsoon seasonal change and
flooding, Mekong river: flood and living
water in human dimension. In 12-16 July,
2010 IGU regional conference (Tel Aviv,
Israel) was done, in July 2011 cooperative
symposium in IGUU was done, in 28-30
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September,
September, 2011
2011 IGU
IGU regional
regional
conference’(
Santiago,
Chile)
waswas
done.
conference’(
Santiago,
Chile)
done.
In In IGU
IGU Congress
Congress Cologne
Cologne 2012
2012
(Germany),
(Germany),wewearearepreparing
preparinglocal
local
organizer:
Victor
G. G.
Jetten(ITC),
Juergen
organizer:
Victor
Jetten(ITC),
Juergen
Weichselgartner(German)
Weichselgartner(German) andand four
four
sessions
related
natural
disaster
andand
riskrisk
sessions
related
natural
disaster
assessment
andand
management.
assessment
management.
In Inthetheendendof of2012,
2012,wewewillwillpublish
publish
“Hazard
“HazardandandRisk
Riskin inperspective”
perspective”by by
Springer
SpringerPublisher.
Publisher.Now,
Now,wewecollect
collect
papers
forfor
publication.
papers
publication.
In In
IGU
regional
conference
Kyoto
2013,
IGU
regional
conference
Kyoto
2013,
commission
chair
should
have
a specific
commission
chair
should
have
a specific
roleroleof ofmanagement
managementof ofsession
sessionof of
rehabilitation
rehabilitation from
from Mega
Mega Japan
Japan
earthquake
earthquakeandanddiscuss
discusswith
withmitigation
mitigation
andand
thethe
rolerole
of of
geographical
education
in in
geographical
education

future.
future.Because
Becausethethefuture
futureregional
regional
planning
planningshould
shouldbe beincluding
includingnatural
natural
geography
geographyandandhuman
humangeography,
geography,wewe
must
promote
research
andand
dissemination
must
promote
research
dissemination
of ofourourstudy
result
TheThe
study
resultforforthetheworld.
world.
traditional
traditional wisdom
wisdom is is also
also in in thethe
prevention
preventionactivities
activitiesin intransmission
transmissionin in
IGU
IGUKRC
KRCandandin inth thview
viewof ofdisaster
disaster
science,
wewe
should
involve
Asia
-Pacific
science,
should
involve
Asia
-Pacific
region.
region.
In In
IGU
regional
conference
Poland
2015,
IGU
regional
conference
Poland
2015,
wewe
willwill
be be
in in
focus
of of
vulnerability
andand
focus
vulnerability
resilience,
education
of of
disaster
science
in in
resilience,
education
disaster
science
geography
geographyeducation.
education.TheThestudy
studyresults
results
from
fromEurope
Europeincluding
includingGIS,
GIS,remote
remote
sensing
sensingtechnology
technologywillwillbe beimportant
important
discussion.
discussion.
In In
IGU
regional
conference
2016,
wewe
willwill
IGU
regional
conference
2016,
organize
joint
session
with
IRDR.
organize
joint
session
with
IRDR.

C08.19
Health
and
Environment
C08.19
Health
and
Environment
IGU
IGUCHE
CHEMandate
Mandateand
andStrategic
Strategic
Foci
Foci
Members
Membersof ofthetheIGU
IGUCommission
Commissiononon
Health
and
Environment
carry
Health
and
Environment(CHE)
(CHE)
carry
outout
research
on on
health
andand
health
care
in in
research
health
health
care
thethe natural
natural andand built
built environment
environment
recognizing
thethe
importance
of of
gender
andand
recognizing
importance
gender
diversity
diversityin ina globalizing
a globalizingworld.
world.Three
Three
strategic
focifoci
forfor
2008
to 2012
are:are:
strategic
2008
to 2012
1. 1.thethe
analysis
of of
quality
of of
lifelife
with
an an
analysis
quality
with
emphasis
on on
health,
health
care,
andand
emphasis
health,
health
care,
thethe environment
environment at at various
various
geographic
scales;
geographic
scales;
2. 2.thethelinks
linksamong
amongglobal
globalchange,
change,
health,
andand
environment;
andand
health,
environment;
3. 3.urban
health
andand
thethe
rolerole
of of
migration
urban
health
migration
andand
immigration.
immigration.
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These
Thesefocifocireflect
reflectoutcomes
outcomesof ofthethe
previous
work
carried
outout
by by
CHE
(2000previous
work
carried
CHE
(20002008)
andand
thethe
new
initiatives
of of
thethe
IGU’s
2008)
new
initiatives
IGU’s
support
of of
thethe
Year
of of
thethe
Planet
Earth
support
Year
Planet
Earth
(IYPE),
(IYPE),IHDP
IHDPTask
TaskForce
Forceon onGlobal
Global
Change
ChangeandandHuman
HumanHealth,
Health,thetheEarth
Earth
System
System Science
Science Partnership’s
Partnership’s Joint
Joint
Project
on on
Global
Environmental
Change
Project
Global
Environmental
Change
andand
Human
Health,
andand
ICSU’s
Planning
Human
Health,
ICSU’s
Planning
Group
on on
Health
andand
Well-being
in in
thethe
Group
Health
Well-being
Changing
ChangingUrban
UrbanEnvironment.
Environment.CHE
CHE
members
memberscontinue
continueto torepresent
representIGU
IGUin in
these
theseinternational
internationalinitiatives
initiativesover
overthethe
period
period 2008-2012
2008-2012 strengthening
strengthening
geography’s
geography’s contributions
contributions to to thethe
international
internationalefforts
effortsto toimprove
improveglobal
global
health.
TheThe
commission
also
reaches
outout
health.
commission
also
reaches
to to
scientists
from
neighbouring
fields
likelike
scientists
from
neighbouring
fields
public
public health,
health, environmental
environmental health,
health,
health
healthsystems
systemsresearch
researchandandothers
othersto to
propagate
propagategeographical
geographicalmethods
methodsandand
thinking
thinkingbeyond
beyondthetheboundaries
boundariesof ofourour
own
community.
own
community.
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1. Membership
1.1. Steering Committee
Prof. Wuyi Wang, Chairperson (China)
Institute of Geographical Sciences and
Natural Resources Research (IGSNRR)
Chinese Academy of Science (CAS)
E-mail: wangwy@igsnrr.ac.cn

E-mail: gerard.salem@u-paris10.fr
or salem.gerard@gmail.com
Dr. Raul Guimares (Brazil)
State University of São Paulo
E-mail: raulguimaraes@uol.com.br
Prof. Robin Kearns (New Zealand)
University Auckland
E-mail: smclaff@uiuc.edu

Prof. Thomas Krafft, Secretary (Germany)
University of Maastricht
E-mail:
thomas.krafft@maastrichtuniversity.nl

Dr. Izabella Lecka (Poland)
Warsaw University
E-mail: kray001@fiu.edu

Dr. Amos Abu (Nigeria)
University of Lagos
E-mail: aabu_medgeounilag@yahoo.com

Prof. Svetlana Malkhazova (Russia)
Moscow State University
E-mail: sveta_geo@yahoo.com

Prof. Surinder Aggarwal (India)
University of Delhi
E-mail: surinder1@vsnl.com

Prof. Sarah McLafferty (USA)
University of Illinois
E-mail: smclaff@uiuc.edu
Prof. Giovanni De Santis (Italy)
University of Bergamo
E-mail: giovanni.desantis@univr.it

Dr. Sarah Atkinson (UK)
Durham University
E-mail: S.J.Atkinson@durham.ac.uk
Mr. Adlai S Davids (South Africa)
Human Sciences Research Council
(HSRC)
E-mail: asdavids@hsrc.ac.za
Dr. Maria Elena Ducci (Chile)
Pontificia Universidad Catolica de Chile
E-mail: meducci@puc.cl
Prof. Susan Elliott (Canada)
University of Waterloo
E-mail: elliotts@uwaterloo.ca
Prof. Gerard Salem (France)
University Paris Oeust
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1.2. Honorary Members
Prof. Yola Verhasselt (Belgium)
Académie Royales des Sciences d’OutreMer
E-mail: kaowarsom@skynet.be
Prof. David Phillips (Hong Kong)
Lingnan University
E-mail: apias@fn.edu..hk
Prof. Mark W. Rosenberg (Canada)
Queen’s University
E-mail: mark.rosenberg@queensu.ca
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1.3. Commission Members by Country
as of 2012
Argentina

5

Germany

12

Norway

1

Australia

4

Hong Kong

1

Pakistan

1

Austria

1

Hungary

3

Poland

3

Bangladesh

5

India

24

Portugal

5

Belgium

2

Indonesia

1

Romania

1

Benin

1

Ireland

3

Russia

6

Brazil

4

Israel

1

Saudi Arabia

1

Brunei

1

Italy

7

Slovenia

1

Burkina Faso

1

Ivory Coast

1

South Africa

12

Canada

22

Jamaica

2

Spain

3

Chile

1

Japan

4

Sri Lanka

1

China

4

Jordan

1

Sweden

4

Cuba

3

Kenya

1

Switzerland

6

Czech Rep.

4

Korea

2

Taiwan

2

Egypt

1

Mauritius

2

Thailand

1

Estonia

1

Mexico

3

Turkey

1

Fiji

1

Netherlands

4

UK

17

Finland

2

New Zealand

9

USA

21

France

19

Nigeria

6

Zaire

1

Total

In summary, the CHE steering committee
is composed of 15 members including the
chairperson and secretary. The steering
committee is made up of 6 women and 9
men. They come from Brazil, Canada,
Chile, China, France, Germany India,
Italy, New Zealand, Nigeria, Poland,
Russia, South Africa, the United
Kingdom, and the United States. The
CHE is pleased to note that it has
members from some 58 countries, from all
populated continents of the world.

2. Meetings
2.1. Meetings and Activities 20082012
Since the last IGC in 2008 the IGU CHE
has continued to actively support and/or
co-sponsor key meetings and activities for
228
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the scientific community. A short
overview on the main activities is
provided in the following:
IGU CHE activities 2008


The CHE has supported the set up of
the Research Center for Environment
Change and Health located at the
Institute of Geographic Sciences and
Natural Resources Research, Chinese
Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China,
in 2008: The center is aimed at
fostering and strengthening the local,
state and national capabilities for
understanding and proposing strategic
solutions to the current and future
environment and health hazards
within the socio-economic conditions
and development objectives of China.
It is at the same time the first centre
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Technology. Wuyi Wang and Thomas
Krafft were invited to represent the
IGU CHE at this conference.

of its kind in Asia led by health
geographers.


1st International Workshop on
Environmental Change and Health
Security in Beijing Tianjin Urban
Area (6-8 October 2008): The
workshop co-sponsored by IGU CHE
focused on new approaches to assess
and reduce health risks in mega-urban
agglomerations. The workshop was
held at the Institute of Geographic
Sciences and Natural Resources
Research, Chinese Academy of
Sciences,
Beijing,
China
in
collaboration with the Research
Center for Environment Change and
Health.



The IGU CHE co-sponsored the
Congresso
Internacional
de
Geografia da Saúde e IV Simpósio
Brasileiro de Geografia da Saúde –
GEOSAÚDE, held from 7–11
September 2009 in Uberlândia,
Brasil: Members of the steering
committee of IGU CHE represented
the Commission at this meeting inter
alia with a keynote lecture. Raul
Guimares,
steering
committee
member and regional representative
was actively involved in the
preparation of this conference and in
establishing links to the various
health geography communities in
South America.



13th International Symposium in
Medical Geography (IMGS) held in
Hamilton, Canada (12-17 July 2009):
The scientific programme “Global
Health: Changing Environments,
Changing Health”, was organized by
Susan J. Elliott, School of Geography
and Earth Sciences, McMaster
University
(now
at
Waterloo
University) and her team. A regular
meeting of the CHE steering
committee was held and in addition
also a meeting with the chairs of the
specialty groups from the US,
Canada, UK and Germany. At the
latter meeting the future role and
organization of IMGS was discussed
leading to a new framework for
organizing IMGS and IGU CHE’s
role in supporting the meetings and
facilitating the coordination (see
Appendix I).



2nd International Workshop on
Environmental Change and Health
Security in Beijing Tianjin Urban
Area
(November
2009):
The
workshop co-sponsored by the IGU
CHE
focused
on
vulnerable

IGU CHE activities 2009


7th International Science Conference
of Global Environmental Change –
The Social Challenges of Global
Change – International Human
Dimension Programme (IHDP),
Open Meeting 2009, 26-30 April
2009 at the World Conference Center
Bonn, UN Campus, Bonn, Germany:
The IGU CHE was actively involved
in the preparation of a specific Health
Day organized during the IHDP Open
Meeting with various debates and
presentations on Global Change and
Health. IGU CHE was also the cosponsor of a roundtable during the
International Human Dimension
Programme (IHDP) Open Meeting
2009 in Bonn, Germany on Global
Change and Human Health on the
future role of e-health and
telemedicine.



International Conference on Earth
Science and Technology (ICEST),
held and organized at the Institute of
Geographic Sciences and Natural
Resources
Research,
Chinese
Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China
(May 2009) in collaboration with the
Chinese Ministry of Science and
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populations and new approaches to
assess and reduce health risk in megaurban areas with special focus on
Beijing-Tianjin urban area. The
workshop was held at the Institute of
Geographic Sciences and Natural
Resources
Research,
Chinese
Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China
in collaboration with the Research
Center for Environment Change and
Health.

the fields of Health Geography and
Environmental Health.


Since 2008 the commission chair,
Wuyi Wang, has participated in the
ICSU Planning Group on Health and
Wellbeing in the Changing Urban
Environment representing IGU CHE
in this new interdisciplinary initiative.
The final meeting of the group took
place in Beijing at the Research
Center for Environment Change and
Health in 2010. The aim of the ICSU
initiative was to develop a single
integrated interdisciplinary ICSU
programme for the important
scientific field of urban health. All
contributions to the ICSU initiative
were continuously discussed and
coordinated with the members of the
IGU CHE steering committee. The
resulting science plan for the ten-year
interdisciplinary
initiative
was
approved by the ICSU 30th General
Assembly in 2011. IGU CHE intends
to continue to play an important role
in the implementation of this ICSU
initiative also in the upcoming years.



The IGU CHE has closely
collaborated
with
the
newly
established Health Advisory Group of
IHDP (Chair: Thomas Krafft) and
with the Earth System Scince
Partnership’s new Joint Project on
Global Environmental Change and
Human Health (Co-chair: Mark
Rosenberg). The IGU CHE has
coordinated its activities with the two
other groups especially in organizing
meetings and capacity building to
strengthen the participation of health
geographers within these new
initiatives and to ensure high
visibility of contributions by health
geographers. IGU CHE has also
participated in and contributed to the
discussion on the restructuring of
Global Change Research under the
concept of the Earth System
Sustainability Initiative and the

IGU CHE activities 2010


3rd International Workshop on
Environmental Change and Health
Security in Beijing Tianjin Urban
Area (11-12 October 2010): The
workshop focused on new approaches
to assess and reduce health risks in
mega-urban agglomerations. The
workshop was held at the Institute of
Geographic Sciences and Natural
Resources
Research,
Chinese
Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China
in collaboration with the Research
Center for Environment Change and
Health.



The commission secretary, Thomas
Krafft, was invited as key note
speaker to represent the IGU CHE at
the 7th Symposium on Medical
Geography in China in October 2010.
The meeting held in Nanchang was
jointly organized by the Medical
Geography
Committee
of
Geographical Society of China,
Nanchang
University,
the
Environmental Health Committee of
Chinese Society of Environmental
Sciences (CSES) and the Research
Center for Environment Change and
Health, Institute of Geographic
Sciences and Natural Resources
Research, Chinese Academy of
Sciences in Nanchang, China. Some
200 scientists from across China
attended this meeting and discussed
new research findings and methods in
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transition to the Future Earth concept.
Members of the IGU CHE are
actively involved in this process that
will influence the science agenda of
our community in the future.




IGU Regional Conference in Tel
Aviv, Israel (12-15 July 2010): The
CHE organized a sessions at the
Regional Congress on 14-15 July
2010 and held a regular business
meeting of the steering committee.
However, the participation of CHE
members in this Regional Conference
was below expectations. As a result
the steering committee agreed to
encourage participation in the
subsequent meetings in Santiago de
Chile and Cologne.
Xth International Seminar in Medical
Geography (16-18 December 2010
Rome, Italy): The topic of the
conference
was
“Health
and
Solidarity”. The conference was
organized by Giovanni De Santis
(IGU CHE steering committee
member), University of Perugia, and
Cosimo Palagiano University of
Rome. The International Seminar in
Medical Geography brings together
health geographers and public health
experts from across Europe and the
Mediterranean region. IGU CHE has
been a traditional co-sponsor of these
conferences. The 2010 conference
was also an opportunity to honor
Prof. Palagiano, an international
leader in medical geography and a
long-time member of the IGU CHE
and the earlier commission that lead
to the development of CHE. Major
results from these meetings are
published in a book series that
reaches out beyond the field of health
geography. A business meeting of the
IGU CHE steering committee was
held at the occasion of the
international seminar in Rome.
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IGU CHE activities 2011


The IGU CHE organized the 4th
International Workshop on “Health
and Environmental Change in Mega
Urban Areas” in October 2011 in
Beijing, China. The workshop was
hosted by the Institute of Geographic
Sciences and Natural Resources
Research at the Chinese Academy of
Sciences (CAS) and attended by
scientists from Europe, Asia and
North America.



IGU CHE was one of the official
sponsors of the 14th International
Medical Geographical Symposium
(IMGS) at Durham University in UK
(10-15 July 2011 Durham, UK).
IMGS is fully established as one of
the most important events for our
community bringing together senior
researchers, scholars and junior
scientists from North America, Asia,
Oceania
and
Europe.
Health
geographers from Latin America and
Africa are still underrepresented due
to limited funding for scientists from
these regions. In Durham 47 paper
sessions covered all parts of Health
Geography ranging from the social
determinants of health to new
methods in spatial analysis and to
new surveillance approaches. Preconference workshops on themes like
“Measuring the Local Milieu:
Quantitative Methods in Environment
and Health Research” or “People and
the
Natural
Environment:
Ethnographic and Sensory Methods
in Health Research”. Durham also
underlined that health geography
meetings do attract a growing number
of scientists from public health, geoinformatics and epidemiology. The
IGU CHE held a regular business
meeting together with the chairs of
the national specialty groups that
support IMGS. The 15th meeting will
be organized by the US American
specialty
group
in
Michigan.
231





IGU CHE organized four sessions at
the IGU Regional Conference/
Steering Committee Meeting (14-18
November 2011 Santiago de Chile).
The commission held a regular
business meeting. In addition a
couple of meetings took place with
commission members and interested
colleagues
from across
Latin
America. The commission will take
specific care of strengthening the ties
with the interested groups especially
in Brazil, Chile, Colombia and
Argentina. As another result of the
discussion s in Santiago it was agreed
to set up a working group of junior
scientists in form of a working-group
of the IGU CHE for the next period
(2012-16) and also specialty working
group on Health GIS.
IGU CHE was again a co-sponsor of
the 2011 Congresso Internacional de
Geografia da Saúde e V Simpósio
Brasileiro de Geografia da Saúde –
GEOSAÚDE Meeting that took place
form 05-07 December 2011 in Recife,
Brazil. Some 200 scientists attended
this most important meeting for
health geographers in South America.
The commission was represented by
Raul Guimares.
2.2. Capacity Building Activities
2008-2012

Capacity building activities 2008
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6th International Human Dimension
Workshop (IHDW) on Social
Challenges of Global Change 12-15
October, organized by IHDP and
2008 hosted at the Jawaharal Nehru
University (JNU) New Delhi, India:
A special capacity building workshop
on Global Change and Urban Health
for young scientists was organized by
IGU CHE. Thomas Krafft and Mark
Rosenberg were the workshop leaders
with
support
from
Surinder
Aggarwal.

Capacity building activities 2009


1st International Capacity Workshop
on Environmental Change and Health
Security in Beijing Tianjin Urban
Area (October 2009). Using grants
from the Chinese Ministry of Science
and Technology and the Chinese
Academy of Sciences this was the
first in a sequence of capacity
building workshops organized in
collaboration with IGU CHE, Health
Advisory Group of IHDP and the
Global Environmental Change and
Human Health Joint Project of the
Earth System Science Partnership.



1st International Capacity Building
Workshop on Geoinformatics in
Health (October 2009) held at the
Bharati
Vidyapeeth
University
Institute of Environment Education
and Research (BVIEER), Pune, India.
This workshop for graduate and PhD
students was jointly organized by
IGU CHE, GEOMED Research
(Germany) and BVIEER.

Capacity building activities 2010


2nd International Student Training
Workshop on “Global Change and
Health Research“ held at the
Research
Centre
for
Global
Environmental Change and Health,
Chinese Academy of Sciences,
Beijing on 14-16 October 2010. The
workshop was hosted by the Institute
of Geographical Sciences and Natural
Resources Research. The purpose of
the workshop was to provide
advanced training to Ph.D. students
through a series of lectures and
participatory experiences that gave
the trainees a better understanding of
theoretical and methodological issues
related to environmental change and
health risks affecting vulnerable
populations. The second purpose was
advanced training of skills required to
advance the student’s research careers
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(e.g.,
peer-reviewed
manuscript
writing and research proposal
writing). The third purpose was
capacity building and international
networking
linked
to
related
programmes and goals of the IGU
CHE, the Health Advisory Group of
the IHDP and the Earth System
Science Partnership Joint Project on
Global Environmental Change and
Human Health. This International
Student Training Workshop is an
important component of IGU CHE’s
strategy of capacity building and
enhancing the visibility of health
geography.




2.3. Upcoming
Meetings
Events in 2012

3rd International Student Training
Workshop
on
“Health
and
Environmental Change in BeijingTianjin Mega City Area” at the
Research
Centre
for
Global
Environmental Change and Health,
Beijing, China (October 2011): This
workshop for 40 students was held
following a scientific workshop
hosted
by
the
Institute
of
Geographical Sciences and Natural
Resources Research at the Chinese
Academy of Science (CAS).
3rd International student capacity
building
workshop
on
“Geoinformation and Health” This
workshop was jointly by IGU CHE,
GEOMED Research, Germany and
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and



Following a proposal by the CHE
member Gerard Salem, IGU CHE is
supporting a new initiative to set up a
new International Center for Urban
Health in Developing Countries. The
objectives of the new center will be to
organize seminars, intensive trainings
to promote academic and professional
training,
multidisciplinary
approaches, and bridges between
decisions makers, stakeholders and
researchers. The proposed center will
be set up in Mbour, Senegal. In
summer 2012, an international
workshop and first training seminar
will we co-sponsored by IGU CHE in
Senegal as part of the capacity
building strategy.



IGU CHE is also supporting to
develope a network of researcher
working on topics related to African
studies. The leading Institution will
be the University Cheikh Anta Diop
in Dakar, Senegal. This activity is
lead by the steering group member
Gerard Salem.



A Pre-Conference Workshop to the
IGC 2012 of the IGU CHE will be
organized by the Beuth Applied
University Berlin, the Maastricht
University, the University of Bonn
and others. For this pre-conference
meeting 50 participants have been
registered and an equal number of
papers and contributions have been
accepted after the peer review. IGU
CHE has also organized a set of some
9 – 10 sessions for the IGC Cologne

International Capacity Building
Workshop on Geo-informatics and
Health (26.10.2010) at the Bharati
Vidyapeeth University Institute of
Environment Education and Research
(BVIEER), Pune, India. On behalf of
the commission this capacity building
workshop
was
organized
by
GEOMED Research in collaboration
with Beuth University of Applied
Science Berlin, Department of Geoinformation, Germany.

Capacity building activities 2011


the Bharati Vidyapeeth University
Institute of Environment Education
and Research (BVIEER) in Pune,
India as a follow up of the earlier
successful
capacity
building
workshops.
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(26-30 August
Germany).


2012

Cologne,

The 5th International Workshop on
“Health and Environmental Change
in Mega Urban Areas” hosted by the
Institute of Geographic Sciences and
Natural Resources Research at the
Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS)
and organized by IGU CHE will take
place in October 2012 in Beijing,
China.
2.4. Upcoming Capacity Building
Activities



Implementation of a Master of
Geography of Health in Africa at the
University Cheikh Anta Diop (Dakar,
Senegal) in collaboration with
University Gaston Berger (Saint
Louis du Senegal), Institut de
recherché pour le development (IRD)
and the University Paris Ouest
Nanterre-La defense.



Seminar on medical Geography in
Africa. Focuses on African studies
and
comparative
approaches.
Organized by University Cheikh Anta
Diop (June 2012) in Dakar, Senegal
in cooperation with University
Gaston Berger (Saint Louis du
Senegal), Institut de recherché pour le
development (IRD) and Paris Ouest
Nanterree-La defense.
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4th International Student Training
Workshop
on
“Health
and
Environmental Change in BeijingTianjin Mega City Area” at the
Research
Centre
for
Global
Environmental Change and Health,
Beijing, China (October 2012): The
workshop will be held following a
scientific workshop hosted by the
Institute of Geographical Sciences
and Natural Resources Research at
the Chinese Academy of Science
(CAS).

3. Publications
Besides the scientific publications of the
individual members of the IGU CHE there
were three publications which were
specifically prepared in collaboration with
IGU CHE:
Journals/Special Issues:
IHDP UPDATE 1/2011: Human Health
and Global Environmental Change
This special issue of the IHDP Update has
a strong representation of IGU CHE
members as authors.
Books:
Global Medical Geography (2010):
Edited by Rais Akhtar and Nilofar Izhar,
Rawat Publications, New Delhi, India - in
honor of Prof. Yola Verhasselt who is a
honorary member of the IGU CHE
This volume prepared and edited by the
former commission member Rais Akhtar
in honor of the former commission’s chair
Yola Verhasselt comprises contributions
of many of the world’s leading health
geographers.
Global Environmental Change and Health
(2009) in Chinese: Edited by Wang Wuyi,
Yang Linsheng, Thomas Krafft and Mark
Rosenberg. Beijing, China
This volume is the first comprehensive
documentation of the state of the art of the
scientific debate on this topic in Chinese.
It was prepared by members of the IGU
CHE to strengthen the field of health
geography in the Chinese speaking
scientific community.

Appendix:
International Medical Geography
Symposium (IMGS)
Statement of Principles
Preamble
The IMGS was started in 1985 as a joint
symposium of the Association of
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American
Geographers
Medical
Geography Specialty Group (AAGMGSG) and the Institute of British
Geographers Medical Geography Study
Group (IBG-MGSG) through the initiative
of Dr. John Giggs from the Department of
Geography at the University of
Nottingham. Subsequent symposia have
taken place in:














1985
–
University
of
Nottingham, Nottingham, UK
1986 – Rutgers University,
Rutgers, USA
1988 – Queen’s University,
Kingston, Canada
1990 – University of East
Anglia, Norwich, UK
1992 – University of North
Carolina – Charlotte, Charlotte,
USA
1994 – Simon Fraser University,
Vancouver, Canada’
1996 – Portsmouth University,
Portsmouth, UK
1998 – University of Maryland –
Baltimore, Baltimore, USA
2000 – Université de Montréal,
Montréal, Canada
2003 – University of Manchester,
Manchester, UK
2005 – University of North
Texas, Fort Worth, USA
2007 – RFW University of Bonn,
Bonn, Germany
2009 – McMaster University,
Hamilton, Canada

Goals
Over the years, the goals of the
symposium have remained the same: first
and foremost to bring together those
individuals interested in medical and
health geography to communicate their
research; and secondly to build capacity
among graduate students and newer
researchers who might then pursue
medical and health geography as part of
their career paths.
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Membership, Rotation, and Site
Selection
As the symposium has evolved, various
groups have been added to the informal
decision making process including the
AAG-MGSG, IBG-MGSG, the Canadian
Association of Geography Study Group in
Health and Health Care (CAG-SGHHC),
the German Working Group in Medical
Geography (GWG-MG), the International
Geographical Union Commission on
Health and the Environment (IGU-CHE),
and most recently a working group from
New Zealand (NZ-WG).
In Hamilton, a general meeting was held
on 13 July 2009 where various views were
presented on how membership, rotation,
and site selection should be decided in the
future. The chairs or their representatives
were asked at the end of the meeting to
formalize processes for membership,
rotation, and site selection.
At the meeting of the chairs or their
representatives on 16 July 2009, the
following principles were agreed:
1. Each of the six groups listed above
will delegate one representative to be
a member of the coordination group.
2. New members of the coordination
group will be added as other national
groups are formed based on the
agreement of the current coordination
group.
3. The future rotation will be the UK,
US, Other Countries, Canada, and
then begin again. Starting in 2011, the
proposed sites are:
a. 2011 – Durham University, Durham,
UK
b. 2013 – US (tba)
c. 2015 – New Zealand (tba)
d. 2017 – Canada
4.

Site
selection
will
be
the
responsibility of the national group
where the IMGS is scheduled to be
held according to the rotation two
years in advance. In the case of the
“other countries” grouping, as it now
235

5.

6.

stands the GWG-MG and the NZWG would be responsible for the site
selection.
It is the responsibility of the
representative of the national group to
present a proposal to the coordination
group. Should no proposal be
forwarded to the steering group, the
next group in the rotation would be
asked to submit a proposal.
Proposals for future symposia should
contain at a minimum: specific dates;
a specific site and host institution;
cost estimates; and identify the
individual who will chair the
organizing committee.

7.

The coordination group will meet at
each IMGS to endorse new national
groups, any changes in the future
rotation, and the proposal for the
subsequent symposium. All decisions
are to be based on the unanimity of
the representatives in the coordination
group.

Present at the meeting on 16 July 2009:
Christine Dunn (IBG-MGSG)
Daniel Exeter (NZ-WG)
Sue Grady (AAG-MGSG)
Thomas Kistemann (GWG-MG)
Thomas Krafft (IGU-CHE)
Nicole Yantzi (CAG-SGHHC)

C08.20 History of Geography
1. Membership
1.1. Steering Committee
The current Commission’s Steering
Committee (August 2008- August 2012)
comprises a Chair, a Vice-Chair, a
Secretary-Treasurer and eight other
members, namely:
Jacobo GARCÍA-ÁLVAREZ, Chair
Departamento de Humanidades: Historia,
Geografía y Arte
Universidad Carlos III de Madrid
C/ Madrid 126, Edificio 14, despacho
14.2.13
28093 Getafe, Spain
Tel: +34 91 624 92 13;
Fax: +34 91 624 85 62
E-mail: jacobo.garcia@uc3m.es
Michael HEFFERNAN, Vice-Chair
School of Geography
University of Nottingham
University Park
Nottingham, NG7 2RD, UK
Tel: 0115 84 66144
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Fax: 0115 95 15249
E-mail:
Mike.Heffernan@nottingham.ac.uk
Jean-Yves PUYO, Secretary-Treasurer
& Web Site Editor
Département de Géographie
Laboratoire Société, Environnement,
Territoire
Université de Pau et des Pays de l’Adour
Domaine Universitaire
64000 Pau, France
Tel: (33) 5 59 40 72 77
Fax: (33) 5 59 40 72 55
E-mail: jean-yves.puyo@univ-pau.fr
Charles W. WITHERS, Co-editor of
Geographers: Biobibliographical Studies
Institute of Geography
University of Edinburgh
Drummond Street
Edinburgh EH8 9XP
Tel: + 44 (0) 131 650 2559
Fax: + 44 (0) 131 650 2524
E-mail: c.w.j.withers@ed.ac.uk
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Diana K. DAVIS
Department of History
2216 Social Sciences & Humanities
University of California
Davis, CA 95616, USA
E-mail: geovet@ucdavis.edu
Joao Carlos GARCIA
Departamento de Geografía
Facultade de Letras
Universidade do Porto
Via Panorâmica s/n
4150-564 Porto, Portugal
Tel: 22 6077189
Fax: 22 6077194
E-mail: jgarcia@letras.up.pt
Anne GODLEWSKA
Department of Geography
Queens University
Kingston, Ontario, K7L 3N6
Canada
Tel: +001 (613) 533-2903
Fax: 001 (613) 533-6122
E-mail: godlewsk@post.queensu.ca
Loan Thanh NGÔ
Département de Géographie
Université des Sciences Sociales
et de l'Humanité (USSH)
10 - 12 Dinh Tien Hoang, Arrondissement
1
Ho Chi Minh Ville, Vietnam
E-mail: loan_ngo_thanh@yahoo.com
Silvina QUINTERO
Departamento/Instituto de Geografía
Facultad de Filosofía y Letras
Universidad de Buenos Aires.
Puán 470, 4to. Piso, C.P.: 1406
Ciudad Autónoma de Buenos Aires
Argentina.
Tel: (011) 4432-0606 (int. 116)
Fax: (011)4432-0606
E-mail: silvinaqp@yahoo.com.ar
Ali TOUMI
Département de Géographie
Faculté des Sciences Humaines
et Sociales de Tunis
Bd. du 9 avril 1938
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1007 Tunis
Tel: +216 1 567 551
Fax: +216 1 576 262
E-mail: Ali.Toumi@fshst.rnu.tn
Jan VANDERSMISSEN
Centre d’Histoire des Sciences
et des Techniques
Université de Liège
17 place Delcour
4020 Liège, Belgium
Tel: +32 479 930749
E-mail: Jan.Vandersmissen@ulg.ac.be
1.2. Members of the Commission
(apart from the Steering
Committee’s members) as of 1
January 2012
-Honorary members:
Presidents of the former Commission on
the History of Geographical Thought
(except for the period 2004-2008) are
considered Honorary Members of the
Commission on the History of Geography,
namely:
Profs. Philippe Pinchemel (1923-2008;
Commission’s Chair from 1968 to 1980),
David Hooson (1926-2008; Chair from
1980 to 1988), Keiichi Takeuchi (19322005; Chair from 1988 to 1996) and
Vincent Berdoulay (Commission’s Chair
from 1996 to 2004).
Prof. Anne Buttimer, Secretary of the
Commission from 1988 to 1996, was
appointed
honorary
member
in
recognition of her valuable and
longstanding engagement with the
Commission since its creation in 1968.
-Other members:
Prof. Berdoulay kindly provided the
current Commission Steering Committee
(henceforth CSC) with a list of nearly 300
members of the former Commission on
the History of Geographical Thought
(August 2004). Since August 2008, this
list has been updated and extended with
238 new members, reaching a total of 458
members (as of 1 January 2012),
including the Steering Committee’s
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members and the honorary members (see Table 1). The list includes members from 78
different countries, whose regional distribution is as follows:

Region

A: Number of
members as of
August 2004

B: Members
added since
2008

Total
(A+B)

% of
Total

Most represented
countries by region
Spain (70), France
(49), Italy (21),
Germany (16), UK
(15)

Europe

138

101

239

52

Asia

48

19

67

14.6

Japan (21), Israel (14),
China (11)

Latin
America

26

32

58

12.7

Brazil (33), Mexico (9)

USA &
Canada

38

6

44

9.6

USA (33), Canada (11)

Africa

18

11

29

6.3

Cape Verde (11),
Morocco (5)

Oceania

11

11

2.4

Australia (7), New
Zealand (4)

Russia
Total

9
288

10
458

2.1

1
170

Table 1: Members included in the distribution list of the Commission, as of 1 January 2012
This list has been mainly built on the basis
of the attendees to the meetings held by
the Commission since 1968, in order to
disseminate
information
on
the
Commission initiatives. It should be
considered not as a list of “official”
corresponding members, but as a valuable
directory of scholars interested in the
Commission’s activities, that can be used
as a distribution list. A list of official
corresponding members is currently be
prepared by the CSC on the basis of more
selective criteria. The CSC expects to
have
this
network
of
official
corresponding members completed for the
next International Geographical Congress
(August 2012).
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A more precise indicator of the
Commission’s spatial reach is the number
of authors (distributed by region) who
have presented at least one paper or
lecture in the meetings organised since its
was re-launched in August 2008
(including the meetings planned for
2012), though this distribution is
inevitably influenced by the locations
where the meetings have taken place (see
Table 2). A total of 187 contributors have
attended, or plan to attend, the 8 meetings
organised
or
sponsored
by
the
Commission in this period (at which 178
contributions have been, or are planned to
be, presented). These have come from 25
different countries, distributed as follows:
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Region

Number of
authors (*)

%

Number of
countries of
origin of authors
(**)

Most represented
countries (**)

Europe

116

62

11

Spain (61), France (26),
Germany (10), Italy (5),
Romania (4), Hungary (2),
UK (2)

Asia

31

16.6

5

Japan (13), Israel (10),
India (6)

Latin America

12

6.4

3

Brazil (6), Argentina (3),
Mexico (3)

USA &
Canada

4

2.1

2

USA (3)

Africa

18

9.6

2

Cape Verde (17)

Oceania

1

0.5

1

Australia (1)

Russia

5

2.7

1

Total

187 Authors

25

Table 2: Number of authors who have presented at least on paper or lecture in the
Commission Meetings (2009-2012), distributed by region
Notes:
(*) This table includes the authors of the papers and lectures presented in the Meetings mentioned in
item 2 of this report (tables 3 and 4). Except for the Meetings planned for 2012, authors whose paper
proposals were accepted but who did not attend the Meetings are not counted. In the case of the
Commission paper session planned for the 32nd IGC, that will be held in Cologne on August 2012, we
have included authors of the 30 proposed abstracts (as of 9 January 2012), still being reviewed. The
same procedure has been adopted in respect of the 19 paper proposals submitted to the pre-congress
paper session (as of 9 January 2012) organized by the Commission to be held in Leipzig and Gotha on
21-23 August 2012.
- 21 authors who have presented more than one paper are counted once only.
(**): Countries being considered are those where the institution of the author is located, not the author’s
nationality.

2. Meetings
2.1. Meetings organized and held
by the Commission since its
renewal in August 2008 until
December 2011.
Spain: Miraflores de la Sierra (Madrid
province), 5-8 February 2009. 44 papers
and 2 lectures (by 48 authors)
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Symposium organized jointly with the
History of
Geographical Thought Working Group of
the Association of Spanish Geographers,
on the topic “Languages and visions of
landscape
and
territory”,
locally
coordinated by Profs. Jacobo García and
Nicolás Ortega. It included also two oneday excursions around the city of Toledo
and the Sierra de Guadarrama. Most of the
papers which were presented have been
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published in a book. For a more detailed
report of this meeting and the publication
derived from it, see Commission
Newsletters no. 24 (December 2009) and
25 (January 2011).
Hungary: Budapest, 1 August 2009. 4
papers (by 4 authors)
Paper session held in the 23rd
International Congress of the International
Union of History and Philosophy of
Science (IUHPS). The possibility of
organising a specific Symposium within
the Congress was closed when the current
Commission’s Steering Committee (CSC)
was elected in August 2008, so the CSC
was only able to patronage a paper session
devoted to the History of Geography in
the Contemporary Period, chaired by Prof.
Alexei Postnikov. For a more detailed
report of this meeting, see Commission
Newsletter no. 24 (December 2009).
Israel: Tel-Hai, 10-12 July 2008. 8 papers
(by 9 authors)
Pre-Conference paper session related to
the IGU Regional Conference, on the
topic “Geography, Civilizations, and
Cultural
Identities
in
Historical
Perspective”, locally coordinated by Prof.
Haim Goren. It included a field trip
around the “Historical Geography of the
Galilee”. For a more detailed report of this
meeting, see Commission Newsletter no.
25 (January 2011).
Israel: Tel Aviv, 13 July 2010. 13 papers
(by 19 authors)
Paper sessions held within the framework
of the IGU Regional Conference, focused
on the same topic of the pre-conference
held at Tel-Hai. For a more detailed report
of this meeting, see Commission
Newsletter no. 25 (January 2011).
Cape Verde: Praia (Santiago Island), 1517 June 2011. 31 papers and 3 lectures (by
42 authors)
Symposium organized jointly with the
University of Cape Verde Department of
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Science and Technology, on the topic
“History of Geography and Colonialism”,
locally coordinated by Prof. Judite
Nascimento. It included a one-day
excursion around the city of Praia and the
Santiago island. A selection of the papers
which were presented are being reviewed
in order to be published in a book. For a
more detailed report of this meeting, see
Commission
Newsletter
no.
26
(forthcoming).
Chile: Santiago de Chile, 18 November
2011. 14 papers (by 24 authors)
Paper sessions held within the framework
of the IGU Regional Conference. Those
sessions included a thematic seminar on
“Geography and territorial policies: past
and present”. For a more detailed report of
this meeting, see Commission Newsletter
no. 26 (forthcoming)
2.2. Summary of the questions
addressed in the meetings and
the main outcomes and
conclusions resulting from
them.
The International Geographical Union
General Assembly held in Tunis in
August 2008 approved the renaming of
the former Commission on the History of
Geographical Thought to the Commission
on the History of Geography (IGU
C08.20). With this slightly different name
and a renewed program, the new
Commission has reactivated the work of
the Commission on the History of
Geographical
Thought,
originally
established at the 21st International
Geographical Congress, held in New
Delhi in 1968. As the activity of the
former Commission was almost totally
interrupted between August 2004 and July
2008, the current CSC has focused not
only on developing its own work plan for
the period 2008-2012, but also in reestablishing the scientific programs and
institutional links which had been much
weakened in the previous four years.
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In the three years and a half since the
revival of the Commission, the goals and
commitments outlined in the work plan
for 2008-2012 have been accomplished.
Six successful scientific meetings have
been held since August 2008. Five out of
these six meetings have been organized by
the Commission: three within the
framework of the
IGU regional Conferences held in Chile
and Israel; and the other two, in Spain and
Cape Verde, as independent initiatives, in
cooperation
with
local
national
institutions. One event was sponsored
within the 23 International Congress of
History of Science, held in Hungary in
August 2009.
In these six meetings, a total of 119
contributions (114 papers + 5 lectures)
have been presented by 138 authors
(coming from 21 different countries), 21
of which have presented more than one
contribution. In addition to this, as
specified in paragraph 2.3, the
Commission has also organized two
scientific meetings (plus one fieldtrip) on
the occasion of the 32nd IGC, which have
jointly received a total of 49 paper
proposals, submitted by 64 authors (from
13 different countries), 15 of which have
already contributed to
2008-2011
Commission meetings. If we consider
together the six meetings organized
through 2008-2011 and the two call for
papers launched for 2012, currently under
review, we can conclude that the activities
of the Commission have given rise, in
these four years, to a total of 178
contributions by 187 authors (from 25
different countries), 24 of which have
submitted more than one contribution
throughout the period. Five field trips
have been organised by the Commission
as an important, complementary activity
in four of those meetings.
In addition to other figures and
achievements reported in this document,
the data on attendance represents
significant evidence that the Commission
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has been successful in restoring and
maintaining a high level of scientific
activity as a forum to meet and exchange
ideas and results on the history of the
discipline. Commission relationships with
the IGU, the IUHPS, as well as with other
national institutions and groups interested
in the field have been revived, normalized
and
expanded;
Geographers:
Biobibliographical Studies, the “flagship”
publication of the Commission, has
brought four more volumes between 2008
and 2011; and the two meetings organised
by the Commission under its own
initiative
have
resulted
in
new
publications and attracted a broad
response, very similar to the audience
achieved by the former Commission on
History of Geographical Thought, whose
history and activity were exemplary in
many ways.
Beyond these numbers, the meetings held
by the Commission during the period
2008-2011(whose main contents and
conclusions can be consulted on the
respective reports published in the last
Commission Newsletters) have shown the
vitality of the research in history of
geography in different countries and
world regions, and allowed contact
between scholars (such as the geographers
of Cape Verde, Israel and Chile) who
have tended to remain peripheral or even
absent from the main circuits of
international academic exchange. The
meetings have also allowed for the
exchange of ideas and results which has
proven useful and important in: (i)
shedding light on new facets of the
discipline's past, as well as in raising new
questions, promoting new research themes
and theoretical approaches and revising
certain hegemonic interpretations; and (ii)
providing
useful
insights
for
understanding some of the main
dynamics, problems and challenges of the
contemporary world.
From the point of view of the first of the
two aspects above considered, the
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Commission has addressed, firstly, the
contribution of geographical knowledge to
the making of "Languages and visions of
landscape and territory", which was the
thematic backbone of the symposium held
in Miraflores de la Sierra, Madrid, in
February
2009. The papers presented at it focused
especially their attention on the spatial
dimensions of memory and identity, as
well as on the formation processes of
geographical rhetoric, language and
iconography. A further symposium, held
in Praia,
Cape Verde, in June 2011, approached the
relationship between history of geography
and colonialism from a perspective which
paid careful attention not only to the
processes of domination that chaired this
relationship, but also to the (traditionally
less considered) processes of exchange
between European and indigenous
knowledge,
the
contribution
of
geographers to the spatial planning of
colonies, and the development and
institutionalization of geography in some
African countries3. The public dimension
and perception of geography outside
academic circles constitute another
important concern for the Commission,
some aspects of which will be addressed
at the meeting organised in Leipzig and
Gotha in August 2011, devoted to
“cartography and geographical knowledge
in the public sphere”.
With regard to the second aspect
mentioned above, meetings promoted by
the Commission in recent years have also
served to stimulate awareness and debate
on the contributions of the history of
geography to understanding of issues of
contemporary social relevance. The two
meetings held in Israel (at Tel-Hai and
Tel-Aviv) in July 2010 were devoted to
the relationship between geography,
civilizations and cultural identities (see
Commission's Newsletter No. 25). The
meeting recently held in Santiago de Chile
devoted several sessions to examine the
historical role played by geographers in
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various territorial policies that have been
crucial for the building of modern states
and, reciprocally, the ways by which the
implementation of some of these policies
has strongly influenced the concepts and
imaginations of modern geography. In a
similar way, the sessions organised by the
Commission within the framework of the
next IGC, to be held in Cologne, will
focus on conceptions and representations
of Nature in the history of geography.
Subjects listed in the call for papers
include contributions dealing with the
interest of the history of geographical
thought
within
the
context
of
contemporary debates about global
environmental
change,
nature
conservation policies and the concept of
sustainable development.
2.3. Meetings planned for 2012
and later
Germany: Leipzig and Gotha, 21-25
August 2012. Submission period of
proposals to the paper session closed on 8
January 2011. Number of submitted paper
proposals: 19 (by 26 authors)
Two main pre-congress activities
organized jointly with the Leibniz
Institute for Regional Geography
(Leipzig), locally coordinated by Drs. Ute
Wardenga and Bruno Schelhaas:
1. A Pre-Congress paper session on the
topic Cartography and Geographical
Knowledge in the Public Sphere",
that will take place in Leipzig and
Gotha on August 21-23, 2012
2. Pre-Congress Field Trip will take
place from August 21 to August 26,
2012, including visits to Leipzig,
Gotha, Eisenach and the Rhine
Gorge, among other locations, with a
final rail ride to Cologne. More info
in:
http://web.univpau.fr/RECHERCHE/
UGIHG/
Germany: Cologne, 26-30 August 2012.
Submission period of paper proposals
closed on 8 January 2012. Number of
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submitted paper proposals: 30 (by 43
authors)
Paper session to be held within the
framework of the 32nd International
Geographical Congress.
Session topic: “Society and Environment:
conceptions and representations of
Nature(s) in the History of Geography”.
More info in
https://igc2012.org/
and
http://web.univpau.fr/RECHERCHE/UGI
HG/
United Kingdom: Manchester, 22-28
July
2013.
Registration period still not opened.
Symposium on the topic “Geography and
its Publics”, jointly organised with the
History and
Philosophy of Geography Research Group
of the
Royal Geographical Society & Institute of
British
Geographers,
within
the
framework of the 24th International
Congress of History of Science and
Technology. The convenors of the
Meeting will be Drs. Richard Powell and
Heike Jons (on behalf of the RSG-IBG)
and Profs. Mike Heffernan, Jacobo
García and Jan Vandersmissen (on behalf
of the
IGU Commission on the History of
Geography)
Japan: Kyoto, 4-9 August 2013.
Registration period still not opened.
Paper sessions to be held within the
framework of the IGU Regional
Conference. The local coordinators on
behalf of the Commission will be Profs.
Tamami Fukuda (Osaka Prefecture
University) and Toshiyuki Shimazu
(Wakayama University).
In addition to participating in the IGU
Regional Conference and Congress
scheduled for 2014-2016 (Krakow in
2014, Moscow in 2015 and Beijing in
2016), the Commission plans to organize
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at least to specific Meetings within this
period:
 2014 (precise dates and place still not
decided): Symposium on “History of
Geography and Historical Geography
in Latin America”, to be held in
Brazil. The first steps to organize this
meeting, in cooperation with the
Brazilian Historians of Geography
Working Group, are under way.
 2015 (precise dates still not decided):
Symposium on “The historiography
of Geography”, to be held in Quebec
(Canada).

3. Networking
3.1. In the period 2008-2012, the current
CSC has focused its networking
efforts on re-establishing and
extending collaboration activities
related to items 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4. The
Commission has not organized joint
events with other IGU Commissions
and Task Forces during the period.
This said, the CSC is aware that the
Commission’s holistic and crossthematic approach lends itself to
cooperation with other Commissions
and Task Forces, and we will work
to foster these developments during
the 2012-2016 period, either within
the framework of the IGU Regional
Conferences to be held in Krakow
and Moscow or in the 33rd IGC, in
Beijing.
3.2. As noted above, networking
strategies followed by the current
CSC have put particular emphasis on
strengthening
and
multiplying
relationships
with
national
organisations and research groups
specifically concerned with the
history
of
geography
and
cartography . This approach has been
very fruitful and successful, as
evidenced by the various meetings
co-organized by the Commission
over the past three years, as well as
by most of the meetings planned for
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the 2012-2016 period. In this regard,
the
commission
has
already
collaborated – or is beginning to
collaborate – with institutions from
Europe (such as the Spanish
Association of Geographers’ History
of Geographical Thought Working
Group; the University of Lisbon’s
Centre of Geographical Studies; the
Leibniz Institute for Regional
Geography at Leipzig; and the
History
and
Philosophy
of
Geography Research Group of the
Royal Geographical Society &
Institute of British Geographers);
Africa (University of Cape Verde’s
Department
of
Science
and
Technology), Asia (The Human
Geographical Society of Japan’s
Geographical Thought Study Group)
and Latin America (Brazilian
History of Geographical Thought
Working Group). Moreover, for the
CSC, collaboration with such
national
research
groups
is
strategically key in order to achieve
three important objectives: to expand
the reach of the Commission’s
initiatives; to set a global, dense and
effective network of corresponding
members (currently in preparation);
and to think of world histories of
geography that might overcome the
traditional, Western-orientated and
internalist approaches to the
discipline’s historiography. The
Commission’s maintenance and
expansion of this cooperation with
national and local groups and
institutions will remain a priority
within its networking strategies for
the future.
3.3. Collaboration
with
institutions and groups
August 2008 onward)

other
(since

ICSU: International Union of History and
Philosophy of Science and Technology
(IUHPST) – Division of History of
Science
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The IGU-CHG is full member of the
IUHST – DHS since 1976, as one of the
Inter-Union Commissions. Since August
2008, the IGU-CHG has participated or is
going to participate in the following
IUHPST meetings:
 23rd International Congress of
History
of
Science
and
Technology, Budapest, August
2009. IGU-CHG patronized a
paper session on the topic
“Geography in the Contemporary
Period”.
 24th International Congress of
History
of
Science
and
Technology, Manchester, July
2013. IGU-CHG will coorganize a Symposium on the
topic “Geography and its
Publics”.
GTHPG –AGE: Spanish Association of
Geographers – History of Geographical
Thought Working Group
IGU-CHG and GTHPG – AGE did coorganize a Symposium on the topic
“Languages and visions of Landscape and
Territory” (held at Miraflores de la Sierra,
Madrid, on February 2009), whose
proceedings were published in 2010 by
the Universidad Autónoma de Madrid and
the Universidad Carlos III de Madrid, coedited by profs. Nicolás Ortega, Jacobo
García-Álvarez and Manuel Mollá.
(CEG-UL): University of Lisbon –
Centre of Geographical Studies
IGU-CHG was involved, by the active
role of his full member Prof. Joao Carlos
Garcia, in the centenary celebrations of
Orlando Ribeiro’s birth (held mainly in
Lisbonne and Porto in 2011). The CEGUL will publish in 2012 a book based on
the IGU-CHG symposium on “History of
Geography and Colonialism”, held in
Cape Verde in June 2011, which is being
co edited by Joao Carlos Garcia and
Jacobo García-Álvarez.
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Leibniz Institute for Regional Geography
/Leibniz – Institute für Länderkunde
(LIFL), Leipzig
IGU-CHG and L-IFL will jointly
organize, in August 2012, a pre-congress
paper session on the topic “Cartography
and geographical knowledge in the Public
sphere”, as well as a pre-congress field
trip, and have co-planned the topic of the
paper session on History of Geography to
be held at Cologne in the 32nd IGC. The
local coordinators on behalf of the L-IFL
will be Dr. Utte Wardenga, Dr. Bruno
Schelhaas.
RGS
&
IBGHPGRS:
Royal
Geographical Society & Institute of
British Geographers – History and
Philosophy of Geography Research Group
IGU-CHG and RGS&IBG-HPGRS will
jointly organize a Symposium on
“Geography and its publics” that will be
held in the framework of the 24th
International Congress of History of
Science and Technology (Manchester,
July 2013). The organising Committee for
this Symposium will be made up of the
following convenors: Drs. Richard Powell
& Heike Jons (on behalf of the
RGS&IBG-HPGRG) and profs. Mike
Heffernan, Jacobo García and Jan
Vandersmissen (on behalf of the IGUCHG).
UCP-DST: University of Cape Verde –
Department of Science and Technology
IGU-CHG and UCP – DST did coorganize the Symposium on “History of
Geography and Colonialism”, held at
Praia in June 2011. Prof. Judite do
Nascimento did coordinate the Local
Organising Committee on behalf of the
UCP-DST, whereas Prof. Joao Carlos
Garcia launched the initiative of the
meeting on behalf of the IGU-CHG.
HGSJ-GTSG: The Human Geographical
Society of Japan – Geographical Thought
Study Group
IGU-CHG and HGSJ – GTSG are
cooperating in order to organize the paper
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sessions devoted to History of Geography
at the IGU regional Conference to be held
in Tokyo on August 2013. The local
coordinators appointed for those sessions
are two members of the HGSJ – GTSG,
namely: Prof. Toshiyuki Shimazu (current
leader of the group) and Prof. Tamami
Fukuda (who has been also proposed to
join the IGU-CHG Steering Committee
from the 32nd IGC onwards).
History of Geographical
Thought
Working Group
IGU-CHG President gave the opening
lecture of the II Brazilian Meeting of
History
of
Geographic
Thought
(Uberlandia, December 2011), on the
history, current work and prospects of the
IGU-CHG. IGU-CHG is involved in the
plans for organizing the first International
Symposium of
History of Geography in Latin America
(provisionally scheduled for 2014).
3.4. Since 1976, the Commission acts as
an international Commission not
only within the IGU, but also within
the Division of History of Science
and Technology (DHST) of the
International Union of the History
and Philosophy of Science and
Technology (IUHPST), which is part
of
the
ICSU
(https://sites.google.com/a/dhstweb.o
rg/www/). Careful efforts have been
made during the last years to reestablish and normalize the links of
the Commission with the IUHPST,
which, as noted in item 3.B, were
interrupted between 2004 and 2008.
In this respect, since its renewal in
August 2008, the Commission has
been present in the 23rd International
Congress of History of Science and
Technology (ICHST), held at
Budapest on August 2009, where it
sponsored one paper session devoted
to Geography in the Contemporary
Period; and it will also actively
participate in the 24th ICHST, to
take place in Manchester on July
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2013, with a Symposium on the
topic “Geography and its Publics”.

4. Publications and Website
In the last four years, the Commission has
issued
three
different
kinds
of
publications. The Commission has
continued to edit the annual serial
collection
Geographers:
Bio
bibliographical Studies (four volumes
published between 2008 and 2011, one
more forthcoming for October 2012), and
the Commission’s annual Newsletter
(which is published in English and
French). Two of the Commission’s
thematic symposia held in this period
have resulted in two books (one published
in 2010, on the topic “Languages and
visions of landscape and territory”, and
the other one in preparation, on the topic
“History of geography and colonialism”).
Since we have already referred to the
symposia which resulted in those
monographs in item 2 (a summary of the
first of these books may also be found in
the Commission’s Newsletter no. 25), in
the following lines we shall focus the
attention on the Geographers: Bio
bibliographical Studies series (henceforth
GBS), the main and most distinctive
publication of the Commission since
1977.
Books (annual serial collections):
Geographers: Biobibliographical Studies,
vol. 27, 2008, London & New York, 176
pages. Published by Continuum on behalf
of the IGU -CHG . Co-editors: Charles
WITHERS and Hayden LORIMER.
Geographers:
Bio
bibliographical
Studies, vol. 28,
2009, London & New York, 192 pages.
Published by Continuum on behalf of the
IGUCHG.
Co-editors:
Charles
WITHERS and Hayden LORIMER.
Geographers:
Bio
bibliographical
Studies, vol. 29, 2010, London & New
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York, 208 pages. Published by Continuum
on behalf of the IGU - CHG. Co-editors:
Charles
WITHERS
and
Hayden
LORIMER.
Geographers:
Bio
bibliographical
Studies, vol. 30,
2011, London & New York, 224 pages.
Published by Continuum on behalf of the
IGU - CHG. Co-editors: Charles
WITHERS and Hayden LORIMER.
Geographers:
Bio
bibliographical
Studies, vol. 31,
London & New York (scheduled to be
published in October 2012). Published by
Continuum on behalf of the IGU - CHG.
Co-editors: Charles WITHERS and
Hayden LORIMER.
Newsletters:
IGU – CHG Newsletter / Bulletin no. 24
(December 2009), 12 pp.
Published online at the Commission’s
website:
http://web.univpau.fr/RECHERCHE/UGI
HG/05_Bulletins/bulletins.html
IGU – CHG Newsletter / Bulletin no. 25
(January
2011), 12 pp.
Published online at the Commission’s
website.
http://web.univpau.fr/RECHERCHE/UGI
HG/05_Bulletins/bulletins.html
IGU - CHG Newsletter / Bulletin no. 26
(2012, forthcoming)
Books
(based
Proceedings):

on

Symposium

Nicolás;
ORTEGA-CANTERO,
GARCÍA-ÁLVAREZ, Jacobo; MOLLÁ,
Manuel (eds.) (2010): Lenguajes y
visiones del paisaje y del territorio /
Langages et visions du paysage et du
territoire / Languages and visions of
landscape
and
territory.
Madrid,
Universidades Autónoma y Carlos III de
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Madrid / Grupo de Trabajo de Historia del
Pensamiento Geográfico de la Asociación
de Geógrafos Españoles, 516 pp. ISBN:
978-84-8344-174-9.
GARCIA, Joao Carlos & GARCÍAÁLVAREZ, Jacobo (eds.): Historia da
Geografia e colonialismo / History of
Geography and Colonialism / Histoire de
la Géographie et Colonialisme, Lisboa,
Centro de Estudos Geográficos (scheduled
to be published in 2012).
The publication of volumes 27-30 (20082011) of GBS brought into the public
domain essays on the lives and works of a
further 34 distinguished geographers.
With the publication in October 2012 of
volume 31, the total will be increased to
44 new GBS essays between 2008 and
2012. The overall total of GBS essays now
stands in excess of 460 essays, from
Volume 1 in 1977. This represents the
single greatest and continuing scholarly
resource in print on the lives and works of
geographers in the world today. Whilst the
Commission is proud to recognise this
achievement, and is committed to the
continued
success
and
further
development of GBS, several issues
should be noted. The co-editors of GBS
(Dr Hayden Lorimer, University of
Glasgow, UK) and Professor Charles W J
Withers, University of Edinburgh, UK)
are always pleased to receive new
contributions
and
suggestions
for
biographical essays. It is important that
new people be added, that important
figures from the history of the discipline
be the subject of bio bibliographical
review and that as full a record as possible
be established. It is important that GBS
should include geographers of all
nationalities, especially of those from out
with the Anglo-American and European
geographical worlds: more essays on
women geographers and sub-Saharan
African geographers would be particularly
welcome. It is important that the
geographical community helps publicise
the role of GBS, that the volumes be the
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subject of critical review in relevant
geographical journals across the world
and that, where possible, universities and
institutions should subscribe to GBS in
order to extend the reach of the IGU and
the Commission. Last, but by no means
least, the co-editors are in discussion with
the publishers over establishing GBS as an
online web-based resource, and to do so in
two ways. The first would be to digitise
and have available all GBS volumes and
essays to date. This will represent a
significant scholarly resource for the
reasons identified above. The second
would mean the move of GBS from a
print-only annual serial publication to an
online publication. This would have the
advantage that GBS would reach many
more communities and scholars than it
does now and include a range of different
materials where appropriate. As the coeditors and the Commission for the
History of Geography look to the future
and to Volume 31 and beyond, we
welcome contributions and suggestions
for the further development of this
important resource.
Along the lines of the former Commission
on the History of Geographical Thought,
chaired by Prof. Vincent Berdoulay (from
1996 to 2004), the current IGUCHG has
also re-launched, since August 2008, a
website to spread its own works and
activities:
http://web.univpau.fr/RECHERCHE/UGIHG/index.html
Hosted by the CNRS scientific laboratory
SET (Society, Environment and Territory)
of the University of Pau and Pays de
l’Adour and edited by the Commission’s
Secretary, Prof. Jean-Yves Puyo, the
website gives account of the main news
and
information
concerning
the
Commission’s recent life, including not
only its current activities and work plans
for the next years, but also the newsletters
and other relevant documents relating the
period 1996-2004. The website welcomes
any relevant news and meeting
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announcements about the History of
Geography. The website has tried to
report in three languages: English, French
and Spanish. This is time-consuming to be
sure, but we intend to continue this policy
as we consider it an important challenge
and a valuable step in order to disseminate
the Commission’s work across the
international geographical community.

6. Continuation

URL of the Commission’s Website:

The Commission on the History of
Geography aims to be a forum for
promoting and exchanging ideas and
outcomes on both the history of the field
and, more widely, the history of
geographical knowledge, experiences and
practices, and their consequences and
usefulness
for
understanding
the
contemporary world, providing IGU as a
whole with a reflective view on the
practice and meanings of geography.

http://web.univpau.fr/RECHERCHE/UGIHG/index.html

5. Archival Contributions
Since its renewal in the 31st IGC to
present, the CSC has reported regularly to
the IGU Executive Committee on the
Commission activities and publications
and has transmitted a copy of the last to
the IGU Secretary General (initially Prof.
Woo-ik Yu; since 2010 Prof. Mike
Meadows). In the coming months the
CSC will also send other documents
generated over the last four years that may
be of interest for its publication in the Earchive
for
Contemporary
IGU
(http://www.homeofgeography.org/).
The
Commission’s
website
(http://web.univpau.fr/RECHERCHE/UGI
HG/) also hosts an archive of all the
Meeting circulars and calls for papers
launched by the CHG since August 2008
onwards, as well as of all the Newsletters
published
since1996
and
several
documents relating to GBS series (such as
the alphabetical list of subjects covered to
date). Finally, efforts in order to inventory
the historical archives of geographical
interest and to disseminate this kind of
archival
materials
between
the
international communities have been
among the concerns of the Commission
since its early years and have been
included in the proposed work program
for the next four years too.
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6.1. Commission Name
The Commission on the History of
Geography will retain its current name, as
approved in the 31st IGC (August 2008).
6.2. Commission Mission

Through its 44 years existence, the
Commission
has
made
important
contributions to our understanding of,
among other subjects, the life and work of
leading figures on the field, both national
and international; the formation of the
main “national schools” of geography; the
professionalization
and
social
institutionalisation processes of the
discipline; the role of geography itself
within the processes of colonialism and
nation building; the exchange and
circulation mechanisms of geographical
ideas at different scales; or the
relationships between geography and
territorial policies. In addition to this, the
Commission has also considered the
thematic and methodological challenges
involved in the development of a world
history of geography that might overcome
the traditional, Western-orientated and
internalist approaches to the discipline’s
historiography. Finally, the Commission
has tried – and maintains as one of its
defining goals – to clarify the antecedents
and contribution of geographic discourse
on various social and environmental
contemporary challenges, and particularly
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on global change, fragmentation and
diversity.
6.3. New Steering Committee
The CSC proposes to make some changes
regarding its composition for the 20122016 period. Five current members of the
CSC will remain in their positions:
Profs. Jacobo García Álvarez, Mike
Heffernan, Jean-Yves Puyo, Charles
Withers, Joao Carlos Garcia and Dr. Jan
Vandersmissen. The remaining current
members will be replaced by the
following individuals:
a) Prof. Tamami Fukuda will
replace Dr. Loan Thanh Ngo.
b) Prof. Judite Nascimento will
replace Prof. Ali Toumi.
c) Prof. Guy Mercier will replace
Prof. Anne Godlewska.
d) Prof. Leon Yacher will replace
Prof. Diana Davis.
e) Prof. Perla Zusman will replace
Prof. Silvina Quintero.
The new members, who have already
agreed in principle to join the CSC, are
scholars with extensive experience and
recognition in the field of the history of
geography in their respective geographical
areas, and have already worked actively in
initiatives organized by the Commission.
Finally, in addition to the new list of
“regular” full members, the CSC proposes
the appointment of Profs. Anne Buttimer
and Vincent Berdoulay as Honorary
Chairs, as a way of formally
acknowledging their intense, decisive and
longstanding engagement with the
Commission throughout the last three
decades, as well as to keep on counting
with their valuable help and cooperation
in the next future.
The complete contact information of the
new CSC membership for 2012-2016 is
listed below:
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Jacobo GARCÍA-ÁLVAREZ, Chair
Departamento de Humanidades: Historia,
Geografía y Arte
Universidad Carlos III de Madrid
C/ Madrid 126, Edificio 14, despacho
14.2.13
28093 Getafe, Spain
Tel: +34 91 624 92 13;
Fax: +34 91 624 85 62
E-mail: jacobo.garcia@uc3m.es
Michael HEFFERNAN, Vice-Chair
School of Geography
University of Nottingham
University Park
Nottingham, NG7 2RD
United Kingdom

Tel: 0115 84 66144
Fax: 0115 95 15249

E-mail:
Mike.Heffernan@nottingham.ac.uk
Jean-Yves PUYO, Secretary-Treasurer
& Web Site Editor
Département de Géographie
Laboratoire Société, Environnement,
Territoire
Université de Pau et des Pays de l’Adour
Domaine Universitaire
64000 Pau, France
Tel: (33) 5 59 40 72 77
Fax: (33) 5 59 40 72 55
E-mail: jean-yves.puyo@univ-pau.fr
Charles W. J. WITHERS, Co-editor of
Geographers: Bio bibliographical
Studies
Institute of Geography
University of Edinburgh
Drummond Street
Edinburgh EH8 9XP
Tel: + 44 (0) 131 650 2559
Fax: + 44 (0) 131 650 2524
E-mail: c.w.j.withers@ed.ac.uk
Tamami FUKUDA
School of Environmental System Sciences
Osaka Prefecture University
1-1 Gakuen-cho, Naka-ku
Sakai,Osaka 599-8531, JAPAN
Tel: +81-72-254-9633
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Fax: +81-72-254-9933
E-mail: tamami@hs.osakafu-u.ac.jp

Fax: (001) 203-392 -5833
E-mail: yacherl1@southernct.edu

Joao Carlos GARCIA
Departamento de Geografía
Facultade de Letras
Universidade do Porto
Via Panorâmica s/n
4150-564 Porto, Portugal
Tel: 22 6077189
Fax: 22 6077194
E-mail: jgarcia@letras.up.pt

Perla ZUSMAN
CONICET/Instituto de Geografía,
Universidad de Buenos Aires
Puán 480, 4to piso
CP 1406. Ciudad Autónoma de Buenos
Aires
Argentina
Tel (005411) 4432-0606 int 116
Fax (005411) 4432-0121
E-mail: perlazusman@yahoo.es

Guy MERCIER
Centre interuniversitaire d’études sur les
lettres, les arts et les traditions (CELAT)
Département de géographie
Université de Laval
Pavillon Charles-De Koninck, Local 6259
Québec G1K 7P4, Canada
Phone: +1 418 656 2131 ext. 2574
Fax: +1 418 656 3960
E-mail: Guy.Mercier@ggr.ulaval.ca
Judite do NASCIMENTO
Departamento de Ciència e Tecnologia
Universidade de Cabo Verde
Campus do Palmarejo
Praia, Santiago, Cabo Verde
Tels: 00238 2621054/ 00238
2629112/00238 2629127
Fax: 00238 2627655
E-mail:
judite.nascimento@adm.unicv.edu.cv
Jan VANDERSMISSEN
Centre d’Histoire des Sciences et des
Techniques
Université de Liège
17 place Delcour
4020 Liège, Belgium
Tel: +32 479 930749
E-mail: Jan.Vandersmissen@ulg.ac.be
Leon YACHER
Department of Geography
Morrill Hall 118A
Southern Connecticut State University
501 Crescent Street
New Haven, CT 06515-1355, USA
Tel: (001) 203-392-5825
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Honorary Chairs
Anne BUTTIMER
University College Dublin
School of Geography, Planning «&
Environmental Policy
Newman Building
Belfield Dublin 4, Ireland
Tel: + 353 1 7168174
E-mail: anne.buttimer@ucd.ie
Vincent BERDOULAY
Département de Géographie
Laboratoire Société, Environnement,
Territoire
Université de Pau et des Pays de l’Adour
Domaine Universitaire
64000 Pau, France
Tel: (33) 5 59 40 72 59
Fax: (33) 5 59 40 72 55
E-mail: vincent.berdoulay@univ-pau.fr
6.4. Work Plan 2012-2016
The work plan proposed by the
Commission on the History of Geography
for the next four years will extend aspects
already raised during the current period of
activity (as, also, essential to the very
mission of the Commission). In addition,
other and new topics will be addressed
that have been less or scarcely attended to
in the Commission’s recent history. The
main objectives for 2012-2016, and the
actions planned to implement them, are as
follows:
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1.

To encourage reflection, discussion
and the mutual sharing of ideas and
results about the different traditions
and historiographical trends existing
at international level.

Special attention will be paid to the
evolution of research on the history of
geography in the last thirty years, which
have been marked by major changes in the
way of conceiving this field of study, as
well as its philosophical basis, methods
and sources. In addition to the fact that
this kind of historiographical concern
inspires and permeates the very nature of
this Commission (as well as many of the
objectives and specific measures proposed
in the work plan for the coming years), the
new CSC is determined to organize two
symposia devoted specifically to sketch a
the state of the issue and its research
perspectives. First, the coming CSC is
planning to organize a symposium to be
held in Quebec, possibly in 2015, and
locally coordinated by Professor Guy
Mercier, on "The historiography of
geography: developments, trends and
challenges". In addition to this, the
Commission’s work plan foresees the
organization
of
another
specific
symposium, to be held in Brazil, possibly
in the second half of 2014, which would
be mainly focused on the Latin American
historiographical context. The first steps
in order to carry out this project were
discussed on the occasion of the Second
Brazilian Symposium on the History of
Geographical Thought, which took place
in Uberlandia on December 12-16 2010.
The proposal is still under study.
2.

To promote a better contextual
understanding of the relationship
between geography and society,
within and beyond the academy.

This kind of contextual concern has
already motivated several symposia
organized by the Commission in the past
(such as those held in the framework of
the IGCs of Washington, in 1992, and The
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Hague, in 1996)7, and involves enhancing
a more careful attention towards the
history of school geography and the socalled “popular geographies”, as well as
on the official geographies and, more
generally, the participation of geographers
and geographical ideas in certain applied
and political activities. In this regard, the
current Commission has scheduled two
meetings specifically dedicated to the
public dimension of geography: the
preconference to be held in Leipzig and
Gotha on August 2012 (on the topic
“Cartography
and
geographical
knowledge in the public sphere”); and the
symposium on “Geography and its
publics” planned within the framework of
the 24th International Congress of History
of Science and Technology, to be held in
Manchester on July 2013.
3.

To deepen our understanding of the
utility of geography as a "reservoir"
of ideas and experiences with which
to address some relevant social and
environmental challenges of the
contemporary world.

For the Commission, this issue has been
another essential concern since the 1990s
and involves investigating not only the
“retrospective” dimensions of the history
of geography (i.e., those which focus on
the review of the past for understanding
the present), but also, as the
Commission’s former Chair has claimed
in several occasions, its “prospective”
dimension (i.e., its ability to provide
useful insights for the formulation of
proposals and solutions for a better
future). All the symposia that have been
proposed to hold throughout the period
2012-2016 could well shed light on this
kind of prospective possibilities, which,
for example, are explicitly present in the
list of items proposed for the session
organized by the Commission in the
framework of the 32nd International
Geographical Congress. This list include
the call for contributions aiming to
explore, in the light of the discipline’s
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past, the geographical roots of nature
conservation policies, of the concept of
sustainable development and of other
crucial ideas for the present contemporary
debates on global change and societyenvironment relations.
4.

To help to build a history of
geography that takes fully into
account contributions from beyond
the European and Anglo-American
regions.

Some of the activities carried out in 20082012, as indicated in items 2 and 3, have
largely sought to expand and strengthen
the links between the Commission and the
historians of geography from non
European-regions, who, undoubtedly, still
remain to be the least represented groups
in the activities of the Commission. As
noted before, the Commission will try to
reduce this gap through its participation in
the IGU Congresses and Regional
Conferences planned for 2012-2016, but
also by organizing an special symposium
in Brazil, in 2014, in cooperation with the
Brazilian, and more broadly, the Latin
American community of historians of
geography, along the lines of other recent
initiatives promoted by the Commission
in cooperation with non-European regions
(such as the meeting held in Cape Verde
in June 2011). The dissemination and
exchange of ideas and results with
scholars from non-European regions will
be also enhanced by other actions either
ongoing or foreseen by the Commission
for the next future, such as the
institutionalization of a global network of
corresponding members, currently in
preparation; a more active policy to
stimulate the participation of contributors
from outside Europe and Anglo-America
in GBS; and the inclusion of brief country
reports within in the Commission’s
Newsletter, in order to summarize the
state of research and the development of
activities related to the history of
geography in different world regions.
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5.

To provide scholars, at an
international level, with the resources
and information necessary to conduct
high quality research on the history
of geography.

In this regard, the Commission intends to
carry out four main activities over the next
four years:
a) The creation of an international
directory of groups and associations
concerned with the history of
geography;
b) The creation of an international
directory of archives (both personal
and institutional) related to the
history of geography;
c) The introduction of some changes in
the GBS series in order to improve
its spread and reach among the
international
community
of
geographers and historians, the
current co-editors of the series
(Profs. Charles Withers and Hayden
Lorimer) are already in discussion
with the publishers over establishing
GBS as an online web-based
resource, in two ways: to digitise and
have available all GBS volumes and
essays to date and to move GBS
from a print-only annual serial
publication to an online publication;
d) Along the same line of the plans
concerning the GBS historical
collection, the Commission is
seriously considering the possibility
of creating an online archive of
biographical
interviews
to
geographers, on the basis of the
precious materials collected within
the framework of the well-known
International
Dialogue
Project
(1978-1988). This project, based at
the University of Lund and
undertaken by Prof. Anne Buttimer
and Torsten Hägerstrand, entailed
the
conduction
of
numerous
autobiographical
interviews
to
leading international figures within
the field, from academia and the
profession, who shared insights from
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their career experiences as well as
participated in group discussions on
specific issues and periods. More
than 200 people from 35 different
countries were interviewed, and part
of these video interviews were
published in various monographs,
while other remain unpublished and
even non-transcribed, housed mostly
in the Lund University Library
Media, Prof. Buttimer’s personal
collection and, to a lesser extent, the
Home of Geography archives at
Villa Celimontana, in Rome, which
received an important donation by
Prof. Buttimer10. Counting upon the
generous, enthusiastic support and
cooperation of Prof. Buttimer, the
Commission will try to make
available this valuable archival
resource for research and teaching
on the history of geography via its
own website. Naturally, other videointerview resources, as well as
documentary
films
specifically
focused on the life and work of
geographers, will also be considered
and welcome in order to build this
kind of biographical audiovisual earchive.
******
In addition to these initiatives, and as a
means of spread its activities and
outcomes, the Commission will continue
to publish its annual bulletin written in (at
least) the two IGU official languages
(English and French), and will maintain
its website based at the University of Pau
(http://web.univpau.fr/RECHERCHE/UGIHG/).
The
Commission will also disseminate the
results of its main symposia through highquality publications, as it has been
frequent within the present and past
periods of its activity.
6.5. Scholarly Importance of the
Anticipated Results of the
Commission’s work
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Since its foundation in 1968, the IGU
Commission on History of Geography,
formerly named Commission on the
History of Geographical Thought, has
carried out a prolonged active work within
both the IGU and the IHUPST, reflected,
for example, in the nearly 45 meetings
held and the publication of more than 40
books up to present (including the 30 GBS
volumes). Along with this intense and
longstanding activity, the cross-thematic
aims of the Commission and the holistic
nature of its approach and field of study
within the discipline constitute reason
enough, in our opinion, to defend its
continuity. As highlighted some time ago
by two of the former Commission chairs,
among the IGU Commissions this one still
remains to be the only which “deals with
the whole subject of Geography, not just
with some branches, but the entire
historical record of its scientific research”,
providing IGU as a whole with a
reflective view on the practice of
geography. Moreover, its membership to
IUHPST allows the Commission to act as
a vehicle of representation, relationship,
and dissemination of the achievements of
the geographical community within the
wider
international
scientific
organizations and to demonstrate “the
value of a bridge discipline among the
sciences”.
The potential reasons that support the
usefulness of the history of geographical
knowledge within the scientific, social
and educational contexts of the World
today have been identified elsewhere. To
cite just some of those reasons, the history
of geography helps to combat the risk of
professional
and
epistemological
extremism or essentialism inside the
discipline. As Carl Sauer’s famous
presidential address on “The education of
a geographer” remarked more than 55
years ago, “what geography is, is
[inevitably]
determined
by
what
geographers have worked at everywhere
and at all times”. The historical account
and knowledge of this work serves
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decisively too fully understand, and
extend awareness of, the subject’s plural,
complex and contested identity. Secondly,
critical histories of geography are
important in stimulating geographer’s
theoretical and reflective skills, as well as
for inspiring innovative ideas and
concepts within the discipline (for which
it is first necessary to know well the ideas
and concepts from the past).
Thirdly, a deep knowledge of the subject’s
rich and complex past constitutes a basic
source for developing a spirit of critical
enquiry that allows us to situate the
history of geographical thought and
practice within its wider – but always
unique
–socio-spatial
context.
Consequently, this vindicates the value of
the disciplines achievements in thinking
historically about some of the most
important challenges that society faces
today. In other words, the history of
geography assists scholars to think of –
and respond to – what Vincent Berdoulay,
inspired by Inmanuel Kant’s Zum ewigen
Frieden (“Perpetual Peace”, 1795), has
called “the cosmopolitical challenges”.
Certainly, the history of geography has
been —and may be— well defined, to
quote another outstanding contributor to
the achievements of this Commission, as “
an investigation into the way in which
geographic subject matter was recognized,
perceived, thought about, and evaluated
over the course of the centuries”.16 But,
as the same author concluded, this inquiry
will probably be more attractive if it is
able to show how the history of
geographical ideas can “make a clear
contribution, widely recognized, to the
overriding
problems
with
which
humankind is faced in the 21st
century”.17 The history of geography is
capable of demonstrating clearly the
nature
of
geography’s
historical
contribution to the solution of major
problems.
On the basis of these assumptions, the
objectives and work plan proposed by the
Commission for the next four years will
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confront issues of theoretical significance
and outstanding social relevance, inside
and outside the discipline. Those matters
not only comprise most of the general
IGU objectives, but also relate directly to
some of the concerns given priority by the
IGU in recent times. As already noted, the
Commission work plan for 2012-2016
will seek to continue some of the
objectives and actions initiated or carried
out in the four-year period now ending (or
even in earlier stages of the Commission’s
history), and thus already included in the
program which was submitted to the
General
Assembly and
Executive
Committee of the IGU on the occasion of
the 31st IGC. It will also consider other
aspects and targets either novel or at least
less taken into account in the
Commission’s recent past.
At the theoretical level, special attention
devoted to recent developments and
current progress of the historiography of
geography within the proposed work plan
would be helpful to sketch the state of the
subject from international perspectives, as
well as to raise theoretical and
methodological questions that concern the
understanding of the discipline as a whole.
As already indicated, to investigate the
different ways of approaching the history
of geography is also, to a great extent, to
investigate the complex, diverse and
socially contested nature of the discipline,
and to shed light on the ways and
conditions
in
which
geographical
knowledge has been defined and shaped at
different times and places. The plans
proposed in order to improve and
stimulate scientific exchange with
specialists from non-European and nonAnglo-American regions through the
meetings scheduled for 2012-2016 will
contribute to overcoming, or at least to
enriching and complementing, the
Western-centric approaches to the
discipline’s past which still prevail in the
majority of popular textbooks, anthologies
and general essays in the field.
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The meetings planned by the Commission
aim likewise to pay further attention to the
history of non-academic “geographic
practices”, as well as to the realm of
geographic experience and that of the
“lay” or “popular” geographies (that is,
the learning about space achieved by nonexperts and individuals or non-scientific
social groups). That could provide
discoveries frequently forgotten or set
aside
within
the
hegemonic
historiographical tradition of the field,
which has been predominantly centered
on academic geography. It will also help
to bridge the important (and, for several
reasons, worrying) gap which, in many
countries, separates the world of academic
geography from the public perception of
the subject, mostly dominated by other
practices and domains, either school,
official or mass media based.
Investigating these realms of knowledge
about places, landscapes, regions and
territories that are practised beyond the
confines of academic geography will
deepen our understanding of geography’s
public image, one of the particular topics
suggested by the Commission for the
symposium to be held in the 24th ICHST.
It can also contribute to the understanding
of
mutual
relations
(transfers,
convergences,
differences
and
borrowings) between geography and other
scientific fields of knowledge with spatial
concerns, between geography and creative
arts and humanities, and between the
discipline and non-academic territorial
policies and social practices. This kind of
research will reveal the multiple, and
sometimes contradictory and contested
character of the geographer’s task. This
will provide a forum for new work on the
ethnogeographies
or
geographical
practice, as well as helping to understand
the
construction
of
particular
multidisciplinary concepts about space.
All this will enhance the larger project to
construct a genuinely worldwide history
of the subject, which would reflect the
richness of the very concept of geography
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across the different historical and spatial
contexts.
From the point of view of the significance
and social relevance, the programme
emphasises another of the basic aims of
the Commission existing work: to
examine and reflect on geography’s past
capacity to tackle socially relevant
problems at different scales, especially at
the international and global scales. The
topics suggested for some of the
Commission symposia not only focus on
the social context within which
geographic ideas and practices are
created, but also emphasize how these
ideas and practices have sought to shape
social change. Along the same line, the
work plan being proposed aims to
stimulate closer reflection on the
geographers’ role within the territorial
policies over the past. Furthermore, it
intends to evaluate the historical
contributions of geography to some of the
great problems and challenges of
contemporary world, such as those
concerned with the dramatic changes on
nature and landscape, driven by humanity
at the global scale and with the persistence
and multiplication of ethnoterritorial,
cultural and religious conflicts. As
indicated in previous reports and accounts
on the Commission’s work and goals, the
history of geographical thought can turn
out to be a fruitful and useful instrument
of reflection about the future, and, by the
same token, a fertile source for the
development of critical conscience.
Finally, the measures outlined in the work
plan for 2012-2016 with regard to history
of geography sources are intended to be
useful for the whole geographical
community. The creation of an
international directory of groups and
associations concerned with the history of
the field will probably help to strengthen
scientific networking and exchange of
ideas worldwide. In a similar sense, an
international directory of geographic
historical archives, nowadays non255

existent, can contribute in the future to
make these valuable materials (including,
of course, the UGI archives themselves)
available to the global geographical
community and, beyond it, to historians of
science, as well as to provide for their
detailed
inventory
and
adequate
conservation. Finally, the digitalization of
GBS volumes and essays published to date

and the transformation of the series
towards an online publication, as well as
the plans concerning the creation of a
biographical audiovisual e-archive on the
basis of the International Dialogue
Project video recordings, might notably
help to disseminate these worthy, unique
collections, as well as to extend the reach
of the IGU and the Commission’s work.

C08.21 Indigenous Peoples’ Knowledges and Rights
The commission was formed in 2006 with
three main goals: to create a network
amongst Indigenous and non-Indigenous
geographers; to encourage and mentor
young academics, particularly Indigenous
scholars; to encourage and foster
geographic research for and with
Indigenous
communities.
Although
financial restraints and the politics of
being an Indigenous organisation have
prevented us from meeting in 2011 (refer
to comments in 2(c) and 2(d), below), the
work of the commission has been
extended in new ways during the last four
years and we are confident that our
mandate is being fulfilled.

Acting Chair, Dr. Brad Coombes
School of Environment
University of Auckland
PB 92019 Auckland 1020
AOTEAROA/NEW ZEALAND
Email: b.coombes@auckland.ac.nz
Phone: +64.9.373.7599 EXT 88455
Fax: +64.9.373.7434

1. Membership

Asst. Professor Jay T. Johnson
Department of Geography
University of Kansas
1475 Jayhawk Blvd.
Lawrence, KS 66045, USA
Email: jaytjohnson@ku.edu
Phone: +1.785.864.5547
Fax: +1.785.864.5378

1.1. Steering Committee
The Commission’s steering committee has
been stable for several years, but – despite
many attempts – we have not yet secured
membership from South or Central
America. Attendance at the IGU Regional
Conference at Santiago de Chile provided
an opportunity for networking with
potential candidates, some of whom were
interested in becoming involved. One
steering committee member has recently
withdrawn because of commitments
within his own country and a suitable
candidate for replacing him has been
approached.
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Secretary, Dr. Renee Pualani Louis
Department of Geography
University of Hawai‘i
458 Moho‘uli Street
Hilo, HI 96720, USA
Email: mapdr@earthlink.net
Phone: +1.808.371.1518

Dr. William Jonas
(billjonas@optusnet.com.au)
Represented by
Professor Richard Howitt
Department of Environment and
Geography
Macquarie University, North Ryde, NSW
2109
AUSTRALIA
Email: rhowitt@els.mq.edu.au
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Phone: +61.2.9850.8386
Email: +61.2.9850.6052
Professor Klaus Frantz
University of Innsbruck
Institut für Geographie
Innrain 52
A-6020 Innsbruck
AUSTRIA
Email: klaus.frantz@uibk.ac.at
Phone: +43.512.507.5410
Fax: +41.512.507.2895
Professor Evelyn Peters
Department of Geography
University of Winnipeg
Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3B 2E9
CANADA
Email: ej.peters@uwinnipeg.ca
Phone: +1.204. 982.1148
Fax: +1.204. 943.4695
Mr. Albertus (Monti) Pramono
Researcher, Aliansi Masyarakat Adat
Nusantara (AMAN)
Tl. B No.4 RT 001 RW006 Komp Rawa
Bambui, Jakarta 12520
INDONESIA
Email: monti@cbn.net.id
Phone: +62.21.780.2771
Fax: +62.21.780.2771
Assoc. Professor Maano Ramutsindela
Shell Environmental & Geographical
Science Building,
South Lane, Upper Campus
University of Cape Town
Private Bag X3
Rondebosch 7701
SOUTH AFRICA
Email: maano@enviro.uct.ac.za
Phone: +27.21.6502783
Fax: +27.21.6503456
Assoc. Professor Ming Huey (tibu) Wang
National Taiwan Normal University
162 Hoping East Rd., Sec. 1, Taipei 106
TAIWAN
Email: t24019@cc.ntnu.edu.tw
Phone: +886.2.23637874 ext. 115
Fax: +886.2.23691770
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NB. One position on the steering
committee has recently been vacated and
a potential replacement has been
approached.
1.2. Commission Membership
On the basis of individuals who are
registered with our email list-serv, the
Commission’s membership is currently
168 – it has increased by 15-20 members
for each of the last four years.
Aotearoa/New Zealand
Australia
Austria
Canada

35
37
1
15

Finland
Ireland
Israel
Indonesia
Norway
South Africa

2
2
1
1
3
1

Sweden
Taiwan
UK
USA

3
8
7
52

2. Meetings
2008: Plymouth, Massachusetts, USA
(April)
This meeting was held before the 2008
conference of the Association of
American Geographers in Boston, and
was organised jointly with the Indigenous
Peoples Specialty Group of the
Association of American Geographers and
the Native Canadians Study Group of the
Canadian Association of Geographers.
Thirty-six researchers attended and
activities included meetings with the
Aquinnah and Mashpee bands of the
Wampanoag Nation. Reflecting local
priorities, discussion centred on the
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identity politics of tribal struggles for
recognition in land claims processes and
articulation of more appropriate methods
for representing the history and
archaeological treasures of Indigenous
peoples. Participants also discussed the
necessity of a journal in the field of
Indigenous geographies and the need to
promote more ethical approaches to
Indigenous research.
2009:
“Indigenous
Urbanization
Internationally:
Population,
Community and Identity”, Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan, Canada (October)
This conference was organized jointly
with the
Department of Native Studies and the
Johnson
Shoyama Graduate School of Public
Policy at the University of Saskatchewan
along with the Office of the Federal
Interlocutor for Métis and non-Status
Indians and the Saskatoon Indian and
Métis Friendship Centre. The commission
travelled to various Indian and Métis
organisations on the first day of the
meeting to learn about the struggles,
activism and social work of the
Indigenous urban population. Participants
were impressed with the way those
organisations had self-organised to deliver
social support and other services to their
people. A two day research symposium
followed, with academic presentations on
the identity of, population dynamics in
and social provision for Indigenous urban
communities in North and Central
America, Oceania and Southern Africa.
The organiser of the symposium,
Professor Evelyn Peters who is a steering
committee member of the IPKRC, secured
a book contract for an edited volume with
the University of British Columbia Press
(refer to section 4). Many of the
presenters have since contributed chapters
for the book.
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2010:
Taumutu
Marae,
near
Christchurh, New Zealand (July)
In 2010, the IPKRC intended to hold a
meeting prior to the IGU Regional
Conference in Israel. However, the call
for a boycott by Indigenous academics in
Israel and Palestine could not be ignored
by members of the commission and the
meeting was cancelled. As a replacement,
a three-day symposium was held before
the joint conference of the Institute of
Australian Geographers and the New
Zealand Geographical Society. 42
individuals stayed at Ngati Moki Marae,
Taumutu, for at least one night, with
several others visiting during the day. As
a large number of graduate students
attended, several of our discussion
sessions were dedicated to aspects of PhD
scholarship and the ethical dimensions of
research with Indigenous peoples.
Representatives of the local tribe, Ngai
Tahu, attended, with discussion focusing
on the co-management and restoration of
nearby Te Waihora/Lake Ellesmere. On
the last day, we visited the administrative
complex for Ngai Tahu, where the Chair
and others from its Runanga (Council)
spoke
about
Maori
economic
development, the use of GIS in claims
settlement and relationship building for
environmental enhancement.
2011: Inari, Finland, and Santiago de
Chile (Cancelled)
The Steering Committee of the IPKRC
intended that their annual meeting for
2011 would be at the Arctic Centre in
Finland. However, that meeting was
cancelled because of difficulties brought
about by the financial crisis which
affected Finnish universities in that year.
Attention then switched to the possibility
of
a
meeting
with
Indigenous
communities in Chile, prior to the IGU
Regional Conference in that country.
While organising a field trip for the premeeting, it became obvious to all involved
that the strong association of the Regional
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Conference with the Chilean military was
abhorrent for the Indigenous peoples of
Chile, as well as for those social scientists
who work with Mapuche and Pehuenche
communities. It was resolved not to
organise specific sessions or events, with
the decision to attend left to the
conscience of individual members. Some
did so, but most IPKRC members who
had earlier expressed interest in a preconference meeting decided that the
conference’s venue and emphasis were
inappropriate and did not attend. Given
the mandate of the IPKRC to work with
Indigenous communities and academics,
the choice of venue for both the 2010 and
2011 regional conferences has produced
ethical difficulties for this commission.
We do not suggest that the IGU avoid
such destinations, but more could be done
to promote appropriate engagement with
local peoples and that may require greater
negotiation of venues and discussion of
rights before individual commissions
organise pre-meetings or conference
sessions.

3. Networking
3.1. Collaborations with other
Commissions and Task Forces
The last major collaboration of this nature
was with the IGU’s Islands Commission
in 2007.
3.2. Collaborations with
international bodies

other

The IPKRC has observer status with the
United Nations Permanent Forum on
Indigenous Issues. As is evident in section
2, we have collaborated with a number of
national
geography
organizations
including the Association of American
Geographers and its Indigenous Peoples
Specialty
Group,
the
Canadian
Association of Geographers, the New
Zealand Geographical Society, and the
Indigenous Issues Study Group of the
Institute of Australian Geographers.
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3.3. Cooperative efforts with the
ISSC and ICSU
None to date

4. Publications
Although the last special issue of a journal
which was comprised of articles written
solely by members of the IPKRC was in
2007 (Geographical Research 45(2)),
steering committee members have
encouraged publication by members in
their role as guest editors for a number of
recent special issues of relevance to
Indigenous geography (for instance,
Journal of Rural Studies 25(4), 2009).
A book is soon to be released and is
comprised of presentations delivered at
the Saskatoon meeting of 2009 (refer to
section 2(b)). “Indigenizing Modernity” –
Indigenous Urbanization in International
Perspective. Eds E Peters and C
Anderson. UBC Press.
A special Indigenous issue of GeoJournal
was accepted for publication in 2010 and
will be released shortly. The articles are
derived from presentations to the
IPKRC’s 2007 symposium in Taiwan. It
is entitled Indigenous Geographies as
challenge and invitation and is edited by
Klaus Frantz and Richard Howitt. The
special issue is comprised of these
articles:
Geography for and with indigenous
peoples: indigenous geographies as
challenge and invitation (byKlaus Frantz
and Richard Howitt)
Knowledge, power, and tribal mapping: a
critical analysis of the “return of the
Truku People” (by
Chun-Chieh Chi and Hsang-Te Chin)
Mind maps of the Maori (by Mere
Roberts)
Property rights, land tenure and the racial
discourses (by Maano Ramutsindela)
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Playing the Indigenous card? The
Shetland and Orkney Udal Law group and
aboriginal rights (by
Michael Jones)
The Salt River Indian Reservation: land
use
conflicts
and
aspects
of
socioeconomic change on the outskirts of
Metro-Phoenix, Arizona (by Klaus Frantz)
Culture, Religion and Economy in
Southwest USA: Zuni Pueblo and Laguna
Pueblo (by Andrea
Grugel)
The indigenous ecotourism and social
development in Taroko National Park area
and San-Chan tribe, Taiwan (Chen YiFong)
Sustainable Indigenous futures in remote
Indigenous areas: relationships, processes
and failed state approaches (Richard
Howitt)
Place-based learning and knowledge:
critical
pedagogies
grounded
in
Indigeneity (Jay T. Johnson)
Recognising that Indigenous geographical
research has expanded in recent years, but
that it had not always been published in a
unified or accessible manner, three
steering committee members approached
Progress in Human Geography in 2010 to
enquire about the possibility of three
progress
reports
on
Indigenous
Geographies. The editors welcomed this
initiative, membership of the IPKRC
provided many references to new and
emerging publications, and the first
review has been released online at
http://phg.sagepub.com.ezproxy.auckland.
ac.nz/content/early/2011/12/12/03091325
11431410.full.pdf+html
The Commission regularly updates its
membership through use of a dedicated
website:
http://www.indigenousgeography.net/ipkr
c.shtm
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5. Archival Contributions
None to date

6. Continuation
The current steering committee was polled
about the issue of continuation. Members
were unanimous about the need for further
work in this area and they were committed
to contributing to that work.
6.1. Commission Name
To continue as previously: Indigenous
Peoples’
Knowledges
and
Rights
Commission
6.2. Commission Mission

Although we believe that we have
satisfied our mandate which was
negotiated in 2006, we also maintain that
potential for further progress remains in
our present mission statement, so it is
proposed that it is retained:
To create a network within
geography which allows Indigenous
and non-Indigenous geographers
working with and for Indigenous
communities to share their research
and experiences with each other and
the discipline as a whole.
To encourage and mentor young
scholars, particularly Indigenous
scholars, in pursuing geography as a
career.
To encourage and foster geographic
research for and with Indigenous
communities with the long-range
goal of bringing the research needs
of these communities to the attention
of the discipline.
6.3. Steering Committee
As stated in section 1.1, only one of the
present steering committee is no longer in
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a position to participate. As that was only
recently communicated, we have not yet
identified a suitable replacement, but
potential
candidates
have
been
approached. For a full list of the proposed
membership of the steering committee for
2012-2016, please refer to section 1.1.
6.4. Provisional Work Plan
As has been the case in the past, it is
proposed that the commission’s work be
focused, though not exclusively, on
annual meetings. These meetings have
been proposed, with work towards the
first two meetings in an advanced state of
completion:








2012: Cape Town, South Africa:
this meeting will coincide with the
Society
of
South
African
Geographers’ Conference. Delegates
will explore the contested meaning of
indigeneity in Africa and how that
complicates
land
rights
and
community development.
2013: Hokkaido, Japan: this is a
pre-conference meeting which will be
held before the IGU’s Regional
Conference in Kyoto. Several of the
IPKRC’s steering committee have
already worked with local academics
who are contributing to the
implementation of Ainu rights in
Japan. The meeting will emphasise
conservation,
sustainability
and
Indigenous resource use.
2014: Winnipeg, Canada: it is
proposed that the 2014 meeting
consider the topic of Indigenous
community development. Winnipeg,
and the province of Manitoba in
general, are well suited to site such
discussions as there are many novel
approaches to service provision and
alternative
development
by
Indigenous peoples which have been
implemented there.
2015: possibly in Lund, Sweden, as a
pre-conference meeting to the IGU
Regional Conference in Moscow.
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The IPKRC is interested in a joint
meeting with one of the other IGU
commissions which is positioned to
critique the relevance of marginality
as
a
geographical
concept.
Collaboration
with
the
IGU
Commission
on
Gender
and
Geography has been suggested but no
approaches have yet been made.
Special issues and publications: Since
establishment of the IPKRC in 2006, it
has become evident that edited volumes,
special issues of journals and scholarly
works associated with our meetings are
important for progressing the careers of
our membership, especially as many of
our members are early career academics.
We intend to complete more of this work
over the next four years and, ideally, will
associate each of our meetings with a
book contract or similar commitment.
Two more progress reports have been
commissioned for Progress in Human
Geography, with the same three authors as
for the first.
Academic exchanges: Financial restraints
are a common cause for concern amongst
Indigenous academics, who are less often
located in mainstream universities or in
countries where access to travel funds are
common. Not surprisingly, therefore, the
IPKRC’s earlier intent to engage in crossnation supervision of graduate students
and to fund student or early career
academics to participate in international
research opportunities and conferences
has been frustrated. The IPKRC has
assisted some students with accessing
overseas Indigenous communities, and at
least one instance of cross-nation
supervision has emerged, but there have
been few other opportunities. Current
financial circumstances will likely persist
for several years, further limiting the
possibility for cross nation interaction
outside of our annual meetings.
Nonetheless, if funds or opportunities
become available, we would like to extend
activities of this nature.
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6.5.6.5.
Scholarly
Scholarly
Impact
Impact
TheThe
steering
steering
committee
committee
forfor
thethe
IPKRC
IPKRC
maintains
maintains
thatthat
it it
hashas
hadhad
a significant
a significant
impact
impact
on on
Indigenous
Indigenous
research
research
in the
in the
field
field
of of
geography.
geography.
It is
It difficult
is difficult
to to
determine
determine
whether
whether
thethe
IPKRC
IPKRC
is partly
is partly
responsible
responsible
forfor
or, or,
rather,
rather,
is merely
is merely
a product
a product
of of
thethe
renaissance
renaissance
in Indigenous
in Indigenous
geography
geography
over
over
thethe
lastlast
5-75-7
years,
years,
butbut
thethe
twotwo
areare
related.
related.
TheThe
network
network
of associated
of associated
researchers
researchers
hashas
benefitted
benefitted
in terms
in terms
of of
career
career
development
development
because
because
thethe
commission
commission
hashas
provided
provided
an an
outlet
outletforforpublication
publicationandandinteraction
interaction
which
which
is seldom
is seldom
to be
to be
found
found
in the
in the
home
home
nations
nations of of participants.
participants. Indigenous
Indigenous
geographers
geographers
areare
frequently
frequently
isolated
isolated
within
within
culturally
culturally
homogenous
homogenous
departments
departments
andand
often
often
feelfeel
thatthat
their
their
interests
interests
areare
on on
thethe

margins
margins
of of
theoretical
theoretical
enterprise
enterprise
within
within
their
their
universities.
universities.
Hence,
Hence,
thethe
capacity
capacity
of of
thethe
IPKRC
IPKRC
to to
bring
bring
together
together
Indigenous
Indigenous
researchers
researchers
andand
others
others
who
who
work
work
with
with
Indigenous
Indigenous
communities
communities
is is
an an
important
important
form
form
of of
outreach
outreach
forfor
thethe
IGU.
IGU.
Likewise,
Likewise,
although
although
thethe
commission’s
commission’s
collaborations
collaborations
with
with
local
local
communities
communities
have
have
been
been
fleeting
fleeting
andand
somewhat
somewhat
superficial
superficial
because
because
they
they
areare
tiedtiedto toannual
annualmeetings
meetingswhich
whicharearein in
different
different
places
places
each
each
year,
year,
wewe
suggest
suggest
thatthat
they
theynonetheless
nonethelessrepresent
representa apoint
pointof of
difference
difference in in thethe work
work of of IGU
IGU
commissions.
commissions.
A A
genuinely
genuinely
transnational
transnational
andand
passionate
passionate
network
network
of participants
of participants
hashas
been
been
brought
brought
together
together
by by
thethe
work
work
of of
thethe
IPKRC
IPKRC
andand
it isit important
is important
thatthat
such
such
work
work
continues
continues
in in
order
order
to to
capitalise
capitalise
on on
its its
recently
recently
established
established
capacities.
capacities.

C08.22
Islands
C08.22
Islands
TheTheIGU
IGUCommission
Commissionon onIslands
Islandsis is
approved
approved by by thethe IGU
IGU Executive
Executive
Committee
Committee
at the
at the
IGU
IGU
Brisbane
Brisbane
Regional
Regional
Conference
Conference
in in
July,
July,
2006.
2006.
TheThe
Inaugural
Inaugural
Meeting
Meeting
of of
thethe
Commission
Commission
waswas
held
held
on on
October
October29-29-November
November3, 3,2007
2007at at
National
NationalTaiwan
TaiwanUniversity
Universityin inTaipei,
Taipei,
Taiwan.
Taiwan.
Geographers
Geographersfrom
fromaround
aroundthetheworld
world
engaged
engaged
in intense
in intense
discussions
discussions
on on
islandislandrelated
related
issues,
issues,
especially
especially
how
how
geography
geography
could
could
contribute
contribute
to to
thethe
management
management
andand
development
development
of islands
of islands
in accordance
in accordance
with
with
thethe 1994
1994 Barbados
Barbados Action
Action Plan,
Plan,
UNESCO,
UNESCO,
andand
other
other
inter-governmental
inter-governmental
organisations
organisations
andand
programmes.
programmes.

1. 1.Membership
Membership
Chang-Yi
Chang-Yi
David
David
Chang,
Chang,
President
President
of of
thethe
Commission
Commission
Department
Department
of Geography
of Geography
National
National
Taiwan
Taiwan
University
University
1, Sec.
1, Sec.
4, Roosevelt
4, Roosevelt
Road,
Road,
Taipei
Taipei
106106
Taiwan
Taiwan
262262

Tel:Tel:
+886-2+886-233665827
33665827
Fax:
Fax:
+886-2+886-223622911
23622911
E-mail:
E-mail:
changyi@ntu.edu.tw
changyi@ntu.edu.tw
Eric
Eric
Clark,
Clark,
Vice
Vice
President
President
of the
of the
Commission
Commission
Department
Department
of Human
of Human
Geography
Geography
Lund
Lund
University
University
Sölvegatan
Sölvegatan
12,12,
22362
22362
Lund
Lund
Sweden
Sweden
Tel:Tel:
+46+46
- 46- 46
222222
94 94
96 96
Fax:
Fax:
+46+46
- 46- 46
222222
84 84
01 01
E-mail:
E-mail:
eric.clark@keu.lu.se
eric.clark@keu.lu.se
Huei-Min
Huei-Min
Tsai,
Tsai,
Executive
Executive
Secretary
Secretary
Graduate
Graduate
Institute
Institute
of Environmental
of Environmental
Education
Education
National
National
Taiwan
Taiwan
Normal
Normal
University
University
P.O.
P.O.
Box
Box
97-145,
97-145,
Taipei
Taipei
116116
Taiwan
Taiwan
Tel:Tel:
+886-2-77346565
+886-2-77346565
Fax:
Fax:
+886-2+886-229325570
29325570
E-mail:
E-mail:
hmtsai@ntnu.edu.tw
hmtsai@ntnu.edu.tw
Godfrey
Godfrey
Baldacchino
Baldacchino
University
University
of Prince
of Prince
Edward
Edward
Island
Island
Charlottetown
Charlottetown
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Canada C1A 4P3 Tel: (902) 566- 0909
Email: gbaldacchino@upei.ca
Beate Ratter
Institute of Geography University of
Hamburg Bundesstrasse 55, 20146
Hamburg, Germany
Tel.: (040) 42838 5225
Fax: (040) 42838 4981
E-mail: ratter@geowiss.uni-hamburg.de
Steve Royle
School of Geography, Archaeology and
Palaeoecology
Queen's University Belfast Belfast BT7
1NN Northern Ireland, UK
Tel/fax: +44 (0)2890 973355
Fax: +44 (0)2890 973212
Email: s.royle@qub.ac.uk
Costis Hadjimichalis
Harokopio University of Athens
Department of Geography
70 EL. Venizilou St., Athens
17671 Greece
Tel: +302109549100
Fax: +302109577050
E-mail: hadjimichalis@hua.gr
Gerard Persoon
Department of Anthropology
Leiden University P. O. Box 9518, 2300
RA Leiden, The Netherlands
Tel: +31 71 5277474
Fax: +31 71 5277496
Email: persoon@cml.leidenuniv.nl
Philip Steinberg
Department of Geography
Florida State University Tallahassee
FL 32306-2190, USA
Tel: +1-850-6441706
Fax: +1-850-6445913
E-mail: psteinbe@coss.fsu.edu
Elaine Stratford
School of Geography and Environmental
Studies Hobart Campus, GeographyGeology Building, Room 425
University of Tasmania
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Tasmania, Australia
Tel: +61 3 6226 2462
Fax: +61 3 6226 2989
E-mail: Elaine.Stratford@utas.edu.au
Randy Thaman
Department of Geography Faculty of
Islands and Oceans, The University of the
South Pacific Laucala Campus, Fiji
Tel: (+679) 323 2542
Fax: (+679) 323 1506
E-mail: thaman_r@usp.ac.fj
http://www.usp.ac.fj/index.php?id=2485
François Taglioni
Institut of research on development
BP 172, 97492, Sainte-Clotilde cedex
Reunion Island
Tel: + 262 692 943 772 (Reunion island)
Tel: + 33 663 286 092 (France)
E-mail: tagli@diplomacy.edu
There is no formal list of membership.
The participants of each conferences and
meetings are on the mailing list for
upcoming events. The number on mailing
list is about 150, more than 25 countries.

2. Meetings
1.

IGU Congress- The 31st IGC Tunis
2008: The IGU Commission on
Islands held a commission meeting
and organized a set of sessions at the
31st IGC in Tunis.
Three sessions were organized: (i)
Island vulnerability and complexity,
(ii) Island environmental history and
development, (iii) Island culture,
place and identity. 20 papers from 8
countries
(Russia,
Netherlands,
Sweden, UK, Ireland, Canada, Korea,
Taiwan) were presented. Participants:
ca 100.

2.

Participating in Islands of the World
X, ISISA (International Small Island
Studies Association) at Jeju Island,
Korea, 25-29 August 2008. The
conference theme was: Globalizing
Islands: Culture, Peace, Resources
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and
Sustainability.
Steering
Committee members played active
roles
in
organizing
sessions.
Participation: ca 200.
3.

4.

5.

Organizing workshop on: Timescapes
of Islands in the Asia-Pacific Region:
Environmental History and Time
Horizons
of
Management,
at
Academia Sinica, Taiwan, 28-29
October 2008. The workshop was
organized by steering committee
members in collaboration with the
Center for Asian Pacific Area
Studies, Academia Sinica, IHDPTaiwan, and IIAS Leiden University.
The selected papers have been
published in a theme issue Journal of
Asia Pacific, Vol. 44. 2009. Papers:
15. Participation: ca 80.
Organized workshop on Re-thinking
Sustainability:
Historical-Political
Ecology Perspectives on Islands, at
National Taiwan Normal University,
30-31 October 2008, in collaboration
with Lund University and National
Taiwan Normal University. Papers:
18, Participation: ca 100.
The
3rd
Nordic
Geographers
Meeting, 8-11 June 2009, Turku,
Finland: participating in three
sessions
on
Islands
Studies:
Geography of coastal regions and
Rethinking
human/non-human
associations: changing politics of
nature.

6.

The First World Congress of
Environmental History (WCEH) 4-8
August 2009, Copenhagen, Denmark.
Organizing a session on Ecological
Imperialism Redefined. Participating
in four other sessions.

7.

AAG 2010 Annual Meeting, 14-18
April 2010, Washington, D.C.
Participating in sessions: (i) Real
Worlds and Environmental Visions I
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& II (ii) Re-thinking Islandness:
Discursive Spaces and Tidalectics in
Island Worlds - I, II, III
8.

IGU Tel Aviv Regional Meeting, 1216 July 2010, Tel Aviv, Israel;
participating two sessions in the IGU
Commission on Islands meeting.

9.

Participating in ISISA Islands of the
World XI: Celebrating Island
Connectivities, August 23-26, 2010,
Bornholm, Denmark.

10. The 2nd IGU Commission on
Islands Meeting and Conference,
Finding Their Place: Islands in
Social Theory 27-30 August 2010,
Ven, Sweden. (Local Organizers: Eric
Clark and Godfrey Baldacchino).
Most
of
Steering
Committee
Members
attended
Committee
Meeting; Participants: ca 120.
*Published theme issue on Culture
Geography
11. Collaboration conference: The 2nd
Island Dynamics Conference- Taking
Malta Out of the Box – Island
Cultures, Economies and Identities,
11–15 May 2011, Valletta, Malta.
Steering Committee members played
key roles in organizing related
sessions.
12. The First Conference of East Asian
Environmental History (EAEH 2011),
24-26 November 2011, Academia
Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan. Participating
islands sessions.
13. IGU

Regional Meeting, 14-18
November 2011, Santiago, Chile;
participating in the IGU Commission
on Islands meeting and the
Commission Business Meeting.

3. Networking/Collaboration
The
Commission
communications with the

maintains
Indigenous
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Peoples’
Knowledges
and
Rights
Commission, and collaborates regularly
with ISISA (International Small Island
Studies Association), Island Dynamics (an
island studies network based on
University of Aberdeen, UK, and Isle of
Man), LOICZ (UNIHDP Programme) and
other Island Studies institutions.

4. Publications


The Commission website is regularly
updated:
http://igu-islands.giee.ntnu.edu.tw/



Island
Studies
Journal
http://vre2.upei.ca/islandstudies.ca/jo
urnal
is managed by Steering Committee
member Godfrey Baldacchino and is
one forum for publication of
commission research.



Endorsement and supporting books
and theme issues on island research.



Many publications of Commission
members will be updated on websites.



After 2012 Cologne IGU, IGU
Commission on Islands and LOICZ
will look for a publication of the best
presentations.(The local organizer,
Professor
Beate
Ratter,
has
communicated with Dr. Hartwig
Kremer, LOICZ).

5. Continuation
5.1. Commission Name
The name of “the IGU Commission on
Islands” will remain the same as that of
2008-12.
5.2. Commission Mission
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to promote island studies in
geographical
sciences
among
international geographical research
communities.








to provide a platform in connecting
island
studies
with
existing
international programs and island
networks.
to promote the study of island
geography in education programs at
all levels, especially, but not
exclusively, in island societies.
to support and promote the
publication of island geographic
research.
to collaborate with international and
regional organizations to enhance
dialogue on sustainable development
of island societies.
5.3. New Steering Committee

Chang-Yi David Chang, President of
the Commission
Department of Geography
National Taiwan University
1, Sec. 4, Roosevelt Road, Taipei 106
Taiwan
Tel: +886-2- 33665827
Fax: +886-2- 23622911
E-mail: changyi@ntu.edu.tw
Eric Clark, Vice President of the
Commission
Department of Human Geography
Lund University
Sölvegatan 12, 22362 Lund
Sweden
Tel: +46 - 46 222 94 96
Fax: +46 - 46 222 84 01
E-mail: eric.clark@keu.lu.se
Huei-Min Tsai, Executive Secretary
Graduate Institute of Environmental
Education
National Taiwan Normal University
P.O. Box 97-145, Taipei 116 Taiwan
Tel: +886-2-77346565
Fax: +886-2- 29325570
E-mail: hmtsai@ntnu.edu.tw
Godfrey Baldacchino
University of Prince Edward Island
Charlottetown
Canada C1A 4P3
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Tel: (902) 566- 0909
Email: gbaldacchino@upei.ca
Beate Ratter
Institute of Geography University of
Hamburg BundesstraBe 55, 20146
Hamburg, Germany
Tel.: (040) 42838 5225
Fax: (040) 42838 4981
E-mail: ratter@geowiss.uni-hamburg.de
Steve Royle
School of Geography, Archaeology and
Palaeoecology
Queen's University Belfast Belfast BT7
1NN Northern Ireland, UK
Tel/fax: +44 (0)2890 973355
Fax: +44 (0)2890 973212
Email: s.royle@qub.ac.uk
Costis Hadjimichalis
Harokopio University of Athens
Department of Geography
70 EL. Venizilou St., Athens
17671 Greece
Tel: +302109549100
Fax: +302109577050
E-mail: hadjimichalis@hua.gr
Gerard Persoon
Department of Anthropology
Leiden University
P. O. Box 9518, 2300 RA
Leiden,The Netherlands
Tel: +31 71 5277474
Fax: +31 71 5277496
Email: persoon@cml.leidenuniv.nl
Philip Steinberg
Department of Geography Florida State
University Tallahassee, FL 32306-2190,
USA
Tel: +1-850-6441706
Fax: +1-850-6445913
E-mail: psteinbe@coss.fsu.edu
Elaine Stratford
School of Geography and Environmental
Studies Hobart Campus
Geography-Geology Building, Room 425
University of Tasmania
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Tasmania, Australia
Tel: +61 3 6226 2462
Fax: +61 3 6226 2989
E-mail: Elaine.Stratford@utas.edu.au
Randy Thaman
Department of Geography
Faculty of Islands and Oceans
The University of the South Pacific
Laucala Campus, Fiji
Tel: (+679) 323 2542
Fax: (+679) 323 1506
E-mail: thaman_r@usp.ac.fj
http://www.usp.ac.fj/index.php?id=2485
François Taglioni
Institut of research on development
BP 172, 97492
Sainte-Clotilde cedex Reunion Island
Tel: + 262 692 943 772 (Reunion island)
Tel: + 33 663 286 092 (France)
E-mail: tagli@diplomacy.edu
5.4. Work Plan

1. Participating in ISISA Islands of the

World XII: Globalization: Islands
Adapting to Change, 29 May – 1 June
2012, The Virgin Islands (BVI)

2. IGU Congress- The 32nd IGC

Cologne 2012, 26-30 August 2012,
Cologne, Germany. The IGU
Commission on Islands Supported by
LOICZ (UNIHDP Programme ) will
organize a commission meeting and
the conference sessions on the theme
“ Human/Nature-Interaction on Small
Islands- An Integrative Geography
Perspective” (Local Organizer: Beate
Ratter).

3. Collaborating

partner and coorganizer with the Island Dynamics
Conference: Local Actions in a
Global Context, 15-17 January 2013,
Longyearbyen Island, Norway.

4. IGU Regional Conference

2013
Warsaw, Poland. IGU Commission
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on Islands
will
organize
a
commission meeting and Conference
sessions in the Congress.(Local
Organizer: Maciej Jędrusik)

5.5. The scholarly importance of
the anticipated results of the
IGU Commission on Islands
(2012-16) will be :

5. The 3rd IGU Commission on Islands

As bounded arenas, islands have long
facilitated examination of structural forces
and mechanisms of interaction and change
relevant to vastly broader contexts than
the unique places they are.

Meeting and Conference, Island
DevelopmentLocal
economy,
culture, energy and sustainability. 610
October
2013,
Penghu
Archipelago,
Taiwan
(Local
Organizers: Kao-Yuan Kao, ShyLiang Yu).

6. The 4th IGU Commission on Islands

Meeting and Conference, 2014,
Reunion Island (Local Organizer:
François Taglioni)

7. Meetings to be held after 2015 will be

decided in the business meeting
during the 32nd IGU Cologne 2012.

Bringing these themes together in
synthetic geographic research and
international collaborative projects is an
increasingly urgent task as humanity
navigates its future in a rapidly and
unevenly globalizing world. The IGU
Commission on Islands seeks to work
together with related IGU Commissions
and other relevant national and
international organizations in promoting
research on and awareness of island
development issues.

C08.23 Karst
1. Membership
1.1. Steering Committee

SLOVENIA
Tel: +386 5 700 19 31
Fax: + 386 5 700 19 99
E-mail: natasa.ravbar@zrc-sazu.si

Chair:
Dr Elena TROFIMOVA
Laboratory of Geomorphology
Institute of Geography
Russian Academy of Sciences
29, Staromonetny str.
119017 Moscow
RUSSIA
Tel: +7 495 238 03 60
Fax: +7 495 959 00 33
E-mail: e.trofimova1@gmail.com
or eltrofimova@rambler.ru

Dr Ilona BÁRÁNY-KEVEI
University of Szeged
Department of Climatology and
Landscape Ecology
Egyetem u. 2
P.O. Box 653
HU – 6722 Szeged
HUNGARY
Tel: 0036 62 454 157
Fax: 0036 62 454 158
E-mail: keveibar@earth.geo.u-szeged.hu

Vice Chair:
Dr Nataša RAVBAR
Karst Research Institute, ZRC SAZU
Titov trg, P.O. Box 59
Si – 6230 Postojna

Prof. Michael DAY
University of Wisconsin
College of Letters and Science
Department of Geography
Bolton Hall, P.O. Box 413
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US – WI 53201 Milwaukee
USA
Tel: 001 414 229 4866
Fax: 001 414 229 3981
E-mail: mickday@csd.uwm.edu
Dr Radoslaw DOBROWOLSKI
University of Maria Curie-Sklodowska
Institute of Earth Sciences
Department of Physical Geography and
Palaeogeography
Al. Krasnicka 2
PL – 20-718 Lublin
POLAND
Tel: 48 81 53 75 510 interval 143
E-mail: rdobro64@gmail.com
or rdobro@biotop.umcs.lublin.pl
Dr Amos FRUMKIN
Department of Geography
Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Mount Scopus, Jerusalem
IL – 91905 ISRAEL
Tel: 972 2 99 75 541; 58 83 352; 5883
355
Fax: 929 2 58 20 549
E-mail: msamos@mscc.huji.ac.il
Dr Aleksander B. KLIMCHUK
National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine
Institute of Geological Sciences
55b Chkalov str.
UA – 252030 Kiev 30
UKRAINE
Tel: 00380 44 512 8283
Fax: 00380 44 512 8283
E-mail: institute@speleoukraine.net
Prof. Dr Akira MAEKADO
Department of Geography
University of Ryukyus
Okinawa
JAPAN
E-mail: maekado@u-ryukyu.ac.jp
Dr Jacques SCHROEDER
Département de Géographie
Université de Quebec
Cp.8888, Succ “A” Centre-Ville
Montréal Ca – H3C 3P8 (Quebeck)
CANADA
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E-mail: Schroeder.Jacques@uqa.ca
Dr Luiz Eduardo PANISSET
TRAVASSOS
Laboratyrio De Estudos Ambientais –
LEA
Pontificia Unisersidade Catylica de Minas
Gerais (PUC Minas)
Laboratyrio de Estudos Urbanos e
Regionais
Av. Ita505 – Bairro Dom Bosco –
Belo Horizonte – Brasil
BRASIL – CEP – 30730 – 280
E-mail: luizpanniset@gmail.com
Prof. Kyung Sik WOO
Cave Research Institute of Korea
Department of Geology
Kangwon National University
192 1 Hyoja 2 – dong
Chuncheon
Kangwondo, 200-701
REPUBLIC OF KOREA
Tel: 82 33 250 85 56
Fax: 82 33 250 85 56
E-mail: wooks@kangwon.ac.kr
1.2. Commission Members as of 31
December 2011
Germany
France
UK

15
15
15

Croatia
Cuba
Czech Rep.

3
3
3

Australia
Slovenia
USA
Italy
Russia
Belgium

12
12
10
8
8
7

New Zealand
Philippines
Slovakia
Bulgaria
Romania
Turkey

3
3
3
2
2
2

Canada
China
Poland
Spain
Israel
Brazil

7
7
6
6
5
4

Vietnam
Austria
India
Iran
Korea
Lebanon

2
1
1
1
1
1

Japan

4

Norway

1
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2. Meetings
Hungary
Netherlands
Ukraine

4
4
4

No of
IKS

Year

16
17

2008
2009

18

Switzerland
Venezuela
Total

1
1
187

Numbers

Dates of IKS
in June

Topic

20-25

Karst Sediments

2010

15-20
14-19

Cave Climate
Dynaric Karst

19

2011

20-25

Karst Underground
Protection

20

2012

18-23

Karst Forms and
Processes

Every IKS has the own, the most
important for the world karstology, topic,
which is initially introduced by some
keynote speakers. After this, the topic is
discussed during the scientific sessions (in
oral and post presentations), as well as in
course of field excursions, social events
and even during the coffee breaks.
The results of IKS, recommendations for
the publication in journal issue “Acta
Karsologica” of the most important
presentations and the discussions around
the topic of the next IKS are the main
questions during the Commission’s
meetings.
2008: It was marked that the researches of
karst sediments are the unique instrument
paleoenvironmental
for
the
reconstructions in karst areas, having both
the immediate (for the estimation of cave
age and enclosing rocks), and long-term
theoretical and practical importance – for
the widening of implications about
environmental changes in the past and the
forecast of the future natural events.
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International Karstological Schools
(IKS) “Classic karst” in Postojna
(Slovenia) is the most important annual
meetings of karstologist from the all
continents. Every year the Commission’s
meetings are organized in the framework
of IKS.

Participants

Countries

63
112

16
18

132

31

120

26

2009: Topic “Cave climate” is
comparatively rare between geographers,
but this one has the particular practical
importance in relation with the increase,
year from year, of the quantity of tourist
cave visits. The influence of the visits on
cave temperature and cave humidity was
found
in
course
of
long-term
meteorological
observations
in
underground cavities. The cave climate
changes call forth the degradation of
speleothemes and the development of
cave fauna.
2010: Dynaric karst is the “heart” of the
world karstology. The accent was done on
the discussion of peculiarities of Dynaric
karst in comparing with the different types
of the karst: from tropical to polar, and on
the elaboration of the scientific criteria for
the nomination of karst objects of the
areas researched to the List of World
Natural Heritage, using the international
experience. Cerkniško polje, Postojna and
Predjama caves, sources Ljubljanica and
Timavo were at the center of attention.
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2011:
Violations
of
underground
environment are fixed in numerous caves:
changes of cave rock relief (re-equipped
entrances,
destructed
stalactites,
stalagmites, etc.), anthropogenic rubbish,
changes of underground air environment
and state of water objects, etc. The
discussions confirmed the timeliness of
Commission’s project “Saving Caves Towards an International Protection
System for Karst Environments”, which
will permit to generalized the information
about scientific value of the caves and to
organize the international system of its
protection.
Tel Aviv, Israel, 12-16 July, 2010,
Regional
Conference
IGU,
10
participants, 3 – from Commission’s
Steering Committee.
The problems of arid karst were
considered: utilization, management and
conservation of poljes, caves, water karst
objects, as well as the examples of
paleoreconstructions by cave records.
Santiago, Chile, 14-18 November, 2011,
Regional Conference IGU, 8 participants,
1 – from Steering Committee.
The meeting was dedicated to the humanenvironment interactions in the 21st
century.
It was described, how satellite-based
multi-stacking interferometry is being
used to assess the active salt karst
bordering the Dead Sea, and showed how
such monitoring is useful for planning and
development purposes. Challenges to
Sustainability in the Central American
Karst documented current extent of
human impact on the approximately
50,000km2 of Central American karst and
noting how anthropogenic climate change
will exacerbate an already deteriorating
situation. Reconciliation of future
problems requires national planning and
regional cooperation, but karst is not
widely recognized in countries such as
Honduras and Nicaragua, and the regional
sustainability outlook is bleak. Also it was
showed how treethrow in the Austrian
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pre-Alps produces small-scale depressions
and mounds which not only mimic doline
karst morphologically but which also
focus
epikarstic
percolation
and
dissolution within the treethrow pits,
ultimately perhaps leading to the
establishment of true dolines, or at least to
the modification of pre-existing features.
Some discussions were organized around
the
biogeomorphological
interrelationships in karst.
Another question, considered in course of
Commission’s meetings were related with
the Commission activity and were
reflected in Commission’s Newsletters. At
present, there are five principal directions:
 Saving Caves - Towards an
International Protection System for
Karst Environments
 Glossary of the local terms on karst
and speleology
 Cave ice ice: geoindicated aspect
 Karst objects at the List of World
Heritage
 Annotated Bibliography on Karst
Publications.

Meetings of Commissions’ members
during
the
3rd
International
Workshop on Ice Caves on the base
of the tourist karst cave Kungurskaya
(Kungur, Perm region, Russia, 12-17
May, 2008
The majority of presentations reflected the
cave ice state in tourist caverns. The
participants of the international forum
marked the considerable degradation of
cave ice after the construction of the
second,
artificial,
entrance
of
Kungurskaya.
Six presentations, the most important ones
in terms of the development of cave ice
theory, picked out for the publication in
journal issue “Data of glaciological
studies” at the patronage of
KC IGU. These presentations are
dedicated to the isotope researches of cave
ice, the analysis of the cryomineral
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formation’s genesis in the caverns and the
historical experience of the cave ice
explorations.

Meetings of Commissions’ members
during the 15 International Congress
of Speleology, Kerwill, Texas, USA,
19-26 July, 2009
The Congress indicated the growth of
tourist cave quantity in the world and the
necessity of management of its utilization.

Meetings of Commissions’ members
during
International
conference
“Sustainability
of
the
karst
environment – Dinaric karst and
other karst regions”, Gospic, Croatia,
23-26 September, 2009
The main topic: interaction between karst
surface and the caves in conditions of the
anthropogenic pressure’s growth. The
majority of presentations were devoted to
arid regions, first of all, to Mediterranean
Karst: actual processes, water balance,
water supply…, and tourism on karst:
karst phenomena as tourist attractions,
tourist development and protection. The
discussions of the problems of arid karst
were realized together with the members
of Karst Commission of the International
Association
of
Hydrogeologists.
Generally, Commission’s work during the
conference was concentrated around the
plan 2008-2012.

4th International Workshop on Ice
Caves
(IWIC-IV),
Obertraun,
Austria, 6-11 June,
2010
During the excursions to the caves
Dachtein Riesen, Dachtein-Mammut and
Eisriesenwelt the questions of tourism on
karst and cave protection were discussed
jointly with the GLACKIPR Commission
IUS. In the course of scientific sessions
the tasks of coldness conservation and
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accumulation of snow and ice in the caves
had been the center of attention. It was
underlined that these tasks are very timely
in conditions of changing environment,
primarily, of the global warming.

Expert Consultation «Lena Pillars
nomination to the Worls Heritage
List” (Yakutia, Russia), Isle Vilm,
Germany, 28 November – 3
December 2010 - Together with Federal

Agency for Nature Conservation of
Germany

The purpose of this meeting was: to
identify the property, to describe the
property and to justify the inscription
(criteria under which inscription is
proposed, state on Outstanding Universal
Value, comparative analysis). The
recommendations for finalizing the
nomination dossier, in particular, the
foundations for the inscription of NP Lena
Pillars cold karst to the List of World
Natural Heritage were formulated. This
work was positioned in consequence of
KC plan 2008-2012: in the part “Research
work”.

Expedition of IUCN to the natural
park “Lena Pillars”, YakutskPokrovsk, Yakutia, Russia, 23-30
August 2011

The results of expedition confirmed that
frozen ground karst of NP Lena Pillars,
developing
in
Sub-arctic
extreme
continental and dry climate in the area of
continuous permafrost spread, has an
Outstanding Universal importance for the
world
karstology. The recommendations for the
local development of ecological tourist
were elaborated.

International conference “Northern
karst systems in our changing
environment”,
Golubino-Pinega,
Arkhangelsk Region, Russia, 5-10
September, 2011
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To focus the Karst Commission’s work in
2012-2016 on the researches of cold karst
systems was decided after this conference.
The theoretical and practical implications
of such ones will have the particularly role
in changing environment, caused, on the
one hand, by the global warming and
degradation of permafrost, and on the
other hand, by the increase of
anthropogenic influence in cold regions.

3.2. Collaborations with
international bodies





Important meetings in 2012:
Sinkholes: from susceptibility to risk
evaluation and mapping, EGU General
Assembly, session
NH8.6, Vienna, Austria, 22-27 April:
http://meetingorganizer.copernicus.org/E
GU2012
5 International Workshops on Ice Caves
(IWIC-V), Barzio (LC), Valsassina,
Grigna, Italy, 1623 September:
http://users.unimi.it/icecaves/IWICV





other

International
Union
of
Speleology
International Association of
Geomorphologists
International
Geological
Correlation Program
International
Union
for
Conservation of Nature
European Geosciences Union
Federal Agency for Nature
Conservation of Germany
WWF

4. Publications



Newsletters of Commission numbers
1-7
Annotated Bibliography of Karst
Publications, No 15-16 / Ed. by Chair
of KC IGU A.
Kranjc. Postojna, Karst Research
Institute, 2008, 127 p.
Annotated Bibliography of Karst
Publications, No 15-16, digital
version / Ed. N. Vanara,
L. E. Panisset Travassos, 2010.

Ghost-rock karst symposium, Han-surLesse, Belgium, 7-12 October 2012:
http://sites.google.com/site/ghostrockkarst
symposium/



3. Networking

In co-organization with Karst Resarch
Institute:

3.1. Collaborations with other
Commissions and Task Forces
In March 2012 the workshop of IGU
Commissions
C.08.09
Environment
Evolution and C08.23 Karst is planning.
The topic: “Environmental Changes and
Karst Processes”. Generally during the
International conferences Commission
Karst communicated with the following
IGU Commission: C08.04 Climatology,
C08.06 Cold Region Environment and
C08.18 Hazard and Risk.
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Karst sediments. Guide book &
Abstracts. 17 International School
“Classic karst”. Postojna, Karst
Research Institute, 2008. 87 p.
Cave climate. Guide book &
Abstracts. 17 International School
“Classic karst”. Postojna,
Karst Research Institute, 2009. 90 p.
Dinaric karst. Guide book &
Abstracts. 18 International School
“Classic karst”. Postojna,
Karst Research Institute, 2010. 84 p.
Karst underground protection. Guide
book & Abstracts. 19 International
School “Classic karst”. Postojna,
Karst Research Institute, 2011. 92 p.
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Karst forms and processes. Guide
book & Abstracts. 20 International
School “Classic
karst”. Postojna, Karst Research
Institute, 2012 (publication in
waiting).

6 papers, devoted to the cave ice, were
published under general patronage of
Karst Commission IGU. The publication
was realized in “Data of glaciological
observations”, V. 107, 2009:
1) V. Andrejchuk, Y. Galuskin
Cryomineral formations in caves:
introduction to the problem, p. 142155.
2) S. Turri, E. Trofimova, A. Bini, V.
Maggi Ice caves scientific research
history:from XV to XIX centuries, p.
156-162.
3) S. Turri, V. Maggi, A. Bini Ice caves
as
natural
archives
in
the
palaeoclimatic studies, p. 163-169.
4) A. Kranjc Ice change in the caves of
Slovenia shown by the old literature,
p. 170-174
5) Z. Kern, I. Fyrizs, A. Pereoiu, B.
Nagy Stable isotope study of water
sources and of an ice core from the
Borioig Ice Cave, Romania, p. 175182.
6) E. Trofimova Ice caves of Irkutsk
amphitheatre as objects of natural
heritage, p. 183-186.
Annotated
Bibliography
of
Karst
Publications indicates the success of the
development of the world karstology
separately for every year. The choice of
the abstracts for the publication is realized
by the leading karstologists from different
countries.
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Editorial Board of issue: Pavel Bosák,
Franco Cucchi, Jože Čar, Franci
Gabrovšek, Ivan Gams,
Matija Gogala, Andrej Kranjc, Marcel
Lalkovič, Jean Nicod, Mario Pleničar,
Trevor R. Shaw,
Tadej Slabe.
Advisory Board: Ahmad Afrasibian,
Philippe Audra, Ilona Bárány-Kevei,
Arrigo A. Cigna,
David Drew, Wolfgang Dreybrodt, Derek
Ford, Paolo Forti, Helen Goldie, Laszlo
Kiraly, Alexander Klimchouk, Stein-Erik
Lauritzen, Bogdan Onac, Armstrong
Osborne, Arthur Palmer,
Ugo Sauro, Boris Sket, Kazuko
Urushibara-Yoshino.
The Commission’s web site
http://sites.google.com/site/igukarstcommi
ssion/
is in the stage of finalization

5. Archival Contributions
Before the termination of Commission’s
work, in June 2012, all materials and
publications of KC IGU 2008 2012 will
be sent to Villa Celimontana too.

6. Continuation
6.1. Commission Name
Unchanged
6.2. Commission Mission



Coordination of karst researches in
different countries;
Organization of the scientific forums
devoted to exchange by the advanced
experience of karst explorations.
6.3. New Steering Committee

Chair:
Dr Elena TROFIMOVA
Laboratory of Geomorphology
Institute of Geography
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Russian Academy of Sciences
29, Staromonetny str.
119017 Moscow
RUSSIA
Tel: +7 495 238 03 60
Fax: +7 495 959 00 33
E-mail: e.trofimova1@gmail.com
or eltrofimova@rambler.ru
Vice Chair:
Dr Nataša RAVBAR
Karst Research Institute, ZRC SAZU
Titov trg, P.O. Box 59
Si – 6230 Postojna
SLOVENIA
Tel: +386 5 700 19 31
Fax: + 386 5 700 19 99
E-mail: natasa.ravbar@zrc-sazu.si
Prof. Michael DAY
University of Wisconsin
College of Letters and Science,
Department of Geography
Bolton Hall, P.O. Box 413
US – WI 53201 Milwaukee
USA
Tel: 001 414 229 4866
Fax: 001 414 229 3981
E-mail: mickday@csd.uwm.edu

PhD Eszter TANÁCS
University of Szeged
Department of Climatology and
Landscape Ecology
Egyetem u. 2
P.O. Box 653
HU – 6722 Szeged
HUNGARY
Tel: 0036 62 454 157
Fax: 0036 62 454 158
E-mail: etanacs@earth.geo.u-szeged.hu
Dr Aleksander B. KLIMCHUK
National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine
Institute of Geological Sciences
55b Chkalov str.
UA – 252030 Kiev 30
UKRAINE
Tel: 00380 44 512 8283
Fax: 00380 44 512 8283
E-mail: institute@speleoukraine.net
Dr Asami HADA
Department of Geography, College of
Humanities and Sciences
Hihon University
Sakurajosui 3-25-40, Setagaya-ku
Tokyo, JAPAN
Tel: 81-3-3264-9868
Fax: 81-3-3703-7833
E-mail: a_hada@chs.nihon-u.ac.jp

Dr Radoslaw DOBROWOLSKI
University of Maria Curie-Sklodowska
Institute of Earth Sciences
Department of Physical Geography and
Palaeogeography
Al. Krasnicka 2
PL – 20-718 Lublin
POLAND
Tel: 48 81 53 75 510 interval 143
E-mail: rdobro64@gmail.com
or rdobro@biotop.umcs.lublin.pl

Dr Martin TRAPPE
Catholic University of Eichstät-Ingolstadt
Department of Physical Geography
Ostenstrasse 18
D-85072 Eichstätt
GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0) 8421-931463
Fax: +49 (0) 8421-931787
E-mail: martin.trappe@ku-eichstaett.de

Dr Amos FRUMKIN
Department of Geography
Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Mount Scopus, Jerusalem
IL – 91905 ISRAEL
Tel: 972 2 99 75 541; 58 83 352; 5883
355
Fax: 929 2 58 20 549
E-mail: msamos@mscc.huji.ac.il

Dr Luiz Eduardo PANISSET
TRAVASSOS
Laboratyrio De Estudos Ambientais –
LEA
Pontificia Unisersidade Catylica de Minas
Gerais (PUC Minas)
Laboratyrio de Estudos Urbanos e
Regionais
Av. Ita 505 – Bairro Dom Bosco –
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Belo Horizonte – Brasil
BRASIL – CEP – 30730 – 280
E-mail: luizpanniset@gmail.com

be focused on issues concerning the
rational use of karst regions in the 21st
century.

Prof. Kyung Sik WOO
Cave Research Institute of Korea
Department of Geology
Kangwon National University
192 1 Hyoja 2 – dong
Chuncheon
Kangwondo, 200-701
REPUBLIC OF KOREA
Tel: 82 33 250 85 56
Fax: 82 33 250 85 56
E-mail: wooks@kangwon.ac.kr

Session
2:
Management
conservation of karst landscapes
Chair
Dr Elena TROFIMOVA
Co-Chair
Prof Michael DAY

6.4. Work Plan
Coming meetings of the Commission:
2012 – 32nd International Geographical
Congress in Cologne (Germany), 26-30
August
Martin Trappe is a Local organizer of
Commission’s work in Cologne. Planning
activity of Commission:
Session 1: Human impacts
environmental changes in karst

and

Chair
Dr Martin TRAPPE
Co-Chair
Dr Ilona BÁRÁNY-KEVEI
ABSTRACT
Because of their natural features,
including both “external” and “internal”
components,
karst
systems
are
exceptionally fragile and vulnerable to
damage by human impacts. Even small
changes in external factors to karst can
provoke considerable reactions within the
internal karst environment. Because of
this, research on the relationship between
human impacts and environmental
changes in karst is very important to
understanding the issues involved in
sustainable development of karst terrains.
During the session particular attention will
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and

Abstract
Karst landscapes are impacted by many
human
activities:
deforestation,
urbanization and industrial development,
agriculture, quarrying and mining, tourism
and recreation, military activities and
water
exploitation.
Contemporary
management of karst terrains can
minimize the adverse impacts of these
activities and conserve the landscape for
future generations. In this session
particular attention will be focused on the
management
and
conservation
of
protected karst areas, especially those
distinguished as being of outstanding
value internationally and nationally.
Post conference field excursion: Karst
features in the Variscian fold belt
Chair
Dr Martin TRAPPE
Co-Chair
Dipl.-Geogr. Sebastian WAGNER
Catholic University of Eichstätt-Ingolstadt
Department of Physical Geography
Ostenstrasse 18
D-85072 Eichstätt
GERMANY
E-mail:
sebastian.wagner@kueichstaett.de
ABSTRACT
Major themes: karst features (caves,
surface outcrops), human impact on karst,
karst protection.
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The field trip will proceed in the Rhenish
Massif, which is a part of the Variscian
fold belt in Europe. It is planned as a
whole-day excursion in the area between
Cologne and the cities ofn Iserlohn and
Giessen.

the karst terrains in the world are the main
theme in this session. In particular,
changes during the recent years observed
in the fields and analyzed by the
experiments will be presented and
discussed.

Focus is set on the karstified carbonate
rocks of Paleozoic Age whereby insights
into regional geology and landscape
evolution of the area will be provided. In
this context we demonstrate the
vulnerability,
human
impact
and
protection of the karst areas besides the
geomorphic and geological aspects.

Post conference field excursion: Human
Impact and Karst terrain in Akiyoshidai plateau (West Japan)

The trip includes a few stops at lookout
points, surface outcrops and easy to
moderate surface and show cave hikes,
each a few hundred meters long. Intended
number of participants: approximately 3040 (depending on number of requests).
2013 – Regional Conference IGU in
Kyoto Japan, 4-9 August
Local organizer of Commission’s work in
Japan - Asami HADA, is the member of
KC Steering
Committee 2012-2016.
Planning activity of Commission:
Session: Human Impacts on Karst
Terrains
Chair
Prof. Dr Kazuko URUSHIBARAYOSHINO
Department
of Geography,
Hosei
University
Fujimi 2-17-1, Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo, JAPAN
E-mail: kazukouy@hosei.ac.jp
Co-Chair
Dr Asami HADA
ABSTRACT
Geomorphologic
and
hydrological
problems caused by human activities in
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Chair
Dr Asami HADA
Co-Chair
Prof. Dr. Kazuko
YOSHINO

URUSHIBARA-

ABSTRACT
The Akiyoshi-dai plateau composed by
limestones from Carboniferous to Permian
will be observed. These areas have been
designated as National Parks since 1995.
As the accretion prism, Akiyoshi-dai
plateau was formed from oceanic
seamount, which has originated in
Panthalassa
Sea
from
Lower
Carboniferous to Middle Permian
This trip includes a few stops at surface
outcrops of pinnacles and karst terrain as
doline, uvala and karrenfield. Three caves
- Akiyoshido Cave, Kagekiyodo Cave and
Taisyodo Cave, also will be visited.
The first day, we will visit karst drainage
system as ponor, karst spring, and
geological structure in
Kaerimizu doline and one cave. On the
second day, we will visit karst springs,
two caves, and the west plateau.
Start: 9:30 10th August, 2013 (ShinYamaguchi
bullet
train
station,
Yamaguchi Perf.)
End: 17:00 pm, 11th August, 2013 (ShinYamaguchi bullet train station)
Number of participants: maximum 25
Fee:??? (160-200 Euro)
Note: Accommodation, breakfast, lunch
and
dinner
are
included
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2014 Regional Conference of IGU in
Krakow, Poland, 17-22 August
Andrzej
TYC
and
Radoslaw
DOBROWOLSKI
are
the
Local
organizers of Commission’s work in
Poland. Radoslaw DOBROWOLSKI is a
member of KC Steering Committee 20122016.
2015 Regional Conference IGU in
Moscow, Russia, August
Commission’s chair – Elena Trofimova, is
a Local organizer of Commission’s work
during the conference.
2016 – 33rd International Geographical
Congress in Beijing, China
- Co-organization of International
Karstological School “Classic Karst” at
Postojna:
20th IKS 2012
21st IKS 2013
22nd IKS 2014
23rd IKS 2015
24th IKS 2016
Every Karstological School is dedicated to
the most present-day problems of the
recent

karstology.
- Research work will be focused upon the
following scientific directions:
Problems of karst of different types –
from tropic to polar (actual processes,
comprehensive evaluation of ecosystem
services (forest management, agriculture
(mainly grazing), quarrying, and water
management, etc.);
Tourism on karst: karst and karst
phenomena as tourist attractions, tourism
and
local
development,
tourist
development and/against protection, karst
in World Natural Heritage.
6.5. Scholarly Importance





To advance knowledge of the
geomorphology and hydrology of
karst systems, especially in relation to
the impacts of human activities;
To improve understanding of the
issues involved in sustainable
development of karst terrains;
To improve understanding of the
natural and anthropogenic hazards in
karst areas.

C08.24 Commission on Land Degradation and Desertification (COMLAND)
Purpose and Scope of COMLAND
Most environments are affected by
common factors that favour and increase
land degradation processes. Two main
topics are widely responsible: a) climatic
conditions and changes, and b) anthropic
impacts through land use. There is an
urgent need to achieve a better practical
and theoretical understanding of land
degradation processes which affect the
world's landscapes. In order to achieve
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these objectives, the working plan of the
Commission is as follows:






to
promote
and
coordinate
interdisciplinary research on land
degradation and desertification in our
changing global environment;
to study the effects of environmental
change, both natural and human
induced, and their implications for
land degradation and desertification;
to conduct regional case studies under
different climatic regimes and
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environmental risks (forest fires,
floods, river channel changes, soilerosion, water depletion, water
quality), study the planning and
design of conservation measures and
the potential conflict between
ecological
sustainability
and
economic viability;
to alert authorities as to the
importance of adequate surveillance
of land degradation processes;
to develop and communicate the best
techniques for monitoring changes
and collecting data,

and
 to sponsor and support activities
leading to exchange of information
regarding land degradation and
desertification.

1. Membership
1.1. Steering
2016)

Committee

(2012-

Chair (elect):
Prof. Paul F. Hudson, USA
Department of Geography and the
Environment
University of Texas at Austin
Austin, Texas
pfh@austin.utexas.edu
Members:
Co-Secretary (elect):
Prof. Takashi Oguchi, Japan
Center for Spatial Information Science
University of Tokyo
oguchi@csis.u-tokyo.ac.jp
Co-Secretary (elect):
Prof. Sílvio Carlos Rodrigues, Brazil
Instituto de Geografia
Universidade Federal de Uberlândia
Uberlândia
silgel@ufu.br
Prof. Guðrún Gísladóttir, Iceland
Department of Geography
University of Iceland
Reykjavik
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ggisla@hi.is
Mr. Owen P. Graham, Australia
Sydney Metropolitan Catchment
Management Authority
Parramatta
Sydney
owen.graham@cma.nsw.gov.au
Prof. Greg Okin, USA
Dept. of Geography
University of California – Los Angeles
Los Angeles, California
okin@ucla.edu
Dr. Gregor Ollesch, Germany
Helmholtz Centre for Environmental
Research - UFZ
Dept. of Soil Physics
Magdeburg
gregor.ollesch@ufz.de
Prof. Hugo Romero, Chile (proposed)
Department of Geography
University of Chile
Santiago
hromero@uchilefau.cl
Prof. Kate Rowntree, South Africa
Department of Geography
Rhodes University
Grahmstown
k.rowntree@ru.ac.za
Prof. Xavier Úbeda, Spain
GRAM (Environmental Mediterranean
Research Group)
Department of Physical Geography and
Regional Analysis
Faculty of Geography and History
Universitat de Barcelona
Barcelona
xubeda@ub.edu
Prof. Lea Wittenberg, Israel
Dept. of Geography and Environmental
Studies
University of Haifa
Haifa
leaw@geo.haifa.ac.il
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Prof. Xiaoping Yang, China
Institute of Geology and Geophysics
Chinese Academy of Sciences
Beijing
xpyang@263.net.cn
or xpyang@mail.igcas.as.cn
Completed tenure on Steering
Committee (as of Cologne Congress)
 Michael Stocking, UK
 Anna Tengberg, Sweden
1.2. COMLAND Membership
242 members (from e-mail list)

2. Meetings
2.1. Meetings 2008-2011
COMLAND continues to be an active
IGU Commission, and since the 2008
IGU Congress in Tunis has been
productive from the standpoint of the
organization of meetings, publications,
awards, and in the addition of new
Members and Steering Committee
Members.
Since
the
2008
IGU
Congress
COMLAND has organized or cosponsored seven meetings:
2.1.1. Kuwait: March 14-18, 2009:
International
Conference
on
Desertification
COMLAND Field Conference
Organizer: Jasem Al-Awadhi, Kuwait
University
Title: Conference on Land Degradation in
Dry Environments
Organizers: Professor Jasem Al-Awadhi,
Kuwait University
(E-mail: jawadhi@kuc01.kuniv.edu.kw),
Professor Mohammed Al-Sarawi, Earth
and
Environmental
Dept.,
Prof.
Mohammed Khozami – Geography Dept,
Professor Jasem Al-Ali– Geography Dept.
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Description:
Drylands cover about 41% of Earth’s land
surface and are home to more than 38% of
the total global population of 6.5 billion.
Some form of severe land degradation is
present on 10 to 20% of these lands, the
consequences of which are estimated to
affect directly some 250 million people in
the developing world, an estimate likely to
expand substantially in the face of climate
change and population growth. Population
increases in semi-arid and arid regions
and changes in regional climate have
often led to degradation of the land, and
sometimes to the collapse of societies in
these regions. The problem is as old as
civilization. Nowadays Mongolia and
China, parts of the Middle East and the
US Southwest face such problems.
Showing these examples will be one of
the goals of this coming Conference on
Land Degradation.
 Topic 1: Earth Surface Processes
 Topic 2: Ecotourism, Urbanization,
Sustainable
Development, and
Management Policy
 Topic 3: Provisional Tools and
Methodologies for Land Degradation
Assessment
 Topic 4: Climate Change and Land
Degradation
 Topic 5: Rehabilitation and Soil
Conservation
A post-conference field trip is being
organized to the United Arab Emirates
(March 12-14, 2009)
Cooperating Organizations:
International:
IAGInternational
Association of Geomorphologists (Prof.
Andrew Goudie) (To be confirmed)
Regional / Local: Kuwait University,
Kuwait Institute for Scientific Research
(Professor Abdullah Al-Enezi:
Email: aenezi@safat.kisr.edu.kw),
and Professor Ali Al-Dousari:
Email: adousari@safat.kisr.edu.kw,
UAE University - Professor Ahmed
Murad, Head of Geology Department
(Email: Ahmed.Murad@uaeu.ac.ae)
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2.1.2. Melbourne, Australia: July 6-11,
2009:
COMLAND sessions at the IAG meeting
Organizer: Arthur Conacher and Gregor
Ollesch
Title: Adaptation to Global Change, Dates
- COMLAND sessions at the 7th Meeting
of the IAG /AIG, Melbourne, Australia
Dates: July 7-12, 2009
Organizers: Arthur Conacher and Gregor
Ollesch
Description:
Papers will be considered that focus on
the ambiguity of the role of land
degradation as both a cause and a
consequence of global change in a broad
sense. The question is to adapt to and
prevent or avoid the adverse consequences
of global change (although the title of the
session only includes adaptation). A
related topic may link to the questions of
risk and resilience or vulnerability of
landscapes and land use systems to land
degradation, which is in turn linked to
global change.
A wide range of field trips is planned by
the IAG / AIG, as well as an intensive
three-day
course
for
young
geomorphologists. Notice of publication
of accepted papers in a leading journal
will be announced in due time.
Cooperating Organizations:
International
Association
Geomorphologists

of

2.1.3. Magdeburg, Germany:
September 5-9, 2009:
International Conference on Land and
Water Degradation Processes and
Management
COMLAND Field Conference
Organizer: Gregor Ollesh
Description:
There is an urgent need to improve our
practical and theoretical understanding of
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land and water degradation processes; in
particular the physical, chemical and
biological deterioration of soils and water
bodies in various regions of the world.
This conference will bridge the gap
between land and water and will bring
together
scientists
from
various
disciplines with different methodological
backgrounds. Specific topics include:
nutrient dynamics in the land-sedimentwater system function of buffer strips and
floodplains for catchment health physical,
chemical and biological processes of soil
degradation methodological approaches to
estimate and regionalise non-point source
pollution spatial heterogeneity, variation
and prediction of land degradation
methods to review outcomes of mitigation
strategies and catchment management
regional studies of land and water
degradation, especially in industrialised
and urbanised areas, cold climates and
Mediterranean regions. The symposium
includes keynote talks by Rattan Lal
(Ohio State University, USA) and John
Quinton (Lancaster University, UK), with
a mid-symposium field trip focusing on
land and water management issues within
the surrounding locales of Magdeburg.
Cooperating Organizations:
German Federal Ministry of Education
and Research
Helmholtz Centre for Environmental
Research – UFZ (Magdeburg, Germany)
2.1.4. Murcia, Spain, September 1619, 2009:
International
Desertification
Thornes

in

Conference
memory of

on
John

Co-sponsor with the Spanish Society of
Geomorphologists (main sponsor).
Organizers: Prof. Francisco López
Bermúdez. Universidad de Murcia
(España); Prof. Asunción
Romero Díaz (arodi@um.es) Universidad
de Murcia (España), Dr. Francisco Alonso
Sarria.
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Universidad de Murcia (España), Dr.
Francisco Belmonte Serrato. Universidad
de Murcia (España), D. Ramón García
Marín. Universidad de Murcia (España)
Description:
The Area of Physical Geography at
Murcia
University
and
the
Geomorphology Spanish Society invite
you to participate in a special meeting
entitled International Conference on
Desertification in memory of Professor
John B. Thornes.
Professor Thornes (1940-2008), professor
of Physical Geography and head of the
Geography
Department at King's College, University
of London, was an exceptional researcher
and Physical Geographer. He had a very
special relationship with Spain throughout
his life. In 1967 he developed his Doctoral
Thesis in the Upper Duero, and since then
carried out numerous research projects,
especially in the Mediterranean area.
Several institutions and universities from
different countries have distinguished him
with honours, including scientific
societies, universities and research centres
in Spain. In 1998 the Geomorphology
Spanish Society named him "Honor
member" and in 2006 the University of
Murcia also named him "Doctor Honoris
Causa".
With this conference we offer a very
deserved tribute to this scholar of
enormous human qualities, as a serious,
rigorous and innovative researcher, which
is reflected in numerous publications and
in the memories of those that met and
worked with Prof. Thornes. We invite all
persons, whether you directly worked
Prof. Thornes or were influenced by his
scholarship, to participate in this tribute.
Papers and poster submissions are
welcome within the following topics.
Please see the conference web site, or
contact Prof. Asunción Romero Díaz
(arodi@um.es) for queries and abstract
submission.
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2.1.5. Haifa, Israel, July 5-11, 2010:
COMLAND field conference in
coordination with the IGU
Regional Congress in Tel Aviv.
COMLAND Field Conference
Organizer: Moshe Inbar, University of
Haifa
Also, COMLAND session at the Tel Aviv
meeting
COMLAND meeting in coordination with
the IGU Regional meeting in Israel. To
include paper sessions and five day field
excursions to Northern Mediterranean and
Dead Sea Rift regions. Note that the
COMLAND meeting is a pre-IGU
meeting, and finishes one day prior to the
opening of the IGU/UGI meeting in Tel
Aviv. Please see second circular for
further details, and contact Prof. Moshe
Inbar
(inbar@geo.haifa.ac.il)
for
registration information
2.1.6. Grahamstown, South
September, 2010

Africa:

Land Degradation in South Africa
Co-sponsor
with
South
African
Association of Geomorphologists (host
sponsor)
Organizer: Prof. Kate Rowntree, Dept. of
Geography,
Rhodes
University,
Grahamstown,
South
Africa,
(COMLAND
Steering
Committee
member)
Description:
SAAG invites you to attend their biennial
conference to be held in Grahamstown in
September 2010. We would especially
like to extend this invitation to all
geomorphologists from overseas who
have done research in southern Africa so
as to share their findings with the local
South
African
geomorphological
community. We would also like to
encourage Masters and PhD students to
join us for all conference activities and
hope to be able to subsidize their costs.
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Posters presenting their ongoing research
will be welcomed. A pre-conference land
degradation field trip is planned to the
Karoo, as well as a workshop on sediment
fingerprinting. Please see first circular for
further
details
and
registration
information, and contact Prof. Kate
Rowntree.
2.1.7. Santiago, Chile: November, 2011
Sessions at the IGU Regional Congress,
and COMLAND pre-congress field
meeting
Organizer: Paul Hudson
Field trip organizer: Prof. Carmen Paz
Castro, University of Chile (for
COMLAND pre-congress meeting). Title
of Field Trip: The Copiapo Valley in the
Atacama Desert: Landscape Diversity,
Land Use Complexity, and Development
Abstracts are welcome on a range of
topics related to land degradation,
desertification, soil erosion, climate
change, and environmental management
and policy. We seek papers that examine
land degradation within a variety of
subfields that utilize a diverse range of
approaches (field, modelling, historic,
process, etc...). Depending on the range of
paper topics the presentations will be
grouped into more specific themes. The
format of presentation is a standard 20
minute talk. Participants should register
for "theme 24" via the official web site
for the congress. Please send Paul Hudson
(pfh@austin.utexas.edu), Secretary of
COMLAND, a note and copy of your
abstract to inform of your interest in
participating in the official organized
COMLAND sessions. All participants
will need to submit their abstract and
registration according to IGU guidelines
via the official IGU web site.
2.2. Forthcoming Meetings
Four new meetings are planned (with
COMLAND as organizer or sponsor), for
Germany in 2012,
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Italy in 2012, Japan in 2013, and Poland
in 2014.
2.2.1. Cologne, Germany: August 2226, 2012
COMLAND pre-conference meeting and
COMLAND paper sessions at the IGU
Congress
Field Trip Natural and Anthropogenic
Drivers of Land Degradation and
Landscapes within a
Changing Environment: From the Alps
to Dutch Rhine
The focus of the five day field trip
includes comparison of natural with
anthropogenic
rates
of
sediment
redistribution,
soil
erosion,
land
degradation styles, late Quaternary
landscape evolution, and the design of
effective management strategies within a
changing environment. These topics are
examined along a continuum of settings
from the Alps to the lower Rhine within a
“source-to-sink” framework. The field trip
provides an overview of the impact of
historic land degradation processes on soil
quality, stratigraphy, and compares
sediment fluxes in natural and coupled
human-natural systems. The field trip
occurs before the IGU Congress, with
transportation to Cologne on August 25,
the day prior to the start of the Congress.
Costs
to
include
travel
from
Benediktbeuern to Cologne, field trip
guide, and accommodation in local hotels
with regional cuisine (Aug. 20th to Aug
25th).
Registration: Registration and payment
to be coordinated via the IGU 2012
Cologne Congress website, with details
forthcoming in the second circular.
Critical Dates:
 “Early bird” registration ends:
February 15, 2012
 Regular Registration ends: April 15,
2012
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Arrival and meet-and-greet in
Benediktbeuern, Germany: August
20, 2012
Fieldtrip
departure
from
Benediktbeuern, Germany: August
21, 2012
Return to Cologne: August 25, 2012

More information: Dr. Peter Houben
(phatgoethe@em.uni-frankfurt.de) or Dr.
Paul Hudson
(pfh@austin.utexas.edu)
Main
Congress
(themed
sessions): August 26 - 30, 2012
COMLAND Paper Sessions:

paper

COMLAND is pleased to announce the
call for abstracts for three distinct sessions
at the 2012 International Geographical
Union Congress in Cologne, Germany.
A. Land
Degradation
and
Desertification in the context of
Global Environmental Change:
Management, Vulnerability, and
Policy
B. Land
Degradation
and
Geomorphology:
Monitoring,
Assessment,
and
Theory
Development
C. Forest fire effects on soilvegetation dynamics, erosion and
land degradation
The format of presentation is a standard
20 minute talk. Participants should
register in "theme 24" via the official IGU
Congress web site. Online registration for
the IGC 2012 will open on 2 November
2011. Please send Paul Hudson
(pfh@austin.utexas.edu), Secretary of
COMLAND, a note and copy of your
abstract to inform of your interest in
participating in the official organized
COMLAND sessions.
A. Land
Degradation
and
Desertification in the context of
Global Environmental Change:
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Management,
Policy

Vulnerability,

and

Chair(s): Guðrún Gísladóttir (Univ. of
Iceland) & Paul F. Hudson (Univ. of
Texas at Austin)
Description:
Managing
land
degradation
and
desertification is a pressing issue in the
context of global environmental change.
Developing
effective
policy
and
management
strategies
requires
knowledge of a comprehensive range of
physical and social processes and how
they may be modified and adjusts to
anticipated global environmental change
scenarios,
including
different
manifestations of climatic change or sea
level rise. The goal of this session is to
bring together researchers interested in the
management of specific types of
landscape environments to cope with
different forms of global environmental
change along the lines of several
interrelated
questions:
How
is
management being approached and what
are the lessons learned? What types of
physical modifications (engineering and
earth works) are undergoing to cope with
land degradation and/or desertification?
What are the obstacles to effective policy
for managing land degradation and
desertification?
We
welcome
a
comprehensive range of topics including
academic and applied scientists from
universities and government agencies who
work at the interface of land degradation
and desertification, including land use
management, agricultural policy and food
security, soil erosion, change, flooding,
risk analysis, and river and coastal zone
management. The presentations will be
further organized into appropriate themes
depending on the range of topics
represented within submitted abstracts.
Publication of papers will be sought in an
appropriate peer reviewed academic
journal. Please contact Paul Hudson
(pfh@austin.utexas.edu)
or
Guðrún
Gísladóttir (ggisla@hi.is) with questions.
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B. Land
Degradation
and
Geomorphology:
Monitoring,
Assessment,
and
Theory
Development
Chair(s): Paul F. Hudson (Univ. of Texas
at Austin) & Guðrún Gísladótti (Univ. of
Iceland)
Description:
Geomorphology and land degradation
science have a long and distinguished
history of integrated scientific inquiry.
Geomorphology, as a distinct scientific
discipline, provides academic and applied
scholars of land degradation with
theoretical
frameworks
and
methodological tools for understanding
the origin, magnitude, and controls on
land degradation and desertification.
Geomorphologists
increasingly
play
important roles in landscape restoration
strategies, including conceptual and
applied roles. This session seeks
presentations that address the study of
land degradation from all sectors of
geomorphology,
including
hillslope
(runoff and soil erosion), fluvial, coastal,
and aeolian processes. We welcome
contributions
based
on
field,
experimental, as well as theoretical
modeling. Presentations will be further
organized into appropriate themes
depending on the range of topics within
submitted abstracts. Publication of papers
will be sought in an appropriate peer
reviewed academic journal. Please contact
Paul Hudson (pfh@austin.utexas.edu) or
Guðrún Gísladóttir (ggisla@hi.is) with
questions.
C. Forest fire effects on soilvegetation dynamics, erosion and
land degradation
Chairs: Lea Wittenberg (Univ. of Haifa)
& Paul F. Hudson (Univ. of Texas at
Austin)
Description:
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Fire is a vital control on the development
of vegetation and soil characteristics, and
influences processes of land degradation
and desertification. This session seeks
presentations that address the effects of
fire
on
soil-vegetation
dynamics,
including hydrology, the development of
physical and chemical soil quality, as well
as soil erosion. We welcome contributions
based on field studies, experimental
results, as well as theoretical modeling.
Presentations will be further organized
into appropriate themes depending on the
range of topics within submitted abstracts.
Please
contact
Lea
Wittenberg
(leaw@haifa.geo.ac.il) or Paul Hudson
(pfh@austin.utexas.edu) with questions.
2.2.2. Caligiari,
Sardinia,
October, 2012

Italy:

Title:
Land
Degradation
in
Mediterranean Environments: Causes,
Processes, Management
Dates: Oct. 8-12 (preliminary)
Organizer: Dr. Andrea Vacca, Department
of Earth Sciences, University of Cagliari,
Italy (Sardinia)
Description
Land degradation has long been a
fundamental issue within Mediterranean
environments. Sardinia provides ample
opportunities to examine different types of
land
degradation
and
associated
management strategies, and will be the
focus of this COMlAND field meeting.
We solicit papers from a range of
subfields related to the topic of land
degradation or land management within
Mediterranean environments, but also
more generally across all types of
landscapes and physical settings. Papers
are welcome which address the topic
using any methodological approach,
including historical and process based
studies. Papers will be further divided
according
to
thematic
and/or
methodological approaches based on the
range of abstract submissions.
Format and Schedule
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The meeting begins with a greeting and
overview Saturday evening (Oct. 13) in
Cagliari. A full day
of paper sessions scheduled for Sunday
(Oct. 14). The field trip will depart
Monday (Oct. 15) for southern and central
Sardinia and returns to Cagliari Friday
(Oct. 19). A detailed itinerary is included
in the first circular. Information on
registration costs and accommodations
will be included in the second circular.
Cooperating Organizations
International: IGU - COMLAND
Regional/Local: University of Cagliari,
LAORE Sardegna, AGRIS Sardegna,
IGEA SpA
2.2.3. Kyoto, Japan: August 4-9, 2013
Sessions at the IGU Regional Congress,
and COMLAND pre-congress meeting
with field trip
Dates: to be determined (prior to IGU
Congress)
Field Trip Organizer: Prof. Takashi
Oguchi, Center for Spatial Information
Science, University of
Tokyo, Japan
2.2.4. Krakow, Poland: 2014
Sessions at the IGU Regional Congress,
and COMLAND pre-congress meeting
with field trip
Field Trip Organizer: Dr. Pavel Prokop,
Polish Academy of Sciences, Krakow,
Poland

3. Collaboration

Organizations

with

other

Murcia, Spain, September 16-19, 2009:
Int. Conf. on Desertification in Memory
of John Thornes
Co-sponsored with the Spanish Society of
Geomorphologists (main sponsor)
Grahamstown,
South
Africa:
September, 2010: Land Degradation in
South Africa
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Co-sponsor
with
South
African
Association of Geomorphologists (main
sponsor)
Organizer: Prof. Kate Rowntree, Dept. of
Geography,
Rhodes
University,
Grahamstown,
South Africa, (COMLAND Steering
Committee member)

4. Publications
COMLAND continues to publish papers
from its sponsored sessions and
conferences, with most appearing in high
quality peer reviewed journal outlets.
During the four year period since the 2008
IGU Congress in Tunis, COMLAND has
published four special issues of
international peer reviewed journals from
prior meetings, three fieldtrip guidebooks,
and has two special issues of journals in
progress.
In Progress:
Hudson, PF and LaFevor, M (editors).
Geoecology and Land Degradation:
Monitoring and Managing Environmental
Change. Journal of Environmental
Management (accepted proposal).
For papers presented in Santiago, Chile at
the COMLAND sessions at the IGU
Regional Congress.
Foster, I. and Rowntree, K. (editors). Land
Degradation in South Africa. Special issue
Land Degradation and Development.
Papers presented at the South African
Association (SAAG) of Geomorphology
Meeting, in Grahamstown (COMLAND
was a co-sponsor of the meeting)
Published or in Press:
2012:
Hudson, PF and Inbar, M (editors).
“Geodiversity and Land Degradation:
Anthropogenic and
Natural Drivers of Environmental
Change”.
Land
Degradation
&
Development.
Special issue of papers presented in Haifa
at the COMLAND preconference meeting
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for the IGU Tel Aviv meeting. Editors:
Paul F Hudson and Moshe Inbar (in press
for 2012).
2011:
Correa C.P.C., Véliz J.O., Bäuerle
M.V.S., Aravena H.R., Arragada J., Smith
P., Rodofi, G.,
Marker M., 2011. IGU/UGI COMLAND
excursion Chile 2011. The Copiapó
Valley in the
Atacama Desert: Landscape Diversity,
Landuse Complexity, and Development.
Universidad De
Chile, Facultad De Arquitectura Y
Urbanismo. Departemento De Geografía.
Aravena H.R., Diaz M.M., Guerra P.S.,
2011. Guía de terreno Cuenca del Río
Copiapó, Novembre
11 de 2011. Problemas Y Desafíos
Geográficos De La Cuenca Del Río
Copiapó. Universidad De
Chile, Facultad De Arquitectura Y
Urbanismo. Departemento De Geografía.
2010:
Xiaoping Yang and Louis A. Scuderi
(Eds.) 2010. Environmental Changes in
Arid and Semi-arid
Regions. Quaternary Research 73, 1, 162
pp.
Papers published from the COMLAND
meeting held in Left Banner, Inner
Mongolia, China, 2007.
Inbar, M. 2010. Abstracts and fieldtrip
guide book, Pre-IGU Congress Field
Conference on Land
Degradation
and
Environmental
Management in Central and Northern
Israel, Haifa, Israel.
2009:
Xiaoping Yang and Arthur Conacher
(Eds.) 2009. Land Degradation and
Rehabilitation in Ecologically Fragile
Areas. Geographical Research 47, 1, 94
pp. DOI: 10.1111/j.1745-
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5871.2008.00562.x. Papers published
from the COMLAND meeting held in
Left Banner, Inner
Mongolia, China, 2007.
Gregor Ollesch 2009. Abstracts and field
trip guide. International Conference on
Land and Water Degradation Processes
and Management, Magdeburg, Germany
September 6-9, 2009.
2008:
Steffanie Scott and Arthur Conacher
(Eds.), 2008. Land Degradation and
Poverty, Geographical
Research, 46 (1), Published papers
presented at the COMLAND meeting in
Nghe An Province,
Vietnam, in February 17 – 27, 2006.

5. Recent Awards
COMLAND Award for contributions to
the Commission and COMLAND’s
Distinguished Land Degradation Research
Award.
COMLAND Award
 Jasem Al-Awadhi, Kuwait 2009
 Gregor Ollesch, Germany 2009
 Moshe Inbar, Israel 2010
 Carmen Paz Castro Correa, Chile
2011
 María Victoria Soto Bäuerle,
Chile 2011
 Hugo Romero Aravena, Chile
2011
COMLAND
Distinguished
Degradation Research Award

Rattan Lal, USA 2009

Land

6. Website
COMLAND has its own website,
containing information on its structure,

activities, past and future meetings. The
website was revamped in 2007 and is
maintained by Dr. Paul Hudson (Secretary
of COMLAND) and hosted at the
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University of Texas at Austin. The
address is:
https://webspace.utexas.edu/hudsonpf/co
mland

7. Proposed

Themes
for
Continuation of COMLAND for
2012-2016 IGU Period

Our proposed themes for the IGU / UGI
2012 – 2016 build on the foundation of
accomplishment that COMLAND has
attained over the past sixteen years, with a
sharpened focus on several key themes.
1.

Climate Change – Vulnerability
Sensitivity
of
Landscape
Processes

As a major driver of land degradation and
desertification processes, it is essential
that COMLAND be squarely engaged
with the topic of climate change,
particularly
the
vulnerability
and
sensitivity of landscape processes
(geomorphic and pedogenic) to climate
change. This is a more explicit (stronger)
recognition of what COMLAND already
does. While COMLAND should be seen
at the leading edge of the topic, this
should not occur at the expense of our
traditional pursuits. Indeed, a strength of
COMLAND in this regard is that its
tradition of Quaternary and historical
research provides perspective, scope, and
insight for understanding the implications
of modern and future climate change. An
additional rationale for this theme is that
COMLAND has always included a strong
emphasis on geomorphology and soil
erosion
research.
These
two
complementary themes are not as strongly
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represented within the IGU as in
decades. Thus, this assures that the
remains a major contributor to
discipline of geomorphology and
science.

past
IGU
the
soil

2.

Global Environmental Change
and Local Adaptation – Policy,
Management, and Society
Land management and policy are locally
implemented in different ways because of
economic,
political,
and
cultural
differences. Thus, global environmental
change potentially has diverse landscape
consequences with variable societal
implications. By engaging with social
scientists COMLAND is well poised to
make substantial theoretical contributions
that concern the relations of global
environmental
change
with
land
management, with applied relevance to
regional policy makers and local
stakeholders.
3.

Lesser Developed Nations

COMLAND has previously emphasized
the importance of considering land
degradation and desertification in lesser
developed nations. This has been a
successful formula for our organization
(meetings, representation, collaborations,
publications…) and it is quite logical that
this should continue to be a major thrust
of COMLAND’s efforts, particularly in
the context of #s 1 and 2.
Themes #1 and #2 are well represented in
COMLAND’s special sessions organized
for the Cologne IGU-Congress in August
2012.
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C04.24 Land Use and Land Cover Change
1. Membership
1.1. Steering Committee

USA
carr@geog.ucsb.edu

Prof Ivan Bicik - Chair
Department of Social Geography and
Regional Development
Faculty of Science, Charles University
Albertov 6, 128 43 Prague 2, Czech
Republic
Fax: +42-2-24919778
bicik@prfdec.natur.cuni.cz

Dr. Gambhir Singh Chauhan
University Grants Commission
Central Regional Office
Tawa Complex, Bittan Market
E-5 Arera Colony, Bhopal-462016
India
Tel: (+91)0755-2467418,
(+91)0755-2467892
Fax: ( +91)0755-2467893
chauhanugc@gmail.com

Dr. Sergey Ganzei (vice-chair20082011)
Russian Academy of Science
Far Eastern Branch Pacific Institute of
Geography7 Radio Street, 690041
Vladivostok, Russia
Tel: (4232)312606
Fax: (4232)312159
ganzei@mail.primorye.ru

Prof Matej Gabrovec
Anton Melik Geographical Institute
Department of Geographic Information
Systems
P. B. 306, SI-1001 Ljubljana
Slovenia
Tel: +386 1 470 63 60
matej@zrc-sazu.si

Dr. Fethi Ayache
Université de Sousse
Faculté des Lettres et des Sciences
Humaines de Sousse
Département de Géographie
4029 Sousse, Tunisia BP.547
Tel: + 216 73301800/801
Fax: + 216 73301903
fayaches@yahoo.fr

Prof. Carlos Mena
Galileo 317, Campus Cumbaya
Universidad San Francisco de Quito
Diego de Robles y Via Interoceánica,
Quito
Ecuador
P.O. Box: 17-1200-841
Tel: +593-2-297-1700 ext. 1362
Fax: +593-2-289-0070
cmena@usfq.edu.ec

Prof Dan Balteanu
Institute of Geography
D. Racovita 12, 023993Sector 2
Bucharest, Romania
Tel: +4 021 313 59 90
Fax: +4 021 311 12 42
geoinst@rnc.ro
Prof David Carr
Department of Geography
1832 Ellison Hall
UC Santa Barbara (UCSB)
Santa Barbara, CA 93106-4060
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Prof. Ernan Rustiadi
Center for Regional Systems Analysis,
Planning and Development (CrestPent)
Bogor Agricultural University
Damarga Campus 16001 Bogor
Indonesia
Tel: +62 251 374 055
Fax: +62 251 374 055
ernan@indo.net.id
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Dr. Qiuhao Huang
School of Geographic & Oceanographic
Sciences,
Nanjing University
Hankou Road 22, Nanjing, 210093,
Jiangsu Province, P.R. China
Tel: 86-25-83597359
Fax: 86-25-83592288
qiuhao.huang@gmail.com
Prof. Helmut Geist
School of Geosciences
University of Aberdeen
Elphinstone Road, Aberdeen
AB24 3UF, Scotland, UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1224 272 342
h.geist@abdn.ac.uk
Unfortunately, Dr. Sergey Ganzei, vicechair of IGU LUCC commission,
sorrowfully passed away in 2011. We lost
dear colleague and great researcher… He
was one of key members of steering
committee and e. g. one of the most
splendid IGU LUCC conference –in
Vladivostok 2009 –was organized under
his supervision and with great success…
We will miss him forever.

1.2. Commission Members
251 (53 countries/regions) as of 31
December 2011
Australia
Austria
Bangladesh

3
4
2

Mexico
Malaysia
Mongolia

2
2
3

Belgium
Brazil
Brunei
Canada
Chile
China

1
1
2
7
1
25

Nepal
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nigeria
Pakistan
Palestine

1
2
3
3
2
1

Colombia
Czech Rep.
Denmark
Ecuador

1
14
1
1

Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Romania

1
2
12
1
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France
Finland

3
3

Russia
Singapore

7
1

Germany
Ghana
Hong Kong
India
Indonesia

5
2
2
22
3

Iran

1

Slovenia
Slovak Rep.
South Africa
Spain
Sri Lanka
Sweden

2
2
5
3
3
2

Ireland
Italy
Jamaica
Japan
Korea
Laos

2
2
1
43
6
1

Switzerland
Taiwan
Ukraine
UK
USA

2
2
2
10
17

Total

251

Unfortunately, these numbers can be
slightly incorrect. Some members of
commission are not already active, some
of them have changed e-mail addresses
and all contacts, so it´s not possible to
contact them anymore…Our suggestion is
to rebuild this members list by new
registration of interested members during
IGC Cologne 2012 and after congress via
web form.

2. Meetings
2.1. 2008:
IGU LUCC commission activities were
divided
into
two
parts
during
International Geographical Congress in
Tunis 2008: (1) pre-congress meeting
including a field trip and (2) a scientific
program during congress. Pre-congress
meeting was organized by IGU LUCC
steering committee together with local
organizers. Along with discussions about
LUCC agenda and forthcoming activities
in 2008-2012, several interesting papers
were presented, followed by a fruitful
discussion. The meeting continued with 3days excursion in areas where different
Tunisian land use problems was
presented. Thanks to excellent comments
by local researchers, there were analyzed
e.g. problems of traditional Tunisian
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agriculture and problems connected with
modernised economy as well. Thanks to
the local organizers, the excursion and
meeting were very well organized; all
participants of the pre-congress meeting
were very satisfied. After the pre-congress
meeting, activities of IGU LUCC
commission continued during the
congress. There were presented 24 papers
in 5 sessions. Many scholars from all over
the World presented and discussed their
papers and they significantly contributed
to a high quality of all IGU LUCC
activities.
Members of IGU LUCC commission
visited PECSRL 2008.
PECSRL
(Permanent European Conference of
the Study of the Rural Landscape) was
organized by Lusofóna University in
Lisboa (Portugal) between August 31 and
September 7 2008. The conference was
held for the 23rd time. 350 scholars from
different
professions
involved
in
discussions on development of rural
landscape in the dynamic global World
participated in the event. Organization of
the conference was excellent. The
participants had an opportunity to spend
two days in Lisboa, two days in Óbidos,
and to attend a one-day field trip). All
researchers expressed a big interest into
the plenary sessions and about forty
thematic sessions. There was enough time
both to present the papers and to discuss it
consequently. Surprising and very
positive was a huge participation of young
researchers. Quality of papers there was
generally higher than in Tunis.
IGU LUCC regional Prague meeting –
on November 27 to 30 2008–was
organized by IGU LUCC commission in
cooperation with Charles University in
Prague (Faculty of Science). A seminar on
November 28 constituted the main part of
this meeting. It was visited by both
foreign (Prof. Feranec, Slovakia, Prof.
Balteanu, Romania, Prof. Ganzei, Russia)
and Czech researchers. A fruitful
discussion after each paper resulted in
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discussions about including these papers
into Atlas of World Land Use, Volume V.
Besides the main seminar, there were also
organized three business meetings with
members of the steering committee, and
one excursion. During these meetings,
there were discussed organizations of
commission activities for next four year.
The agreed process will be more specified
during the EUGEO Bratislava Conference
(August 13 to 16 2009), where a
commission meeting for European
members will be organized. Support and
guarantee of this seminar will be realized
by Prof. Feranec. There was also
discussed the structure and content of
IGU/LUCC North East Asia Conference
2009 in Vladivostok, Russia. Conferences
and meeting for the year 2010 were
discussed as well. There were two planned
meetings in 2010 –IGC congress in Tel
Aviv (the steering committee will
organize a pre-congress meeting for IGU
LUCC members); the second meeting in
2010 was planned in Bucharest, Romania.
All information were placed on LUCC
commission website. One of the main
activities of the commission –publishing
next volumes of the Atlas of World Land
Use –was broadly discussed and as a
result, there were scheduled next
procedures to each atlas paper. Some of
the papers already obtained were
recommended to enlargement of graphical
sections (D. Carr, Santa Barbara, USA, E.
Milanova, Moscow, Russia).

2.2. 2009:
Seminarium called 22nd Czech –Poland
-Slovak seminarium, 1–5 June 2009,was
realized in Prague and in countryside of
Central Bohemia as 22nd meeting of
geographers from Slovakia, Poland and
Czechia. This traditional meeting was
organized also for presentation of LUCC
topics. There were realized also two
sessions oriented on the regional
development of rural space in these
countries. Second session was oriented on
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the land use and land cover changes in
Middle Europe.
EUGEO
(Second
International
Congress on the Geography of Europe,
13-16 August 2009) in Bratislava,
Slovakia was 2ndmeeting of geographers
focused on geographic problems in
Europe. One important part of this
conference was special meeting of landuse/land cover change researchers. LUCC
section has three sessions (altogether 15
papers). Next three papers were presented
also at Geographical institute of Slovak
Academy of Sciences; there were also
discussed next activities of LUCC in
Europe. One part of this conference was
excursion into Trnava region focused on
problems
of
suburbanization
and
significant decrease of arable land in
Slovakia.
Main conference of IGU LUCC
commission in 2009 was called Land
Cover and Land Use Changes in North
East Asia: Problems of Sustainable
Nature Management, 6-12 September
2009, Vladivostok (Russia). Conference
was organized by Russian Academy of
Science (Far Eastern Branch, Pacific
Institute of Geography), especially by Dr.
Sergey Ganzei and his collaborators.
About 80 researchers participated (mainly
from Russia, but also from China, Japan,
Korea, Australia, Czechia, Slovakia etc.).
Except papers researchers participated
also in field-trip, focused on problems of
transformation of Russian Far East and it
impact on land-use.

2.3. 2010:
Faculty of Science, Charles University in
Prague, Czech Republic, and Faculty of
Science, J.E. Purkyně University in Ústí
nad Labem, Czech Republic were main
organizers of conference Land Use and
Land Cover Changes in a Globalised
World which was held in June 28th –
July 1st 2010 in Prague. The conference
was focused on land use, landscape and
countryside mainly in Europe. Some 35
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persons took part and realized 26 themes
from eight topics above on this
Conference in two days in Prague. Then
the following excursion was organized to
Northern Bohemia with cooperation of the
Faculty of Science, UJEP University in
Ústí nad Labem. Excursion gave a chance
to see and discussed some problems of
land use changes and development as in
agricultural areas, as in open mines
territory with huge recultivation. Some
topics were prepared for publication in
Acta
Universitatis
Carolinae
–
Geographica, some other in Atlas,
Volume V.
The International Geographical Union
(IGU) realized Regional Conference in
Tel Aviv, Israel, July, 12-16, 2010. The
IGU Commission on Land Use and Cover
Changes realized three sessions on which
were presented 14 papers from 10
countries. Also business meeting during
the conference was realized on which
participated also 4 members of the LUCC
Commission.
Some
members
of
IGU/LUCC Commission also participated
in preconference meeting and excursion
realised by Commission on the
Sustainability of Rural Systems, July, 6th
-12th. Also during two days seminar there
were presented some topics concerned on
LUCC problems.
The IGU Commission seminar on Land
Use, Biodiversity and Climate Change
was organized by Department of
Geography, Cotton College in Guwahati,
Assam, India, on 11- 13th December,
2010. Cotton College, established in 1901,
has been rendering its service to the entire
North East India for last 109 years and
producing numerous luminaries, placed
across the world today. As Dr. Muhfaza
wrote in her paper for IGU E-Newsletter,
2011: ”The Cotton College as an
institution that pursues and promotes
academic excellence and scholarship has
achieved many milestones in 109 years,
and the Geography Department on
completion of its fiftieth year have the
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privilege to hold a IGU Commission
Seminar on ‘Land Use, Biodiversity and
Climate Change”.
The main theme of seminar was Land use,
Biodiversity and Climate Change with
Sub Themes: Population and Land use,
Changing Human values and impact on
Environment, Biodiversity and the
Himalayas, Man Animal Conflict, Land
use Change and Wetlands, Development
Change and Human Health,Urban
Development and Land use Change, Land
use and Climate Change, Integrated River
Basin Development, Sustainable practices
in the Globalize world and Geoinformatics in Land use and climate
change.
In December 20-21 there was hold
international seminar “New Approaches
in Land Cover/use Change Research”
in Prague, Faculty of Science. There were
presented 12 topics for some 25
participants. Seminar was prepared by
IGU/LUCC Commission and Project
GEO Network for Capacity Building
(GEO-Net-CaB).
This
event
was
successfully used also for preparing some
deeper contacts and collaboration among
Middle European specialists with NASA
and American universities.

2.4. 2011:
The International Geographical Union
(IGU) realized Regional Conference in
Santiago de Chile, Chile, November, 1418, 2011. Except research papers (22
papers were presented) members of IGU
LUCC steering committee had business
meeting where they discussed about
commission´s
activities.
Meeting
participants also briefly evaluated regional
conference in Santiago de Chile from the
IGU LUCC commission point of view:
a. Participation of researchers from
Latin America was indisputably
very fruitful, it documents
abilities of Latin America
researchers to join commission
activities more closely;
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b. LUCC

topics
are
most
frequented from all conference
papers;
c. LUCC sessions were diverse and
with high quality of most papers;
most part of papers is suitable for
scientific publishing; we think
about call on participation on
next volume of Atlas of World
Land Use, Volume VIII;
d. Two
languages
with
simultaneous translation were
very good experience in the point
of view of future regional
conferences. We recommend that
interpreters could have at least
papers abstracts to be prepared
for new special terms.

2.5. 2012 – Forthcoming Meetings:
1) In Santiago de Chile IGC Prof.
Chauhan
suggested
that
next
commission meeting should take
place in conference in India, where
land-use topics are deeply studied and
also number of participants could be
higher in comparison with Cologne
because of considerably lower costs
for researchers from Asia. Conclusion
was that Prof. Chauhan will organize
this conference after agreement with
commission head Prof. Bicik.
2) XV. International Conference of
Historical Geographers will take
place in 6-10 August 2012, Charles
University in Prague. IGU LUCC
Commission would guarantee one
section with four papers. Prof. Bicik
suggests that there would be suitable
to represent different results of
historical land-use focused probably
on Central Europe.
3)

32nd International Geographical
Congress in Cologne, Germany,
August 26-30, 2012. Except land
use/land cover papers in three
sessions the members of commission
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will discuss next work and new
members of steering committee.

3. Networking
3.1. Collaboration with other IGU
Commissions and Task Forces

The Commission cooperated in the last
years partly with IGU Sustainability of
rural systems commission; several
colleagues participated on meeting in
Israel (IGC, Tel Aviv, 2010) and also on
field excursion after IGC in Tel Aviv. In
2011 we presented land use problematic
on 19th Annual Colloquium of this
commission in Gallway (Ireland). Next
meeting of Sustainability of rural system
commission is preparing in Prague
(Czechia) in cooperation with Faculty of
Science (Charles University in Prague).
IGU LUCC commission also narrowly
cooperated with Tel Aviv (2010) and
Santiago de Chile (2011) IGU congress
organizers because of preparing of
meetings and land use sessions. In
Santiago de Chile the land use/land cover
problematic was one of the most
frequented topics (22 papers).

Warsaw (Poland). For example in 2009
there was organized conference EUGEA
there were three special land use sessions,
after that there was also meeting in
Institute for Geography of Slovak
Academy of Sciences. Another seminar
in Prague (2010) was organized by our
commission, Faculty of Science (Charles
University) and project GEO Network
for Capacity Building. In 2010 there was
also The IGU Commission seminar on
Land Use, Biodiversity and Climate
Change which was organized by
Department of Geography, Cotton
College in Guwahati, Assam, India.
From other cooperating institution we can
mention NASA (LUCC seminar in
Prague).

4. Publications
4.1. Newsletters, books etc.






3.2. Collaboration

with
other
international and inter-and
multi-disciplinary groups

The Commission cooperates with regional
and national research communities of land
use/cover changes, including those in East
and Southeast Asia and Europe. In 2009
there was realized conference in
Vladivostok (Russia) in cooperation with
Russian Academy of Science(Far Eastern
Branch , Pacific Institute of Geography
about 80 participants, especially from Far
East). Some members of commission
regularly participate on ESEH activities
(European Society for Environmental
History), land use themes have become
one of the key topics in ESEH meetings.
In Central Europe there is good
cooperation with universities in Prague
(Czechia), Bratislava (Slovakia) and
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Newsletter No. 11 (2009)
Newsletter No. 12 (2010)
Newsletter No. 13 (2011)
Newsletter No. 14 (2012)

HIMIYAMA, Y., MATHER, A.,
BIČÍK,I.,MILANOVA, E., V.(eds.,
2010): Land Use / Cover Changes in
Selected Regions in the World,
Volume I –IV, Combined edition,
IGULUCC Research Reports, IGULUCC, Asahikawa, Japan.
HIMIYAMA, Y., BIČÍK, I.,
FERANEC, J. (eds., 2010): Land
Use / Cover Changes in Selected
Regions in the World, Volume V.
IGU-LUCC Research Reports, IGULUCC, Charles University in
Prague.
HIMIYAMA, Y., BIČÍK, I. eds.
(2012): Land Use / Cover Changes
in Selected Regions in the World,
Volume VI. IGU-LUCC Research
Reports,
IGU-LUCC,
Charles
University in Prague.
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4.2. Period´s publications
The Commission has been extremely
active, and successful, in publication. The
above list only shows those that have been
published by direct involvement of the
Commission. The number of publications
by each member far exceeds it.

4.3. Commission´s website
www.luccprague.cz

5. Archival Contributions
LUCC Program 2008-12
Newsletters:
Newsletter 11- May 2009
Newsletter 12 - May 2010
Annual Reports:
Report 2009

6. Continuation
6.1. Commission Name
Unchanged

6.2. Commission Mission
The Commission continued its mission as
an IGU commission in order to enhance
research on land use/cover change in
general, and in particular to contribute to
the IGBP/IHDP LUCC Programme and to
the IGBP/IHDP GLP Project. The
Commission has been successful in
forming a large international research
community to support LUCC, and it will
be further developed to support GLP.
Geographers can, and should, make a
variety of contributions to these important
international environmental projects from
both natural science and socio-economic
perspectives. The Commission will use
not only its own network and symposia
but also its expertise for the promotion
and advancement of GLP.
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6.3. New Steering Committee
Some of old members of committee will
continue. New candidates for committee
in 2012-2016will be suggested in the
spring 2012.Precise composition of
steering committee will be discussed
during IGC Congress in Cologne 2012.

6.4. Work Plan 2012-2016
Major types of activity:

a. The Commission plans to hold at

least one open symposium every
year in different parts of the world. It
is regarded as essential to establish
ongoing work so that these regional
conferences are seen as the
culmination of continuing efforts, and
not merely as isolated occasions.
Meetings of IGU LUCC commission
will be also parts of IGU congresses.

b. Meetings

with macro-regional
effect focused on LUCC problematic
of different world regions. Most of
participants will take place from
given
macro-region,
but
also
researchers from other parts of the
world will be welcomed.

c. Publishing of next volumes of atlas

Land Use / Cover Changes in
Selected Regions in the World.
Until now five volumes had been
published, Volume no. 6 is prepared
nowadays. Publishing of these atlases
enables to prepare interesting regional
analyses of land use and land cover
development in different world
regions. It is printed on big format
and in colour.

d. Preparing and publishing of special

publications
as
results
of
international and national meeting
focused on LUCC topics, organized
or co-organized by IGU LUCC
commission.
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e. Organization of expert reviews of
papers in international research
magazines.

f.

Other informal support in LUCC
studies.

6.5. Scholarly Importance of the

Anticipated Results of the
Commission’s Work

The Commission has organized or
sponsored several open symposia and
conference sessions/excursions since
IGC 2008 Tunisia. These and other
publishing activities helped greatly the
formation and networking of regional
land-use/cover
change
research
communities, particularly in Asia-Pacific
and Europe, stimulated the production
and
use
of
related
historical
databases/maps, and promoted regional
and comparative studies. Thus, the
Commission had been making notable
scholarly
contributions
to
the
IGBP/IHDP LUCC Programme, and will

continue to contribute to its successor
The Global Land Project.
Also, one of the key topics of
contemporary research is landscape and
its changes. It is researched not only by
geographers, but also by scientists from
other fields of study, for example
historians. In the last two decades of
20th century there was also formed term
historical (or also dynamic) land use. We
can observe increase of papers and
contributions focused on land use
changes in the last 35years. Aspinall
(2006) presented in the newly
established Journal of Land Use Science
rapid growth of number of papers, where
term „land use“ is keyword or is present
in abstracts cited on ISI Web of Science.
Within International Geographic Union
the Land Use/Cover Change (IGU
LUCC) commission has long history
with distinct influence of Czech authors.
Most papers agree that society is one the
driving forces in nature changes and the
key role is played by growing number of
Earth inhabitants and especially increase
of their consumption.

C08.26 Local Development
1. Membership
1.1. Steering Committee
Chair of the Commission
Michael Sofer
Department of Geography and
Environment
Faculty of Social Sciences
Bar-Ilan University
Ramat-Gan, 52900, Israel,
soferm1@mail.biu.ac.il
Tel: +972-3-531-8773
Fax: +972-3-7384033
Vice-Chair
Jerzy Banski
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Institute of Geography and Spatial
Organization
Polish Academy of Sciences
00-818 Warszawa, ul. Twarda 51/55
Poland
jbanski@twarda.pan.pl
Tel: (48) 22 6978922
Steering Committee members
Ash Amin
Department of Geography Science
Laboratories
South Road, University of Durham
Durham DH1 3LE, United Kingdom,
ash.amin@durham.ac.uk
Tel: +44 (0) 191 33 41850
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Fax: +44 (0)191 33 41801

Fermín Rodríguez
Centro de Cooperacion y Desarrollo
Territorial University of Oviedo
Chalet de Figaredo s/n, 33683 Figaredo
Asturias Spain
cecodet@uniovi.es
Tel: +34 985 10 44 04
Fax: +34-985 104684

Biørn T. Asheim
University of Lund
Sölvegatan 12
223 62 Lund, Sweden
Bjorn.asheim@keg.lu.se
Tel: +46 46-2228402
Fax: 046-2228401

Suman Sao
Dept. of Geography & Applied
Geography University of North Bengal
734430 India
sumansao1@yahoo.co.in

Clélio Campolina Diniz
Centro de Desenvolvimento e
Planejamento Regional
Faculdade de Ciências Econômicas
Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais
Rua Curitiba, 832 – 50, 506 Centro
30170120 - Belo Horizonte, MG - Brasil,
camp@cedeplar.ufmg.br
Tel: (31) 32799001
Fax: (31) 32799009

Tony Sorensen
School of Human and Environmental
Studies University of New England
Armidale, NSW 2351, Australia,
asorense@metz.une.edu.au
Tel: 02 6773 2880 (or +61 2 6773 2880)
Fax: 02 6773 3030

Ayda Eraydin
Mimarlik Fakültesi
Sehir ve Bölge Planlama Bölümü
Inönü Bulvari, Orta Dogu Teknik
Üniversitesi (Middle East Technical
University)
06531 Ankara – Türkiye, Turkey,
ayda@metu.edu.tr
Tel: + 90 - 312 - 210 22 04
Fax: +90 - 312 - 210 12 50

Michael Storper
Department of Geography and
Environment London School of
Economics
Houghton Street London WC2A 2AE
England
m.storper@lse.ac.uk,
Tel: +44 020 7955 6550
Fax: +44 (0)20 7955 7412

Weidong Liu
Institute of Geographic Sciences and
Natural Resources Research
Chinese Academy of Sciences
11 A Datun Road, Chaoyang District
Beijing 100101, China
liuwd@igsnrr.ac.cn
Tel: 86-10-64889276
Fax: 86-10-64851844

1.2. Corresponding Members
The number of corresponding members,
besides the steering committee members,
that receive our information, notes and
newsletters regularly, is 189 spread over
39 countries (See table below). On an
irregular basis, we spread our news to a
range of about 500 persons.

Number of member of the Commission by country as of 31 December 2011
Australia
Bosnia & Herzegovina
Brazil

9
1
9

New Zealand

3

Netherlands
Peru

5
1
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Canada
China

6
3

Poland
Portugal

7
1

Czech Rep.
Denmark
Estonia
Fiji
Finland
France

11
4
2
1
14
4

Romania
Russia
Singapore
South Africa
South Korea
Spain

11
1
2
3
1
8

Germany
Hong Kong
India
Ireland
Israel
Italy

5
1
2
7
28
3

Sweden
Taiwan
Turkey
UAE
UK
Ukraine

6
1
2
1
6
1

Japan
Latvia
Mexico

3
1
2

USA
Zambia
Other

9
1
5

Total

2. Meetings
2.1. Annual meetings organized
during 2008-2011

12-15 August 2008: Tunis, Tunisia
31st International Geographical Congress
8 papers, 30 participants
7-14 September 2009: Warsaw, Poland
Title: Socio-economic disparities and the
role of local development
18 papers, 30 participants
12-16 July 2010: Tel Aviv, Israel
Title: Local development in a globalizing
world
18 papers, 40 participants
28 June-1 July 2011: Seoul, South Korea
Title: Local development in a Globalized
World – Issues and Implications
8 papers, 30 participants
14-18 November 2011: Santiago, Chile

189

Title: United and Integrated with the
World
22 papers, 40 participants

2.2. A summary of the questions
addressed

The meetings were carried under the view
that recent years have witnessed waves of
peculiar protest against the steamroller of
globalization and its local effects – such
as replication of the same production and
consumption patterns, disintegration,
deterritorialization and unification – all of
which have been manifested in the form
of spontaneous anti-globalist and alterglobalist local social movements that
advocate and praise local actions and
forces of development. These social
movements do not necessarily negate all
the globalization processes, but expect
these to take on a more human face as
well as to take account of diversity in the
local dimension, i.e. to be in harmony
with the principle: “think globally, act
locally”. As a result, there has been
297
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recently an increasing interest in local and
regional development that, to a larger
extent
than
before,
takes
into
consideration specific qualities of the
home regions. These tendencies were
expressed in the title of the 2010 IGU
Regional Conference in Tel- Aviv
"Bridging Diversity in a Global World",
where the sessions of the Commission on
Local Development were devoted to the
debate concerning related issues to this
topic. Altogether, the various meetings
offered a variety of insights into issues
revolving around local and regional
development.
These
contained
multifaceted approaches, which combined
social, economic, environmental and
cultural dimensions.

2.3. Forthcoming Annual Meetings
2012-2014

26-30 August 2012: Cologne, Germany
IGU Congress
Theme: Local Development – Down to
Earth
4-9 August 2013: Kyoto, Japan
IGU Regional Conference
Theme: Local development in peripheral
regions
2014: Belo-Horizonte, Brazil
Commission annual meeting
Theme: Challenges of the local planning
system

3. Networking
3.1. Collaborative

efforts
other IGU commission

with

In 2010 – the commission had a joint
session with the Commission on
Marginalization,
Globalization
and
Regional and Local Response in the IGU
Regional Conference, Tel-Aviv.

3.2. Collaboration

with
international groups

other

In 2011 – The annual meeting was part of
the
Third
Economic
Geography
Conference in Seoul, South Korea. This is
the second time we follow this practice
which was first initiated in 2007 within
the Second Economic Geography
Conference, Beijing, China.

4. Publications
4.1. Newsletters

Journal Issues

and

Special

5 newsletters have appeared during the
last 4 years:
 January 2008
 October 2008
 October 2009
 September 2010
 October 2011
The harvest of the annual meetings of the
commission resulted in 2 special journal
issues of the journal Rural Studies:
1) Rural Studies Volume no. 20,
2009,
Socio-Economic
Disparities and the Role of
Local Development, Edited by
Jerzy Banski.
2)

Rural Studies Volume no. 27,
2012, Local and Regional
Development – Challenges and
Policy Issues, Edited by Jerzy
Banski.

4.2. Salient insights or conclusions
from the publications

A more intensive publication activity is
required.

4.3. Commission Website
http://www.biu.ac.il/soc/ge/igucomld/
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5. Archival Contributions
All newsletters are normally sent to the
IGU archives at Villa Celimontana in
Rome.
Other publications will be sent to these
archives.

6. Continuation
6.1. Commission Name
We are debating about this issue and some
directions regarding the length of time of
the current name are required.

6.2. Commission Mission
The International Geographical Union's
Commission on Local Development
provides an international forum for the
study of issues related to such matters as
local
and
regional
development,
reorganisation of space, and the role of
both institutions and agencies in
developing and reshaping the local space.
The interests of the commission are
exhibited in developing and developed
nations. Yet, the perception and attitudes
towards local development may be
different in different countries. In some
places the local development theme is
closely related to non-metropolitan
development, in other parts of the world it
is related to the establishment and
development of new towns, to spatial
form of entrepreneurship, to the
restructuring of the rural space, or to the
evolution of new cores of sophisticated
high-tech activities. The Commission’s
aim is to amalgamate such debates under
one umbrella.

6.3. Steering Committee
In recent years there were some changes
in the steering committee structure due to
resignation and inactivity of a number of
members, and the election of new
members. However, further changes in the
members of the steering committee will
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be discussed in the coming business
meeting during the IGU conference in
Cologne.

6.4. Work Plan 2012-2016
1) Organisation of the commission
sessions in the IGU congress in
Cologne.
2) Organisation of the commission
sessions in the IGU congress in
Kyoto (2013), followed by a field
trip to Vladivostok. The later will
be focused on issues concerning
“Local development in the less
economically
developed
and
peripheral regions”.
3) Organisation of the commission
sessions in the Belo-Horizonte,
Brazil, meeting (2014) revolving
around the topic “Challenges of the
local planning system”.
4) Publications of the papers form the
commission annual sessions as
special issues in Rural Studies.
5) Refurbishing
and
further
development of the commission
website.
6) Development of the research
network between the members of
the commission leading to
realisation of a potential research
projects and knowledge exchange.

6.5. Scholarly importance of the
anticipated results
commission’s work

of

the

We are expecting that our meetings and
knowledge exchange will formulate and
expand the professional involvement of
our members in local and regional
development projects. Our aspiration is
that the knowledge derived from the
meetings of the commission will be
implemented into development plans and
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will allow officials to better cope with
issues concerning socio-economic spatial
disparities in different parts of the world.
Altogether a working "knowledge

network" could be useful for both
potential development projects and
common research.

C08.27 Marginalization, Globalization and Regional and Local Response
1. Membership
1.1. Steering Committee
Professor Etienne Nel - Chair
Department of Geography
University of Otago
PO Box 56 Dunedin, 9054
New Zealand
Tel. ++64 3 4798548
Fax ++64-3-4799037
E-mail: ELN@geography.otago.ac.nz
Prof. Steve Déry
Université Laval
Faculté de foresterie et géomatique
Département de Gcéographie
Québec, GIK 7P4
E-mail: Steve.Dery@ggr.ulaval.ca
Professor Alison McCleery
Associate Dean
(Research Development & RAE)
School of Health & Social Sciences
Craighouse Campus
Napier University
Edinburgh, EH10 5LG
Tel: 00 44 (0)131 455 6002
E-mail: am.mccleery@napier.ac.uk
Professor Raghuvir Chand
Department of Geography
Kumaun University
Nainital-263002
Uttarakhand, India
E-mail: raghuvir_chand@rediffmail.com
Associate Professor Bishwo Shrestha
Department of Geography

Prithvi Narayan Campus
Tribhuvan University
Pokhara, Nepal
Email: bishwo_ss@yahoo.com
Dr. Tomás Havlícek
Department of Social Geography
and Regional Development
Faculty of Science
Charles University in Prague
Albertov 6, CZ-128 43 PRAHA 2
Czechia
Tel: +420 221 995 512
Fax: +420 221 995 51
E-mail: tomhav@natur.cuni.cz
Professor Márcio M. Valença
Universidade Federal de Rio Grande
do Nort Brazil
Rua Pastor Gabino Brelaz
1397 ap.1601, Capim Macio 59.082-010
Natal-RN, Brasil
Phone: (84)32153595
Fax: (84)32119211
E-mail: marciovalenca@ufrnet.br
Professor Dolores Sanchez Aguilera
Dept. Geografia Física i Anàlisi
Geogràfica Regional
Universitat de Barcelona
c/ Montalegre, 6, 08001- Barcelona
SPAIN
Tel: + 34 3 403 78 75
Fax: + 34 3 403 78 82
E-mail: dsanchez.aguilera@gmail.com
or dsanchez.aguilera@ub.edu
Professor Markku Tykkyläinen
Department of Geography
Univeristy of Joensuu
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P.O. Box 111, FI-80101 JOENSUU
Finland
Tel: +358-13-2513445,
Fax: +358-13-2513454
E-mail : markku.tykkylainen@joensuu.fi
Professor J A (Tony) Binns
Department of Geography
4th Floor, Richardson Building
University of Otago
PO Box 56, Dunedin 9001
New Zealand
Tel: ++64 3 479-8873
Fax: ++64 3 479-9037
E-mail: j.a.binns@geography.otago.ac.nz

Hungary
Iceland

1
1

UK
USA

9
20

India
Israel
Italy
Japan

6
5
3
5

Vietnam
Zimbabwe

1
1

Undetermined Email addresses

12

2. Meetings
2.1. 2008-2012
2008 - Commission meeting, Barcelona,
Spain, August 2008, approx. 70 delegates.

Professor Walter Leimgruber - Secretary
Département de Géosciences
Unité de Géographie
Université de Fribourg, Perolles
CH-1700 Fribourg, Suisse
Tel: ++41 26 300 90 10
Fax: ++41 26 300 96 47
E-mail: walter.Leimgruber@unifr.ch

2008 - IGC meeting, Tunis, Tunisia,
August 2008, approximately 25 delegates
2009 - Commission meeting, Shah Alam,
Malaysia, July 2009, approx 80 delegates
2010 - Commission meeting, Graz in
Austria and Fribourg in Switzerland, July
2010, approx 35 delegates

1.2. Commission Members

2010 - Regional Congress, Tel Aviv in
Israel, August 2010, approx. 25 delegates

The Commission currently (December
2011) has 190 members, drawn from 42
countries:

2011 - Commission meeting, Naintal,
India, April

Argentina
Australia
Austria
Bangladesh
Belgium
Canada

6
5
2
1
1
5

Korea (South)
Nepal
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Portugal

3
14
1
2
3
10

Chile
China, P.R.
China Taipei
Czech Rep.
Ethiopia
Finland

1
1
2
2
1
6

Romania
Russia
Slovenia
South Africa
Spain
Sweden

2
2
4
4
21
8

France
Germany
Hong Kong

3
2
1

Switzerland
Tunisia
Thailand

8
1
1

2011, approx. 80 delegates
2011 – Regional Congress, Santiago
Chile, November 2011, approximately 25
delegates
2012 – Commission meeting, Dubrovnik,
Croatia, August 2012
2012 – IGC Cologne, August 2012

2.2. Questions Addressed at Each
Meeting

Conference Themes:
2008 - Local Social Movements in
Marginal
Areas.
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2009 - Critical issues of Marginalization
in a Globalizing World
2010 - Drivers of Marginalization in a
Globalizing world
2011 - Environmental, Social, Economic
and Technological Perspectives on
Globalization and Marginalization
2012 - Community, Local and Regional
responses
to
Globalization
and
Marginalization
The meetings discussed theoretical,
methodological and practical issues in the
fields of marginality and globalization and
associated responses at different scales.
Particular issues were questions of
development, planning and management
in marginal regions, be they entire
countries, specific regions or particular
groups of people and associated responses
to marginality. Issues such as social
capital, the role of technology and
globalization featured increasingly in
discussions and clearly indicate new
orientations in our thinking and focus.
That said Commission members, at the
Commission business meeting in Naintal,
clearly
articulated
the
need
to
acknowledge new foci, but also not to lose
sight of our traditional interest in the
complex
nature
of
marginality,
particularly given that in a new global
context marginality both persists and is
manifesting itself in new dimensions.
Although there is still a strong northern
bias in the work, the centre of gravity has
been shifting towards marginality of and
within the South. The Malaysia and India
meetings had nearly 100 delegates at each,
which helped bring in a Southern
dimension and perspective on issues of
marginality and globalization. At the
Naintal and Graz meetings participation
by younger academics helped to bring in
fresh new insights to our work and bode
well for the future of the Commission.
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2.3. Future Meetings
The following meetings are proposed:
2012 – Commission meeting in Croatia.
2012 – IGC in Cologne
2013-2016: see section 5 Continuation
Proposed Meeting Themes:
2012 – Marginalization in physically
challenged environments
2013-2016: see section 5 Continuation
These four themes are the guidelines for
the research to be carried out during 20132016 and on which reports will be
delivered at the annual meetings.

3. Networking
3.1. Collaboration with other IGU
Commissions

Networking has tended to be more at an
individual level with members of related
groups. In the 2010 Regional Conference
we held joint sessions with the Local
Development Commission. In the period
under consideration we focussed on links
with other groups which shared related
interests with us

3.2. Other Forms of Collaboration
The 2009 meeting in Malaysia and the
2011 meeting in India provided
opportunities for interaction with local
Geographical societies. These shared
experiences exposed us to the realities of
marginality and responses in the South.

3.3. ISSC/ICSU
No formal links have been established, but
members have been encouraged to
participate on an individual level.
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4. Publications
4.1. Newsletters and Books/

Conference Proceedings

Two Newsletters are produced per annum
in June and December to inform members
of our work, meetings, research outputs
etc
2008 The Global Challenge and
Marginality, edited by Valença, M., Nel,
E. and Leimgruber, W,
Nova Science, New York. ISBN 1-60021838-3.
2010 Geographical Marginality as a
global issue: Papers presented during the
Meetings of the Commission on
Marginalization, Globalization And Local
And Regional Response, 2004 – 2007,
Leimgruber, W., Nel, E., Matsuo, Y.,
Binns, T., Chand, R., Cullen, B., Lynch,
D., Pradhan, P.K. (Eds), 2010:,
International
Geographical
Union,
Commission C08-47, Department of
Geography,
University
of
Otago,
Dunedin. ISBN 978-0-473-17042-4, 527
pages.
2012 Mountain regions in transformation:
Global processes, Regional and Local
Impacts and
Responses, Leimgruber, W., Zsilincsar,
W. and Nel, E., Shaker, Aachen . (in
press).

4.2. Insights and Conclusions from
the Publications

Looking back over the past years, when
this Commission started as a Study Group
in 1992, we can see that marginality as a
state of things, marginalization as a
process, and marginal regions as the
spatial expression are as old as mankind,
and they will in some form or another
accompany humanity throughout its
existence. Attention has for many years
focused exclusively on the economic side
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(spatial disparities at various scales);
social aspects have at times also been
considered, but other fields have largely
been ignored. This Commission has
consistently opted for an enlarged
perspective as marginality is strongly
connected to worldviews and value
systems and encompasses not only
material but also immaterial sides of life.
During the period under consideration,
Valença’s (2008) book, with its strong
comparative
focus
has
helped
significantly to crystallise the ideas and
theoretical bases of the Commission by
providing an overview and analysis of key
theoretical principles which undergird our
work.
The two other publications noted above
vividly indicate the dynamic nature of
globalization and more importantly how
localities and communities are both
manifesting
and
responding
to
marginalisation.

4.3. Commission Website
The address of the Commission’s web site
is: http://www.igu-marginality.info/

5. Archival Contributions
Copies of material noted under point 4)
above have been forwarded to the IGU
archives or will be after they have been
published.

6. Continuation
6.1. Commission Name
We propose to retain the Commission
name:
Marginalization, Globalization and
Regional and Local Response
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6.2. Commission Mission
Introduction
The discussions on marginality by the
members of the IGU Commission on
Marginalization,
globalization,
and
regional and local response during the
2008-2012 period have shown that despite
countless efforts by public and private
actors, marginal regions worldwide have
not disappeared. On the contrary,
following the numerous external and
internal political, social and economic
processes, the gulf between them and the
rich regions of the world has been
increasing. Besides, the continuing
degradation of the environment, due to
climate change, wasteful resource use, and
pollution, has been increasing the
precariousness
of
many
peoples’
livelihood. The process of (economic)
globalization is having profound effects,
both positive and negative, on nations,
regions,
localities,
people
and
communities, but the benefits are
unequally distributed. In particular in the
developing world but also in peripheral
areas of the developed world, people and
places are increasingly being detached
from the economic mainstream, or preexisting marginality is being enhanced.
Marginalization
and
particularly
globalization are not necessarily negative;
on the contrary, these processes can also
provoke creative and innovative responses
in the economy, social life, politics and
culture. In addition, the process of
marginalization is not a one-way road but
can be reversed; regions and people may
in fact become ‘de-marginalised’ if they
are able to compete successfully in a new
global system. The flourishing of local
cultures, political separatism and the
increasing significance of local economic
development all bear testimony to the dual
reality of the dynamics in which our world
finds itself on all scales, from the global to
the local. The constant changes are best
expressed by the notion of crisis, which
means turning points (for better or worse)
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in ongoing processes. The original Greek
meaning is ‘decision’ – we are called to
decide where to go. Within this context,
grass-roots and civil society movements
are playing an increasingly prominent role
within societies, particularly those which
have been marginalized. It is our goal to
develop a clear understanding of the role
of marginalization in a world that finds
itself confronted with multiple crises at all
levels.
Global dynamics leads to local
consequences
The difficulties experienced by the global
political system to tackle climate change,
the bank and debt crisis that have hit the
industrialized countries particularly hard,
the nuclear catastrophe in Japan
(Fukushima)
following
the
2011
earthquake and the related tsunami as well
as many other lesser disasters demonstrate
that the neoliberal system is no longer
capable of solving the many problems we
are confronted with. Similarly, national
and local differences still are a critical
issue in the dynamic world of which we
are a part – the ‘global village’ is more a
myth than a reality. The unrest and
revolutions that have rocked the Arab
world since early 2011 demonstrate that
even long-standing political systems are
not stable, because the peoples do not
support them. The notion of kleptocracy,
which has appeared in this context, is
ample proof of the division between rulers
and the ruled.
It is within this fluid environment of
change,
isolation,
integration,
marginalisation and development that this
commission believes academic attention
should be focussed. Our focus is to view
globalization and regional / local
development as interrelated processes,
which might overlap with the defined
niches of other commissions. Therefore,
we see our centres of attention as being:
 the critical evaluation of the
consequences of globalization on
people and places, particularly on
areas and people outside the
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mainstream, and the localised
responses catalysed by globalization,
the relations between environmental
stress and people’s actions in a
globalized world-system,
direct and indirect links between
marginality and globality relating to
people and places, and
how, in an increasingly interlinked
world, regional and local (marginal)
cultures can survive and serve as
models for the survival of humanity.

Within this context, three fields are of
particular relevance:
 the drifting apart of society,
 environmental justice, and
 resource
conservation
and
exploitation. Both contain an
important ethical component.
Work done over the past years has
revealed that the concept of marginality
must be viewed from various perspectives
as it is a complex and dynamic
phenomenon. While marginalization tends
to increase with the current socioeconomic and political processes of
globalization and deregulation, it is never
an unidirectional process, as a look back
into history since the Industrial
Revolution demonstrates. It is also a
relative concept that depends on the
prevailing socio-economic and political
systems and on the scale of observation (a
village may be marginal within a large
region which itself is not marginal at all).
Perceptions of the physical characteristics
of an area also are subject to change due
to peoples’ evaluation over time, i.e., a
physically marginal region can become
economically developed if its potential is
recognised, and they can become
depressed again when human preferences
and/or
other
socio-economic
circumstances change (e.g. resource
depletion, natural catastrophe).
The research and publications of the IGU
Commission on « Marginalization,
globalization, and regional and local
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response» emphasize the need for further
in-depth consideration of continuing and
new issues of the spatial aspects of
marginalized peoples, the environments
they inhabit, the impact of globalization
and the regional and local responses
which these considerations help to
catalyse. These issues are complex, which
stresses that further attention is required in
order to delineate the nature of these
societal problems and the potential nature
of new policy and solutions that need to
be considered.
During its last meetings in Nainital (India)
and Santiago (Chile), the Commission has
decided to ask permission from the IGU
Executive Committee to continue for
another period of four years. It has also
been proposed that the commission retain
its name. It was felt that, from both a
theoretical and an applied perspective the
commission needs to reflect the reality
that the interplay of economic and social
globalization
with
environmental
degradation and resource depletion is one
of the determining forces operating in the
present-day world, which has implications
for all nations and peoples – both the
marginal and those in the mainstream. In
addition it can be a process that
marginalises places and people. However,
at the same time, it also helps to catalyse
local and regional responses at a variety of
levels and in a variety of forms. These
issues have, inherently been the focus of
the Commission and the preceding Study
Group. The commission’s special
attention in the next four years term will
be dedicated to present day situation that
can be described as the World of Crises to
acknowledge the importance of the
dramatic changes that have been occurring
in the past few years in environment and
society. By that we wish to give greater
clarity to our present focus and interests,
whilst also helping to publicise our focus
to a broader academic audience. It must
be stressed, however, that this orientation
does not signify a new research direction
but confirms the continuing focus on
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those issues, which have been pursued
since 1992 by the earlier Study Group and
the Commission. We are particularly
concerned
to
encourage
greater
participation from the countries of the
South.
Issues supporting the above themes
 Context and methodologies leading to
the definition and understanding of
process and structure issues in
marginality.
 Defining marginalization in a
dynamic world system.
 The structure of the continuum of
marginality that exists from urban to
rural and north to south areas.
 Spatial and social responses to
globalization and marginalization.
 The role of the recent economic
downturn
in
fuelling
the
marginalization process
 Political and social change and their
impact on marginality in both
developed and less developed areas.
 The
changing
impact
of
communication, technology and
industrial and societal organizational
structure on marginality.
 The challenge of growing, stagnant
and
declining
areas
in
the
consideration of planning and policy
development.
 The importance of scale in evaluating
global, national, regional and local
marginalization of areas and peoples
and their local and regional
responses.
 The role of political and economic
associations (EU, NAFTA, Mercosur
etc.) in reducing inequalities and
marginality.
 The consequences of current political
unrest on marginalization and
marginal regions.
 Examples of contingent, systemic,
leveraged, collateral, and selfimposed marginality at various scales.
 Geographic marginality and the
spatial organization of the world306







economy: the role of free-trade and
enterprise
zones,
TNCs,
and
international unions.
Physical resource endowment vs.
dynamic human causation based
marginality.
Physical and societal dimensions of
marginality at different scales,
international,
national, regional,
metropolitan, in situ.
Grassroots
responses
to
marginalization.
Resource exploitation and the
problem of exhaustion.

Major Research Objectives
Marginality is a phenomenon not bound to
any particular region or society of the
world or to any specific scale. The
Commission will pursue the following
research objectives:
1.

2.

3.

To further the understanding of
marginality and the processes of
marginalization in our globalized
world, through the study and
analysis of the forces responsible
for the dynamics and structures
of spatial marginality at various
scales. They will include, among
others, issues of technology,
gender, social structure and the
environment.
To analyse marginality as the
result of human perceptions and
decisions,
leading
to
the
understanding of the role of the
various agents in those processes,
and their response to prevailing
conditions.
To
develop
comparative
approaches in order to identify
various types of marginality and
to put them into perspective and
assess their role in an
increasingly globalized world.
Emphasis in particular needs to
be placed on the experience of
the South.
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4.

To study policy/institutional/
community
responses
to
economic and societal problems
in marginal regions at various
scales in relation to local,
regional
and
societal
development, and to study
human responses to global
change,
including
their
implications for marginalization.

Note: The use and development of
appropriate theory and methodology will
be involved in each of the above.

6.3. New Steering Committee
Dr. Stanko Pelc - Chair
University of Primorska
Faculty of Humanities
Geography Department
Titov trg 5, SI-6000 Koper, Slovenia
Tel: ++386 41 695 392
E-mail: stanko.pelc@fhs.upr.si
Professor Roddy Fox,
Geography Department
Rhodes University
P O Box 94, GRAHAMSTOWN 6140
South Africa
E-mail: r.fox@ru.ac.za
Professor Etienne Nel
Department of Geography
University of Otago
PO Box 56 Dunedin, 9054
New Zealand
Tel: ++64 3 4798548
Fax: ++64-3-4799037
E-mail: ELN@geography.otago.ac.nz
Professor Alison McCleery
Associate Dean (Research Development
& RAE)
School of Health & Social Sciences
Craighouse Campus
Napier University
Edinburgh, EH10 5LG
Tel: 00 44 (0)131 455 6002
E-mail: am.mccleery@napier.ac.uk
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Professor Raghuvir Chand,
Department of Geography
Kumaun University
Nainital-263002 Uttarakhand
India
E-mail: raghuvir_chand@rediffmail.com
Dr. Jamalunlaili Abdullah
Departement of Town and Regional
Planning
Faculty of Architecture, Planning &
Surveying, Universiti Teknologi
MARA, 40450 Shah Alam, Malaysia
E-mail: jamal858@salam.uitm.edu.my
Dr. Tomás Havlícek
Department of Social Geography and
Regional Development, Faculty of
Science
Charles University in Prague
Albertov 6, CZ-128 43 PRAHA 2,
Czechia
Tel: +420 221 995 512
Fax: +420 221 995 514
E-mail: tomhav@natur.cuni.cz
Professor Margarita Schmidt
Departamento de Geografía
Facultad de Filosofía y Letras
Universidad Nacional de Cuyo
Centro Universitario
5500-Mendoza, Argentina
E-mail: schmidtm@logos.uncu.edu.ar
Professor Markku Tykkyläinen
Department of Geography
Univeristy of Joensuu
P.O. Box 111, FI-80101 JOENSUU
Finland
Tel: +358-13-2513445
Fax +358-13-2513454
E-mail: markku.tykkylainen@joensuu.fi
Prof. Steve Déry
Université Laval
Faculté de foresterie et géomatique
Département de Géographie
Québec G1K 7P4, Canada
E-mail: Steve.Dery@ggr.ulaval.ca
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Professor Walter Leimgruber
Département de Géosciences
Unité de Géographie
Université de Fribourg, Perolles
CH-1700 Fribourg, Suisse
Tel: ++41 26 300 90 10
Fax: ++41 26 300 96 47
E-mail: walter.Leimgruber@unifr.ch

6.4. Work Plan 2013-2016
The following themes are proposed as the
focal themes of conferences in the next
period of the Commission:







The marginalization of the South and
the marginalization in the North
(2013, meeting to be held in Japan or
Taiwan)
The role of local and regional actors
in combating marginality (2014,
meeting to be held in Canada)
Regional policy as an instrument to
reduce marginality (2015, meeting to
be held in one of the Balkan
countries)
Relations between environmental
issues and marginalization (2016,
meeting to be held in China)

These four themes are the guidelines for
the research to be carried out during 20132016 and on which reports will be
delivered at the annual meetings.




6.5. Scholarly

importance
anticipated results
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Critical issues of Marginalization in a
Globalizing World
Drivers of Marginalization in a
Globalizing world
Environmental, Social, Economic and
Technological
Perspectives
on
Globalization and Marginalization
Community, Local and Regional
responses to Globalization and
Marginalization
The Changing Dynamics of CentrePeriphery Relations

of

The scholarly importance of our work will
be derived from:
 The critical evaluation of the
consequences of globalization on
people and places, with particularly
emphasis on those areas which might
be regarded as being marginalized.


The study of the inter-linked
implications on peoples and places of
marginalization and globalization,
and



to establish how, in an increasingly
interlinked world, we are also seeing
the increasing relevance of regional
and local cultural and political
identities and diversity and the
associated foci on regional and local
development in all spheres from
economic to educational to linguistic.



Within this context, the study of
environmental considerations are of
relevance, since issues of resource
conservation and exploitation are
intimately linked to patterns and
processes of global interaction and
economic processes, but they also
relate to the rise of what are both
global and local conservation ethics.



To acknowledge and synthesis into
our work an understanding of the
critical importance of issues of
gender, society and technology.



In the light of the increasing
importance which is attached to
regional, community and local
development, to consider the impact
of such on marginalization

The following additional themes are
proposed for the next period of the
Commission:


Marginality: Past, Present and Future
Social inequalities and social
exclusion
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6.6. Organizational Issues
The commission will establish a
subcommittee responsible for publishing

and dissemination of research results and
a subcommittee for bilateral and
multilateral research initiatives.

C08.28 Modeling Geographical Systems
This
Commission
on
Modeling
Geographical Systems has acted as a
focus for those members of the
international community who share an
interest in using mathematical and
statistical models in geographical systems
analysis, geographical systems theory,
geographical
systems
dynamics,
geographical decision (or decision
support) systems, GIS and remote
sensing. This synthesis will aid and
enhance research on mathematical
modeling, statistical methods and other
technological advances. In addition, the
specific systems orientation of the
Commission will enable a new emphasis
to be placed on more applied outputs that
have relevance to geographers engaged in
evaluating a variety of policy arenas. To
date, geographical systems analyses have
contributed
significantly
to
the
understanding of, for example, the space
economy, transportation and urban
planning, global environmental change,
spatial epidemiology and health care
delivery.
The
Commission,
therefore,
will
emphasize the following general areas of
concern:






geographical systems analysis;
geographical systems theory;
geographical
decision
support
systems and decision theory;
geographical systems dynamics;
the interface between GIS, remote
sensing and spatial modeling;




applications of systems models to
policy making and evaluation;
geographical knowledge discovery
and data mining

The promotion and publication of these
ideas will be facilitated by our strong links
with the editorial boards of the
international journals such as: Annuals of
Association of American Geographers,
Environment and Planning A-C, Journal
of Geographical Systems, International
Journal of GIS, Papers in Regional
Science, Geographical and Environmental
Modeling, Canadian Geographer, and
Sistemi Urbani, Geographical Analysis,
and Geoinformatica.

1. Membership
1.1. Steering Committee
Chair:
Professor Yee Leung
Dept of Geography and Resource
Management
The Chinese University of Hong
Kong, Shatin, HONG KONG
Email: yeeleung@cuhk.edu.hk
Vice Chair:
Professor Stewart Fotheringham
School of Geography and Geosciences
Irvine Building, University of St Andrews
St Andrews, Fife KY16 9AL, Scotland
Email: stewart.fotheringham@standrews.ac.uk
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Dr. Ali Bennasr
Department of Geography
University of Sfax
BP553 3000 Sfax TUNISIA
Email: ali.bennasr@flshs.rnu.tn
Professor Manfred M Fischer
Institute for Economic Geography and
GIScience Vienna University of
Economics and Business Nordbergstraße
15/4/A
1090 Vienna, Austria
Email: Manfred.Fischer@wu.ac.at
Professor Daniel A. Griffith
School of Economic, Political and Policy
Sciences University of Texas at Dallas
800 W. Campbell Road, GR 31
Richardson, TX 75080-3021, USA
Email: dagriffith@utdallas.edu
Professor Graham Clarke
School of Geography
University of Leeds
Room 3.66d, West Yorkshire
UK, LS2 9JT
Email: g.p.clarke@leeds.ac.uk
Secretary and Editor:
Dr. Pavlos Kanaroglou
School of Geography and Earth Sciences
McMaster University, Hamilton
Ontario, CANADA L8S 4K1
Email: pavlos@mcmaster.ca
Professor Yukio Sadahiro
Department of Urban Engineering
7-3-1 Hongo Bunkyo-ku
Tokyo 113-8656 JAPAN
Email:sada@ua.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp
Dr Therese Steenberghen
Spatial Applications Division
K.U.Leuven R & D
Vital Decosterstraat 102 3000
Leuven, BELGIUM
Email:
therese.steenberghen@sadl.kuleuven.
ac.be
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Professor Jinfeng Wang
Institute of Geography
Chinese Academy of Sciences
Building 917, Datun Rd
Anwai 100101 Beijing, PR CHINA
Email: wangjf@igsnrr.ac.cn
1.2. Number of Commission
Members
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Canada
China
Denmark

7
5
4
33
2
1

Japan
New Zealand
Netherlands
Nigeria
Norway
Poland

7
4
13
1
1
1

England (UK)
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hong Kong

49
1
4
7
1
7

Russia
Scotland
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland

2
2
3
1
7
3

India
Ireland
Israel
Italy

1
4
3
7

Tunisia
USA

1
72

Total
Countries

254
30

2. Meetings
The 31st International Geographical
Congress 12 – 15 Aug. 2008 Tunis,
Tunisia
The IGU-CMGS organized a number of
sessions on “Progress in Theoretical and
Quantitative Geography” with themes
ranging from spatial statistics to
geographical modeling. Approximately 50
participants attended the sessions filled
with enthusiastic discussions. The
meeting reinforced the importance of
geographical
modeling
and
geocomputation in geographical research.
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European Regional Science Association
Congress 25 - 29 Aug. 2009 Lodz,
Poland
IGU-CMGS co-organized two sessions
with ERSA in this meeting. The sessions
attracted approximately 60 attendants. The
theme of the sessions was complexity
analysis. New methods were proposed to
solve problems under complexity in
regional science. Novel ideas and
applications were made on, for example,
the development of a static farm-level
spatial micro-simulation model to analyze
on and off farm activities of Dutch
farmers, quantifying and explaining
spatio-temporal patterns of fragmentation
in the Baltimore region, and a continuoustime, spatial-dependence panel approach
to study regional labour markets, the use
of satellite images and historical aerial
photographs to monitor urban sprawl via
texture analysis and mathematical
morphology approaches. It was agreed
that complexity should be a main issue in
geographical and regional science
research. Further collaboration of the two
communities should be strengthened.
The 10th International Conference on
GeoComputation 30 Nov. - 02 Dec. 2009,
Sydney, Australia
IGU-CMGS co-organized this conference
with Institute of Australian Geographers,
Association of American Geographers,
and IGU Commission on Geographic
Information Science. The sessions were
well attended by around 150 participants.
There were 43 papers and 14 posters
presented
in
different
sessions.
Collectively, they aimed to implement this
relevant, testable and reproducible
modeling perspective to look into a range
of complex problems and the statistical
methods required to underpin them. New
ideas and applications arose in this
meeting. For example, a geographically
aware agent-based framework is applied
to
rangeland
management;
a
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geocomputational model is utilized for the
analysis of SST associated with tropical
cyclone; a simplex based dimension
independent
approach for convex
decomposition of nonconvex polytopes;
and spatial effects on human mobility
patterns are analyzed using agent-based
simulations. It was agreed that IGUCMGS could play an important role in
advancing modeling and analysis methods
in geographical research with the
geocomputation groups.
The Joint International Conference on
Theory, Data Handling, and Modeling in
GeoSpatial Information Science, 26-28
May 2010 Hong Kong
IGU-CMGS co-organized the conference
with the International Society for
Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing
Commission II and IGU Commission on
Geographic Information Science, with
about 250 participants. There were a wide
range of sessions on this topic such as
spatial modeling, space and time
integration, spatial analysis, spatial data
mining, uncertainty modeling, spatial data
processing algorithms, geo-visualization,
spatial information for environmental
studies, application of GIS and remote
sensing, spatial information for land use
studies, and spatial database advances in
cartography and mobile data models.
Some novel applications and algorithms
were proposed in these sessions. For
instance, several creative algorithms on
space-time kernels, land allocation in time
and spatio-temporal neighbourhood of
network data were proposed. The
application of geographical modeling to
meteorology and climatology also set the
stage for further analysis and attracted
considerable attention. The cooperation
has built a foundation for further
collaboration with groups on geoinformation technologies.
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2010 IGU Regional Conference July 1216, 2010, Tel Aviv, Israel
IGU-CMGS organized two sessions at the
2010 IGU Regional Conference, with
about 50 participants. Presentations were
made in “Modeling Geographical
Systems” sessions. Of interest are some
quantitative-method-based applications in,
for example, “spatial-temporal analysis
and GIS modeling of climatic data” and
“The dilemma of on-street parking policy:
exploring clustering for parking using an
agent-based model” and “geographically
improved city waste management”. A
group-decision-based evidence theory
approach was proposed for the fusion of
multi-source spatial information in this
session. The comparisons between spatial
models and multi-level statistical models
were made in the analysis of space and
place. These presentations aroused
considerable attention and addressed
many scientific problems.
50th Anniversary European Congress of
the Regional Science Association
International,
19-23
Aug.
2010
Jönköping, Sweden
IGU-CMGS co-organized a special
session “regional science and complexity”
with The European Regional Science
Association.
It
explored
spatial
phenomena by means of ideas from
statistical mechanics concerning microbehavior and macro-states. Research in
the spirit of the New Economic
Geography has illustrated the emergence
of the urban patterns from some very
basic economic principles. Heretofore a
major obstacle to a fruitful dialogue
among these disciplines has been the
intention of geographers and regional
scientists to reproduce reality and the aim
of statistical physicists to capture the
essence of phenomena, making the
explanation as simple as possible. In this
session, presentations were made on the
community structure of R & D
cooperation in Europe, and spatial
312

analysis for monitoring sustainable
tourism choices. It again shows that there
is a possible meeting point for IGUCMGS members and members from other
discipline.
2011 AAG Annual Meeting, 12-16 Apr.
2011 Seattle, USA
IGU-CMGS
sponsored
the
AAG
Quantitative Group in the organization of
sessions on: applications of spatialtemporal analysis in GIScience attended
by about 100 participants. Space-time
models (e.g., Bayesian and filtering) were
employed to analyze crime incidents and
urbanization process. It was agreed that
IGU-CMGS and the AAG Quantitative
Group should further collaborate in the
advancement of research in geographical
modeling.
1st International Conference on Spatial
Data
Mining
and
Geographical
Knowledge
Services
and
8th
International
Workshop
on
Geographical Information Systems 2011,
Jun. 29-Jul. 1, 2011, Fuzhou, China
IGU-CMGS co-organized the conference
with the Commission on Quantitative
Geography of The Chinese Geographical
Society, Spatial Information Research
Center of Fujian, Fuzhou University, State
Key Laboratory of Resources and
Environmental Information System, the
Chinese Academy of Science, IGU
Commission on Geographical Information
Science, Key laboratory of Spatial Data
Mining & Information Sharing and
Fuzhou University. As a whole, 275
papers and abstracts were received for
consideration. After a rigorous doubleblind review, 123 papers were selected
and included in the published conference
proceedings. There were 8 keynote
speeches
delivered
by
renowned
international scholars. More than 100
authors presented their work at the
conference. The topics of this conference
covered
geo-spatial
fundamentals,
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theories and algorithms in GIS, geospatial data mining and knowledge
discovery and geographical process
modeling, geo-spatial Web services,
WebGIS
and
geographical
grid
computation, geo-spatial simulation and
visualization, and virtual geographical
environment, remote sensing and earth
observation
system
and
domain
applications of integrated geographical
information technology. Some creative
methods were proposed on GWR, Spatialtemporal Weighted Regression, spatial
autocorrelation, decision tree algorithms,
association rules and GIS modeling. IGUCMGS has successfully built the platform
for international collaboration with the
Chinese and international counterparts.
Annual Conference of The Chinese
Geographical Society, Jul. 23-25, 2011,
Urumchi, China
IGU-CMGS co-organized a session
“Recent advancements and applications in
quantitative geography” with Commission
on Quantitative Geography of The
Chinese
Geographical
Society
in
Urumchi, China. Six presentations were
made in this session attended by about 60
participants. New ideas about spatial and
temporal scales in quantitative geography
were presented. The role that quantitative
geography and its theory play in
geography was also discussed. In
addition,
several
applications
of
quantitative geography to population
migration, regional economies, risk
analysis of children mortality and the
optimization of site selection for school
are demonstrated during this session.
These applications and theoretical
advancements in quantitative geography
have attracted keen discussions on this
topic.
IGU Regional Conference, November
14-18, 2011, Santiago, Chile
IGU-CMGS organized three sessions at
the IGU regional Conference in Santiago,
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Chile. Many useful applications were
proposed in these sessions, for example,
“Spatial Modeling Of A Stand Of
Nothofagus Oblicua By Linear Regression
And Geo-statistics Using 'aster' Satellite
Images”,
“Models
As
Heuristic
Procedures To The Development Of
Systems In Geography”, “Integration Of
Lidar And Photogrammetric Technologies
For Creating 3d Urban Models”,
“Development Of A Decision-making
Support System For Monitoring Of Water
Resources”,
“Evaluation
Of
Environmental Quality In Permanent
Preservation Areas, Based On Gis”,
“Using Of Geo-technologies To The
Analysis Of Environmental Fragility Of
Araguari River Medium Lower Basin of
Brazil”, and “Model To Define Standards
For Erosion And Erodibility Of The
Aracoiaba Dam In Ceara of Brazil”.
“Accuracy 2012”, Jul. 10-13, 2012
Florianópolis, SC – Brazil
IGU-CMGS
will
co-organize
“ACCURACY 2012” - The Tenth
International Symposium on Spatial
Accuracy
Assessment
in
Natural
Resources and Environmental Sciences
with the International Spatial Accuracy
Research Association (ISARA) in
Florianópolis-SC, Brazil during July 1013, 2012. This Accuracy Symposium will
bring together experts from environmental
sciences, natural resources, spatial
statistics, and geographic information
science to develop theory and methods for
assessing and understanding spatial
uncertainty. The symposium has met
every two years since 1994 in a variety of
international locations (USA, Canada, The
Netherlands, Australia, Portugal, China,
and United Kingdom) and has attracted
between 80 and 300 participants.
Symposia programs have included
combinations of keynote speakers, invited
paper sessions, contributed paper sessions,
posters, and workshops. Symposia topics
have
covered
aggregation
and
generalization in spatial uncertainty
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assessment, design- and model-based
approaches
to
spatial
accuracy
assessment,
error
sensitive
GIS,
incorporating uncertainty in spatial
decision making, uncertainty in remotely
sensed data and images model validation
with imperfect ground truth data.
Accepted papers will be published in a
special issue of The Brazilian Journal of
Probability and Statistics. This is the first
time IGU-CMGS co-organize conference
with ISARA. This will set the path for
closer collaboration in the future.
32nd
International
Geographical
Congress, Aug. 26-30, 2012 Cologne,
Germany
The 32nd International Geographical
Congress is to be held in Cologne, August
26-30, 2012. This congress will focus
scientific attention on the core themes of
humanity. IGU-CMGS will organize five
sessions:
spatial
statistics
and
applications,
geocomputations
and
applications, modeling human and
physical processes, spatial data mining
and
knowledge
discovery,
and
microsimulation of geographical systems
in this congress. A multitude of novel
applications and theoretical approaches
are expected to be presented in these
sessions.
“Spatial
statistics
and
applications” session will focus on the
recent advances in the theory and
applications of spatial statistics. The
purpose is to stimulate discussions on the
development and use of spatial statistics
in solving geographical problems.
“Geocomputations and applications”
session will place emphasis on recent
developments in geocomputation methods
other than statistics. It will contain four
presentations with the view to encourage
discussion on the formulation of novel
geocomputation methods for solving
geographical problems in general and
GIS/remote
sensing
problems
in
particular. “Modeling human and physical
processes” will deal with the modeling of
human activities and physical processes in
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space and time. The purpose is to show
how models can be built to analyze spatial
and temporal processes in human and
physical systems, with the purpose to
solve practical problems in a systematical
manner. “Spatial data mining and
knowledge discovery” session intends to
have four presentations centering on the
theme of discovering patterns and
processes from spatial and temporal data.
Algorithmic developments and practical
applications will be discussed. It is hoped
that fundamental issues in this area of
research can be explored in the exchange
of ideas. “Spatial data mining and
knowledge discovery” session will
simulate human and physical systems at
the micro-level will be the focus of
discussion in this session. We intend to
have four papers that deal with the
employment of modeling systems that
focus on individual or household
behaviour. These techniques may include
microsimulation, cellular automata, and
agent-based
models
to
simulate
geographical phenomena and processes.

3. Networking
The Commission has made great progress
in developing collaborations with key
academic associations. It has co-organized
a number of international conferences on
modeling and quantitative analysis. An
international network of collaboration has
thus been built. Specifically, IGU-CMGS
co-organized Geocomputation 2009 in
Sydney with International Journal of
Geographical
Information
Science,
Institute of Australian Geographers,
Association of American Geographers and
IGU
Commission
on
Geographic
Information Science. For 49th European
Congress of the Regional Science
Association International in Lodz, Poland,
2009, IGU-CMGS co-organized two
sessions with the European Regional
Science Association. IGU-CMGS coorganized
sessions
at
the
50th
Anniversary European Congress of the
Regional
Science
Association
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International in Jönköping, Sweden with
The
European
Regional
Science
Association. IGU-CMGS co-organized
2010 IGU Regional Conference in Tel
Aviv, Israel with the Israeli National
Committee
for
Geography,
IGU
Commission on global change and human
mobility, and IGU Commission on Hazard
and Risk. IGU-CMGS co-organized The
Joint International Conference on Theory,
Data Handling and Modeling in
GeoSpatial Information Science held in
Hong Kong 2010 with the International
Society for Photogrammetry and Remote
Sensing Commission II, and IGU
Commission on Geographic Information
Science. In 2011, IGU-CMGS coorganized Annual Conference of The
Chinese Geographical Society with the
Chinese Geographical Society. During the
1st International Conference on Spatial
Data
Mining
and
Geographical
Knowledge Services, and 8th International
Workshop on Geographical Information
Systems in Fuzhou, P.R. China 2011,
IGU-CMGS co-organized with Spatial
Information Research Center of Fujian,
Fuzhou University State Key Laboratory
of
Resources
and
Environmental
Information
System,
the
Chinese
Academy of Science, IGU Commission
on Geographical Information Science,
Key laboratory of Spatial Data Mining &
Information Sharing of Ministry of
Education of China, College of
Mathematics and Computer Science and
College of Environment and Resource of
Fuzhou University.

4. Publications
The Commission is strongly committed to
the
encouragement
of
scholarly
publication derived from the work of its
members and their contributions to
symposia. Theoretical and empirical
research will be published as special
issues in journals and edited volumes in
books. Some books published by
members are listed as follows:
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2009
Franklin, J. and J. A. Miller, 2009:
Mapping species distributions: spatial
inference and prediction. Cambridge
University Press: Cambridge.
Fischer, M. M. and A. Getis, 2009:
Handbook of applied spatial analysis:
software tools, methods and applications.
Springer-Verlag.
Reggiani, A. and P. Nijkamp, 2009:
Complexity and spatial networks: In
Search of Simplicity. Springer-Verlag.
2010
Satellite Communications. 2010. Editor/s:
Diodato, Nazzareno. Publisher: Sciyo.
City: Rijeka.
Leung, Y., 2010: Knowledge Discovery in
Spatial Data. Springer-Verlag.
Joint International Conference on Theory,
Data Handling and Modeling in
GeoSpatial Information Science 26-28
May 2010, Hong Kong. Editor(s): Eric
Guilbert, Brian Lees, Yee Leung. Volume
XXXVIII - Part 2, 2010.
Yeh, A.G.O, W. Shi, Y. Leung and C.
Zhou (eds.), Advances in Spatial Data
Handling and GIS. CRC Press. 2012 (in
press)

5. Archival Contributions
Copies of the above publications (when
available) will be transmitted to the Villa
Celimontana.

6. Continuation
6.1. Commission Name
Commission on Modeling Geographical
Systems (unchanged).
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It is our view that the name aptly reflects
our objective, mission, and activities that
have been and will be carried out for at
least the next four years.
6.2. Commission Mission
The Commission will act as a focus for
those members of the international
community who share an interest in using
mathematical and statistical models in
geographical
systems
analysis,
geographical systems theory, geographical
systems dynamics, geographical decision
(or decision support) systems, GIS and
remote sensing. This synthesis will aid
and enhance research on mathematical
modeling, statistical methods and other
technological advances. In addition, the
specific systems orientation of the
Commission will enable a new emphasis
to be placed on more applied outputs that
have relevance to geographers engaged in
evaluating a variety of policy arenas. The
Commission, therefore, will emphasize
the following general areas of concern:








geographical systems analysis;
geographical systems theory;
geographical decision support
systems and decision theory;
geographical systems dynamics;
the interface between GIS,
remote sensing and spatial
modeling;
applications of systems models
to policy making and evaluation;
geographical
knowledge
discovery and data mining.

Kong, Shatin, HONG KONG
Email: yeeleung@cuhk.edu.hk
Vice Chair:
Professor Stewart Fotheringham
School of Geography and Geosciences
Irvine Building, University of St Andrews
St Andrews, Fife KY16 9AL, Scotland
Email: stewart.fotheringham@standrews.ac.uk
Dr. Ali Bennasr
Department of Geography
University of Sfax
BP553 3000 Sfax TUNISIA
Email: ali.bennasr@flshs.rnu.tn
Professor Manfred M Fischer
Institute for Economic Geography and
GIScience Vienna University of
Economics and Business Nordbergstraße
15/4/A
1090 Vienna, Austria
Email: Manfred.Fischer@wu.ac.at
Professor Daniel A. Griffith
School of Economic, Political and Policy
Sciences University of Texas at Dallas
800 W. Campbell Road, GR 31
Richardson, TX 75080-3021, USA
Email: dagriffith@utdallas.edu
Professor Graham Clarke
School of Geography
University of Leeds
Room 3.66d, West Yorkshire
UK, LS2 9JT
Email: g.p.clarke@leeds.ac.uk

The Chair, Professor Yee Leung, will
continue to lead the commission with the
following steering committee:

Secretary and Editor:
Dr. Pavlos Kanaroglou
School of Geography and Earth Sciences
McMaster University, Hamilton
Ontario, CANADA L8S 4K1
Email: pavlos@mcmaster.ca

Chair:
Professor Yee Leung
Dept of Geography and Resource
Management
The Chinese University of Hong

Professor Yukio Sadahiro
Department of Urban Engineering
7-3-1 Hongo Bunkyo-ku
Tokyo 113-8656 JAPAN
Email:sada@ua.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp

6.3. New Steering Committee
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Dr Therese Steenberghen
Spatial Applications Division
K.U.Leuven R & D
Vital Decosterstraat 102 3000
Leuven, BELGIUM
Email:
therese.steenberghen@sadl.kuleuven.
ac.be

2015. The Commission plans to coorganize a conference in the United
Kingdom on the modeling of urban and
regional development with the Centre for
Advanced Spatial Analysis at UCL.

Professor Jinfeng Wang
Institute of Geography
Chinese Academy of Sciences
Building 917, Datun Rd
Anwai 100101 Beijing, PR CHINA
Email: wangjf@igsnrr.ac.cn

We expect to stimulate theoretical and
applied research in geographical modeling
as well as quantitative analysis of spatial
and temporal data in these meetings. The
Commission
will
explore
other
collaborations throughout the next fouryear term.

Professor Danny
Czamanski Technion – Israel Institute of
Technology Faculty of Architecture and
Town Planning
Complex City Research Lab
Haifa, Israel
Email: danny@czamanski.com
6.4. Work Plan
1.

Membership

The Commission aims at the further
expansion of membership through direct
recruitment of new members from the
Geography community, and from various
professional communities with which we
have
established
a
network
of
collaboration.
2.

Conferences

2013. The Commission plans to organize
sessions at the 2013 IGU regional
conference.
2014. The Commission plans to coorganize an international conference in
Hong Kong on geographical modeling and
intelligent geocomputation with the AAG
Quantitative Geography Specialty Group,
the Quantitative Geography Group of the
Geographical Society of China, and the
Japanese Geographical Association.
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2016. The Commission plans to organize
sessions at the IGU conference.

3.

Publications

The Commission is strongly committed to
the
encouragement
of
scholarly
publication derived from the work of its
members and their contributions to
symposia. Theoretical and empirical
research will be published as special
issues in journals and edited volumes in
books.
4.

Networking

The Commission will build on the
network of cooperation that it has
established in 2008-2012 to further
collaborate with relevant organizations
and institutions to organize and coorganize conferences on various themes in
the modeling of geographical systems. We
will capitalize on our capabilities and
resources in formulating formal and
practical approaches to solve problems
relevant to the missions of the
Commissions concerned
5.

Membership

The Commission intends to further
expand its membership by actively
engaging geographers in our initiatives
and activities, and to become members of
the Commission.
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6.5. Scholarly Importance
Our proposals for 2012 - 2016, therefore,
are intended to continue and encourage
relevant, testable and reproducible
modeling and, in particular, the
contribution that quantitative technique
makes to the advancement of spatial and
temporal knowledge, as well as the
solutions to pressing problems in human

and physical systems. In addition to the
development of theories and methods in
geographical modeling, applications in
problems arising from globalization and
global climate change will be an area of
concentration and will prove to be
instrumental in solving real-life problems
in the rapidly changing world.

C08.29 Mountain Response to Global Change
1. Membership
1.1. Steering Committee
Prof. Dr. Jörg LÖFFLER (Chair)
University of Bonn
Department of Geography
Meckenheimer Allee 166
D-53115 Bonn
Germany
E-mail: joerg.loeffler@uni-bonn.de
Phone: +49 228 73 7239
Fax: +49 228 73 7506
Prof. Dr. Anders LUNDBERG
(Secretary)
University of Bergen
Department of Geography
Fosswinkelsgt. 6
N-5007 Bergen
Norway
E-mail: anders.lundberg@geog.uib.no
Phone: +47 55 58 30 76
Fax: +47 55 58 30 99
Prof. Dr. Yuri BADENKOV
Institut Geografii Rossijskoy
Akademii Nauk
Staromonetnyy pereulok, 29
119017 Moskva
Russia
E-mail: yubaden@mail.ru
Phone: +07 095 418 5532
Fax: +07 095 959 0033

Dr. Nazzareno DIODATO (Italy)
Met European Research Observatory
GEWEX (DIG) –
World Climate Research
Programme
Via Monte Pino
I-82100 Benevento
E-mail: nazdiod@tin.it
Phone: +39 0824 602021
Prof. Dr. Monique FORT
Department of Geography
UFR GHSS, Case postale 7001
Université Paris Diderot-Paris 7
F-75 205 PARIS Cedex 13
France
E-mail: fort@univ-paris-diderot.fr
Phone: + 33 1 57 27 72 69
Fax: +33 1 57 27 71 74
Prof. Dr. Donald A. FRIEND
Department of Geography
Minnesota State University
Armstrong Hall 7
Mankato, MN 56001
USA
E-mail: friend@mnsu.edu
Phone: +1 507 389 2618
Fax: +1 507 389 2980
Prof. Dr. Hans HURNI
Institute of Geography
University of Berne
Hallerstrasse 10
CH-3012 Bern
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Switzerland
E-mail: Hans.Hurni@cde.unibe.ch
Phone: +41 31 631 88 22
Fax: +41 31 631 85 44
Prof. Dr. Yolanda JIMÉNEZ
OLIVENCIA
Institute for Regional Development
University of Granada
c/ Rector Lopez Argueta, s/n.
E - 18071 Granada
Spain
E-mail: yjimenez@ugr.es
Phone: +34 958 24 83 58
Fax: +34 958 24 89 67
Dr. Jean-Paul MÉTAILIÉ (France)
Director, GEODE - UMR 5602 CNRS
(GÉOgraphie De l'Environnement)
Université Toulouse-le Mirail
31058 Toulouse cedex
E-mail: metailie@univ-tlse2.fr
Phone: +33 05 61 50 36 44
Fax: + 33 05 61 50 42 75
Prof. Dr. Martin PRICE
Director, Centre for Mountain Studies
Perth College
University of the Highlands and Islands
Crieff Road
Perth PH1 2NX
UK
E-mail: Martin.Price@perth.uhi.ac.uk
Phone: +44 1738 877217
Fax: +44 1738 877018
Prof. Dr. Fausto SARMIENTO
The University of Georgia
212-B GG Building
The University of Georgia, Athens, GA.
30606
USA
E-mail: fsarmien@uga.edu
Phone: +1 706 542 1753
Fax: +1 706 542 2388
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1.2. Number
of
Commission
Members as of 31 December
2011
Number of members: 130 (42 German, 15
Swiss, 10 US-American, 9 Italian, 7
Austrian, 6 British, 6 French, 5 Russian, 4
Indian, 3 Canadian, 3 Japanese, others
from: Bangladesh, China, Croatia, Czech
Republic, Finland, Ireland, Israel,
Kyrgyzstan, Mexico, Norway, New
Zealand, Peru, Poland, South Africa,
South Korea, Spain, Sweden, Thailand)

2. Meetings
2.1. The dates, titles, locations, and
number of participants of
meetings
the
commission
organized from 2008 to 2012


31st
International
Geographical
Congress, Tunis, 12-15 August 2008:
Meeting of C08.29 (Number of
participants: ca. 40)



C08.29 endorsed the International
Conference “Global Change and the
World's Mountains “, Perth, Scotland,
26-30 September 2010, organised by
the Centre for Mountain Studies
(CMS, Director: Martin Price,
member of the C08.29 Steering
Committee), and the Mountain
Research Initiative (MRI) (Number of
participants: 450)
See
http://www.perth.ac.uk/specialistcentr
es/cms/Conferences/Pages/default.asp
x
A short report on the event can be
found in Newsletter 7.
In order not to collide with this
conference, the initially planned
commission meeting in Bonn in 2011
(see C08.29 Summary Report 20082012 from April 2010) was cancelled.
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UGI 2011 Regional Conference, 1418 November 2011, Santiago de
Chile: Session 29 on “Mountain
Response to Global Change”
(Number of participants: 42). Main
themes were climate change effects
on various ecosystem components;
mining and water conservation; and
remote sensing applications. A short
report on the event can be found in
Newsletter 9.
2.2. Meetings the commission will
organize in 2012 or later years

IGC Cologne 2012 “Down to Earth”,
32nd
International
Geographical
Congress, 26-30 August 2012
Planned sessions of IGU Commission
C08.29 “Mountain Response to Global
Change” are:


Mountain Ecosystem Response to
Global Change (Chairs: Jörg Löffler
& Anders Lundberg)



From Himalayan Dilemma to Climate
Change Dilemma? Challenges for
high mountain development (Chairs:
Hermann Kreutzmann & Teiji
Watanabe)



Mountain Environment and Rural
Livelihoods in the Tropical Andes:
Local Responses to Global Change
(Chairs: Perdita Pohle & MaríaFernanda López Sandoval)



Vegetation response to climate
change
in
tropical
mountain
ecosystems and consequences for
biodiversity and land-use options
(Chairs: Achim Bräuning & Aster
Gebrekirstos)



Environmental history and climate
change in the high mountain
ecosystems of Monsoon Asia during
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the Late Holocene (Chairs: Jussi
Grießinger & Eryuan Liang)
2013 IGU Kyoto Regional Conference
(KRC) “Traditional Wisdom and
Modern Knowledge for the Earth’s
Future”
Planning
has
started.
Japanese
commission member Teiji Watanabe acts
as liaison to connect the local organizing
committee and the commission C08.29,
and has also started to develop first
sessions.

3. Networking
Collaboration
with
other
Commissions and Task Forces

IGU

In 2011, steering committee member
Martin Price has participated in the
conference and fieldtrip of the IGU
Commission
on
Marginalization,
Globalization and Regional and Local
Response (C08.27, Chairman Etienne
Nel) in Nainital, India. As most of the
participants had a strong interest in
mountain areas, a greater cooperation
between the two commissions is intended,
starting with a possible meeting at the
IGC Cologne 2012 to lay the groundwork
for future collaborations.

4. Publications
4.1. Newsletters
issued
August 2008 to date

from

Newsletter 1 – January 2009
Newsletter 2 – May 2009
Newsletter 3 – August 2009
Newsletter 4 – December 2009
Newsletter 5 – March 2010
Newsletter 6 – June 2010
Newsletter 7 – January 2011
Newsletter 8 – July 2011
Newsletter 9 – December 2011
See: http://tolu.giub.uni-bonn.de/igumountains.de/news.htm
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5. Archival Contributions

6. Continuation

C08.29Newsletters, see above

Members of the present commission and
steering committee will discuss these
matters in the course of a business
meeting at the IGC Cologne 2012.

C08.30 Political Geography
1. Membership
1.1. Steering Committee
Chairman / Président:
Professor Anton Gosar
Department of Geography
University of Primorska
Titov trg 4, 6000 Koper, Slovenia,
E-mail: anton.gosar@guest.arnes.si
Secretary / Secrétaire:
Professor David NEWMAN
Department of Politics and Government
Ben Gurion University of the Negev
P.O. Box 653, 84105 Beer Sheva, Israel
E-mail: newman@bgumail.bgu.ac.il
Webmaster:
Dr Carl DAHLMAN
Department of Geography
Miami University, Oxford
OH 45056, USA
E-mail: dahlmac@muohio.edu
Steering Committee / Comité de
Direction:
Professor Sanjay CHATURVEDI
Centre for the Study of Geopolitics
Department of Political Science
Arts Block VI, Panjab University
Chandigarh 160 014, India
E-mail: sanjay@pu.ac.in

Professor Elena DELL’AGNESE
Department of Sociology and Social
Research University of Milano-Bicocca
Via Bicocca degli Arcimboldi 8
20126 Milan, Italy
E-mail: elena.dellagnese@unimib.it
Professor Alexandru ILIES
Department of Geography
University of Oradea
Str. Armata Romana 5
410078 Oradea, Romania
E-mail: ilies@uoradea.ro
Professor Alexander MURPHY
Department of Geography
University of Oregon
Eugene, OR 97403-1251, USA
E-mail: abmurphy@uoregon.edu
Dr Maano RAMUTSINDELA
Department of Environmental and
Geographical Science
University of Cape Town
Private Bag 7701 Rondebosch, South
Africa
E-mail: maano@uct.ac.za
Professor Paul REUBER
Institute of Geography
University of Münster
Robert Koch Strasse 26
48149 Münster, Germany
E-mail: p.reuber@uni.muenster.de
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Professor Stéphane ROSiÈRE
Department of Geography
University of Reims Champagne-Ardenne
UFR Lettres et Sciences humaines
57, rue Pierre Taittinger
51100 REIMS, France
E-mail: stephane.rosiere@univ-reims.fr
Professor Marek SOBCZYNSKI
Department of Political Geography
University of Lodz
Collegium Geographicum
ul. Kopcinskiego 31, 90-142 Lodz, Poland
E-mail: marsob@geo.uni.lodz.pl

European
Union (703)

Dr Takashi YAMAZAKI
Department of Geography
Osaka City University
Sugimoto, Sumiyoshi-ku, 5588585
Osaka, Japan
E-mail: yamataka@lit.osaka-cu.ac.jp

1.2. Commission Members by
Country

Membership in CPG (political geography)
is, because of specifics of the subdiscipline, an estimate.

Other
Europe (75)

Africa (45)

Croatia
Serbia

10
5

Asia (80)

Bosnia &
Herzegovina

5

Oceania (25)

Switzerland
Russia

10
45

Total

UK
France
Germany
Poland

200
10
129
17

Italy
Slovenia
Romania
Ireland
Austria
Hungary

43
39
24
15
15
15

Spain
Cyprus
Greece
Sweden
Netherlands
Finland

15
15
15
15
15
15

Belgium
Tunisia
South Africa
Ivory Coast
Nigeria
Japan

15
15
15
5
10
45

India
Israel
Australia
New Zealand

10
25
15
10

1628

2. Meetings
North
America
(620)

Latin
America (80)
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USA

595

Canada
Mexico

25
10

Brazil
Chile
Venezuela
Peru
Bolivia

25
10
10
15
10

2008:
Reims, France: April 2 – 4. Space of
Politics: Concepts and Scales – 77 papers,
90 participants
Lexington, KT: July 21 – 24.
Engineering Earth: the Impacts of
MegaEngineering – 43 papers, 70
participants
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Tunis, Tunisia: August 12 – 16.
Geopolitical Trends in the 21st Century
Globalized World / Current Issues in
Political Geography (2 sessions at the
IGU World Congress) – 14 papers, 25
participants
Lodz, Poland: September 17 – 19.
Historical Regions Divided by Borders –
24 papers, 43 participants
Oradea, Romania: Applied Political
Geography in a New Contemporary
European Borderland - 19 papers, 60
participants
Koper-Capodistria, Slovenia: November
27 – 28. Joint Management of Borderless
Areas - 32 papers - 92 participants
2009:
Pretoria, South Africa: September 1 – 3.
Market Environmentalism (Session at the
Conference of the Society of the S.
African Geographers) – 8 papers, 90
participants
Olomouc, Czech Republic: August 23 –
28. Congeo 9: New Spaces, Identities and
Geographies in Integrating Europe
Manchester, UK: August 25 – 28. IBGC20 Years After…
Legnica, Poland: September 7 – 9.
Historical Regions of Europe – 24 papers,
52 participants
Trapani, Italy: September 13 – 16.
Borderscapes II – 28 papers, 50
participants
Trieste, Italy: October 1 – 2. Adriatic
Forum
2:
Construction
and
Deconstruction of Nationalism and
Regionalism: A Long Journey to Europe –
28 papers, 48 participants
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2010:
Newcastle, UK: January 8 – 9: IBC Borders and Identities – 12 papers, 32
participants
Beer Sheva, Israel: July 6 – 10. Borders,
Territory and Conflict in a Globalizing
World (IGU Regional Conference premeeting)
Tel Aviv, Israel: July 12 – 16. Bridging
Diversity in A Globalizing World (6
sessions
at
the
IGU
Regional
Geographical Congress, 1 session coorganized
with
Mediterranean
Renaissance Project) – 18 papers, 32
participants
Poland/Czech
Glubczyce-Opava,
Republic: September 22 – 24. Historical
Regions in the Structures of the European
Union – 24 papers, 40 participants
Vienna, Austria: September 23 – 25.
Adriatic Forum 3: Regional Development
and Regionalization – 28 papers, 48
participants
Sapporo, Japan: December 2 – 3. DeAreanization of Border Studies: The
Greater Eurasia and its Neighbors - 18
papers, 50 participants
Tokyo, Japan: December 6 – 7. Toward
Networking with World’s Border Studies:
Japan’s Borders in Global Perspective –
12 papers, 40 participants.
2011:
Montreal, Quebec: May 17 – 18. Fences,
Walls and Borders: State of Insecurity? –
32 papers, 64 participants
Geneve-Grenoble: September 6 – 9.
BRIT XI - Border Regions in Transition
XI: Mobile Borders – 180 papers, 280
participants
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Zadar, Croatia: September 14 – 15: IGU
Central Europe Working Group: Aspects
of Central European Identity – 18 papers,
39 participants
Zadar, Croatia: September 16 – 18.
Adriatic Forum 4: Geopolitical Issues of
the Adriatic – Yesterday, Today and
Tomorrow - 23 papers, 50 participants
Kiev-Crimea, Ukraine: September 18 –
23.
Territorial
Identity
in
the
Contemporary World – 14 papers, 35
participants
Portorož-Portorose, Slovenia: (Re)
Integration and Development Issues in
Multicultural and Border Regions – 32
papers, 74 participants
Pecs, Hungary: October 26 – 28.
Integration and Geopolitics in the
Balkans and the Mediterranean
Santiago, Chile: November, 14 – 18.
United and Integrated with the World (6
sessions
at
the
IGU
Regional
Geographical Congress) - 21 papers, 30
participants.
Questions addressed:
The titles of the conferences / meetings
provide basic information on the topics
discussed. Conferences have mainly
focused
on
regional
territorial
developments and problems, in particular
on borders, multi-cultural regions and the
changing nation-state principles. Political
geographers came to conclusion that the
“…the Westphalian territorial ideals have
made the territorial state the privileged
unit for analyzing most phenomena …”
(Murphy, 1996) - while discouraging
other views in regard to territorial identity
of people, their interplay and organization.
Political geographers have identified
virtual territorial sovereignties in the form
of Internet, monetary flows and
multifaceted aspects of globalization and
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have identified them under the term
“mobile/shifting borders”. The migratory
intensity of people in the contemporary
world changes to large extent the
traditional culture, nation, and nation-state
territorial acceptance. The environmental
sphere was accepted to the field and
we’ve agreed to the concept of trans-state
and cross-border discussion of the issue
within political geography.
Beyond 2012:
2012:
Trieste, Italy: June 28 – 30.
Borderscapes III: Border Towns and
Divided Cities (with field work in the
Italian-Slovenian-Croatian Alps-Adriatic
border region and post-conference
excursion to Bosnia and Herzegovina)
Frankfurt/Main, Germany: August 24 –
25. Spatialising the (Geo) Political:
Political
Geography
and
Critical
Geopolitics (a pre-conference to the
IGU’s
Geographical
Congress
in
Cologne)
Cologne, Germany: August 26 – 30.
Down to Earth - IGU’s Geographical
Congress (CPG is organizing sessions: 50
papers/posters registered within the field
of Political Geography)
Fukuoka, Japan / Busan, Korea:
November 13 – 16. BRIT XII – Border
Regions in Transition: Borderland Voices
– Shaping a New World Order.
2013:
Eugene,
Oregon:
June.
Political
Geography of the Environment
Kyoto, Japan: August 4 – 9. Traditional
Wisdom and Modern Knowledge for the
Earth’s Future – IGU’s Regional
Geographical Conference (organizing a
pre-conference and participating with
sessions at the main conference).
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3. Networking

5. Archival Contributions

The Commission on Political Geography
cooperated successfully in preparing a
session (“Borders in the Mediterranean”)
with the Mediterranean Renaissance
Project (MRP) at the International
Geographical Union at the IGU Regional
Conference in Tel Aviv, Israel. The
commission was supportive of the
activities of the MRP since its
rejuvenation at the IGU Geographical
Congress in Tunis, Tunisia in 2008.
Members of the Steering Committee and
the members are active participants in the
works and meetings of IPSA – Political
and Cultural Geography of the
International
Political
Science
Association, in particular within the
Research Committee 15 (Political
Geography. Co-operation was intensive in
organizing meetings with the local
national committees and is steady with
geographic associations (AAG, BRIT,
DGG, IBRU …) and their bodies working
on the subject of political geography (subassociations, institutes and specialty
groups).

Newsletters are available at the special
Web of the Commission on Political
Geography
http://www.cas.muohio.edu/igu-cpg/

4. Publications
Due to its overwhelming quantity, it is
impossible to cite all books printed in
authorship
of
members
of
the
Commission. Predominantly English
and/or French language readings are
suggested and/or reported on their
publishing by authors in Newsletters 9 –
14 (Spring 2008 – winter 2011-2012).
Newsletters:
#9: Spring/Printemps 2008
#10: December 2008
#11: Summer 2009
#12: Winter 2009 – 2010
#13: Winter/Hiver 2010 – 2011
#14: Winter/Hiver 2011 – 2012
URL of the IGU CPG:
http://www.cas.muohio.edu/igu-cpg/
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6. Continuation
The IGU Commission on Political
Geography
can
demonstrate
with
confidence the successes it has achieved
in relation to the mandate 2008 – 2012. In
period of the most recent mandate, the
Commission organized 26 meetings (four
more than in the mandate of the
commission 2004 – 2008) and printed 18
proceedings (five more than in 2004 –
2008). Commission’s members published
close to 45 books on several topics within
the 7 main subjects of the sub-profession:
on disputes over territory, e.g. border
disputes; on relationship between cultures
and politics; on socio-demographic
structures and migratory patterns; on the
global economic interplay; on the
geography of political representation; on
world’s post-modern developments and
threats; and within the wide array of
critical geopolitics. The rapidly changing
political frame of the world, the human
impacts on environment and intercultural
relations will be the main frame of future
works of members of the commission.

6.1. Commission Name
Commission on Political Geography –
Unchanged

6.2. Commission Mission
The objectives of the Commission for
next four years will be to continue the
study of main theoretical issues of
political geography as a fundamental
geographical discipline (scale, place, postmodernity, etc.) and the relationships
between the new geopolitical world order
and other formal and informal levels of
the political-territorial organization of
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society
including:
post-modern
geopolitics and political geography, the
main notions and methods, common and
particular trends, research methods in
political geography, the dynamic of the
relationships in the triad "identity –
territory - boundaries" under the influence
of globalization, new tendencies in nation
building and the crisis of the Westphalian
system, networking and the appearance of
new
global
actors,
cross-border
cooperation as a condition of sustainable
development (environmental, economic,
social, cultural and political), re-visit to
electoral geography, advancing on
research of regional political geography
(large urban agglomerations and world
cities, coastal areas, regions of ethnic
tensions and of international crisis, etc.),
and initial studies on climatic changes and
its impacts in the sphere of political
geography.

6.3. New Steering Committee
In place are also nominations for members
of the Steering Committee who should
replace members who have served in
Commission’s Steering Committees for
two mandates (8 years). The IGU
Commission on Political Geography (C
030) has started with related activities in
2010. The proposed members for the new
steering committee are:
Chair:
Elena dell’Agnese, Italy
elena.dellagnese@unimib.it
Shinya Kitagawa, Japan
shinyappo9@hotmail.com
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Marc Ropivia, Gabon
Centre for Geopolitical Studies
Omar Bongo University
Libreville, Gabon
mropivia@yahoo.fr
Alexander Murphy, USA
abmurphy@uoregon.edu
Ina Elias De Castro, Brazil
inacastro@uol.com.br
Stephane Rossiere, France
stephanerosiere@orange.fr
Norbert Pap, Hungary
pnorbert@gamma.ttk.pte.hu
Jan Wendt, Poland
geojw@ug.edu.pl

6.4. Work Plan
The commission needs to react to the
rapidly changing political map of the
world, to the new world order and focus
on
developments
threatening
environments, cultures and resources.
Importance of the IGU Commission on
Political Geography: The study of
political interactions on spatial macro and
micro levels are in relation to
demography,
economy,
culture,
environment and other subjects of human
living on earth a subject geography has to
continue to research, as members of the
commission would definitely analyze
structures, present facts and give answers
and propose solutions to problems
humanity is facing.
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C08.31 Population Geography
1. Membership
Professor Allan M. Findlay (Chair)
Department of Geography
University of Dundee
Dundee DD1 4HN Scotland, UK.
Tel: +44-1382-345083
Fax: +44-1382-344434
Email: a.m.findlay@dundee.ac.uk
Professor Brenda Yeoh (Vice Chair)
Department of Geography and
Asian Meta Centre for Population
and Sustainable Development
National University of Singapore
Singapore
Tel: +65-6874-5281
Fax: +65-6779-1428
Email: geoysa@nus.edu.sg
Professor Dr. Daniel Hogan (Secretary)
Sadly, Dan Hogan died in 2010.
Dean of Graduate Studies
Population Studies Center – NEPO
State University of Campinas
13081-970 Campinas Sao Paulo, Brazil
Tel: +55-19-3788-4729
Fax: +55-19-3788-4885
Email: hogan@nepo.unicamp.br
Professor Elli Heikkila
(Newsletter Editor, e-mail membership
list)
Research Director and Adjunct Professor
Institute of Migration
Linnankatu 61 20100 Turku, Finland
Email: elli.heikkila@utu.fi
Dr Samuel Agyei-Mensah
Department of Geography and Resource
Management
University of Ghana
Legon, Accra, Ghana
Email: agyeimens@yahoo.com
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Professor Dr. Maria Carmen Faus-Pujol
Department of Geography
University of Zaragoza
50009 Zaragoza, Spain
Tel: +34-76-761000
Fax: +34-76-761506
Email: mcfaus@posta.unizar.es
Professor Paul Gans
Chair of Human Geography
Department of Geography
University of Mannheim
68131 Mannheim, Germany
Tel: +49-621-181-1958
Fax: +49-621-181-1953
Email: paulgans@uni-mannheim.de
Professor Graeme Hugo
Federation Fellow
University of Adelaide
Adelaide 5005, Australia
Tel: +61-8-83033996
Fax: +61-8-83033772
Email: graeme.hugo@adelaide.edu.au
Professor Gunnar Malmberg
Department of Social and Economic
Geography
University of Umea
Umea, Sweden
Email:
gunnar.malmberg@geography.umu.se
Professor K Bruce Newbold
School of Geography and Geology
McMaster University
Hamilton, Ontario
Canada
Email: newbold@mcmaster.ca
Tel: 905-525-9140
Professor Etienne Piguet
Institut de Geographie
Universite de Neuchatel
2000 Neuchatel
Switzerland
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Email: etienne.piguet@unine.ch
Tel: +41-32-7181919
Fax: +41-32-7181701

Dr Carmen Voigt-Graf
Department of Geography
School of Social and Economic
Development University of the South
Pacific
Suva, Fiji Islands
Tel: +679-321-2534
Fax: +679-330-1487
Email: voigtgraf_c@usp.ac.fj

Dr Alina Potrykowska
Institute of Geography and Spatial
Organisation
Polish Academy of Sciences
ul. Twarda 51/55 00-818
Warsaw Poland
Email: a.potryk@twarda.pan.pl

Dr Suzanne Withers
Department of Geography
University of Washington

Professor Jianfa Shen
Department of Geography and Resource
Management
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Shatin, N.T. Hong Kong
Tel: +852-2609-6469
Fax: +852-2603-5006
Email: jianfa@cuhk.edu.hk

Box 353550
Seattle, Washington
98195-3550, USA
Tel: +206-616-9064
E-mail: swithers@u.washington.edu

Commission members by country as of 31 December 2011
Australia
Belgium
Brazil
Bulgaria
Canada
China &
Hong Kong
SAR
Czech Rep.
Egypt

8
1
1
1
2
4
2
1

Finland
France
Germany
Ghana
Hungary
India

1
2
7
2
1
1

Netherlands
New Zealand
Poland
Portugal
Rep. of Ireland
Romania

4
3
4
1
3
1

Italy

2

Singapore

1 USA

14

Japan
Latvia

4
2

Slovakia
Total

1 Zambia

1
120

2. Meetings
2.1. Details
of
Meetings:
Questions addressed and key
Conclusions
Between 2008 and the end of 2011, the
IGU Population Commission hosted or
sponsored 13 conferences in eight
different countries. Although some
conferences (Dartmouth, USA 2009,
Umea, Sweden 2011 and Tel Aviv, 2011)
had open calls for papers in any area of
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Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Tunisia
Turkey
UK

4
12
4
1
1
22

population geography, most meetings
were themed in relation to the
Commission’s primary aims. Over the last
four years the commission has therefore
made significant advances in positioning
the debate about the relationship between
Population and Vulnerability (Tunis,
2008; Marrakech 2009, Umea 2011 and
Brighton, 2012) and in participating as
population
scholars
in
academic
discussions about ‘Difference’ (Brighton,
2009; Umea, 2011; Koln 2012).
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Not
surprisingly
very
important
understandings of the big demographic
issues of our world have also been a
primary focus for our research. Thus the
meetings in Mannheim (2008) and Umea
(2009) specifically examined how ageing
affects the geography of people and
communities. As has been the case for
many years, the primary processes that
most population geographers have taken
an interest in remains migration (and
population mobility) and this topic has
genuinely seen significant advance
methodologically and conceptually during
the life of the commission. This has been
true, not only in terms of the actors
studied under this theme, but also in
relation to the concepts used to analyse
population movement (Umea, 2009;
Brighton, 2009; Galway, 2010; London,
2011 and St Andrews, 2012; Koln, 2012).
Perhaps surprisingly only one conference
has, over this four year time span,
specifically
been
concerned
with
demographic datasets (although this was
the focus of Bell’s keynote address in
Umea in 2011).This will be the session
held in Koln 2012, on population
geographies in a post-census world. Fuller
details of the most important findings
from the meetings organised by the
commission are to be found below in
relation to the highlights of each of each
conference.
International Geographical Congress,
Tunis, 11th-15th August 2008
The Tunis Congress began with several
plenary lectures, including one by the
former Secretary of the Commission, the
late Daniel Hogan, which sought to
synthesise the progress that has been
made by commission members in
researching Population and Vulnerability
during the life of the previous
Commission
(2000-2004).
Insights
included the recognition that people are
never just ‘vulnerable’, but they are ‘made
vulnerable’. This social, cultural and
economic positioning does not necessarily
diminish the response capacities of
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populations to organise themselves in a
resilient fashion to external hazards
(Fantina Pedrosa) in a way that can
diminish risk and facilitate recovery from
physical, economic and social threats.
Following the plenary session the
Commission
co-hosted
a
session
(coordinated by Alistair Geddes) on
Climate
Change
and
Population
Vulnerability (along with the IGU
Commission on Climatology). Of
particular note was the thrust of work by
migration researchers from the University
of Sussex, which questioned the
ecological claim that climate change
would produce mass displacements from
the global south to the north, and that
called for a more informed analysis of
how environmental processes would
modify existing international migration
systems. In practice this call was visionary
in framing the debate taken up later by
commission members (Etienne Piguet
with UNESCO; and others contributing to
the UK Foresight Panel on Migration and
Climate Change, 2011).
Mannheim, Germany, 8-9th July 2008
‘Spatial
Challenges
of
future
demographic
re-structuring’,
University of Mannheim
This conference addressed the challenges
which have arisen from contemporary and
future trends in terms of demographic restructuring. Global ageing, as a
consequence of fertility decline and
increased life expectancy, has been
studied for several decades, but it now
occurs in the context of other processes
producing very significant and powerful
social changes. Presentations from
different parts of the world highlighted
that these trends can be observed at
different spatial scales in both in western
consumerist societies and in the majority
world.
The overarching theme of the conference
(demographic
restructuring)
was
introduced by the chair of conference,
Professor Paul Gans (Mannheim). The
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first and second sessions dealt with
population development and migration in
developed countries with a focus on
Finland, Poland, and Germany. The third
session focused on Migration processes in
China.
In his key-note address ‘The Demographic
Fallacy – a Hypothetical or a Real
Danger?’ Hans-Joachim Bürkner debated
theoretical shortcomings of the recent
debate on demographic change and its
socio-spatial consequences. Drawing upon
recent examples from urban and regional
studies, he discussed the problem of
simplified patterns of explanation and
described the epistemological dilemmas
of substituting social theory by a
demography-inspired rhetoric of change.
Sessions 4 and 5 focused on the urban
level of migration and dealt with
questions concerning recent trends of
suburbanisation and urban development.
Showing examples from Germany and
Czech Republic, the speakers discussed
diverse demographic trends in urban and
suburban regions.
Remaking
Migration
Theory,
Intersections and Cross-fertilisations,
13–14 May 2009, Brighton, UK
This meeting (co-hosted by Russell King
and Darren Smith – and led and coorganised by the RGS-IBG Population
Research Group) was one of the most
significant held during the current lifespan
of the Commission. It was significant, not
only because of the excellent papers, but
also because of the very high level of
debate that it sparked on how migration
research should be theorised. The key
outcomes were recommendations for new
efforts to research migration in relation to
two arenas:
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First, it led to a plea for widening the
panel of ACTORS taken into
account when theorizing migration
Second, the conference led to a
questioning and redefining of the
CONCEPTS that are commonly

deployed in analysing the changing
structural context of migration
The actors: Researchers identified many
population groups that have not been
adequately included in traditional
migration theory. Such actors included
elites, children, partners within the family,
and students.
Concepts: Conceptual dichotomies were
identified as needing much more critical
examination. The distinction for example
between short-term and long-term
migration and more generally the
temporality of displacement was
questioned with the usual statistical
definitions being shown to often be
obsolete. The distinction between here
and there and the very concept of home
were also questioned, among other terms
in relation to transnationalism. Cases of
hybridities responding to structural
constraints were noted: simultaneous job
engagements in two or several different
areas, very short term stays abroad, longdistance pendularity, daily moves,
seasonal moves, semi permanent moves,
etc. Some papers made a fruitful use of
path
Hagerstrands'
space-time
schematisation
to
visualize
these
phenomena. In his keynote, Halfacree
argued that transnationalism, a concept
that emerged simply by definition from
studies of international migration, could
be applied fruitfully to internal migration
as well.
Referring to the new mobilities paradigm
advocated by Urry or Creswell, the
questions of mobility versus immobility
/ movement versus fixity / national
versus international were also raised. A
nicely formulated question was framed
around these concepts and about research
careers of academics: can one be
international and not mobile or mobile
and not international?
As noted by William Clark in the course
of the conference, migration theory
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probably doesn't really need to be remade
but, as most delegates would have agreed
by the end of the second day, it certainly
can be significantly enriched.
University of Umeå, Sweden, 1-3 April
2009: Conference on Mobility and
Successful Ageing
Building on the earlier discussions in
Mannheim of the significance for society
of demographic re-structuring, this
conference focussed specifically on the
issue of ageing. Over fifty geographers
and other social scientists from ten
countries gathered for this meeting held
jointly with the IGU commission on
Tourism. The local committee organising
this excellent meeting was chaired by IGU
Population Commission member, Gunnar
Malmberg.
Though mobility is usually associated
with the young age groups, mobility has
become increasingly important among the
growing number of elderly people.
Moving to attractive places, going for
holidays, circulating between various
activities in daily life, are all parts of the
lives of the successful, wealthy and
healthy elderly, whilst those constrained
by physical and cognitive disabilities,
social isolation and economic limitations
may be forced to immobility and
restrained from a successful ageing
(Warnes). The interrelations between
ageing and mobility affect not only the
living conditions of the elderly but also
society in general and include issues such
as mobility of the young, regional
demographic changes, transportation,
intergenerational
contacts,
housing
demand, travel demand, supply of tourist
activities etc. From this background the
conference in Umeå focused on the
interrelations between population ageing
and geographical mobility in different
forms.
Major themes included were the
consequences on income and life quality
of migration and residential mobility in
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the elderly population, mobility in relation
to second home ownership, migration of
the elderly population and its consequence
for regional age structure, how the
geographical distribution of population
affect
the
preconditions
for
intergenerational contacts, retirement
migration,
and
moreover,
the
preconditions for travelling and tourism
among the elderly.
Particularly significant, were the papers
by King that contrasted the attitude to
mobility and ageing found in wealthier
western societies with those held in
countries such as Albania, where the
challenges of daily life mean that older
peoples’ attitudes to mobility take on a
completely different meaning. Helping to
integrate the meeting was a paper by
Michael Hall mapping the links between
tourism and longer stays forms of
mobility.
5th International Conference on
Population Geographies, Dartmouth,
USA, 6-9th September 2009
As one of the main co-sponsors, the IGU
Commission was pleased to see a good
participation by our members across the
diverse range of conference themes at
Dartmouth. The conference (hosted by
Richard Wright) was very interesting in
having clusters of papers on topics that
have not had much coverage at previous
meetings. These included a rich set of
presentations on student mobility that
covered not just the drivers of
international movements but also the
complexity
of
inter-state
student
exchanges within the USA and also the
links between segregated schooling and
educational
achievement.
Other
distinctive sessions looked at emerging
issues associated with changing family
and household structures, for example the
mobility outcomes of families separated
by divorce, as well as the distance
between the residential location of three
and four generation families (bean-pole
hypothesis).
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For most delegates I think, however, that
there would be two ‘conference
memories’ that stood out from an
academic point of view (as opposed to the
happy social memories of the sumptuous
conference dinner held out of doors on a
balmy
evening
in
the
verdant
surroundings of an Ivy League
university). The first of these was James
Tyner’s plenary lecture on war, violence
and the body in population geography.
Based on Tyner’s research in Cambodia,
we were all challenged to consider both
the extreme consequences of biopower
that was exercised by the Khmer Rouge in
the killing fields and also the wider
application of Foucauldian analysis to the
many other contexts where populations
have been regulated and bodies
disciplined by regimes using violence to
achieve their geopolitical goals. Those
population geographers who were unable
to be at the Dartmouth meeting might
benefit greatly from looking at some of
Tyner’s recent books that take this form of
analysis much further.
The second key academic memory was
Richard Wright’s closing address to
conference. Refreshingly, Wright argued
that population geographers have been too
defensive in recent years, feeling
overshadowed by the ascendancy of
cultural geographies. Instead Wright listed
eight positives associated with the subdiscipline of population geography from
which he argued we should take strength,
having confidence in the enduring value
of rigorous, carefully theorised work that
is of relevance not only to the academy
but to the policy community as well.
National University of Ireland, Galway,
12-13 May 2010: Conference on
Contemporary Labour Migration
The IGU Population Commission was
pleased to co-sponsor an International
Conference on Contemporary Labour
Migration, held at the National University
of Ireland, Galway, Ireland 12–13 May
2010 and organised by a team led by
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Mary Cawley. Other sponsors included
the Population Geography Research
Group of Royal Geographical Society
with the Institute of British Geographers.
Amongst many good papers the most
memorable at this meeting was probably
the Guest Plenary Lecture by Adrian J.
Bailey (Hong Kong Baptist University).
Entitled “Recession, Labour Migration,
and Europe’s Transnational Turn”,
Bailey’s lecture drew on the recent
experience of East and Central European
migrants to Britain and Ireland. This
context was used to explore various
conceptual aspects of transnationalism.
Attention was drawn to how the
transnationalization of society – the
intensification of economic, cultural, and
political connections and networks over
national borders and spaces – has changed
the ways migrants connect with between
their societies of origin and destination
and how these links have changed as a
result of recession. One tranche of this
research stressed the relational character
of cross-border interactions and the
emergence of hybrid subjectivities and
multiple identities.
IGU, Regional Conference, Tel Aviv,
Israel, 12-16 July 2010
As with the IGC Tunis Congress, the
Population Commission organised some
themed sessions at the IGU Regional
Conference in Tel Aviv. As is often the
case at meetings of this kind the
Population Commission received a wide
array of offers of papers that were
organized by Alina Potrokowska and
Etienne Piguet into three sessions on a)
Population and Internal Migration b)
Population and International Migration
and c) Population and Diversity.
International Conference Series on
Population Geographies
A key feature of the work of the
commission over the last four years has
been to bring together population
geographers from all traditions within the
academy. One step in this direction has
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been to ensure that the IGU Commission
participated very fully in the bi-annual
meetings of the International Population
Geographies Series, held previously in
Hong Kong, 2007. During the current
lifespan of the Commission two meetings
were held as part of this conference series
– one in Dartmouth USA (see above for a
brief report) and the other at the
University of Umea, Sweden in June
2011.
6th
International
Population
Conference, University of Umeå,
Sweden, June 14–17, 2011
This was the largest meeting sponsored by
the IGU Population Commission over the
last four years and all members of the
commission are hugely indebted to
Gunnar Malmberg and his excellent team
of population geographers at Umea for
hosting this very well run event. With
over 120 delegates it is impossible to do
justice to the impact of this conference on
population geography, but it would be fair
to say that this event more than any other
in the lifespan of the current commission
gave population geographers good reason
for having a strong sense of self-belief in
the value of their work within the
discipline of geography and beyond. The
conference quite rightly reflected to some
extent the flavour of Umea’s research
strengths in the Population Geography of
Ageing in terms of a strong cluster of
papers by researchers from the local
Institute on Ageing and Living Conditions
in which population geographers play a
leading role, but also in the very strong
methodological basis for many of the
papers in their analysis of rich
longitudinal data sets (again reflecting
Swedish population geographers’ wellearned reputation for modelling family
relationships, mobility and ageing using
the country’s renowned population
registers.
The IGU Population Commission
sponsored two main themes at the this
multi-stranded conference – one was a
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continuation of the Population and
Environment Change theme (with Piguet
delivering the conference’s opening
lecture on this topic). In Umea a new
aspect of this debate was research
introducing innovative methods for
forecasting population displacements
resulting from climate change, as well as
other papers questioning how GIS could
be used to assist in monitoring changing
health and livelihood challenges in
developing countries experiencing global
warming. There was also an IGUsponsored session on Population and
Difference (15 papers), which built
incrementally on the commission’s earlier
explorations of this topic.
One of the most exciting features of the
conference was the plenary lecture by
Martin Bell on ‘Comparing internal
migration in countries around the world:
measures,
theories
and
policy
dimensions’.
Bell
and
colleagues
provided an overview of an ambitious and
original collaborative project which aims
to produce a global inventory of internal
migration patterns for the first time. This
is precisely the kind of big project that
population geographers need to engage in
more often in order to make a greater
impact, not only within the discipline but
beyond in the world of policy makers.
Previous work undertaken by members of
the project team has explored the
necessary steps to creating a global
inventory of internal migration. The
current project seeks to collect a robust set
of migration measures by establishing a
database of internal migration data for the
192 Member States of the United Nations.
The Population and Vulnerability theme
of the IGU Commission was extended in
new ways through the final plenary
lecture at the conference, given by Jane
Falkingham. This explored the plight and
opportunities of children ‘left behind’ by
international migrants from Tajikistan and
Moldova.
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Geographical
Imaginations
and
Migration, IGU Population Geography
Session at the RGS, London, September
1st, 2011
Just as engagement in the International
Population
Geographies
Conference
Series has become a key feature of the
IGU Population Commission calendar, so
too has the tradition of a co-sponsored
session with the UK Population
Geography Research Group (PGRG)
The 2011 meeting in London focused on
Geographical
Imaginations
and
Migration and was convened by Etienne
Piguet (Neuchatel) and Yvonne Rianno
(Bern). They launched the session with a
conceptual paper exploring the diverse
ways in which geographical imaginations
(of migrants, governments and other
actors) impacted migration actions over
space and time (demanding frequent
reconstruction). They drew on illustrations
from student movers, international cabaret
migrants and also marriage migrants.
Their
paper
pointed
population
geographers to the agendas set by
Gregory, Appadurai, Said, Massey and
Valentine on the power of imagination,
and which challenged the audience to
recognise not only how little the subdiscipline had engaged with the ideas of
these scholars, but also to add to the list of
potential perspectives on geographical
imaginations and migration that might be
possible. Three other papers explored
some of the potential of the topic.
Elsewhere in this report, details are given
of meetings that are planned by the
Population Commission for 2012:
Climate Change and Migration in
Mountain Areas, a conference to be held
at the University of Sussex at the
beginning of May (coordinators: Etienne
Piguet and Richard Black)
Mobility, Immobility and Well-Being, a
conference to be held in St Andrews, 13rd July, 2012, co-hosted by the
Commission, the RGS-IBG Population

Geography Research Group and CPC
(coordinator Allan Findlay)
IGU Population Commission sessions at
the IGC, Koln, 26-30th August
(coordinators: Paul Gans, Allan Findlay
and Etienne Piguet)

3. Networking
3.1. Collaborations with other
IGU Commissions and Task
Forces
As the report on meetings listed above has
illustrated the commission has engaged
with several other IGU Commissions.
In Tunis in 2008 a successful session on
Climate Change and Vulnerability was cohosted with the IGU Commission on
Climatology.
In Umea in 2009 a very successful joint
conference was held with the IGU
Commission on Tourism. This brought
together
gerontologists,
tourism
researchers, demographic policy experts
and population geographers.
3.2. Collaborations with
international
and
disciplinary groups

other
inter-

In addition to the collaborations with
other IGU Commissions, the Population
Commission has been outward-looking
and has engaged pro-actively linking with
several other population research groups.
Foremost of these has been the conference
series held every two years under the title
of the International Conference on
Population Geographies
(also cosponsored by the RGS-IBG Population
Geography Research Group and the
Population Speciality Group of the AAG.
In the last four years this has meant
sharing with other population geographers
as follows:
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Fifth International Conference on
Population Geographies, Dartmouth,
Hanover, USA, 5–9th August 2009
And
Sixth
International
Population
Conference,
University of Umeå, Sweden, June 14–
17, 2011
The plan is to continue to engage with this
series from 2012-2016 in conferences in
Groningen, Netherlands, 2013 and
Brisbane, Australia, 2015
Joint sessions with the PGRG have also
been an annual feature of the IGU
Population Commission calendar over the
last two years (with shared events in
Brighton 2009, Galway 2010, London,
2011 and St Andrews, 2012).
A key link of the Commission over many
years has been with the International
Union for the Scientific Study of
Population. The most important joint
session held during the current lifetime of
the commission was organised the IGU
Population Commission Secretary at the
26th IUSSP International Population
Conference in Marrakech, Morocco, 27
September – 2 October 2009. Sadly this
was one of the last major conferences that
Daniel Hogan was able to attend before
his death. In addition to the session on
Population, Environment and Health, cosponsored by the commission, there were
43 other papers on the PopulationEnvironment theme. A full report on this
meeting was included in the First
Newsletter of the Commission for 2010.

4. Publications
4.1. Newsletters, Special journal
issues and Books
Newsletters
The Commission has produced at least
two and sometimes three electronic
Newsletters each year. The current
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Newsletter Editor is Dr Elli Heikkila
(Turku, Finland). All Newsletters have
been deposited at the Home of
Geography, but back issues are also
available from the Newsletter Editor.
Books
A selection of papers from the IGU
Population Commission session on ‘Love
and Mobility in the Time of Globalization
at a conference in Hong Kong in 2007
were included in a book entitled
International Marriages in the Time of
Globalization:
Elli Heikkila and Brenda Yeoh (editors)
2010 International Marriages in the
Time of Globalization Nova Science
Publishers, 2010
Journals – Special Issues
 The Mannheim conference on Spatial
challenges of future demographic
re-structuring led to journal special
issue on the topic edited by Paul
Gans, 2009, Journal of Population
Science, 2.
 The ‘embodied transnationalism’
theme of the IGU Population session
held at the University of Brisbane
IGU Regional Conference resulted in
a special issue on the topic of Bodies
in Transnational Spaces edited by
Kevin Dunn, 2010 Population Space
and Place, 16 ,1.
 The
2009
IGU
Population
Commission-sponsored session held
in Brighton has resulted in a special
issue entitled Remaking Migration
Theory edited by Russell King and
Darren Smith, 2012 Population,
Space and Place Volume 18, 2.
4.2. Commission Website
The website is
http://www.arts.adelaide.edu.au/socialscie
nces/igu/index.html
The website is managed by Professor
Graeme Hugo.
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5. Archival Contributions
The content of Newsletters have been
deposited in the Home of Geography

6. Continuation
6.1. Commission Mission
The commission’s overall aim will remain
unchanged; it is to enhance understanding
of population issues from the perspective
of research undertaken by geographers.
During the period 2012-15 the
commission intends to foster population
research through organising conferences
and workshops of interest to geographers
across human and social geography and
those outside the sub-discipline who are
interested in population, space and place.
While nurturing research across the full
breadth of population geography, the
specific mission of the commission over
the next four years will be to engage in
greater depth on three specific themes.
The first two themes continue from the
previous work of the Population
Commission
on
‘Population
and
Vulnerability’ and ‘Population and
Difference’. The third theme will explore
the issue of “Spatial Population Data –
Continuity and Change”.
6.2. Scholarly Importance of the
Commission’s Work
The first theme is a continuation of the
focus adopted in 2004. The Population
and Vulnerability theme arose out of
recognition that populations are not
passive actors affected by the physical
hazards and risks presented by the natural
and social environment. Social theory
points instead to the recognition that
people are ‘made vulnerable’ by social
and cultural processes that dis-empower
groups in a selective fashion. These
groups can be identified relative to
socially-constructed labels associated with
a range of demographic, economic, social
and cultural processes.
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For scholars engaging with the work of
the IGU Commission on Population
Geography there remain both many
methodological challenges (for example
how to work simultaneously with
different kinds of knowledges of
vulnerability) and also many problematic
moral issues. How for example can one
work with (as opposed to ‘for’) the state
to bring benefits to those recognised as ‘in
need’ without bolstering relational
vulnerabilities
or
legitimising
the
injustices created by those ‘in power’?
These and other practical issues will be
debated much further in future conference
sessions of the Commission. The issue of
vulnerability to climate change is
especially relevant in this context.
The second theme of the Commission is
Population and Difference. This theme
provides an opportunity for international
dialogue on a range of demographic issues
pertinent to the present context of
globalization. The theme emphasizes the
rethinking of ‘population’ as a
heterogeneous concept open to constant
re-workings through diverse sociocultural, political, and economic framings.
The interest here is to interrogate the
various intersecting inflections of
‘difference’ within population studies –
nationality, ethnicity, race, class, gender,
sexuality, age etc – and to appreciate how
these arise from the shifting imaginaries,
practices and experiences of inclusions
and exclusions between groups and across
geographic scales. Mobilities will,
furthermore, figure as a major focus in
these engagements, particularly for their
increasingly salient role, not only in
(potentially) intensifying social and
economic rifts, but also making possible
new ways of connecting across difference.
The third theme of the Commission is
Spatial Population Data – continuity and
change. The commission intends to
discuss and measure the consequences for
population geography of the current move
by numerous countries from traditional
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decennial censuses to population registers
and targeted surveys. This move has many
advantages but also potential drawbacks
for population geographers: some
variables that were collected for decades
disappear as they are not recorded in
population registers, some populations
might be under-represented, and surveys
might be inadequate to study phenomenon
such as ethnic, professional or cultural
discrimination at a detailed geographical
scale.
The aims of the commission in respect to
this new theme are threefold:
1. Establish a state of the art in data
collection trends in relation to the
move toward post-census data
collection systems.
2. Exchange experiences about the
positive and negative aspects of
that move for population
geographers
3. Establish a “best-practice” list
that would clarify the needs of
population geographers.
This third theme is of course
related to the two others as
reliable data are paramount for
both the study of vulnerability
and difference.
6.3. Meetings and Other Events
planned 2012-2016
Brighton, UK, Workshop on climate
change and migration in mountain
areas, to be held during the week 30
April 2012 to 4th May
The meeting is connected with the
Population and Vulnerability theme. It
will aim to bring together both senior and
junior scholars with an interest in
migration and/or climate change in
mountain areas, covering the world’s
major mountain ranges, including (but not
necessarily limited) the Himalaya, Andes
and Alps.
The aim will be to take stock of existing
knowledge, focusing on findings from
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empirical studies, and develop a
mountain-specific research agenda to
understand the likely relationship between
migration and climate change in affected
regions over the next 2-3 decades. Such a
research agenda should incorporate a
strong comparative focus, in order both to
explore policy priorities across mountains,
as well as to question assumptions and
specificities of locally and regionallybased mountain research.
Organisers are the University of
Neuchâtel (Switzerland) [Etienne Piguet]
and the University of Sussex (UK)
[Richard Black]. This meeting should
benefit from a grant from the Cost Action
IS1101 Climate change and migration:
knowledge, law and policy, and theory.
University of St Andrews, UK:
Conference on Innovative Perspectives
on Population Mobility: Mobility,
Immobility and Well-being, 2nd-3rd
July 2012
The conference will have two strands. The
first strand will showcase and critically
discuss the principle findings of the first
three years of the UK ESRC’s Centre for
Population Change research programme,
with particular reference to population
mobility and well-being (mainly focussed
on UK-based research using a range of
secondary datasets such as the BHPS).
Rapporteurs will evaluate and critique a
range of innovative research undertaken
under this multi-disciplinary programme.
The second strand invites other population
researchers to present papers on a range of
new approaches to the study of population
mobility, immobility and wellbeing, as
well as on other innovative concepts or
data sources relevant to analysing
mobility. International case studies will be
particularly welcome. Contributions in
this strand could address (but are not
limited to) the following topics:
a)

Population mobility and human
wellbeing
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b) New data sources and techniques
to analyse mobility decisionmaking behaviour
c) Population (im)mobility in times
of economic uncertainty
The conference is being organised by
Allan Findlay and co-sponsored by the
RGS-IBG Population Research Group and
the ESRC Centre for Population Change.
Köln, Germany, 32nd International
Geographical Congress, 26-30 August
2012
The 32nd International Geographical
Congress in Cologne focuses scientific
attention on the core themes of humanity.
Researchers from around the world are
expected
in
Cologne
in
2012.
Geographers bring the wide-ranging
perspectives and methodology of their
subject to bear on four major thematic
complexes and contribute to the solution
of urgent scientific and socio-political
issues – bringing research down to earth:
 Global Change and Globalisation
 Society and Environment
 Risks and Conflicts
 Urbanisation
and
Demographic
Change
Three sessions are planned for the
Congress the first is connected with the
Spatial population data – continuity and
change theme whereas the two others are
connected with the Population and
difference theme:
Session 1: Population geography in a
post-census world
Chair(s): Etienne Piguet & Allan Findlay
Session 2: Demographic divide
Chair(s): Paul Gans & Allan Findlay
Session 3: Producing migration and
‘representing’ the migrant
Chair(s): Allan Findlay
Abstracts:
https://igc2012.org/frontend/index.php?se
s_id=38ae52ee5a0bf09d4157fd2ca984580
6&cs=12&page_id=393
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Kyoto, Japan, IGU Kyoto Regional
Conference in 2013
The chair of the commission is in contact
with the organizers, Professor Yoshitaka
Ishikawa Chair, Organizing Committee
and Professor Shigeko Haruyama Chair,
Commissions Committee.
We are confident that the Population
geography commission will play an active
role in the conference.
Seventh
International
Population
Conference, University of Groningen,
Netherlands, 2013
Eighth
International
Population
Conference, University of Brisbane,
Australia 2015
6.4. Plans Regarding Networking
Links with other IGU Commissions and
Taskforces
The commission plans to take the
opportunity of the Köln and Kyoto
conferences to pursue the fruitful contacts
with other IGU Commissions, especially
C08.17 Global Change and Human
Mobility, C08.18 Hazard and Risk, etc.
Collaboration with other International
and Inter-disciplinary Groupings
The existing collaborations listed above
(e.g. with the International Population
Geographies Conference series) will be
maintained.
New collaborations will be explored with
National
population
geography
committees (e.g. AAG Population
Specialty Group, Population Geography
Research Group of the RGS-IBG).
Enlargement of the commission
membership
The steering committee aims to launch a
campaign to increase its membership and
to clarify the aim and readership of the
Newsletter.
The committee is especially keen at
including new members from the global
south; French speaking colleagues in
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Western
targeted.

Africa

will

be

especially

It is planned to increase the use of
FRENCH and to translate some of the
commission documents in both UGI
official languages.
6.5. Commission Website
The website is
http://www.arts.adelaide.edu.au/socialscie
nces/igu/index.html
The website is managed by Professor
Graeme Hugo.
One important task of the steering
committee for the next period is to
redefine the aim of the website and to
update its content.
6.6. Proposed List of
Steering Committee

New

Professor Etienne Piguet (Chair)
Institut de Geographie
Universite de Neuchatel, 2000
Neuchatel, Switzerland
Email: etienne.piguet@unine.ch
Tel: +41-32-7181919
Professor Elli Heikkila
(Newsletter Editor, e-mail membership
list)
Research Director and Adjunct Professor
Institute of Migration
Linnankatu 61, 20100
Turku, Finland
Email: elli.heikkila@utu.fi
Professor Allan Findlay
Department of Geography & Sustainable
Development
University of St Andrews
KY16 9AL, Scotland
Email: Allan.M.Findlay@standrews.ac.uk
Professor Brenda Yeoh
Asian Meta Centre for Population
and Sustainable Development
National University of Singapore
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Singapore
Tel: +65-6874-5281
Email: geoysa@nus.edu.sg
Dr Samuel Agyei-Mensah
Department of Geography and Resource
Management
University of Ghana
Legon, Accra, Ghana
Email: agyeimens@yahoo.com
Professor Dr. Maria Carmen Faus-Pujol
Department of Geography
University of Zaragoza
50009 Zaragoza, Spain
Tel: +34-76-761000
Email: mcfaus@posta.unizar.es
Professor Paul Gans
Geography
University of Mannheim
68131 Mannheim, Germany
Tel: +49-621-181-1958
Fax: +49-621-181-1953
Email: paulgans@uni-mannheim.de
Professor Graeme Hugo
Federation Fellow
University of Adelaide
Adelaide 5005, Australia
Tel: +61-8-83033996
Email: graeme.hugo@adelaide.edu.au
Professor Gunnar Malmberg
Department of Social and Economic
Geography
University of Umea
Umea, Sweden
Email:
gunnar.malmberg@geography.umu.se
Dr Alina Potrykowska
Institute of Geography and
Spatial Organisation
Polish Academy of Sciences
ul. Twarda 51/55, 00-818
Warsaw, Poland
Email: a.potryk@twarda.pan.pl
Professor Jianfa Shen Department of
Geography and Resource Management
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The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Shatin, N.T. Hong Kong
Tel: +852-2609-6469
Email: jianfa@cuhk.edu.hk
Dr Suzanne Withers
Department of Geography
University of Washington
Box 353550
Seattle, Washington, USA
E-mail: swithers@u.washington.edu
PROPOSED NEW MEMBERS of the
steering committee – NOT contacted
YET
Prof. Satoshi Nakagawa
Kobe University
Japan
Prof. Véronique Lassailly-Jacob
Institut de géographie et MIGRINTER Migrations Internationales
Espaces et sociétés
Université de Poitiers
UFR Sciences Humaines et Arts
97, avenue du Recteur Pineau
86000 Poitiers, France
Tel: 05 49 45 32 92 / Fax: 05 49 45 45 82
veronique.lassailly.jacob@univ-poitiers.fr

Prof. Jean Pierre GRIMMEAU ou
Christian VANDERMOTTEN
Département de Géographie
Campus de la Plaine
CP246, boulevard du Triomphe
1050 Bruxelles, Belgique
Tel: 02 650 50 78, Fax 02 650 50 92
Christian.Vandermotten@ulb.ac.be
Dr. Harouna Mounkaila ou Dr. Amadou
Boureïma
Ecole Normale Supérieure
Université Abdou Moumouni
Niamey, Niger
Hzada99@yahoo.fr
Boureima_amadou@yahoo.fr
Professor Clara Mulder
Department of Demography
University of Groningen
Landleven 1 9747 AD
Groningen, The Netherlands
Tel: +31 50 363 4549
c.h.mulder@rug.nl
Dr Darren Smith
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Steering Committee Members:

caiyl@urban.pku.edu.cn

In 2009, three members of the Steering
Committee were replaced: Karl Martin
Born, Freie Universität Berlin, Germany;
Cia Yunlong, Beijing University, China
and Leslie Duram, Southern Illinois
University, United States.

Sorensen, Tony
(Australia) 2004-2012
Dept. of Geography and Planning
University of New England
Armidale NSW 235, Australia
Tony.Sorensen@.une.edu.au

New members added were: Mary Cawley,
National University of Ireland-Galway,
Ireland;
Irit Amit Cohen, Bar-Iban University,
Israel; Ana Maria Viegas Firmino, New
University of Lisbon, Portugal; Doo-Chul
Kim, Okayama University, Japan and
Lučka Lober, Maribor University,
Slovenia.

Cohen, Irit Amit
(Israel) 2009Dept. of Geography
Bar Ilan University
Ramat-Gan, Israel
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Born, Martin
(Germany) 2004-2009
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Gautam, Naresh Chandra
(India) 2004-2009
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ncgautam@yahoo.com
Yunlong, Cia
(China) 2004-2009
Dept. of Resources, Environment
and Geography
Peking University
Beijing 100871, China
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Cawley, Mary
(Ireland) 2009School of Geography and Archaeology
National University of Ireland
Galway, Ireland
mary.cawley@nuigalway.ie
Firmino, Ana
(Portugal) 2009Dept. of Geography & Regional Planning
Universidade Nova de Lisboa
Av. de Berna, 26-C
1069-061 Lisbon, Portugal
am.firmino@fcsh.unl.pt
Kim, Doo-Chul
(Japan) 2009Dept. of Rural Environment Management
Graduate School of Environmental
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Okayama University
3-1-1 Tsushima-naka
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1.2. Commission Members
Membership as defined by participation
in the commission events over the four
year period

Africa

Asia and
Oceania

Americas

ending 31 December, 2011, involved a
total of 247 geographers attending
annual meetings, regional conferences or
international congresses coming from
the following regions and countries:

Burundi
Cameroon
Morocco

1
1
2

Austria
Belgium
Bosnia

2
9
1

Australia
China
India
Indonesia
Iran
Israel

10
4
8
1
2
28

Croatia
Czech Rep.
Finland
France
Germany
Ireland

8
14
1
3
1
22

Japan
Malaysia
Philippines
Vietnam
Brazil
Canada

10
1
2
1
9
1

Italy
Netherlands
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovenia

3
2
3
3
5
37

Chile
Ecuador
Mexico
US

1
1
1
5

Spain
Sweden
Turkey
UK

36
1
1
6

There are a number of regular participants
who go to the commission events almost
every year so that the sum of the
participants per event (listed in the next
section) is greater than the total number of
geographers who have participated in
commission events over the four year
period.

2. Meetings
16th Annual Colloquium of the
Commission on the Sustainability of
Rural Systems – Jaca,
Zaragosa and Teruel, Spain – 4-8
August, 2008

Europe

The 2008 colloquium of the Commission
was a pre-30th International Congress of
Geographers
event
organized
by
Professors Luisa Maria Frutos, Eugenio
Climent and Enrique Ruiz of the
Universidad de Saragossa in 4-8, August
with the general theme of New Ruralities
and Sustainable Use of Territory.
There were 54 participants from Burundi
(1), Morocco (1), Spain (28), Portugal (2),
Italy (1), France (1), Germany (1), the
United Kingdom (2), Ireland (1), Belgium
(2), the Czech Republic (1), Slovenia (1),
Turkey (1), Israel (1), India (1), Japan (4),
Australia (2), Canada (1) and Brazil (3).
The activities were divided into paper
presentations (39) and field excursions.
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Presentation themes
 The concept of sustainability in rural
areas and its analytical and
methodological implications
 Experience and good practices of
sustainable development in rural
areas
 Agricultural policies and sustainable
development
 The role of social capital in rural
development
 The process of urban acculturation in
rural areas
 Multi-functionality and dynamism of
rural areas
Field excursion themes (North and East
Central Spain)
 North Spain-Jaca - the high basin of
the Gállego river in the Pyrenees,
water and snow issues, rural
depopulation,
winter
tourism,
historical origins of Spanish nation
building
 International Expo Saragossa 2008 water and sustainable development
 East Central Spain - TeruelAlbarracín mountains - farming,
logging, crafts, heritage tourism,
historical conflict between religious
groups
31st
International
Congress
of
Geographers – Tunis, Tunisia – 12-15
August, 2008
The Commission on the Sustainability of
Rural Systems had 4 sessions with 15
presentations at the 31st International
Congress of Geographers on 13 August,
2008. Papers were presented by
geographers from Cameroon (1), Morocco
(1), Portugal (1), Sweden (1), Poland (1),
Romania (1), Iran (2), India (1), China (1),
Philippines (2) and Brazil (2) which
treated the following subjects:



Water management and sustainable
rural development in semi-arid zones
Natural resources and rural tourism
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Urban and urban-fringe agriculture
migration
and
Rural-urban
remittances
Bio fuel production and land use
competition with food production
Land
use
competition
and
environmental
issues
on
the
Amazonian frontier

17th Annual Colloquium of the
Commission on the Sustainability of
Rural Systems – Maribor, Primoski
and Ljubljana, Slovenia – 13-18, July
2009
The 2009 colloquium of the Commission
was held in Maribor, Slovenia between
13-18 July and organized by Prof. Lučka
Lorber of the University of Maribor,
together with the University of Ljubljana
and the University of Primoski. The
general theme was New Challenges for
Sustainable Rural Development.
The colloquium successfully attracted a
large number of East European
geographers, who made up the majority of
participants: Slovenia (36), Croatia (7),
Romania (3), Bosnia (1), the Czech
Republic (6) and Poland (1). The rest
were from Austria (2), Germany (1), the
Netherlands (1), Italy (2), Spain (3),
Portugal (2), France (3), Ireland (1), the
United Kingdom (1), Turkey (1), Israel
(1), India (2), Indonesia (1), Japan (2),
Australia (5), Canada (1), the United
States (2) and Brazil (4). The activities
were divided into paper presentations (79)
and field excursions.
Presentation themes
 Human resources and social capital
 Global economic and policy impacts
on rural areas
 New products and services in the
changing countryside
 Environmental challenges
 Global economic and policy impacts
on rural areas
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New products and services in the
changing countryside




Field excursion themes (Eastern, Central
and Coastal Slovenia)
 Maribor-Meranovo
historical
crossroads of Central-South Europe,
role of the University of Maribor in
technical improvement of the
Slovenian wine industry
 Eastern Slovenia - rural depopulation,
decline of rural villages, forest revegetation, rural spas and tourist
development
 Central Slovenia-Ljubljana - ruralurban development in and around the
Slovenian capital, historical process
of ethnic-nation building
 Coastal Slovenia-Primorska - port
revitalization, holiday homes of
Western
Europeans,
changing
historical international boundaries
and national identity





18th Annual Colloquium of the
Commission on the Sustainability of
Rural Systems – Ramat-Gan, Israel – 611 July, 2010
The 2010 colloquium of the Commission
was held as a pre-IGU regional
conference event organized by Prof. Irit
Amit-Cohen at the Bar Ilan University in
Ramat-Gan between 6 and 11, July. The
general theme was Sustainability in
Transition and the Changing Faces of
Rural Areas: Environmental, Social,
Cultural and Economic Dimensions.
There were 54 participants who came
from Israel (27), the Czech Republic (4),
Belgium (6), France (1), the Netherlands
(1), Germany (1), Portugal (2), Ireland
(1), Japan (3), Vietnam (1), Australia (5)
and Brazil (2). The activities consisted of
paper presentations (32) and field
excursions.
Presentation themes
 Natural resource management in rural
areas
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Climatic change impact in rural areas
Agricultural, environmental and rural
policies in sustainable development
Geographic mobility and its impact
on rural community structure
The role of social capital and
governance in rural development
Multi-functionality and dynamism of
rural areas
History, tradition and rural heritage

Field excursion themes (Central and
Northern Israel)
 Judean Hills and Jerusalem - urban
encroachment on kibbutz, ancient
land use
 Jordon Valley - land use and water
issues
 North - historical inter-ethnic
relations and conflict, kibbutz and
moshavat re-adaptation to neo-liberal
economic policy and religious,
battlefield and heritage tourism
IGU Regional Conference – Tel Aviv,
Israel – 12-15 July, 2010
The Commission on the Sustainability of
Rural Systems organized 2 sessions with 7
presentations at the Tel Aviv congress on
13, August. Participants came from Israel
(2), Holland (1), Finland (1), Poland (1),
United States (1), China (1) and Brazil
(1). The subjects treated were:






Rural
buildings
and
heritage
landscapes
Rural households and livelihoods in
less developed countries
Urban-rural fringe and second homes
in the countryside
Consumer organizations and organic
agriculture
Political
conflict,
development
projects, community relocation and
rural livelihood
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19th Annual Colloquium of the
Commission on the Sustainability of
Rural Systems – Galway, Ireland – 1-7
August, 2011
The 2011 colloquium of the Commission
was organized by Prof. Mary Cawley at
the National University of Ireland Galway
between 1 and 7 August and the general
theme was The Sustainability of Rural
Systems: Local and Global Challenges
and Opportunities.
There were 70 participants from Ireland
(22), the United Kingdom (4), France (2),
the Netherlands (2), Belgium (2), Portugal
(3), Spain (6), the Czech Republic (8),
Romania (1), Israel (2), Indonesia (1),
China (1), Japan (6), Australia (3), Canada
(2), the United States (3) and Brazil (2).
The activities consisted of paper and
poster presentations (51) and field
excursions.
Presentation themes
 Land use, agriculture and food: issues
of local sustainability in a global
context
 Heritage, tourism and environment:
challenges and opportunities
 Rural society, population and
settlement under conditions of
economic and social change
 Governance and rural development:
progress and prospects
 Innovative
approaches
to
employment in rural areas
 Rural society and sustainable energy
Field excursion themes (Western Ireland)
 West Galway Gaeltacht - creative
rural industries, local development
initiatives, language and cultural
planning
 County Mayo - sustainable land use
planning in the coastal zone,
examples of rural tourism, upland
agriculture land conservation in a
vulnerable landscape
 South Galway and County Clare alternative energy; land conservation
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in
a
vulnerable
landscape,
commodification of natural resources
for
rural
tourism
and
commodification of natural resources
for tourism
IGU Regional Conference – Santiago,
Chile – 1-18 November, 2011
The Commission on the Sustainability of
Rural Systems organized 5 sessions with
17 presentations at the Santiago
conference on 14 and 15, November. The
sessions were meant to embrace Latin
American geographers, which they did.
Participants came from Chile (1), Brazil
(5), Ecuador (1), Mexico (1), the United
States (1), Spain (2), Slovenia (1), India
(2), Malaysia (1) and China (1). The
session subjects were:
 Agriculture and environment
 Farm systems and sustainability
 Cultural identity and rural
dynamics
 New rural diversity
 Regional dynamics
FUTURE EVENTS
20th Annual Colloquium of the
Commission on the Sustainability of
Rural Systems – Prague, Czech
Republic – 20-26 August, 2012
The 2012 colloquium of the Commission
will be a pre-32nd International Congress
of Geographers event organized by Prof.
Radim Perlín and Prof. Ivan Bičík at
Charles University in 20-26, August with
the theme of Unity and Diversity of Rural
Regions (contact: perlin@natur.cuni.cz).
The colloquium has the objectives of
deepening ties with the Land Use and
Land Cover Change commission and East
European geographers. The event is still
in the registration phase so that the
number of participants is still not
available. As usual, the activities will be
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divided into days and part-days of paper
presentations and field excursions.
Presentation themes
 Agro-complex on the move – new
challenges, new problems
 Fair trade, eco, bio – the future or
merely popular trends
 Agri-production in the globalizing
world
 Diverse rural areas, diverse problems,
diverse solutions
 Can we effectively grow energy in
fields?
 Social networks – a new possibility
for local development
 Rural-urban – cooperation or
competition?
 New functions, new activities in rural
space
 Rural, cultural and social heritage
under global influence
 Environmental risks in contemporary
rural space
Field excursion themes (Western Czech
Republic)
 Prague hinterland – landscape and
agricultural
transformation,
suburbanization versus second home
ownership and recreation
 Western Bohemia - successful and
unsuccessful farms, restituted farms,
agro-cooperatives,
agro-factories,
agro-brown fields, rural development
and problems in small rural
municipalities, problems concerning
land
ownership,
relationships
between restored property owners and
agro-factories, national park and
landscape management, cultural
heritage in rural municipalities.
32nd
International
Congress
of
Geographers – Cologne, Germany – 2630, August 2012
The Commission on the Sustainability of
Rural Systems organized two general
sessions: Sustainability of rural systems in
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global economic and environmental issues
and Sustainability of rural systems in
localities and regions. Of the 38
proposals, 30 were approved for oral
presentation with the authors coming from
Germany (4), the Netherlands (1), Italy
(3), France (1), the United Kingdom (1),
Norway (1), Portugal (2), Spain (1), Iran
(1), Nigeria (1), Zambia (1), South Africa
(1), Venezuela (1), Brazil (5), Japan (4)
and Vietnam (1). The presentations are
grouped into 7 sub-sessions treating the
following 5 topics:
 Sustainability of rural systems in
localities and regions
 Consumer
markets,
quality
aggregated
value
and
rural
sustainability
 Multi-functionality
and
socioeconomic
opportunity
in
the
countryside
 Rural-urban
interaction
and
competition for land and resources
 Social
networks,
scales
of
connectivity and governance.
21st Annual Colloquium of the
Commission on the Sustainability of
Rural Systems – Nagoya, Japan – 29
July-4 August, 2013
The 2013 colloquium of the Commission
will be a pre-Kyoto Regional Conference
event organized by Prof. Koji Kobayashi
of Nagoya University and Prof. Doo-Chul
Kim of Okayama University (contact:
kim@cc.okayama-u.ac.jp). The overall
theme and sub-themes of the event are
still to be determined.
The colloquium has the objective of
deepening ties with Asian geographers
building on the consolidated base of
Japanese geographers. There will two
days of oral presentations and four days of
field excursion.
Field excursion themes (Southern and
Central Japan)
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Atsumi Peninsula – neo-productivist
agricultural development in the most
important vegetable and flower
production area in Japan, which arose
along the Toyokawa irrigation canal
complex, contrasting productivist
agriculture with recent eco-farming
trends
Central Highlands and Nato peninsula
– remote mountain villages, smallscale farming and forestry and marine
coastal ecosystems, the role of rural
tourism for reviving remote rural
areas suffering from abandonment,
UNESCO World Heritage Site and
FAO Global Important Agricultural
Heritage System designated areas\
Biwa Lake – wetland protection,
biodiversity and the shift from
agrochemical water pollution to
environmental friendly agriculture

IGU Regional Conference – Kyoto,
Japan – 4-9, August, 2013
The Commission intends to have sessions
at the IGU Regional Conference to be
held in Kyoto, Japan in 2013, which is
still in the planning stage.

3. Networking
3.1. Collaboration with other IGU
Commissions






Regular participation of Land Use
and Land Cover Change commission
members in the annual colloquia of
the Commission on the Sustainability
of Rural Systems
Collaboration in the organization of
the 2010 Israel colloquium of the
Commission on the Sustainability of
Rural Systems by the chair of the
Local Development commission
Organization of the 2012 Czech
annual
colloquium
of
the
Commission on the Sustainability of
Rural Systems by Land Use and Land
Cover Change commission members
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Organization of a meeting of the
Population Geography Study Group
of the Royal Geographical Society
and Institute of British Geographers
under the auspices of the Population
Geography Commission of the IGU
at the National University of Ireland,
Galway, 2010
CSRS members also participate in
other commissions, the most common
being:
Cultural
Approach
in
Geography, Land Use and Land
Cover Change, Local Development
and Population Geography
3.2. Collaboration
with
other
international,
intergovernmental and multidisciplinary groups, 2008-2012

Members as individuals or groups have
participated in collaboration with different
national and international research,
planning and extension institutions. The
following information refers to that
available for the members of the Steering
Committee only:
in
bilateral,
 Participation
multidisciplinary projects of the
research arm EMBRAPA of the
Brazilian Ministry of Agriculture
with the German universities,
University of Cologne, University of
Jena and University of Leipzig
concerning agro-ecological farming
systems and participatory rural
development in the Atlantic Forest of
Brazil
 Head of bilateral project between the
Federal University of Rio de Janeiro
and Michigan State University
through the Brazilian and US
National
Science
Foundation’s
concerning
socio-environmental
issues in the Amazon region
 Participation in bilateral projects
between the Brazilian National
Science Foundation and the L'Institut
de
Recherche
pour
le
Développement, France, concerning
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regional development in the Amazon
region
Participation in the Project RUFUS,
Rural Future Networks, financed by
the European Union in the area of the
Socio-Economic
Sciences
and
Humanities involving University of
Leibniz, University of Hanover and
Sprint Consult, Germany; Delft
Technical
University
and
Wageningen University, Holland;
University of East Anglia, UK; Lund
University, Sweden; New University
of Lisbon, Portugal; Polish Academy
of Sciences; Scuola S´Anna, Pisa,
Italy; University of West Hungary,
Hungary; Institut National de
Recherche Agricole, CEMAGREF,
Montpellier and INRA, Mirecourt,
France
Participation in the project Territory,
Rural Development and Sustainable
Agricultural Modes of Production in
Areas Susceptible to Desertification
in Brazil, Portugal and Cape Verde
involving the Federal University of
Paraíba, Brazil; University of Cape
Verde, Cape Verde and New
University of Lisbon, Portugal
Participation
in
the
Network
Consortium 2H2S which promotes
intellectual
exchange
between
European Universities and promotes
multidisciplinary
research
in
sustainable
human
sciences,
involving the University of Cluj,
University of Napoca and University
of Timisoara, Rumania; University of
Novi Sad, Serbia; University of
Bamberg and University of Tübingen,
Germany; University of Angers and
University of Nantes, France;
University of Valencia and University
of Jaume I, Spain; New University of
Lisbon, Portugal
Head of bilateral project between
Dept.
of
Geography,
Federal
University of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
and Dept. of Geography, University
of Tubingen, Germany



















Scholarly
exchange
involving
Professor Guy Robinson (University
of South Australia), Professors Mary
Cawley and Michael Cuddy (National
University of Ireland Galway) and
Professor
Michael
Woods,
(Aberystwyth University, UK)
Through the Local Development
Commission, collaboration with the
Polish Academy of the Sciences
Scholarly
exchange
with
the
Tinbergen Institute, Vrije Universiteit
Amsterdam, Holland
Collaboration
with
Quadrennial
meetings of the Network of EnglishSpeaking
Rural
Geographers
(Brandon University, Manitoba,
Canada, 2010, Spokane, US, 2006).
Work with members of the Western
Regional Science Association (now
headquartered at Brown University,
Rhode Island, US)
Participation in the Australian
Research Council Research Network
on Spatially Integrated Social
Science, a network including
geographers,
economists,
sociologists,
psychologists,
demographers, and political scientists
Editors and editorial board of
geographical journals: Geographical
Research, Australasian Journal of
Regional Studies, Journal of Rural
Studies, Revija za Geografaijo,
Espaço Aberto, Espaço e Cultura,
Horizons in Geography
Participation in founding of the
Korean Rural Geography Association
Participation and organization of
Korea-China-Japan Joint Conference
on Geography
Coordinator of bilateral project
between Okayama University, Japan
and Hue University, Vietnam
concerning sustainability of rural and
environmental systems
Cooperation with SEAGA (Southeast
Asian Geography Association).
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4. Publications
4.1. Papers, Conference
Proceedings and Books
Most of the publications have been
collections of papers presented at the
annual colloquia. The edited books are
organized around the themes of each
colloquium and usually published six to
twelve
months
after
the
event.
Consequently, the publications are not
mere proceedings. Individual authors are
encouraged to take into account comments
made at the time of their presentations as
well as to mature their ideas according to
general themes of the colloquium. In the
last few years we have been trying to
publish selected papers in special numbers
of journals. All the publications use a
process of peer review.
FRUTOS, L.M., CLIMENT, E. and
RUIZ, E. (eds.). 2008. Abstracts of the
16th Colloquium of of the Commission on
the Sustainability of Rural Systems.
Saragossa, Spain: Universidad de
Zaragosa. Paper, 78 pages.
FRUTOS, L.M., CLIMENT, E., RUIZ,
E., BICALHO, A.M. and LAURENS, L.
(eds.). 2009. New ruralities and
sustainable use of territory. Saragossa:
University of Saragossa/CSRS-UGI
(collection of papers presented in the 2008
colloquium). Paper, 32 chapters, 545
pages, ISBN
978-84-92774-55-5.
LORBER, L. (ed.). 2009. Abstracts of the
17th Colloquium of of the Commission on
the Sustainability of Rural Systems.
Maribor, Slovenia: University of Maribor.
Paper, 107 pages,
ISBN 978-961-6656-31-3.
LORBER, L. (ed.). 2009-2010. Revija za
Geografaijo 7, 8, 9, 10. Maribor:
University of
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Maribor (papers from the 2009
colloquium). 54 articles, 678 pages, ISSN
1854-665X.
COHEN, I.A. (ed.). Programme and
Abstracts of the 18th Colloquium of the
Commission on the Sustainability of
Rural Systems. Paper, 72 pages.
KERZAZI, M., AIT HAMZA, M. and EL
ASSAAD, M. (ed.). 2011. Produits
agricoles,
touristiques et développement local.
Casablanca: Assocation Nationales des
Géographes
Marocaines/CSRS-IGU (collection of
papers presented in the 2007 colloquium).
Paper, 32 chapters, 480 pages. ISBN 9789954-30-180-7.
CAWLEY, M., 2011. Programme and
Abstracts of the 19th Colloquium of the
Commission on the Sustainability of
Rural Systems. Paper, 81 pages.
COHEN, I.A. (ed.). 2012. Horizons in
Geography.
Ramat-Gan:
Bar
Ilan
University/CSRS-IGU
(collection of papers presented in the 2010
colloquium) (in press).
CAWLEY, M., BICALHO, A.M.S.M.
and LAURENS, L. (eds.). 2012. The
Sustainability of
Rural Systems: Local and Global
Challenges and Opportunities. Galway:
National
University
of
Ireland
Galway/CSRS-IGU (collection of papers
presented in the 2011 colloquium) (in
press).
insights
4.2. Salient
conclusions
from
publications


and
the

Concepts of rural space, open space
and landscape have been developed
with reference to sustainability and
new forms and functions of the
countryside in different regions of the
world.
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Understanding
of
dramatic
international contrasts in perceptions
and theory development; and
translation into regulation and
remedial policy.
Sharp contrast between rural regions
of high population density and low
density
regions,
between
the
developed world (basically OECD
countries) and the developing world
and between tropical, sub-tropical
and temperate regions and between
those countries with free-market
policy and those with high levels or
regulation and subsidy.
The rise of new productive and
service relationships for quality and
differentiated markets which can
increase farm income and quality of
life through the development of agroecological farm systems related to
consumer concern with food and
environmental quality.
Tourism related to heritage, cultural
agricultural landscapes and natural
environmental conservation areas
which can generate new forms of
employment in remote and stagnated
agricultural regions and bring about
local development but requires
professional
qualification
and
building new structures which depend
on the availability of local capital and
human resources.
Spreading
multi-functionality
involving farm and non-farm
activities alongside and on the same
rural establishment which may
overcome
problems
with
overspecialization and falling farm
income but can cause overwork,
stress and conflict in rural land uses.
The rise of bio fuel and other
renewable energy based production in
the countryside which can cause
competition for land for food
production and other agricultural uses
as well as new sources of acoustic
and visual pollution.
Rural regions which developed high
levels of income, sustainability and
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of rural problems, issues, and
opportunities; analyses of their causes
technological competence as opposed
to others which struggle permanently
with rural sustainability while
dominated by the interests of urban
societies in which they are embedded.
The pace of rural change is speeding
up while those living and working in
rural society are steadily losing
control politically and economically
of their destinies due to economic
globalization, rapid urbanization and
technological improvement, growing
ecological imbalances and resource
issues, climate change and variability
and rising agricultural demand in
response to global industrialization.
Reaction, resistance and pro-action of
local political movements attempting
community empowerment based on
building social capital and alternative
multi-scalar political networks with
national
and
international
environmentalist
and
social
movements.
Difficulties
with
governance involving participatory
rural development in poor nations
leading to the predominance of
conflict over land and resources in
contexts of extreme poverty.
Cultural
approaches
to
the
countryside focussing on social
diversity in the countryside, the
symbolic importance of traditional
cultural heritage for defining rural
identity and differing environmental
ethics and worldviews associated
with specific peasant, modern and
contemporary agricultural systems.
4.3. Commission Website

http://www.geog.umontreal.ca/igu-ruralsystems/
The web page is in the process of being
rebuilt and the new web address will be
provided when this process is completed.
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5. Archival Contributions
editor to the IGU archives at Villa
Celimontana in Rome.

6. Continuation
6.1. Commission Name
Sustainability of Rural Systems (no
change)
6.2. Commission Mission
The overall mission of the Commission is
the development and application of an
internationally
comparable
research
programme on the sustainability of rural
systems in various regions of the world.
The Commission's specific objectives are:
1. to further develop the concept of
sustainability as applied to 'rural
systems' including agriculture,
communities, housing, industrial
and
service
employment,
recreation and tourism, as well as
extractive activities;
2. to communicate the importance
of understanding a wide range of
'driving' processes that affect the
sustainability of rural systems,
including natural environment,
political, social and economic
processes and
3. to
foster
research
that
incorporates the notion of the
inter-relatedness of structures
and processes in rural systems,
through a variety of linked
spatial scales - international,
national, regional and local.
6.3. Membership
Commission Chairs
The present co-chairs of the commission,
Ana Maria de Souza Mello Bicalho and
Lucette Laurens, have decided to turn the
commission chair over to new people and
the Steering Committee has approved the
names of Ana Maria Viegas Firmino and
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Copies of the above publications should
have been sent by the local organizerDoo-Chul Kim, maintaining the same
format of two co-chairs from different
regions. So we propose these two
geographers to co-chair the next period of
the Commission on the Sustainability of
Rural Systems.
Firmino, Ana Maria Viegas
(Portugal) 2012Dept. of Geography & Regional Planning
Universidade Nova de Lisboa
Av. de Berna, 26-C
1069-061 Lisbon, Portugal
am.firmino@fcsh.unl.pt
Kim, Doo-Chul
(Japan) 2012Dept. of Rural Environment Management
Graduate School of Environmental
Science
Okayama University
3-1-1 Tsushima-naka
Okayama, 700-8530, Japan
dc_kim64@hotmail.com
Steering Committee Members (20122016)
With the substitution of Ana Maria de
Souza Mello Bicalho and Lucette Laurens
as chairs by Ana Maria Viegas Firmino
and Doo-Chul Kim in August, 2012, new
openings will appear in the Steering
Committee. Tony Sorenson has also
reached the term limit and will be
replaced.
Roy Jones is a new member joining the
Steering Committee now. With the change
of the commission chairs and filling new
openings in August, the Steering
Committee will change considerably. New
members will be nominated by the future
co-chairs of the commission so that the
Steering Committee will be expanded
from the current situation:
Cohen, Irit Amit
(Israel) 2009Dept. of Geography
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Bar Ilan University
Ramat-Gan, Israel
amitirit@zahav.net.il
Cawley, Mary
(Ireland) 2009School of Geography and
Archaelogy
National University of Ireland
Galway, Ireland
mary.cawley@nuigalway.ie
Lober, Lučka
(Slovenia) 2009Dept. of Geography
Faculty of Arts
University of Maribor
Koroška cesta 160
2000 Maribor, Slovenia
lucka.lorber@uni-mb.si
Jones, Roy
(Australia) 2012Faculty of Humanities
Curtin Sustainable Tourism Centre
Curtin University
Building 209, Room 423
GPO Box U1987
Perth, WA 6845, Australia
r.jones@curtin.edu.au
6.4. Scholarly importance of the
results to be achieved during
2012-2016
1.

Building equitable international
scholarly exchange

Lead by a joint East-West chair and
regionally diverse Steering Committee,
for the coming period, the Commission
through its colloquia and its publications
will continue to contribute in a major way
to building equitable international
scholarly exchange in the sustainable rural
development domain. Our past activities
have
helped
construct
a
better
understanding of the social construction of
sustainable development around the world
and the Proceedings that each colloquium
has produced are generally regarded as
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being
significant
contributions
to
knowledge in the domain. The annual
colloquia, alternating whenever possible
between different countries and regions,
will continue to increase the accessibility
of our meetings to colleagues around the
world. However, at the same time that we
strive to embrace the participation of rural
geographers from the host countries and
regions in which the colloquia take place,
the Commission tries to maintain the
international character of its meetings so
that they truly involve scholarly exchange
between colleagues from around the
world. In the coming period, the
Commission will try to further diversify
its colloquium venues with an eye to
expanding the participation of rural
geographers from regions still underrepresented, particularly from Latin
America, Asia and Africa. A first step is
the 2013 colloquium to be held in Japan
which should facilitate the participation of
Asian geographers.
2.

Bridging geographic sub-fields

The Commission has maintained and will
continue linkages with the Land Use and
Land Cover Change
commission.
Nevertheless, the Commission on the
Sustainability of Rural Systems has a
distinct identity embracing more social,
cultural and political phenomena than this
commission. While productive exchange
occurs with this commission with regard
to environmental and economic issues, a
number of other key issues concerning the
contemporary countryside in different
parts of the world go beyond their specific
interests. In the coming period the
Commission will pursue new linkages
with other IGU commission which also
deal with social and cultural dimensions
in rural areas. The relationship with the
Local Development Commission could be
strengthened. As some our members also
participate in different activities of the
Population Geography and the Cultural
Approach in Geography commissions, a
more direct future partnership could be
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attempted.
3.

Embracing regional and cultural
diversity in research on rural
sustainability
Based on the annual meetings and
organized sessions in the IGU regional
and international congresses as well as the
various publications produced over the
years, the Commission has made
substantial strides in contributing to the
debate on global sustainable development.
Coming from different cultures, the
exchanges of our membership have
confirmed that (rural)
sustainable
development is indeed a social
construction and therefore highly variable
from one culture to another. It is however
subject to certain imperatives. The
imperatives relating to the natural
environment are relatively well known
and understood – or at least widely
acknowledged. However, there is much
more debate about possible economic,
social, cultural and political imperatives.
The results of the exchanges between
members of the Commission have
certainly highlighted the importance of the
social (social equity) and cultural (respect
of differences between cultures, respect
for cultural heritage and traditions)
dimensions to rural sustainability and
there has been substantial debate over the

relationship between political systems and
sustainability.
4.

Understanding the interplay of
global forces and scales of
governance
at
work
in
participatory rural development

The Commission has stressed the
importance of placing focussed locality
studies,
in
themselves
extremely
significant for understanding processes,
into the broader scheme of things in the
world, both in terms of the different
national contexts in which locality studies
have been undertaken and in terms of the
broader international and world context.
This is important if geographers are to
have a significant impact on the
construction of participatory development
practice and governance around the world.
Many of the commission members are
themselves engaged in with different
governmental
and
nongovernmental
agencies in their home countries or abroad
and much of this experience is exchanged
and debated in the annual colloquia and so
taken back to be applied to their specific
work. The end result is an ample
multiplication and the international
diffusion of ideas concerning sustainable
rural development.

C08.33 Urban Geography
The International Geographical Union
established a commission on urban
geography 1976, and this commission has
been renewed and the goals reformulated
since.
Since cities, with their distinctive
processes and problems, are major
features of the modern world, it is vital to
focus on their characteristics, problems
and solutions in a comparative global
context. The Urban Commission is

designed to encourage geographical
research on emerging problems of
contemporary cities and city systems,
especially
given
the
increasingly
dominant role of urban phenomena.
Previous IGU urban commissions have
produced many publications, debated key
problems, and have supported interaction
among urban geographers from many
countries. They have also exposed
participants to the practical urban
problems in different countries, providing
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them with unique and invaluable
experiences to share with their students
and colleagues.
By 2008 the world had more people living
in urban settlements than in rural areas for
the first time in human history. Although
the transition from rural to urban lifestyles
has already taken place in many countries,
this urban change now affects the whole
world, and is taking place at the same time
as major new transformations in our
existing human habitat. While the
demographic explosion is a major cause
of urban growth, we can also point to new
communication
and
industrial
technologies, the growth of service
sectors,
rapidly
expanded
spatial
interaction and migrations, and the
increasing speed and wider penetration of
global capitalism by reduced trade barriers
due to the reduction of trade restrictions
and the spread of neo-liberal ideas.
As more of the world’s population lives
and works within an urban habitat, the
intrinsic properties of urban systems and
urban settlements have become the most
important determinants of human life.
Within this newly urban world, the size
and characteristics of the cities in which
we live shape our life chances, our
economic and social opportunities and our
quality of life, especially within the huge
metropolitan concentrations. But a series
of emerging trends are rapidly
transforming the character of these cities
and hinterlands which influence so much
of our day-to-day lives. These are seen in
new combinations of urban land use
mixes, varied degrees of concentration or
de-concentration,
changing
spatial
distributions of employment, income and
ethnicity, a revived emphasis on civic
culture and policies, increasing concern
about the new hazards of the city life, in
addition to an increasing recognition of
the need to incorporate historical heritages
and address the quality of life and
amenities in cities. At the same time, these
urban transformations have imposed even
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greater pressures upon the nearby
countryside. A growing population
consumes the resources from nearby
communities and exports a variety of
contaminants, creating an expanding
‘footprint’ of environmental impact, often
with negative consequences for the quality
of urban life. This has led to the
increasing interest in the notions of
‘sustainability’,
as
well
as
the
determinants of the ‘quality of life’, all of
which support a variety of new and
important research projects for urban
geographers.
Although the various processes causing
these urban transformations are common
to many countries, the new changes in
urban systems and the internal geography
of cities, as well as concerns about
sustainability, take different forms in
different places. The result is increasingly
complex patterns of urban systems and
urban structures. But the common forces
at work in our increasingly interconnected
world do not necessarily lead to
homogenous
results.
The
many
transformations that are taking place are
contingent upon local and regional
circumstances, and the results are
frequently indeterminate, often with
varied and unanticipated consequences.
Thus there is a pressing need to identify,
monitor and explain these new and
emerging patterns of differentiation in our
urban world, through international cooperation - patterns that have been
summarized in the title of the 2008-2012
commission
‘Emerging
Urban
Transformations’.
Summary of questions addressed within
the urban geography commission
Monitoring patterns
 Urban structure change
 Urban system change
 New types of urban spaces / places /
flows
 New analytical tools
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Processes and measures of change: the
urban context
 Continued migration flows: rural to
urban
 Natural increase high in parts of the
world
 Land demand increase
 Car ownership rising
 Continued
suburbanisation/deurbanisation
 Network development: Multinational
firms, production chains, innovation
chains
 Rapid social / economic / political /
cultural change
 Rich dominating poor
 New marginalisation / isolation /
enclaves
 Identifying
new
drivers
and
innovations behind growth and
change
 Climate change: urban consequences
System collapse
 Planning system failure to deliver
effective solutions
 Environmental thresholds surpassed
 Financial
crisis:
neo-liberal
globalisation in jeopardy
 Actual consequences:
 Peri-urban degradation
 Declining / shrinking cities
 New regulations (e. g. financial
markets:
nationalisation
of
banks)
New responses: perspectives
 The role of local government and
governance
in
solving
urban
problems must be improved
 Metropolitan government needs to
correspond with (greater) functional
urban region
 Much better accessibility to capital
 New technologies and their impact on
urban environments at different scales
 Environmental
regulation
enforcement: sustainability policies
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Land
consumption
/
supply
restrictions
Urban
concentration
and
diversification policies
Smart growth, high priority on
collective traffic
Re-cycling of “used” areas, urban
restructuring
Regeneration policies activated on
shrinking cities (in affluent regions)
Increasing focus on national urban
systems
Strategic planning
Planning without re-distribution
Discussion on new regulation /
planning: urban / regional / national /
supranational

1. Membership
The present Urban Commission is
managed according to the rules of the IGU
in having an Executive, (Chair and two
Deputy Chairs) and a Steering Committee.
Members were chosen from participants
with records of high quality research, had
equitable global and gender distribution,
and were elected by vote of the
membership at large.
Executive Committee
Professor Christian Matthiessen
(Denmark) President
Institute of Geography and Geology
University of Copenhagen
Oster Voldgade 10
1350 Copenhagen K
Denmark
cwm@geogr.ku.dk
Professor Adrian G. Aguilar
(Mexico) Associate Chair
Instituto de Geografia UNAM
Circuito Exterior, Ciudad
Universitaria 04510 D.F
Mexico
Adrian@servidor.unam.mx
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Professor Celine Rozenblat
(Switzerland) Associate Chair
Université de Lausanne
Institut de Géographie
Faculté des Géosciences
Bâtiment Anthropole - Bureau
4064 Quartier Dorigny
CH-1015 Lausanne
celine.rozenblat@unil.ch
Members of the Steering Committee
Professor Lilian Barakat (Lebanon)
Geography Department
Faculty of Letters and Human Sciences
St. Joseph University
Beirut, Lebanon
Ibarakat@usj.edu.lb
Professor Kam-Wing Chan (USA)
Dept. of geography
Univ. of Washington
Box 353550
Seattle WA 98195-3550, USA
kwchan@u.washington.edu
Professor Guoqing Du (Japan)
Rikkyo (St. Paul) University
College of Tourism
Niza Campus
1-2-26 Kitano
Niiza City
Saitama 352-8558, Japan
guoqingd@rikkyo.ne.jp
Professor Andre Horn (South Africa)
Department of Geography and
Geoinformatics Univ. of Pretoria
Pretoria 0002, South Africa
ahorn@nsnper1.up.ac.za
Professor Lienhard Loetscher (Germany)
Department of Geography
Ruhr-University Bochum
Universitetsstrasse 150
D-44780 Bochum, Germany
lienhard_loetscher@web.de
Professor Jose Somoza Medina (Spain)
Dept. de Geografía y Geología
Facultad de Filosofía y Letras
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24071 León, Spain

jose.somoza@unileon.es
Professor Michael Pacione (United
Kingdom)
Department of Geography
Univ. of Strathclyde
26 Richmond Street, Glasgow
United Kingdom G1 1XH
m.pacione@strath.ac.uk
Professor Petros Petsimeris (France)
UMR Geographie-cites
13, rue du four
75006 Paris, France
petsimer@univ-paris1.fr
In addition to the formal management of
the commission two advisory committees
was added in order to increase
participation within the commission: first,
the expertise of long-term members is
available in a Mentors Committee, and
second, a Younger Scholars Committee is
encouraging participation and ideas from
younger participants.
Young scholars committee
A key aspect of the commission is the
encouragement of younger scholars to
participate in the commission activities.
The group has set focus on the city, and
they look on urban space, revitalization,
tourism, social reality, urban identity,
image building and urban marketing. As a
first result of the achievements the group
has published a book: Pineira Mantinan
M.J., Moore N. ed. 2011. New Trends in
the Renewal of the City. Five authors from
Poland, Cuba, Spain, France and Ireland
present papers on ´Swiebodzin, Havana,
Bari, Paris and Dublin in a context of
urban theory. They illustrates that
although the various processes causing
urban transformations are common to
many countries, the new changes in the
geography and marketing of cities, take
different but still similar forms from city
to city. The group continues the work and
is planning for a second publication. To
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encourage activities the commission is
using the IGU-grant as price money in
paper competitions for young scholars,
Prices are paying for the winner (s) in
participating at Commission meetings.
Website:
http://www.unil.ch/iguurban/page62288.html
Argentina
Australia
Austria
Belgium

4

Brazil
Canada
Chile

1
1
1
9
5
5

Hong Kong
India
Iran
Iraq

Below is the list of nations indicating
number of participants who have
presented one or more papers during the
4-year period. Altogether the active
participation of the urban geography
commission counts 51 nations and 254
persons.
1

Portugal
Romania
Russia
Saudi Arabia
Slovenia
South Africa

7

Ireland
Israel
Italy

27
1
1
3
8
2

China
Columbia
Croatia
Czech Rep.
Denmark
Egypt

29
2
1
3
2
1

Japan
Lebanon
Luxemburg
Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand

25
1
1
6
3
1

South Korea
Spain
Sri Lanka
Switzerland
Taiwan
Tanzania
Thailand

29
4
5
2
1
1

Finland
France
Germany
Greece

1
6
12
1

Norway
Pakistan
Peru
Poland

1
1
1
10

UK
USA
Zaire
Total

6
7
1
254

2. Meetings
The commission has carried out a series of
meetings and joined the major events of
the International Geographical Union.
Tunisia 2008. August 4. - 10. (Self
organised commission meeting and the
last meeting of the 2004-2008 urban
commission, reported by the former
steering commission), and 12 – 15 at the
31st International Geographical Union
Congress. The congress venue was the
KRAM palace, a large complex of
exhibition halls pretty unusable for
meetings of the nature of the congress.
Badly air conditioned in the hot 40 C
days, and laying all by itself in an
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Participation

1
1
1
2
7
1

industrial area to come. Organisation was
substandard and pricing was high.
Definitely not a good experience. Anyway
some 23 urban geography commission
papers were presented in a series of
sessions.
Hyderabad, India 2009. July 30 – August
9, meeting & international conference.
This conference was held in keeping with
the commission's tradition of organising
annual meetings and international
conferences in different countries of the
world. The conference brought to the fore
the fundamental and applied research on
various aspects of urban geography. The
objective was to provide a common
platform to the stakeholders from India
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and abroad to interact and exchange
knowledge, share experiences of success
stories
in
Urban
Planning
&
Development, and discuss constraints,
which will mutually help in evolving
sustainable perspective and strategic plans
for Urban Development. The conference
in Hyderabad was the 35th meeting of the
Urban Geographical Commission and was
the first meeting of the commission in
India. The theme of the conference was
“Multilayered Cities and Urban Systems”.
The concept is spear-headed by an
innovative approach to understand the
complex urban world from historically old
‘Urban Enclaves’ to contemporary ‘Urban
Networks’ in all dimensions of existence
and transformations in their structures,
functions
and
transactions.
The
conference was organised by professor
Geetha
Reddy
Anant,
Osmania
University, Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh,
India and her energetic and dedicated
team in cooperation with a series of
partners and sponsors and with the
university staff and leaders actively
participating. The conference was
attended by 65 delegates from 19 nations.
It must be noted that the meeting has
comprised the best balance between male
and female participants in the history of
the Urban Geography Commission
(38:27).
Presentations and discussions took their
basis in identification of different
monitoring patterns on urban structure
change, urban system change, new types
of urban spaces / places / flows and new
analytical tools. Types of processes and
measures of change comprise continued
migration flows from rural to urban and
continuation and extension of natural
increase. Both processes are highly active
in wide parts of the world. Land demand
for urban purposes is increasing, car
ownership is rising and continued
suburbanisation/de-urbanisation is on the
agenda. So is network development of
multinational firms, production- and
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innovation-chains. We experience rapid
social, economic, political and cultural
change, and rich is still dominating poor.
We
identify
new
processes
of
marginalisation,
isolation
and
establishment of urban enclaves, and we
identify new drivers and innovations
behind growth and change. Climatic
change and its urban consequences is
more and more given priority on the
research agenda. Systems collapse, the
planning system failure to deliver
effective
solutions,
environmental
thresholds is surpassed, and the actual
financial crisis demonstrates that neoliberal globalisation is in jeopardy.
System collapse actual have new
consequences in the forms of peri-urban
degradation, declining / shrinking cities
and new regulations (e. g. financial
markets: nationalisation).
New processes give rise to new responses.
The role of local government and
governance in solving urban problems
must
be
improved.
Metropolitan
government needs to correspond with
(greater) functional urban region. Urban
leaders must have much better
accessibility to capital. They must initiate
the use of new technologies, and their
impact on urban environments at different
scales must be understood. Environmental
regulation enforcement is in demand if
sustainability
policies
on
land
consumption
inclusive
of
supply
restrictions shall have a lift, and if local
urban concentration and diversification
policies shall overweigh urban sprawl.
Smart growth (growth based on collective
traffic) must be given high priority. Recycling of ”used”
areas,
urban
restructuring and regeneration policies
must be activated (especially on shrinking
cities in affluent regions).
Field trips during and after the conference
were interesting, and the participants got a
good impression of the colourful and
dialectic country of India.
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Tel Aviv, Israel 2010, July 7-17. The
meeting
was
commission’s
36th
introduced by a preconference working
tour in northern Israel July 6 – 11 led by
Professor Izhak Schnell. This field trip
demonstrated
different
urban
and
settlement types, and discussions with
local representatives from the planning,
political and scientific communities from
different types of cities spanning Arab,
Russian, Jewish and mixed cities gave an
indication on the magnitude of urban
problems within Israel. The field trip was
followed by regular session activities at
the IGU regional conference in Tel Aviv
July 12 - 17 Urban Geography sessions
counted 43 papers.
Canterbury, United Kingdom, 2011 (1),
August 14-18. The commission’s 37th
meeting was held at Canterbury Christ
Church University, United Kingdom
August 14-18, organised by Dan
Donoghue.
Theme:
“Urban
Transformations:
Exploring
Local,
Regional and Global City Regions”
encompasses a wide range of research
currently undertaken by members of the
Commission and provides a framework
within which the three main issues
identified above can be explored. The City
region concept allows researchers to
investigate not just the immediate area of
‘the city’ but to expand their horizons at a
range of geographical scales to look at the
vast network of interactions that occur
within and between settlements of all
sizes within the wider hinterlands of urban
places. As such this theme keeps in mind
the rationale of the Commission to
explore the emerging trends that are
rapidly transforming the character of cities
and their hinterlands. Although the
various
processes
causing
urban
transformations are common to many
countries, changes in urban systems and
the internal geography of cities as well as
concerns regarding sustainability, take
different forms in different places. This is
particularly true for city regions where
one can find evidence for remoteness,
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peripherality and even exclusion among
smaller centres despite their immediate
locations within spheres of influence of
larger metropolitan centres.
Santiago, Chile 2011 (2), November 1418. The commission joined the IGU
Regional conference in Santiago (38.
commission meeting). The following
topics were themes for a series of regular
sessions: dynamics of urban systems,
residential segregation and informality,
the production of urban space,
suburbanisation and urban sprawl,
environment and urbanization, and
planning the metropolis. 33 papers were
presented and a large attendance from
South- and Central America were noted.
Next meeting, Dortmund and Cologne,
Germany 2012. August 21 - 30. The
meeting is organised with a regular
commission meeting in Dortmund August
21.-26, including scientific field trips and
organised by Professor Ludger Basten and
Professor Lienhard Lötscher. The
commission meeting is then integrated in
the 32nd International Geographical
Congress
of
the
International
Geographical Union in Cologne August
27-30. The meeting in Dortmund will
focus on two key themes derived from the
catalogue of research topics the
Commission has decided to study. The
special foci of this meeting are connected
to the particular urban experiences of
Dortmund and the Ruhr: Governance and
planning for cities and urban regions, and
urban economies - urban cultures. The
sessions of the Dortmund meeting will be
structured around these key themes. We
welcome papers on small or mediumsized towns and cities just as much as on
megacities; papers on de-industrializing
and shrinking city-regions just as much as
on newly-industrializing or tertiary
growth centres. There are then four
special sessions with other themes in
Cologne: Urban social transformations:
contested social spaces, conceptualizing
regional governance in Chinese megaurban regions, complex urban systems,
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and a joint session with the IGU
Commissions
on
Transport
and
Geography on large scale transport
infrastructure and regional and urban
impacts.

3. Publications
Reddy Anant, G. ed. 2009. Multilayerd
Cities and Urban Systems. Hyderabad
Metropolitan Development Authority and
Osmania University, 857 pages. Comprise
44 full papers.
Pineira Mantinan, M.J. & N. Moore eds.
2011. New Trends in the Renewal of the
City. Young Scholars Committee.
IDEGA: Instituto Universitario de
Estudios e Desenvolvemento de Galicia,
126 pages Comprise 5 chapters.
The commission is planning for six books:
 Book on different types of cities
(Wayne Davies)
 Book on
world
urbanization:
theoretical,
empirical
(Petros
Petsimeris )
 Epistemology of the former members
of the commission (Petros Petsimeris)





Book on the geography of crime
(Andre Horn)
Proceedings from the Canterbury
meeting (Daniel O´Donohue)
Book on urban structure (Young
scolar committee)

4. Commission Website
The commission has developed a web-site
(www.igu-urban.com) for relations to the
community of geographers and for
internal communication. The address book
of the commission contains around 500
addresses. The web-master is Professor
Celine Rozenblat, and the site is linked to
the IGU-site
(www.igu-online.org).

5. Program for Further Research
The commission has submitted a proposal
to the IGU for continuation 2012-2016.
The new commission is to be named:
IGU-urban Commission (CO 8.33):
Urban challenges in a complex world.
The proposed chairman is Professor
Celine Rozenblat, Lausanne, Switzerland.

C08.34 Water Sustainability
Chairs: Professor J.A.A. Jones, UK
(2008-11);
Professor Claudio Cassardo, Italy (201112).
Vice-chair:
Japan.

Professor

Kazuki

Mori,

The Commission continued to be active,
organising four conference meetings and
being indirectly involved in a further two,
publishing three books and contributing to
the UN International Year of Planet Earth.
The Commission also broke new ground

in publishing conference papers in a new
open access online journal Water, an
imprint of the international scientific
publishers MDPI of Basle, Switzerland.
This was based mainly on papers
delivered at the Commission’s own
conference in Turin in 2009, with an extra
select few from the IGU meeting in Tunis
the previous year. It began to come on
stream in late 2010 and was fully online
by mid-2011.
On New Year’s Eve 2010, one of our
principal projects came to fruition with
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the official publication of the book Water
Sustainability: a global perspective by
Hodder. The project aimed to analyse and
map the challenges for water resources
around the world in coming decades. It
involved processing large quantities of
data from a number of international data
archives, such as the Global Runoff Data
Centre, Koblenz, and the GEMS/Water
water quality archive in Burlington,
Ontario, mapping much of it for the first
time. The IGU generously provided two
tranches of funding to support a research
assistant, and also helped secure
additional funds from the International
Council for Science (ICSU), which
enabled the work to begin in earnest in
2004. Smaller grants from Aberystwyth
University and some UK charities,
together with two summer internships for
students from the Montpellier SupAgro
International Centre for Advanced Studies
in Agronomic Engineering enabled the
project to be completed. Tony Jones
directed the project and wrote the final
text. Additional in-depth studies are
presented as discrete specialist “boxes”
authored by a number of experts, of which
nearly half are members of the
Commission. The book aims to bring
together all aspects of relevance,
including
the
global
economy,
international law, gender equality and war
and terrorism, as well as climate change
and the more usually considered physical
constraints.
The group has now been operating since
1998, first as the Study Group on the
Hydrological Impact of Extreme Events
and since 2002 as the Commission for
Water Sustainability. 2011 marked a
change of leadership. After thirteen years
as founding chairman, Tony Jones handed
over to Claudio Cassardo in the summer
of 2011 and we hope that the change will
be ratified by the IGU at the 2012
Congress. Professor Cassardo has served
the group since the outset. He has acted as
webmaster and has been a very active
member, regularly attending conferences
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and acting as chair of the organising
committee for the Turin meeting in 2009.
He was the unanimous choice of the
members of the Steering Committee. One
of Cassardo’s first tasks, apart from
organising the Santiago meeting in 2011,
has been a review of the membership,
especially of the Steering Committee as so
many members have now reached the
stage of retirement. Our other stalwart
member, Kazuko Mori from Tokyo,
whose inside knowledge was invaluable
when the Commission joined the World
Water Forum in Kyoto, has indicated that
he wishes to continue to serve as Vicechair and provide continuity. Jones will
also sit on the new Steering Committee to
provide assistance.

1. Meetings
2008 was unusual with the Commission
being involved in two conferences in one
year. At the IGU meeting in Tunis the
Commission hosted 7 sessions over two
days of the Congress, together with the
regular AGM. Speakers from 22 countries
presented 27 research papers. It was
particularly encouraging to be able to
devote a session to water issues in North
Africa and the Middle East. A very
memorable paper on water management in
Algeria told of plans for a south-to-north
transfer of water similar though on a far
more modest scale to Libya’s Great Manmade River, which was news to most
listeners. Amongst the other sessions, a
paper given by the doyen of Middle
Eastern water resources, Professor Kliot
from Israel had the novel focus of water
management and mismanagement in small
island states, raising issues that are rarely
if ever addressed by the world
community.
Immediately prior to the Tunis meeting –
and specially shifted through Professor
Buttimer’s intervention so that we could
participate in both meetings – the chair
and a number of members of the
Commission
participated
in
the
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International Geological Congress in
Oslo. This was to fulfil our commitment
to the UNESCO IYPE (see Collaboration
section below).
In 2009, the Commission held an
independent
conference
at
Turin
University organised by Claudio Cassardo
and sponsored by the Piedmont Region
Environmental Protection Agency, the
River Po Regional Water Company, and a
number of regional councils from the
Province to the City of Turin. The Rectors
of the University of Turin and the
Polytechnic University of Turin spoke at
the opening ceremony. Over 60 delegates
attended the meeting from around the
world, and two field trips were organised
with the assistance of the International
Research Centre at the Società
Metropolitana Acque Torino (SMAT).
Perhaps the most interesting of these was
a guided tour of the facility designated to
provide drinking water for the Russian
and American space expeditions – each
specifying their own separate standards
for water purity and mineral content.
Unfortunately, the Steering Committee
felt that they were not prepared to
participate in the Tel Aviv meeting in
2010 in light of the continuing obstacles
placed on the Palestinian people by the
government of Israel, including river
diversions, severe restrictions, even bans,
on drilling wells whilst allowing
unfettered pumping by the Israeli water
authorities and by the new Israeli
settlements on the West Bank, and
especially the new wall, designated illegal
by the UN, which cuts many villages and
farmers off from their traditional water
sources.
The Commission held a successful
conference at the Escuela Militar in
Santiago, Chile, in occasion of the IGUUGI 2011 Regional Conference during
last autumn (14-18 November 2011). For
the first time since the birth of our
Commission, there was an international
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IGU conference in an odd year (2011), at
which our Commission was asked to hold
its own sessions. The organizational
apparatus had some serious problems
during the first phase of the preparations,
but fortunately these were almost
completely solved by the beginning of the
conference. Sadly, the very high
registration fee discouraged several
people from poorest countries from
participating to the conference. Finally,
there were some local problems that did
not favour the participation of students in
the conference sessions. Despite these
problems, the local organizational
committee (LOC), with the help of the
Commission, assembled a program
containing 21 oral presentations and 10
posters. Unfortunately, it was impossible
to organize field trips as we have done in
most of the other conferences.
The presentations and posters included a
large number of sound research papers of
international interest, and were subdivided
into four sessions: Climate change, energy
and
water
policies;
Hydrological
processes and water balance; Resources,
pollution and treatments; and Water
sustainability and land use management.
As usual, it attracted a strong contingent
from the “local” area – Chile and centralsouthern America – as well as longstanding members from Asia, Europe,
northern America and Africa. A very
memorable couple of papers on water
contamination in South Africa addressed
the serious problem of preserving the
water resources for human use.

2. Collaboration
2.1. NATO
In 2009, the Commission completed its
collaboration with the NATO Science for
Peace and Security programme, which
began with the NATO Advanced
Workshop on Natural Disasters and
Water
Security:
Risk
Assessment,
Emergency Response, and Environmental
Management held in Yerevan, Armenia,
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in October 2007. The Workshop was the
brainchild of Professor Trahel Vardanian,
who joined the Commission at the IGU
conference in Seoul in 2000 (he also
organised the Commission’s annual
meeting in 2003). Tony Jones served as
NATO Country Co-director and many
longstanding members of the Commission
delivered research papers and contributed
to
discussion
groups,
although
unfortunately the Vice-chair and a few
others were not able to attend because
their countries are not members of NATO.
Former Vice-chair of the Commission,
Emeritus Professor Ming-ko Woo of
McMaster University, Canada, was also a
prominent contributor. A selection of the
best papers and the deliberations of the
three Working Groups on Risk
Assessment and Water Governance (chair:
David Brooks, Friends of the Earth
Canada), the Threat from Armed Conflict
and Terrorism (chairs: Saul Arlosoroff,
Israeli Water Company and Tony Jones),
and Climate Change Impacts (chair:
Steering Committee member Peter
Robinson) were published by Springer in
cooperation with the NATO Public
Diplomacy Division in 2009.
2.2. UN International Year of
Planet Earth
Commission members Tony Jones and
Dr-Ing João-Paulo Lobo Ferreira acted
respectively as leader and deputy leader
for the IYPE Science Implementation
Team for Groundwater. Vice-chair Kazuki
Mori and Steering Committee member
Amarenda Sinha also contributed papers
to the sessions held in Oslo in 2008. The
IYPE was organised to commemorate the
50-year anniversary of the International
Geophysical Year, which was the
springboard for international collaboration
in the Earth Sciences. As part of the
publicity effort, the IYPE Secretariat
published two “coffee table” volumes, to
which the chairman contributed three
short articles highlighting the challenges
for global groundwater resources (see
Publications).
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One of the principal roles of the
Groundwater SIT was to sift through and
rate nearly 20 applications for financial
support for research projects to
commemorate the IYPE. In the end,
despite intense efforts by the Executive
Director of the IYPE International
Secretariat, Eduardo de Mulder, the hoped
for support from the oil industry was not
forthcoming and only one project was
nominated. Although no financial support
was given, “badging” of the project by the
Groundwater SIT did enable the principal
investigator, Stephen Silliman of Notre
Dame University, Indiana, to obtain funds
from other sources to support a 4-year
project. Silliman’s report was published in
the resulting Springer book in August
2011 (see Publications). Of the 13
chapters, 5 are penned by members of the
IGU Commission.

3. Publications
3.1. Books
Jones, J.A.A., T.G. Vardanian and C.
Hakopian (eds) 2009: Threats to global
water Security. NATO Science for Peace
and Security – C: Environmental Security,
Springer, Dordrecht, 400pp. ISBN 97890-481-2343-8 (pb), ISBN 978-90-4812336-0 (hb), ISBN 978-90-481-2344-5
(ebook); Library of Congress Control
Number 2009927446.
Jones, J.A.A. 2010: Water Sustainability:
a global perspective. London, Hodder
Education, 464 pages. £39.99. ISBN 978
1
444
10488
2
(paperback),
9781444104882 (ebook), 1444128655 and
online in eb20 format.
Jones, J.A.A. (ed.) 2011: Sustaining
Groundwater Resources: A Critical
Element in the Global Water Crisis.
Springer Verlag, Dordrecht, Heidelberg,
London and New York, 228 pages. Price
£87.00. ISBN 978-90-481-3425-0, edoi
ISBN
978-90-481-3426-7,
10.1007/978-90-481-3426-7, Library of
Congress Control Number 2011930881.
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3.2. Book chapters
Jones, J.A.A. 2008: “Waterworld” &
“Going to ground” (titles not ours!) In: E.
Derbyshire (ed.) Planet Earth –
International
Year.
The
Official
Publication of the International Year of
Planet
Earth,
Boston
Hannah
International, London, 146pp., pp. 46-50.
Jones, J.A.A. 2009: Water crisis! What
crises? In: E. Derbyshire (ed.) Planet
Earth – International Year II. The
Official Publication of the International
Year of Planet Earth, Boston Hannah
International, London, 130pp., pp. 104107.
Jones, J.A.A. 2011: Groundwater in peril.
In: J.A.A. Jones (ed.) Sustaining
Groundwater
Resources,
Springer,
Dordrecht, pp. 1-19.
3.3. Special Issues of International
Journals
Cassardo, C. and J.A.A. Jones (eds) 2010:
Managing Water in a Changing World:
Selected Papers from the 7th Conference
of
the
Commission
on
Water
Sustainability. Water, ISSN 2073-4441,
MDPI Publications, Basle,
Online open access at
www.mdpi.com/journal/water
3.4. Papers on peer reviewed
journals
Holger Hoff, Christopher Bonzi, Brian
Joyce and Katja Tielbörger, 2011: A
Water Resources Planning Tool for the
Jordan River Basin. Water, 3(3), 718-736;
doi: 10.3390/w3030718
Claudio Cassardo and J. Anthony A.
Jones, 2011: Editorial: Managing Water in
a Changing World. Water, 3(2), 618-628;
doi:10.3390/w3020618
Olga E. Scarpati, Maria I. Botana, Alberto
D. Capriolo, Veronica Pohl Schnake,
Yamile Puga and Edgardo Salaverry,
2011:
Present
Characteristics
of
Northwestern
Patagonia
(Argentina)
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Water,
3(2),
doi:10.3390/w3020576

576-589;

Frank Winde 2011: Peatlands as Filters
for Polluted Mine Water?—A Case Study
from an Uranium-Contaminated Karst
System in South Africa—Part III:
Quantifying
the
Hydraulic
Filter
Component Water, 3(1), 356-390;
doi:10.3390/w3010356
Frank Winde 2011: Peatlands as Filters
for Polluted Mine Water?—A Case Study
from an Uranium-Contaminated Karst
System in South Africa—Part II:
Examples from Literature and a
Conceptual Filter Model Water, 3(1), 323355; doi:10.3390/w3010323
Frank Winde and Ewald Erasmus 2011:
Peatlands as Filters for Polluted Mine
Water?—A Case Study from an UraniumContaminated Karst System in South
Africa—Part I: Hydrogeological Setting
and U Fluxes Water, 3(1), 291-322;
doi:10.3390/w3010291
Olga Eugenia Scarpati, Liliana Beatriz
Spescha, Juan Alberto Forte Lay and
Alberto Daniel Capriolo 2011: Soil Water
Surplus in Salado River Basin and Its
Variability during the Last Forty Years
(Buenos Aires Province, Argentina)
Water,
3(1),
132-145;
doi:10.3390/w3010132
Jay Krishna Thakur, Rinku Kumari
Thakur, AL Ramanathan, Manish Kumar
and Sudhir Kumar Singh 2011: Arsenic
Contamination of Groundwater in
Nepal—An Overview Water , 3(1), 1-20;
doi:10.3390/w3010001
Caterina Francone, Claudio Cassardo,
Federico Spanna, Laura Alemanno,
Davide Bertoni, Renzo Richiardone and
Irene Vercellino 2010: Preliminary
Results on the Evaluation of Factors
Influencing Evapotranspiration Processes
in Vineyards Water, 2(4), 916-937;
doi:10.3390/w2040916
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Roberto Cremonini and Renzo Bechini
2010: Heavy Rainfall Monitoring by
Polarimetric C-Band Weather Radars
Water,
2(4),
838-848;
doi:10.3390/w2040838
Silvia Terzago, Claudio Cassardo,
Roberto Cremonini and Simona Fratianni
2010: Snow Precipitation and Snow
Cover Climatic Variability for the Period
1971–2009 in the Southwestern Italian
Alps: The 2008–2009 Snow Season Case
Study
Water,
2(4),
773-787;
doi:10.3390/w2040773
Izak J. van der Walt, Stephanus J.
Pretorius and Carel B. Schoeman 2010:
The Role of Geohydrology in the
Determination of a Spatial Development
Framework in the Vredefort Dome World
Heritage Site Water, 2(4), 742-772;
doi:10.3390/w2040742
Valeria Tigini, Valeria Prigione, Pietro
Giansanti,
Antonella Mangiavillano,
Antonella Pannocchia and Giovanna
Cristina Varese 2010: Fungal Biosorption,
An Innovative Treatment for the
Decolourisation and Detoxification of
Textile Effluents Water, 2(3), 550-565;
doi:10.3390/w2030550

Riccardo Bonanno, Nicola Loglisci, Silvia
Cavalletto and Claudio Cassardo 2010:
Analysis of Different Freezing/Thawing
Parameterizations using the UTOPIA
Model
Water,
2(3),
468-483;
doi:10.3390/w2030468
Roberto Cavallo Perin and Dario Casalini
2010: Water Property Models as
Sovereignty Prerogatives: European Legal
Perspectives in Comparison Water, 2(3),
429-438; doi:10.3390/w2030429
Marco Galli, Seungmin Oh, Claudio
Cassardo and Seon Ki Park 2010: The
Occurrence of Cold Spells in the Alps
Related to ClimateChange Water, 2(3),
363-380; doi:10.3390/w2030363
Antonello Pasini and Rocco Langone
2010: Attribution of Precipitation
Changes on a Regional Scale by Neural
Network Modeling: A Case Study Water,
2(3), 321-332; doi:10.3390/w2030321
Jones, J.A.A. 2010: Soil piping and
catchment
response.
Hydrological
Processes 24, 1548-1566.

C08.35 Transport and Geography
1. Membership
1.1. Steering Committee
President/Chair:
Professor Richard Knowles
Professor of Transport Geography
School of Environment & Life Sciences
Peel Building Room 309
University of Salford
Salford M5 4WT
Greater Manchester
United Kingdom
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Phone: +44 (0) 1612954994
Fax: +44 (0) 1612955015
Email: r.d.knowles@salford.ac.uk
Vice Chair:
Professor Becky Loo
Department of Geography
Room 315, Hui Oi Chow Science
Building
The University of Hong Kong
Pokfulam Road
Pokfulam, Hong Kong
Phone: +852 2859 7024
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Fax: +852 2559 8994
E-mail: bpyloo@hkucc.hku.hk

Universite de Bourgogne
2 boulevard Gabriel
21000 Dijon, France
Phone: +33 3 80 39 57 30
Fax: +33 3 80 39 39 10
E-mail: yves.boquet@u-bourgogne.fr

Secretary:
Professor Yves Boquet
Departement de geographie
UFR Sciences Humaines

1.2. Commission Members
Australia: Professor Kevin O’Connor

kevin.oconnor@unimelb.edu.au

Bangladesh: Dr. Naznin Afrose Huq
Belgium: Professor Jacques Charlier
Chile: Dr. Oscar Figueroa Monsalve
France: Professor Yves Boquet
Germany: Professor Andreas Kagermeier
Ghana: Professor Albert Abane

n_afrose@hotmail.com
charlier@geog.ucl.ac.be
ofiguero@uc.cl
yves.boquet@u-bourgogne.fr
Andreas.Kagermeier@uni-trier.de
am_abane@yahoo.com

Hong Kong: Professor Becky Loo
Israel: Dr. Moshe Givoni
Japan: Professor Yuji Murayama
Philippines: Dr. Daniel Mabazza
Poland: Dr. Zbigniew Taylor
South Africa: Dr. Gordon Pirie

bpyloo@hku.hk
moshe.givoni@ouce.ox.ac.uk
mura1@sakura.cc.tsukuba.ac.jp
daniel.mabazza@up.edu.ph
z.taylor@twarda.pan.pl
gpirie@uwc.ac.za

United Kingdom: Professor Richard Knowles
United States: Professor Andrew Goetz

r.d.knowles@salford.ac.uk
agoetz@du.edu

2. Meetings
The Commission was established by the
IGU in October 2009 and the members
have since elected a President/Chair, Vice
President and Secretary.
2010:
AAG
Annual
Meeting
Washington DC; 13-17 April
An informal inaugural meeting was held
on 17 April of Commission Members to
discuss proposals for meetings in 2011
and 2012, including IGC Cologne 2012
and possibly IGU Santiago, Chile 2011
and links with other IGU Commissions
and Task Forces.
Six IGU Commission participants
2010: RGS-IBG Conference, London;
1-3 September.

Two thematic sessions were convened
jointly with TGRG on Climate Change
and Transport and on Innovation in
Transport and Tourism Research.
Eight IGU Commission participants
2010: French Transport Geographers,
Le Havre; September
About 10 countries had representatives
presenting papers.
Two IGU Commission members attended
(Y. Boquet & J. Charlier)
2010: 15th HKSTS International
Conference on Transport and Urban
Sustainability, Hong Kong; 11-14
December
Four research papers were presented. Four
IGU Commission participants (Y. Boquet,
R. Knowles, B. Loo & K O’Connor)
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A Commission meeting was held.
2011: Conference on Transport in
Islands organized by the French
transport geographers in Martinique
and St Martin, 1st week of April
Most participants were from France and
Belgium. In addition to paper sessions at
the Université des Antilles, special
meetings were held with political and
transportation
authorities
from
Martinique, St Martin (French side), St
Maarten (Dutch side), St Barthelemy and
the nearby island of Anguilla.
2011: AAG Annual Meeting Seattle; 1016 April
Several papers sessions were organised by
TGSG and a Field Trip to Boeing.
Four IGU Commission participants
2011: RGS-IBG Conference, London;
31 August – 2 September
An IGU Commission meeting was held.
Five thematic sessions were convened by
TGRG on Postgraduate Research in
Transport (Regional Transport Policy and
Governance; and Behaviour Change and
Individual Travel Choices); Progress in
Transport Geography; New Perspectives
on Walking and Cycling; The Politics of
Daily Mobility (jointly with the Political
Geography Research Group); and
Sustainable Freight Transport .
2011: French Transport Geographers,
Strasbourg and Mulhouse; September
Five countries had representatives
presenting papers. The leading theme of
the conference was Bus Rapid Transit and
Streetcars (tramways).
Two IGU Commission members attended
(Y. Boquet & J. Charlier).
2011: IGU Regional Conference in
Santiago de Chile; November
Due to the distance and cost to Chile, only
two members of the Commission were
able to join, Secretary Y. Boquet (France)
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and D. Mabazza (Philippines). A small
business meeting was organized with
useful input from invited Czech, Polish
and Argentinean delegates. Two paper
sessions were held on transport themes
2011: Asian Urbanisation Conference,
Hyderabad, India; December
About
ten
papers
dealing
with
transportation issues were presented,
mostly from Indian delegates about Indian
cities. Secretary Y. Boquet attended and
presented a paper too, and informed the
audience of the possibilities of proposing
papers for the Cologne IGC.
2012: IGC Cologne (Köln); 26-30
August
A Commission meeting will be organised.
Commission member J. Charlier will lead
a pre-Congress field trip in Dutch and
Belgian ports.
A paper session will be held on ‘Large
scale transport infrastructure and regional
and urban impacts’ jointly with the IGU
Commission on Urban Geography:
Emerging Urban Transformation coconvened
by
R.
Knowles
&
C.Matthiessen.
Another paper session was planned on the
theme of logistics and hinterlands.

3. Networking
Collaboration
with
other
Commissions and Task Forces

IGU

A link has been agreed with:
C08.33 IGU Commission on Urban
Geography:
Emerging
Urban
Transformations
Professor Christian Matthiessen
cwm@geo.ku.dk
A link is being discussed with:
T08.02 Megacities
Professor Frauke Kraas
f.kraas@uni-koeln.de
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C08.37 Geoparks
Since 2000, geographers and geologists
have met on several occasions to discuss
the pertinence of an interdisciplinary
perspective on Geoparks, linking geoconservation with endogenous local
development. The latter has been one of
the topics seriously undertaken by
geographers during the last decades. The
geographical perspective on Geoparks
includes integrating landscape as its main
concept; requires a holistic approach and
trans-disciplinary research to promote
multicultural participatory bridges, and
links local knowledge and practice into
the research-development agenda. It
encourages solid scientific inter-union
linkages and focuses on establishing
Geoparks in the world. It also promotes
the research relations in the world and the
exchanges in developing countries and
developed countries.
At the year of 2004, the IGU Executive
Committee decided to launch the
Geoparks task force on 30th IGC, an
initiative that could bring a geographical
perspective to a developed UNESCO
program for the management and
protection of the natural and cultural
heritage. In 2008, the IGU Executive
Committee decided to change the Geopark
Task Force into Commission on Geoparks
on 31st IGC.

1. Membership
The Steering Committee of Commission
on Geoparks (2008-2012) insists of 11
members from 8 countries, 2008 -2012
and they are as follows:
Chair:
Dr. Wei, Dongying, China
weedy@bnu.edu.cn

Treasurer:
Prof. Lloyd Richardson, USA
drloyd@sbcglobal.net
Secretary:
Prof. Wang Min, China
wangmin@bnu.edu.cn
Dr. Thandi Nzama, South Africa
atnzama@pan.uzulu.ac.za
Prof. Wolfgang Eder, Germany
w.eder-geo@hotmail.de
Prof. Nickolas Zouros, Greece
nzour@aegean.gr
Mr. Duane Fast, Canada
dfast@artcrft.com
Prof. Carole Murphy, USA
carole@umsl.edu
Prof. Peter Bobrowsky, Canada
pbobrows@nrcan.gc.ca

2. Meetings
The Commission has had active work and
organized
some
meetings
and
conferences; the report summarizes the
international meetings held from 2007 to
2011.
2.1. International Forum on Geoparks:
Interpretation and Sustainable
Development
This meeting was held successfully at
Yuntaishan World Geopark, Xiuwu
County, Henan Profvince from 11-14
October, 2007 and produced 200 pages’
proceeding.
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The forum was co-organized by College
and Xiuwu County government and
Geoparks Commission of IGU.33 experts
from 6 countries participated in the forum,
such as the President of IGU Prof. Dr.
Jose Luis Palacio-Prieto (Mexico), the
Vice President of IGU Prof. Dr. Ronald
Francis Abler (USA), the Vice President
of IGU Prof. Dr. Hiroshi Tanabe (Japan),
the Vice President of IGU Prof. Dr.
Lindisizwe M. Magi (South Africa), the
Secretary –general of IGU Prof. Dr. Wooik Yu (South Korea), the Executive
Director of the America National
Association for Interpretation Dr. Tim
Merriman, the Vice Executive Director of
the America National Association for
Interpretation Ms.Lisa Brochu, the Vice
President of IGU Prof. Dr. Liu
Changming,
Vice
president
of
Geographical Society of China Prof. Dr.
Qin Dahe, Prof. Dr. Cui Zhijiu from
Peking University, the governor of Xiuwu
County Wei Fengshou and Ms.Chi Jun
and so on. Prof.Wang Min chaired the
keynote speeches.IGU EC members and
members of Commission on Geoparks
talked about the future plan and elected
the members of steering committee of
Geopark Commission.
2.2. Plenary Meeting of Geopark
Commission. (St. Louis, March,
2008)
On March 1st, 2008, the Commission held
the executive members' meeting and
discussed the work plan and upcoming
conferences.
Time: 9:00am-13:00pm, March 1st, 2008
Place: Boardroom in J.C Penny Building
in University of Missouri-St.Louis
Topics: work report of IGU Commission
on Geoparks Participants: Duane Fast,
Wei, Dongying, James Wilson, Lloyd
Richardson, Carole Murphy, Wang Min
1.

Work report of IGU Commission of
Geoparks
The following issues about the work
report were discussed: Vision of IGU-
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CoG, specific objectives of IGU-CoG,
work plan and action plan about the
commission.
2.

About the 3rd International UNESCOConference on Geoparks
The 3rd International UNESCOConference on Geoparks will be held
in Osnabrueck,Germany from 22nd to
24th June,2008. All the executive
members of IGU-CoG are encouraged
to attend it.

3.

About
the
31st
International
Geographical Congress
All the executive members and
advisors of IGU-CoG are encouraged
to attend the 31st International
Geographical Congress that will be
held in Tunis from 12th to 15th
August, 2008. The third formal
meeting of CoG will be held then and
the formal report will be presented.

4.

Bylaws of IGU-CoG IGU-CoG will
abide
by
the
International
Geographical Union Guidelines for
Commissions And Study Groups and
will work out some detailed bylaws
for all the members about the future
programs and activities. Duane Fast
will be responsible for it and will turn
it in to the executive members to
discuss in the near future.

International
Geography
2.3. 31st
Congress, Geopark Session in Tunis
in August, 2008 (Tunis, August 1215, 2008)
From 12th to 15th, August,2008 the
Geopark Session and IGU-COG work
meeting was held in tunis, Tunisia during
the 31st International Geographical
Congress and Dr.Wei,Dongying chaired
the session and the executive members
and participants discussed the future work
plan and the problems and solutions.Dr.
Selma ZAIANE gave the presentation:
Potential geopark sites in Tunisia:
Opportunities
for
geotourism
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development, Dr. Wei, Dongying gave the
work report of IGU-CoG: Geoparks: New
Mission of Geographers, Mr. Karem
DASSY's presentation was Contribution
méthodo logique à la sélection et à la
valorisation des géosites de la région du
Jérid. Dr. Carole Murphy presented the
constitutions and bylaws of IGU-COG
and co-chaired the discussion with Mr.
Duane Fast.
Prof. Hans van Ginkel, former Secretary
General of United Nations and Rector of
United Nations University, Prof. José
Palacio-Prieto, former President of IGU,
Prof. Qin Dahe, vice president of IGU,
Prof. Hiroshi Tanabe, former vice
president of IGU, Prof. Liu Changming,
former vice president of IGU, Prof. Anne
Buttimer, past president of IGU, Prof.
Lindisizwe M. Magi, former vice
president of IGU, and the executive
members, Prof. Wang Min, Prof. Carole
Murphy and Mr. Duane Fast and other
participants from Tunisia, Japan and
Brazil and Cuba participated in the
Geoparks Session.
2.4. The 3rd International Symposium
on
the
Development
within
Geoparks: Geo-heritage Protection
and Cooperation( August 2225th,2009)
The
3rd
International
Geoparks
Symposium on "Development within
Geoparks: Geo‐heritage Protection and
Cooperation"
attracted
over
300
participants, and the Annual Meeting of
the
Global
Geoparks
Network
Bureau(GGNB) of UNESCO held on 22
August 2009.Dr.Dongying Wei was
invited as the representative and met with
the GGNB members and the official from
UNESCO. Prof. Nicolas Zuros was
invited and gave the speech. Dr. Wei
expressed the interest to cooperate with
UNESCO and GGNB more closely and
talked about the future cooperative plan
with Dr. Magaret Patzak.
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2.5. First World Young Earth Scientists Congress 2009, Beijing
25-28 October.
In observance of the United Nations
proclamation of the triennium 2007‐2009
as the International Year of Planet Earth
(IYPE), the Young Earth‐Scientist
Network, under the patronage of
UNESCO, is organizing the First World
Congress which is focused on young
(under the age of 35) earth scientists, and
earth science professionals. As a coorganizer, Commission on Geoparks
donated 800RMB to the WASHING
ROCK activities.
2.6. 4th
International
UNESCO
Confernce on Geoparks, KangkawI,
Malaysia, 9-15th, 2010.
The
4th
International
UNESCO
Conference on Geoparks 2010 is held in
Langkawi Global Geopark, MALAYSIA
and at the same time the Commission
steering committee meeting was also held
here. Dr. Dongying Wei, Prof.
Changming Liu, Mr. Duane Fast, Prof.
Nicrous Zuros, Prof. Wolfgang Eder
participated the steering committee
meeting on April 11th. The work was
summarized and planed the recent future
work, especially the plenary meeting that
will be held from 9h to 13th, June, 2010
in Beijing and Beijing Guihuamu
Geopark. The forum on Geoparks:
Education and Sustainable Development
is planned to be held at the end of 2010.
2.7. IGU-COGEM meeting, CHINA, 810 June 2010
IGU-COG Executive Meeting was held
from 8th to 10th, June, 2010 in Beijing
Normal University and Dr. Llloy
Richardson, Mr. Duane Fast, Dr.
Dongying Wei, Prof. Dahe Qin, Prof.
Changming Liu, Mr. Yonggang Wang
from Ministry of Land and Resources, Mr.
Tuojie Luo from UNESCO Geopark
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Network Office, Mr. Yueping Han from
Yuntaishan World Geopark participated in
the meeting and the IGU-COG
development and cooperation with other
organizations were discussed.
2.8. The Second International Forum
on Geoparks: Capacity Building
and Sustainable Development,
Taijing Geopark, China, May 2729, 2011
The Second International Forum on
Geoparks was held from 27-29 May 2011
at the site of the beautiful Taining World
Geopark (Taining, Fujian, China). The
three-day forum focused on promoting
capacity building
and
sustainable
development in the management of
Geoparks. 50 participants from 5
countries attended the forum.
The participants passed the Towards
Sustainable
Development
Recommendation
of
Actions
for
Geoparks,
also
called
Taining
Declaration, and it was published and
acknowledged by IGU executive board.

3. Networking
IGU-COG cooperated with Commission
on Geography Education and Land Use
and Coverage Commission in the past
four years. IGU-CoG invited the members
of Commission on Geography Education
to attend the geopark meetings and
conferences and discussed how to
integrated Geography education in
Geoparks. IGU-COG also has cooperated
with LUCC on Environmental Map
contest since 2004. IGU-COG encourages
the middle school and high school
students in China to participate in the
environmental map contest organized by
LUCC and gave some teachers training on
it.
IGU-COG cooperated with UNESCO,
IUCN etc. international organizations
about geopark programs and also with

some national government, like China
Ministry of Land and Resources and
Ministry of Housing and Rural and Urban
Development,
China
Ministry
of
Environment Protection etc. to promote
the education and protection of the
geoparks. IGU-COG also cooperated with
many local governments to promote the
development of geoparks, like Xiuwu
County in Henan Province, Shangrao City
in Jiangxi Province, Taining County in
Fujian province etc.

4. Publications
IGU-COG’s
book,
Interpretation
Evaluation for Geoparks: Theory into
Practice was just published by Society of
Italian Geography as the volume X of the
Home of Geography Series in January,
2012.
Interpretation Evaluation for Geoparks:
Theory into Practice illustrates the logic
model of environmental interpretation and
the evaluation indicator framework of
environmental interpretation for a
Geopark is built. In order to identify who
to evaluate, the tripartite evaluation model
of environmental interpretation is
developed. The study takes Yuntaishan
World Geopark as a case to evaluate the
status quo of environmental interpretation
from three aspects: self-evaluation, visitor
evaluation and peer and expert evaluation,
and make recommendation for improving
the quality of the service. This book
provides the guide for the Geoparks to
evaluation its interpretation quality.
IGU-COG’s website is www.igu-cog.org

5. Archival Contributions
On the website of home of Geography, on
the News column, click the Interpretation
and Evaluation for Geoparks: volume X
of the Home of Geography Series, it will
show the introduction of the book,
Interpretation Evaluation for Geoparks:
Theory
into
Practice.
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6. Continuation

2.

Further develop the concept of
sustainability as applied to
Geoparks

3.

Communicate the importance of
understanding a broad range of
processes
that
affect
the
sustainable
development
of
Geoparks, including the natural
environment, political, and socioeconomic processes

4.

Communicate the results of the
research by members of the
Commission
to
various
academic, industry and policy
arenas in order to influence
policy in an effective and
appropriate manner.

6.1. Commission Name
Commission on Geoparks – Unchanged
6.2. Commission Mission
To promote the development of Geoparks
from the Geographical perspectives and
its detailed objectives are as following:
1.

Communicate the role of
Geoparks as tools of education,
recreation
and
nature
conservation

6.3. Steering Committee
Dr. Wei, Dongying, China
Prof. Lloyd Richardson, USA (Treasurer)

weedy@bnu.edu.cn
drloyd@sbcglobal.net

Prof. Wang Min, China (Secretary)
Prof. José Luis Palacio-Prieto, Mexico
Dr. Thandi Nzama, South Africa
Prof. Wolfgang Eder, Germany
Prof. Nickolas Zouros, Greece
Prof. Carole Murphy, USA

wangmin@bnu.edu.cn
palacio@servidor.unam.mx
atnzama@pan.uzulu.ac.za
w.eder-geo@hotmail.de
nzour@aegean.gr
carole@umsl.edu

Prof. Peter Bobrowsky, Canada
Dr. Valente Alessio, Italy
Prof. Toshio Kikuch, Japan

pbobrows@nrcan.gc.ca
valente@unisannio.it
dr_kikuchan@yahoo.co.jp

6.4. Work Plan 2012-2016
Commission (2012–2016) will focus on
the development of comparative studies
on Geoparks, tourism and corresponding
social, economic, environmental and
political change and will concentrate on
the communication and transfer of
research results in policy relevant terms to
policy makers and industry as well as
continuing the scientific publishing
programme of the Commission. The
Commission therefore seeks to continue

its activities for the next four years as
outlined in relation to its existing
objectives. The planned activities are as
the following.
The forthcoming IGU-COG executive
members meeting will be held in Beijing
in May, 2012. More details are available
on www.igu-cog.org.
All executive members are encouraged to
participate in IGC 2012 in Cologne.
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See the appendix for the Commission’s
planned activities.
6.5. Scholarly Importance of the
Commission’s Work

The journal, International Journal of
Geoparks will be the first academic
journal on Geoparks and it fills the empty
in the field and will have important impact
on the research on Geoparks and related
academic fields.

Appendix
The Planned Activities Include the Following:
Activity

Responsibility

Updating the website of the
Commission on Geoparks

Comments
In order to meet the objectives of
the COG, namely, to educate other
about Geoparks, the site will have
more details for the major sub
areas

Sub Area 1: Research on
Geoparks
*Encourage submission of
research by interested
researchers
*Researchers (both from the
Commission and others)

Commission
members & advisors
Target: 6 months

(place complimentary request
for submissions in journal,
newsletters, etc of IGU and
other organizations)

*Articles submitted and reviewed
by the Commission
*Quaterly update with articles
listed by quarter
*Manuscript specifications and
directions on the site
Geoparks will be encouraged to
develop a short (15-20 min) video
highlighting their park including
where it is and how to get there

Sub Area 2: Geopark
Highlights

Webmaster
Target: 6 months

Directions for contacting the park
Contact info for Tour directors
also available
An annual fee may be charged for
putting their video on site
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Maintain a forum for discussion of
issues about Geoparks
Sub Area 3: Geopark Forum
(discussion board)

Commission
Members Target: 6
months

Could include updates from
members about activities
upcoming at their Geopark
No charge, but must log in with
email address and password

Development of corporate
sponsors for COG

*A corporation can be a sponsor
of the site with their logo on all
main and subarea pages with links
to their website with the provisio
that the site must have a
description of they are adressing
environmental issues and
sustainable development activities

Corporate sponsors such as
BP, Texaco, Exxon, Toyota,
Mercedes, GM, Sanyo, Gucci,
etc

*Highlight list of corporate
sponsors
Develop brochure outlining
*Info on the website of IGU-COG
Brochure

Commission

*Identify benefits of being a
sponsor (number of members, etc)
*Indentify the cost, who to
contact, what is required, etc

International Journal of
Geoparks

Commission

COG plans to start the
International Journal of Geoparks,
new academic thoughts on
experience which focuses on the
experiential education,
environmental education,
interpretation and geography
education.
The first issue will be available in
May 2012 - both paper and
electronically
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T08.03 Olympiad Task Force
1. Membership
Prof. dr Joop van der Schee (co-chair)
Onderwijscentrum VU
VU University Amsterdam
De Boelelaan 1105
1081 HV Amsterdam
Netherlands
Vox: +31 20 5989213
Fax: +31 20 5989250
Email: j.a.vander.schee@vu.nl
Mr Henk Ankoné (co-chair)
SLO / National Institute for
Curriculum Development
PO Box 2041
Enschede 7500 CA
Netherlands
Vox: + 31 53 484 0840
Fax: + 31 53 430 7692
E-Mail: h.ankone@slo.nl
Ms Kathryn Berg
Secretariat International Geographical
Union Olympiad Task Force
c/o Royal Geographical Society of Qld
237 Milton Road
Milton Qld 4064 Australia
Vox: + 61 7 3368 2066
Fax: + 61 7 3367 1011
Email: admin@rgsq.org.au
Dr Wolfgang Gerber
Sportgymnasium Leipzig
Marschuerstr. 30
D-04109 Leipzig
Germany
Vox: + 49 341 9857524
Fax: + 49 341 9832128
Email: wgerbergerber@web.de
Dr Zouhaier Hlaoui
Géographe Climatologue
Faculté des Sciences Humaines et
Sociales de Tunis
94 BV 9 avril 1938 Tunis (1007)
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Tunisia
Vox: + 216 98215255
Fax: + 216 71567551
E-mail: zouhaierhlaoui@yahoo.fr
Dr Su-Min Shen
Department of Geography
National Taiwan Normal University
162, Sec 1, Hoping East Rd
Taipei, Taiwan ROC 106
Vox: + 886 2 77341634
Fax: + 886 2 23691770
Email: tngc@deps.ntnu.edu.tw
Dr Fernando Garcia-Garcia
Centro de Ciencias de la Atmosfera
Universidad Nacional Autónonma de
México
Circuito de la Investigacion Cientifica
Ciudad Universitaria. Del. Coyoacan
04510 Mexico D.F.
Mexico
Vox: + 52 55 5849 5108
Fax: + 52 55 5622 1577
Email: igeo.amc.mexico@gmail.com
Ms Sue Lomas
Salford City Council
Minerva House
Pendlebury Rd
Swinton M27 AEQ
United Kingdom
Vox: + 44 1925 767661
Fax: + 44 1925 767661
Email: sue-lomas@talktalk.net
The Task Force does not have any other
members as such. However, the leaders of
Olympiad teams could perhaps be
regarded as the equivalent. These amount
to approximately 60 from more than 30
countries: Australia, Belarus, Belgium,
Bulgaria, China - Beijing, China - Hong
Kong, China - Taipei, Croatia, Czech
Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland,
Germany, Hungary, Indonesia, Japan,
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Latvia, Lithuania, Mexico, Netherlands,
New Zealand, Nigeria, Poland, Romania,
Russia, Singapore, Slovakia, Slovenia,
Tunisia, Turkey, United Kingdom.

2. Meetings
2.1. Meetings organized by the
Task Force
Two International Geography Olympiads
have been organized in the period 20082012.
In 2008 in Carthage, Tunisia, 24 countries
participated in the seventh Olympiad from
August 7 to 12, 2008. The number of
participants was approximately 150
persons.
In 2010, 27 countries participated in
Taipei in the eighth Olympiad from 29
July to 4 August 2010. The number of
participants was approximately 180
persons.
During these Olympiads, meetings of the
International Board of the IGU Olympiad
Task Force were scheduled:
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1.

International Board Meeting,
Date: August 8, 2008. Location:
Carthage, Tunisia, number of
participants: approximately 30.

2.

International Board Meeting,
Date: August 12, 2008. Location:
Carthage, Tunisia, number of
participants: approximately 30.

3.

International Board Meeting,
Date: July 30, 2010. Location:
Taipei, Taiwan, number of
participants: approximately 30.

4.

International Board Meeting,
Date: August 4, 2010. Location:
Taipei, Taiwan, number of
participants: approximately 30.

In addition to the International Geography
Olympiads listed above, several regional
Olympiads were held, adhering to the full
Olympiad guidelines, but not directly
organised by the Task Force. Held during
2008-2012 were: Asia-Pacific Regional
Geography Olympiad, Japan, August
2009; Central European Regional
Geography Olympiad, Poland, September
2009; Asia-Pacific Regional Geography
Olympiad, Mexico, July 2011; Central
European Regional Geography Olympiad,
Czech Republic, August 2011.
2.2. Summary of questions and
ideas
The 2008 Olympiad in Tunis was
organised by Dr. Zouhaier Hlaoui. It was
a special experience to combine fieldwork
with excursions.
For safety reasons the International Board
and the Task Force decided not to
organise an Olympiad in Tel Aviv in 2010
during the IGU
Congress. The
Geographical Society of China located in
Taipei and the Department of Geography
of the National Taiwan Normal University
hosted the 8th International Geography
Olympiad in Taipei, Taiwan, from 29 July
to 4 August 2010, under the auspices of
the International Geographical Union
Olympiad Task Force. This Olympiad was
very successful. The local organiser was
Dr. Su-Min Shen.
At its meeting on 30 July 2010, the
Olympiad International Board agreed to
the IGU Executive’s request that
Olympiads be held annually. This will
bring the Geography Olympiad in line
with the other Olympiads (chemistry,
mathematics, biology and physics).
Annual Geography Olympiads will start
from 2012.
In 2008 the IGU Executive Committee
decided that in the near future the
organizing country of an IGU Congress
will pay 5000 US dollar to the Task Force
for the organization of the Olympiad.
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2.3. Meetings planned
The preparations for the next Olympiad,
from August 21 – 26, 2012 in the week
before the 2012 IGU Congress in
Cologne, are well under way. The local
organiser is Dr. Dorothea Wiktorin
together with Dr. Wolfgang Gerber. In
Cologne in 2012 we expect at least 30
countries with 4 students and 2 leaders
each, so including observers and other
staff, 200 people all together. We
anticipate presenting the winners of the
2012 iGeo with their gold medals at the
opening ceremony of the IGU Congress in
Cologne. Apart from the Olympiad itself
we plan to have two meetings of the
International Board.
The Task Force plans for 2012 to 2016 are
to conduct International Geography
Olympiads annually, as requested by the
IGU Executive. It is planned to hold these
as follows:
 2013 – Kyoto, Japan, 30 July – 5
August
 2014 – Krakow, Poland
 2015 – Moscow, Russia
 2016 – Beijing, China
The organisation of the Olympiad in
Japan has commenced. In preliminary
contacts, Olympiad International Board
members in the other countries have
indicated willingness for their countries to
undertake the necessary organization.
Japan and Poland are sending observers
(as well as team leaders) to the 2012
Olympiad to assist in their preparations.

3. Networking




Collaboration with the Chair of the
IGU Commission on Geographical
Education as to the design of the
Olympiad fieldwork test.
One of the co-chairs of the IGU Task
Force for the Olympiad functioned as
a Commissioner of the IGU
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Commission
Education.

on

Geographical

4. Publications
4.1. Journals and Books
No formal publications are produced by
the Task Force which communicates with
its wider contact network through emails.
Nevertheless, a reflection about a new
international geography test and a
research report about the 2008 Olympiad
multimedia test were published in
International Research in Geographical
and Environmental Education:
1.

Schee,. J. van der, Notté, H. &
Zwartjes, L. (2010) Some
thoughts
about
a
new
international geography test.
International
Research
in
Geographical
and
Environmental Education 19
(4),pp. 277-282.

2.

Schee. J. van der & Kolkman, R.
(2010) Multimedia tests and
geographical education: the 2008
International
Geography
Olympiad.
International
Research in Geographical and
Environmental Education 19 (4),
pp. 283-293.

4.2. Website
The
Olympiad
website
www.geoolympiad.org was revised in
2010 with financial help from ESRI and
VU University Amsterdam.

5. Archival Contributions
The Task Force’s 2010 report has been
submitted to Vice-President Giuliano
Bellezza for inclusion in the IGU
archives.
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6. Continuation
6.1. Name
The name in 2012-2106 should remain the
same: Olympiad Task Force
6.2. Mission
The mission of the Task Force is to
organise
International
Geography
Olympiads, and through this:
 to stimulate active interest in
geographical and environmental
studies among young people;
 to contribute positively to debate
about the importance of geography as
a senior secondary school subject by
drawing attention to the quality of
geographical knowledge, skills and
interests among young people;
 to facilitate social contacts between
young people from different countries
and in doing so, contribute to the
understanding between nations.
6.3. Membership
In Cologne the co-chairs Henk Ankoné
and Joop van der Schee from the
Netherlands will have completed two
terms and will stand down. The current
Secretary Ms. Kathryn Berg (Australia)
and Prof. Lex Chalmers (New Zealand)
are nominated to be the incoming cochairs. From 2012, the suggested
membership of the Olympiad Task Force
is:
Ms Kathryn Berg (co-chair)
Royal Geographical Society of Qld
237 Milton Road
Milton Qld 4064
Australia
Vox: + 61 7 3368 2066
Fax: + 61 7 3367 1011
Email: admin@rgsq.org.au
Professor Lex Chalmers (co-chair)
Department of Geography
The University of Waikato
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Private Bag 3105
Hamilton
New Zealand
Vox: + 64 7 838 4436
Fax: + 64 7 838 4633
E-mail: lex@waikato.ac.nz
Dr Wolfgang Gerber
Sportgymnasium Leipzig
Marschuerstr. 30
D-04109 Leipzig
Germany
Vox: + 49 341 9857524
Fax: + 49 341 9832128
Email: wgerbergerber@web.de
Prof Yoshiyasu Ida
Institute of Education
University of Tsukuba
Tsukuba-shi, Ibaraki 305-8572
Japan
Vox/Fax: + 81 29 853 6731
Email: ida@human.tsukuba.ac.jp
Dr Su-Min Shen
Department of Geography
National Taiwan Normal University
162, Sec 1, Hoping East Rd
Taipei
Taiwan ROC 106
Vox: + 886 2 77341634
Fax: + 886 2 23691770
Email: tngc@deps.ntnu.edu.tw
Because the membership of the Task
Force includes the past, present and future
Olympiad local organizers, it necessarily
has a rolling membership. The Task Force
can also second additional Olympiad
leaders to assist in its work.
6.4. Work Plan 2012-2016
The Task Force plans to conduct
International
Geography
Olympiads
annually, as follows:
 2013 – Kyoto, Japan
 2014 – Krakow, Poland
 2015 – Moscow, Russia
 2016 – Beijing, China
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6.5. Importance
As well as the benefits listed in the
Mission statement above, continuing to
organise
International
Geography
Olympiads assists geographical educators

to promote the discipline of geography in
schools throughout the participating
countries. With the position of geography
under threat in many school systems, the
Olympiads help raise the status of
geography.

MRP: The Mediterranean Renaissance Project
MRP arranged several sessions in IGU
Conferences and own meetings along the
years. It developed ties with many
Commissions (Political, Information
Society, Climate, Tourism, Gender,
Cultural Turn, Local Development,
Mobility). MRP externally initiated and
developed further ties and cooperation
with European Academy (Academia
Europaea) , EUROGEO, the Association
of European Geographers, UN Alliance
of
Civilisations
program
focus
‘Mediterranean’, AAG-Association of
American Geographers ,the Euro-Med
University EMUNI being one of the
founding members, the Union for the
Mediterranean the EU-Med policy
initiative in particular with the
Secretariat of Education and Research,
the CERES-Centre d’Etudes Socialeséconomiques de Tunis.
The list of MRP corresponding members
is increasing about 60 members. A MRP
is in the making of a book to be
published by Springer. Steering and
corresponding colleagues published
chapters, articles on MRP issues in
various loci of publication and countries.

1. Future Plans and Initiatives
1.1. MRP devoted emphasis and
efforts to the 2012 IGU
Conference
in
Cologne
issuing two calls for session(s):

A. Towards a democratic MaghrebMashreq? Critical examinations of
change and permanence
(Co-organisers and chairs Maria
Paradiso, Alì Toumi)
http://www.igc2012.org/frontend/in
dex.php?page_id=400&ses_id=58d
20de596281490f2a83de29b6d7d2b
B. Recent development of geography
of energy (with a special relevance
to Mediterranean)
(Co-organisers Maria Paradiso,
Stan Brunn, Kentucky University)
http://www.igc2012.org/frontend/in
dex.php?page_id=400&ses_id=58d
20de596281490f2a83de29b6d7d2b
C. A joint session is co-organised with
Commission C08.14 Geography of
the Global Information Society
entitled: Mediterranean Information
Society Chair(s): Maria Paradiso &
Mark Wilson
D. A joint session is co-organised with
Commission
Climate
CO4:
Climatology: "Climate change in
the areas with Mediterranean
climate: characteristics, mitigation
and adaptation". Chair: Annick
Douguédroit.
In Cologne a new business meeting will
take place.
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1.2. MRP in AAG-Association of
American Geographers, NYC
February 2012: MRP-IGU
Commission Geography of
Global Information Society.
Session ‘Media and social
justice
in
Mediterranean
Democratic Movements’.
Again
collaboration
with
IGU
Commission Geography of Global
Information Society (Chair Mark Wilson)
will take place in the form of a session
entitled: media and social justice in
Mediterranean Democratic Movements,
which will continue in a broader audience
the successful partnership of Athens July
by attracting new papers and colleagues.
1.3. MRP Annual Conference 2012
or 2013. Sponsorship proposal
submitted in 2011 to UN
Alliance of Civilisations –
Mediterranean Alliance.
A proposal for sponsoring a Conference
entitled: ‘Migration as mobilities,
geographical perspectives from the
Mediterranean’ has been submitted to the
Malta meeting of Foreign Ministers, UN
Alliance of Civilisations, Mediterranean
focus via the Italian Foreign Office.

European Academy (Academia Europaea)
– Social Sciences Committee - and IGU
MRP (International Geographical Union,
Mediterranean Renaissance Program),
EUROGEO Conference Athens, 2-5 June
2011 : Geography: Your World - A
European Perspective
EUROGEO 2011 is a forum for
researchers to present and discuss recent
advances and developments in Geography
and related subjects. Topics of interests
include, but are not limited to, economic,
cultural, social and political geography,
planning, and land management, urban
and rural systems, new technologies and
geoinformation,
environment
and
sustainability, geographical education,
transport communications & networking.
http://www.ntua.gr/MIRC/EUROGEO/ind
ex.html
‘Mediterranean Region: Development
Prospects and Challenges’ , a joint session
of the European Academy (Academia
Europaea) – Social Sciences Committee and
IGU
MRP
(International
Geographical
Union,
Mediterranean
Renaissance Program). Session organizer
and chair: Maria Paradiso (Italy).
Speakers were:

It has been selected and approved in the
official UN program of initiative. We got
the UN label and we are waiting for
financial decisions expected in their next
meeting in October.

Maria Paradiso (University of Sannio,
Italy),
Maghrebine
and
Egyptian
geoconomic evolutions: prospects and
challenges in an integrated Mediterranean
perspective.

2. Past Activities

Anastasia Stratigea, A., Maria Giaoutzi
and Anastasia Biska (National Technical
University of Athens, Greece), Prospects
of Renewable Energy Production in the
Mediterranean Region.

2.1. 2011
MRP and EUROGEO 2011
MRP developed further ties and
cooperation with EUROGEO, the
Association of European Geographers. It
proposed a session ‘Mediterranean
Region: Development Prospects and
Challenges, a joint session of the
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Oren Yiftachel, (Ben Gurion University,
Israel) 'Gray Spacing' –the Arab-Jewish
Metropolis
Philippe Vidal, (University of Havre,
France), Beyond teleworking, ICTS as a
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maturation process of the periurban
dwelling: the French case
MRP has been invited to take care of a
special issue on Mediterranean in the
EUROGEO Journal.
Joint conference IGU Commission
Geography of Global Information
Society, Heritage, Planning and
participation. Session: The Role of
Information
Technologies
and
Mediterranean Democratic Movements’
The Conference, entitled ‘Heritage,
Planning and eParticipation: The Evolving
Forms of Information Society, with a
special focus on ICT and democracy,
Athens, July 3-6, 2011 was co-organized
by Mark Wilson, Maria Giaoutsi
(principal local organizer, Greece), Maria
Paradiso. It successfully took place in
Athens; July 3-6, 2011 in the NTUANational Technical Polytechnic cosponsored by various institutions firstly
Michigan State University and NTUA. In
the specific session ‘‘The Role of
Information
Technologies
and
Mediterranean Democratic Movements’
(Organizers: Maria Paradiso and Barney
Warf), papers were presented by: Barney
Warf, Maria Paradiso, Olivier Lefebvre,
and Mark Wilson.
Field work and report on visit to
Lampedusa, 15 - 19 March 2011, for a
study entitled: 'Mobility following
Mediterranean democratic movements:
The role of ICTs.
IGU MRP (Mediterranean Renaissance
Program), Academia Europaea Social
Sciences Section Initiative on Mobility
and Integration. FROM: Maria Paradiso,
MRP Coordinator; Member, AE Social
Sciences Section. Report has been
published on IGU website and a paper,
submitted to an international journal, is
under reviewing process.
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MRP book project
MRP
book
with
Springer
on
‘Contemporary
Mediterranean
Geography’: The book is co-edited by
Theano S. Terkenli (Greece) and Louis
Cassar (Malta). The book is progressing,
all revision were due for October 7th 2011
to editors, the book is still in the making.
MRP preparations for Santiago and
Cologne
The Santiago meeting was not a major
focus for MRP even if MRP hardly tried
to have a presence there. Annick
Douguédroit explored possibilities of
inviting a local Chair together with the
Commission on Climatology in order to
have an MRP session on ‘Mediterranean
Climate’ taking into consideration that
Chile has Mediterranean climatic zones. It
has not been possible, MRP is grateful to
Annick Douguédroit for her strenuous
work on the issue.
2.2. 2010
in November 2009 Maria Paradiso
became MRP President/Coordinator and
Alì Toumi Executive Secretary.
MRP and IGU Tel Aviv 2010
MRP developed further ties and
cooperation with Commissions through by
8 joint sessions with several commissions
(Political Geography, Gender, Tourism,
Cultural Geography, Local development,
climate change). The list of MRP
corresponding members is increasing.
Joint conference with Tunis-CERES
(Centre d’Etudes et de Recherche
(Middle
East
Sociale)-MERC
Competition a program by Ford
Foundation) Tunis, March 2010
The Conference, entitled ‘Mediterranean
Tourism and Global crisis’, was coorganized by Maria Paradiso and Alì
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Toumi (principal local organizer). It
successfully took place in Tunis, 9-11
March 2010, in the CERES venue in
Tunis, co-sponsored also by CERES and
MERC. There were 15 speakers from
Algeria, Egypt, France, Greece, Italy,
Spain UK, and US. MRP officers who
participated in the event and presented
papers were: Annick Douguédroit, Maria
Paradiso, Theano S. Terkenli and Alì
Toumi. The meeting was followed a field
trip leading from Cap Bon to Sahel
focusing on Tunisian spatial development
for tourism and economic activity at large.
The two keynote speakers were Professor
L. Michalak (Berkely University,
anthropologist) and Mr. A. Smaoui,
former Tunisian Minister of Tourism. One
technical paper was presented by M. T.
Baya Director of Tunisian Spatial
Planning.
CERES expressed interest in further
collaboration with MRP in publishing the
conference proceedings. MERC also
expressed willingness to continue to
cooperate with MRP for seminars within a
frame of multidisciplinary cooperation,
though more thought is needed in order to
safeguard the role of geography within a
multi-disciplinary arena.
Proceedings are in progress and will be
published in collaboration with CERES.
MRP book project
MRP
book
with
Springer
on
‘Contemporary
Mediterranean
Geography’: The book is co-edited by
Theano Terkenli (Greece) and Louis
Cassar (Malta). The book is progressing
and some authors received revisions.
MRP preparations for Santiago and
Cologne
The Santiago meeting will not be a major
focus for MRP but still MRP will try to
have
a
presence
there.
Annick
Douguédroit will explore possibilities of
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inviting a local Chair together with the
Commission on Climatology in order to
have an MRP session on ‘Mediterranean
Climate’ taking into consideration that
Chile has Mediterranean climatic zones.
MRP decided to devote more emphasis
and efforts to the 2012 IGU Conference in
Cologne issuing a call for session(s) and
papers on the topic ‘German ties with the
Mediterranean’. Maria Paradiso has
already shared this planned activity with
the two Co-Chairs of IGU Cologne who’ll
support and proposed in principle a
session on Renewable Energy from
Mediterranean. The Cologne LOC
promised to answer after internal
meetings.
Union for the Mediterranean
Contacts with Italian Foreign Affairs
Before the nominations at the UofM
Maria Paradiso got in touch with the
Italian Head of diplomacy for the UofM in
order to inform on MRP and have
possible support in terms of networking
(UofM, Alliance of Civilisations) and
information on UofM. He was ready to
support the presentation of MRP to the
Ministers of Higher Education and
Research who are supposed to meet in
Slovenia to present MRP as a research
network complementary to existing
educational bodies. The meeting was
postponed but luckily the nominations for
UofM deputy-secretaries went ahead.
Meeting with Professor Ilan Chet, Deputy
Secretary for Research
After initial consultation by Maria
Paradiso with the Italian Diplomat in
charge of the Union of the Mediterranean
she got in touch with the DeputySecretary of Research, a leading scientist
from Israel, Prof. Ilan Chet, thanks to
links provided by Aharon Kellerman.
Maria Paradiso prepared and sent
presentation materials on MRP and asked
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for a meeting in Israel proposing four
main goals.
The meeting took place on July 13 at Dan
Panorama Hotel with Professor Chet,
Maria Paradiso and Aharon Kellerman.
Professor Chet showed real interest and
readiness to help on the basis of an MRP
written document to be prepared.
MRP Annual Conference 2011 or 2012:
Sponsorship proposal submitted to UN
Alliance
of
Civilisations
–
Mediterranean Alliance
A proposal for sponsoring a Conference
entitled: ‘Migration as mobilities,
geographical perspectives from the
Mediterranean’ has been submitted to the
Malta meeting of Foreign Ministers, UN
Alliance of Civilisations, Mediterranean
focus via the Italian Foreign Office.
2.3. 2009
2009 has been a year of intense
preparations for the following initiatives
which were decided on the basis of Rome
2009 business meeting agenda discussion;
the Executive Secretary Maria Paradiso
for MRP has arranged in February a
scientific meeting plus the business
meeting hosted at the Italian Geographical
Society in Rome.
In 2009-10 MRP became a co-founder of
EMUNI
(Euro-Mediterranean
University)per Maria Paradiso’s initiative
; and initiated contacts for future activities
(IGU Tel Aviv, CERES Tunis, MRP
Book).
The
Rome
2009
workshop
Contemporary Challenges for the
Mediterranean Basin, and business
meeting have been organised by Maria
Paradiso.
24 February 2009 MRP workshop
included 11 papers by Douguédroit, Sala,
Toumi, Montanari, Bellezza, Kellerman,
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Eveno, Paradiso, Gosar, Terkenli, Jelen,
grouped into four sessions: Environmental
impacts of climatic changes (Chair and
organiser:
Annick
Douguédroit,
France);Migration in the Mediterranean
Region: between human development and
security (Chair and organiser: Ali Toumi,
Tunisia), Information Society (Chair and
organiser: Maria Paradiso, Italy) Tourism
and sustainability (Chair and organiser:
Giuliano Bellezza, Italy).The workshop
was marked by thorough discussions
following each presentation, and these
discussions have been able to illuminate
new perspectives which will be developed
into structured sessions for the IGU Tel
Aviv 2010 Regional Conference (e.g.
borders and illegal border crossing). The
workshop attracted several young Italian
Ph.D. students on Mediterranean studies.
The committee expressed warm thanks to
the Home of Geography and to the Chair
of the Italian Geographical Society,
Professor Franco Salvatori, for hosting the
event. It further thanked the IGU for its
financial support and Maria Paradiso for
the organization of the workshop.
The following initiatives were decided on:
IGU Tel Aviv 2010: Sessions in
collaboration with Commissions will be
prepared, and one thematic MRP session
will be possibly entitled ‘Mediterranean
borders’. The topic of ‘cruisers’ and
immigration were found of special
relevance for the ‘borders session’. The
organizer for this session will be Giuliano
Bellezza and/or Anton Gosar
MRP book proposal with Springer on
‘Contemporary
Mediterranean
Geography’: This proposal will aim at the
publication of chapters based on the
workshop presentations, as well as
additional ones, solicited by the coeditors. Theano Terkenli expressed her
readiness to serve as co-editor for the
proposed volume and will look for the
second co-editor. MRP decided that both
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co-editors have to be geographers and
come from Mediterranean countries. The
co-editors will send back to MRP steering
the book proposal for comments and
approval before sending to the publisher.
EMUNI: MRP decided to submit to
EMUNI a proposal for a summer doctoral
research seminar prepared by Aharon
Kellerman and Maria Paradiso on
Mediterranean information societies, with
up to four Professors, assuming that
EMUNI will accept new proposals.
Collaboration
with
Tunis-CERES
(Centre d’Etudes et de Recherche
Sociale): Ali Toumi reported that CERES
is interested in principle to co-sponsor
with MRP a three-day workshop
(including a one-day field trip) focused on
tourism, scheduled for the second week in
March 2010. CERES will cover
accommodations and meals for speakers.
The committee asked Ali to arrange for a
formal invitation, which will be followed
by negotiations with CERES performed
by a sub-committee consisting of: Alì
Toumi, Maria Paradiso (coordinator),
Anton Gosar, and Giuliano Bellezza. If
CERES will require, an agreement will be
drafted and signed.
MRP and IGU Tel Aviv 2010: Sessions in
collaboration with Commissions were
prepared.
The Executive Secretary Maria Paradiso
issued a general call on behalf of MRP
that has been circulated via the IGU lists.
Preliminary ideas for sessions were as
follows:
Commission of Political Geography, one
possible session entitled ‘Mediterranean
borders.’ The co-organizers for this
session will be Anton Gosar, Andy
Newman, and Giuliano Bellezza.
Contacts have been taken by Theano
Terkenli and Maria Paradiso with the
Commission on Tourism and Cultural
Geography.
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Commission on Climate Change - Annick
Douguédroit is taking care of contacts.
Maria Paradiso and Barney Warf (Kansas
University, US) co-organize a session
entitled
'Mediterranean
information
societies: Between traditional cultures and
contemporary global communications' for
the
Commission
of
the
Global
Information Society and issued a call for
papers within the Commission.
MRP book proposal with Springer on
Mediterranean
‘Contemporary
Geography’: This proposal will aim at the
publication of chapters based on
presentations at MRP Rome workshop
February 2009, as well as additional ones.
The two co-editors are Theano S. Terkenli
and Lou Cassar (University of Malta).
They initiated negotiations with Springer
and prepared a preliminary book form and
call for chapters, with some consulting
with Maria Paradiso. Hopefully it will be
circulated in September.
Joint conference with Tunis-CERES
(Centre d’Etudes et de Recherche
Sociale): On behalf of MRP, Ali Toumi
and Maria Paradiso arranged with CERES
and MERC (Middle East Research
Program Competition) the organization
plan and call for papers for an
international conference which will take
place in Tunis 9-11 March 2010, entitled
‘Mediterranean Tourism and Global
crisis’
2.4. 2008
At its business meeting at the Home of
Geography, Rome, May 2008, lead by
Mahmoud Ashour and Maria Paradiso
MRP was declared to be at a turning point
looking for a sound vision for its role and
consequent future actions within the
broader IGU strategic goals, hoping to
strengthen geography in its networking
and external involvements. MRP arranged
several sessions for IGU Tunis.
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1. Introduction and
Background
1.1 General Introduction
This report has been prepared by the
Military Geographic Institute of Chile
(IGM) to present the results of the
Regional Geographic Conference - UGI
2011 - to the Executive Committee of the
IGU, with copies for the organizers of two
future IGU conferences (in 2012 and
2013).
1.2 Background to UGI 2011
The Director of the IGM represents the
State of Chile before international
scientific organizations related to the
geosciences, among them the International
Geographic Union, of which Chile is a
member.
Consequently,
the
IGM
constitutes the National Committee of the
IGU in this country.
The IGU Executive Committee realized in
recent years that relatively few IGU
events had been held in Latin America,
yet nevertheless the region does possess a
significant amount of activity in
geography and related sciences, so there
was a potential for expansion of the IGU
involvement with this region. The
proposal for a conference in Santiago,
Chile, presented the opportunity to
improve these links.
The IGM, as Chilean National Committee,
presented to the IGU its first proposal to
host a meeting in the year 2004.
Discussions between the IGU and the
IGM continued until a meeting of the
Executive Committee held in 2007 where
outline agreement on what was to become
UGI
2011 was reached. By that time the IGM
had already hosted several, progressively
larger international scientific conferences,
building up to GSDI-9 in 2006 and was
already committed to hosting a major
conference
of
the
International
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Cartographic Association (ICA), due in
2009. In 2008, the General Assembly of
the IGU confirmed UGI 2011 to be held
in Chile. As soon as the ICC 2009
conference was completed in November
2009, concrete preparations for UGI 2011
began in Chile.

2. Local
Organizing
Committee
and
Other
Participating Organizations
2.1 Local Organizing Committee
and IGM
The Local Organizing Committee (LOC)
for UGI 2011 was set up in early 2010
with its leadership, operational nucleus
and office located at the IGM, including
those responsible for the Chilean IGU
National Committee and many of those
who had previously contributed to the
ICC 2009 LOC. The table at 6.1 below
lists the key LOC personnel. LOC
planned and supervised all preparations
for UGI 2011, executing many tasks
directly while delegating others to
contributors outside the IGM, with FISA
foremost among them. Close to the
conference dates, more IGM personnel
were added to the staff; see the table at
6.4.
2.2 International Geographic
Union
The IGU promoted UGI 2011 at an
international level, for example by
including news about it in its web site and
internal bulletins. LOC liaised with the
IGU Executive Committee (E.C.) and
with many of the IGU Commission chairs
to achieve coordination.
The E.C. managed a Program of Travel
Awards intended for helping geographers
with limited economic resources to attend
the conference. The program was
announced, the IGU E.C. evaluated the
applications and a group of geographers
with abstracts submitted for UGI 2011
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were selected to receive assistance. See
page 19 of the Second Call for Papers
brochure. A separate Grant program was
run in the USA by the Association of
American Geographers (AAG) with
funding from the U.S. National Science
Foundation, again providing assistance to
a group of US geographers to attend UGI
2011.
In late 2011, the IGU Commissions were
given the opportunity to group the
accepted papers into sessions for
scheduling purposes and to name IGU
moderators to chair those sessions; most
Commissions responded positively.
2.3 FISA
The firm specializing in event production
called FISA S.A. has a well-known
background in the management of
commercial trade fairs, events and
conferences. Having worked successfully
with IGM to co-produce ICC 2009, the
relationship was continued with FISA as
one of the three UGI 2011 official
organizers. In some areas FISA only
provided advice, services and materials
according to the needs of LOC; in other
areas FISA was given a substantial degree
of autonomy to manage the production of
the event, working particularly on:
- Receipt and processing of payments
(attendee registrations, hire of
booths, sponsorship) and related
financial management functions for
the whole conference
- Implementation of the on-line
registration and submissions systems
(Internet services)
- Commercial relations with sponsors
and exhibitors
- The
technical
–
commercial
exhibition
- Implementation of materials and
equipment in the conference venue
(bags for attendees, registration
facilities, signage)
- Commercial relations with subcontractors
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2.4 Scientific Sub-Committee
In 2010 the Scientific Sub-Committee
(SSC) was established as a component of
LOC but with the active participation of
leading geographic academics at local
Universities
with
Geography\
departments. The contributors are listed
below at 6.3. The main functions of the
SSC were to:
- Promote UGI 2011 in the academic
and scientific institutions of Chile
- Advise LOC on scientific issues and
provide geography-related content
for the web site and other LOC
publications
- Recruit academics and professionals
active in the geosciences to act as
reviewers of the abstracts, as local
moderators and as field trip guides.
- Manage the review of abstracts
submitted prior to their acceptance
for the conference
- Define the itineraries and technical
content of the Field Trips
- Recruit the student assistants
(stewards)
- Assign the local Moderators to the
technical sessions scheduled
2.5 Patrons
UGI 2011 was backed by a series of
institutions acting as patrons, who
provided support to LOC in several
functions. The full list of patrons is in the
Full Program of UGI 2011 on page 44. To
summarize, there were five international
organizations, three Chilean armed forces
institutions, five Chilean patrons from the
sector of universities and professional
associations,
three
nonChilean
magazines in the geosciences sector, and
five
Chilean
entities
in
the
state/governmental sector. Among the
Armed Forces Patrons, the Army of Chile
provided
substantial
support
by
facilitating the participation of several
units attached to it, among them the IGM
and the venues for the conference itself
and
for
the
Gala
Dinner.
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3. Preparation of the Event
3.1 Conference Venue
IGM/LOC assessed several alternative
locations in Santiago as potential venues
for ICC 2009 and for UGI 2011; the main
criteria for selection (among others) were
cost, size, location and previous
experience. Under all of these criteria the
venue selected, the “Escuela Militar del
General Bernardo O’Higgins” (Military
School), located in the borough of Las
Condes, proved to be the best option. The
cost of hire was reasonable, the available
space and configuration made it ideal for
fitting in all the activities expected
without overcrowding, it is located close
to the main public transport system and
reasonably near a cluster of good hotels,
and the positive experience of holding
ICC 2009 there made it convenient to hold
UGI 2011 at the same site.
3.2 Promoting UGI 2011
Throughout 2010 and up to the conference
an intense series of activities to promote
UGI 2011 was carried out, varying in
emphases according to the sectors it was
aimed at. The differing interests of
authors, academics and scientists,
potential sponsors and booth exhibitors,
IGU Commissions, local participants,
foreign attendees looking to combine the
conference with some tourism, all
required consideration in the campaign.
The campaign also differentiated between
targets according to their location; part of
it aimed at the global level, part at the
local or national level (Chile) and an
important part aimed at the Latin
American region, this being a major
component in the concept of this
conference in particular. These activities
included:
- Conference web site, with full
information and links to on-line
services, at www.ugi2011.cl
- Publication of two ‘Call for Papers’
brochures; the first (22 pages) in
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March 2010, the second (32 pages)
in November 2010.
Launch
events
held
with
presentations about UGI 2011 for
groups of invited guests
Presence
of
LOC
staff
at
international events and conferences
Promotion of UGI 2011 at
international events by IGM staff
while present on other duties
Campaign of visits to potential
sponsors and geosciences specialists
(Sept. 2010)
Presence of LOC staff with booth at
trade show events in Chile
Participation of LOC staff at
meetings of the Chilean spatial data
infrastructure (SNIT)
Articles in media (magazines,
newspapers, web sites)
Distribution
of
promotional
messages via e-mail to a large list of
contacts
Brochures distributed to potential
sponsors and booth exhibitors
3.3 Submission and Conference
Schedule

The on-line scientific management system
– also known as the submissions system –
became available in October 2010 and the
first abstracts were submitted that month.
In March 2011 the
SSC began reviewing the abstracts. The
initial deadline for submissions was
extended from
March to April; in fact public access for
new submissions was not closed off until
mid-May. Most abstracts were submitted
in the January – May period; a few more
were allowed on a case-by case basis
later. Letters accepting abstracts were
made available to authors in May;
however, in addition to acceptance in
scientific terms authors were also
encouraged to register as attendees and
pay for registration, to ensure their
physical presence at the conference as
speakers. In October scheduling of the
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oral presentations of papers and of the
poster sessions began.
3.4 Attendee Registrations
The attendee registration rates were
announced in the Call for Papers
brochures. Prices varied by category (four
attendee categories) and by date (over
three periods; early payment before 28th
July 2011, late payment up to 9th
November and on-site during the
conference). In early 2011 the on-line
attendee registration and payment system
became available.
The majority of registration payments
were made by credit card; smaller
numbers paid by international transfer
between bank accounts, direct deposit
(only in Chile) and cash (only on site
during the conference). Authors of papers
or posters, conveners of meetings and
IGU moderators were able to register as
attendees in all categories except
Accompanying person.
To help attendees with their preparations
(such as obtaining visas or applying for
finance), official invitation letters signed
by the President of the LOC were sent on
request to individuals intending to be
present; more than 180 letters were sent.
3.5 Sponsors, Exhibitors and
Financial Aspects
Many organizations, mainly businesses
but also some public institutions were
contacted in a campaign run largely by
FISA to offer them a role as either a
sponsor of UGI 2011 or as a booth
exhibitor. FISA applied its long
experience in managing trade shows to set
up the technical-commercial exhibition
and recruit booth exhibitors.
Three
major
corporations
known
worldwide in the fields of geo-spatial
science and technology agreed to sponsor.
Autodesk, the only sponsor at Platinum
level, and ESRI, sponsoring at silver
level, are both active in geo-spatial
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information technology, while the other
sponsor at silver level, EADS-Astrium, is
a Europe based conglomerate active in the
field of remote sensing. The local firms
representing these international firms
(Tecnoglobal for Autodesk, ESRI-Chile
for ESRI and Oriondata for EADSAstrium) also participated in the
communications
on
sponsorship;
Oriondata in particular was a co-sponsor
together with Astrium.
The considerable costs of preparing and
executing UGI 2011 were covered by the
combined
income
from
attendee
registrations, sponsorship agreements and
charges to booth exhibitors, so that the
break-even point was achieved in the final
balance with neither profit nor loss.

4. Execution of UGI 2011,
Results and Statistics
4.1 Preconference Activities
Before the main conference, two of the
IGU Commissions held pre-conference
meetings; the
Gender and Geography Commission met
in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, over the 8th to
the 11th of
November, while the Commission on
Geography of Tourism, Leisure and
Global Change held a Symposium over
the 11th to 13th of November in
Valparaiso, Chile. The Land Degradation
and Desertification Commission, in
conjunction with the University of Chile,
ran its own Field Trip over the 12th to the
13th.
4.2 UGI 2011 Papers and Posters
Submissions: A very large number of
abstracts were submitted to UGI 2011; in
this aspect, UGI
2011 must be considered to have been a
success, surpassing the most optimistic
expectations. Since the opening of
submissions in October 2010, a large
number of records have been generated in
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the system. After discounting some
records that were invalid (mostly
duplicates created in error by authors, plus
tests created by LOC staff) the valid
abstracts were subjected to an assessment
of their content by the reviewers selected
and coordinated by the Scientific SubCommittee, evaluating on several
parameters with a grade given under each
parameter. The resulting assessments were
then given to the LOC prior to acceptance
for the conference and the provision of a
letter of acceptance.
The number of valid abstracts present in
the system varied over time. In the

Conference Proceedings (October 2011)
there were 1124, including paper
submissions with only an abstract (the
most numerous), papers with abstract and
full paper text (approximately 38 % fewer
than the abstract-only submissions), and
the abstracts in poster category (the least
numerous).
Conference Proceedings: In mid-October
the abstracts and full papers approved for
the conference by SSC were extracted
from the submissions system for inclusion
in the Conference Proceedings, the chief
conference publication. The list of
submissions can be broken down thus:

Theme

Papers
19

Posters
12

1

Applied Geography

2
3
4
5
6
7

Arid Lands, Humankind and Environment
Biogeography and Biodiversity
Climatology
Coastal Systems
Cold Region Environments
Cultural Approach in Geography

7
31
43
9
10
36

6
7
14
10
3
1

8
9
10
11
12
13

Dynamics of Economic Spaces
Environmental Evolution
Gender and Geography
Geographical Education
Geographical Information Science
Geography of Governance

34
11
3
34
37
16

2
8
0
4
9
6

14
15
16
17
18
19

Geography of Global Information Society
Geography of Tourism, Leisure and Global Change
Geographic Challenges for the 21st Century
Global Change and Human Mobility
Hazard and Risk
Health and Environment

9
46
11
15
50
42

0
7
8
0
14
7

20
21
22
23
24

History of Geography
Indigenous Knowledges and Peoples' Rights
Islands
Karst
Land Degradation and Desertification

26
3
2
4
28

3
1
1
2
6
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25
26

45
36

22
9

26

2

28

Land Use and Land Cover Change
Local Development
Marginalization, Globalization and Regional and Local
Responses
Modelling Geographical Systems

21

2

29
30
31
32
33
34

Mountain Response to Global Change
Political Geography
Population Geography
Sustainability of Rural Systems
Urban Geography and Emerging Urban Transformations
Water Sustainability

13
41
25
21
68
31

4
2
2
2
12
10

35
36
37
38

Geoparks
Megacities
Transport and Geography
Other

6
9
12
28

3
0
3
12

908
2

216
0

27

Total
Duplicates
In October 2011 detailed
Schedule:
scheduling of papers and posters began;
this then underwent minor changes up
until almost the end of the conference,
mainly as a result of withdrawals by some
authors and the late confirmation as
attendees by authors. The schedule did not
include all of the submissions in the
proceedings; only those whose authors
had
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1
2
3
4
5

Theme
Applied Geography
Arid Lands, Humankind and Environment
Biogeography and Biodiversity
Climatology
Coastal Systems

6
7
8
9
10
11

Cold Region Environments
Cultural Approach in Geography
Dynamics of Economic Spaces
Environmental Evolution
Gender and Geography
Geographical Education

registered as attendee and paid the
corresponding charge or who had at least
explicitly pledged to attend. The printed
program guide intended for attendees
reflects the state of scheduling in late
October when the guide was sent for
printing; the submissions scheduled at that
time can be broken down thus:

Papers
8
4
16
25
6

Posters
8
5
2
9
6

4
26
17
4
2
21

3
1
0
4
0
3
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12
13
14

Geographical Information Science
Geography of Governance
Geography of Global Information Society

22
8
8

7
4
0

15
16
17
18
19
20

Geography of Tourism, Leisure and Global Change
Geographic Challenges for the 21st Century
Global Change and Human Mobility
Hazard and Risk
Health and Environment
History of Geography

31
6
14
29
24
19

2
3
0
6
3
0

21
22
23
24
25
26

0
1
3
21
30
23

0
1
0
3
15
3

15

2

28

Indigenous Knowledges and Peoples' Rights
Islands
Karst
Land Degradation and Desertification
Land Use and Land Cover Change
Local Development
Marginalization, Globalization and Regional and Local
Responses
Modelling Geographical Systems

10

2

29
30
31
32
33
34

Mountain Response to Global Change
Political Geography
Population Geography
Sustainability of Rural Systems
Urban Geography and Emerging Urban Transformations
Water Sustainability

7
24
17
18
35
21

3
1
0
4
3
4

35
36
37
38

Geoparks
Megacities
Transport and Geography
Other

2
8
6
15

3
0
1
6

550

117

27

Total
Conference Execution: The figures for
the schedule as it finished evolving
during the conference itself are as
follows:
60 minute Technical Sessions:
90 minute Technical Sessions:
Papers Scheduled:
Poster Sessions:
Posters Scheduled:

36
159
554
4
116

The number of paper authors who
actually showed up and really gave their
oral presentations in accordance with the
schedule has proved impossible to
quantify exactly, due to several factors,
mainly the unexpected no-shows by
authors who either failed to arrive at the
conference at all (with no previous
warning of their absence) or who were
present at the conference but failed to
show
up
specifically
in
the
393
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corresponding session room at the time
scheduled for them. General observation
by LOC staff proved that the majority of
paper authors did show up, with an
absence rate of about 10 %.
A similar rate of absence, for similar
reasons, affected the poster authors
scheduled to be at their respective poster
panels during the posters sessions (12:30
– 13:15 on Tuesday to Friday).
However, the exact number of posters
actually placed on the panels is known; 95
posters.
4.3 Other UGI 2011 Programmed
Activities
In addition to the Technical Sessions and
the Poster Exhibition, the program for
UGI 2011 included the following
activities:
Inauguration Ceremony on Monday 14th;
these included welcome speeches from the
President of the IGU and the President of
the LOC, also musical and dance
presentations.
Plenary Sessions: Three plenary sessions
were held, all in the early mornings, each
with one keynote speaker; these were;
- Marcelo Lagos (Chile) –
Tuesday 15th
- Geoff
Zeiss
(Canada)
–
Wednesday 16th
- Nicholas
Clifford
(United
Kingdom) – Thursday 17th
Field Trips: Three UGI 2011 field trips
were successfully operated; these were:
- “Exploration of Aconcagua and
Maipo in Central (Mediterraneanclimate) Chile”, 11th – 12th
November
- “Discovering the History and
Heritage of Central Santiago”, 15th
November.
- “Current dynamics of natural
environment and land use in the

Andean valley of the Maipo River”,
16th November
Other field trips had been offered, prior to
the conference; it was necessary to cancel
these mainly because there were not
sufficient
numbers
of
registered
participants to make them viable.
Work Meetings: The meetings scheduled
or known to LOC (not counting other,
more informal meetings), included:
- Meeting of the IGU Executive
Committee over Sunday 13th and the
morning of Monday 14th
- Meeting of the IGU Executive
Committee together with many
Commission chairs on the afternoon
of Monday 14th
- Joint
IGU
/
International
Cartographic Association meeting
concerning geographic names
- 21 meetings of IGU Commissions
scheduled; most of these were
actually held with a few exceptions.
Seminars: These were sessions with
presentations and round table discussions
outside the formal structure of paper
submissions; these were:
- Two seminars convened by the
President of the IGU
- Four seminar sessions convened by
the Applied Geography IGU
Commission
- One seminar convened by the
Chilean Environmental Evaluation
Service
- One seminar convened by the
Mountain
Response
IGU
Commission
- Four seminar sessions convened by
the Geographic Education IGU
Commission
- One seminar convened by the SSC
Technical Visits: All three of the technical
visits were successfully accomplished,
these were:
- IGM – 15th November
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-

Aero-Photogrammetric Service of
the Air Force (SAF) – 16th
November
Hydrographic and Oceanographic
Service of the Navy (SHOA) – 17th
November

-

Social Events: These were:
- Welcome Cocktail, immediately
following the Inauguration ceremony
on Monday 14th
- Equestrian Display, evening of
Tuesday 15th
- Official Photograph, Thursday 17th
- Gala Dinner, evening of Thursday
17th (at the “Club Militar”)
Closing Ceremony on Friday 18th: this
included a report on conference results
from the SSC, invitations to two future
IGU conferences and closing speeches.
4.4 Technical-Commercial
Exhibition
Number of booths: 20
List of exhibitors with booths:
- Instituto Geográfico Militar de Chile
(IGM)
- Autodesk
- ESRI
- Astrium / Oriondata
- GeoToolBox Ibérica – DAT/EM
Systems
- Hewlett-Packard
- Bentley Systems
- Servicio
Hidrográfico
y
Oceanográfico de la Armada
(SHOA)
- Servicio Aerofotogramétrico de la
Fuerza Aérea (SAF)
- Servicios Integrados en Información
Geográfica (SIIGSA)
- Revista Ecoamérica (magazine)
- International Geographic Union /
Association
of
American
Geographers
- National Committee of Germany for
IGU
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-

National Committee of Japan for
IGU
Terra Remote Sensing
Imagine-It
Imao Aerial Data Acquisition
IKOM S.A.
Indra
Chilean Gifts

Further information about this exhibition
is in the “Official Catalogue – Technical
Trade Fair”; a CD edited by FISA.
4.5 Attendees
Pre-registered
(approximate)

Accredited
During
Conference

Full Participant

554

440

Student or
Senior

235

188

One Day

285

201

Accompanying
Person

38

49

Total

1112

878

Approximately 1,112 people around the
world signalled their interest in
participating by signing up in the on-line
registration system as attendees, although
not all of these followed through by
paying for registration. Among those who
did pay for registration, some were unable
to attend in person.
“Accredited during conference” refers to
those who actually arrived in person at the
conference venue and were physically
present. A small number of these had not
pre-registered.
A small number of the pre-registered
persons who were later not among the
accredited attendees did nevertheless
attend in person in a different capacity
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(for example, one of the keynote
speakers). To the accredited attendees
should be added the
following
participants:
 LOC, IGM and FISA personnel:
approximately 90
 Scientific Sub-Committee (members,
local session moderators, field trip
guides): about 57




Student helpers: about 30
Press, local visitors (1-day tours of
booth and poster exhibitions only),
exhibitor staff (booths only), invited
guests (inauguration events only): a
small number in each category.

5. Acknowledgements and Lists of UGI 2011 Staff and Key Contributors
The National Committee of the IGU in Chile thanks the following organizations and
individuals for their contributions to preparing and running UGI 2011:
5.1 Local Organizing Committee at the IGM:

Name
Juan Vidal García-Huidobro
(Colonel)
Rodrigo Maturana Nadal (Colonel)
Alvaro Hermosilla Jarpa (Colonel)
Pedro Mahuzier (Tcl.-Ret.)
Rodrigo Garcia G.
Hermann Manriquez Tirado
Valentina Segura Gandur
Pablo Larraín Rivas
Edwin Hunt Wallis
Paula Olguín
Marisol Basso Chacón
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Responsibilities in LOC
President of LOC before March 2011
(also Director of IGM)
President of LOC after March 2011
(also Director of IGM)
General Secretary of LOC
Coordinator of UGI 2011 and of LOC
Executive Secretary of LOC
Executive Secretary of Scientific
Sub-Committee (SSC)
Secretary of LOC
Executive Assistant of LOC and of
SSC
Communications
Design of web site, publications &
graphic materials
Public Relations
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5.2 FISA S.A

Name
Fernando Salas R.
Carlos Parada Meyer
Victoria Belloni Symon
Luis Cañas R.
Isaías Lisboa Peña
Katherine Becker
Rebeca Uribe F.
Pamela Bahamondes M.
Gabriela Barahona C.
Arturo Cereceda
Ximena Barra A.

Functions for UGI 2011
General Manager of FISA
Executive Director of UGI 2011
Exhibition
UGI 2011 Project Leader
Accounting and financial
managementmanagement and physical
Operations
infrastructure
Commercial management and trade
exhibition
Public Relations
Customer services
Marketing and attendee bags
Information technology services
Services and Operations

Firms Recruited by FISA:

Name of firm or company

CTSTurismo

CasaPiedra
Contact Comunicaciones
Soporte Audio Visual (SAV)
Nolostand
Serprovip (Chile)
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Functions for UGI 2011
Facilitation of hotel bookings, advice
on accommodation issues, provision of
tourism packages
Assistance for
Maritza Gonzalez
attendees,
Carla Fernandez
bookings
Catering
Interpreters
Audio-visual equipment for conference
rooms, equipment for interpreter
service
Exhibition booths and panels
Security staff
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5.3 Scientific Sub-Committee

Name
Belisario Andrade J. (Dr.)

Organization
Catholic University of
Chile – PUC

Functions for UGI 2011
President of SSC

See table 6.1

IGM

Executive Secretary of SSC
Executive Assistant to SSC

Francisco Ferrando A.
(Dr.)

University of Chile

Member of SSC and guide
on Maipo valley field trip

Andrés Moreira M. (Dr.)

Catholic University of
Chile – PUC

Member of SSC

Rodrigo Hidalgo D. (Dr.)
Enrique Aliste A.

Catholic University of
Chile – PUC
University of Chile

Member of SSC
Member of SSC

5.4 Military Geographic Institute of Chile (IGM) – supporting functions for UGI
2011

Name or Unit
Leonardo Oyarzun Yarza
(Colonel)Stuven Ramirez (Colonel)
Rodolfo
José Riquelme Muñoz (Lt.Col.)
Victor Pino Cuevas (Lt.Col.)
José Campos Bravo (Sgt)

Functions for UGI 2011
Support for UGI 2011 through internal IGM
functions, promotion of UGI 2011 at events
outside Chile on business for IGM and LOC
Security and Transport

Jaime Ramirez M. (Major)

Equestrian display & technical support in
plenary sessions

Julio Neira G. (Cap.)

LOC/IGM liaison with services (catering,
etc.,), coordination of social events

José Badilla P. (Sgt.-Ret.)

Inventory, liaison with Military School
personnel

Cristian Iturriaga Saéz (Cap.)
Victor Vasquez M.
José Cardoza V.

Computer / Informatics support

José Compan R.

Management of rooms for work meetings
and seminars

Marcela Riveros L.
Marysa Urrea M.

Poster Exhibition

Daniela Labrín F.
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Support for design work of Design SubCommittee and support for Public Relations
Sub-Committee
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Moisés Nabarro L.
Marcelo Palma O.
Coralí González S.
Cristian Schwerter G.
Mauricio Aravena N.
Jorge Torres C.
Solange Jabalquinto O. (Pte.),
Francisco Arancibia V. (Pte.),
César Olivos V., Leonardo Bravo
C., Renato Rojas O., Pedro Mora
J., Ricardo Aguayo B., Jessica
Urbina C., Veronica Diaz C.,
Daniela Gallegos V., Jonathan
Ruiz A., Gigliola Sottolichio J.,
Veronica Alonso H., Daniela Mella
L., Ariel Arancibia R., Claudio
Morales A., Claudio Garcia T.
Victor Piña A.
Cristian Mardones C.
Ricardo Zamorano N.
Paolo Godoy R. (Pte.)
Ana Bulicich M.
IGM Graphic Production Division
IGM Information Technology
Dept.
IGM “Cuartel” Unit
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Photographer
Coordination of Technical Visits
Assistance with interpreting and translations
LOC/IGM liaison with FISA, Military
School and booth exhibitors in relation to
trade exhibition
Liaison with preparation of attendee bags

Personnel in auditoriums and rooms for
technical sessions; operation of audiovisual
equipment

Assistant on Field Trip – Aconcagua Valley
Assistant on Field Trip – Santiago
Assistant on Field Trip – Maipo Valley
First aid assistance
Support for Communications SubCommittee (e-mails)
Printing and binding of printed materials
Support for web site and e-mail
communications
Drivers for transporting IGM personnel &
materials
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5.5 Units of the Armed Forces of Chile

Unit

Functions for UGI 2011
Conference Venue; provision of rooms,
access routes and basic services
(bathrooms, electricity, use of kitchen) for
the conference.
Rodrigo Carrasco
Director of Military
Gonzalez
School
(Colonel)
Andrés Briceño
Liaison with IGM
Sedano (Lt.Col.)
staff
Gabriela Herrera
Computer facilities
B.
Carlos Barrios
Assistance with
Rafael
equipment &
Montenegro
infrastructure

Military School

Hydrographic and Oceanographic Service of the Navy
(SHOA)
Aero-Photogrammetric
Service of the Air Force
(SAF)
Equestrian School of the
Army (EEE)
Club Militar
Hotel Militar

Organization of technical visit to SHOA
Organization of technical visit to SAF
Equestrian display.
Eduardo Clavel
Liaison with IGM
Valenzuela (Cap.) staff
Gala Dinner
Accomodation for E.C.

5.6 International Geographic Union
IGU Executive Committee Members who contributed to UGI 2011

Names
Ronald Abler
Michael Meadows
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Position in
IGU
President

Functions for UGI 2011
General coordination of IGU
participation in UGI 2011

General
Secretary

Detailed liaison and cooperation
between IGU and LOC, Travel
Award management
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Vladimir Kolossov,
Giuliano Bellezza,
Dieter Soyez,
Irasema Alcantara,
Yukio Himiyama,
Aharon Kellerman,
Ruth Fincher,
Markku Loytonen

Vice-Presidents
and Members of
the IGU
Executive
Committee

Advice for LOC, promotion of
UGI 2011 at other events and
through the IGU internal bulletins

IGU Commissions: Chairs and their representatives who contributed to UGI 2011

Names of Commission Chairs
and/or contributors
Robert Stimson, Federico Arenas
Olaf Bubenzer
Udo Schickhoff
Francisco Mendonca
Dario Trombotto
Benno Werlen
Neil Reid
Andrei A. Velichko
Lex Chalmers, Osvaldo Muñiz
Brian Lees (A), Ake Sivertun
Jan Bucek
Mark Wilson

IGU Commission or Task force
01 Applied Geography
02 Arid Lands, Humankind, and
Environment
03 Biogeography and Biodiversity
04 Climatology
06 Cold Region Environments
07 Cultural Approach in Geography
08 Dynamics of Economic Spaces
09 Environment Evolution
11 Geographical Education
12 Geographical Information Science
13 Geography of Governance
14 Geography of the Global Information
Society

Jarkko Saarinen

15 Geography of Tourism, Leisure, and
Global Change

Gary Brierley

16 Geomorphic Challenges for the 21st
Century

Armando Montanari (A),
Yoshitaka Ishikawa

17 Global Change and Human Mobility

Shigeko Haruyama, José Novoa
Wuyi Wang
Jacobo Alvarez
Chang-Yi David Chang
Michael Day
Gudrun Gisladottir, Paul Hudson
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18 Hazard and Risk
19 Health and Environment
20 History of Geography
22 Islands
23 Karst
24 Land Degradation and Desertification
(COMLAND)
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Ivan Bicik
Jurek Banski
Etienne Nel
Fausto Sarmiento, Pablo Lagos
Anton Gosar, Andre-Louis
Sanguin
Ana Maria Bicalho
Celine Rozenblat
Adrian Aguilar
Claudio Cassardo
Yves Boquet
Frauke Kraas

25 Land Use and Land Cover Change
26 Local Development
27 Marginalization, Globalization, and
Responses
29 Mountain Response to Global Change
30 Political Geography
32 Sustainability of Rural Systems
33 Urban Geography and Emerging Urban
Transformations
34 Water Sustainability
35 Transport and geography
T2 Megacities

(A) = Absent, did not attend in person but still contributed to preparations

5.7 International Contributors

Name or Organisation
Geoff Zeiss
Nicholas Clifford
Delfina Trinca

Nation
Canada
United
Kingdom
Venezuela

Jean-Yves Puyo
Jeffer Chaparro M.
Hector Mendoza
Mike Heffernan
Sandra Lencioni
Patricia Solis

France
Colombia
Mexico
United
Kingdom
Brazil
USA

Paolo Menezes

Brazil

Juan Manuel Delgado
E.
Chilean embassy in
Argentina

Peru
Chile /
Argentina

Instituto Geográfico
Nacional

Spain

Hosting of open launch event to
promote UGI 2011 (Madrid)

Instituto Cartografico
de Catalunya

Spain

Hosting of open launch event to
promote UGI 2011 (Barcelona)

‘Telespazio’

Italy

Hosting of open launch event to
promote UGI 2011 (Rome)
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Functions for UGI 2011
Keynote speaker
Keynote speaker
Abstract review and SSCcoordinated Moderator
Abstract review

Coordination of AAG / NSF grant
Convenor of joint ICA / IGU
meeting on geographic names
Promotion of UGI 2011 in Peru
Hosting of open launch event to
promote UGI 2011 (Buenos Aires)
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Local Organising
Committee for Regional
Geographic Conference
of 2010 & ‘Target’ firm
German IGU National
Committee & Local
Organising Committee
for IGC 2012
Japanese IGU National
Committee & Local
Organising Committee
for Regional
Conference 2013

Israel

Provision of database from
Regional Geographic Conference
of 2010 (Tel Aviv)

Germany

Promotion of IGC 2012 (Koln)

Japan

Promotion of IGU conference in
2013 (Kyoto)

6. Conclusion and Signature
The Military Geographic Institute of Chile, in its capacity as National Committee of the
International Geographic Union in Chile and as Local Organizing Committee of the
Regional Geographic Conference of 2011, considers that it has fulfilled its mission to
prepare, organize and execute the conference (UGI 2011) successfully and in accordance
with the commitment it assumed before the IGU. To finalize and mark as complete
this mission, the undersigned presents this report.
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The 2012 IGU Congress Cologne, Germany
Le Congrès IGU 2012 Köln, Germany
Dear fellow geographers,
The mega-event IGC 2012 lies behind us
meanwhile and we would like to venture a
first retrospective. At the end of August
we welcomed more than 2,800 guests
from all over the world here in Cologne.
Many of them were able to participate in
the opening ceremony in the Köln
Philharmonie, a very impressive affair
with inspiring musical highlights by the
school orchestras and choirs (including a
number of teachers) of St. UrsulaGymnasium in Brühl. Also among our
vivid memories are many of the official
welcoming speeches and greetings. Some
of them were highly cogent, not least that
of the patron of our congress, the
President of the European Parliament,
Martin Schulz, delivered by Professor
Anne Glover, Chief Scientific Adviser to
the
President
of
the
European
Commission. All in all we feel quite
content when we look back at the
congress. Everything ran smoothly and
the feedback from the participants was
very positive. In particular our decision to
change the format met with the favor of
the Executive Committee of the IGU and
the participants.
This is all the more gratifying considering
that the IGC 2012 was the product of a
preparation period of more than eight
years, during which many geographers
contributed their ideas. This “marathon”
was being run at a time when third-party
funded projects run for three years at the
most. It began with the work on a concept
for our bid to host the IGC 2012 at the
IGC Glasgow 2004, where we were
competing, as you may remember, with
Santiago de Chile and Beijing. Especially
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during the last two years the organization
of the congress increasingly occupied the
members of the department in Cologne.
On the “home stretch,” beginning in early
August 2012 at the latest, the entire
department was involved in the final
preparations and in hosting the IGC 2012.
We are sure none of the people who are
not mentioned by name in the following
will object if at this point we particularly
recognize
the
work
of
four
“masterminds”: with their creativity and
competence Carsten Butsch and Holger
Kretschmer had a major influence on the
overall structure of the IGC and many of
its individual elements, as did Dorothee
Wiktorin on the Geographical Olympiad
(iGeo) and the school program, and finally
Wolfgang Schmiedecken did a peerless
job of managing the entire finances. It was
not only the staff and students of the
Department of Geography who organized
the congress, however. Many geographers
from the German-speaking countries were
involved both during the preparation of
the bid and in the conception of the IGC
program, including students, the speakers
of the working groups of the DGfG, the
executive committees of the member
organizations of the DGfG and other
interested colleagues. Whereas previously
the congresses consisted in the meetings
of the Commissions und Task Forces of
the IGU, this time new program elements
were incorporated. During the course of
two workshops in 2009 and 2010 more
than 100 representatives of the field
developed the four congress themes
(“Global Change & Globalization,”
“Risks & Conflicts,” “Society &
Environment,”
“Urbanization
&
Demographic Change”), the most visible
and the major new element of the
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congress. Other ideas that emerged during
this participatory process ultimately gave
the IGC a new, young face.
Scientists from various countries were
specifically invited to join the advisory
committee so that it would be
representative of the global geographical
community. This international Scientific
Committee was responsible for evaluating
the suggestions submitted for the sessions
on the four themes. The selection process
was concluded at a joint meeting in
Cologne in May 2011. At that meeting a
list of potential keynote speakers for the
IGC 2012 was also drawn up. There the
idea arose to invite not only an
internationally acclaimed geographer to
speak on each of the themes but also a
prominent public figure.
In retrospect the modifications to the
structure of the IGC, compared with
earlier congresses, were a success. The
four themes opened the congress for
persons who had not previously
participated in one of the IGU
commissions, and the large number of
suggestions for sessions and papers
showed how much interest these themes
generated. The four keynote sessions were
very well attended and the eight speakers
held inspiring talks. For an international
conference the proportion of young
participants was quite high. This we
attribute to a further new program
element, the Young Researchers’ Forum,
together with the relatively low congress
fees. In eight earlier workshops young
scientists were additionally given the
opportunity to develop their skills, and the
geography students’ association held a
poster competition and social events for
young scientists. Active use of Facebook
and Twitter also helped to strengthen
existing networks and establish new ones.
In our opinion the upgrading of the
posters as a presentation form was a
particular success. All poster sessions
were scheduled without parallel sessions
and, probably not least because of the
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prizes that were offered, posters
developed into a genuine alternative to
presenting a paper. A total of 180 posters
were presented in two sessions and each
time about 400 persons participated very
actively.
The atmosphere during the IGC 2012
made a particularly positive impression on
the congress participants. This pleasant
atmosphere was mainly thanks to the
efforts of the student volunteers – soon
referred to as “blue cloud” because of
their blue T-shirts. 195 geography
students assumed countless small and
large responsibilities. They played an
important role in bringing the IGC 2012
“marathon” to a spirited finish. Further
aspects that made for pleasant discussions
during the five days included the short
waiting periods at registration (made
possible because more than 1,500
registrations were completed by Sunday
evening), the food and drink provided and
additional services such as the daycare
facility for children.
Expressed in absolute figures the IGC
2012 achieved a historic all-time high.
With 2,865 registered visitors from 90
countries it was the largest IGU Congress
so far. The attendance can be broken
down as follows: 2,106 “full tickets”
(1,350 persons paying the full conference
fee, 438 doctoral candidates, 247 students,
71 accompanying persons), 403 day
passes, 159 two-day passes, 197
participants in the symposium Geography
and School. These figures far surpassed
our original expectations. The plans,
including the envisioned amount of space
required, were based on an estimate of
around 2000 participants. Because so
many people were interested in IGC 2012,
registration had to be closed already on 15
July and it was no longer possible to
register at the congress itself. This
limitation, due to security regulations,
unfortunately meant that last-minute
participation in the congress was not
possible. Nevertheless, on the whole the
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registration procedure proved effective.
One important concern was to reduce the
number of “no shows,” a big problem
especially at the last IGC. Because the
procedure
enabled
unregistered
participants to be replaced systematically
at an early stage by persons from the
waiting list, two thirds of all sessions took
place without a paper being canceled. At
440 sessions the number of talks and the
number of persons attending was
recorded. According to the results, at 291
sessions no speaker was missing, in 113
sessions one speaker did not appear; in 27
sessions two speakers were missing; in 9
sessions three were missing. A total of
11.7% of the talks announced in the
program were not held. The average
number of persons attending an individual
session was 31. At the session with the
most persons attending, apart from the
keynote sessions, there were 170
participants.

and of our volunteers. With their
commitment and enthusiasm they made
the congress an unforgettable event. Our
gratitude also goes to the geographers in
the member organizations of the DGfG,
the co-organizer of the congress, which
provided support, including financial
support, and whose members were
involved in the preparation and
organization in many ways. Likewise,
ever since 2004 we received a great deal
of encouragement and valuable support
from the Executive Committee of the
IGU. The EC agreed to our experiment of
adding the format of ‘Key topics’ to the
IGC 2012 and looks back at the congress
with just as much satisfaction as we do.
We would like to thank the University of
Cologne
and
the
Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft
(German
Research Foundation) for their generous
financial support; we are also grateful to
the sponsors mentioned on our website.

A negative aspect from the point of view
of the congress was the construction work
being done at the University of Cologne.
We had no influence on this, but thanks to
the participants and the way they took this
in their stride, in the end the construction
did not prove to be any great disturbance.
Despite these reservations we view the
experiment
of
bringing
scientific
congresses back into the university
environment as a success. The large
number of personal comments during the
IGC 2012 and the emails that reached us
afterwards confirm this assessment.

In conclusion we would like to point out
that the eight keynote lectures can still be
accessed
on
our
website
(livestream.igc2012.org). We also plan to
publish a documentation of the IGC 2012
as a special edition of the Kölner
Geographische Arbeiten; we will keep
you informed of its appearance here in the
Rundbrief Geographie.

For us in Cologne a fascinating time is
ending and we look back with gratitude at
a successful congress. At this point we
would like to mention the efforts of the
members of the Department of Geography
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Happy and grateful to have completed our
“marathon,” we hope that it will not take
113 years again before the next IGC is
held at a German university and look
forward to the next meeting of the
German-speaking geographers in Passau.
The Local Organizing Committee IGC
Cologne 2012
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2011 IGU Annual Report
Rapport annuel de 2011 IGU

The IGU was founded under the auspices
of the International Research Council in
1922 in Brussels, having been conceived
some years earlier in Paris. Its debut as a
formal, continuing organization was
preceded
by
ten
International
Geographical Congresses, the first of
which was held in Antwerp in 1871. Early
congresses addressed such specific topics
as the international standardization of the
prime meridian for mapping and
agreement on the world’s time zones. In
later years up to 1922 the congresses
became more general in scope,
establishing commissions to address
salient facets of geography and
cartography. The IGU was established as
part of the broader organization of
international science that occurred in the
early decades of the last century. The
IGU was a founding member of the
International Council for Science (ICSU)
and remains an active member of that
organization,
in
addition
to
its
membership in the International Social
Science Council (ISSC).
Today’s IGU is comprised of a General
Assembly, 38 Commission, two Task
Forces, one Special Committee, and the
IGU
Executive
Committee.
IGU
membership is by country, and the general
assembly consists of a delegate from each
member country. The assembly normally
meets every fourth year at an IGU
Congress. Commissions and task forces
are, respectively, the research and action
components of the IGU. The IGU
Executive Committee and General
Assembly form commissions, task forces,
and special committees in response to the
changing
needs
of
international
geography. The elected executive
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committee guides the IGU between the
IGU’s
International
Geographical
Congresses (held every four years) and
Regional Conferences (held every fourth
year midway between congress years).
Because 2011 was the year of an
extraordinary IGU Regional Conference
in Santiago, Chile, and the year prior to
the next IGU Congress in Köln, Germany,
considerable attention was devoted by the
executive committee to the preparations
for the Santiago and Köln meetings. In
addition to their normal schedules of
meetings, publications, and workshops,
selected examples of which are
summarized below, many of the IGU’s
commissions organized and sponsored
sessions at the Santiago Regional
Conference.
The
IGU
Executive
Committee keeps its community informed
via the quarterly IGU E-Newsletter, which
will launch a new series in 2012. The IGU
relies mainly on dues from member
countries to support its operations,
supplemented by grants from outside
organizations (especially ICSU) for
specific projects. Dues payments fluctuate
from year to year depending on national
funding cycles. Payments were up in
2011, resulting in a modest surplus of
income over the year’s expenses.

2011 IGU Regional Conference in
Santiago, Chile
The highlight of an IGU conference or
congress year is always the meeting itself.
As is evident in the detailed report from
the 2011 Santiago Regional Conference
Local Organizing Committee report
referenced
below,
the
Santiago
Conference
went
well,
drawing
407

1,100delegates from many countries of
the world. In addition to plenary sessions
some 550 paper presentations were given
in 195 technical sessions, and 116 poster
presentations were organized into four
length sessions. Those who attended the
technical visits, field excursions, and
social events reported favorably on their
experiences.
Many readers will be aware of the
controversy regarding the conference
venue, the Escuela Militar del General
Bernardo O’Higgins, Chile’s military
academy, which was used as an
interrogation site following the overthrow
of the Allende government in 1973. I
responded on behalf of the IGU Executive
Committee to the objections to the site
raised prior to the meeting on the web
sites at which those protests were
recorded:
http://www.petitions24.com/forum/12103
Comment
21;
and
http://www.petitions24.com/forum/12104
Comments 10 and 11.
The executive committee tried hard to
think of a way to address the controversy
at the meeting itself but we failed to find a
way that was, in our view, appropriate to
the time and place. Personally, I
concluded that if the Chilean Army is not
yet ready openly to confront the events of
1973 and their aftermath, it would not be
helpful for a Yankee whose government
was complicit in the overthrow of the
elected Allende administration to address
the topic.
As an outgrowth of our discussions,
however, the IGU Executive Committee is
currently exploring the possibility of
preparing a session (possibly two) at the
Köln Congress on lieux de mémoire
thinking, both as it applies to sacred and
profaned places generally, and with some
attention to the ways such thinking bears
on the locations and venues selected for
IGU Conferences and Congresses.
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The detailed report from the Santiago
Conference Local Organizing Committee
is available on the IGU Web Site at
http://www.igu-online.org/site/?p=1186
The IGU Executive Committee is deeply
grateful to Chile, to the members of the
Santiago Local Organizing Committee
and its several Sub-Committees, and to
Colonels Rodrigo Maturana, Juan Vidal
García-Huidobro, and Alvaro Hermosilla
Jarpa and their staffs for their excellent
planning, organization, and execution of
the 2011 IGU Regional Conference. Mr.
Edwin Wallis Hunt, the IGU’s chief dayto-day contact with the IGU Secretariat,
greatly facilitated interactions between the
IGU and the Conference organizers.
--Ronald F. Abler, President

Selected IGU Commission and Task
Force 2011 Events and Activities
IGU Commissions and Task Forces
consist of a steering committee of 12-15
members of whom no more than one can
be from the same country. Each
commission may have unlimited number
of members. Participation in IGU
Commissions (membership) is open to all
interested individuals regardless of
affiliation, status (student, etc.), or
nationality. Anyone may join a
commission as a member by addressing a
request to the commission’s chairperson.
As of the end of 2011, the IGU sponsored
40 Commissions and Task Forces
(http://www.iguonline.org/site/?page_id=558). The most
recent commission the IGU established is
IGU Number 38, devoted to Toponymy. It
will focus on the myriad cultural, social,
and political issues attendant on the names
and naming of places, especially as they
bear upon mapmaking and geography. As
the new organization was, most
appropriately, established jointly with the
International Cartographic Association
(ICA) it is known formally as the "Joint
ICA
Working
Group
and
IGU
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Commission
on
Toponymy”
and
informally as the "ICA-IGU Toponymy
Working Group," owing to differences in
nomenclature and practice between the
ICA and IGU. The intention of both
organizations is that it will eventually
become a joint commission. The IGU is
pleased to establish closer collaboration
with the ICA.
Twenty-eight of 38 of the IGU
Commissions organized sessions at the
2011 Santiago IGU Regional Conference
thanks to the energetic and persistent
recruiting of commissions by the Santiago
Local Organizing Committee. The strong
commission presence was especially
gratifying given the location of the
conference deep in the southern
hemisphere and the consequent expense of
travel to Santiago.

one 2011 meeting in conjunction
with
the
Third
International
Geography Congress in Kozhikode,
Kerala, India, from 6-8 May. The
Congress was co-organized by
Commission Vice-Chairman Dr. R.
B. Singh (Delhi).
Commission
members presented papers on a
variety of topics related to
environmental problems associated
with development and changing
climatic scenarios. The Commission
organized five sessions at the
Santiago
Regional
Conference
consisting of 18 presentations on
vegetation dynamics, primarily in
South American contexts.


The IGU Olympiad Task Force
devotes its energies to organizing an
International
Geographical
Olympiad at every quadrennial IGU
Congress and at occasion biennial
IGU Regional Conferences. The
Olympiad group has spent most of
its effort in 2011 in preparation for
the Olympiad that will be held in
conjunction with the next IGU
Congress in Köln, Germany from
26-30 August 2012.



The IGU Commission on Global
Change and Human Mobility
organized two meetings in 1911: in
Rome on 23-24 September and in
Santiago from 14-18 November, at
which, respectively, 19 and 14
commission members presented
papers. The commission focuses on
issues of human mobility in
chronological perspective in relation
to
tourism
and
international
economic developments and their
effects on urban development and
housing markets.



The
IGU
Commission
on
Geographical Education held two
meetings during 2011. The first was
in London, from 18-20 April,
devoted to the theme “Curriculum

Here we highlight just a few of the
activities during the past year. Full
activity reports for all commissions for
2010
are
already
posted
at:
http://www.iguonline.org/site/?page_id=967 and the
2008-12 four-yearly reports will be
available on the website shortly.
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The
IGU
Commission
on
Geographical Information Science
was one of the organizers of the
International Conference on Spatial
Data Mining and Geographical
Knowledge Services (ICSDM 2011)
held in Beijing from in conjunction
with the 8th Beijing International
Workshop
on
Geographical
Information Systems (BJ-IWGIS
2011) from June 29-July 1, 2011 in
Fuzhou city, People’s Republic of
China. Along with numerous
Chinese and overseas agencies and
bodies, the IGU Commission on
Modeling Geographical Systems was
also a co-organizer of the meetings.
The
IGU
Commission
on
Biogeography and Biodiversity held
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Making in Geography.” Thirty
papers were presented in seven
sessions. The Commission organized
six sessions at the Santiago Regional
Conference on aspects of the overall
conference theme “United and
Integrated with the World” with
simultaneous translation between
Spanish and English. The sessions
accommodated 22 papers and one
workshop.

A
comprehensive
list
of
IGU
Commissions and Task Forces, together
with contact information and links to
websites detailing their activities,
including the many publications in which
their research results are being
disseminated,
can
be
found
at
http://www.iguonline.org/site/?page_id=558



The IGU Commission on Mountain
Response to Global Change’s
sessions at the IGU Regional
Conference in Santiago attracted 42
participants. The main themes
address in commission sessions were
the effects of global change on
various ecosystem components,
especially as regards mining and
water conservation. The increasing
use of remote sensing in monitoring
and analysis of mountain processes
were also emphasized.



The IGU Commission on Karst
(Limestone Regions) organizes an
annual
meeting
within
the
framework
of
the
annual
International Karstological Schools
(IKS). The 2011 session focused on
the underground protection of karst
attracted 120 delegates from 26
countries to Postojna, Slovenia, the
usual site of the school. The
commission also arranged six
presentations at the Santiago
Regional
Conference
where
discussions and reports focused on
the use of satellite-based multistacking interferometry to assess the
active salt karst bordering the Dead
Sea, documenting the current extent
of
human
impacts
on
the
approximately 50,000 km2 of
Central American karst, and noting
how anthropogenic climate change
will exacerbate karst landscapes that
are already deteriorating in Central
America.

The January 2012 issue of the IGU ENewsletter will
begin a New Series of
the e-publication necessitated by the
closure of the Rome Home of Geography.
I sent the first issue of the old series in
July 2005, following the wishes of then
IGU President Adalberto Vallega, who
had learned only two months earlier that
the cause of the acute pain he had suffered
for several months was a malignant
stomach cancer. The first issues were
crude, as I had no prior experience posting
to the internet, but Vallega, who had been
elected only ten months before, was
pleased with the results, and the
newsletter has continued to appear
quarterly. I am happy that Adalberto lived
long enough to see the first six issues and
that I was able to devote the seventh issue
to comments received at the Rome Home
of Geography by colleagues and friends
from around the world.
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The IGU E-Newsletter

With the support of the IGU Executive
Committee the IGU E-Newsletter and
activities of the Rome Home of
Geography continued after Adalberto’s
death. But financial support for the Home
of Geography ran out in 2009 and the
Società Geografica Italiana retook
possession of the two rooms that had
hosted the Home of Geography since
2000. Since 2009 I have issued the IGU
E-Newsletter and updated the Home of
Geography web site from my home office.
In October 2011 I was asked by the
President of the Società Geografica
Italiana to cease using the term “Home of
Geography” in connection with the IGU
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E-Newsletter given the fact that the Home
of Geography created by the 2000
agreement between the IGU and the
Società Geografica Italiana no longer
existed. Accordingly, and with the
concurrence of the IGU President and
Secretary General, the IGU E-Newsletter
will begin in 2012 a New Series issued
from the Home of Geographers, the
spiritual successor to the Home of
Geography. The web site will also
continue with a matching name. All
issues continue to be available via the
IGU website – follow the links from
http://www.iguonline.org/site/?page_id=539
--Giuliano Bellezza, Editor

IGU Executive Committee Meetings
and Decisions
The
2008-2012
IGU
Executive
Committee consists of eleven elected
members:
President
Professor Ronald F. Abler, 525
Pennsylvania Avenue, Unit 301,
Sheboygan WI 53081-4666 USA
Vox: +1 202 431 6271
Fax: +1 920 208 3452
E-mail: rabler@aag.org

E-mail: vladimirkolossov@rambler.ru
Vice Presidents
Professor Irasema Alcántara-Ayala,
Universidad Nacional Autónoma de
México (UNAM), Instituto de Geografia,
Circuito Exterior, Ciudad Universitaria,
C.P. 04510 México, D.F. México
Vox: +52 55 5622 4341
Fax: +52 55 5616 2145
E-mail: irasema@igg.unam.mx
Professor Giuliano Bellezza, via
Nomentana 261, 00161 Rome Italy
Vox: +39 06 9761 0171
Mobile: +39 392 951 5439
E-mail: giuliano.bellezza@uniroma1.it
Professor Ruth Fincher, University of
Melbourne, Melbourne School of Land
and Environment,
Geography Program, 221 Bouverie Street,
Parkville 3010, Australia
Vox: +61 3 8344 0623
Fax: +61 3 9349 4218
E-mail: r.fincher@unimelb.edu.au
Professor Yukio Himiyama, Institute of
Geography, Hokkaido University of
Education, Hokumoncho, Asahikawa 0708621, Japan
Vox: +81 (0)166 59 1283
Fax: +81 (0)166 59 1283
E-mail:
himiyama.yukio@a.hokkyodai.ac.jp

Secretary General and Treasurer
Professor Michael Meadows, University
of Cape Town, Private Bag X3,
Department of Environmental and
Geographical Science, South Lane, Upper
Campus, Rondebosch 7701 South Africa
Vox: +27 21 650 2873
Fax: +27 21 650 3456
E-mail: mmeadows@mweb.co.za

Professor Aharon Kellerman, University
of Haifa, Department of Geography, Haifa
31905 Israel
Vox: +972 4 824 2816
Fax: +972 4 826 2134
E-mail: akeller@univ.haifa.ac.il

First Vice President
Professor Vladimir Kolossov, Institute of
Geography of the Russian Academy of
Sciences, Staromonetny per., 29, 119017
Moscow Russia
Vox: +7 495 959 0029
Fax: +7 495 959 0033

Professor Markku Löytönen, University
of Helsinki, Department of Geosciences
and Geography
P.O. Box 64, FI-00014 Helsinki Finland
Vox: + +358 9 191 50781
Fax: + 358 9 191 50760 E-mail:
markku.loytonen@helsinki.fi
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Academician Dahe Qin, China
Meteorological Administration, 46,
Zhongguancun Nandajie
Beijing 100081 China
Vox: +86 10 6840 8926 and 6840 7926;
Fax: +86 10 6217 4797
E-mail: qdh@cma.gov.cn
Professor Dietrich Soyez, University of
Köln, Department of Geography,
Albertus-Magnus-Platz
D-50923 Köln, Germany
Vox: +49 221 470 2261
Fax: +49 221 479 4917
E-mail: d.soyez@uni-koeln.de
The IGU Executive Committee, as is
customary, held two meetings in 2011:
one from 17-18 May in Köln, Germany
and the second from 13-14 November in
conjunction with the IGU Regional
Conference in Santiago, Chile. The Köln
meeting was the IGU’s first major use of
internet media to conduct one of its
meetings: IGU Vice President Dietrich
Soyez, Secretary General Michael
Meadows, and President Ronald Abler
participated from Köln whereas four of
the eight other members (three were
excused for conflicts and one was unable
to connect at all) participated from their
home
locations
in countries as
longitudinally dispersed as Mexico east to
Japan, that is, across 15 time zones.
The WebEx software worked reasonably
well though not perfectly, or as President
Abler put it, “better than I had feared but
not as well as I’d hoped.” Audio feedback
and occasional signal loss were annoying
but not insurmountable impediments.
Until internet conference software is
further perfected, however, such meetings
will be better suited to small groups rather
than ten or eleven people. For
organizations such as the IGU, the
dispersal of their officers across the globe
will remain a challenge: there is no time
frame that is convenient for all
participants when participants are
longitudinally dispersed. When weighed
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against the costs in tune and money of
travel to a single site, however, internetmediated
meeting
is
increasingly
attractive. Intercontinental travel and a
two-day meeting will normally absorb at
least four days for some participants, and
we estimate that structuring our Köln
meeting as we did saved the IGU an
aggregate of at least US$15,000 in travel,
lodging, and subsistence costs.
The approved minutes of the 2011 IGU
Executive Committee meetings are made
available via the IGU E-newsletters at:
http://www.iguonline.org/site/?page_id=539.


The IGU will hold an Extraordinary
International Geographical Congress
in 2022 to mark the centennial of the
formal establishment of the IGU in
1922 and the 150th anniversary of
the first International Geographical
Congress held in Antwerp in 1871.



Former IGU Secretary General and
Treasurer Yu Woo-ik of South
Korea, subsequently the Ambassador
to the People’s Republic of China
from South Korea, was appointed
Minister for Reunification in South
Korea. Yu is an expert on the
process and consequences of the
reunification of the two Germanies.

The executive committee increased to
$1,000 the annual allocation to each IGU
Commission and Task Force in good
standing, that is, which is up to date on its
reports
and
other
obligations.
Commissions and task forces may apply
to the IGU Secretary General and
Treasurer
for
modest
additional
supplemental awards of IGU funds for
special projects.
The IGU received an award of €30,000
from the International Council for
Science’s (ICSU) competitive grants
program to support a project entitled
Transdisciplinary Intercultural Ecological
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Research for Sustainability (TIERS) that
will seek to identify, collate, compare, and
disseminate examples of integrative
research on coupled social/natural systems
and their applications to environmental
policies from a broad array of cultures and
traditions.
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The IGU Journals Project continues
to
collate
information
on
‘geographical’ periodicals globally –
thanks especially to Ton Dietz and
colleagues for their efforts in this
regard. The project will be formally
launched at the IGU Congress in
Cologne, but the data are already
available on the website at
http://www.iguonline.org/site/?page_id=936
Other special projects include IGU
involvement in the attempt to
establish a new United Nations
‘year’ – the International Year of
Global Understanding.
Global
thinking and global action demand
global understanding. This initiative
by the International Geographical
Union aims to bridge the awareness
gap between local acts and global
effects. It will achieve this aim
through research, education, and
information.
Ultimately,
the
International Year of Global
Understanding
will
encourage
everyone to make daily decisions in
the light of global challenges. Read
more about this at: http://globalunderstanding.info/
The Mediterranean Renaissance
Programme is a special IGU
programme
concerning
human
development in the Mediterranean
region and was initiated in 2005 by
IGU late President Adalberto
Vallega. The programme continues
to be very active., Read more at:
http://www.igunet.org/uk/what_is_igu/specialcomm
ittees.html

or email Maria Paradiso
paradiso@unisannio.it


at:

Elections,
arising
from
the
completion of terms of office for
several members of the IGU
Executive Committee will take place
at the Cologne Congress.
The
position of IGU President and four
Vice-Presidents become vacant and
will be filled by election at the
Congress in August.

The IGU website, www.igu-online.org
provides regularly updated features on a
wide range of IGU activities, meetings
and other events. Should you have any
news or other information that you would
like posted on the site, please forward the
relevant information to IGU SecretaryGeneral
Mike
Meadows
at
mmeadows@mweb.co.za

Preliminary 2011 IGU Financial
Reports
IGU accounts are denominated in United
States dollars although IGU Secretariat
funds are held in South African Rands.
Funds in the IGU’s accounts in the United
States and South Korea are held in US
dollars in accounts in those countries. As
noted in the standard financial statements
below, IGU revenues in 2011 were
$167,499.62 versus expenditures of
$140,576.60 for a surplus of $26,923.02.
These data are preliminary, unaudited
figures. We have no reason to believe that
they will change substantially.
Most of the Grants Received income of
$38,110 consists of an award from ICSU
of €30,000 to support an aspect of the
IGU’s International Year for Global
Understanding (IYGU) initiative. The
Awards and Grants expenses have two
major components: 1) transmittal of the
IYGU grant to the IYGU initiative plus
the IGU’s €6,000 contribution to IYGU;
and 2) allocations to the IGU’s
commissions and task forces. The Travel
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and Meetings item of $28,505.44 is
largely the costs of transportation and
lodging for executive committee members
attending executive committee meetings.
That total is modest for an international
organization owing to the ability of some
members to obtain funding from their
governments or employers for their
participation in executive committee
meetings, and to the generosity of the
countries and institutions that host the
meetings: Germany and Chile in 2011.The
Membership and Dues expense line
consists of IGU dues to ICSU and ISSC.
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The expense entry for Travel Grants
reflects subsidies the IGU offered young
and developing country scholars to defray
the costs of their participation in the
Santiago Regional Conference.
The year-end balance of $205,948 is an
improvement over prior year-end balances
that we do not view as excessive. IGU
income and expenses can fluctuate from
year to year and a balance amounting to
1.3 times normal annual expenses seems
prudent.
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Profit and Loss

January through December 2011
Jan - Dec 11
Income

Donations
Received
Grants Received
Investment Income
Membership
Income
Country Membership
Institutional Membership
Total Membership Income
Travel Grant Reimbursements
Travel Reimbursements

Total Income
Gross Profit
Expense
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116,255.28
306.60
116,561.88
1,306.62
2,745.80
167,499.62
167,499.62

Accounting Fees
Awards and Grants
Banking Fees
Editing, Printing and
Publishing
Internet Access and Web site
Memberships and Dues
Miscellaneous Expenses
Postage, Mailing and
Shipping
Supplies
Travel and
Meetings
Travel Grants

Total Expense
Net Income

3,250.36
38,109.52
5,525.44

1,029.74
69,836.24
3,010.31
333.33
3,173.26
9,263.15
309.33
117.76
1,489.17
28,508.87
23,505.44
140,576.60
26,923.02
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Balance Sheet

As of December 31, 2011
Dec 31 2011
ASSETS
Current Assets
Checking/Savings
Johnson Bank Deposit Certificate
Johnson Bank Operating Account
National Agricultural Bnak
Petty Cash
Standard Bank Operating Account
Total Checking/Savings
Total Current Assets

205,947.56
205,947.56

TOTAL ASSETS

205,947.56

LIABILITIES & EQUITY
Equity
Opening Balance Equity
Unrestricted Net Assets
Net Income

106,061.72
72,962.82
26,923.02

Total Equity
TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY
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4,474.44
7,258.42
24,027.51
590.95
169,596.24

205,947.56
205,947.56
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2012 IGU Annual Report
Rapport annuel de 2012 IGU

The IGU was founded under the auspices
of the International Research Council in
1922 in Brussels, having been conceived
some years earlier in Paris. Its debut as a
formal, continuing organization was
preceded
by
ten
International
Geographical Congresses, the first of
which was held in Antwerp in 1871. Early
congresses addressed such specific topics
as the international standardization of the
prime meridian for mapping and
agreement on the world’s time zones. In
later years up to 1922 the congresses
became more general in scope,
establishing commissions to address
salient facets of geography and
cartography. The IGU was established as
part of the broader organization of
international science that occurred in the
early decades of the last century. The
IGU was a founding member of the
International Council for Science (ICSU)
and remains an active member of that
organization,
in
addition
to
its
membership in the International Social
Science Council (ISSC).
Today’s IGU is comprised of a General
Assembly, 41 Commissions, a Task
Force, one Special Committee, and the
IGU
Executive
Committee.
IGU
membership is by country, and the general
assembly consists of a delegate from each
member country. The assembly normally
meets every fourth year at an IGU
Congress and indeed met in 2012 in
Cologne,
Germany
(see
below).
Commissions and task forces are,
respectively, the research and action
components of the IGU. The IGU
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Executive Committee and General
Assembly form commissions, task forces,
and special committees in response to the
changing
needs
of
international
geography. The elected executive
committee guides the IGU between the
IGU’s
International
Geographical
Congresses (held every four years) and
Regional Conferences (held every fourth
year midway between congress years).
Aside from their substantial participation
in the Cologne International Geographical
Congress, most of the IGU’s commissions
were active in other meetings and in
developing publications during the year in
question (see below). The IGU Executive
Committee keeps its community informed
via the quarterly IGU E-Newsletter, which
launched as a new series in 2012. The
IGU relies mainly on dues from member
countries to support its operations,
supplemented by grants from outside
organizations (especially ICSU) for
specific projects and donations. Dues
payments fluctuate from year to year
depending on national funding cycles.
Payments for 2012 similar to those of
2011 and, despite increased expenditure
on issues relating to the Congress (e.g. an
extensive travel grants programme) a
modest surplus of income over the year’s
expenses was achieved.
-

IGU Secretary-General
Meadows

Mike
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32nd International Geographical
Congress, Cologne, Germany, 26th
to 30th August 2012
From 26th to 30th August 2012, the IGU
held in Cologne (Germany) its 32nd
International Geographical Congress. It
was the largest in the almost 150-years
history of International Geographical
Congresses
and
gathered
2865
participants from 90 countries. The
number of participants was limited mainly
by the results of abstracts’ peer review by
a
special
International
Scientific
Committee. It included well known
experts from all over the world. Its
creation and a rigorous selection policy
were one of numerous innovations in the
organization of the Congress.
The relatively large participation of
geographers from the countries of Asia,
Africa and Latin America was particularly
important because they have so often been
under-represented at the IGU events. The
programme of the Congress included a
special meeting of about 60 participants
from 12 African countries aimed to
promote
cooperation
of
African
geographers with IGU Commissions and
Task Forces.
The motto of the Congress was «Down to
Earth». It had a double meaning. On the
one hand, it indicated the relevance of its
main theme: the relation between
sustainable
development
and
the
processes of globalization, urbanization,
climate change, biodiversity and “green”
economy. The importance of this theme
was stressed by Professor Ann Glover,
Chief Scientific Adviser to the President of
the European Commission. Her emotional
greetings at the opening ceremony
provoked a vivid reaction of participants.
She called them “to shout” about the
results of their studies. On the other hand,
the motto underlined the intention of
organizers to make the Congress open,
cheaper and accessible for everybody.
Indeed, for the first time since many years
its venue was a university, and not an
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expensive congress hall, and it was
entirely
organized
by
German
geographers and students-volunteers, and
not by a special company.
The scientific programme of the Congress
was much diversified and included more
than 400 sessions organized “from the
top” - by IGU Commissions and “from
the bottom” – on the initiative of separate
scholars who submitted their propositions
to the International Scientific Committee.
All IGU Commissions held in Cologne
their business meetings. Every day two
keynote lectures were offered by leading
academics and practitioners. They were
devoted to such problems as “Society and
Environment”, “Risks and Conflicts”,
“Urbanization and Demographic Change”,
etc.). These proved to be massively
popular with the delegates – indeed, the
largest university conference hall could
not accommodate all those who wished to
attend them although all of them were
streamed live on the internet and, indeed,
can
still
be
uploaded
at:
http://www.youtube.com/user/IGCCologn
e2012?feature=watch
A pre-Congress conference discussed the
development of geography in Europe. A
number of special sessions concerned the
needs of practitioners, and others devoted
to the main IGU projects and initiatives
such as the International Year of Global
Understanding, Sustainable Cities and the
World Data Base on Geographical
Journals.
Particular attention was paid to
geographical education and young
scholars. School teachers came to the
Congress for a full day of sessions and
lectures. The programme “School at the
IGC and the IGC at school” was
supported by the federal and regional
ministries of education and sponsored a
series of lectures of well-known
geographers at high schools of North
Rhine–Westphalia. As usually, the
Congress hosted the World Geographical
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Olympiad which reunited 128 high
school’s pupils from 32 countries. Its
agenda consisted of written and
multimedia tests and a field tour. Besides
that, the participants of the Olympiad had
to prepare a presentation on water
resources and problems of water use. The
winners were honoured by high officials
at the opening ceremony of the Congress.
The Youth Forum embraced a number of
interactive workshops on such important
themes as “The Management of a
Research Project”, “Publications in
English: Where, When and How?”, “The
Art of an Academic Text”, “Steps of a
University Carrier” and so on. But the
main event of the Youth Forum was the
day devoted to poster sessions which
passed in an informal environment and
attracted the attention of many
participants of all ages. Special grants for
young scholars established by IGU and
the
Local
Organizing
Committee
contributed to the success of this Forum.
The Congress traditionally included an
exhibition of geographical literature,
maps, atlases and multimedia products
with the participation of some world
known publishing houses and companies.
All major national geographical societies
and
associations
prepared
books,
collections of papers and CDs on the
development of geography in their
countries.
A part of each Congress is the IGU
General Assembly held once every four
years. It considered the results of the
Executive Committee’s work in 20082012, the main directions of IGU activity
for next four years and elected the new
President and three Vice-Presidents. The
General Assembly confirmed the next
Congress will be in Beijing in 2016 and,
in the meantime there are three Regional
Conferences (in Kyoto, 2013, in Krakow,
2014 and in Moscow, 2015). The
Assembly also decided that the city of
Istanbul will host the 34th International
Geographical Congress in 2020 and that,
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on the occasion of its centennial, IGU will
organise in 2022 an extraordinary
Congress.
- President Vladimir Kolossov

IGU General Assembly, Cologne
The General Assembly was held as part of
the proceedings of the International
Geographical Congress and was attended
by delegates from 48 IGU Member
Countries. The meeting was chaired by
outgoing President Ron Abler who
reminded the assembly of the ‘Priorities’
document that had been developed
following the Tunis congress and widely
circulated.
The IGU Executive
Committee had concluded a long
discussion of how the IGU should
position
itself,
geographers,
and
geography for the coming years. In
addition to continuing its core functions of
convening meetings, promoting research,
placing geographers in key international
positions, and recognizing outstanding
achievement with its awards, the
committee focused on four priorities:


Working with local hosts to upgrade
the IGU’s congresses and regional
conferences.



Upgrading the quality and utility of
the IGU web site to make it a
premier resource for geographic
information and contacts for the
global
geographic
community;



Taking more vigorous steps to
recruit young scholars. Too many
geographers encounter the IGU only
in
midor
late
career.



Finding additional sources of
sustainable funding for IGU
operations. The IGU now operates
on an average annual budget of
about €75,000, which barely covers
its basic operating expenses. To be
more effective in promoting
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geography, the members of the IGU
Executive Committee must continue
to attempt to find additional sources
of funding while also reducing the
expenses of executive committee
operations. To that end, the
committee has experimented with
holding one of its meetings virtually
and will endeavor to continue this
practice.
In a question from the assembly, the
President was challenged to offer a view
as to how successfully the outgoing
committee had been in addressing these
priorities. President Abler responded that
he felt that, with the exception of the
fund-raising issue, there had been
progress on the other fronts. With regard
to the website, the representative for
France suggested that it could host a
‘glossary’ of geographical terms that
would be useful in particular for those
who did not use English as a first
language. There were several comments,
including those representing Finland and
the Netherlands, relating to the difficulties
faced by national committees in
persuading their members as to the value
of IGU membership. President Abler
responded by informing the assembly as
to the important role that IGU plays
within the international scientific (through
ICSU) and social science (through ISSC)
communities but that there were
undoubtedly improvements that could be
made in getting this message across more
frequently and efficiently to IGU national
committees. President Abler also agreed
to suggest that the incoming executive
committee should again explore the
possibility of affiliate membership for
Geography Departments and Societies.

Report of the President for the
Period 2008-2012
Outgoing
President
Ron
Abler
summarized the major activities of the
IGU over the inter-congress period. IGU
Commissions and Task Forces maintained
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good productivity with respect to
meetings and publications during the
period, with very few exceptions that are
evident in the executive committee’s
recommendations
regarding
the
continuation
and
retirement
of
commissions and task forces. President
Abler noted the excellent leadership that
had characterised the IGU in the past and
that this had assisted greatly over the last
four years which had proved an exciting
and exhilarating period. Highlights of this
term of office had been the development
of the International Year of Global
Understanding proposal through the
efforts in particular of the Commission on
Cultural Geography, the launch of the
newly designed IGU website and related
facilities, and the initiation of the
Sustainable Cities project. There is a
strong sense that the IGU is in good shape
and is particularly well placed within
ICSU and ISSC to facilitate participation
in the major global research agendas
relating to the environment.
President
Abler commented on the issue of the
frequency of regional conferences, which
– commencing in 2010 - are now annual
through to 2016.
He remarked that
judgement on the wisdom of this or
otherwise would only be possible with
hindsight; suffice for now to say that the
conferences in 2010 and 2011 had been
good, although not without controversy
due to their locations (Tel Aviv, Israel and
Santiago, Chile, respectively). Concern
over the location of conferences had led
the executive committee to present a
special session at the Cologne congress
entitled ‘Contested Lieux de Mémoire’
and it was hoped that open debate and
discussion of the problems around some
meeting venues would have a positive
effect. The President then expressed his
sincere thanks to members of the
executive committee with whom he has
had the pleasure of working and
appreciated their unfailing diligence; he
remarked that he was looking forward to
continuing to work with the new
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committee
President.

in

his

capacity

as

Past

Report of the Secretaries General
and Treasurers for the Period 20082012
Professor Woo-ik Yu was Secretary
General from the conclusion of the Tunis
Congress in August 2008 until, following
his enforced resignation due to career
commitments; Professor Mike Meadows
was elected to the position in August
2010. The IGU Secretariat was relocated
to Cape Town towards the end of 2010
and continued to operate at minimal cost
to the IGU. Outgoing Secretary-General
Yu had made a generous personal
donation to the IGU to help smooth the
transition. The finances of the IGU are
now fully based in Cape Town and,
despite South African exchange control
regulations that necessitate the funds
being held in South African Rand, the
revenue and expenditure arrangements are
proving satisfactory.
Secretary-General Meadows introduced
the assembly and made a brief
demonstration of the newly established
Journals Database which is now fully
accessible from the IGU website at
www.igu-online.org and which, through
the kind intervention of Professor Ton
Dietz and colleagues at the University of
Amsterdam, now provided information on
more than 1,000 Geography journals from
across the globe. Meadows is committed
to further improving the quantity and
quality of journal information in the
database which, he hoped, would prove to
be a very valuable resource for
geographers seeking ways to make their
publications more accessible.
The situation regarding publication of the
IGU Bulletin was now largely back on
track. During the inter-congress period,
volumes dating back to 2004 had been
published and, indeed, the volumes
covering 2007-8 and 2009-10 were
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available to the assembly and would be
mailed to the usual circulation list
following the congress. The 2011-12
issue would be published at the beginning
of 2013, whereafter it was expected to
resume annual volumes. Vice-President
Bellezza produces the IGU e-Newsletter
several times a year and this is made
available electronically to, among others,
all national committees, commissions and
task forces via their appropriate contact
persons. In addition, the IGU website is
regularly updated with news items.
The IGU’s financial status is stable. As of
31st December 2011, the IGU had cash on
hand of US$ 183,164. The IGU operates
on a cash accounting basis and has no
liabilities, so the cash on hand represents
the organization’s entire net worth.

Election of the 2012-2016 IGU
President and Executive Committee
Members
Nominations for vacancies on the IGU
Executive Committee were solicited from
the chairs of national committees in July
2011 to be received at the IGU Secretariat
no later than 31 December 2011. One
nomination was received for president
(Vladimir Kolossov, Russia) and ten
individuals were nominated for four vice
presidential seats on the IGU Executive
Committee. In the secret ballot, Kolossov
was elected President 2012-2016 through
the Beijing International Geographical
Congress. The election for four Vice
President vacancies resulted in Professors
Singh
(India),
Soyez
(Germany),
Droogleever-Fortuijn (The Netherlands)
and Saarinen (Finland) duly being elected.

IGU Honors and Awards
President Abler announced the IGU
awards to be conferred in 2012 as follows:
IGU Planet and Humanity Medal: Mr
Lester Brown, President and Senior
Researcher at the Earth Policy Institute in
Washington, DC USA. IGU Lauréat
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d’Honneur: Larry S. Bourne (Canada),
Mohammad S. I. Makki (Saudi Arabia),
Janice J. Monk (USA), and Hiroshi
Tanabe (Japan).

Nomentana 261, 00161 Rome Italy
Vox: +39 06 9761 0171
Mobile: +39 392 951 5439
E-mail: giuliano.bellezza@uniroma1.it

IGU Executive Committee Meetings
and Decisions

Professor Joos Droogleever-Fortuijn,
Department of Geography, Planning and
International Development Studies,
University of Amsterdam, Plantage
Muidergracht 14, 1018 TV Amsterdam
The Netherlands
Vox: +31-20-5254012
E-mail: j.c.droogleeverfortuijn@uva.nl

The
2012-2014
IGU
Executive
Committee consists of eleven elected
members:
President
Professor Vladimir Kolossov, Institute of
Geography of the Russian Academy of
Sciences, Staromonetny per., 29, 119017
Moscow Russia
Vox: +7 495 959 0029
Fax: +7 495 959 0033
E-mail: vladimirkolossov@rambler.ru
Past President:
Professor Ronald F. Abler, 525
Pennsylvania Avenue, Unit 301,
Sheboygan WI 53081-4666 USA
Vox: +1 202 431 6271
Fax: +1 920 208 3452
E-mail: rabler@aag.org
Secretary General and Treasurer:
Professor Michael Meadows, University
of Cape Town, Private Bag X3,
Department of Environmental and
Geographical Science, South Lane, Upper
Campus, Rondebosch 7701 South Africa
Vox: +27 21 650 2873
Fax: +27 21 650 3456
E-mail: mmeadows@mweb.co.za
First Vice President:
Professor Dietrich Soyez, University of
Köln, Department of Geography,
Albertus-Magnus-Platz
D-50923 Köln, Germany
Vox: +49 221 470 2261
Fax: +49 221 479 4917
E-mail: d.soyez@uni-koeln.de
Vice Presidents:
Professor Giuliano Bellezza, via
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Professor Yukio Himiyama, Institute of
Geography, Hokkaido University of
Education, Hokumoncho, Asahikawa 0708621, Japan
Vox: +81 (0)166 59 1283
Fax: +81 (0)166 59 1283
E-mail:
himiyama.yukio@a.hokkyodai.ac.jp
Professor Aharon Kellerman, University
of Haifa, Department of Geography, Haifa
31905 Israel
Vox: +972 4 824 2816
Fax: +972 4 826 2134
E-mail: akeller@univ.haifa.ac.il
Academician Dahe Qin, China
Meteorological Administration, 46,
Zhongguancun Nandajie
Beijing 100081 China
Vox: +86 10 6840 8926 and 6840 7926;
Fax: +86 10 6217 4797
E-mail: qdh@cma.gov.cn
Professor Jarkko Saarinen, University of
Oulu, Department of Geography,
PO Box 3000
Oulu, Finland
Vox: +358 40 48 40 777
Fax: +358 8 553 1693
E-mail: jarkko.saarinen@oulu.fi
Professor RB Singh, University of Delhi,
Department of Geography, Delhi School
of Economics
Delhi-110007 India
Vox: 91 11 27666783
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E-mail: rbsgeo@hotmail.com or
rbsgeo1@yahoo.com
The IGU Executive Committee held three
meetings in 2012, viz. Beijing, China, in
March, Cologne, Germany in August and
in Amsterdam, The Netherlands, in
October, The approved minutes of the
2012 IGU Executive Committee meetings
are made available via the IGU Enewsletters at: www.igu-online.org

International Year of
Understanding (IYGU)

Global

One of the IGU’s current key initiatives is
to establish a UN International Year of
Global Understanding (IYGU) in 2016.
Global action towards resolving the
problems arising from global social and
climate change requires a global level of
understanding. This initiative aims to
bridge the gap in awareness between local
actions and global effects. IYGU aims to
facilitate
understanding
of
global
processes, to encourage everyone to make
daily decisions in light of global
challenges and to contribute to bottom-up
initiatives that connect individual, local
action to global sustainability. The IYGU
intends to strengthen collaboration
between natural, social, and cultural
sciences, to identify how local actions
yield results on a global scale, and to
empower individuals to manifest localscale change with global effects. It should
enable people to move from simply
knowing about sustainability to actually
living sustainably. Human actions play a
part in creating such worldwide
challenges as climate change. However,
human actions must also bring solutions.
If individual people are aware of what
their day-to-day routines mean for the
planet, they can take appropriate action.
Therefore, the IYGU prompts a
transdisciplinary perspective, starting
from the logic of everyday actions rather
than from traditional scientific disciplines,
learning firstly how human actions
produce ecological problems and then
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seeking
appropriate
science-based
solutions. Consequently the IYGU
focuses on actual embodied individual
human activities performed by each
person, each day, everywhere in the
world. This IGU initiative has already
obtained the support of ISSC, ICSU, and
CIPSH as well as significant private
sector partners. The project is being led
by Professor Benno Werlen, chairperson
of the IGU Commission on the Cultural
Approach in Geography.
More
information about this is available at:
http://global-understanding.info/

The IGU Journals Database
There are many journals globally that deal
with the broad church that is the discipline
of Geography.
In recent years the
domination of major publishing houses in
the scientific journal market has become
much stronger and it is clear that many
geographical journals are published that
have a much lower profile and yet could
provide a very valuable resource for
geographers – researchers and teachers
alike - in particular national or regional
contexts. It was for this reason that the
IGU embarked on a project to establish a
searchable
global
database
of
geographical periodicals.
Information,
including contact details, impact factor
(where appropriate) and website addresses
of more than 1000 journals from more
than 80 countries worldwide are now
available online (follow the link from the
IGU homepage at: www.igu-online.org

Sustainable Cities:
‘OurSus’ Project

The

IGU

Cities are growing everywhere. As
complex organisms, they are all different,
yet face similar challenges in terms of
sustainable features, such as green R&D,
environment-friendly consumption, green
campaigns, challenges, and education, etc.
Initiated by Prof. Ton Dietz in 2010, the
IGU organized a group of volunteers to
develop a global sustainable information
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network, GSCIN
challenges.

to

tackle

such

The voluntary group, as a subsidiary of
the Research Center for Internet
Information Services (ReCIIS), Hunan
University, China, works in light of the
fact that China is shifting to a low carbon
economy and society. China is one of the
fastest growing economies in the world
with more than 10% annual growth rate
over the last 30 years. This high economic
growth, accompanied by tremendous
pressure from constantly deteriorating
pollution scenario and intensifying
ecological degradation in recent years has
made China’s traditional development
models
clearly
futile.
Therefore,
transformation of the economy and
society to a low carbon one is necessary
according to China’s leadership. China is
expected to soon develop into a society
which is not only environmentally
sustainable, but also creates favorable
conditions for more job opportunities,
greater resource efficiency and energy
security, enhanced food security, and
better health outcomes for its people; a
society which is in line with China’s own
Xiaokang (well-being) vision, is well
balanced and moderately prosperous.
ReCIIS, also the undertaker of Hunan
Official Web Portal has brought together
the best minds in website design and
language processing. It has developed two
pilot websites www.oursus.org and
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zh.oursus.org
(OurSus
refers
to
sustainability for all) as the project’s
collaborative platform. The websites
adopt location-based services (LBS),
social networking services (SNS) and a
mass collaboration system (MC). They
were successfully launched at IGU 2012
Assembly in Cologne in August.

Communication and Outreach
The main communication tools of the IGU
are its quarterly newsletter, compiled by
Vice-President Giuliano Bellezza and its
website, maintained by Secretary-General
Mike Meadows. Four issues of the new
series of the e-Newsletter were published
in 2012 and can be downloaded from the
website by following the newsletter link
from www.igu-online.org

Forthcoming IGU Conferences
August 4th to 9th 2013, Kyoto, Japan
Regional Conference
18th to 22nd August 2014, Krakow, Poland
Regional Conference
20th to 26th August 2015, Moscow, Russia
Regional Conference
August 2016: People’s Republic of China
International Geographical Congress,
Beijing
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International Geographical Union
Statutes
Revised to 10 March 2008
I. Denomination, Objectives and
Domicile of the Union
A. The
International
Geographical
Union, commonly referred to as IGU,
is an international, non-governmental,
non-profit scientific organization.
B. The purposes of the International
Geographical Union are:
1. to promote the study of
geographical problems;
2. to initiate and co-ordinate
geographical research requiring
international co-operation and to
promote its scientific discussion
and publication;
3. to provide for the participation of
geographers in the work of
relevant
international
organizations;
4. to facilitate the collection and
diffusion of geographical data
and documentation in and
between all member countries;
5. to promote meetings of the
International
Geographical
Union, regional conferences
between
the
International
Geographical Congresses, and
other meetings in furtherance of
the objectives of the Union;
6. to participate in any other
appropriate form of international
co-operation with the object of
advancing
the
study
and
application of geography;
7. to
promote
international
standardization or compatibility
of methods, nomenclature, and
symbols employed in geography.
C. The
International
Geographical
Union adheres to the International
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Council for Science (ICSU) and
recognizes it as providing a
co-ordinating and representative body
for the international organization of
science.
D. The
International
Geographical
Union adheres
to the International Social Science
Council (ISSC) and recognizes it as
providing a co-ordinating and
representative
body
for
the
international organization of the
social sciences.
E. The domicile of the Union is the
place in which the Secretary General
is based.

II. The Membership of the Union
A. Membership of the Union shall be by
countries. For this purpose a
"country" shall be a territory wherein
scientific matters are organized
independently. Admission of a
country to membership of the Union
shall not constitute recognition of its
political but only of its scientific
status. In cases of doubt the advice of
ICSU shall be sought. Each member
country has the same rights and the
same duties except as hereinafter
provided.
Applications by countries to join the
International Geographical Union
may be made through a committee
for the IGU, a principal academy, a
Research Council, or some other
similar institution, or through
scientific societies or an association
of such institutions or societies, or, in
special cases, through an appropriate
government
department.
All
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applications for membership shall be
made to the Secretary-General,
considered
by
the
Executive
Committee, and decided by the
General Assembly.
B. A Committee for the IGU, fully
representative of geographers, shall
be formed in each of the countries
belonging to the Union. It shall be
formed on the initiative, or with the
co-operation, of bodies such as those
mentioned in B above.
C. The Committees for the IGU shall
promote the objects of the Union in
their respective countries with
specific reference to international
aspects.
They
shall
diffuse
information from the Executive
Committee to the geographers in their
country and report every four years to
the Executive Committee about their
activities and the state of geography
in their country. The Committees for
the IGU shall nominate delegates to
represent them at meetings of the
Union. Each Committee for the IGU,
either singly or jointly with one or
more other Committees for the IGU,
has the right to submit to the Union,
for discussion, questions within the
objectives of the Union as defined in
Section I. B.
D. In addition to full membership of the
Union there shall be a class of
associate
members.
If
the
development of geographical studies
or the number of geographers is
insufficient to make possible the
formation of a Committee for the
IGU as laid down in C above, any
group of three or more persons may
constitute themselves a Committee
and apply for associate membership.
The Executive Committee of the
Union may submit to the General
Assembly recommendations for the
acceptance or the continuance of
associate membership or for transfer
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of associate members to ordinary
membership.
E. In order to maximize the Union's
contacts with geographers throughout
the world there shall be a class of
corresponding
members.
These
members may be either individuals or
institutions.
F.

Upon recommendation of the
executive committee, the general
assembly
may
authorize
the
admission of non-voting Corporate
Sponsors to the union. Corporate
Sponsors
may
be
academic
institutions, government agencies,
not-for-profit
organizations,
or
private firms that support the goals
and programs of the International
Geographical Union. The dues for
IGU Corporate Sponsorship shall be
set at the time of admission and may
be adjusted from time to time by the
IGU Executive Committee.

III. The General Assembly
A. The work of the Union shall be
decided by a meeting of the General
Assembly of the delegates appointed
by the member countries adhering to
the Union or at other times by a
postal ballot of the delegates from
member countries in good standing
registered with the IGU Secretariat.
The General Assembly shall hold an
ordinary meeting, normally about
once every four years, whenever
possible at the time and place of an
International Geographical Congress.
A General Assembly normally will
have two or more sessions on
different days. The date and place of
the meeting shall be determined by
the General Assembly at its previous
meeting or, if not so determined,
arranged
by
the
Executive
Committee.
An
extraordinary
meeting of the General Assembly
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may be called by the president in
consultation with the Executive
Committee and must be called on
written request from at least half the
member countries. At least four
months' notice must be given of all
meetings of the General Assembly.
B. An Executive Committee consisting
of a President, Vice Presidents, and a
Secretary-General and Treasurer shall
be elected by the General Assembly
or by postal ballot.
C. All individuals present who are fully
registered as attending a Congress
may attend the meetings of the
General Assembly and take part in
the discussion without power of
voting except as hereinafter provided.
The President of the Union may also
invite to attend meetings of the
General Assembly, in a consultative
capacity,
representatives
of
international or national scientific and
scholarly institutions and other
appropriate scientists and scholars.
D. The Agenda for the meeting of the
General Assembly shall be fixed by
the President in consultation with the
Executive Committee and shall be
circulated to Committees for the IGU
of adhering member countries at least
four months before the opening of the
meeting. A matter not appearing on
the agenda may be raised by a
delegation with the approval of the
Executive Committee; a decision
arising from such an item may only
be taken in a following session of that
General Assembly.
E. Resolutions upon scientific matters
shall be decided by a majority of the
votes cast by individuals fully
registered as attending the Congress
who are personally present at the
meeting of the General Assembly.
F.
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Resolutions

on

matters

of

an

administrative character shall be
decided on a vote taken by countries
of the Union represented at the
General Assembly or eligible to vote
in a postal ballot, each country having
one vote. A decision shall only be
valid if more than 50 per cent of the
possible votes, i.e., of member
countries present at the General
Assembly or eligible to vote via
postal ballot, are cast. Associate and
corresponding members have no vote.
G. In cases of doubt as to the category to
which a question belongs the
President shall decide. Where there is
an equal division of votes the
President shall, in all cases, have a
second or casting vote.

IV. The President
A. The President of the Union shall be
elected by the General Assembly and
shall normally be chosen from among
those who have had experience as
elected officers of the Union. He or
she will assume office after the
conclusion of the General Assembly
or, if this is held during a Congress,
after the conclusion of the Congress.
He or she will remain in office until
after the conclusion of the next
ordinary meeting of the General
Assembly, or, if a Congress is being
held at the same time, until after the
conclusion of the Congress. He or she
is not eligible for re-election as
President during the next period. The
retiring President becomes a VicePresident for one further period.

V. The Executive Committee
A. Members
of
the
Executive
Committee serve in an individual
capacity.
The Executive Committee shall
consist of the President, the
immediate past-President, eight other
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Vice-Presidents
Secretary-General.

and

a

B. In addition to the President and to the
retiring President, who becomes a
Vice-President for one further period,
the eight Vice-Presidents shall be
elected by the General Assembly or
by postal ballot. They have specified
duties: They shall stimulate activities
and coordinate IGU Commissions
while also representing the Union and
furthering contacts within their own
regions. One Vice-President shall act
as a Publications Officer. The number
of Vice-Presidents may be modified
by a vote of the General Assembly on
a proposal of the Executive
Committee. Except as specified in
Section V - I of these Statutes, the
Vice-Presidents shall hold office for a
period of four years and each shall be
eligible for re-election for one further
period only. The Vice-Presidents
shall be chosen as widely as possible
from amongst member countries of
the Union, and at any given time the
Executive Committee shall not
include more than one representative
from any one country. One of the
Vice-Presidents shall be appointed by
the Executive Committee as First
Vice-President. He or she shall take
the place of the President should the
President be unable, temporarily or
otherwise, to act. If the retiring
President is unable to become a VicePresident, the IGU Executive
Committee may designate one of the
existing Vice-Presidents to replace
the retiring president for the
subsequent four-year period only.
C. Except as specified in Section V - J
of these Statutes, a Secretary General
shall be elected at a General
Assembly or by postal ballot for a
period of four years and shall
normally be chosen from among
those who have had experience as
elected officers of the Union. He or
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she shall be eligible for re-election
for one further four-year period only.
The Secretary General shall also act
as Treasurer and shall maintain a
permanent administrative office or
secretariat. With the approval of the
Executive Committee and in order to
provide
for
the
efficient
administration of the Union's affairs,
he or she may arrange for an
Assistant
Secretary-General
or
The
Assistant-Treasurer.
Secretary-General
shall
make
arrangements for the publication of a
Bulletin or other means of keeping
geographers informed, through their
Committees for the IGU, of the
activities of the Union and for the
circulation of information on
publications sponsored or assisted by
the Union.
D. In the case of any vacancy occurring
amongst its members, the Executive
Committee shall have power to fill it.
Any person so appointed shall hold
office until the next meeting of the
General Assembly, which should
proceed to a definite election for the
following period only.
E. Membership of the Executive
Committee shall be unpaid but
members shall be entitled to traveling
expenses and subsistence allowances
for attending meetings of the
Executive Committee on scales
determined, as from time to time may
be necessary, by the Executive
Committee.
The Executive Committee shall meet
during
each
International
Geographical Congress and at such
times and places as the President in
consultation
with
the
Secretary-General shall determine.
There shall be at least one meeting
between congresses at which the
program proposed for the next
congress shall be considered. The
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Chair of the Organizing Committee
of the Congress or his or her
representative shall be invited to this
meeting for joint consideration of
appropriate matters.
F.

It is the task of the Executive
Committee to monitor new trends and
developments in the field of
geographical education and research,
to bring these to the knowledge of the
committees of the IGU and to take all
action required to ensure an optimal
participation of the Union in
international
science
programs.
Further duties of the Executive
Committee shall include those which
have been entrusted to it from time to
time by the General Assembly, and in
particular:
1. the preparation of the Agenda for
the General Assembly;
2. the consideration of invitations
for
general
and
regional
congresses and the formulation of
recommendations thereon for
decision
by
the
General
Assembly;
3. collaboration with the organizers
of the international congresses;
4. the consideration of items
submitted by Committees for the
IGU for inclusion in the agenda
of the General Assembly;
5. the establishment of special or
temporary committees or task
forces for particular tasks;
6. the approval of Commissions to
examine defined geographical
problems.
7. the conferment, on behalf of the
International
Geographical
Union, as a mark of distinction,
of special honors on persons who
have
achieved
particular
distinction or who have rendered
outstanding service for the
international
community
of
geographers.

G. In the August 2008 election for the
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IGU Executive Committee, four Vice
Presidents shall be elected for single
terms of six years (2008-2014)
duration; the four Vice Presidents so
elected shall not be eligible for reelection as IGU Vice Presidents at the
conclusion of their terms in 2014. In
the August 2008 election, four Vice
Presidents shall be elected for terms
of four years duration (2008-2012);
the four Vice Presidents so elected
will be eligible for re-election as Vice
Presidents for one additional four
year term (2012-2016) upon the
completion of their original terms in
2012. From 2014 onward, four IGU
Vice Presidents will be elected every
even calendar year, and those elected
will serve terms of four years, being
eligible for election for no more than
two consecutive terms.
H. In the August 2008 election for the
IGU Executive Committee, the IGU
Secretary General and Treasurer will
be elected for a single term of two
years (2008-2010) duration; the
individual so elected shall be eligible
for re-election as IGU Secretary
General
and
Treasurer
upon
completion of his or her original term
in 2010 for one additional term or
four years only (to 2014). From 2014
onward, an election for IGU
Secretary General and Treasurer will
be held every fourth year, and those
elected will serve terms of four years,
being eligible for election as
Secretary General and Treasurer for
no more than two consecutive terms.

VI. Commissions
Commissions shall be established for the
study of a specific problem or for the
accomplishment of a task which requires
international collaboration. Commissions
shall promote individual and group
research work, encourage the exchange of
relevant documents and information, and
organize conferences, meetings and,
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where appropriate, field excursions, both
between Congresses and during
International Geographical Congresses.
A. The establishment of a new
Commission may be proposed by a
member country or by the Executive
Committee. The proposal, including a
statement of objectives and a program
of work, should reach the Executive
Committee at least nine months
before the time of meeting of the
General Assembly. The objectives of
the new Commission should be
precisely defined. The proposal
should be accompanied by a
suggested list of the future chair and
possible
steering
committee
members. It shall then be discussed
and may be approved by the
Executive Committee.
B. Commissions are clustered in
thematic fields, each coordinated by a
Vice-President. Commissions are
renewable depending on evidence of
activity and continued relevance to
the objectives of the Union. In
exceptional
cases,
an
earlier
termination or change in task and
leadership is possible if the majority
of member countries agree on the
basis of a letter ballot.
C. A Commission shall consist of a
Chair and a Steering Committee
normally consisting of not more than
ten other members, each of whom
shall serve for approximately four
years
and
be
eligible
for
reappointment for a second term of
similar length. From among its
steering committee members a
Commission may designate, if it
wishes, a Vice-Chair and a Secretary.
Normally, there shall not be more
than one member from any one
adhering country. The Chair shall
normally be appointed by the General
Assembly; the list of steering
committee
members
shall
be
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approved
by
the
Executive
Committee. No person shall be a
member of the steering committee of
more than one Commission. The
Commission
may
co-opt
an
appropriate number of members. In
the event of a vacancy in the chair
occurring
between
General
Assemblies, a new chair shall be
appointed
by
the
Executive
Committee having regard to the
recommendation of the members of
the Commission Steering Committee.
Vacancies in the Steering Committee
of a Commission occurring after the
approval of the list by the Executive
Committee may be filled by
resolution of the Commission.
D. A Commission may organize its work
by establishing sub-committees on
special problems.
E. Commissions may apply to the
Executive Committee for grants of
funds to enable them to carry out
their work. The financial liability of
the Union is limited to the grants
made and approved by the Executive
Committee that will divide available
funds over the clusters.
F.

A Commission may undertake
research contracts and may request
grants from national or international,
or other appropriate, organizations.
Commissions must inform the
Executive Committee of the action
taken and the results achieved.

G. A Commission may publish the
results of its work or may collaborate
in joint publications.
Each Commission shall prepare a
concise report on its work which
should be submitted to the
Secretary-General for the Executive
Committee at least nine months
before the next ordinary meeting of
the General Assembly. The report
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should include an account of the
work carried out, the methods used,
and the results obtained together,
when appropriate, with a program of
further research. The report shall be
distributed to each Committee for the
IGU and discussed in open meeting
during the International Congress.
The
combined
presentation,
discussion and publication of reports
by several Commissions may be
arranged. The General Assembly, on
the recommendation of the Executive
Committee, decides whether the
activities of a Commission justify the
renewal of its appointment.

H. The maximum term of service on a
Commission for a chair or steering
committee member in any capacity
shall be twelve years.

VII. Finance
A. Countries may adhere to the Union in
one of the following fifteen
categories. Each adhering country
shall pay annually as a minimum the
number of subscription units proper
to its category in accordance with the
following scale:

Category

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

Units

1

2

3

5

7

9

12

15

Category
Units

I
20

J
25

K
30

L
35

M
40

N
45

O
50

B. Each
country
applying
for
membership of the Union shall
specify in which category it wishes
to be classed. For each country the
organization which adheres to the
Union shall be responsible for the
payment of the contributions. Every
country in arrears with its
contributions shall be reported to the
General Assembly. Any adhering
member of IGU, which is in arrears
for three years, shall have observer
status until the outstanding dues are
paid.
C. Associate member countries of the
Union shall pay such annual
contributions as the General
Assembly may from time to time
determine.
D. Corresponding members pay annual
dues decided upon by the Executive
Committee.
E. The Secretary General shall prepare
a statement of accounts of income
and expenditure for each of the
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years intervening between two
General Assemblies. He or she shall
also prepare, on behalf of the
Executive Committee, an estimate
of the budget for the period
intervening between one General
Assembly and the next. A Finance
Committee, nominated for the
purpose by the General Assembly,
shall examine the accounts for the
preceding years and the budget
estimates and shall report on these
matters to the General Assembly.
The Finance Committee may make
recommendations for change in the
membership categories of countries.
Following its examination of the
budget and of the Finance
committee's report, the General
Assembly shall fix the amounts of
the subscription unit from full
members and of the annual dues
from associate members and also
the currency or currencies in which
the payment will be made. The
income of the Union is derived
primarily from:
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1. contributions by members;
2. subventions
from
other
organizations;
3. sale of publications;
4. gifts and donations;
5. congress
and
conference
registration fees;
6. research grants.
The income is to be devoted
primarily to:
1. the cost of administration,
including the maintenance of the
Secretariat and the meetings of
the Executive Committee;
2. the expenses of publications
issued under the direction of the
Union and specifically authorized
by the Executive Committee;
3. subventions toward the expenses
of Commissions;
4. subventions toward the cost of
organization of International
Geographical Congresses, and of
regional meetings, especially in
regions where the responsible
organizations need help in
organizing geographical studies;
5. contributions toward the cost of
research undertaken under the
direction, or with the approval, of
the Union;
6. the cost of co-operation with
ICSU,
ISSC
and
other
organizations, including dues.
Any surplus may be used as the
General Assembly may direct to
advance the general purposes of
the Union as determined by
Article I. Funds derived from
donations and grants shall be
used by the Union with due
regard to the wishes expressed by
the donors. Any country which
withdraws from the Union
resigns by this act its right to
share in the assets of the Union.
F.
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The Union has a Geography
Promotion and Solidarity Fund, the
aim of which is to further geography

and
to
support
geographers,
especially from less equipped
countries. The Fund is governed by a
Board appointed by the Executive
Committee.
G. The Secretary-General in his capacity
of Treasurer shall keep accurate
accounts and records of all financial
transactions. He or she shall arrange
for the accounts to be audited
annually.
H. At each International Congress or
Regional Conference, a sum,
established
by
the
Executive
Committee, is to be included in the
registration fee of all participants and
transferred to the Treasurer within six
months of the conclusion of the
Congress or Conference.

VIII. Internal Regulations
A. The General Assembly may draw up
internal regulations for the conduct of
its business, the general duties to be
assigned to the members of the
Executive Committee and, in general,
for all matters not provided for in the
Statutes.
B. Similarly, each Commission may
draw up regulations for the conduct
of its own business. Such regulations
shall be approved by the Executive
Committee and no regulation shall be
made which is contrary to the terms
of the Statutes.
C. The working languages of the Union
shall be English and French.
There shall be no discrimination as
regards
race,
ethnic
group,
citizenship, religion, sex or political
opinion within the Union or in the
meetings organized by it or held on
its behalf.
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D. As a member of ICSU, the IGU
follows ICSU guidelines on the free
circulation of scientists.

the Statutes of the Union. A
representative of the Organizing
Committee of the next Congress
shall normally be invited to
attend the meeting of the
Executive Committee at which
the proposals are considered, and
the host country shall be asked to
invite a member or members of
the Executive Committee for
consultation.

IX. The International Geographical
Congress
A. An
international
geographical
congress shall, if possible, be held
approximately every four years.
B. Invitations shall be addressed to the
Secretary-General
by
member
countries of the Union or by groups
of member countries offering to act as
hosts, and the acceptance of an
invitation shall be by vote of the
General Assembly by adhering
countries of the Union. A General
Assembly may accept invitations for
the two next succeeding Congresses.
C. When an invitation has been
accepted, the organization and
financing of the Congress shall,
subject to the other provisions stated
in Article IX, be the responsibility of
the host country or countries.
However, the Executive Committee
shall advise on the program planned
for the Congress. It shall be the
responsibility of the host country or
countries that:
1. suitable facilities are provided for
the meeting of the General
Assembly;
2. provision shall be made for the
meetings of the Executive
Committee
and
for
the
functioning of the Secretariat;
3. facilities in time and space shall
be made available for meetings of
Commissions of the Union;
4. outline
proposals
for
the
Congress arrangements shall be
submitted to the Executive
Committee at least two years in
advance of the date of the
Congress.
The
Executive
Committee shall satisfy itself that
the proposals are compatible with
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D. The Secretary-General shall inform
member countries of the Union of the
location of the next International
Geographical Congress and of the
address of the organizers. Thereafter
communication may be directed
between Committees for the IGU or
individuals and the Organizing
Committee of the next Congress.
E. The working languages of an
International Geographical Congress
shall be English and French. With the
approval of the Executive Committee
the language of the host country may
be used in discussions provided that
appropriate translation facilities have
been arranged.
F.

The Executive Committee may accept
invitations for regional conferences or
other international meetings of a
more restricted character or for
special purposes or may itself sponsor
or organize such meetings.

G. A general international geographical
congress or regional conference shall
be open to delegates from all
members of the Union and to
individuals both from member
countries and from countries which
are not members.
The organizing committee of an
international geographical congress or
meeting may be invited to report on its
activities to the General Assembly. After
the conclusion of the congress or meeting,
the organizing committee shall submit a
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final report to the Executive Committee.

X. Affiliation of Other Scientific
Institutions
A. The
International
Geographical
Union may offer affiliation to other
international associations having
cognate interests, provided the aims,
objects and constitution of such
associations are compatible with
those
of
the
International
Geographical Union. The relations
with the affiliated organizations may
have a thematic or a regional
character.
B. The Executive Committee of the
International Geographical Union,
having satisfied itself that the Statutes
of the Association proposed for
affiliation satisfy these conditions,
shall recommend to the General
Assembly that affiliation be granted.
C. The
International
Geographical
Union and the affiliated association
shall continue as independent bodies
having
their
own
statutes,
organization and finance. The degree
of collaboration shall be left for
mutual arrangement between the
respective executive bodies.
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D. The affiliation terminates when the
General Assembly of the Union or the
affiliated organization so decides and
the other organization has been duly
informed.

XI. Duration of Convention and
Modifications
A. The duration of the Union is not
limited.
B. No change shall be made in the terms
of the present Statutes without the
approval of more than one half of the
votes cast at the General Assembly or
by postal ballot by the adhering
countries of the Union eligible to
vote.
C. In the case of the dissolution of the
Union, voted and agreed by at least
two-thirds of the adhering countries
of the Union, the available funds shall
be given by the General Assembly to
one or more scientific or scholarly
institution.
D. The French and English texts shall be
given equal weight in deciding the
meaning to be given to the articles of
the present Statutes.
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Union Géographique Internationale
Statuts
Révisés á le10 March 2008
I. Dénomination, Objectifs et Siege
de l'Union
A. L'Union Géographique Internationale,
communément appelée l'UGI, est une
organisation
scientifique
internationale, non-gouvernementale
et sans but lucratif.
B. L'Union Géographique Internationale
a pour but:
1. de
favoriser
l'étude
des
problèmes qui concernent la
géographie;
2. de susciter et de coordonner les
recherches
géographiques
exigeant
une
coopération
internationale et de favoriser leur
discussion scientifique et leur
publication;
3. d'assurer la participation des
géographes aux activités des
organisations
de
recherche
scientifique internationales qui
les concernent;
4. de favoriser la collecte et la
diffusion
des
données
géographiques
et
de
la
documentation
géographique
dans et entre tous les pays
membres;
5. d'assurer les réunions des
Congrès
internationaux
de
géographie, des Conférences
régionales entre les Congrès
internationaux de géographie et
les autres réunions destinées à
servir les buts de l'Union;
6. de participer à toute autre forme
de coopération internationale
dans le but de faire progresser la
recherche en géographie et son
application;
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7. de
promouvoir,
au
plan
international, la compatibilité des
méthodes et la standardisation de
la nomenclature et des symboles
utilisés en géographie.
C. L'Union Géographique Internationale
adhère au Conseil International pour
la Science (CIUS) et le reconnaît
comme un organisme de coordination
et
de
représentation
pour
l'organisation
internationale
des
sciences.
D. L'Union Géographique Internationale
adhère au Conseil International des
Sciences Sociales (CISS) et le
reconnaît comme un organisme de
coordination et de représentation pour
l'organisation
internationale
des
sciences sociales.
E. Le siège de l'Union est le lieu où
réside le Secrétaire général.

II. L'Appartenance à l'Union
A. Les membres de l'Union sont des
Etats appelés ici pays. A cette fin, on
considère comme pays un territoire
où la vie scientifique est organisée de
façon autonome. L'admission d'un
pays comme membre de l'Union
constitue une reconnaissance non pas
de son statut politique, mais
seulement de son niveau scientifique.
Dans le doute, l'avis du CIUS est
sollicité. Tous les pays membres
jouissent des mêmes droits et sont
astreints aux mêmes obligations, à
l'exception des cas prévus plus loin.
Dans chaque pays l'adhésion à
l'Union peut être sollicitée par un
Comité de l'UGI, une Académie, un
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Conseil de la recherche ou toute
institution similaire, ou par des
sociétés
scientifiques,
ou
un
groupement de telles institutions ou
sociétés, ou encore, dans certains cas
spéciaux, par le Gouvernement
représenté par un Ministère intéressé.
Toute demande d'adhésion est
adressée au Secrétaire général,
examinée par le Comité exécutif et
soumise à la décision de l'Assemblée
générale.
B. Un Comité de l'UGI, pleinement
représentatif des géographes, est
constitué dans chaque pays adhérant à
l'Union. Il est créé sur l'initiative ou
avec
l'appui
des
institutions
mentionnées ci-dessus en B.
C. Les Comités de l'UGI encouragent,
dans leurs pays respectifs, les buts de
l'Union, en accordant une importance
particulière
à
leurs
aspects
internationaux. Ils doivent diffuser les
informations venant du Comité
exécutif aux géographes de leurs pays
et présenter tous les quatre ans un
rapport
au
Comité
Exécutif
concernant leurs activités et l'état de
la géographie dans leurs pays. Les
Comités de l'UGI désignent les
délégués chargés de les représenter
aux Assemblées de l'Union. Chaque
Comité de l'UGI, soit seul, soit de
concert avec un ou plusieurs autres
Comités de l'UGI, a le droit de
soumettre à l'Union, pour discussion,
des questions en rapport avec les buts
de l'Union tels qu'ils sont définis
Section I.B.
D. Outre les membres titulaires de
l'Union, il existe une catégorie de
membres associés. Si, dans un pays,
le
développement
des
études
géographiques ou le nombre des
géographes ne permet pas de
constituer un Comité de l'UGI dans
les conditions prévues en C, un
groupement de trois personnes ou

plus peut prendre l'initiative de se
constituer en Comité et demander la
qualité de membre associé. Le
Comité exécutif de l'Union peut
soumettre à l'Assemblée générale des
recommandations pour l'acceptation
ou la prolongation de la qualité de
membre associé ou pour l'admission
de membres associés dans la
catégorie des membres titulaires.
E. L'Union comporte aussi des membres
correspondants soit individuels ou
institutionnels dans le but d'améliorer
les contacts avec des personnes ou
des institutions importantes isolées.
F.

Sur recommandation du Comité
exécutif, l’Assemblée générale peut
autoriser l’admission de personnes
morales dans l’Union n’ayant aucun
droit de vote. Ces personnes morales
peuvent être des universités, des
agences
gouvernementales,
des
organisations à but non lucratif ou des
entreprises privées qui soutiennent les
objectifs et programmes de l’Union
Géographique Internationale. Les
cotisations de ces personnes morales
sera défini au moment de leur
admission et pourra être ajusté à
l’occasion par le Comité exécutif de
l’UGI.

III. L'Assemblée Générale
A. Les travaux de l’Union sont décidés
au
cours
d'une
réunion
de
l'Assemblée générale des délégués
désignés par les pays adhérant à
l'Union ou à tout autre moment par un
scrutin postal des délégués des pays
membres dûment inscrits auprès du
Secrétariat de l'UGI.
L'Union
réunit
normalement
l'Assemblée
générale
ordinaire
environ une fois tous les quatre ans, si
possible au même moment et au
même
endroit
qu'un
Congrès
géographique international. Une
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Assemblée
générale
comporte
normalement deux sessions ou
davantage réparties sur plusieurs
jours. L'époque et le lieu sont arrêtés
par l'Assemblée générale précédente,
ou, si tel n'a pas été le cas, fixés par le
Comité exécutif. Une Assemblée
générale extraordinaire peut être
convoquée par le Président en accord
avec le Comité exécutif; elle doit être
convoquée sur la demande écrite d'au
moins la moitié des pays membres.
La convocation à toutes les réunions
de l'Assemblée générale doit être
envoyée au moins quatre mois à
l'avance.
B. Un Comité exécutif comprenant un
Président, des Vice-présidents, et un
Secrétaire-général et Trésorier doit
être élu par l’Assemblée générale ou
par scrutin postal.
C. Tous les participants individuels à un
Congrès qui sont régulièrement
inscrits et présents peuvent assister
aux réunions de l'Assemblée générale
et prendre part aux discussions sans
posséder le droit de vote, sauf
exceptions indiquées ci-dessous. Le
Président de l'Union peut aussi inviter
à assister, à titre consultatif, aux
séances de l'Assemblée générale, des
représentants
d'institutions
scientifiques
ou
universitaires,
internationales ou nationales, ainsi
que d'autres savants intéressés.
D. L'ordre du jour de l'Assemblée
générale est fixé par le Président en
accord avec le Comité exécutif et
communiqué aux Comités de l'UGI
des pays adhérents au moins quatre
mois avant l'ouverture de la session.
Une question ne figurant pas à l'ordre
du jour peut être soulevée par une
délégation avec l'approbation du
Comité
exécutif;
la
décision
concernant une telle question ne peut
être prise que lors d'une session
ultérieure de cette Assemblée

générale.
E. Les résolutions concernant les
questions scientifiques sont adoptées
à la majorité des votes émis par les
participants régulièrement inscrits au
Congrès et personnellement présents
à la réunion de l'Assemblée générale.
F.

Les résolutions concernant les
questions de caractère administratif
sont adoptées à la suite d'un vote par
pays membres de l'Union, représentés
à l'Assemblée générale ou en droit de
voter par scrutin postal, chaque pays
disposant d'une voix. Pour être
valable, une résolution doit réunir
plus de 50 pour cent des votes des
pays membres présents à l'Assemblée
générale ou en droit de voter par
scrutin postal. Les pays membres
associés
et
les
membres
correspondants n'ont pas le droit de
vote.

G. En cas de doute sur la catégorie dont
relève une question, la décision
appartient au Président. Dans tous les
cas de partage égal des voix, la voix
du Président est prépondérante.

IV. Le Président
Le Président de l'Union est élu par
l'Assemblée
générale
et
est
normalement choisi parmi les
personnalités dont l'expérience est
attestée par l'exercice de fonctions
électives dans l'Union. Il ou elle entre
en fonction après le clôture de
l'Assemblée générale, ou, si cette
dernière a lieu pendant le Congrès,
après la clôture du dit Congrès. Il ou
elle reste en fonctions jusqu'à la
clôture de la prochaine Assemblée
générale, ou, si un Congrès a lieu en
même temps, jusqu'à la clôture du dit
Congrès. Il ou elle n'est pas rééligible
comme Président pour la période
suivante. Le Président sortant devient
un des Vice-Présidents pour une
437
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nouvelle période.

V. Le Comité Exécutif
A. Les membres du Comité exécutif
agissent à titre personnel.
B. Le Comité exécutif est constitué par
le Président, le Président sortant, huit
autres
Vice-Présidents
et
un
Secrétaire général.
C. En dehors du Président et du
Président sortant, qui devient VicePrésident pour une nouvelle période,
les huit Vice-Présidents seront élus
par l’Assemblée générale ou par
scrutin postal. Ils ont des tâches
déterminées. Ils doivent stimuler et
coordonner
les
activités
des
Commissions de l'UGI, représenter
l'Union et développer ses contacts
dans la région. Un Vice-Président
devra prendre en charge le Service
des Publications. Le nombre des
Vice-Présidents peut être modifié par
un vote de l'Assemblée générale, sur
proposition du Comité exécutif. Sauf
spécifié dans la Section V - I de ces
Statuts, les Vice-Présidents restent en
fonction pour une période de quatre
ans et sont rééligibles ensuite, mais
pour une seule nouvelle période. Les
Vice-Présidents sont choisis pour
représenter aussi largement que
possible les pays membres et, à aucun
moment, le Comité exécutif ne peut
comprendre plus d'un représentant de
chaque pays. Un des Vice-Présidents
est désigné par le Comité exécutif
comme premier Vice-Président. Il ou
elle remplace le Président quand
celui-ci est empêché, temporairement
ou non. Si le Président sortant n’est
pas en mesure de devenir un Viceprésident, le Comité exécutif de
l’IGU pourrait désigner un des Viceprésidents actuels pour remplacer le
président sortant uniquement pour la
période de quatre ans à venir.

D. Sauf spécifié dans la Section V - J de
ces Statuts, un Secrétaire général est
élu à l'Assemblée générale ou par
scrutin postal pour une période de
quatre ans et doit normalement être
choisi parmi ceux qui possèdent une
expérience en tant qu’officiels élus de
l’Union. Il ou elle est rééligible pour
une seule nouvelle période de quatre
ans. Le Secrétaire général fait aussi
fonction de Trésorier et il entretient
un bureau administratif permanent ou
un secrétariat. Avec l'accord du
Comité exécutif et pour rendre plus
efficace la gestion de l'Union, il ou
elle peut se faire aider par un
Secrétaire général ou un Trésorier
adjoints. Le Secrétaire général
s'occupe de la publication d'un
Bulletin et de l=information des les
géographes, par l'intermédiaire des
Comités de l'UGI, sur les activités de
l'Union,
et
de
la
diffusion
d'informations
concernant
les
publications
faites
sous
la
responsabilité ou avec l'aide de
l'Union.
E. Le Comité exécutif peut pourvoir aux
vacances qui surviendraient en son
sein. Toute personne désignée dans
ces conditions demeure en fonctions
jusqu'à la réunion de l'Assemblée
générale suivante qui procède à une
élection régulière valable seulement
pour la prochaine période.
F.

Les fonctions de membre du Comité
exécutif ne comportent pas de
rétribution; mais les membres ont
droit au remboursement des frais de
voyage et de séjour pour participation
aux réunions du Comité, suivant un
barème, révisé s'il en est besoin de
temps en temps par le Comité
exécutif.
Le Comité exécutif se réunit pendant
chaque
Congrès
géographique
international et en tous temps et lieux
que le Président fixe après avoir pris
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l'avis du Secrétaire général. Une
réunion au moins a lieu entre les
Congrès pour examiner le programme
du prochain Congrès; à cette réunion
est convié le Président du Comité
d'organisation du Congrès, ou son
représentant, pour l'examen en
commun des questions afférentes.
G. Le Comité exécutif a pour but de
développer de nouvelles voies et
activités dans le domaine de
l'enseignement et de la recherche
géographiques, de les faire connaître
aux Comités de l'UGI et de prendre
toutes mesures nécessaires pour
assurer la meilleure participation de
l'Union aux programmes scientifiques
internationaux. En outre, le Comité
exécutif exécute les tâches qui lui
sont confiées par l'Assemblée
générale, et en particulier:
1. la préparation de l'ordre du jour
de l'Assemblée générale;
2. l'examen des invitations pour les
Congrès généraux et régionaux et
la
préparation
des
recommandations à leur sujet
pour décision par l'Assemblée
générale;
3. la
collaboration
avec
les
organisateurs
des
Congrès
internationaux;
4. l'examen des diverses questions
soumises par les Comités de
l'UGI en vue de leur inscription à
l'ordre du jour de l'Assemblée
générale;
5. la création de Comités spéciaux
ou temporaires pour des tâches
particulières;
6. l=approbation de Commissions
pour examiner des problèmes
géographiques spécifiques.
7. l'attribution, à titre honorifique,
au nom de l'UGI, de distinctions
spéciales à des personnes ayant
accompli des travaux éminents
ou ayant rendu des services
émérites au profit de la

communauté
internationale.

géographique

H. Lors de l’élection d’août 2008 du
Comité exécutif de l’IGU, quatre
Vice-présidents doivent être élus pour
des mandats uniques d’une durée de
six ans (2008-2014); les quatre Viceprésidents effectivement élus ne
doivent pas être en droit d’être réélus
en tant que Vice-présidents de l’IGU
à la fin de leurs mandats en 2014.
Lors de l’élection d’août 2008, quatre
Vice -présidents doivent être élus
pour des mandats d’une durée de
quatre ans (2008-2012); les quatre
Vice-présidents effectivement élus
seront en droit d’être réélus en tant
que Vice-présidents pour un mandat
supplémentaire de quatre ans (20122016) à la fin de leurs mandats
initiaux en 2012. A partir de 2014,
quatre Vice-présidents de l’IGU
seront élus chaque année calendaire
paire, et les élus serviront des
mandats de quatre ans, étant en droit
d’être élus pour un maximum de deux
mandats consécutifs.
I.

Lors de l’élection d’août 2008 du
Comité exécutif de l’IGU, le
Secrétaire-général et Trésorier de
l’IGU sera élu pour un mandat unique
d’une durée de deux ans (20082010) ; la personne effectivement
élue doit être en droit d’être réélue en
tant que Secrétaire-général et
Trésorier à la fin de son mandat
initial en 2010 pour un mandat
supplémentaire de quatre ans
uniquement (jusqu’à 2014). A partir
de 2014, une élection du Secrétairegénéral et Trésorier de l’IGU se
tiendra tous les quatre ans, et l’élu
servira un mandat de quatre ans, étant
en droit d’être réélu en tant que
Secrétaire-général et Trésorier pour
un maximum de deux mandats
consécutifs.
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VI. Commissions

d’environ quatre ans, renouvelable
une deuxième fois pour une période
semblable. Parmi les membres du
Comité
de
Direction,
une
Commission peut, si elle le désire,
nommer un Vice-Président et un
Secrétaire. Normalement, elle ne
devrait pas compter plus d'un membre
par pays adhérent. Le Président est
normalement désigné par l'Assemblée
générale; la liste des membres du
Comité de Direction est approuvée
par le Comité exécutif. Personne ne
peut être membre du Comité de
direction de plus d'une Commission.
La Commission peut s'adjoindre par
cooptation un certain nombre de
membres. En cas de vacance de la
Présidence, entre deux Assemblées
générales, un nouveau Président est
désigné par le Comité exécutif, sur
proposition des membres du Comité
de Direction de la Commission. Une
décision de la Commission peut
pourvoir au remplacement des
membres, en cas de vacance dans le
Comité de Direction de la
Commission,
survenant
après
l'approbation de la liste par le Comité
exécutif.

A. Les Commissions sont créées pour
étudier des questions précises ou pour
accomplir des tâches qui requièrent
une collaboration internationale. Elles
favorisent
les
recherches
individuelles ou collectives, facilitent
des échanges de documents et
d'informations,
organisent
des
conférences, des rencontres et
éventuellement des travaux de terrain,
à la fois entre les Congrès et pendant
les
Congrès
géographiques
internationaux.
B. Tout pays membre ou le Comité
exécutif peuvent proposer la création
d'une Commission nouvelle. Le
projet, comprenant une définition des
objectifs et un programme de travail,
devrait parvenir au Comité exécutif
au
moins
neuf
mois
avant
l'Assemblée générale. L'objet de la
nouvelle Commission doit être
délimité avec précision. Le projet
devrait être accompagné d'une liste
proposant le Président et des
membres éventuels d=un Comité de
Direction. Il est alors discuté par le
Comité exécutif et pourra être
approuvé par le Comité exécutif.
C. Les Commissions sont regroupées en
ensembles thématiques, chacun étant
coordonné par un Vice-Président. Les
Commissions sont renouvelables en
fonction de l'évidence de leur activité
et de l=utilité de leurs objectifs pour
l'Union. Dans des cas exceptionnels
la majorité des pays membres peut,
par un vote écrit, conclure avant
terme le travail d'une Commission ou
modifier ses objectifs ou sa
présidence.
D. Une
Commission
comprend
normalement un Président et un
Comité de Direction comprenant au
maximum dix autres membres,
approuvés pour une première période

E. Une Commission peut organiser son
travail en créant en son sein des souscommissions sur des questions
particulières.
F.

Les Commissions peuvent solliciter
du Comité exécutif des subventions
ou des fonds destinés à l'exécution de
leurs tâches. La responsabilité
financière de l'Union est limitée aux
subventions accordées et approuvées
par le Comité exécutif qui partage les
fonds disponibles entre les ensembles
de Commissions.
Les Commissions peuvent conclure
des contrats de recherche et solliciter
des
subventions
auprès
d'organisations
nationales
ou
internationales,
ou
d'autres
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organismes.
Les
Commissions
doivent rendre compte au Comité
exécutif de ses démarches, puis des
résultats obtenus.

peuvent être faite en commun par
plusieurs Commissions. L'Assemblée
générale décide, sur proposition du
Comité exécutif, si le renouvellement
d'une Commission est justifié par son
activité.

G. Une Commission peut publier les
résultats de leurs recherches ou
collaborer à des publications.

I.

H. Chaque Commission prépare un bref
rapport de son travail qu'il fait
parvenir au Secrétaire général du
Comité exécutif au moins neuf mois
avant l'Assemblée générale suivante.
Le rapport doit comporter un compte
rendu des travaux réalisés, des
méthodes adoptées, des résultats
acquis, ainsi qu'un programme des
recherches ultérieures, s'il est jugé
utile. Ce rapport est diffusé auprès de
chaque Comité de l'UGI et discuté au
cours d'une réunion très largement
ouverte à l'occasion du Congrès
international. La présentation, la
discussion, la publication des rapports

La durée maximale de service d'un
membre d’une Commission ne peut
excéder douze années pour un
Président ou une membre du Comité
de Direction.

VII. Finances
A. Tous les pays adhérant à l'Union
comme membres titulaires sont
répartis entre les quinze catégories
suivantes. Chaque pays adhérent paie
annuellement au minimum le nombre
d'unités
de
souscription
correspondant au numéro de sa
catégorie, suivant le barème ci-après.

Category

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

Units

1

2

3

5

7

9

12

15

Category
Units

I
20

J
25

K
30

L
35

M
40

N
45

O
50

B. Tout pays demandant son adhésion
à l'Union doit spécifier dans quelle
catégorie il souhaite être classé.
Dans chaque pays l'organisation qui
adhère à l'Union est responsable du
paiement de la contribution. Tout
pays dont les contributions sont en
retard fait l'objet d'un rapport à
l'Assemblée générale. Quand un
pays membre n'a pas payé ses
cotisations pendant trois années
consécutives, il est réduit au statut
d'observateur, jusqu'à ce que les
arriérés aient été soldés.
C. Les pays membres associés de
l'Union paient une cotisation
annuelle fixée, et susceptible d'être

modifiée, par l'Assemblée générale.
D. Les
membres
correspondants
(institutionnels et individuels) paient
une cotisation annuelle fixée par le
Comité exécutif.
Le Secrétaire général prépare un état
des recettes et des dépenses pour
chacune des années de la période
comprise entre deux Assemblées
générales. Au nom du Comité
exécutif, il ou elle prépare un budget
prévisionnel pour la période
comprise entre une Assemblée
générale et la suivante. Un Comité
financier, nommé à cette fin par
l'Assemblée générale, est chargé de
vérifier les comptes des exercices
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précédents
et
d'étudier
les
propositions budgétaires. Il soumet,
sur ces questions, des rapports à
l'Assemblée générale. Le Comité
financier
peut
proposer
des
changements de catégories pour
certains pays. Après avoir examiné le
budget et le rapport du Comité
financier, l'Assemblée générale fixe
le taux de la part contributive unitaire
des membres titulaires et les
redevances annuelles des membres
associés, ainsi que la ou les monnaies
dans lesquelles le paiement doit être
effectué.
E. Les recettes de l'Union proviennent
essentiellement:
1. des contributions des membres;
2. des subventions accordées par
d'autres organismes;
3. de la vente des publications;
4. de dons et de donations;
5. de droits d'inscription aux
congrès et aux conférences;
6. de crédits de recherche.
Les recettes doivent être tout d'abord
consacrées à payer:
1. les dépenses d'administration, y
compris l'entretien du Secrétariat
et les réunions du Comité
exécutif;
2. les frais des publications faites
sous la direction de l'Union et
explicitement autorisées par le
Comité exécutif;
3. les
subventions
aux
Commissions;
4. les
subventions
pour
l'organisation
des
Congrès
géographiques internationaux et
des rencontres régionales, en
particulier dans les régions où les
organismes responsables ont
besoin d'aide pour l=organisation
des études géographiques;
5. éventuellement, des contributions
aux
frais
de
recherches
entreprises sous la direction ou
avec l'accord de l'Union;

6. les frais liés à la coopération avec
le CIUS, le CISS et d'autres
organismes, y compris les
cotisations.
L'excédent peut, avec l'agrément
de l'Assemblée générale, être
utilisé pour faire avancer les buts
généraux de l'Union, définis à
l'article premier. Les ressources
provenant de dons et de
subventions sont utilisées par
l'Union en tenant compte des
désirs
exprimés
par
les
donateurs. Tout pays qui se retire
de l'Union abandonne de ce fait
ses droits à l'actif de l'Union.
F.

L'Union dispose d'un "Fonds de
Solidarité et de Promotion de la
Géographie" dont le but est de
développer la géographie et d'aider
les géographes, en particulier ceux
des pays les moins riches. Le Fonds
est géré par un Bureau nommé par le
Comité Exécutif.

G. Le Secrétaire général en sa qualité de
Trésorier tient des comptes détaillés
et les archives de toutes les
transactions financières. Il ou elle
veillera à ce que les comptes soient
vérifiés annuellement.
H. A chaque Congrès international ou
Conférence
régionale,
une
contribution, fixée par le Comité
exécutif, sera incluse dans les frais
d'inscription de tous les participants;
elle sera transférée au Trésorier de
l'Union dans les six mois après la
clôture du Congrès ou de la
Conférence.

VIII. Règlements Internes
A. L'Assemblée générale peut édicter
des règlements internes concernant,
soit la conduite de ses travaux, soit
les tâches générales qui incombent
aux membres du Comité exécutif,
soit, en général, tous les objets non
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prévus dans les Statuts.
B. De même, chaque Commission peut
élaborer des règlements pour la
conduite de ses propres travaux. Ces
règlements doivent être approuvés par
le Comité exécutif, aucun d'eux ne
pouvant contenir des prescriptions
contraires aux termes des Statuts.
C. L'Anglais et le Français sont les
langues de travail de l'Union.
D. Aucune discrimination de race, de
groupe ethnique, de nationalité, de
religion, de sexe ou d'opinion
politique n'est admise dans l'Union ni
dans les réunions quelle organise ou
tenues sous son patronage.
E. En tant que membre du CIUS, l'UGI
adhère à ses directives concernant la
libre circulation des scientifiques.

IX. Le Congrès International de
Géographie
A. Un
Congrès
géographique
international doit être tenu tous les
quatre ans environ, si possible.
B. Les propositions doivent être
adressées au Secrétaire général par
les pays membres ou les groupes de
pays membres qui offrent de recevoir
le
Congrès.
L'acceptation
de
l'invitation fait l'objet à l'Assemblée
générale d'un vote par les pays
membres titulaires de l'Union. Une
Assemblée générale peut accepter des
invitations pour les deux prochains
Congrès.
C. Quand l'offre du pays hôte a été
acceptée,
l'organisation
et
le
financement du Congrès sont de la
responsabilité du ou des pays hôtes,
sous condition des autres dispositions
de l=Article IX. Toutefois le Comité
exécutif se réserve un droit d'avis sur
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le programme proposé pour le
Congrès. Il est de la responsabilité du
ou des pays hôtes :
1. de prendre les dispositions
nécessaires en vue des réunions
de l'Assemblée générale;
2. de prendre les dispositions
nécessaires pour les réunions du
Comité
exécutif
et
le
fonctionnement du Secrétariat;
3. de prendre les dispositions
nécessaires pour assurer un
horaire et des locaux aux
réunions des Commissions de
l'Union;
4. de soumettre ses propositions en
vue de l'organisation du Congrès
au moins deux ans à l=avance au
Comité exécutif qui doit s'assurer
que ces propositions sont en
accord avec les statuts de l'Union.
Normalement un représentant du
Comité d'organisation du pays
hôte est convié à la réunion du
Comité
exécutif
où
ces
propositions sont examinées et le
pays hôte doit consulter un ou
plusieurs membres du Comité
exécutif.
D. Le Secrétaire général informe alors
les pays membres du lieu du prochain
Congrès international de géographie
et de l'adresse des organisateurs. Les
Comités de l'UGI des pays membres
ou les particuliers peuvent ensuite
communiquer directement avec le
Comité d'organisation du prochain
Congrès.
E. Les langues de travail d'un Congrès
international sont l'anglais et le
français. Avec l'accord du Comité
exécutif la langue du pays invitant
peut être utilisée dans les discussions
à condition que soient prévues des
traductions.
Le Comité exécutif peut accepter des
invitations à des Conférences
régionales ou à d'autres réunions
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internationales de caractère plus
restreint ou avec des buts précis; il
peut lui-même patronner ou organiser
de telles réunions.
F.

Les
Congrès
géographiques
internationaux généraux, aussi bien
que les Conférences régionales, sont
ouverts aux délégués de tous les pays
membres de l'Union et à d'autres
personnes appartenant à des pays
membres de l'Union ou à des pays
non-membres.

G. Le Comité d'organisation d'un
congrès
ou
d'une
rencontre
géographique internationale peut être
invité à rendre compte de ses activités
à l'Assemblée générale. Après la fin
du Congrès ou de la rencontre, le
Comité d'organisation doit adresser
un rapport final au Comité exécutif.

X. Affiliation d'Autres Institutions
Scientifiques
A. L'Union Géographique Internationale
peut proposer l'affiliation à d'autres
associations
scientifiques
internationales dont les intérêts lui
sont apparentés, à condition que les
aspirations, les objets et les
constitutions de telles associations
soient compatibles avec ceux de
l'Union Géographique Internationale.
Les liens avec les organisations
affiliées peuvent être de nature
régionale ou thématique.
B. Le Comité exécutif de l'Union
Géographique Internationale, après
s'être assuré que les statuts de
l'Association
proposée
pour
l'affiliation satisfont à ces conditions,

conseille à l'Assemblée
d'accorder l'affiliation.

générale

C. L'Union Géographique Internationale
et les associations affiliées continuent
à être des institutions indépendantes,
pourvues de leurs propres statuts,
organisations et finances. Le degré de
collaboration fait l'objet d=accords
mutuels entre les organes exécutifs
respectifs.
D. L'affiliation
prend
fin
quand
l'Assemblée générale de l'Union ou
de l'organisation affiliée le décide
après en avoir dûment prévenu l'autre
partie.

XI. Durée de la Convention et
Modifications
A. La durée de l'Union n'est pas limitée.
B. Aucun changement ne pourra être
apporté au texte des présents statuts
sans l'approbation de plus de la
moitié des votes des pays membres de
l'Union en droit de voter à
l'Assemblée générale ou par scrutin
postal.
C. En cas de dissolution de l'Union,
votée par l'Assemblée générale à la
majorité des deux-tiers des voix de
l'ensemble des pays adhérents, les
fonds disponibles seront attribués par
l'Assemblée générale à une ou
plusieurs organisations scientifiques.
D. Les textes français et anglais font foi
de façon égale pour l'interprétation à
donner aux articles des présents
statuts.
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